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CHAPTER I.

Coincidences (Ou-hui).

Fate holds sway over happiness and misfortune, being a spontaneous

principle and a decree to meet with certain incidents. There is no

alien force, and nothing else exercises an overwhelming influence or

affects the final result.

The world speaks of Tse Hsii i falling upon his sword, and of

Qiii Yuan^ drowning himself. Tse Lan and Tsai P i had slandered

them to the princes of Wu and Cliu, and they died innocently. It just

so happened that the lives of the two were to end, that Tse Lan
and Tsai P i defamed them, and that King Huai^ and Fu CKai * put

faith in their trumped up charges. It so happened that these princes

were short-sighted, so that their officers could be slandered. The
lives of the two unfortunate men chanced to be naturally of short

duration. It would seem as if there were two chances and three

coincidences, 5 but, as a matter of fact, there is but fate and

nothing else.

When the Hsia and Yin dynasties were just on the verge of

ruin, the crimes of Cliieh and Chou happened to be rife, and when
the stars of the Shang and- Chou^ were just in the ascent, the virtues

of T ang and Wu ' happened to be flourishing.

Kuan Lung Feng ^ met with a violent death, and Chi Tse^ and

Pi Kan both expired in jail. At that time the corruption of Chieh

and Chou was at its height, and the spans of the two men were to

terminate. The words of Yi Yin i
' were listened to, and the advice of

1 Wu Tse H»u or Wu Yuan.

2 On Wu Tse Hsu and CKil Twan see Vol. I, p. 140, Note 2.

3 King Huai of CKu, 327-294 b.c.

* Fu Ch'ai, king of Wu, 495-473 b.c.

5 I presume that the two chances are good and bad chances, and the three

coincidences, the meeting of a king, a virtuous minister, and a slanderer.

6 Two ancient dynasties.

7 The founders of the last named dynasties.

Minister to the tyrant Chieh.

9 Cf. p. 31, Note 2.

10 A nobleman put to death by the emperor Chou.

'1 Cf. p. 31, Note 1.
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Lil Wang ' was accepted. That was the period, when T'ang and

Wu were going to rise, and the time, when the two statesmen were

to be employed.

The destiny of a subject may be lucky or unlucky, and a

virtuous or a vicious sovereign meets with him. Wen Wang's time

was to be glorious, and it was Lil Wang's fate to become exalted.

Kao Tsung's ^ reign was to be peaceful, and Fu YiXeh's ^ virtue to

chime in with it. Not that Win Wang and Kao Tsung were born for

their two subjects, or that Lil Wang and Fu Yileh were created for

their two sovereigns. The sovereign being wise, and the minister

virtuous, they heard of each other's fame. Everything being adjusted

above, and well ordered below,* their lots came to be linked together.

When Yen Yuan^ died, the Master said, "Heaven is destroying

me.0 and at the death of Tse Lu he exclaimed, " Heaven has cursed

me." These were expressions of the grief of Confucius and not in

accord with the true principle. Confucius was not predestinated to

become an emperor, and the lives of his two disciples were not to

be long. The fate allotted to them viz. not to become an emperor

and not to live long, was not the same, but their lots coincided,

and just happened to be connected.

The wonder of the two dragons had to appear, just when King

LA of Chou happened to open the box, and when Pao Sse had to

destroy the Chou State, it so happened that the nature which King

Yu had obtained proved to be wicked.' The two dragons did not

induce King Li to commit crimes, nor did Pao Sse beguile King Yu.

All these were merely chances and coincidences, which came together

of themselves.

The weird ditties of children turned out true, when the extra-

ordinary cockfight took place by hazard,® and the prophecy by

1 The counsellor of King Wu, more generally known by the name of T'ai Kung,

his surname being Lu Shang {Giles, Biogr. Diet. No. 1862).

2 Kao Tsung = Wu Ting, an emperor of the Shang dynasty. Cf. Vol. 1,

p. 317, Note 2.

a Fu Yiieh, originally a poor man, became minister of the emperor Kao Tsung,

* Sovereign and minister both doing their duty.

6 Yen Yuan = 'en Hui, a disciple of Confucius. See Vol. 1, p. 151.

a Quotation from Analects XI 8.

7 The story is told in full Vol. I, p. 321 and on p. 163.

* The cocks of two nobles of Lu were in the habit of fighting. The one noble

sheathed the head of his cock, and the other gave metal spurs to his. This cock-

6ght increased the enmity of the two gentknien who were instrumental in bringing

about the dethronement of Duke Chao of Lu. See Tso-chuan, Duke Chao 25th year

(Leffffe, Classics Vol, V, p. 710).
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the mainah was fulfilled, when the calamity happened to befall Chao

of Lu. 1 Those ditties did not cause the fighting, nor did the mainah

bring about the misfortune of the prince: the date of these events

came of itself, and human activity coincided by chance.

It was Yaos fate to yield the empire to Shun, and Tan Chus,

to be unprincipled, and when the power over Yii^ had to pass over

to the Hsia dynasty, Shang Cliilns conduct had to be flagitious. The

two sons were not induced to wickedness, in order to procure the

empire to Shun and Yil. ^ Goodness and badness, right and wrong

came together by hazard.

As regards the rising and setting of Mars and the Pleiades,

Mars comes out, when the Pleiades are down, and bides, when the

Pleiades are visible. It is not the nature of fire 4 that it should

counteract the Pleiades, but by chance their times are not the same,

and their courses are different.

When the first moon rests in the cyclical sign yin, the con-

stellation K tiei ^ of Ursa major is opposed to the sign shen. It is

not the establishment of yin which causes the ejection of shen,

but tlie revolutions of the two constellations happen to be thus

balanced.

1 The mainah or mino bird Legge calls it the mino-grackle is a kind of

thrush or starling which uses to breed in holes of walls and banks. The fact that

in the 25th year of Duke Chao of Lu it was seen building its nest in a tree, was

interpreted as a bad augury for the duke, who in the same year was compelled to

leave his State and flee to CKi. For more details see Tso-chuan, Duke Chao 25th year

{Legpe, Classics Vol. V, p. 709, Par. 3). See also p. 162, Note 3.

2 Shuns territory I ii.

3 The emperor Yii

.

* Mars is called the " Fire Star" ,
5 ^j. K'uei is the constellation a, p. y ^ of Ursa major, the other three

stars :

E, ^, Y] being called jj^ Shao, the "handle" of the Dipper i.e., the Tail of

the Great Bear. From time immemorial the Chinese have determined the seasons

and the month by the revolution of the Great Bear, regarding its Tail as the hand

of a natural clock. In the beginning of the first Chinese moon it points to the

cyclical sign yin viz. E.N.E. …
(T'ai-pUnff yu-lan chap. 18, Iv. The Yiieh-ling here quoted is not that of the lAki),

See also: Astronomy of the Ancient Chinese by Chalmers in Legge's Shuking, Pro-

legomena p. 93.

I have translated by " opposed to." Shen W.S.W. is exactly opposite

to yin = E.N.E. The expression seems to refer to the supposed antagonism of the

cyclical signs and their attributes. Cf. Vol. I p. 105 and chap. XXXIX.
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When the father dies, the son succeeds him and, wlien the

mother-in-law expires, the daughter-in-law takes her place, i The

succession of son and daughter are not the causes of the decease

of father and mother, but the years of old and young people follow

each other of themselves.

They say that autumn's breath blights grain and grass. They
cannot stand it, and fade away and die. This idea is wrong : Plants

germinate in spring, grow in summer, and ripen in autumn. Then

they just wither and die spontaneously. The Yin fluid then happens

to be in abundance and falls in with them. Whence do we
know this?

Some plants do not die in autumn, their vitality not yet being

exhausted. Man lives a hundred years ere he breathes his last,

and plants live one year before they die. If people aver that at

death the Yin fluid destroys them, what kind of fluid does man
encounter when his life ceases? Some perhaps may return that

ghosts kill him. If, when man expires, ghosts appear, and when
plants die, cold air supervenes, all this would be mere accident.

Men see ghosts before their end, but some perceive them without

dying. Plants meet cold when they die, but it happens also that

they encounter cold and yet do not wither.

Those who are crushed by a falling building, or buried

under a collapsing bank, are not killed by the essence of the house

or the fluid of the bank. The house was old, and the bank in decay.

Unfortunate men happened to be on the spot just at the moment
when the down- fall took place.

The moon fades in heaven, and shells shrink in the sea.a The
wind follows the tiger, and the clouds accompany the dragon. ^

Belonging to the same sort and permeated by a similar fluid, their

natures can mutually affect one another. When, however, creatures

1 As long as her mother-in-law is alive, the daughter-in-law who lives in the

same family with her husband has to obey her commands like her own daughter, and

does not become her own mistress before the death of the mother-in-law, when she

succeeds to her position.

2 Again the usual symbolism supposing a mysterious sympathy between the

moon representing the liquid element and the animals living in the water. Huai

Nan Tse III, 2r. says that when the moon, the ruler of the Yin, fades, the brains

of fish decrease, and when it dies shells and oysters shrivel. The moon, says the

Lu-shi ch'un-ch'iu, is the source of all Yin. It being bright, all oysters are full, and

the Yin is exuberant when it is dark oysters are empty, and all Yin shrinks together.

The moon appears in the sky, and all the Yin creatures undergo their transformations

in the deep. {T'ai-p'ing yii Ian chap. 942, p. Iv.)

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 279, Note 2.
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and things fall in together, and good or bad luck happen simul-

taneously, there is no influence exercised by one fluid upon another.

The worst penalty which can be inflicted on a murderer, is

capital punishment. The punishment of the murderer must be heavy,

and the life of him who has to die, must be cut off. Therefore

the destruction coming down from above, first aims at the life of the

criminal. When, however, a holy emperor displays his virtue, those

having good luck first enjoy it. And then, if a kind edict be issued

in the palace, the culprit who has still long years to live comes

out of jail. In that case Heaven has not prompted the holy

emperor to issue such an edict for the sake of the culprit whose

time of death has not yet come. The holy emperor happened to

promulgate an act of grace, and the prisoner by chance escaped death.

It is like man's sleeping at night, and rising in the morning.

At night the light of the moon fades, it is impossible to work,

and man's forces are likewise exhausted, so that he desires rest. When
the morning sun shines brightly, he awakes from his slumbers, and

his power is restored as well. Heaven does not make him work

during the day, and repose at night. Working goes along with the

day, and rest corresponds to the night.

The wild geese assemble at Kuei-chi, ' having left the cold region

of Chieh-shih; When they arrive they find the fields of the people

just ready. Walking about them, they feed on grass and corn.

When the corn has been eaten, and the food been used up, the

spring rains then just set in. Then they leave the hot climes for

the north, returning again to Chieh-shih.

The elephants tilling the tumulus acted in the same manner.

3

It is on record that Shun was buried in Tsang-mi,^ and that ele-

phants became his labourers, and that Yii was interred at Kuei-chi, and

had crows as tenants. This is an untruth and an absurd statement.

When a husband lias the physiognomy of a short-lived man,

the wife he marries must soon become a widow, and when

1 In Chekiang province.

2 A mountain on the north shore of the gulf of Pechili, in the prefecture of

Yung-p'ing.

3 The tilling was accidental.

* A place in Hunan in the Ning-yuan district.

5 This tradition is mentioned in the Ti-wang shi-chi quoted

by the Tai-p'ing-y 'u-lan chap. 81, p. 2v. and chap. 82, p. 2r. where it is said that

below the grave of Yii crows weeded the land :
. No further

explanation of these rather obscure passages is given. How did those animals till

the burial ground of the old emperors, and what does it mean
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such a woman who is soon to be widowed marries, she falls in

with a husband who dies young. There is a common belief that,

in case males and females die prematurely, the husband injures

his wife, and the wife does harm to the husband. There can be

no question of mutual injury, it is all the outcome of fate, which

works spontaneously.

Provided that a flame be quenched by water, then we are

justified in speaking of water injuring fire. But when fire just

goes out of its own accord, and water happens to pour down on

it spontaneously, we must say that both have destroyed themselves

and did not injure one another. Now the untimely death of males

and females is not analogous to the quenching of fire by water,

but may be compared to the two elements extinguishing and pouring

down of themselves.

The son injuring his father and the younger brother ruining

the elder are on the same line. Since they are living under the

same roof, their fluids come into contact. They become weak and

sickly and pine away until they give up their ghost, but how can

this be called injury? It also happens that somebody dies abroad,

more than a thousand Li away, by sword or fire, crushed or

drowned. There cannot have been a collision of fluids; how could

any harm have been produced

The aunt of Wang Mang^ I.ady C/teng, was bespoken in mar-

riage to two gentlemen, who both died, and when she was on her

way to Chao, its prince also passed away. Before her fluid could have

reached them, she destroyed three persons from afar, what a pity

'

Huang Tse Kung married the daugther of a sorcerer in the

neighbourhood, after a soothsayer had pronounced her mien to be

noble. Therefore Huang Tie Kung rose to the rank of a prime

minister. As a matter of fact, this was not so. Huang Tie Kung

was predetermined to become a nobleman, when, on a journey, he

encountered the woman. She was likewise to be exalted, there-

fore she entered Huang Tie Kung's house. It was a coincidence, and

they met at the proper time. 2

Luckless people make no profit as merchants, and as agri-

culturists reap no grain. ^ Their nature does not spoil the merchan-

dise, but their fate prevents the grain from growing. Predestinated

1 Cf. Vol. I p. 306.

2 This story is told in full in Vol. I p. 307.

3 All the three editions of the Lun-heng have a character not found in

any dictionary, instead of = grain. It comes near a variant in the Shan-hai-

chinff mentioned in the Jp
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for poverty, they deal in unprofitable goods, and hampered with

bad luck, they plant seed which does not bear fruit.

The world says that dwellings are propitious or unpropitious,

and that in moving, special attention should be paid to the year

and the month.' This is not a correct statement of facts. The

ways of Heaven are difficult to know, but provided that an un-

lucky fellow, or a doomed family build a house, they simply will

select a site of ill omen, and when they change their residence,

they just happen to choose a calamitous year or month which

should be avoided. When an entire family thus rushes into

disaster, so that its ten odd members all perish, unable to do

anything against it, they all must be persons whose prosperity is

shattered and whose fate put an end to them.

The same reasoning holds good concerning the promotion and

translation of officials. When the time of their removal has come, their

sovereign lends an ear to slanderous reports, and when it is time that

they should advance, some excellent man recommends them. When
a scholar is about to take office, some superior man assists virtue, and

when lie is going to be dismissed, some villain has defamed talent.

Kung-Po Liao^ impeached Ise Lu to Chi Sun, Confucius said,

"^It is fate. 4 Tsang Tsang ^ of Lu slandered Mencius in the presence

of Duke P ing, and Mencius remarked that is was Heaven, As

long as the time for a new doctrine has not yet come, one meets

with backbiters, and before Heaven lends its help, the talk of

malicious people prevails. Therefore Confucius spoke of fate, and

did not cherish enmity against Kung-Po Liao; and Mencius referring

to Heaven did not bear a grudge against Tsang Tsang. They

clearly saw that time and fate must be spontaneous.

This is true of the success of a ruler introducing reforms as

well. If he is to become illustrious, there happens to be a time

of peace, and when there is to be a time of rebellion, his pro-

sperity will be ruined. The time of peace and revolution, victory

and defeat is like the progress and the reverses, the good and bad

fortune of an individual, which are encountered by chance.

The appearance of wise and sage men at various times falls

under the same law. A pious emperor soars up like a dragon all

1 These subjects will be found thoroughly discussed in chap. XXXVII XXXIX.
3 A relative of the ducal house of Lu.

3 A member of one of the three powerful families of Lu.

* See Analects XIV, 38 and p. 0 Note 4.

5 A favourite of Duke P ing of Lu,

6 Cf. Vol. I, p. 422.
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at once, and an able help-mate is found out and instated in the

very nick of time. People imagine that because Han Hsin and Chang

Liang supported the king of Han, CKin was wiped out and Han came

to power, insomuch as Kao Tsu won the crown. It was Han Kao

Tsu's destiny to become emperor by himself at a time, when Han

Hsin and Chang Liang were to flourish by themselves. Thus both

sides met. If they had sought each other on purpose, and

for this reason Hon Kao Tsu rose in FSng and P'ei, among the

young folks there many had physiognomies indicative of wealth

and honour, yet Heaven did not aid Kao Tsu through them.

Whether fate and physiognomies be grand or mean, there

is only a casual coincidence. Viscount Chien of Chao deposed

his heir-son Po Lu and raised Wu Hsil, the son of a concubine.

Wu Hsil happened to be intelligent, and he was predestined to

become prince of Chao to boot. People say that Po Lu was de-

praved and not equal to Wu Hsil. Po Lu was doomed to baseness,

moreover his mind was muddled.

The scholar Han An Kuo rose to be Minister of State. They
say that he owed this to I K'uan, but that is not the case. High

honours were in store for the Minister, and by hazard he fell in

with I JCuan.

Chao Wu* hidden in the pantaloons did not cry the whole day.

Nobody shut his mouth or prevented him from giving a sound, but

it was his lot to live, therefore he chanced to escape by sleeping.

Thus marquises who have won laurels on the battle-field

must needs cut the heads of those slain in battle, and merchants

of wealthy houses will snatch away the property of poor families.

As regards those noblemen who are deprived of their land and

degraded, or officers and ministers who are dismissed, their guilt

is made public when their income is highest. Noxious air always

infects those people whose fates are short,'' and in a year of dearth

the indigent have to suffer starvation.^

1 Regions in the province of Kiangsu, where the founder of the Han dynasty,

a native of P'ei, began his career.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 226 and 307.

3 The relations between Han An Kuo and 1 K'uan are related in Vol. I p. 309.

* The famous " Orphan of Chao " who later on became the hero of the well

known drama translated by Stanislas Julien, which is not a mere copy of the

" Mysterious Box," as v. Gottschall (Das Theater und Drama der Chinesen, Breslau

1887, p. 108) seems to intimate, the subject being much older and semi-historical.

For more details see Vol. I, p. 177.

6 Others remain uninjured.

G Because they are doomed to die.
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CHAPTER 11.

Periods of Government {Chih-chH).

The world is convinced that, when in ancient times the monarch

was wise, truth and virtue were practised, and that when they were

practised success was achieved and the government well ordered.

When the ruler of men was degenerate, truth and virtue declined,

and, in consequence of this decline, all success was lost and govern-

ment thrown into confusion. All thinkers of ancient and modern

times hold this view, for they notice that the wisdom of Yao and

Shun brought about universal peace, whereas the lawlessness of

Cliieh and Chou resulted in rebellion and in their destruction. But

if we thoroughly go into the question we find that fate has its

proper time, which comes spontaneously, and that virtue has no

influence upon it.i

All officials, those with an income of more than a hundred

piculs as well as those living on less than a pint's while in office,

govern the people. They exercise their authority, instruct, and

admonish, but whether these instructions have any effect, and whether

the people are well governed or in revolution, depends on fate.

Some persons may have great talents and lead a pure life,

but when called to office, they soon are cashiered, whereas others

with very little knowledge and a scandalous conduct govern the

people and remain in office. In remote antiquity promotion and

degradation of able and incompetent men was merely based on

success. Rewards were bestowed on the successful, and penalties

inflicted on the unsuccessful. Much consideration was shown for

fate, and a great partiality to fortune, but neither were talents in-

vestigated nor capacities much appreciated.

Dialecticians use this method of inquiring into the achievements,

and determine people's virtue by their success. Thus they hold

that the tranquillity of the people, and the peace of the State are

1 Wang CK unff'x view that fate is not affected by human activity is as

one-sided as that which he impugns viz. that virtue can do everything. Human
energy is but one of the many circumstances co-operating in what we call fate, but

a very important one which cannot be neglected.

2 In former times Chinese officials were paid in grain instead of money, a

system not quite abolished even at preseut.
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due to a wise ruler, and that rebellions and other dangers of a

country are the upshot of his depravity. Therefore, when revolutions

and other calamities unexpectedly break out, these critics bring them

home to the sovereign, charging' him with misrule. The prince

acquiesces and takes the guilt upon himself. Sorrow and pain shake

his body, but the difficulties are not removed thereby. Without

reason they harass the mind of the ruler, and overwhelm an en-

lightened monarch with undeserved reproaches. These ideas are

being transmitted and universally accepted,

A wise ruler may govern a people who are to live in peace,

but he cannot reform an age destined to revolt. A physician clever

in using his needles 2 and medicines, is successful with his methods,

if he happens to find a patient whose end has not yet arrived, and

comes across a disease which is not mortal. If the man's life is

ended and his sickness fatal, he can do nothing even though he

be a second Hen Ch'io; A worn-out life and a fatal disease are

incurable as a people in rebellion cannot be pacified. The action

of the drugs cures a disease as admonitions serve to pacify the

people. Both cases are subject to destiny and time, and cannot

be forced at all cost.

[The Kung-po Liao, having slandered Tse Lu to Chi Sun, Tse

Fu Ching Po informed Confucius of it Confucius said, "If my
principles are to advance, it is so ordered. If they are to fall to

the ground, it is so ordered."]* Consequently, the advance of the

doctrine no less than the peace of the people depend on fate and

time, and not on human force. Revolutions, the opposition of the

citizens, and the danger of the State are commonly caused by

calamities which come down from Heaven above. The virtue of

a wise ruler is unfit to cope with, and disperse them.

It is mentioned in the Shiking ^ that King Hsilan met with a

great drought. The words are, '[Of the remnant of Chou, among

the black-haired people, there will not be half a man left.] ' That

means that not a single person was left, but was affected by this

1 Up to the present day, the Emperor feels himself responsible for the happiness

of his State and looks upon an unlucky war or other misfortunes as punishments

inflicted upon him by Heaven for his sins. On the other side, he and the manes of

his ancestors get the credit for all success.

2 Needles for acupuncture, not for sewing, for there is no cutting in Chinese

medicine.

3 A celebrated physician of the 5th cent. b.c. Cf. Vol. I p. 223, Note 2 and

Giles, liiogr. Diet. No. 396.

* Analects XIV, 38.

6 Shiking III, Bk. Ill, Ode IV, 3 {Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part II, p. 530).
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disaster. King Hsiian i was a wise man who regretted the insufficiency

of his virtue.

There has never been anybody more benevolent and kind-

hearted than Yao and T'ang. But Yao met with the Great Flood,

and 7'^ ang fell in with a great drought; Inundations and droughts

are the worst calamities. Since the two Sages were visited with

them, were they brought about by their administration? No, the

fixed periods of Heaven and Earth made it so.

From the inundation and the drought of Yao und T'ang we
draw the conclusion that the calamities of other kiugs are not caused

by their virtue. That being the case, their happiness and felicity

cannot be the result of their virtue either.

A wise ruler's government of his State is like a kind father's

administration of his family. The latter gives his instructions to

all equally and issues his commands, thus making his sons and

grandsons dutiful and virtuous. His descendants being dutiful and

virtuous, the family flourishes. When all the citizens live in peace,

the State prospers. But prosperity is always succeeded by a decay,

and progress, attended by a decline. As prosperity and progress

are not brought about by virtue, decline and decay cannot be due

to virtue either. Prosperity and progress, decay and decline are

all dependent on Heaven and time.

This is the real nature of goodness and badness, but we have

not yet spoken of the manifestations of joy and sorrow. A family

is not at peace, nor are its members cheerful unless there be sufficient

wealth, and ample means to supply its wants. Affluence is the

outcome of a generous fate and not to be obtained through wisdom

and benevolence. Everybody knows that affluence, peace, and con-

tentment are consequences of a happy destiny, but ignores that the

tranquillity of a State, and the success of its institutions are but

lucky circumstances.

Consequently good government is not the work of worthies

and sages and decay and disorder, not the result of viciousness.

When a State is doomed to fall to pieces, worthies and sages cannot

make it thrive, and when an age is to be well governed, no wicked

people can throw it into disorder. Order and disorder depend on

time, and not on government: the tranquillity and the troubles of

a State are determined by its destiny, and not by its culture. Neither

a wise nor an unwise ruler, neither an enlightened nor an un-

enlightened government (tan be beneficial or deleterious.

1 King Hsiian of the Chou dynasty, 827-781 b.c.

2 Cf. p. 16.
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The world praises the era of the Five Rulers, when the whole

empire was enjoying peace, people had provisions for ten years,

and every one behaved like a man of honour. It may be that this

was not the case and merely an exaggeration of the time, or it

was really the effect of the then government, but how can we know?

What are the causes of disorder? Are they not the predo-

minance of robbery, lighting, and bloodshed, the disregard of the

moral obligations by the people, and their rebellion against their

ruler? All these difficulties arise from a want of grain and food,

in so far as people are unable to bear hunger and cold. When
hunger and cold combine, there are few but violate the laws, and

when they enjoy both warmth and food, there are few but behave

properly, i

It has been said that, when the granaries and store-houses

are full, people know the rules of propriety, and when clothes and

food suffice, people are sensible of honour and disgrace. Altruism

grows from opulence, and strife springs from indigence. There being

abundance of grain and plenty of food, moral feelings emanate,

and by paying due consideration to propriety and justice, the

foundations of peace and happiness are laid. Thus, in the spring

of a year of dearth, not even relatives are fed, whereas in the

autumn of a year of plenty, even neighbours are invited to take

their share. Not to feed one's own relations is wicked, and to

invite even one's neighbours, a great kindness. Good and bad

actions are not the upshot of human character, but of the state

of the year, its dearth and affluence.

From this point of view, moral conduct is conditioned by the

grain supply, and the grain produce depends on the year. When
a year is conspicuous by floods or droughts, the Five Grains do

not grow. Not the government is responsible for this, bu* time

and circumstances. If inundations and dryness be held to be the

result of government, there were never worse rulers than Chieh and

Chou. In their time there ought to have been constant floods

and droughts, but their reigns were not visited with famines or

dearth. Calamities such as these have their periods which some-

times, contrariwise, just fall in the reigns of wise sovereigns.

On mature consideration it will be admitted that the Great

Flood of Yao and the Great Drought of T'ajig were both accidents

1 Wanff Ch'unff here anticipates the theory of many modern historians who

ascribe great political changes not to the preponderating influence of some individuals,

the great men of history, but to the economical conditions of tlie people.
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and not occasioned by bad government. If, however, the disasters

of all the other kings be taken for echoes of their wickedness, it

would be an exaltation of the excellence of Yao and T ang and 'a

depreciation of the other princes. One case gives us a key to a

hundred, and the knowledge of wickedness enlightens us upon virtue.

Yao and T ang may serve us as guides vis-d-vis of other rulers. The
extraordinary calamities of the latter cannot be caused by their

administration. Looking- upon them as natural calamities, we get

a clearer conception of happiness and misfortune, and it becomes

evident that, if the Five Rulers bring about universal peace, they

do not do it through their administration.

People about to die from plague ' show a lugubrious expression,

boding ill, in their features beforehand. Their disease arises from

contagion by miasms, and unless it be cured they die, their span

thus coming to an end. The convulsions, and the final catastrophe

of a State show similar symptoms. Extraordinary changes appear

in Heaven and on Earth just as in the case of persons dying from

plague the mark of death is visible on their faces. Floods, droughts,

and other disasters are like the miasms engendering sickness, and

unless these calamities be removed, they conduce to the ruin of

the State as the disease not cured leads to the death of the in-

dividual.

Would those who maintain that phenomenal changes are a

test of government, admit that, if worthies catch the plague and

have that lugubrious look, it is all caused by their dealings?

If floods and droughts be looked upon as sequences of lawlessness,

can worthies, attacked by a disease, be said to have contracted it

through their disorderly conduct? Death is regarded as the greatest

evil, but when worthies die of sickness, must this be considered the

heaviest possible punishment inflicted upon them?

Worthies are taken ill and die early, and wicked people may
be strong and robust and become very old. Human diseases and

death are not a retribution for evil doing, and so the disorder and

the ruin of a State have nothing to do with the goodness or the

badness of its government. Bad characters are strong and become

old, and iniquitous governments enjoy peace and remain unharmed.

Consequently, it is plain that misfortunes and disasters are not

sufficient indications of depravity, and happiness and lucky auguries

are inadequate proofs of virtue.

1 Edition B erroneously writes which must be as Ed. A and C
have it.
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Amongst the celestial phenomena there are partial eclipses' of

the sun and the moon. Every forty-tAvo months there is an eclipse

of the sun, and every fifty-six months, one of the moon. ' These

eclipses occur at fixed intervals and have no connexion with the

government. The hundred phenomena and the thousand disasters

manifest themselves in a similar way, and are not brought about

by the ruler of men or any administrative measures.

When Jupiter injured the tail of the "Bird," Chou and Cliu

suffered misfortune, and a disaster was sent down on Sung, Wei,

Cli'in and Cheng when a featberlike air put in an appearance.^ It

does not follow that, at this juncture, the policy of these six States

was mistaken. The city of Li-yang sank during one night, and was

turned into a lake.^ At that time, the high officers of Li-yang

must not have been deceitful and perverse.

Success and discomfiture emanate from Heaven, and good and

bad luck are governed by time. Ere man sets to work the heavenly

fluid is already apparent if this is not time, what else is it?

The Five Grains grow on earth, sometimes in abundance, and

sometimes in insufficient quantities. The grain is sold in the market,

sometimes dear and sometimes cheap. Rich harvests are not of

necessity attended by low prices, nor does a scarcity of production

lead to a rising of the prices. Abundance and scarcity have their

years, dearness and cheapness, their time. When there is to be

clearness and abundance simultaneously, the grain price rises, and

when there is to be cheapness and scarcity, it falls. The price

of grain does not depend on the state of the harvest, no more

than the conditions of a State turn on moral qualities.

If a wise ruler happens to rise in an era pre-ordained for order,

virtue of itself shines above, and the people behave well below.

The age is tranquil, the people at ease, and bliss and felicity never

cease. The world then imagines all this to be the work of the

wise ruler. If an unprincipled sovereign happens to be born during

a period fraught with disturbances, the age is stirred up, the citizens

revolt, and there is no end of calamities. In consequence whereof

the State is ruined, the sovereign destroyed, and his descendants

1 In Vol. I, p. 270 Wang CKung says that, on an average, an eclipse of the

sun occurs every 41 or 42 months and of the moon every 180 days.

2 See Vol. I p. 118.

a Cf. Vol. I, p. 136.

* Neither of these two statements will be unreservedly admitted : The prices,

to a great extent, depend on the harvest, and the welfare of a State, on the moral

qualities of its citizens, although there may be still other causes at work.
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extinguished. The world invariably sees in this the ellect ofwickedru'ss.

They understand the outward appearances of goodness and badness,

but are ignorant of the intrinsic nature of happiness and misfortune.

Happiness and misfortune do not liinge on goodness or badness,

and goodness or badness cannot be called to witness in case of

happiness and misfortune. Sometimes high functionaries, having taken

over a new office, have not yet been active, or the administration,

following old precedents, has not been changed. Yet robbery is

either rampant or not, and calamities may happen, or may not

happen. What is the reason of this?

Great officers, destined to high honours, use a time of general

peace as a stepping stone for their advancement, whereas those

doomed to baseness and loss of office, begin their career in times

of troubles, and thus are degraded and cashiered. From our actual

high officers we may draw an inference on the ancient monarchs,

and thus discourse on safety and danger, prosperity and decay.
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CHAPTER III.

Sympathetic Emotions {Kan-lei).

When the Yin and the Yang are at variance, calamitous changes

supervene. Either tliey arise from the unexpiated guilt of former

generations/ or it is the spontaneous action of the fluids. Worthies

and sages feel an emotion by sympathy,^ and, in their agitation,

think out for themselves the reason for the calamity, implying

some wickedness, having happened. They incriminate themselves,

and from fear that they themselves are culpable take every precaution.

It does not follow that this apprehension is based on facts, ^ as the

following reflection will prove :

Tang being visited by a drought, impeached himself of five

faults. Now, a sage is perfect, and his dealings without blemish;

why then must he accuse himself of five faults? But, as the

Shaking has it, T ang inculpated himself, and Heaven responded

with rain. Originally T ang was innocent, but he brought tlie five

charges against himself. Why then did Heaven send the rain?

1 This is not in accordance with Wang CKung's system advocating spontaneity

and must be taken merely hypothetically as one of two possibilities, either … . or.

2 Sages have many affinities with Heaven which manifests itself by them.

Therefore Heaven being agitated, they are agitated too.

3 Wang CKung goes on to prove that all these apprehensions and self-

reproaches are baseless.

4 No such passage is to be found in our text of the Shuking, but in the

Ti-wang-shi-chi of the 3d. cent. a.d. quoted in the Tai-ping-yu-lan chap. 83, p. 2r.

we read, "After T ang had destroyed Chieh there was a great drought for seven years,

so that the Lo dried up. He ordered tripods to be brought and thus prayed to the

Mountains and Rivers^: 'Have my desires been dissolute Have I caused pain to

the people? Has there been bribery Have calumniators been predominant? Has

there been too much building of palaces Has the society of women been sought too

much What is the cause of this absolute want of rain? * The historiographer of Yin

divined and said that a man ought to be sacrificed. * It is for the people that I pray

Ibr rain,' replied T'ang. 'If a man is to be immolated I wish to be the one/ Then

he fastod, cut his hair, and pared his nails to take the place of the victim. At an

altar in a mulberry grove he prayed, (1 the young man, have come and dare to

offer myself aa a black victim. I here declare before august Heaven and Earth, if

the ten thousand regions have any sins, may they fall upon rny person, and if I have

any guilt, may it not involve the ten thousand regions. May not the imprudence ol

one single man induce God and the Spirits to injure the life of the people.' He had
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If the drought was caused by innocence, it is obvious tliat rain

cannot be obtained by self-accusation. From tins point of view,

the drought did not happen for l^'ang's sake, and the rain was

not a response to his self-indictment, but the previous drought and

the subsequent rain were the effect of the spontaneous fluid. So

much about this passage of the Shuking.

But other difficulties arise: At the great rain sacrifice of the

Spring and Autumn period, Tung Chung Shu put up a clay dragon.'

All are agreed, that this refers but to a limited space of time. No
rain having fallen for awhile, out of fear they made the offering,

imploring the Yin and praying for happiness, full of sympathy for

the distress of the people.

T'ang having met with a drought lasting seven years, accused

himself of t'':e five faults. Which time was this? Did he impeach

himself at once, on falling in with the drought, or did he but do

so after the drought had lasted seven years? If we say that

he (lid so at once, and it rained but seven years later, why did

Heaven responding to his sincerity, put him off so long at first?

And if we bold that he impeached himself after seven years, why
was his compassion with his people so much delayed The story

neither tallies with the ceremony of the rain sacrifice, nor does it

show any affection for the people, therefore we cannot believe the

words of the Shuking.

Thunder and rain overtaking King CHeng of the Chou dynasty

fall under the same head. We learn from the chapter "The Metal-

Bound Coffer" 2 that, [in autumn, before the big crop was harvested

Heaven hurled down tremendous thunders and lightnings, and that,

owing to the storm, all the grain lay down, and huge trees were

up-rooted, so that all inhabitants were exceedingly frightened.]^ At

this time the duke of Cliou died,* The Literati contend that King

not yet finished these words, when a mighty rain poured down over several thousand

miles."

Here T'ang impeaches himself with six, not with five faults. Only the words

in Italics occur in the Shuking, T'ang-kao, with some variations. The gist of the

above quotation is also given by Legge, Chinese Classics Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 190,

Concluding Note.

1 With the object of attracting rain. Cf. chap. XXXII.

2 Part V, Book VI of the Shuking.

3 Quotation from Shuking Part V Book VI, 16 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill,

Part II p. 359).

* This is in accordance with the Shi-chi chap. 33, p. 6r. {Chavannes, Mem.

Hist. Vol. IV, p. 100, Note 1), but not with the Shuking, where the Duke of Chou

is supposed to be banished, but still alive.
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CHeng was in doubt about the duke of Chou, whether he should bury

him with imperial honours, the duke being but a minister, or

whether he should follow the rites prescribed for a minister, the

deserts of the duke being equal to those of an emperor. While he

was thus wavering with regard to the funeral of the duke, Heaven

sent a big thunder-storm with rain, manifesting its anger by this

phenomenon, in order to illustrate the achievements of the sage.

The archaeologists maintain that at the decease of Wu Wang,

when the Duke of Chou had become regent, evil reports were spread

about him in Kuan and Ts ai. ' The king mistrusted him, and the

duke fled to C&u; Thereupon, Heaven sent a tempest with rain to

undeceive King Cfieng. Thus, the phenomenon of thunder and rain

was either due to the king's misgivings about the burial or to his

belief in those slanderous reports. The two schools could not make

it out.

If we accept the statement about the funeral we find that in

autumn and summer the Yang fluid is at its cynosure, and there is

any amount of rain and thunder-storms, and, as regards the up-root-

ing of trees and the lying down of the corn, they are, likewise,

of frequent occurrence.

During the tempest King CKeng took alarm. He opened the

book in the metal-bound coffer, and learned the merits of Chou Kung.

Holding the book in his hands, he bewailed his error and reproached

himself most severely. This self-impeachment took place when,

accidentally, Heaven sent a contrary wind. The scholiasts of the

Shuking then fancied that Heaven was indignant on account of the

Duke of Chou.

During a thousand autumns, and ten thousand summers there

is never a cessation of tempests and rain. If both be regarded

as manifestations of Heaven's anger, is august Heaven irate year

after year? In the first month, the Yang fluid pours out, and the

sound of thunder is first heard. In summer and autumn, the Yang

reaches its climax, and there is crashing of thunder. Provided

that the thunder of summer and autumn be deemed an expression

of Heaven's great wrath, is the thunder in the first month a mani-

festation of its minor irritation

1 Territories in modern Honan which were given as fiefs to the two younger

brothers of Wu Wang, who spread the reports about the Duke of Chou. Cf. Shi-chi

chap. 4, p. 15v. {Chavannes, Mdm. Hist. Vol. I p. 245, Note 2).

2 The Shuking only says that for two years Chou Kung resided in the East.

According to the Shi-chi loc. cit. the calumnies had no effect.

See Shuking loc. cit. Book VI, 18.
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Thunder being expressive of Heaven's anger, rain must be

accounted a blessing. Now flying into a passion on account of

the Duke of Chou, Heaven ought to have thundered, but not to

have rained. Since rain fell simultaneously, was Heaven pleased

and angry at the same time?

Confucius did not cry and sing on the same day,' and accord-

ing to the Rites of the Chou^ on the tse mao days, a when millet

and vegetable soup were eaten, sorrow and joy were not uttered

simultaneously. Sorrow and joy were not uttered simultaneously,

and cheerfulness and anger should be combined?

When CKin Shih Huang Ti sacrificed in the east on Mount

7^ at, a tempest with rain broke loose,* and when dame Liu re-

posed on the banks of a big pond, a tempest and rain darkened

the sky.5 Cfiin Shih Huang Ti, in sp?te of his villainy, would rank

with tlie former sages, and looked upon his own outrageous reign

as a time of universal peace. It may be that this roused the in-

dignation of Heaven. When dame Liu reposed near the big pond,

she dreamed that she met with a spirit. At that time she begot

Kao Tsu. Why was Heaven so furious at the birth of a sage,

that it sent thunder and rain?

In Yao's time a storm caused great havoc, and Yao had this big

storm fettered in the wilds of CKing-cU iu.^ When Shun entered a

big mountain forest, there was a fearful wind, thunder, and rain.^

Yax) and Shun were the exalted rulers of their age: how have they

sinned against Heaven, that it caused wind and rain?

At a time of great dryness, in the CKun-cKiu epoch, the

rain-sacrifice was performed. Tung Chung Shu moreover, put up a

clay-dragon to attract the fluid by sympathy.^ If Heaven responded

to the rain dragon, it must have produced a tempest with rain,

because the rain of summer and autumn always comes accompained

by thunderstorms. In case this method of the CUun-cKiu epoch

1 Analects Yil, 9.

2 The lAki.

3 Days designated by these cyclical signs in the calendar.

* Cf. Shi-chi chap. 28, p. Uv. (Chavannes, MSm. Hist. Vol. IU, p. 439) and

Vol. I, p. 334, Note 4.

5 See Vol. I p. 177.

6 Quoted from Huai Nan Tse VIII, 6v. Yao's assistant Ti bound the storm,

which must be conceived as the storm-god, Feng-po.

7 Quoted from Shaking Part II, Book I, chap, 3 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill,

Part I, p. 32).

8 See above p. 17.
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of Tung Chung Shu be followed, does the dragon at the great

rain-sacrifice attract Heaven's anger?

When the music-master K'uang played the song "White

Snow," a flash of lightning was seen, and when he thrummed a tune

in A major, a violent storm with rain broke loose.! Provided that a

tempest and rain be indicative of Heaven's wrath, why did it dis-

liKe "White Snow" and A major so much as to resent the music-

master's playing them? This is a difficulty about thunder and rain.

Another question may be asked : Because King Cfieng would

not grant Chou Kung imperial funeral honours, Heaven sent thunder

and storm, curbed down the corn, and up-rooted trees. The king

took the hint, and holding the book, deplored his fault, when

Heaven sent a contrary wind, and the lying grain rose up again.

Wherefore did it not stop the storm at once and thereby uplift

the big trees again, and why were the inhabitants expected to raise

them up and replace them? ^

Reply: Heaven could not do it.

Question: Then, are there things which Heaven is unable

to do?

Reply: Yes.

Objection: Wlien Ming Pen^ pushed a man he fell down, and

when he took hold of him, he rose again. He took a man, and

made him stand upright. If Heaven could merely pull out trees,

but not uplift them again, its strength would be inferior to that

of Meng Pin.

During the Cliin time three mountains disappeared.* They,

also, say that they were transferred by Heaven. Now, how can

the weight of trees be compared with that of three mountains?

That Heaven could transfer the three mountains, and was incapable

of raising big trees, is not what we should expect from its strength.

If the three mountains are believed not to have vanished by Hea-

ven's instrumentality, does it produce but thunder and rain?

Reply: Heaven wished to induce King Cfieng to bury the

Duke of Chou in accordance with imperial rites, for the duke was

possessed of the virtue of a sage, and he had the deserts of an

emperor. The Classic says, [Then the king found the words spoken

by Chou Kung at his death, about his meritorious deed of taking

1 For this story see Vol. I, p. 222 where all the details are given.

2 As is related in the Shuking loc, cit.

8 A man celebrated for his strength. Cf. Vol. I, p. 380, Note 4.

* See Vol. I, p. 276.
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the place of King Wu . . . and that now Heaven had moved its

terrors to display the virtue of the Duke of Cliou\. '

Objection

:

Yi Yin as prime minister to T'ang defeated the

Hsia dynasty. He promoted the welfare of the people and kept

off distress, so that universal peace reigned all over the world.

After T'ang's death, he again became minister to T'ai C/iia. Be-

cause the latter was lazy and dissolute, he banished him into the

T'lmg ^ palace, and conducted the government for three years. Then

he retired, after having restored the king to liis dignity. C/iou

Kung said, " Yi Yin followed the example of august Heaven." *

Heaven should have made it public. Why did Heaven not cause

thunder and rain at Yi Yins death

Reply : According to the "Hundred Chapters on Rain," ^ when

Yi Yin died there was a great mist for three days.

{Objection): A great mist for three days is an abnormal- fluid

and not a phenomenon expressive of Heaven's anger. Chang Pa

of Tung-hai ^ is the author of this "Rain Book." Although his

statement be not trustworthy, yet we shall use it as the basis of

our inquiry:

Heaven produced thunder and rain for the purpose of rousing

King Cliing. Did the thunder cease before the king had opened

the metal-bound trunk, or after he had opened it?

Reply: Thunder ceased before he had opened the trunk. It

was in the trunk that he found the book wherefrom he learned

the merits of the duke. Having become aware of his mistake, he

deplored it and resolved to bury the duke with imperial honours.

When he went out into the suburbs and saw the phenomenal

changes, Heaven had already stopped the rain and blown a con-

trary wind, and all the grain had risen up again.? Consequently,

1 Shaking Part V Book VI, 16 and 18. {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part II

p. 359.) All the three editions write, . In

the Shuking |^ is replaced by .

2 A place said to have been situated in P'u-chou-fu {Shan.'<i).

3 Cf. Shuking Part IV Book V, 9 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I p. 203) and

Shi-chi chap. 3 p. 6r. {Chavannes, Mem. Hust. Vol. I, p. 189).

4 Shuking Part V, Book XVI, 7 (Lecfge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part II, p. 477).

5 -
6 A scholar of the 1st cent. b.c. Vid. Vol. I p. 448.

7 See Shuking loc. cit. Book VI, 9 where we have a different reading:

"Heaven sent down rain " instead of " Heaven stopped the

rain," of our text, which latter is preferable.
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thunder and rain had already stopped before King CKeng was

sensible of his fault.

Objection

:

If for Yi Yin's sake there were three foggy days,

why did not Heaven send thunder and rain for three days, and

had not the king to become enlightened first before they ceased

Under the rigime of T'ai Mou a mulberry and a paper-mul-

berry grew together in the court, which after seven days showed

a circumference of a span. T'ai Mou meditated on government,

when the two trees faded away.* In the time of Duke Ching of

Sung, Mars occupied the place of the "Heart" constellation. The

duke uttered three excellent maxims, whereupon Mars passed

through several mansions. Had T'ai Mou not reflected on govern-

ment, and Duke Ching not made the three utterances, the mulberry

and the paper-mulberry would not have vanished, nor would Mars

have shifted its place, for it was by means of these calamitous

changes that Heaven made its admonitions. That these calamities

should not he removed before its admonitions had been taken no-

tice of, was wisely ordained by Heaven. 3 Now Heaven in its anger

caused thunder and rain to reprove King CKeng, but thunder and

rain stopped before the king had caught the intimation. What
is the reason of this haste?

Another objection

:

It is customary to style the sons of prin-

ces: "Son of a Lord" and their grandsons : "Grandson of a

Lord." All of them live on fiefs, and distinguish themselves from

common folk. The sons as well as the grandsons of lords are nearly

related to the chief of the house and noble. They are called lords

with full right, and live on their domains. Their title agrees with

the real state of affairs, and there is conformity of essence and

outward appearance. Heaven exhibited the virtue of Chou Kung,

and ordered King CHeng to bury him in imperial style. Why
then (lid it not command the king to call Chou Kung King Chou,

to be in accordance with imperial honours

Reply:— King is the title of the highest nobility to which a

minister has no right.

1 Cf. Vol. I p. 328 where the same story is told of the Shang eitiperor Kao

Tsung = Wu Ting, 1324-1266 b.c. and p. 161 Note 4 where it is likewise ascribed

to Kao- Tsung. T'ai Mou reigned from 1637-1563 b.c. According to the Shi-chi

chap. 3 p. 7r. (Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. 1 p. 190) this prodigy happened under

T'ai Mou, not Kao Tsung.

2 See Vol. I p. 328, Note 5 and p. 153.

8 An argument merely used rhetorically to combat the view that thunder and

rain stopped before King Ch'eng had repented, for Wang Ch'unff holds that Heaven

never acts on purpose.
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Objection

:

But do not ministers, also, obtain the title of king?

When King Wu had defeated Chou, and returned from his expe-

dition he carried back the title of king ' to T'ai Wang^ Wang Chi,

and Wen Wang, all three of them feudal lords and ministers to

boot, but the title of king was conferred upon them. Why could

this only be done in the case of these three personages, but not for

the Duke of Chou? If Heaven intended to make the Duke illu-

strious, how could it manifest it? Did these three men bear the marks

of royalty? However, royal merits were also achieved by Chou Kung.

The Yangtse rises from the Min ^ mountains, and in its course

forms currents and rapids. But can these currents and rapids be

placed on a par with the source from which it flows? For whom
did the aromatic liquor arrive, and who was presented with the

white pheasants, the three kings ^ or the Duke of Chou? *

The merits and the virtue of the duke of Chou eclipsed those

of the three kings, yet the title of king was not bestowed upon

him. Was Heaven displeased with the inconsiderate use men made

of this title At the decline of the Chou dynasty, the rulers of

six States styled themselves kings, those of CEi and CUin became

even emperors. At that time Heaven did not prevent it nor cause

any change displaying its anger, however, when Chou Kung was

not interred with imperial rites, it sent thunder and rain to reprimand

King Cfiing. Why was there such a lack of uniformity concerning

the pleasure and displeasure of Heaven

Another objection: Chi Sun of Lu had presented Tseng Tse

with a fine mat. When Iseng Tse fell sick he slept upon it. His

attendant observed, " How beautifully figured and lustrous is this

mat! It is the mat of a great officer." Tseng Tse felt ashamed and

bade Yuan change the mat, for, according to custom, a scholar

should not sleep on a mat of a great officer. Now, Chou Kung,

a minister, being buried like an emperor, would his soul, provided

it still possessed consciousness, feel at ease?

1 expression quoted from the Chung-yung XVUI, 3 {Legge, Classics

Vol. I, p. 401). The three persons raised to royal dignity after their death are the

father and the ancestors of the founder of the Chou dynasty. A similar practice

has been followed by later dynasties, the reigning Manchu dynasty included.

2 A range of mountains in the north of Ssechuan.

3 The Ancestral King, King Chi, and King Wen, mentioned above.

* White pheasants and aromatic plants were presented as tribute to the Duke

of Chou by the Yiieh-shang and the Japanese. Cf. Vol. I, p. :">05.

6 This episode is found in the Liki Book II Sect. I, Part I, 18 [Legge, Liki

Vol. I p. 128).
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Reply: Why should it not acquiesce in what King Clieng did,

and Heaven admitted?

Objection: Was the mat of a great officer presented by Chi

Sun woven by TsSng Tse himself? i Why did he alone not feel

at ease?

[The Master being very ill, Tse Lu sent the disciples to act

as officers to him. During a remission of his illness, he said, " Long
has the conduct of Yu been deceitful By pretending to have

officers when I have them not, whom should I impose upon?

Should I impose upon Heaven? "] ^

Confucius blamed Tse Lu for calling upon the disciples to act

as officers to him, although he was not a sovereign. To do

something recklessly and contrary to the wish of Heaven is imposing

upon Heaven. Chou Kung was not a son of Heaven either. If

we credit him with the same feelings as Confucius, he certainly

cannot have felt at ease.

[The chief of the Chi family was about to sacrifice to the T ai

mountain s Confucius said, "Does Tseng say that the Tai

mountain is not so discerning as Lin Fang *]
^

He was of opinion that evp.n Tseng Tse with his small abilities

would repudiate such an idea as improper. Chou Kung was a sage

of first order, how could he have acquiesced in an imperial burial?

Should the Duke of Chou be held to be less critical than Tseng

Tse? From this point of view, Chou Kung could not feel at ease.

A great man equals Heaven and Earth in virtue,^ If Chou Kung

was dissatisfied, Heaven would have been dissatisfied too, wliy then

should it have caused thunder and rain to reprove King Clieng?

Another question may be asked : ' Life and death depend on

destiny wealth and honour proceed from Heaven.' ^ How could

there be a substitution for Wu Wang's life?

Reply: When Wu Wang dreamed of the nine twelve-months,

Heaven took several years from Win Wang which it added to Wu

1 Tseng Tse was not directly responsible for the mat, the soi-disant too great

honour was conferred upon him by the chief of the Chi family, just as the excessive

funeral rites were performed by King Ch'enp for Chou Kung.

2 Quoted from Analects IX, 11.

3 It was improper for a nobleman to offer a sacrifice reserved for the king.

* A man of Lu who once asked Confucius about ceremonies.

6 Quotation from Analects III, 6. There is a great discrepancy in Legge's

translation, who takes for a particle, whereas Wang CKung explains it as a

name viz. that of Confucius' disciple Tseng Tse.

« Cf. Vol. I p. 128.

7 See Vol. I, p. 136.
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Wang's span.i In the second year after the destruction of the Yin

dynasty, the term of these nine twelve-months was not yet up.

Wu Wang was suffering, therefore Chou Kung prayed for him. As

a rule, man's life cannot be prayed for, only in the case of Wu
Wang it was possible. But it was an unusual device, and, for that

reason, preserved in the metal-bound trunk. It could not be re-

peated, and therefore was concealed and stored away.

Objection: — \)\di Wu Wang obtain the years of Wen Wang al-

ready during the dream on the nine twelve-months, or not yet?

Reply

:

He did obtain them.

Objection : If he had already received the years of Win Wang,

his life ought to have been prolonged of itself, and, in the second

year after the overthrow of the Yin, he was not going to die, in

spite of his sickness. Why, then, did the Duke of Chou still need

pray, and take his place?

Reply

:

-When a sovereign raises somebody to a high post,

he does not forthwith give it him though it be already resolved

upon, for the clerks must first have made the necessary entries

into the archives, before the monarch can give his formal sanction.

Although Heaven had taken away the years from Wen Wang to add

them to those of Wu Wang, the Duke of Chou had to pray for

him before lie definitely obtained them.

(
Objection) : Fate regulating the length of life is a very subtle

essence, and not to be obtained in a dream.

Reply : By the dream of the nine twelve-months it could

be obtained.

Objection : As regards this dream of the nine twelve-months,

Win Wang dreamed that he gave nine twelve-months to Wti Wang^"^

and Wu Wang, that God granted him nine twelve-months. Con-

sequently, Heaven had already granted, and Wu Wang obtained

them; what need was there for a further prayer?

A person going to be called to office receives his new dignity

in a dream, beforehand, and afterwards is appointed without

further recommendation, for a presage is seen iu advance and ne-

cessarily followed by its realisation.

The ancients called a year a twelve-month.^ The acquisition

of nine twelve-months is like a man's dream of promotion. If the

1 See Vol. I p. 316, Note 3.

2 Only the dream of W« Wang is mentioned in the lAki, not that of Wen Wang.

3 liny. This explanation is also taken from the Liki loc. cit.
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I

Uuke of Chou relying on the dream that was bound to be realised,

invoked Heaven, liow could his merit be reputed very great?

Another question : People admire him to whom they must look

up to and in whom they trust, irrespective of the greatness of his

achievements or the number of his perfections. Had Chou Kung

not become the substitute of King Wu, and King Wu died of his

illness, would Chou Kung, conjointly with King Clleng, have been

qualified to bring about universal peace all over the empire?

Reply: Indeed, Chou Kung supporting King Clieng, there would

have been no troubles in the empire. If Wu Wang had not found

a substitute, and subsequently had died of his disease, Chou Kung,

no doubt, would have been able to secure a general peace.

Objection : Under these circumstances, the life of King Wu
was of no advantage, and his death, no great loss, since to achieve

success the Duke of Chou was required.

When the Chou dynasty was on the decline, and the princes

in open revolt, Kuan Chung i united them, and rectified the empire.

Confucius said, ["But for Kuan Chung, we should now be wearing

our hair unbound, and the lappets of our coats buttoned on the

left side 2]. 3 If it had not been for Kuan Chung who united the

princes, the I and the Ti would have continued their incursions

into China until they had extinguished it. This disgrace threatened,

if it had not been for Kuan Chung.

CHeng Liang magnifying the accomplishments of Kuan Chung,

placed him on a level with the Duke of Chou. When Kuan Chung

expired, Duke Huan did not bury hiin with the ceremonies customary

for a prince. Heaven ought to have been angry as in the case of

the Duke of Chou why did it not produce a faint sound of thunder,

and send down a little rain at least Did it regard Chou Kung as

a sage, and Kuan Chung not as a wise man?
Kuan Chung possessed a stand for inverted cups, and the

San-kuei tower.* Confucius censured him, and did not take him for

a wise man's Such stands, aud the San-kuei tower were privileges

of princes as a burial, according to the ritual of the son of Heaven,

is a royal prerogative. Both were ministers, and in this capacity

not entitled to such honours.

1 Famous minister of Duke Huan of Ch'i, 7th cent. b.c.

2 '•• e., we would be savages, following their customs.

3 Quotation from Analects XIV 18.

* The name of an extravagant tower built by Kuan Chung.

6 Cf. Analects III, 22.
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A great man agrees with Heaven and Earth in virtue. ' Confucius

is such a great man. He criticised Kuan Chung for claiming rites

not belonging to him. If Heaven desired Chou Kung to encroach

upon the royal institutions, this would not prove the conformity

of its virtue with that of Confucius. The statement of the commen-

tators of the Shuking, therefore, cannot be correct.

The observation of the foot-prints of birds gave rise to the

invention of writing, and the aspect of creeping plants flying about

led to the construction of carts. Heaven did not convey its com-

mands to Tsang Hsieh 2 by the foot-prints of birds nor impress Hsi

Chung ^ with the flying creepers, but these creepers deeply affected

Hsi Chung and Tsang Hsieh was struck at the foot-prints.

When Duke Wen of Chin returned to his country * he gave

orders for the removal of Mi Me () ^ This made such an impression

upon his uncle Fan, that he quitted his post and returned home.

Duke Wen, having Mi Me dismissed, did not intend to expel his

uncle Fan, but Fan felt abashed, likening himself to Mi Mi.

Hua CHen ^ of Sung, despising the weakness of his clan, employed

six ruffians, attached to his family, to murder Hua Wu'' in Sung

with a long spear. They had been ordered to do the deed behind

the house of Ho, Master of the Left. The Master of the Left

was afraid, and said to them, "The old man has committed no

crime." Subsequently, the Master of the Left bore a grudge to

Hua CHin^ who took his precautions. The people pursued a mad
dog, which entered the premises of Hua CJien. The latter, under

the delusion that the Master of the Left was coming to attack

him, climbed over the wall and made his escape.

1 See above p. 24, Note 6.

2 The inventor of writing, cf. Vol. I, p. 87 Note 4.

3 The inventor of carriages, cf. Vol. I, p. 87, Note 5.

4 In B.C. 636 after nineteen years of exile.

5
. I could not find any reference to this in the Tso-ckuan or the

Shi-chi, nor do the encyclopedias know a man of the name of Mi Me. Both w.ords are

family names, and Mi is also an old State in Hupei and Hunan. If we take Me to

be the surname of the person, Mi might be his country. The two historical works

only inform us that Fan proposed leaving his nephew, but was reconciled. Tso-chuan,

Duke Hsi 21th year.

6 A minister in Sung.

7 The steward of Hua Ch'eiis nephew.
s The gist of this account is contained in the Tso-chuan, Duke Hmtng 17th year

(
T-iegge. Clas-yic-s Vol. V, Part II, p. 473), but the two versions differ in some details.

In the Classic the Master of the Left does not menace Hua Chen and even intercedes

for him with the duke. Nothing is said about his climbing over a wall.
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Hua CKen, of himself, killed Hua Wu, and the Master of the

Left became afraid the people, of themselves, pursued the mad

dog, and Hua CHen, of himself, ran away. The fright of King

Clleng was of this kind. He had misgivings about his not burying

the duke with imperial honours, and when he met with thunder

and rain his fears knew no bounds. It is by no means evident

that by way of thunder and rain, Heaven intimated its disapproval

to the king, but when they came King CKeng took alarm and

impeached himself. His emotion is like the feeling of Jsang Hsieh

and Hsi Chung and his alarm, like the agitation of the Master of

the Left and of Hua CKen.

Harbouring thoughts of distrust and discomfort, and falling

in with a vehement outburst of the elements, one sees in it the

proof of some affinity, and Heaven's wrath becomes a well established

fact. Noticing such an affinity of events, one is affected even in

silence and solitude, and how could King CKSng be expected to

have remained free of terror, being already afraid and, in addition,

hearing the noise of thunder and rain shaking the roof of his

carriage

When there were incessant thunderclaps and the storm was

raging, Confucius would change countenance. According to the

Rites a superior man, hearing thunder, must sit up in full dress

and with his hat on, though it be night ', out of respect for the

thunder and in awe of the elements.

A sage is a superior man with untarnished virtue, and yet,

conforming to Heaven, he is agitated. How, then, should King CKing

already troubled with doubts about Chou Kimg, not tremble with

fear, upon hearing the sudden outburst of thunder and rain?

Thunder and rain would seem to be produced by the heavenly

fluid, and the fright of King CKing, to result from the influence

of similar objects upon his mind. The principle of Heaven is in-

action. If Heaven by thunder and rain did scold at, and vent its

anger against mankind, then it might, as well, kill the vicious by-

thunder and rain. In ancient times, there were a great many

wicked people, why were they not exterminated with thunder and

rain? "Why had sages to be called upon to raise troops and move

armies 2, and to take the trouble of blunting their swords in killing

their adversaries, whereas it would have been so easy to destroy

1 Vid. Vol. I p. 295 seq.

2 Like T'avff who overthrew the Hsia and Wen Wang who destroyed the

Shall!/ dynasty, both reputed great sages.
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tliem with one flash of Hglitning? Would Heaven not have shunned

the difficulty of crushing the enemies by force of arms?

Some narrate of the emperor Ti Yi,' the father of C/iou, that

he was in the habit of shooting at Heaven,'^ and flogging the Earth.

On an excursion between the Citing and the Wei,^ he was struck

by lightning and killed*. Thus Heaven destroys depraved characters

by a thunderbolt.

However, how could the wickedness of Ti Yi be compared

with that of Chieh and Chou Tsou Po CHi'" discoursing on the

depravity of Chieh and Chou, says that it fell short of doomed

Ch'in, and doomed Cfiin's fell short of Wang Mang's. Nevertheless, the

territories of Chieh and Chou, of CKin and Wang Mang were spared

by thunder and lightning.

Confucius wrote the CHun-cHiu in such a way, that he recom-

mended the slightest good thing, and blamed the smallest evil, but

in recommending goodness, he did not exaggerate its excellence,

and in blaming evil, he did not magnify its wickedness. A man
like him would never have made great reproaches for a small

offence. In view of the slight doubts of King Citing, Heaven caused

a big tempest. If" he had made up his mind to bury the duke like

an official, why should the phenomenal change be so excessive?

According to the "Examination of Doubts" in the " Great Plan" & it

is owing to the weakness of their intellect that people often do

not understand the meaning of calamities, yet Heaven does not

reprove them for their doubts. The doubts of King CKSng were

not yet settled, when Heaven reprimanded bim by the big tempest.

This cannot have been the intention of august Heaven, 1 should

say, and I am afraid that the writers on the Shuking have missed

the truth.

1 1191-1155 B.C.

2 Yi hung up a sack filled with blood and shooting at it, declared that he

was shooting at Heaven.

3 Two rivers in Shensi.

* The passage seems to be culled from the Shi-chi chap. 3, p. lOr. {Chavannes,

Mem. Hist. Vol. I, p. 198) where, however, the flogging of the Earth is not mentioned.

5 An author of the Han time, cf. Vol. I p. 87.

6 a chapter of the Shuking Part V, Book IV, 20 {Legge, Classics

Vol. ni, Part II, p. 334) where different methods of solving doubts are given.
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CHAPTER IV.

Success and Luck [Feng-yil).

By one's conduct one may always prove oneself a worthy

man, but one can never be sure of success in one's official career.

Worthiness is the outcome of natural gifts, but success depends upon

time. Some one may have remarkable talents, and lead a pure life;

that is by no means a guarantee that he will become noble and

exalted, and another of poor talents and base conduct is not

therefore doomed to wretchedness and meanness. It happens that

men of genius and purity are unsuccessful and sink back into the

vile vulgus, whereas the narrow-minded and tlie vicious rise above

the heads of all others.

Every age has its own way of promoting scholars, and the

scholars likewise have their methods of advancement/ but promotion

is good luck and rejection bad one. Those who are illustrious, and

live in high spheres are not necessarily clever, they are merely lucky,

and those whose position is mean and low are not necessarily stupid,

but unlucky. The lucky may eventually behave most disgracefully,

yet they will find favour at the court of Chieh, and the unlucky

may be ever so pure and disinterested, they will be slighted in

the palace of Yao.'^

This good or bad luck may occur in different ways. Sometimes a

worthy person assists a wicked man, or great talents are coupled with

small ones, or there are great talents on both sides, but the ways

of one party are pure, and those of the other filthy, or a person

is devoid of virtue, but ingratiates himself by his ability, or has

no skill, but pleases by his beauty.

Wu Yuan^ and Po P i'^ both served Fu CHai Po P'i rose to

the highest honours, and Wu Yuan was put to death. Their conduct

1 At different times different qualities are appreciated, and scholars use different

methods for obtaining advancement.
' Chieh, the last emperor of the Hsia dynasty, as usual the representative

of bad government, and Yao a synonym for an excellent ruler.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 140 Note 2.

* First minister of Fu Ch'ai, king of Wu, 495-473 b.c. The text has

but we are informed by a note that in lieu of . we should read The

Shi-chi writes the name:— il^. See Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. IV, p. 523.
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was different, but their master the same. Sometimes the conduct

is the same, but the master different, that is also good and bad

luck. Such was the case of Yi Yin ' and Chi Tse Both of them

possessed the same talents, but Yi Yin became prime minister and

Chi Tse, a slave. The former met with CKeng T ang, the latter with

Ckou of Shang.

Provided that a good sovereign is served with goodness, that

he wishes to govern accordingly, and that a minister helps him

with virtue and talents, then their conduct agrees, and luck is the

necessary consequence. But if a bad prince is served with goodness,

then he declines to adopt this mode of government; bis minister

may assist him in the most loyal manner, but their ways and

principles are so conflicting, that bad luck is the inevitable result.

Sometimes a wise and sage minister may come across a prince

willing to practice his theories, but fails at the end. That was the

case of Confucius and Mencius. Confucius was short of provisions

in CKSn and Tsai,^ and Mencius distressed in C/ii and Liang,

When there is not the proper time, a sovereign does not

employ able men, and those whose talents ard 'small and whose

wisdom is shallow cannot make use of men of genius. To drive

a Bayardo or a Green Ear ^ one must be a Wang Liang, ^ and to use

a Yu, a and a Kao Yao as ministers a Yao or a Shun is required.

If a man whose hands are able to manage a hundred Li horse

endeavours to master a courser making a thousand Li ^, he is sure

to have a disaster, breaking the yoke and rending the halter, and

should a prince be able to appreciate the talents of ordinary officials,

use the wisdom of a great minister, his heart will prove obdurate

and his mind impervious to reason. Thus excellent advice is

repudiated, and worthies and sages are rejected, not because they

are hated, or because their advice is disliked, but their ideals are

too high, and their advice is hard to follow.

1 Minister of CKeng T'ang, the founder of the Shang dynasty.

2 On Viscount Chi see Vol. I p. 354. He was thrown into prison for having

remonstrated against the excesses of his master Chou Hsin, the last emperor of the

Shang dynasty.

3 Cf, Vol. I p. 155, Note 2.

4 The two States where the philosopher passed a great deal of his life.

6 g two of the eight famous steeds of King Mu.

6 A famous charioteer.

7 Cf. Vol. I p. 130, Note 3.

8 A horse running a thousand Li a day, an impossible task, the quickest

couriers making but 5-600 Li with many relays.
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When a gfeat talent falls in with a small one, the latter

cannot grasp it, and bad luck must be the result. When a

minister of great talents meets with a very talented prince, there

will be either good or bad luck, Shun and Hsil Yw/ T'ai Kung and

Po Yi are instances. Shun and Hsil Yu were both sages, living at

the time of ang; Both fell under the notice of Yao. Shun con-

tinued the imperial sway, whereas Hsli Yu absconded in a mountain

forest,

T'ai Kung and Po Yi^ were both worthies who rose together

in the kingdom of Chou. Both saw Wu Wang. T'ai Kung became

a feudal lord, and Po Yi was starved to death. The principles of

worthies and sages are the same, their intentions similar, and their

aims agree, but the actions of Shun and T'ai Kung were fitting,

and the conduct of Hsii Yu and Po Yi, mal a propos. They were not

born in the proper age, and did not appear at the proper time.

Even if the principles are the same, there are differences in

spite of this agreement, and even if the intentions agree, there are

still discrepancies, for principles may be refined or coarse, and

intentions more or less pure.

Hsil Yu was a helpmate for an emperor, but he was born

under a ruler, and Po Yi would have assisted a ruler, but rose

under the reign of a king.* Both walked the path of virtue, and

practised benevolence and justice. Making virtue their main principle,

they did not care but for what was pure, and insisting upon be-

nevolence and justice, they felt at ease in the highest spheres only.

That was the cause of their bad luck.

Yao was filthy and Shun impure, Wu Wang bloodthirsty and

Tai Kung a cruel tyrant. They were all equally squalid and equally

coarse, and their doings in harmony.^ That was the cause of

{T ai Kung's) luck.

Thus when Shun was king of the world, Kao Yao assisted

him in his administration, whereas Pel Jen Wu Tse concealed himself

1 A hermit, see Vol. I, p. 439, Note 1.

•2 Viz. 'ao, prince of T'ang.

3 Cf. Vol. I p. 168 Note 2.

* Observe the gradation :—- *^^ -p- rendered by emperor, ruler, king.

Wang Ch'ung wishes to express by these terms three different degrees of sagehood.

5 This statement in the mouth of a Chinese is little short of blasphemy, for

tht r ur men thus described are universally held to be China's greatest sages, even

80 'erior to Confucius. But we must refer it to what has been said above on the

dift'erent degrees of virtue, which may be more or less pure and more or less refined.

The highest degree is ascribed to Hsii Yu and Po Yi only, compared to whom even

l ao and Shun appear coarse and vulgar.
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in the remotest hiding place and was seen no more. When Yii

was king, Po Yi acted as his helpmate, whereas Po Cfieng Tse Kao

declined to take office and tilled tlie ground.^ The talents of Kao

Yao did not surpass those of Pei Jen Wu Tse, nor did Po Yi outshine

Po CHing Tse Kao, but the two former were promoted, while the

two latter took their refuge into obscurity. The actions of those

promoted were d propos, the conduct of those who retired were

the reverse. The circumstances under which they retired were

different. Notwithstanding their humble condition, they did not

wish to advance. The princes did not necessarily reject their

proposals or dislike their ideas, but there was no mutual sympathy.

Shang Yang ^ spoke three times to Duke Hsiao of CHin. The

first two speeches were not listened to, but the last was accepted.

The first were fit for emperors and kings only, the last an overture

appropriate for an usurper. When he addressed a leading prince

with words fit for an emperor or a king, they were spurned in

spite of their elegance, but when they were made to suit an usurper,

they were accepted in spite of their coarseness. Refinement was

lost upon Duke Hsiao, coarseness was what he liked. It matters

not whether a speech be good, but whether he who is spoken

to think it so, nor must faculties be rare, provided only that he

in whose service they are employed appreciates them.

The words of the groom ^ were platitudes, but the country-

people liked them, and Tse Kung's address was full of meaning, but

the peasants would not listen to them.

A piper played a beautiful melody. Since the king of Yueh

did not like it, he fell into a vulgar time at which the king was

enraptured. Consequently, he who performs something excellent

for a prince who does not care for good things, does not find favour

in spite of his excellence, whereas another who does something bad

for a sovereign who wants bad things, does not incur his displeasure

notwithstanding his badness.

In this manner minor abilities may please the sovereign.

Pleasing means good luck, not pleasing, bad luck. Some do not

1 Chuang Tse makes Pei Jen Wu Tse a friend of Shun who wished to resign

the empire to him, but the former declined and drowned himself. (Cf. Giles, Chuang

Tse p. 382.)

2 According to Chuang Tse, Po Ch'eng Tse Kao had been a vassal of I'ao and

Shun, but disliked Yii's system of government. (Giles eod. p. 142.)

3 On Shanff Yang see Vol. I, p. 171, Note 2.

4 The groom of Confucius who spoke to the country people who had taken

away his master's horse. Cf. Vol. I, p, 69 and Huai Nan Tse XVIII, 19r.
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possess such wanton talents, but ingratiate themselves by their

astuteness and cunning, and thus become lucky, e. the official who
stole the hair-pin, and the companion who caused the cocks to crow.

The former became intimate with Tse Fan^ ' and the latter won the

good graces of Meng CKaiig.^ Tse Fan liked the thieving official,

and MSng Ch ang the wily companion.

If anybody is useful to a prince who can rely upon him, he

is sure to be successful. Sometimes a man may not be of direct

use, but the ruler likes him, as was the case with Chi Ju^ and

TSng Tng, Chi Ju was a favourite of the emperor Hsiao Hut Ti

and Teng T ung, of Hsiao Wen Ti. They were not endowed with the

smallest talents, or the slightest abilities, but they had a handsome

body, graceful bones, a smooth skin, and a wonderful complexion.

People are fond of beautiful looks, consequently their luck was

ensured.

It may happen that even people with ugly faces and bad looks

are represented to a ruler as very attractive, as were Mu Mu& and

Wu Ye?i.^ Mu Mu was sent to the emperor Huang Ti^ and Wu Yen

chosen by the king of Clii. Therefore virtue and vice may be

predetermined, but it is difficult to foresee success, because the likes

and dislikes of a prince are uncertain, and the promotion of an

official cannot be known beforehand.

1 A general of CKu who died in b.c. 575. The story here alluded is told in

Huai Nan Tse XU, 15r.

There was a clever thief much esteemed by Tse Fan^ who had a faible for

all kinds of skill. When the army of CKu under Tse Fan's command was pressed

hard by the outnumbering forces of ChH the thief in three consecutive nights entered

the camp of the enemies and stole a cap, a pillow, and a hair-pin* The soldiers of

ChH became nervous, and said that unless they retreated the thief would steal their

heads next night. Then the army of ChH went home. Huai Nan Tse calls the

general Tse Fa

2 T'ien Wen of Ch% Prince of Men^ CKang, The story of the cock-crowing

will be found on p. 132.

3 ^§ the correct form found in the Shi-chi chap. 125. In Vol. I p, 153

it was transcribed Chieh Ju from

* On the final downfall of this minion see Vol. I p. 309.

6 A wife of Huang Ti. Cf. Vol. I, p. 473, Note 3.

6 Properly speaking, Wu Yen is not the name of the lady in question who

was a native of a place Wu-yen in Shantung, Her name is Chung-Li

CKun, At the age of forty years, she was still unmarried, but so impressed King

Hsiian of C'A'i, 342-323 b.c, by her intelligence, that he made her his wife in spite

of her ugliness. See Giles, Biogr, Diet. No. 519. The Lieh-nu-cKuan (quoted in the

Pei'Wen-yun-fu) relates that she herself offered her services as a palace servant to

the king, who afterwards married her.
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Happening to fall in with an employer, is the proper thing,

and to harmonise with him, means advancement. Those who are

promoted need not always be clever, or those wlio are not, un-

intelligent. He who, when meeting with a prince, finds favour,

advances, he who does not, loses his opportunity.

There is a wide-spread opinion that wise men can be successful

and that, if they are not, it is their own fault, because they do

not adapt themselves to their surroundings. They should watch

the sovereign to learn his views, regulate their mind and cultivate

their talents, pay attention to their words, and be careful about

their expressions, await an opportunity to offer their services, and

see how they can be useful to the ruler. Would they not be lucky

then? But now it is different. They cultivate useless talents and

give impracticable advice. In summer they offer a stove, and in

winter a fan. They do things which are not wanted, and say words

which no one likes to hear. Then, of course, their bad luck and

their misfortune is certain, for how could they thus become happy?

Talents must be useful and advice profitable, every body knows

that, but very often the useless obtain happiness, or those who
have benefited their master, suffer punishment. And in summer

time a stove may be used to dry moisture, or a fan in winter to

fan the fire. Other people can be imitated, but it is impossible

to meet a ruler's wishes. Words may be changed, but talents cannot

be transmuted. When the reigning sovereign is fond of learning, and

somebody is a literary man, he suits him. When, on the other hand, the

prince is addicted to militarism, that same person would not suit him.

Win Wang did not like war, and Wu Wang was not a friend

of peace. A philosophical prince does not care for action, and an

active one does not like arguments. Literature and words can

quickly be learned by study, but actions and talents cannot be

accomplished all at once. He who has not thoroughly mastered

a science, cannot give the proper names, and if his expressions

are mostly not correct, he does not find favour with the sovereign.

If a study be made in a hasty manner, and names be given in a

hurried way, one says that the faculties of the person in question

are insufficient and not worth notice. How then should such a

man be able to understand the prince and offer his remarks, or

step forward and show his abilities

Of old during the Chou time, there was a great number of

unsuccessful scholars. They were old, had white hair, and stood

crying on the road-side. Others inquired what was the cause of

their tears. They rejoined:
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"We scholars liave had no chance. We are so sad, because

we are old and liave lost the right time. Hence our tears."

'How is it possible,' said their interlocutors, 'that you scholars

never had any chance?

'

"When we were young," replied the scholars, "we studied

literature, and after we had completed our studies, we wished to

take office, but the sovereign liked to use old men. This prince

died, and his successor only wanted warriors. Then we turned to

military science, but, when we had mastered all its branches, the

military prince likewise died, and the young prince ascended the

throne. He wished to employ young men only. Meanwhile we
had become old. Thus we never had the slightest chance,"'

For officials there exists a propitious time which cannot be

sought, for it is impossible to imitate other people, or to know a

prince's character, and still less can this be done by a man with

the highest principles and loftiest aims who is not influenced by
prolit, or by persons with a strong nature and firm character who
do not care for a prince. Moreover, luck cannot be predetermined,

and advice cannot be given in advance. By accident, one may meet

with success and fall in with a sovereign's view, therefore they

speak of luck. To observe a prince's ways, and to choose one's

words with a view to acquiring honour, may be called calculation,

but not luck.

In spring the seed sown grows, in autumn it is cut and harv-

ested. Seeking things one obtains them, and doing things one com-

pletes them, but we cannot call that luck. That which comes of

itself without any seeking, or is completed of itself without any

doing, is called luck. It is like picking up things lost on the road,

or taking something thrown away in the country, like the fertility

of heaven and the productiveness of earth, or the assistance of

ghosts and the succour of tlie spirits. That the spirit of a CKin Hsi

secretly benefits, and the mind of a Pao Shu silently promotes a

man, are cases of luck. 2 But ordinary people cannot argue on good

and bad luck. They extol the lucky and decry the unlucky. They

look to success and ask what has been accomplished, but cannot

appreciate conduct or value powers and talents.

1 The T'ai-ping-yu-lan chap. 488, p. 4r" quotes this passage.

2 Ch'in Hsi recommended a friend to Duke Mu of ChHn and committed suicide

when his advice was not accepted. Ills death impressed the duke so much, that he

took the protfge of Chin Ihi into his service. Tliis story is told in Vol. I, p. 502.

Of Pao Shu W3 know that he recommended his friend Kuan Chung to Duke

Huan of C'h'i.
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CHAPTER V.

Annoyances and Vexations {Lei-hat}.

Officials in their career may be hampered and checked, their

characters may be slandered and pulled to pieces, their offences be

mercilessly magnified, and their names be sullied and bespattered.

That does not prove that their talents are inferior, or their conduct

is iniquitous, or that their minds are unenlightened, and their ideas

muddled. They have met with misfortune from abroad, and are

hardly dealt with.

This is not only true of men, but of all other things as well.

All living and moving things have to suffer annoyances and vexations.

These annoyances come from without, not from within. Since

their source is not to be sought there, those people who inconsider-

ately lay them to the charge of the sufferers, show a narrow

mind and a regrettable want of judgment.

That plants grow in spring, we can warrant, but, whether

they will bear fruit in autumn, nobody can predict. Their roots may

suddenly be trampled upon by oxen and horses, and their stalks

cut down with knives and sickles. Then their growth is impeded,

and they do not ripen in autumn. Plants not ripening have suffered

some injury and thus do not develop.

When rice has been touched by rats, it is spoiled and not

fit for eating. The taste of this spoiled rice is the same as that

of unsullied rice, but owing to the trespass of the rats, it is thrown

away and not used. The annoyances and vexations of a noble

character are similar in nature to those of the plants which did

not develop, or the rice which is not used. Since they all come

from without, tliey are to be looked upon as annoyances and

vexations.

By purifying oneself and regulating one's conduct it is im-

possible to attract happiness, and by trembling fear and precautions

one cannot eschew misfortune. The arrival of happiness and mis-

fortune is good or bad chance. Therefore they say, "That which

is obtained not by one's own force is called happiness, and that

which happens not through my own doing- is called misfortune," i

1 Fatalism pure and simple.
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But, when it is not my doing, whence does it come? From my
native place and from the administration.

In one's native place there are three annoyances arid in the

administration three vexations. The annoyances originate in one's

native place, and the vexations in the administration. In ancient

and modern times remarkable men and excellent characters have

experienced this.

Which are the so-called three annoyances and which the

three vexations

People are not always careful enough in selecting their friends.

As long as they agree, there is the greatest kindness, but when
they disagree, an estrangement takes place, and this estrangement

engenders envy and hatred. Then they slander the conduct of

their former friend. That is the Jirst annoyance.

The accomplishments of men are of a higher or a lower order

and cannot be quite equal. When several persons begin their

career at the same time, the well gifted become illustrious.'* The
less able out of shame and anger then slander their betters. That

is the second annoyance.

Men in their intercourse cannot always be pleased. Cheer-

fulness leads to friendliness, anger to alienation, and alienation to

animosity. In this frame of mind people slander others. That is

the third annoyance.

Now for the first vexation. Offices are few, and candidates

many. The scholars compete for admission, and when admitted,

fight for the posts. Calling upon the governor, they defame one

another, sending in coloured reports. The governors are not per-

spicacious enough to detect the deceit and listen to their in-

sinuations.'

The second vexation is this: Governors and clerks have different

propensities, and their doings are pure or foul. The generous

clerks are enthusiasts for all that is noble and beautiful, and never

1 '
2 The two Chinese terms are synonymous and might be interchanged

like their English equivalents.

3 Quarrel of friends.

4 Here again our author forgets his own theory that honour and happiness

are not won by excellent qualities, but are the free gift of fate.

6 Envy of less successful rivals.

6 Strife through roughness of character.

7 Unfair coinpeVition among officials. There is no great difference with the

second annoyance which, however, refers more to private life.
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use other but pure words. The corrupt clerks resent this, and by

degrees try to find fault with their rivals, slandering thera for the

smallest wrong, for which punishment is inflicted upon the latter, ^

Or the governors are biassed in favour of some of their sub-

ordinates and believe in what they say. These subordinates will,

against all propriety, recommend their friends for extraordinary

promotion. Those who oppose them, lose their sympathy and are

slandered by them more than can be imagined. Honest officials

daring to offer resistance and to propound different views, attract their

hatred and are decried to the governors. That is the third vexation.^

Those who have not yet taken office have to suffer the three

annoyances, and those who are in office, the three vexations. Even

a Confucius and a Me Ti could not avoid them, and men like Yen

Hui and Tseng T^san would not be free of them. How many hundred

or thousand meritorious deeds soever they might accomplish, multi-

tudes of envious persons would rise around them. Thorns and

prickles would prick them and stick to their bodies and faces, and

wasps and scorpions would sting the highly-principled.^

These six troubles are not the only ones, but the most con-

spicuous,* the world however does not perceive them. It does not

see that owing to their doings the scholars have to suffer the

three annoyances, and the officials, the three vexations. Those who
remain uninjured they call undefiled, and those who have been

calumniated, degraded. Those functionaries who advance in their

career they regard as good, and those who are dismissed from

office, as bad.

A man who continues unharmed and advances, is fortunate

and praised, and another who is slandered and dismissed, is

unlucky and blamed. But going thoroughly into the matter, we
must admit that there are the three annoyances and the three

vexations. Since those speaking about these matters ignore that

people may be affected by these grievances, although their deeds

be pure and virtuous, they mix mud with clay, and bespatter silk

with black. But who knows that? Purity is polluted, and whiteness

covered with dirt. Flies like to sully white silk. He who is

standing on a height is in danger, and those living in prosperity

suffer losses. Those fallen down usually were in precipitous places.

1 Natural antipathy of the vicious against honest men.

2 Favouritism.

3 All metaphors denoting the insidious attacks of backbiters.

* Calumniation must be a very frequent trait of the Chinese character, since

in all the six cases those dissatisfied resort to it.
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CK il P'ing's purity was unblemished, but all the dogs of the city

barked at him. Dogs bark at what appears strange to them. To con-

demu the noble-minded and suspect the genius is a sign of a poor head, i

A remarkable man endowed with all the virtues of a genius

causes all the dogs to bark. Such being the case, is it necessary

still to persuade the low class people and to harmonise with the

worthless Those base and worthless people cannot be convinced.

Should then average people be taken as a model to preserve

one's reputation and avoid slander? Those who agree with ordinary

people and preserve their reputation, are those goody persons, who
in all their doings are irreproachable, so that they are not open

to reprimands, and that to criticise them is useless.^ Thus even

Confucius was found guilty, and Mencius culpable.

Those who in ancient times excelled by virtue could not

safeguard themselves. Therefore those who following their nature

quietly awaited the annoyances and vexations to come, were the

really virtuous and honest. Through the most injurious slanders

and calumnies the real character of those men shone forth.

How should the traces of pure and noble deeds not be cov-

ered with the dust of envious slander? The guitar players would

fain have broken the fingers of Po Fa,^ and the charioteers have

crushed the hand of Wang Liang. ^ Why? Because they were all

craving for the fame of exceptional skill, and hated those who
surpassed them.

Thus the girl of Wei was a great beauty, but Ching Hsiu^

cut her nose off,^ and Chao Wu ^ was loyal and honest, but Wu

1 A verse quoted in son^what altered form from the Shi-chi chap. 84 p. 6r.

where it is spoken by Ch'u Yuan before his death ^/j* '|^ ## . Our text omits the finals and writes :—

and. '

2 Cf. p. 147.

a A famous lute-player of old who played so well, that a friend of his actually

could see the scenes which he put into music, such as hills and water.

* See p. 31 Note 6.

5 A queen of Ch'u, 4th cent. b.c.

6 for i^lj. The king of Wei had sent the king of Ch'u a beautiful

girl whom the latter liked very much. His consort Cheng Hsiu, in order to destroy

her rival, told her that the king loved her, but disliked her nose, and that she had

better cover it with a kerchief. The unhappy girl followed this advice. When the

king expressed his astonishment the queen informed him that the girl could not

endure the smell of the king's breath. This enraged the king so much, that he

ordered tlie girl to have her nose cut off. Han Fei Tse {T'ai-p'ing-yil-lan chap. 367, p.3v.),

7 An officer of T'sai.
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Chi ' expelled him. Hunchbacks ^ are full of envy, and big-bellied

persons 3 often deceitful.

JFor this very reason one does not sprinkle the dust in wet

halls, and one does not shelter low cottages against the wind.*

Plants to much shaken by the wind do not grow, and banks

against which the water dashes do not remain high. Yu-li, CKm
and T^sai ^ may serve as an example, and the drowning in the

Yangtse or the jumping into the Yellow River. ^ If those who vie

in virtue to win fame in the eyes of the common people, or strive

to preserve their reputation before the governors, do not meet with

the disgrace of Ting Hsi, or incur the penalty of Tse Hsil,s it

is chance.

People do not assault the dead body of Meng Pen, for its

life is gone, nor do they throw water on a hundred bushels of

burnt out embers, for the fire is extinct. If some one outshines

all others by his intelligence, and sheds his lustre over a whole

age, or if he surpasses all by his energy, and stands towering over

all the- crowd, he is always slandered and envied by ordinary

people. In case a man attempts to neutralise the common attacks

with his honest 9 heart, the profit which he seeks turns into loss.

It was for this reason that Confucius felt sad, and Mencius was full

of sorrow.

Those possessed of great virtue attract calumnies and are

carped at by other scholars. To avert these censures with ap-

peasing words and to try to get rid of these dangerous grievances,

is a hard task indeed.

The defamation of Tsang T'sang has not yet died out, and

the opposition of Kung-Po Liao is not yet broken. Ant-hills are

1 A prince of Wei, died b.c. 244.

2.
3 1^^ which should be written ^^j^.
4 Common people are not exposed to the dust of envious slander or to

hurricanes caused by their rivals.

5 Cf. p. 31, Note 3.

6 Since the drowning in the Yanptse seems to refer to Wu Tse Hsii, whose

body was thrown into the CKien-Vang river or the Yangtse^ the jumping into the

Yellow River must be said of the violent death of Teng Hsi, of whom we merely

know that he was put to death, but not how.
, A sophist of the 6th cent, b.c, on whom see my article " The Chinese

Sophists'' p. 11 (Journal of China Branch, R. Asiat. Society Vol. XXXIV, 1901-02).

8 Cf. p. 1 Note 1.

10 Cf. p. 7 Note 4.
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made into mountains/ and rivulets into rivers and streams. The
smallest good is distasteful to wicked people. 2

If we speak of polluting, purity may be sullied, and whiteness

covered with dirt, and if we speak of slander, the best and noblest

man is envied, and the greatest talent sneered at. As regards

punishment, the most loyal words cause misfortune, and the noblest

deeds bring about shame and disgrace, and as for imperfections,

even a gem may have a flaw, and a pearl, some small defect.

The elder brother of the lord of CEin-liu ^ was renowned

over all Yen-chou.^ He had left the most brilliant traces, and not

the slightest fault could be detected. When the time of entering

the administration had come, the governor ^ blackened his sterling

character, so that he was disgraced and not employed.

Those who are not yet in office have to suffer the three

annoyances, and those who have already been employed, are visited

with the three vexations. Even Confucius and Me Ti could not

escape them, and Yen Hui and TsSng T'san could not remain unscathed.

For all love those only who enjoy the general applause, but slight

the truly wise.

From dukes and marquises down, gems and pebbles are in-

termixed,^ and as regards the actions of the wise and the scholars,

good and bad ones are mingled. As the lapidary breaks the stones

to take out the gem, so those who select the scholars reject the

bad and keep the good. Therefore those who merely annoy and

vex others sin against society. Which way should be taken to

counteract them?

1 Ed. A. here and elsewhere has the peculiar sign J]^ for not to be

found in Kanghi.

2 The smallest defects are thus magnified.

3 A place in Honan. Cf. Vol. I p. 179 Note 6.

* One of the nine circuits of Fti comprising parts of Chili and Shantung.

5.
6 Figuratively said of men.
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CHAPTER VI.

On the Cunning and Artful (Ta-ning).

The following question may be raised : The virtuous obtain

honourable appointments and high wages, in case they behave

properly, why then must people acquire wealth and honour by

cunning?

The reason is this. If the cunning, though well aware that

proper conduct leads to wealth and honour, nevertheless seek a

position and money by deceit, it is because they cannot withstand

their inclinations. People know that vigorously tilling the ground,

they can expect a harvest, and that a brisk trade will provide

them with valuable goods. If they must steal them all the same,

they are unable to overcome their natural propensities. Those who
always do their duty, are held in esteem by every one, albeit yet

the unrighteous are many, and the friends of justice in the minor-

ity; the hearts of the former are concupiscent, and their will and

intellect confused and weak. The cunning have the same qualities

as the virtuous, 1 but succumb i,o their passions. The robbers are

no less intelligent than farmers and merchants, but become guilty

by their cupidity.

Question: The cunning and the virtuous having the same

qualities, qualities and conduct ought to agree. Why must the

cunning alone succumb to their passions?

Reply: Wealth and honour is what every one desires. Even

he who by his conduct proves himself to be a perfect gentleman,

is subject to the feelings of hunger and thirst. But a superior

man combats his feelings by propriety, and dispels his desires by

righteousness. Thus walking the right path, he eschews calamities.

A vile man, on the other hand, yields to his greed and avarice,

transgressing the rules of propriety and failing against the laws

of righteousness. That leads to waywardness and cunning, by

1 Their original nature is essentially the same, but develops differently. Cf.

Vol. I, p. 390.
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which he becomes liable to punishment. The virtuous are supe-

rior men, the cunning are vile. In their doings and dealings the

superior men and the vile widely differ, and their likes and dis-

likes are dissimilar.

Question: Have the cunning and the slanderers the same

principles, or is there any difference?

Reply: The cunning and the slanderers are both vile, their

principles are the same, but their qualities, different. Envy is the

mainspring of their characters, which, however, manifest and reveal

themselves in a different way. Slanderers hurt others by their

tongues, whereas the cunning endanger them by their actions. The
former take the direct road, tlie latter prefer the crooked one, and

disguise their plans. The slanderers do not intrigue, the cunning

have all kinds of devices. Therefore the sovereign can avoid the

company of slanderers and seek that of the kind-hearted, but he

is unable to distinguish the cunning from the virtuous.

Exception: Since a sovereign can always keep aloof from

slanderers and consort with the kind-hearted, but is incapable of

drawing a distinction between the virtuous and the cunning, is

it impossible to know the mind of the latter?

Reply: The cunning can be known, but a sovereign is not

qualified to acquire this knowledge. An ordinary sovereign does

not know the virtuous, and for that very reason cannot know the

cunning either. Only wise and sage men examine their actions

by the Nine Virtues and verify their words by the outcome of

their deeds. If those actions do not harmonise with the Nine

Virtues, 1 and if their words are not proved true by their doings,

the persons iu question are not virtuous, but cunning. By knowing

the cunning one knows the virtuous, aud by knowing the virtuous

one knows the cunniug. The knowledge of the cunning at the

same time displays the nature of the virtuous and wise, and a

conception of the virtuous is a key to understanding the character

of the cunning and artful. The virtuous and the cunning proceed

1 Properly speaking these Nine Virtues are eighteen. According to the

Shaking Part II, Book III, 3 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 71) they are:—

"AfTability combined with dignity; mildness combined with firmness bluntness com-

bined with respectfulness aptness for government coiiibiiied with reverence docility

combined with boldness straightforwardness combined with gentleness easiness

combined with discrimination vigour combined with sincerity; and valour coiiibiued

with righteousness.

'
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in a different way, but the same invostigatioii shows us what they

are; their aspirations are not the same, hut one look reveals their

real nature.

Question

:

The system of the Nine Virtues has long been

established, and there is no student but ou seeing measures, knows
their capacity, or on beholding scales, knows their weight. How
is it that a ruler and lord of the land is ever surrounded by false

and cunning ministers and always humbugged and hoodwinked? ^

(Reply) : One must not complain that the measures are wrong,

but that there is no grain to be measured, nor that there are no

scales, but that there is nothing to be weighed. Those on the throne

do not ignore that by means of the Nine Virtues they can investigate

actions, and that from the results of his actions the sentiments of

the agent may be inferred. If nevertheless they are blindfolded and

see nothing, it is evident that they did not take the trouble to

look. It is not always possible to act, but any action may be

scrutinised, and men cannot always go into a question, but their

sentiments may always be learned.

Question : When the actions do not agree with the Nine

Virtues, an investigation into the achievements does not disclose

any deserts. Then such persons though promoted, do not turn out

virtuous, and not being virtuous, they are cunning. Now, can men
of trivial talents and superficial knowledge who cannot come up
to the virtuous, since they have not their merits, nor act like

them, be called cunning?

Beply

:

The talents not being equally matched, there can be

no rivalry of actions, nor a competition of merits. If people cannot

cope together in knowledge, their talents may be in a proportion

of ten to a hundred, ^ but their likes and dislikes ought to be the

same. However the virtuous and the cunning do not act in the

same way. Both declare good to be good, and bad, bad, a and both

enjoy real fame, but in their works the former build up, the latter

destroy. According to their distinction of right and wrong, their

1 Ed. C. correctly writes ed. A. and B. have ^.
2 . ' ^

3 -
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doings must likewise be true or false. Now they agree iu their

words, but their proceedings are different, both have, an excellent

name, but the doings of the cunning are depraved.

Question: i If those whose dealings are in" accordance with the

Nine Virtues are virtuous, then those whose actions are not, are

cunning. Must then all the ordinary people be held to be cunning

owing to their actions

Reply : All who are not right are wicked. Among the wicked

those who kick against the pricks, are called unprincipled, and those

who are artful, are considered cunning. In the penal laws of the

holy emperors the cunning are ranked among the wicked, and in

their rewards and exhortations the virtuous are among the good.

The virtuous of perfect purity and the best among the good, are

the sages among the virtuous. On the other hand, the great

impostors among the wicked,^ are the worst of the bad. Whence
they say that one must look for the virtuous among the good, and

search for the cunning among the wicked. When goodness and

badness are well determined, the virtuous and the cunning become

manifest.

Question

:

The intelligent may be beclouded, and in arguing

one may be mistaken. Now, if those who are right, are looked

upon as virtuous, and those who are wrong, as cunning, this would

be a misconception of the real nature of virtue, I should say.

Reply

:

That the intellect may be beclouded and arguments

erroneous, is much to be regretted. Therefore we have the saying:

[In punishing premeditated crimes none must be considered too

small, 3 and in condoning carelessness none should be deemed too

great. 4] A wise sovereign scrutinises the heart, and examines the

mind, and then he punishes malice, and pardons mistakes. In case

1 All the three editions here write: ^^ . I think that ^
is superfluous and should be dropped.

2 All editions have which should be ^5, unless Waruf

GKung wishes to designate those impostors who have sneaked among the virtuous,

but that would be somewhat forced.

3 Too small to be punished.

* Too great to be pardoned. The passage is quoted from the Shuking Part II,

Book U 12 {Legge, Clasidcs Vol. Ill, Part I p. 59).
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of premeditated attacks the penalty is increased, for mistakes and

errors it is diminished.' Every judge can make this distinction, and

he will harbour no doubt, when he falls in with a virtuous man.

Question May those be called cunning whose words and deeds

are not attended with any success

{Reply) : When Su CKin 2 brought about a confederation of Six

States, 3 mighty CKin did not venture to review its troops outside

the gates, and when Chang Yi^ sowed distrust, the Six States did

not risk a joint attack within the gates. The Six States being allied,

CKin was afraid, and the Six States were powerful : the Three

CKin ^ having spread discord, Cliin became powerful and the empire

weak. The merits of these men were conspicuous, and their success

was obvious. They have been recorded on bamboo and silks. Even

worthies could not have outvied them. The Grand Annalist speaking

of all the worthies, devotes special chapters to Su CJiin ® and Chang

K,7 nor is there any allusion to their having been envious or

depraved. Their deserts were the same, and their fame not inferior

to that of worthies. Merits which fall short of those of the worthies

are like fame which is not real.

Chang Yi and Su CKin were men who could arrange difficulties.

Living in a time of great disorder and confusion,^ they formed far

reaching plans. At that time Chi ^ and Hsieh could not have vied

with them in scheming, and Yil and Kao Yao would not have been

1 A fundamental principle of all penal law, based on the difference of dolus

and culpa.

2 See Vol. I p. 304, Note 8.

3 Ten, Chao, Han, Wei, Ch\ and Ch'u.

* See Vol. I, p. 115, Note 2,

5 ^^ the three kingdoms into which the State of ChHn was divided by

Htiang Tu in b.c. 206, viz. Yung, Sai, and Ti. Since Wang CKung here

speaks of the 4th cent, b.c, the time of Su Ch'in and Chang Yi, when the Three CKin

did not yet exist, and since by their creation Ch'in did not become more powerful,

but broke up, I suppose that here is a misprint for ^£ San Chin, the

Three Chin States : Han, Wei, and Chao, into which the once powerful State of

Chin split in b.c. 4o3, thus enabling Ch'in to come to the front.

6 Shi-chi chap. 69.

7 Shi-chi chap. 70.

8 The time of the contending States
, beginniug in b.c. 480.

" See Vol. I, p. 130, Note 3.

10 Vid. Vol. I p. 318.
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as successful. Wlien the Yin and the Yang are in harmony, wind
and rain set in at the proper time, the Five Grains grow in

abundance, and robbers and thieves desist from their iniquitous

doings this is the merit of some persons exhibiting disinterestedness

and self-denial, and of families displaying morality and virtue.

Appointments, salary, honour, and glory are the results of plans

and schemes? and not the upshot of morality and virtue. The
Grand Annalist recording merits, the Kao-lai-sse-chi-lu was written.

Illustrious deeds have been carefully gone through, and all the

most excellent, put on record. Chang Yi and Su Chain's exploits

being so famous have also been included in this narrative. From
this it follows that the cunning may also distinguish themselves by
their gift of speech,^ and that those who have no success cannot

be cunning.

Exception : Those among the wicked who win merit are called

cunning. In order to acquire merit they must be possessed of high

talents and a keen intellect. Their thoughts must be far-reaching

and pay regard to justice and benevolence, that they may be

confounded with the great worthies. Whence it is said in the

chapter on recognising the cunning :
^ When the ruler of men has

a taste for disputations, the words of the cunning are sharp, and

when he delights in literature, their speech is refined. Sympathising

with his feelings and falling in with his views, they ingratiate

themselves with the ruler, who does not perceive the falsity of

their words. How could he learn their duplicity and detect their

deceitfulness

Reply : This remark only refers to an ordinary sovereign,

of poor gifts and a limited intelligence, who is easily overreached,

and then does not see anything, and takes a knave for a virtuous man.

When a prince is a good observer, discrimination is as easy for him

as beholding dried meat on a dish, pointing out the lines on tlie palm,

counting the figures on a chessboard, and unharuassing a horse in

1 Elsewhere Wang (JKung says that all these things are tlie outcome of

fate aloue.

2 Wang Ch'ung apparently sees in the two politicians Chang Yi and Su Ch'm

cunning schemers, but not worthies or virtuous men. The Chinese still cling to the

idea that moral laws hold good for politics also, and have not yet accepted the

phantom of political morality, another name for the right of the strongest. They

call a liar a liar, even though he has been a great statesman who did all his

misdeeds for the welfare of his country. Thus most Europeans admire CA'm Shik

Huang Ti, but every Chinese detests him.

3 'M' probably the title of a lost chapter of the Lun-heng.
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the shafts. Fish and turtles abscond in the depths, but fishermen

know their resorts; birds aad beasts hide in the mountains, but

hunters perceive their tracks. The conduct of the cunning is dif-

ferent from that of most other people, and only ordinary sovereigns

and men of mediocre abilities cannot see the difference.

Exception : The sovereign being fond of discussions, the cunning

will use sharp words, and, when he is partial to literature, the

style of the cunning is refined. Their words and deeds thus being

modelled upon those of the prince, how can they be discovered?

Reply : Wen Wang says of the method how officials are to

be treated : A consideration of their former actions makes us

understand their present words, and hearing their present words

we may form a judgment of their former actions. Beholding the

outward appearance we learii to know what is hidden, and from

the inside we infer the outside. Thus the hypocrites posing as law-

abiding people may be known, and heartless deceivers be dis-

tinguished. Conversely, sterling characters and truly good people

are found out, and the faithful who observe the laws, appear.

When, by nature, the cunning do not like discussions, but the

sovereign has a fancy for them, they will imitate their lord with a

view to agree with him, and when originally their mind has no

literary turn, upon learning that their sovereign is addicted to

literature, they will endeavour to equal him. His Majesty being

extravagant, the cunning wear costly dresses, and in case His Majesty

is thrifty, they avoid all pomp. Their present actions disagree

with the former, and their behaviour at court is other than at

home. Comparing their conduct in their native village with their

manners in the palace, and contrasting the way in which they treat

their owu people with the style in which they serve their prince,

we become aware that there is a discrepancy between the outside

and the inside, and that the name and the thing do not tally. At

certain moments this becomes visible, when their falsehood leaks out.

Question

:

Human actions are not constant and unchangeable.

Special circumstances often determine the issue. The faithful become

traitors, and the straight turn crooked, changes brought about by

special circumstances. The actions differ at different times, each

event is attended with its special effect, sometimes people say one

thing, sometimes another. The books of the Literati give many
instances, and such changes under speftial circumstances are not
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unusual. Now, must we not fall into error, if we take normal

conditions as a basis?

Reply : The virtuous may be favoured by circumstances, and

so may the cunning. When the virtuous are thus favoured, they

act accordingly, whereas, when the cunning are, they lose all restraint

and do evil. The virtuous avail themselves of such an opportunity

for a noble aim and for their country, while the cunning use it

for their personal profit and that of their family. Such an oppor-

tunity helps us to discriminate between the virtuous and the cunning.

Observing how they react on such an incentive, we learn whom
we may call depraved and whom virtuous.

Question

:

Does it happen that the cunning like to defame

others?

Reply: The cunning do not defame others, those who do,

are slanderers. For the cunning have no occasion to slander, be-

cause they merely seek profit. If some one is useful to them, why
should they slander him, and if he is not, slandering would be of

no avail. By their scheming they seek advantage, and by their

plots to make profit, and this profit they acquire in a convenient manner.

In case they grudge others a share of it, they intrigue against

them. When they intrigue against somebody, they do not defame

him, and injuring some one, they do not treat him badly. On the

contrary, they praise a man, while laying their traps for him, so

that he does not become aware of them, and cajole him whom they

are going to strike, so that he has no suspicions. In this manner

the cunning plot, without incurring any hatred, and they injure,

nay ruin a man, without fearing his vengeance. Hiding their

feelings and concealing their intentions, they even give themselves

the air of exerting themselves for others. If they slandered others,

these would again slander thera. Nobody would have any sym-

pathy for them, and the scholars would not codsort with them.

How could they fill their place in the world then, and win the

good graces of their lord?

Question : If the cunning do not slander others in society, do

they slander them to the governors

Reply : The cunning deceive the governors with men, but they

do not slander others in their presence.

'

1 Ed. A. and (7.:—^ . One suffices m in Ed. B.
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Question : Then, how do tlie cunning proceed?

Reply: When the cuuning calumniate others, they praise them,

and, when they plot against them, they lull them into security.

Wherein consists their slandering and plotting?

E. g. let a inau have great accomplishments and a wonderful

knowledge, that his fame spreads far and wide. A governor afraid,

lest the sovereign summon the man to hear his advice, and put

more reliance in him than in himself, seeks a pretence to pass

him over in silence. But those who constantly extol and belaud

the man and introduce him to his notice, are many. The governor

mentions that he desires to employ him and asks sombody's opinion

about him. This one does not reply that Xis a worthy and deserving

to be called to office, for X would not like to be retained in a

district, he formerly heard him say so. He declared that he hoped

to go to a prefecture, and being in a circuit, he hoped to be trans-

ferred to a department. If his aims be lofty, he does not act like

other people, and if his hopes be far-reaching, he does not care for

what is near. I Being given a small office, his ambition is not

satisfied, or he lies down sick, and a poor appointment would injure

his virtue or hurt his dignity. Therefore the sovereign will prefer

to choose ordinary officials, that he may not lose his name or

derogate to his reputation, for, provided that he can bear the

thought of deferring to the worthy, he may use him, but if he

considers to be unable to do so, it is not advisable to employ him.

In case he makes use of him, and both sides are not equally benefitted,

or that he dismisses him, and both do not suffer, he fears his resent-

ment. Consequently he trusts in the suggestions of his cunning

adviser and dispenses with the services of the worthy.

Question : Can the cunning, in order to acquire great talents

and extensive knowledge, study the ancients alone, or must they

learn from a teacher

Reply : Every one possesses himself the knowledge to deceive

others, but approaching a ruler he must have special qualities to

impress him, just as a person in an exalted position overawes his

subjects by his boldness. When it comes to fighting he must be

conversant with the military art. Those special abilities are uniting

and disuniting, and Kuei Ku Tse may be the teacher.

1 So says the one who seeks to frustrate the promotion of X by raising all

kinds of fictitious difficulties.
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There is a tradition that Su Cllin and Chang Yi botli studied

uniting and disuniting.^ The teacher Kuei Ku Tse^ dug a cavern

into the earth and said, "He that shall speak down to me, so that

I come out crying, will be able to divide the territories of rulers."

Su CKin spoke down to him, and Kuei Ku Ise was so moved, that

his tears fell and moistened his coat. Chang Yi did not equal

iSw Cllin, who was chief minister of Chao and of the Six States at

the same time. Chang Yi, poor and wretched, fell back upon Su

Ch'in, who made him sit down at the lower end of the hall, and

gave him the food of the servants and handmaids. Several times

calling out for him, he roused his anger with the object of inducing

him to become a minister of CKin. In high dudgeon Chang Yi

betook himself westward to CKin. Su CKin sent some of his men
to escort him with rich presents. Subsequently it dawned upon

Chang K and he exclaimed, "This was planned by him, but I did

not understand it. In these things I cannot compete with him."^

Such schemes proceeded from &u CKin's profound knowledge.

Watching his opportunity, he did his hit at the right moment,

hence the high honour in which he was held and his great renown,

for he was considered the first hero of his time. In deep laid plans

and brilliant devices the profound and the superficial cannot be

equally successful, and the clear-headed cannot possess the same

knowledge as the blunt-witted.

Question : Is it possible that the cunning care for their good

names and accomplish great things

Reply : The cunning live on profit and exclusively set store

on power. They do not care for their good names nor accomplish

great things. By affecting power and sticking to what is vulgar

they win a great notoriety of themselves. They are admired by

the base, but not esteemed by superior men, for profit and justice

are antagonistic, and straightforwardness and crookedness are op-

posites. It is justice that moves the superior man, and profit the

base one. The cunning strive for great profits and notoriety. The

superior man not staying in low spheres exposes himself to dangers,*

and the cunning of the whole world meet with so many calamities,

1 f^ political intriguing, forming and breaking alliances.

2 An ascetic philosopher of the 4th cent. b.c.

8 Abridged from Shi-chi chap. 70, p. 2r.

* Their exalted positions have many dangers, and they easily come to fall.
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that they cannot take care of their persons and still less of their

good names.

Many records of former ages give examples cf men who
abandoned their families to take care of their own persons. Re-

nouncing all gain, they only thought of their names. On bamboo

and silks it has been written how Po CKeng Tse Kao i left his country

and tilled the ground, and how Wu Ling Tse^ gave up his position

to water a garden. In recent times, Wang Chung Tse^ of Lan-Ung

^

and Hsi'Lu ChUn Yang ^ in Twng-ta& have resigned their dignities,

and after a prolonged sickness did not respond to the call of

their sovereign. They may be said to have been mindful of

their repute.

Those who do not proceed on the path of righteousness,

cannot advance on this road, and those who are never checked in

their progress by the rules of justice, cannot win a reputation by

their justice. The cunning, hankering after profit, make light of

misfortunes, but think much of their own persons. They suddenly

perish and are disgraced how should they care for their name.

1 A vassal of Yao who resigned his fief, when Yii became emperor, and

took to agriculture. Yii is reported to have visited and questioned him on his fields.

See Chuang Tse V, 4v. {Giles, Chuang Tse p. 142). Cf. p. 33 Note 2.

2 An appellative of CKen Chung Tse, a scholar of Ch:i mentioned by Mencius,

Cf. Vol. I, p. 427. Ling Tse is reputed the author of a short

philosophical treatise in 12 paragraphs, contained in the -^jp Tse-shu

po'chia Vol. 51. According to
^jj

Liu Hsiang he wrote a work in 12 chapters

(P^i-'^^n-yun-fu chap. 25). From the last paragraph of the work still

extant we learn that he abandoned his post as minister of CKu to water other

people's garden. At all events he was a rather extravagant recluse.

3 Wang Chung Tse or Wang Liang, famous for his learning and

excellent character, lived in the time of Kuang Wu Ti, 25-57 a.d. He declined the

high offices conferred upon him owing to sickness.

4 A place in Yen-chou-fu Shantung,

5
/fflf The Li-tai ming-hsien lieh-nu shih-hsing p^u calls the

man: So-Lu and informs us that Chiin Yang was his style, and that he

was a native of Tung-chiln, not of Tung-tu. The Shang-yu-lu again writes

So-Lo. As his name both biographical dictionaries give Fang. So-Lu

Fang was appointed governor of Lo-yang in a.d. 30. Twice he resigned owing to

bad health. The second time in a.d, 55 he did not obey the summons of the

emperor Kuang Wu Ti, who then sent a sedan-chair for him, and after the audience

made him a grant of 2000 bushels of rice,

6 A territory in Hot)an.
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Devoid of justice and destitute of virtue, subsequently, their proceed-

ings must entail dishonour, and there can be no question of great

accomplishments.

Question

:

Is it easier to recognise great impostors or small im-

postors?

Reply: It is easier to recognise great impostors, and more difficult

to recognise the minor ones, for the great impostors have conspicuous

abilities, and their whereabouts are easily traced. The small im-

postors are less shrewd, and their doings harder to detect, which

will become clearer from the following consideration :

After a robbery it is difficult to detect small robbers,

whereas the big ones are easily found. When they have attacked

a city, besieged a town, robbed and pillaged, the thing transpires

as soon as it has been done, and all the wayfarers know the robbers.

But when they pierce a wall and, stealthily sneaking into a com-

pound, steal, nobody knows them.

Question : Great impostors create disorder by their extreme

wickedness. Now, if great robbers are easily known by people in

general, wherefore does the ruler find it such an arduous task?

Reply : The Shuking avers that it requires intelligence to know
men, and that only for an emperor it is hard work.^ Shun was a

great sage, and Huan Tou 2 a great impostor. For the great sage

it was difficult to know the great deceiver, for how could it be

easy, since the great deceiver did not give the great sage any

annoyance. Therefore a distinction is made between the knowledge

of the people and of their lord. The sovereign finds it difficult to

know great impostors, but easy to know small ones, whereas the

people easily know great impostors, but have difficulties to find

out small ones. Provided that the impostors be very clever and

fine speakers, then they make such a use of their talents, that the

prince with all his power cannot well call them to account for

mere thoughts, and with all his intelligence he does not perceive

anything. The talents of small impostors are of a lower order.

When, amongst their countrymen, at times they are thrown of

their guard, their real character leaks out. Then the sovereign is

startled, when he gets wind of it. Thus great deceivers cause

much more trouble than small ones.

1 Cf. p. 147, Note 3.

2 The minister of works under Yao, subsequently punished by Shun (Shuking

Part II, Book I, 12, Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 39).
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When the roof of a house leaks, those who perceive it, are

below. In case it leaks much, those below notice it quite clearly

if the leak is small, those below see it but indistinctly.

[Some one said, " Yung is benevolent, but not cunning."

Confucius said, " Why should lie use cunning. They who encounter

men with smartness of speech for the most part procure themselves

hatred.] i By their ill-advised schemes they interfere with agri-

culture and commerce, they annoy the citizens to benefit the

sovereign and irritate the people to please their lord. The advice

of loyal officers is detrimental to the ruler, but advantageous to

his subjects, the suggestions of the cunning are detrimental to the

subjects and advantageous to the ruler;

[The head of the Chi family was richer than the duke of

Chou, and yet Ch'iu collected his imposts for hira and increased

his wealth. The disciples might have beaten the drum and assailed

him.] 3 Collecting for Chi, be did not know how wicked it was,

and that all the people comdemned him.*

1 Analects V, 4.

2 Only socialists would agree to this.

3 Analects XI, 16.

4 The disciple of Confucius, ChHu is pronounced to have been cunning owing

to his having taken care of the interests of a nobleman instead of working for the

people, a somewhat radical view, but collectors of taxes never have been popular.

In the New Testament they are all decried as sinners.
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CHAPTER VII.

Weighing of Talents {Ch'eng-fsai).

Among those who have discussed the question many are of

opinion that scholars cannot be placed on a level with officials.

Seeing that the officials are of practical use, and the scholars un-

employed, they stigmatise the latter as shallow and incompetent, and

praise the former as very ingenious and proficient. That shows that

they are as ignorant of scholars as of officials, for both have their

talents and abilities, and it is not true that the parts of officers

are superior to the accomplishments of literary men. Officers do

business, and students have no practice. We may well say that

officers are business men, and that students have no practice,

but the assumption that officials are ingenious and proficient, and

scholars shallow and incompetent, exhibits a want of judgment.

The public usually looks down upon scholars, and these

themselves have no very high opinion of their worth, for they

would likewise be only too glad to serve their country and imitate

the officials, whom they regard as their models. Whatever may-

be their shortcomings, the public will sneer at them, but the faults

of officers they dare not criticise. They lay all the blame on the

students, and give all the credit to the functionaries, i

The talents of the Literati do not fall short of those of

the officials, but they lack routine and have not done official work.

However, the public slights them, because they notice that the

authorities 2 do not like to employ them, a dislike caused by the

mass of affairs which they cannot all settle alone, and are obliged

to leave to the care of officers. Respecting their qualities and talents

they hope that their many abilities may be of use to them. The
bureaucrats relieve them of their troubles, working hard in their

offices. By their decisions they distinguish themselves, and their

chiefs highly appreciate their skill.

1 The masses not only in China, but in other countries as well view every-

thing from the practical side. What is a man worth i. e., how much does he earn,

is the usual question of an American. They admire and affect wealth and power,

anH think very little of learning.

' .
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The scholars are timid and unqualified to overcome difficulties.

When the governors are troubled with doubts, they cannot help

them, and are unable to exert themselves. Their services being of

no benefit under existing conditions, no post is conferred upon

them. The governors judge talents by official efficiency and expect

them to become manifest in the discharge of official duties. It is

for this reason that the public is wont to esteem the officials and

despise the scholars. This contempt of the latter, and admiration

of the former, is based on the inability of the students to meet

the bureaucratic requirements, for public opinion merely inquires

into their usefulness.

At present, those in authority are very able and extremely

learned men who thoroughly know the people. They take things

up in the proper way and ever bring them to a good end. When
they appoint officials, they take a sufficient number to assist them

in carrying out their designs. Should these designs aim at the

cultivation of virtue or at the introduction of reforms, then officers

are only like tiles and stones, but scholars like pearls and jewels.

Officers are merely able to break resistance and smooth over dif-

ficulties, but they know nothing about preserving their own selves

pure and undefiled, and therefore cannot be of any great help to

their governor. ' Scholars have no experience of business, but

excel in guiding and possibly rescuing their superiors. When
governors and ministers 2 are going wrong, they are not afraid to

remonstrate with them, and warn them.

They who on earth were able to establish stringent rules,

who up to three times offered their remonstrances, and enjoined

upon the governors to examine and purify themselves, despising

all crookedness, have for the most part been scholars. They who
assent to everything and try to remain in favour at all cost, and,

when their governor indulges his desires, merely bow their heads

and remain silent, are mostly officials. They are strong in business,

but weak in lealty, whereas scholars are excellent on principles,

but bad business men. Both have their special merits and de-

merits, between which those in power may choose. Those who
prefer students, are such as uphold virtue and carry out reforms,

1 If these indictments of Wang CKung are just and not dictated by his offended

amour-propre owing to his inability to advance in the official career, officialdom in

the Han time must have been different from what it is now, for at present the

majority are scholars well versed in literature, but not in business.

2.
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those who rather take officials, attach the greatest importance to

business and the suppression of disorder.

If a person's gifts are insufficient, he wants help, and wanting

help, he expects strength. An officer takes an assistant, because

his own force is inadequate, and a functionary engages an able

man, because his own talents do not come up to the mark. When
the sun illuminates the dark, there is no need for lamps and

candles, and when Meng Pen and Hsia Yil oppose the enemy, no

further helpmates are requisite. Provided that the knowledge and

the power of governors and ministers be like the sun shining upon

darkness or the irresistible Ming Pen and Hsia Yil, then the talents

of officials are of no use.

In case of sickness we call in a physician, and when misfortune

happens, we employ a sorcerer. ' If we could ourselves make out

the prescriptions and mix the medicines, or enter into the house

and expel the evil influences, we should not have to pay for the

doctor, nor to invite the sorcerer.

Bridges are built, because the feet cannot cross ditches, and

carts and horses used, because one cannot walk long distances. If

the feet were able to jump over ditches, or if one could walk a long

way, there would be no bridges built, and no carts and horses used.

People estimate those things of the world most, to which

they must look to supply their deficiencies, owing to their weak-

ness and limited knowledge. The high authorities of our age

do not accuse their own inability, but disdain the students for

their want of practice, nor do they study the qualities of the

officials, but finding them useful, think very much of their talents,

and declare them to be excellent functionaries. Without officials

they cannot get rid of their troubles, and in default of these there

is nobody to save them from their vexations. Wherefore they fill

all posts with ordinary men. Since their appointment is never

attended with any inconvenience, whereas the scholars have nothing

to distinguish themselves, and with their abilities are incapable

of filling difficult posts, they are left out, when new appointments

are made, nor are their services desired at court.

Those among them who have a quick intellect, at once change

and set about studying official work, following in the wane of the

officials. The others who have not yet made themselves conspic-

uous by their admirable qualities, cling to antiquity and pursue

their ideas, observing the rules of propriety and cultivating virtue,

A remark very characteristic for Wang CKung's time.
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but governors and ministers do not entrust them with any duty,

and the bureaucrats mock i them. Not being called to office, they

give up further efforts and resolve to resign. The scorn fills them

with disgust. Since in the discharge of their duties they do not

meet with encouragement, their treatment of affairs lacks thorough-

ness. Then they are supposed to be inefficient and pushed aside.

Men possessed of common gifts and not burdened with lofty-

ideals, commence to learn official work, and are soon merged in

officialdom. Taking the knowledge of the high authorities as their

load-star, and conforming to the exigencies of the times, they com-

pletely change their former ideas and their occupation. Studying

day and night, they are not ashamed of anything, provided that

they make their mark and master the official correspondence.^

Conversely, enthusiasts and remarkable characters disdain to

sacrifice their convictions, or to demolish the objects of their ven-

eration for the purpose of pushing on by sycophancy. They

strongly disapprove of talented students entering into the ranks

of office-holders. Strongly maintaining their high aims, they

decline to take up those poor studies.

Sometimes it may also happen that scholars do not quite

understand their business. Their thoughts being wandering and

not concentrated enough, they are not fit for the office of which

they may be in charge. When asked, they give wrong answers,

they do not know the art of genuflexion, and in coming forward

and retiring, disregard the fixed rules. In their reports on various

matters, young students will disclose faults, adducing the opinions

of the ancients. They denounce the selfish desires of their superiors

with a terrible outspokenness, saying awkward things which they

had better leave unsaid. Obstinate, and bound by their prejudices,

they follow their own rules in all their writings, and do not man-

age things in the proper way. Their style is unusual being

somewhat excentric, they depart from the ordinary standard, and

do not do things as they should be done. Therefore people make

light of them, the official class despises them, and the high digni-

taries hold them in disrespect.*

1.
2 These are the opportunists among the scholars.

3 These uncompromising characters stick to their principles, but do not get

on in life.

4 This sort of young firebrands and utopists would reform everything, but

they do it with inadequate means, and soon are crushed under the inert masses they

are attempting to stop.
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It is for this reason that common students dislike to go through

the Classics, or make a thorough study in order to become well

acquainted with ancient and modern times. Eager to collect one

master's dicta and to get a smattering of theory, they all rush to

study historical works and read law.* Reciting ordinances and

institutions, they write reports on various subjects. They learn

how to fawn upon their superiors, and how to kneel down and

kotow, all with a view to laying the foundation of their house,

and establishing their family. Once called to office, they are well

off, hence their bias in favour of the present, and their disregard

of the past. In the keen competition with their rivals, they give

up their former ideas, and struggling to get to the front, pay no

heed to propriety. The Classics are neglected, and study is an

exploded idea. Ancient literature is no more cultivated, and what

tliey have learned formerly, soon forgotten.

Literati lead a poor life in their lonely houses, while the

officials are bustling about in the halls of the palace. Clever and

able officials rise, later on, and come to the front, whereas persons

fulfilling all moral obligations, are beset with so many difficulties,

that they hide and steal away. The success is owing to cunning

and the failure to awkwardness.^ The talents of scholars are not

inferior, nor is their knowledge insufficient, but they lack expe-

rience and practice.

When the foot has never walked a road, even Yao and Yu

must inquire at its turns, and when the eye has not yet spied an

object, even Confucius and Mi Ti would ask about its shape. In

the region of Ch'i,^ the inhabitants make embroidery from gene-

ration to generation, and even common women possess this skill.

In the city of Hsiang,^ the people weave brocades, and even stupid

girls know the art. That which we daily see and daily do, our

hands become accustomed to. If talented scholars have not yet

seen a thing, or if clever women have not yet done something,

the work seems strange to them, and the handicraft extraordinary.

1 According to our modern view, this is just what a future official should do.

Literature alone, which up to very recent times was the only study of all the can-

didates, does not suffice. A literary education can be nothing more than a basis for

future special studies.

2 This is not true. With virtue and literature alone a country cannot be

governed. This requires practical knowledge and experience, of which the typical

literati are destitute, and which they disdain to acquire.

a In Shantung.

* An ancient name of Kuei-te-fu in Honan.
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When tliey are suddenly called upon to perform it, and for the

iirst time behold it, even something- apparently very easy gives

them the greatest trouble.

Respecting scholars, at present their critics do not speak of

a want of practice, but doubt their intellectual faculties; they do

not say that they have not yet done auytliing, but that their

knowledge does not reach so far, which is a misrepresentation.

The mental power of the literati is not too weak, and there is

no profession which they might not comprehend, though they have

not taken an active part, in it.' Now the public noticing that they

have no experience, regard them as incapable, and seeing them in-

active, ascribe this to their dullness.

Ranked according to their usefulness and classed according

to their efficiency, the officials are in front, and the students in

the rear. That is the point of view of the government. But in

a classification on scientific principles, the scholars are above,

and the officials below. From an agricultural point of view, agri-

culturists come first, and from a commercial standpoint, merchants

are the first class. As regards government, officers are its men.

In their youth already they learn official work, and government

is their field of action, knives ^ and pencils being their ploughs,

and despatches, their labour. They resemble the sons of a house

who, having grown up in it, know all its nooks and corners much
better than any foreigner does. When a guest arrives only for a

short while, he may be a second Confucius or Me Ti, yet he will

not be able to distinguish things as well as they do. Scholars

are like these guests, and officials represent the sons. As sons the

officials know much more than the scholars, for the latter are

much less au courant than the former. The governors and ministers

of our time know how sons are, yet believe officials to be excep-

tionally clever, unaware that the officials have acquired their ef-

ficiency by practice. They likewise know guests, and yet see iii

helplessness after a short stay a sign of loolishness, quite forgetting

that the incompetence of the scholars is owing to their want of

exercice. The vision of these dignitaries is blurred, and they are

unable to reason by analogies.

A man fit to be assistant in a district, might also fill the post

of a secretary in a prefecture, and he who could reform an entire

1 As a rule perhaps, but there are many students so unpractical and only

at home in the high spheres of pure thought, that just their great learning and

idealism makes them absolutely unfit for business.

2 Erasing knives, see p. 73, Note 2.
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prefecture, would be qualified for service in a provin(e. However
the prefecture does not summon the assistant, and the province

will not have the' reformer. It would be no harm, if they used

their talents to acquire the necessary practice, their little know-
ledge of official correspondence would be compensated by their

great virtue.

The Five Secretaries i of course have their rules and regu-

lations, and for books and registers there exist certain precedents.

How can a man who diligently studies and easily learns all these

things, so that he becomes a clever official, for that reason be

thought more of than others? Wise governors select officials

according to their talents, regardless of their being experienced in

discussing official matters. They set the highest store on character,

and do not look to book-keeping.

Good officials are called loyal. Loyalty is not exhibited in

books and registers. Business may be learned by study, and with

the rules of etiquette one becomes familiar by practice loyalty and

justice however are not to be acquired in this manner. Officials

and scholars have both their special aims. Loyalty and faith is

the goal of the scholars, whereas the officials are chiefly interested

in the management of affairs. As long as loyalty and honesty is

maintained, a little bungling in business is not injurious to a man's

reputation. Albeit yet owing to their inexperience in office work
students are placed iu the second rank by most critics.

Judges give their verdicts according to edicts and laws. In

their administration the officials are obliged to consult jurists, 2 and

nothing is of greater importance in a district magistrate's office than

edicts. If his competence be taken as a criterion of the worthiness of

an official, then the jurisconsults^ ought to take the first place.

Perhaps people will admit this, saying that edicts are the Canons

of the Han dynasty, on which the officials base the decisions which

1 See Vol. I p. 65, Note 1.

2 *
' . The writers on law form one of the Nine Schools into

which Liu Hsin b.c. 7 divided the then existing philosophical literature. These writers

are not jurists in the modern acceptation of the word, but rather authors philosophising

on the nature of law, rewards and punishments, government, and political economy.

The Catalogue in the Han-shu mentions only ten works of this class. The Tse-shu

po-chia gives six works. The most celebrated so-called jurists are Kuan Chunff,

Yen Ts€y Shang Yang, and Han Fei Tse, all well known to, and several times mentioned

by, Wang CKung^ who has a special dislike for the criminalists Shang Yang and Han
Fei Tae. Cf. Vol. I, chap. XXXV Strictures on Han Fei Tse.
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they propose, and that a case having been settled by law, everything

is clear indeed.

I should say that the Five Canons are also standard works

for the Han dynasty, and that the literati conversant with the theory

of government, have all derived their wisdom therefromJ Tung

Chung Shu explained the meaning of the CKun-cK iu, aud in comparing

it with the laws did not find any divergence. Therefore the CKun-

cKiu is a Canon of the Han, composed by Confucius, it is true, but

handed down to the Han. Those critics who merely appreciate

jurisprudence and slight the CKun-chiu^ are narrow-minded. The
purport of this work and the other four Canons is intertwined, and

unless the CKun-cKiu were a great production, the Five Canons

would not be universally read.

The Five Canons deal with principles, and business counts

less than principles. There being principles, business is regulated,

and in default of principles nothing can be done. Now that which

scholars study, are principles, and that which officers learn, is

business. In case they are of equal talents, they should study

principles if they wish to rank with officials.^

For washing dirty things one uses water, and for roasting raw

and tainted meat, fire. Water and fire are the principles, and

their use is business. Business is posterior to principles. If we
compare students with officials, the former adjust what is antecedent,

the latter care for what is subsequent. From the contrast between

principles, which are first, and business, which is last, we may
determine the superiority and greater dignity of either.

Yax) by his brilliant virtue succeeded in conciliating the black-

haired people. Confucius said that filial piety and brotherly love in

the highest degree could even touch spirits. Chang Shih Cliih^

remarked that the CKin dynasty relied on petty officers with pencils

and knives, and that, the dissolution having gone on up to Erh

Shih Huang Ti, the empire broke down. Chang T ang and Chao Yii

were both honest officials of the Han period, and yet the Grand

Annalist places them among the oppressors.* How can those

1 . Ed. A. and C. write _^^ which is less good.

2 The last clause from "if they wish..." seems to be a gloss which ought

to be expunged, since it spoils the meaning: officials being of equal talents with

scholars, instead of devoting themselves to business, ought to study general principles.

3 A. high officer of strong character at the court of the Han emperor Wen Ti,

B.C. 179-157.

* Shi-chi chap. 122. Both officers together enacted several laws, hence Sse-

Ma Ch'ien's aversion, who like our philosopher had a strong incimatioQ towards Taoism
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responsible for the breakdown of the empire, be compared with

them whose piety affects the spirits This should fill people's minds.

The high dignitaries are cognisant of the great principles of

the classical studies, but do not honour the students, because it

strikes them that those students of classical literature are in the

administration less efficient than functionaries.

With a butcher's knife one may carve a fowl, but it is difficult

to slaughter an ox with a poultry knife. A master in embroidery

can sew a curtain or a garment, but a workman twisting thread

would be unqualified to weave brocade. Thus the scholars can do

the business of the officials, but officials do not find their way
through the science of scholars. The knowledge of officials is really-

bad and not up to the mark, the scholars however, in spite of

their want of practice, possess excellent qualities, only they have

no experience.

Yii regulating streams and rivers did not handle the hoe or

the spade, and the Duke of Chou in building Lo-yi * did not hold

battering-rams or poles in his hands. Pencils and ink, registers

and books are like hoes and spades, rams and poles. To expect a

man of vast ideas and high principles to carry them out personally,

would be like bidding a general fight himself, or an engineer ^

cut wood. In case a scholar able to interpret one Canon is

called upon to do the work of one office, he can master it in ten

months. For an office-holder, on the other side, to study the

contents of one Canon a whole year would not suffice. Why?
Because official work is easy to learn, whereas classical studies offer

great difficulties.

Students thumb the Classics ^ to fathom the meaning of the

Sages, and officials move their pencils to take note of public affairs.

What is more difficult, to comprehend the thoughts of the great

Sages, or to understand the affairs of the small people? These men

who by their genius overcome all difficulties, cherish more than a

hundred thousand sentences and paragraphs in their minds, and

never flag in what they take in hand. Their profound studies

embrace antiquity as well as the present time, and from the rich

and in his introduction to the above chapter approvingly quotes chap. 57 of the Tao-

te-king " The more laws and edicts, the more robbers

and thieves."

1 The new capital of the Chou dynasty in Honan.

,.
3.
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spring in their bosom pour out ingenious thoughts by thousands.^

The wisdom of the bureaucrats consists merely in their books and

registers, of which they understand all the intricacies.

What means the possession of ten or a hundred coins com-

pared with the wealth of a thousand pieces of gold, and how could

the granaries of the capital towering like mountains be placed on

a level with heaps of grain not higher than mounds of earth A
man famous for his talents is like a famous vessel. The bigger

the vessel, the greater its capacity. The treasures hidden in the

bosoms of the scholars can be pronounced greater than those of

the officials.

Creepers growing among hemp, become straight without sup-

port, and white silk gauze placed amidst coloured one, takes a

dark colour without having been dyed. This means that the good

and the evil we practice transforms our character. The nature of

scholars cannot always be good, but revering the holy doctrines,

they chant and hum them over day and night, ^ and thus take the

habits of the Sages.

In their childhood already do the future officers become

familiar with pencil and ink, which they learn to use by constant

practice. They never read a page of a book, or ever hear the

words benevolence and justice. When they have grown up and are

called to office, they abuse their power of writing and their experience

in business. All their proceedings are dictated by selfish motives,

and influence and profit are their only aims. When they have to

make an investigation, they allow themselves to be bribed, and fleece

all the people with whom they are brought in contact.* Having an

honourable position, they crave for power, and, should they find

favour with the sovereign, they contrive the disgrace of the

governors. Once in power, they will wear elegant hats and sharp

swords,^ and after one year's service their estate and their mansion

are well provided. They have not all a wicked character, but their

1 Ed.' :i . Ed. A. and C. write

* ~|"^ Wanff Chung is bragging somewhat here. Even in the best Chinese

authors, let alone ordinary scholars, we do not discover ingenious thoughts by

thousands.

2 The recital of the Chinese Classics is more a chanting than a reading.

3 This is greatly exaggerated.

4 Bribery and corruption seem to have been the canker of Chinese officials

at all time.

5 The military spirit of the Chinese in the Han time was greater thau it is

now, for they were then just emerging from feudalism.
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practices are in opposition to the holy doctrines. Those who follow

the method of the literati, reform and learn to love justice, so that

their ideas as well as their dealings change and improve.

An enlightened governor who clearly saw this, and therefore

employed scholars, was the minister of Tung-hai, i Tsung Shu Hsi.^

He used to invite obscure scholars on a large scale. In spring and

autumn he would assemble them to a feast and divide them into

three classes. In a regular order he nominated them to vacant

posts. Among the officials of a prefecture nine out of ten were

scholars. The prefect of C/ien-liu,^ Ch en Tse Yil likewise opened the

ways to the literati. They were given all the posts of secretaries

and clerks, and the bureaucrats were only employed in the ratio

of one or two among ten.

These two governors knew the respective value of principles

and business, and could judge of the capacities of the candidates.

Therefore the age has praised their names, and many of their

doings have been recorded in books and memoirs.

1 A place in Kiangsu.

2 The Shih-hsivg-p'u calls him Tsung Chun (T. Shu Hsiang).

The of our text is probably a misprint. He died in a.d. 76.

3 A place in Honan.
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CHAPTER Vm.

The Valuation of Knowledge {Liang-chih).

In our essay on the weighing of talents i we have spoken on

talents and conduct, but the great superiority of learning has not

yet been set forth. Scholars surpass the officials by their learning,

on which they spend a long time, purifying their characters and

refining their talents. The learned thus suppress their evil desires

and rectify their natures, until their talents are fully developed, and

their virtue is complete. At that juncture a comparison shows that

the capacities of those thus refined are much greater than those

of the officials.

When poor and rich men both send a present of a hundred

cash for funeral expenses, 2 the mourners, provided they are in-

telligent, know that the poor have no means and that, if they

likewise have contributed a hundred, the rich, who have plenty,

possess much more. The unintelligent infer that, since in both cases

the sum is a hundred, the fortunes of the rich and the poor are

the same. Scholars and officers are in a similar position. Both

being employed as clerks or acting as secretaries, the wise among

their chiefs are aware that officials and scholars are alike, as far

as their writing is concerned, but that the students have many
hidden treasures in their bosoms besides. The simple-minded, how-

ever, consider that they are both functionaries, and that, as to the

thoroughness and extent of their knowledge, their acquirements are

the same, a great mistake.

It is the nature of the earth to produce plants, and the nature

of mountains to grow trees. If mallows and leeks be sown in the

earth, and jujubes and chestnuts planted upon the mountains, we
speak of a garden and a park, which can no more be placed on

1 Chap. VU.

2
iji^'

The custom of sending presents to the relations of the deceased

as a contribution to the funeral expenses, is very old and already mentioned in the

Uki (Cf. Legge, Sacred Books Vol, XXVUI, p. 140 seq.). The Tii-pim

A.D. 523 defines as ^jfj -^. In ancient times these presents usually

were in natura, at present they are mostly in money. I did not find any allusion

to this custom in De Gtroofs great work, the Religious System of China.
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a par with common land or ordinary mountains. The case of officials

and students is analogous. Both have their faculties, and both use

pencil and ink, but, in addition to this, the students are the guardians

of the doctrine of former emperors, which doctrine means more than

mallows and leeks, jujubes and chestnuts.

An ordinary woman spins and weaves with her hands. Should

she be endowed with extraordinary skill, she will weave brocade

and make embroidery, and be accounted exceptional so as not to

come in the same class with the common run. Now, when the

faculties of the scholars are contrasted with those of the officials,

the former have still a surplus in their knowledge of classical and

other writings, as the spinning girls still possess the special gift

of weaving brocade and embroidering.

Poor fellows are prone to excesses, while rich people observe

the rules, because the poor are hard up, whereas the rich live in

opulence. Thus scholars do not do evil, but officials indulge in

malpractices, for they are devoid of morality and virtue, and scholars

have abundance of benevolence and righteousness.^

When poor and rich men together are guests, and receive a

present from the host, the rich are not abashed, but the poor always

feel ashamed : the former are in a position to make acknowledg-

ments, the latter have nothing to give in return. Students and

officials both look upon the high officers as their hosts. The students

receiving their salary from them, repay them with virtue and wis-

dom; the hearts of the officials are empty, they have not acquired

humanity and equity, and merely live on their income, incapable

of showing their gratitude, they are, as it were, dining gratis like

the personators of the dead.

2

Gratis means for nothing: without virtue they live on a

salary paid by others for nothing, whence the expression : dining

gratis. They do not know any method or art, nor can tliey regulate

the administration. They are sitting silent in the court, unable

to discourse on any subject, exactly like corpses. Therefore they

are called personators of the dead, and it is thus that the offi-

1 Wang CKung shares the mistake of most Chinese philosophers and of

many westerners too, believing that virtue is a necessary correlate of learning.

Virtue may be acquired without study, and many scholars are without it,

2 phrase quoted from the Han-shu (Pei-wen-yiin-fu). These

personators of the dead were relatives of the deceased who had to represent the

departed soul when sacrifice was offered to it. They were treated with great respect,

and refreshments were presented to them. This custom, several times mentioned in

tlie Shikiny and the Ldki, was abolished after the Chou dynasty.
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cials are, so to speak, dining gratis like the personators of

the dead.

Occupying places of honour and living in luxury, how would

they venture to take notice of any wicked inclinations of their

superiors or administer admonitions? In the first place, they them-

selves cannot distinguish between right and wrong, and then they

are apprehensive of punishment and dare not speak their minds.

The Liki says, ' Human nature is fond of beauty.' Those who
can speak with vigour are not appreciated owing to their bad style.

They have backbone, it is true, but no flesh, and are not portly

enough. 1 They who oppose the views of governors and ministers,

are sure to incur their displeasure, and even if they should fight

for their country, would not earn any fame. Therefore he who
covets rank and emoluments must not remonstrate with his superiors.

The officials struggle for rank and money. Once instated,

they desire substantial profit, which they can expend at discretion.

To extort money they would even risk their lives, and could not

explain the right principles to their covetous superiors. They might

see wrongs as high as the T^ai-shan, how would they dare to utter

the slightest reproof? Under these circumstances they cannot clear

themselves from the charge of dining gratis like the personators

of corpses.

The scholars study the great principles, and serve their chiefs

with virtue. When it is useless, they desist. Their aims being

those of great ministers, they do their best to establish a just and

proper course according to the canon. They do dare to speak.

But by their rank they are far below the high authorities, and

when such inferior officers approach them to make remonstrances,

the Liki calls it flattery.^ Therefore the residences of prefects and

district magistrates are always empty and short of men.

a

Somebody may suggest that officials have the faculty of drawing

up documents, of keeping books and registers, and of investigating

and settling all kinds of affairs. Though ignorant of moral science,

they yet exert their strength and their skill, and exhaust it in the

1 ^ *^ quoted in the Pei-wen-yun-fu chap. 7a. The

meaning is that such passionate speakers are imbued with the right feelings, but

want elegance, and therefore are not held in esteem.

2 I did not succeed in tracing this passage in the Liki, and fail to see liow a

remonstrance can be construed as a flattery.

3 Of men who might offer their advice, which they dare not for fear that

they might be suspected of flattery.
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service of the State, which must also be deemed a manifestation

of their indebtedness to those above them.i

I reply that, in this respect, they again resemble poor men

who have been burdened with a heavy official duty. Owing to

their poverty, they have no other means of compensation than

personally discharging their official duty, more they cannot do.

This discharge of their duty is like house or wall building. For

houses they use hatchets and axes, and for walls, beetles and spades.

What difference is there between carrying hatchets and axes, and

grasping beetles and spades, and the holding of knives, or the

taking of styles? If the composition of official papers is held

to be a manifestation of the indebtedness to one's superiors,

the masons building houses or walls are likewise showing their

gratefulness to those above them, and all are performing official

duties, knives, styles, hatchets, axes, beetles, and spades all being

the sarae.^

One takes cloth to barter silk; exchanging that which it

possesses against that which it has not, each party obtains what

they desire. Students take their science to barter wages, the officials

however possess nothing to trade with. a Peasants and merchants

have different professions, and their products cannot be the same.

He who, in regard to quality and quantity, produces in abundance,

is called a rich man. To become rich is the desire of every villager.

Now the doctrine of the ancient kings is not merely like the produce

of peasants and merchants. Those who become high officers, gain

honour and bring about great reforms, have more glory than rich

people in their luxury. Moreover the work of the scholars is more

than abundant produce. They perfect themselves, their intellect

shines brightly and, what is still more remarkable, they correctly

distinguish right and wrong.

The similarity of twigs of hemp* with the trunks of the

trees on the mountains is that they serve as torches. First they

give much smoke, but, after the fire has come through, their radiance

is most lustrous, and lighted in a hall, they shed theij* splendour

1 They are indebted to the high officers for the emoluments they receive

from them.

2 Ordinary officials without classical learning do not rank higher than menials

and artisans.

s An unjust reproach, for experience in business is not to be disdained.

5 Still now-a-days torches are often made of hemp-hard.
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round about to a great distance, and have much more brilliancy than

the fire on the hearth.'

Before a piece of silk is embroidered, or brocade woven, they

do not distinguish themselves from common silk or ordinary fabrics.

By the skilful use of variegated silk, the needle distributing the

thread in an artistic way, a brilliant composition is created, in

black and white, or black and blue: pheasants, mountains and dragons,

the sun and the moon. 2 The savants have likewise compositions,

which they study, resembling the multicoloured chefs-d'auvres of silk

embroidery. By their original endowments they do not exceed others,

but, when they have amassed learning, they leave them far behind.

Nuts which have no kernels, are called specious, and if they

cannot be opened with knives or axes, they are termed solid.

Officials who have not acquired the learning of the age have no

kernel. How could the faculties of the specious and the solid be

compared together?

Bone is carved, ivory is sculptured, jade polished, and jewels

are ground. By carving, sculpturing, polishing, and grinding^ precious

objects are produced. As regards human learning, knowledge and

skill are developed in the same manner as bone, ivory, jade, and

jewels are cut, carved, polished, or ground. Even in case such a

polished scholar should prefer not to be employed, a wise ruler

would not give him up.

Sun Ww* and Ho Lii^ were the best experts of their age in

enlisting soldiers. He who knows, or has learned the rules of war,

must needs win a battle. But should he ignore the art of mar-

shalling his troops by tens and by hundreds, or not understand

fencing and swordsmanship, his army led on by force would be

routed, and the leader defeated for not knowing the art of war.®

1 The fire on the hearth produced by ordinary fire-wood. It goes without

saying that scholars are likened to the twigs of hemp, shedding a brilliant light by

their intelligence, whereas officials are no more than trunks of trees.

2 All these are emblematic figures mentioned in the Shuking Part II, Book IV, 4

{Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I p. 80). In ancient times they were partly depicted

and partly embroidered on official robes, so that painted silk and silk embroideries

must already have been known before the Chou dynasty, perhaps 2000 years b.c.

3 ]^ . These different manufactures, which still to-day are so very

characteristic for China, viz. the working of bone and ivory, ofjade and jewels, are worthy

of note. The four words are from the Shiking [Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part I p. 91).

4
,
commonly called Sun-tse, a celebrated general in the service of

Ho La, to whom a well-known work on the art of war is ascribed.

5 A king of Wu of the 6th cent, b.c, on whom cf. Vol. I p. 380, Note 1,

6 Officials are compared with such ignorant leaders.
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When rice i
is ripe, they call it paddy. ^ Pounded in a

mortar and separated from chaff by sifting, steamed iu a pot, and

cooked with fire, it becomes well done food. a Then it is sweet

and eatable, which means that it has got the proper taste of food,

and the necessary softness. Before paddy has been transformed

into hulled rice,* and hulled rice into food, its raw flavour has

not yet been removed, and its consumption would be injurious.

Now, a man without learning is like rice not yet turned into paddy,

or hulled rice not yet cooked. His mind is as unprepared as raw

rice, whose consumption is prejudicial to our health. A student is

improved by his studies and educated by his teacher, and the result

is as remarkable as the transformation of rice into food, and the

food becoming soft.

Before copper and tin are found, they are among other minerals.

Picked or dug out by miners, melted in a furnace, heated with

bellows, and polished, they are wrought into tools. Previous to

the smelting process they are called ore.s Ore is the same as tiles

found by the roadside, or small stones on mountains. Thus rice

unhusked and not steamed is termed paddy, copper not yet molten

and unpolished, ore, and men without instruction, blockheads

resembling bamboo and wood.

"While bamboo is growing on mountains and wood in forests,

their future use is still uncertain. Bamboo is broken into tubes,

which are split into tablets. The traces made on these with

styles 7 and ink form characters. Big tablets become Classics, the

smaller ones, records. Wood is cut into blocks, which are split

4 ^j^. The variety of names for rice in its different stages there are still

others referring to its quality show the great importance it has for China.

5 Mining and, metallurgy were practised long before the Han dynasty. The

Skuking
(
Yii-kung) speaks of gold, silver, and copper, the last being the metal par

excellence. The Chou-li informs us that tin was mined. From the 7th cent. b.c. a

tax was levied on salt and iron, and we have a treatise on these two metals the

of tlie 1st cent. b.c.

6

7 The same character later on served to designate a pencil or a brush

made of hair and invented in the 3d cent. b.c. The style originally was a bamboo

pencil dipped into lacquer to write on the wooden or bamboo tablets then in use.
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into boards, 1 which by dint of carving and planing become writing

tablets for official memorials. Bamboo and wood are coarse things,

but by cutting and polishing, carving and paring are wrought into

useful objects. What about man, the noblest creature of all, whose

nature encompasses heaven and earth Unless he goes to school

to study the Classics and other works, and unless his honest, but

uncultured mind is imbued with propriety and righteousness, he

stands in the imperial court stiff like a lath or a tablet, and is

of no use.

When the grass in the wilds of the mountains is luxuriant,

they cut it down with sickles to make a road. Before scholars

have taken the road to knowledge, their vicious inclinations have

not yet been eradicated like the weeds, and the wood of the

mountain wilds, before they have been mowed down to make a

road. Dyed cloth and silk are called coloured stuffs.^ They are

appreciated as dresses of lucky augury. Previous to the dying, one

speaks of coarse silk, which is unpropitious, for mourners dress

in it.* When illiterate people are in the government service, they

cannot bring about any happy results just as mourners dressed in

coarse cloth do not attract happiness.

Those knowing how to hew and shape beams and pillars, go

by the name of carpenters, those who dig holes and ditches, are

called diggers, and those who understand how to carve and polish

official documents, 5 are called scribes. Now the science of the

officials consists in preparing official papers f they must be ranked

with carpenters and diggers, how then could they be placed on a

level with scholars

Censors drawing up their documents give the exact weight

of money, not losing an atom,' and those charged with placing

the baskets and vessels at sacrifices, do not make any mistake in

arranging them in the proper rows. All this practice they have

acquired by previous learning, but people think nothing of it, for

1

2
^^11
- On ancient Chinese books before the invention of paper, the

erasing knife, and the style or pencil see the remarkable paper of Ed. ChavanneSy

Les Livres chinois avant Vinvention du papier (journal Asiatique, Janvier-Fevrier 1905).

3

.

4 The colour of mourning is a greyish white, the colour of undyed stuffs

whereas red is the colour of joy and good augury.

5 Documents written on wooden tablets which are carved and polished.

6 Wanff Ch u)uj confounds scribes and officials.

7 In auditing accounts.
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it is trivial skill and not any valuable knowledge. Without a

classical erudition i as the basis, they are familiar with style and

ink. In great principles insufficient, they possess too many small

abilities, and, although they may speak of their great learning, it is

but the knowledge of secretaries, and the wisdom of stewards.

Eating millet, one becomes satiated, and dining on bran, one

appeases one's hunger. Though in both cases we speak of eating,

yet the taste is not the same. Scholars as well as officials are

said to have learning, but their usefulness in the State is not equal.

Tse i's of Cheng wished to employ Yin Ho in the administration.

Tse Ch an^ compared him with a man who had not yet held a

knife in his hand and was called upon to cut.* Tse Lu got Tse

Kao appointed governor of Pi. Confucius said, " You are injuring

a man's son." ^ Both had not yet studied and were ignorant of

the great principles.

Should a physician who has no method, say that he could

cure diseases, he would be asked, how be performed his cures. If he

then replied that he followed his own judgment, sick persons would

distrust him. Now officials without a classical training pretend to

be able to govern the people. Asked by what they were going to

govern, they would reply, by their talents. That would be like

the physician curing sickness without any method, according to his

own fancy. How could the people put faith in such a man, or

how should the ruler of men appoint and use him?

Let somebody without money in his hands offer to purchase,

something, and the seller ask him, where his money was, then he

would have to own that he had no money, and the proprietor

would doubtlessly not give liiin the ware. An empty head is like

empty hands. How could such a person expect the sovereign to

employ, and the people to have confidence in him?

1

• .

2 Chief minister of Cheng.

3 Celebrated statesman. Cf. Vol. I, p. 209 Note 1.

4 Allusion to the Tso-ckuan, Duke Hsiang 31st year, where Tse CKan dissuades

Tse P'i from making I'm Ho commandant of a city owing to his being too young

and unexperienced. His words are: <^ ^/J^
. ^(c'J

' Le Classics Vol. V, Part 11, p. 562).

5 Cf. Vol. I, p. 407.
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CHAPTER IX.

Admitting Shortcomings {Hsieh-tuan).

In the chapters on the Weighing of Talents ' and the Valuation

of Knowledge,^ we have pointed out that concerning their talents,

scholars and officials have no reason to impeach one another, the

former cultivating the great principles, and the latter studying their

books and registers. Theory ranks higher than practice, whence

it must be admitted that the literati outshine the functionaries by far.

But this is an estimate and a valuation of their professions viewed

externally, internally, they both have their shortcomings, which

have not yet been openly avowed.

Scholars able to explain one Canon,' presume to understand

the great doctrine,* and therefore look down upon the officials, and

these well acquainted with their books and registers, think their

learning above all criticism, and themselves entitled to laugh at the

scholars. They all rely on their wealth and keep it for them-

selves; satisfied with themselves, they find fault with their adver-

saries, ignoring their own shortcomings and unaware of their proper

deficiencies. The Lun-heng informs them s with a viev to making

them open their eyes and see, where they are going.

The faults of the students are not limited to their inexpe-

rience in keeping registers, nor does the weakness of the officials

merely consist in their ignorance of the great doctrine. They are.

moreover, narrow-minded, and do not care for ancient and modern

times : they do not understand their own business, and are not up

to the mark. Either class has its defects, but is not conscious of

them. How is it that even the writers of our time are unable to

instruct ^ them

1 Chap. Vn.

2 Chap. vm.
3 It is a curious fact that in the Han time already there were specialists

studying only one book or one author just as we have our Goethe, Shakespeare and

Dante critics.

* The doctrine of Confuciua of course.

5 Ed. A. and C. have B: "to answer."
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The scholar's sphere of activity is found in the Five Classics,

which as professors in their schoolrooms i they explain and teach

day and night. They are familiar with every sentence, and they

understand the meaning perfectly. In the Five Classics they are all

right, it is true, but they fail in regard to all events which took

place after the time of the Classics, under the CKin and Han dynasties,

a knowledge of which is indispensable. Those who know antiquity,

but ignore the present are called dryasdusts.^ It is the scholars that

well deserve this designation.

Anterior to the Five Classics, up to the time, when heaven

and earth were settled, emperors and rulers have come to the throne,

but which were the names of these sovereigns, the scholars do

not know either. Those who are conversant with the present

time, but do not know antiquity, are called benighted. Compared

with remote antiquity the Five Canons are quite modern. Since

they only can explain the Classics, but are in the dark as to

remote antiquity, the scholars are to be called benighted.

The students might object that primitive times are so remote,

and their events so obliterated, that the Canons do not mention,

and teachers not consider them. Even though the history of the

Three Rulers, 3 who are comparatively modern, were omitted in

the Classics, unity would require it, the Classics ought to know

them, and the scholars be able thoroughly to discourse upon them.

The Hsia begin their reign with Yil. Having established

their years, called fmi,* they lasted down to the Yin s dynasty. The

Yin commence with T'ang. Their years = sse& go on to the Chou

dynasty, which begins with Win Wang. Their years = nim? reach

down as far as the Ch'in dynasty. Chieh ruined the Hsia, and

Chou destroyed the Yin, but who was it that caused the Chou dyn-

asty to fall"

'
-

'

8 The emperors Yii, T'ang^ and Wen Wang^ founders of the Hsia Shang, and

Chou dynasties, often mentioned in the Classics.

*

6 Yin or Shang dynasty.

7 the expression for a year now in use.

8 The downfall of the Jlsia and Shang dynasties is said to have been brought

about by the wickedness of the last emperors Chieh and Chou. The last rulers of

the Chou dynasty were not depraved, but weak, and so their house fell an easy

prey to the attacks of powerful Ch'in.
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The Choii may be of too distant a period, but the Ch in were

defeated by the Han. The first ruler of the Hsia was Yil, and the

first sovereign of the Yin was T^ang. The ancestor of the Chou

was Hou Chi, but who was the progenitor of the house of Ch'in? '

That Ch'in burned the Five Canons and threw the scholars

into pits is well known to devotees of the Five Classics, but for

what reason did Ch'in Shih Huang Ti consign the Classics to the

flames, and which feeling prompted him to kill the scholars'"

The Ch'in are the former dynasty, the Han are the dynasty

of the literati themselves. How many generations are there from

Kao Tsu to the present day, and how many years have elapsed

till now? 3 How were the Han first invested by Heaven, which

were the omens they found,* and did they win the imperial sway

easily or with difficulties ^ How is their position compared to the

Yin and the Chou dynasties in this respect

Let us suppose that the sons of a house have pursued their

studies up to a certain age, and then are asked by somebody,

how many years they have been living in their house, and who
were their ancestors. If they do not know it, they are silly

youngsters. Now the scholars who are ignorant of the affairs of

the Han time, are the silly people of their age.

Those well versed in antique lore, and familiar with our

time, are fit to be teachers, but why call a teacher a man who
knows neither ancient nor modern times? Should anybody inquire

about the books of two feet four inches viz. the utterances of

the sages," they study these day and night, and take an interest

in everything included in their sphere of thought. The things of

the Han time however are not mentioned in the Classics, therefore

1 This is doubtful. Sse-Ma Ch'ien makes the emperor Chuan Hm their

ancestor, Sse-Ma Cheng, the emperor Shao Hao. Vid. Chavannes, M^m. Hist. Vol. II,

p. 1, Note 3.

2 These questions are answered in Vol. I, pp. 449 and 490 seq.

3 Chronology is not the strong point of Chinese scholars. Han Kao Ttsu

reigned from 206-195 b.c. The Lun-heng was written about 80 a.d.

* Wang CKung speaks of these omens in chap. XVIII XXI.
5 Kao Tsu had to fight many battles against rival generals, his most power-

ful rival being Hsiang Yii, who nearly defeated him. It was only by chance that he

and not the latter ascended the throne of the Ch'in.

6 The collections of bamboo and wooden tablets forming books measured

two feet four inches or three feet of the Chou measure in case of the Classics.

Other works of less importance were much smaller, only about one foot long, there-

fore called. But even the Analects originally did not exceed one foot.

Cf. Vol. I, p. 456.
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all works in which they are treated, are, in their eyes, small

works, ' and trivial books,- which they compare with minor arts.

A knowledge of these works is not appreciated by the literati,

and the ignorance of these matters not deemed a deficiency.

I should like again singly, and severally to question the literati,

each on his own favourite Classic, which he interprets day and night.

First I would ask the expositors of the Yiking, how it originated,

and who was its author. They will most likely reply that Fu Hsi

composed the Eight Diagrams, which Wen Wang developed into

sixty-four, and that Confucius wrote the definitions, illustrations,

and annexes. By the joint efforts of these three Sages the Yiking

was completed.

I would ask again: There are three editions of the Yiking, the

first is called Lien-shan, the second, Kuei-tsang and the third, the Chou

Yiking. Was that Yiking composed by Fu Hsi, and written by

Wen Wang the Lien-shan, or the Kuei-tsang, or the Chou Yiking?^

When the CKin burned the Five Canons, how did the Yiking

escape? 4 Some years after the accession of the Han it was restored.

In the time of Hsilan Ti a woman in Ho-nei demolishing an old

house, discovered one chapter of the Yiking. What name did it

receive? Was the Yiking complete at that time or not?

To the students of the Shuking I beg to address the following

questions: The Shuking which they are now explaining day and

night, embraces 29 chapters. But in addition to this, there is an

edition of 102 chapters, and one of 100 chapters. From which of

the two did the 29 chapters proceed Who is the author of the

102 chapters? Where were all the chapters of the Shuking, when

CKin burned all the books? Which emperor, after the rise of the

Han dynasty, had the Shuking first transcribed,^ and who was the

man that was first initiated into it?

"

The following question is intended for the students of the

Liki: Already before the time of Confucius the Chou had estab-

lished their Rites, and there were those of the Yin and the Hda.

The Three Emperors would increase or decrease the Rites according

1 M.
' '
B Cf. Vol. I, p. 454, Note 4.

* As a book on divination the Yiking was preserved from destruction. See

Legge^ Sacred Books Vol. XVI Introduction p. 2.

6 The answers to all these questions are to be found in Vol. I, p. 447 seq.

« CKao Tso, cf. Vol. I, p. 450.
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to circumstances, the chapters were added to or diminished, and

the text amplified or curtailed. Now I do not know, whether the

present Liki is that of the Chou, or of the Yin, or the Hsia. ' Be-

cause the Han succeeded the Chou, they will no doubt urge that it

is the Liki of the Chou.^ But in their Rites there were the "Six

Institutions," 3 and six multiplied, six times six, gave the numbers

thirty-six and three hundred and sixty, whence the three hundred

and sixty officers of the Chou. In our Liki the Six Institutions are

left out, there are no three hundred and sixty officers, and no mention

is made of the son of Heaven. When were the rites of the son of

Heaven abolished, perhaps at the downfall of the CJiin dynasty

Under the reign of Hsilan Ti, a woman in Ho-nei demolishing

an old house, found one chapter of the lost Liki. Which chapter

was it among the sixty?

Kao Tsu charged Shu Sun T'ung * with the edition of the

different parts of the Yi Li. Where were the sixteen chapters

previous to their new edition? & The Yi Li appears in sixteen

chapters, which escaped the fire of CKin. How many chapters

were there after the CKin period?

^

Let me ask the students of the Shiking under which ruler it

was composed. They are sure to reply that the Sinking was com-

posed at tlie decline of the Chou dynasty, to wit in the time of

King K'angJ The virtue of the king being wanting in the houses

of his subjects, and the great officers being remiss in their remon-

strances, the Shiking was produced. But the grandeur of Win

Wang and Wu Wang was still venerated under CKing ^ and ICang

and the latter's age was not yet degenerate ® why did the Shiking

appear then?

1 The double question is indicated by the two finals .... .... a

mode of expression not seldom used in the Lun-heng.

2 This problem is ventilated in Vol. I p. 455.

3 Loc. cit. Note 4.

* Cf. Vol. I p. 380, Note 5.

6 According to Wylie, Kotes p. 5 they were concealed in the house of

Confucius.

6 The Catalogue in the Honshu mentions seventeen chapters. Cf. Legge,

Classics Vol. XXVn, Introduction p. 3.

7 1078-1053 B.C.

8 Ch'enff Wanff, 11 15— 1079 B.C., succeeded Wu Wang, 1122-1116.

9 Both were wise and virtuous rulers.

10 Legge holds that the Shiking is a fragment of various collections of odes

made during the early reigns of the kings of Chou. The oldest pieces were com-

posed during the Shang dynasty, the youngest go down to the 6th cent. b.c. (Legge,

Classics Vol. IV, Part I, Prolegomena pp. 27 and 82 seq.)
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The Chou dynasty had more tlian one king, how do we know

that it must just have been K'ang Wang The two dynasties have

both degenerated towards their close, why then was not the Shiking

composed, when the ruin of the Ilsia and Yin dynasties was

drawing near?

The Shuking says, [The Shiking is the expression of earnest

thoughts, and songs are the chanting of these expressions], ^ conse-

quently at that time there must already have been a Shiking. They

maintain, however, that it came down from the Chou, and that its

origin goes back to that time.

2

Of old they collected the Odes, which were committed to

writing. To-day we have no book of Odes, but how do we know

whether at the burning of the Five Canons by CJiin no special

regard was shown for the Shiking alone

There is a question for the students of the CJiun-cKiw. In

the time of which king of the Chou dynasty did Confucius write

the "Spring and Autumn"? After his return from Wei to Lu he

edited the music and wrote the CIiun-cKiu. His return from Wd to

Lu falls in the reign of Duke Ai.^ But, when he left Wei, who was

its ruler & and in what manner did he treat Confucius, that he returned

to Lu and composed the CKun-cKiu?

Confucius copied the chronicle" and made of it the CIlun-cKiu.

Was CKun-cKiu the original name of the chronicle, ? or did it

1
Shuking Part II Book I 24 (Legge, Classics Vol. UI,

Part I, p. 48) where, however, yj^ is written iu lieu of Legge takes 3^ to

mean "poetry" and accordingly translates, " Poetry is the expression of earnest

thought singing is the prolonged utterance of that expression." The of our

text seems a better reading than .

2 Wrniff Ch'unff's rendering =^ by Shiking is very doubtful, and his surmise

that the Shiking existed already at Shuns time very precarious.

3 Something seems to be wrong in the text here, perhaps we should read

"we have a book of Odes ", for in Wang CKung's time there were several editions.

The Odes were nearly all recovered in the Han time, having been preserved in the

memory of the scholars more than the other Classics,

* 493-466 B.C. Confucius returned to Lu in 484 after having passed five to

six years in Wei without taking office. What he did during this time, and how he

was treated by the reigning duke we do not know. There is a blank in his history

just at this time. Cf. Legge, Classics Vol. I, Prolegomena p. 83.

6 Duke Ch'u, 492-481 b.c.

a the chronicle of Lu.

7 It was the name of the chronicle of Lu before Confucius edited it. See

Vol. I, p. 457 and Legge, Classics Vol. V, Part I Prolegomena p, 8.
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become a Classic by the revision, and then form part of the

Ch'un-ch'iu?

The jurists i might likewise ask the literati, who made the

Nine Statutes.^ They having heard of the legislation of Kao Yao,

will certainly reply Kao Yao, but the others will object that Kao Yao

lived under Fti, and that Yil's punishments were five,^ which, how-

ever, are not contained in our law. They might perhaps say Hsiao

Ho, only to be met with the rejoinder that Hsiao Ho was a con-

temporary of Kao Tsu, Under the regime of Hsiao WSn Ti^ a, super-

intendent of the public granary in Ch'i, Shun Yu Te had committed

a fault and was summoned to appear in CKang-an. His daughter, T'i

Jung, & sent a petition to the emperor in behalf of her father, pointing

out that, after suffering corporal punishment there was no redress.

Wen TVwas touched by her words and abolished corporal punishments.^

Now in our Nine Statutes we have symbolical,^ but not corporal

punishments. W4n Ti lived later than Hsiao Ho, and we know that

then corporal punishments were still in vogue. Hsiao Ho in his legis-

lation restored corporal punishments; are we entitled then to assume

that the Nine Statutes are the work of Hsiao Ho? lo

Of old, [there were three hundred rules of ceremony, and three

thousand rules of demeanour.] u Of penalties there were likewise

1 ' Cf. p. 62, Note 3.

2 ^^ the "Nine Statutes" forming the Penal Code of the Han dynasty.

3 : Branding, cutting off the nose, cutting off the feet, castration,

and execution.

* Hsiao Ho assisted Liu Pang, the later Han Kao Tm, in his struggle for the

throne. He also drew up a Penal Code for the CKien Han dynasty. Died b.c. 193.

Cf. Giles, Bihl Diet No. 702.

5 B.C. 179-157.

6 Shun Yii Te had no sons, but five daughters.

7
1^ ij

branding, cutting off the nose, and cutting off the feet.

8 This episode is told with all the details in the Shi-chi chap, 10 p. 12v

{Chavannes, Mem, Hist, Vol. II, p. 474) and in the Han-shu chap. 23, p. 12v. where

the officer is called Shun T^i^ l i
*J -J^

and
f & .

9
l] . Cf. Chavamies loc, cit.

10 We read in the Han-shu loc, cit. p. 1 Ir. that under the Chou dynasty there

were nine kinds of punishments lj the five of Yii and in addition : banish-

ment, fining, whipping, and flogging, and that the ChHn dynasty was conspicuous by

its cruelty. Han Kao Tsu first hoped to get on with three statutes providing

capital punishment for murder, and talion for bodily injury and theft. These punish-

ments proving insufficient, Hsiao Ho on the basis of the Penal Code of the ChHn

dynasty drew up the Nine Statutes in question.

11 Chung Yung chap. XXVII, 3.
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three hundred, and three thousand minor paragraphs. Such rules

as were separated from the ceremonies were added to the penalties,

and what was excluded from the former was incorporated into the

latter. Therefore both were of equal number. Our Ritual has

sixteen sections, and the laws of Hsiao Ho have nine sections; how
does this discrepancy come in?

All the chapters of the Five Canons have headings referring

to the subjects treated for the sake of distinction. Only the

Ritual 1 and the Penal Code 2 are without such headings. A Ritual

with headings is considered disfigured,^ and a Code spurious.*

What is the reason of this?

In short, if we inquire of the scholars the meaning of old

and modern institutions, they are at pains how to distinguish

between the names, and if we question them on things concerning

their Classics, they are no less ignorant. How can their indolence

be held to be the proper method of teaching? Their horizon is

rather limited; this we must reproach them with.

The officials pretend that they know official business and

understand their books and registers. An inquirer would ask

whether, in order to understand all these matters, it was not

requisite thoroughly to grasp their principles and completely com-

prehend their meaning. In this respect the officials would prove

quite incompeteDt.

Let me ask : In olden days the feudal barons were entrusted

with the administration of special territories, now prefects and

magistrates are appointed. What does that mean?^

In ancient times there was the joined field system, people

having to cultivate one field for the community. Now land taxes

are levied in grain and grass. What does that signify ^

People are expected continually to exercise the same profession.

On what is based the monthly turn? 7

2

3 Ed. B.: )ji
-A- and C:

jjj
which gives no sense.

4'
.

5 Feudality was abolished by the CKin dynasty, and the feudal lords replaced

by functionaries.

6 The joined field system fell into desuetude in the Chou time already, when

land taxes were introduced.

7 —
-

. This refers to the obligatory military service during the Chou

epoch, which lasted one month every year. After one month of service it was other

people's turn to serve.
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"Whith the twenty-third year corvees ' begin, from the fifteenth

year the land tax is to be paid, and from the seventh the poll-tax.

Why was the twenty-third year chosen

Under which ruler was introduced the sacrifice before the winter

solstice? 2 Wherefore have been established the offerings to the Gate,

the Door, the Well, and the Hearth? And wherefore are the Spirits

of the Land and Grain, ^ Shen Nung, and the Ling Star sacrificed to?*

Why is sickness expelled at the close of the year & What
does it mean that they set up a human figure of peach wood at

the door, and for what purpose do they suspend cords of reeds

over the entrance, and paint tigers on the door-screens?® What is

the idea of those who on the walls of the porches paint a hero,

who is to quell fire?

To what do the six feet of a pace, and the six inches of a

bonnet correspond

If there is a commanding officer, and a chancellor, but no

assisting under-secretaiy of State, ? which rule then obtains?

Two prefects corresponding together use the phrase : Your

servant ventures to state two district magistrates do not say so.

How is this to be explained? When a prefect has to address the

two fu, & he says that he ventures to say, whereas corresponding with

the minister of works he uses the expression 'to report.' What style

is that?

In what manner are the eight degrees of nobility* conferred

upon the people? What is the meaning of the titles : tsan-niao and

shang-isao lo

1 I suppose that should be written, for ju gives no sense. The

corvees, especially military service, lasted from the 23rd to the 56th year under the

Han dynasty. Cf. my paper "Das chinesische Finanz- und Steuerwesen " in the

Mitt. d. Sem.f. Orient. Sprachen Vol. 111 1900, p. 187.

1'
a Cf. Vol. I p. 510.

4 See Vol. I p. 520.

5 See Vol. I p. 534.

6 Cf. Vol. I p. 243. The custom of painting tigers on the door-screens to

frighten away (lemons is practised to the present day. Vid. De Groot, Fetes annuelles

d'Emoui Vol. II, p. 608.

7 The Chinese titles are:—
<^. The meaning of

this very concise sentence is very doubtful.

8 A designation for the minister of revenue and the minister of works together.

9 They seem to have been granted for military achievements during the Han

time
(
P'ien- tse- lei-pien) .

10 {Chavannes writes are two of the twenty ranks of

officials in vogue during the Ch'in and Han dynasties. Tsan-niao literally means n
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Extraordinary merits of officials are termed fa-yiiehJ What
does the expression : chi-mo ^ mean?

At the age of seventy, old people are presented with a jade

staff. ^ How did this custom arise? What sort of sticks are those

with a pigeon, but not with another bird, at one end? If the

pigeon is considered auspicious, why do they not give a pigeon,

but a pigeon-staff, and not a staff with another bird *

When the water in the clepsydra has sunk so far, the drum
is sounded up to five times. For what reason? &

The day is divided into sixty parts.

Officers dress in black, but within the palace gates they wear

red single garments. Wherefore this nice distinction

Dresses are tightened round the waist. On the right side one

carries the sword of honour in the girde, and on the left, the blade

for fighting. Who established this custom

horse adorned with a silken harnass. The officers of this rank were entitled to ride

such horses. The original meaning of shang-tsao is not clear (Cf. Chavannes, M^m.

Hist. Vol. II, pp. 528, 529).

1.
3 Ed. A, and C. : , B. has: Both readings are possible. The

staves which in the Chou dynasty were presented to old men by order of the emperor,

were called 3Et^ '* imperial staves" {Le Tscheou-li par Ed, Biot Vol. 11, p. 394).

4 According to the Hou Han-shu in mid-autumn all the old men of seventy

years received a "jade staff," one foot long, adorned with a pigeon at one end, im-

plying the wish that they might eat their food with the same ease as pigeons do.

The Feng-m-fung assigns another reason for this old custom : Han Kao_Tm, pursued

by his adversary Hsiang Yii, concealed himself in the rushes. Pigeons cooing above

him, his pursuers did not think that a man was hidden there, and he escaped. After

his accession, he had pigeon staves made in remembrance of this adventure to support

the old. {Pei'wen-yun-fu chap. 52). A picture of the handle of such a "pigeon-staff,"

taken from the Hsi cKing ku chien, will be found in B, Laufer's paper, The Bird

Chariot in China and Europe, reprinted from the Boas Anniversary Volume, 1906

p. 419. The entry in Giles Diet. No. 2267 to the effect that the figure of a pigeon

was engraved on the staff, should be rectified.

5 The drum is beaten to mark the five night-watches every two hours from

7 p.m. to 5 a.m., and from ancient times the hours are determined by the water-

clock. It was in use in the Chou epoch, and a special officer had charge of the

clepsydra {Le Tscheou-li Vol. II p. 201). For day and night a stalk was marked

with a hundred divisions, of which about 58 would have to be allotted to day-time

and 42 to night. Wang CKung says that day has 60 divisions. In the Han time

48 different stalks, corresponding to the varying lengths of day and night, were used.

In 5 B.C. one hundred and twenty divisions were introduced for day and night, of

which 60 would be allotted to each at the equinoxes.
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Shoes are curved like a hook, and what are the bonnets on

the head like?

'

Officials live in the suburbs, 2 and going out, ride in a carriage.

Which emperor, who was in the habit of drawing up documents,

first built suburbs? And which artisan invented carriages Which
was the place for breeding horses? Which ruler invented the art

of writing?

It is difficult to know, who first erected suburbs, and where

horses were bred, for it is too far away. The inventors of carriages

and writing are easy to be known and, to be sure, people will reply

to our question by saying that T'sang Hsieh invented writing, and

that Hsi Chung constructed the first carriage. But if we go on to

inquire what prompted T'sang Hsieh to make his invention, and whence

Hsi Chung got the impulse to build a cart, they again do not

know it.
3

The officials ignore what they ought to know, and are to be

blamed for not extending their learning. The scholars do not study-

ancient and modern times Low can they understand what is distant

in time? Trusting in the text of the Classics, they peruse the same

paragraphs over and over again, explaining complicated expressions

and elucidating crucial points. The officials again are not at home
in their own sphere. They merely go by decisions, investigate

matters, write letters, and take notes. In the presence of a minister

they give their opinion with great volubility, but know nothing

well. All their devices are superficial and inadequate. They are

one-sided, unsteady, and lack thoroughness. All have their short-

comings, and no reason whatever to cavil at one another.

1 The Hou Han-shu says that in primitive times men lived in caverns and

wild places, dressing in furs and covering their heads with skins. In later ages the

Sages noticed that birds and beasts had horns, crests, and beards, in imitation whereof

they invented bonnets and caps with ribbons. {KangMa Diet.).

2 Ed.C'.: A and R: .
» Cf. p. 27.
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CHAPTER X.

The Display of Energy {Hsiao-h).

In the chapters on the Weighing of Talents i and the Va-

luation of Knowledge ^ the discussion has been limited to know-

ledge and learning, and we have not yet spoken of the energy of

talent. All the learned possess this energy. Officials display it in

the administration, and students in their studies.

Some one inquired of Yang Tse YUn,^ whether among the wise

and virtuous there were also men strong enough to carry a huge

tripod, or hold a decorative flag. " A hundred," was the reply.

A hundred among the wise and virtuous were held to be fit to

match those carrying a big tripod or lifting a decorative flag, for

athletes ofgreat strength are capable ofcarrying a tripod orholding a flag,

just as scholars of great energy possess an extensive knowledge and a

penetrating intellect. Enlarged views and penetration are the force

of students, whereas in raising heavy loads and tearing off hard

objects lies the force of strong men.

We read in the chapter Tse-t'sai;* "Powerful is the king who
opens the path to wisdom. He leads and reforms the people."

That means that the wise are likewise powerful in propriety and

righteousness, and therefore can open the path to wisdom; guiding

and reforming the people. Reforming requires propriety and rec-

titude, and propriety and rectitude necessitate literary abilities.

Having still energy left after all exertions, one may use it for

study, and this ability to study proves that one possesses energy.

Somebody might ask, whether a scholar who can explain

one Classic may be regarded as a man full of energy. I would

reply that he may not.

1 Chap. VU.

» Chap. VIII.

3 The well known philosopher. Cf. Vol. I, p. 124, Note 1.

4 1^ "Tlie Timber of the Tse Tree " a chapter of the Shuking. In our

text tliis (|uofatioii is not to be found. The Chinese words are:

^

•
.

& One Classic does not suffice.
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P'ang Shao Tu of CliSn-liu,^ whenever he recommended some

scholar for an office, was in the habit of saying that the talents

of Mr. So-aiid-So2 equalled those of a hundred men. The prefect

being diffident of these abilities and not replying, P'ang Shao Tu

would add that perhaps he had not said enough, and that Mr.

So-and-So could vie with a million men in talent. " You speak

nonsense, my dear friend," returned the prefect angrily, but P ang

Shao 2u rejoined, " Officials do not understand a single word of a

single Canon and cannot repeat one sentence spoken by a teacher.

Students, however, are able to enounce a million paragraphs and

phrases, is their knowledge, therefore, not equal to that of a million

people " The prefect could give no answer.

The remark of F^ang Shao Tu is true, still it is not quite to

the point, for the scholars may be able to repeat a million sentences,

yet they pay no heed to ancient and modern history. They have

a blind faith in the methods of their teachers and, though their

topics be manifold, after all they do not deserve the name of pro-

found scholars. Many events which happened before the Yin and

Chou epochs have been recorded in the Six Canons, but of these

the literati know nothir'^. Of the affairs of the C/i i7i and Han
time they take no notice and thereby evince a lack of zeal

and .energy. 3

The Chou looked up to the Two Dynasties,* and the Han,

to the Chou and Ch'in times. What happened after the Chou

and Ch^in does not exist for the literati. The Han wished to learn,

the scholars have not this ambition. In case scholars are inclined

to enlarge their views, they may be called learned scholars. They
have more energy than common ones and, as P'ang Shao Tu puts

it, the talents of learned scholars are equal to those of ten million

people. 5

[TsSng Tse said, "The learned man may not be without breadth

of mind and vigorous endurance. His burden is heavy and his

course is long. Perfect virtue is the burden which he considers

it is his to sustain;— is it not heavy? Only with death does his

course stop is it not long? "] ^

1 A circuit in Honan.

2 -
3 Cf. p. 76.

4 The Hsia and Shang dynasties.

5 The typical conceit of a Chinese scholar.

6 Quotation from Analects VIII, 7.
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We learn from this that the scholar has to carry the burden

of his conviction alone, and alone to walk the long way leading

to the goal for which he is striving. His body carries a heavy

burden up to his last moments, never tired and never broken,

such is his single energy. The burden of TsSng Tse consists in

virtue, that of the scholar in learning; the loads are dissimilar,

but the weight is the same.i

A hundred-weight may be lifted by one man, but two men
are incapable of moving more than 10 cwt. la the world, there

are many apt to lift a hundred-weight, but very few have the

force to raise 10 cwt. What the scholars carry is above 10 cwt.

When the productive power of the soil is great, plants and

trees pullulate, and the crop of one acre is as much as the produce

of five acres of average quality. Farmers know that the exuberant

growth of grain is owing to the natural fertility of the soil, but

people ignore that abundant literary productions are the upshot of

extraordinary talents, and thus do not understand the real state

of affairs. Now, the energy of learned scholars surpasses that of

common students, and in a still higher degree that of functionaries.

Those who promote the wise and recommend the learned,

are usually accounted very energetic. In order to raise the wise

and recommend the learned, they draw up their daily reports to

the throne. Those able to write them are learned scholars, who
must not necessarily be professionals. It suffices that they have a

keen intellect as well as a ready pen. The memorials of Ku Tse

Yiln and T'ang Tse Kao ^ number more than a hundred, all written

in a most vigorous style. They speak out what they think, conceal

nothing, and are never at a loss how to express their ideas. Only

men of genius can do that.

Confucius was the strongest man in the Chnu epoch. He wrote

the CKun-cKiu, revised the Five Classics, and fixed the doubtful

text of many an abstruse book.3 The higher the mountains, the

more clouds gather around them. Before the morning is over, Mt.

T'ai has produced so much rain, that it pours down on the whole

empire.* The knowledge of the wise is like those clouds and rain.

1 I do not see why a distinction is made between TsSng Tse and other scholars.

Was Tseng Tse not learned, and are the scholars not virtuous

2 The same as Ku Yung and T'ang Lin Vol. I p. 469.

3 This must refer to the Classics, for it is not known that Confucius revised

other books besides.

* See Vol. I p. 277.
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Consequently they put forth more than thousands of tablets full

of letters, and must be admired for their great energy.

In praising force, people use to extol Wu Huo. Tung Chung

Shu^ and Yang Tse Yiln are the Wti Huos of letters. King Wu of

C/iin attempted with Ming Yileh to lift a tripod, but he could not

carry it, broke a blood-vessel, and died.^ When inferior scholars

lay open their innermost thoughts to men like Trnig Chung Shu,

they are unable to carry the burden which they have taken, and

break down, having sprung an artery.

When, in Wang Mang's time, the clauses of all the chapters

of the Five Canons were gone through, they amounted to two

hundred thousand. A gentlemen of vast learning, Km Lu, fixed

the old text, during the night, and expired under his candle. His

mind could not bear the strain, his arteries were broken, and his

life extinguished.

The son of Yen^ had already all but outrun Confucius in his

course, when he flagged, completely shattered, and exhausted. His

hair turned white, and his teeth fell out. Even a person with

almost perfect endowments may still break down. The strength

of Confucius was wonderful, Yen Yuan could not bear the strain.

Unless talents and energy are equally balanced, knowledge

does not come up to the mark. Those who perforce will rise

from the rank and file up to the highest grades,^ come to spitting

blood, swooning, and losing their consciousness, until at last their

life ends.

To fill boards with five rows of characters or to write me-

morials of ten tablets, is a hard task for people of small talents

and bad writers. How could they combine sentences to paragraphs,

and write hundreds of chapters That requires special energy.

If the waters of streams and rivers come rushing, taking their

course through the country, always flowing on and never drying

up or stopping, they must have copious sources. People are aware

that the long courses of rivers and streams require springs

1 A " Samson " of the feudal age. Giles, Diet. No. 2334.

2 A great writer. Cf. "Vol. I, p. 357, Note 1.

3 Cf. Shi-chi chap. 5, p. 26v. {Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. U, p. 76). The

death of King Wu took place in b.c. 307. He was very strong himself and fond of

strong men like Menff Yileh. After the king's death, the latter and all his relations

were executed.

* Yen Yuan = Yen Hui, the disciple of Confucius.

5 "( f. The last character stands for
^
.
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abounding in water in the earth, but they overlook that men who
write thousands of tablets have in their bosom an ever-flowing

spring of ideas, aud thus they are far from the truth. Looked

at, the hoof of a racer does not distinguish itself from the hoof of

a common horse, but no sooner does it gallop through the plain,

than it becomes visible that it can run a thousand Li. The hoof

of a horse and a human hand are the same after all. If those

who make much of the hoof of a steed, do not call attention to

the hand of a man of letters, they do not understand analogies.

A good judge of the strength of muscles, who has an eye

for analogous facts, will place a man of great scientific energy in

the service of the State, for a man strong in letters, assisted by a

strong governor, is sure of great success through his strength,

whereas, when a strong man is not assisted by another strong

one, it ends in disaster. This will become evident from the follow-

ing consideration :

A strong man may lift a big and ponderous thing, and a strong

ox may draw a heavy cart. Such a cart ascending a hill, a strong

ox must draw in front, and a strong man push behind, then it is

possible to pull the vehicle over the height. If, however, the ox

be feeble, and the man worn out, the heavy cart rolls back, tumbles

into a ditch, upsets, and is smashed.

Learned scholars, cherishing the principles of the former kings

in their hearts and harbouring the dicta of the diverse schools of

thought, are hard to be pushed or pulled, even more so than a

heavy cart. Should those who recommend and push them be weak

and without energy, then they retire and hide in rock caverns.

'

The Yellow River rises in the iCun-lun, and the Yongtse comes

from the Min-shan; The force of their currents is very great. After

a heavy rainfall still greater masses of water flow down, 3 and unless

their banks were so wide, and the land so low, they would never

reach the eastern sea in their course. If the banks were narrow,

and the land high, a breach in a canal would cause the entire hill

land to be flooded.

The knowledge of an able student bears some resemblance

to this. When his learning pours out, and he does not fall in with

a strong governor to introduce and recommend him, he is lost in

1 Scholars not finding the necessary support retire from public life to become

recluses and hermits.

» Cf. p. 23, Note 2.

" EcM . Ed. A. and C: .
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his poor cottage, for how could he rise to the palace of the holy

ruler and impart to him his views on government?

The flame of a fire does not shine, unless it be raised. Now,
here is a man whose knowledge rises as high as a peak, and whose

virtue is like a mountain. In spite of his immense force, he cannot

boast of it himself, and stands in need of somebody to introduce

him. Should he not find such an assistant, he takes his wonderful

energy and absconds in some small alley of a village for want of

an opportunity to rise.

Ao ' and Hsia Yii 2 were two men of great strength in ancient

times. They could carry a thousand chiin 3 on their bodies and with

their hands tear off a horn or twist a hook, but called upon to

lift themselves from the ground, they would have been unable to

detach themselves from it.

Men whose bosoms are filled with wisdom and genius, deserve

to be in the king's palace. They require no more than a tongue

of three inches and a pencil of one foot to assert themselves. But

they cannot push themselves to the front, and, if they could, not

stay there. They want others to push them, and ex^'ect others to

prepare a position for them. However it is rather difficult to find

a suitable post for men imbued with great principles and extensive

learning.

A small stone being attached to a mountain, the force of the

mountain can hold it in its gravel and mounds of earth. Besides,

the small stone is so light and subtle, that it can itself keep its

position. As regards a big stone, however, it is not embedded in

sand or earth, and the mountain cannot hold it. Placed on a

precipitous cliff, it is sure to tumble down into the deep valley.

Provided that a scholar, heavy with knowledge, comes across

a superior of modest endowments, there is no sand nor earth right

and left to support him, and even if he is given an exalted position,

his chief cannot keep liim there. He shares the fate of the big

stone tumbling down.*

Somebody cuts firewood on a mountain. The light brushwood

can easily be tied together, but the big trees of ten spans and more

1 A strong man in the Shang dynasty.

2 See Vol. I, p. 484, Note 6:

3 Ed. A. has the misprint $. A ckiln in the Hon time was equal

to 30 pounds or catties.

* The chief is compared with a niouiitain unable to hold a big stone, tlie

scholar: Only great nieu are qualified to appreciate great men and keep them in

their service.
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neither admit of being moved by pulling nor of being pushed behind.

Therefore the fuel-gatherer leaves them in the forest and returns

home, collecting the small wood, which he binds together. Carrying

on this argument, we must own that men of great abilities resemble

trees of over ten spans in circumference. Human force cannot raise

nor recommend them, * as the fuel-gatherer is incapable of pushing

or dragging a huge tree.

Confucius was wandering about, and nowhere did he find a

resting-place, not because his sagehood was not enlightened enough,

but his grand principles were too difficult to be put into practice,

and nobody could make use of him. Consequently Confucius stood

there like an enormous tree on a mountain.

That Duke Huan succeeded in bringing about a confederation

of the princes and re-adjusting the empire, was due to Kuan Chung's

energy. Kuan Chung had this energy, and since Duke Huan could

raise him, he may well be called a mighty monarch, Wu could

not avail itself of Wu Tse Hsu,^ and Ch'u had no employment for

Ch'ii Yuan.^ The energies of these two persons were very great,

but their sovereigns were unable to raise them.

After some unsuccessful efforts to raise a thing, people eventually

leave it on the spot and depart, but it also happens that, out of

anger, they cut it down with an axe and destroy it. This hardship

was suffered by Wu Tse Hsii and CKUi Yuan.^

Fish in a pond mutually devour each other. Those which

passing their mouths find room in them, are swallowed, but those

which their mouths cannot hold, are not gulped down. Similarly

Sliang Yang thrice addressed Duke Hsiao, but solely his last proposal

was accepted. The two former proved impracticable, and the last

only was fit to be carried out. We notice that the enlightened

laws of Kuan Chung, and the agricultural and military system of

Shang Yang^ were measures not to be taken by weak rulers.

1 Others may recommend them, but then their promotion is not of loug

duration. Ere long, they will get into conflict with their employers and abandon

tlieir posts.

2 Cf. p. 1 Note 1.

3 See p. 1, Note 2.

4 See Vol. I p. 140, Note 2.

5 Vid. Vol. I p. 463, Notes 5 and 6.
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lu the era of the Six States very clever officers went to Ch'u

and the Ch'u State became powerful ' they abandoned Ch'i, and

its power declined. They succoured C/iao, and Chao was well

provided,^ they turned their back upon Wei, and Wei had to suffer.*

The Han State employed ShSn Pu Hai* carrying out his three

devices, 5 and for fifteen years no foe dared infest its territory.

Then it dispensed with his services •and did not read, his books.

The weapons were destroyed, the armour gone to pieces, and the

State was annexed by C/iin.

In the Yin and Chou epochs there was an uninterrupted series

of revolutions, and one disaster followed the other. Their intention

was not to do without government, but their power was too weak,

and their knowledge too limited, so that the best advice was lost

upon them. Thus a heavy mound of earth cannot be trampled

down by one man's footsteps, nor a huge pile of stones " be sub-

verted by one man's hand. Wise officers excel by their strong

sinews, and narrow-minded rulers are no match for them. If they

seek each other, they pass one another like fish and quadrupeds.'

Unless a Kan-chiang blade ^ he thrust by a man, water-plants

and gourds" receive no injury, and unless fine bamboo arrows be

shot from a cross-bow, Lu tissues ' cannot be pierced. Not that

the blade and the fine bamboo are worthless, but without a person

dealing a blow or shooting, the gourd and the silk are not cut

1 Such an officer was Wu Ch'i of Wd, who as chancellor organised

the administration of Ch'u, and vanquished all her rivals.

2 The Chao State flourished under
J|

Fei Yi as minister, who was put

to death in b.c. 295.

3 It was for this reason that King Hui of Wei in b.c. 336 sutnmoned Mencius

and other sages to his court.

* Shen Pu Hai, a native of Loyang, became minister under Prince Chao of

Han and died in b.c. 337. He is known as Shen Tse and a Taoist author. The Shi-

chi devotes some lines to him in chap. 63 which treats of Lao Tse, Chxmng Tse, and

Han Fei Tse,

5 It is not clear which these three devices were; the P'ien-tse lei pien quotes

this passage, the Pei-wen-yun-fu refers to Huai Nan Tse, Shen Pu Hai reorganised

the administration, sought the friendship of other States, strengthened the military

power of Han, and reformed the criminal law.

6 f. Ed. A. : ^^. This meaning is wanting in the dictionaries.

7 Living in different elements, they cannot unite or have any intercourse.

» Cf. Vol. I. p. 504, Note 1.

9 Very soft things. The tissues of Lu in Shantung must have been

exceptionally fine.
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or pierced. 1 How could the feat of cutting a flag or piercing

an armour be achieved?

With strength sufficient to draw a bow one may not pull a

powerful ballista. Provided that the force of the ballista is of five

stones,2 but is pulled with three, then the sinews are rent, and the

bones broken without any result. The strength not sufficing for

bending a strong bow, a catastrophe ensues such as breaking the

spine. Those who are not intelligent enough to employ wise men,

themselves injure their virtue and lose their good name. Yet most

critics do not admit that talents may be too great and principles

too high for a sovereign to use them, and hold that the unworthy

only do not come to the front. He that knows how to push his

way, does not make opposition, when his connection with the

sovereign ceases, and he that recommends himself, does not resent

the low price offered him.

All things used by man require somebody to use them, when
their inherent value comes to light. That which drives a chisel

into the wood are the blows of the hammer, and a spade can dig

up the earth, if pressed down by the plant of the foot. All

sharp-edged tools can cut and carve, provided there is a hand to

grasp, and a force to push and pull them.

When Han Hsin ^ left Ch u and went to Han, the peace of

Hsiang Yil* was gone. Kao Tsu knew how to keep him and profit

by his excellence, putting him in the right place. He could ap-

preciate his energy and discern his merits.

Fan Li^ earned fame by his assaults on cities and open

battles, but when Kao Tsu made appointments, he gave the first to

Hsiao Ho.^ He likened Hsiao Ho unto a hunter, and Fan Li unto

a greyhound, for Hsiao Ho was quietly seated, while Fan Li was

running to and fro. The first appointment was not bestowed on

that bustling person, but on liira that was quietly sitting down.

Hsiao Ho's forte was his acuteness, whereas Fan Li won his lau-

rels by his energy. Therefore Hsiao Ho could send him on a

mission to Ch'in to collect official documents. All the other high

1 There must be some force, in default of which the best weapons are

useless.

2 See Vol. I, p. 498, Note 1.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 148, Note 5.

* Ilaiany Yii, the rival of Han Kao Tsu, was omnipotent in the Ch'u State.

6
1^ better known under the name of Fan K'uai

,
originally a

dog-butcher, who was raised to high lionours by Han Kao Tsu.

« See p. 81, Note 10.
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officers were amassing gold, and Hsiao Ho alone collected books.

Sitting in his chair, he learned to know the conditions of Ch'in,

and thus was enabled to lay his plans for its ruin. All the other

dignitaries were hurrying about, and Hsiao Ho urged tliem on.

In this way Shu Sun T^ung * fixed the ceremonies, and Kao

Tsu was honoured thereby. Hsiao Ho drafted the penal code,

and the house of Han became pacified.^ By rites and laws greater

fame is to be won than on the battle-field, and cutting the heads

of the enemies off, is not as meritorious as honouring the sovereign.

In ploughing the weeds, and sowing grain lies the force of

peasants, in bold attacks and battles, that of soldiers, in scaffolding

and hewing, that of artisans, in making books and stitching re-

gisters, that of official clerks, in propounding the doctrine and dis-

coursing on government, that of learned scholars. Every living

person possesses some faculty, but some of these abilities are highly

estimable, some mean. Confucius could lift the bar of the north-

gate, but did not boast of this strength's being well aware that

the force of muscles and bones in general esteem fails short of

that of benevolence and rectitude.

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 380 Note 5.

2 See p. 81, Note 10.

3 Both Lieh Tse Vm, 6r. and Huai Nan Tse XII, 4r. relate this same fact in

almost identical words, but they speak of the gate of the capital. The Lii-shih c/iun-

ch'iu also has a reference to it.
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CHAPTER XL

On Intelligence {Pieh-t'ung).

In the houses of the wealthy, a space of ten feet serves as the

inner appartment, and in this room are boxes and trunks all filled

with lustres and other silk fabrics, i The poor likewise use a

space of ten feet as inner appartment, but it is completely empty,

merely consisting of four bare walls, whence they are called poor.

The intelligent are like the wealthy, the unintelligent like the

poor. Both are provided with a body seven feet high, but whereas

the intelligent harbour the words of all the philosophers^ in their

bosoms, the hearts of the unintelligent are empty, for they have

never read a single tablet, like the interior of poor people, four

bare walls.

In the general appreciation, the poor and the rich are not

equal, and thus the sharp and the blunt-witted cannot be placed

on a level. However the world holds the rich in affectionate

esteem, and does not honour the clear-headed, it feels ashamed of

the poor, and does not despise the unwise; a treatment not warr-

anted by the principles of analogy. As for the deference shown

to rich people, they live in luxury because of their wealth, and

therefore are held in respect. But rich men are not like scholars,

and scholars fall short of strong-minded individuals.

The latter have more then ten chests crammed full of letters :

the words of the sages, the utterances of worthies, as far back

as Huang Ti, and down to the Ch'in and Han, methods of govern-

ment, and for increasing the national wealth, criticisms on the age,

and strictures on low class people, all is there. A man with a

bright intellect, and large views has a better claim on our consi-

deration, I should say, than lustres and silk stuffs.

Hsiao Ho^ went to Chtin to collect official papers, and it was

by the force of these documents that the Han could sway the

1 Even to-day the Chinese do not use their silks and curios for decorating

their poorly furnished rooms, but keep their treasures in trunks and boxes, whence

they are seldom removed, to be shown to some good friend.

2.
» Cf, p. 94.
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Nine Pi'oviuces.i With documents they extended their rule over

the entire empire, and how much greater is the wealth of empires

than that of private persons?

A man whose eyes cannot see green and yellow, is called

blind. If his ears cannot hear the first and second notes,^ he is

deaf, and if his nose has no perception of perfumes and stenches,

he is without the sense of smell. ^ Any one without the sense of smell,

deaf, or blind is not a perfect man. Now a person without a vast

knowledge, ignorant of past and present, not conversant with ca-

tegories, insensible of right and wrong, is like a blind or deaf man,

or one without the olfactory senses. Even scholars who do not

study must be considered beclouded, and fancy common people

never reading a book and not knowing truth and untruth. Theirs

is the height of narrow-mindedness. They are like dummies made

of clay or wood, which have ears and eyes quite complete, and

yet are insensible.

Wading through shallow water, people find crabs, in greater

depth they discover fish and turtles, and in the deepest recesses

they fall in with water snakes and dragons. As the steps taken

are different, so the animals met with vary. The same rule applies

to those who make more or less progress in science. Those re-

maining on the surface read stories and pleasant books, those

entering deeper come to the school of the Sage, where they learn

to know works of profound wisdom. The farther they penetrate

into the doctrine, the more insight they acquire.

On a journey, people always want to visit the capital, because

it has so many sights worth seeing, and in the capital they desire

to see the market, where so many rare things are exposed for sale.

The dicta of all the thinkers of the divers schools and the history

of ancient and modern times are likewise very wonderful, even more

so than the capital with its big market place. By a visit to the

capital, the traveller's intention is accomplished, and the sight of

the big market satisfies his desires. How much more must this

be true of a journey into the realms of thought and science

Big rivers do not dry up in times of drought owing to their

many tributaries. Pools, on the other hand, show the mud already,

1 The Han took over the bulk of the administration of the Ch'in dynasty,

for which purpose Hsiao Ho collected their ofBcial papers.

2.
3 y Kanghi quotes this passage and suggests that this character

may be a variant of = "carbuncles" or extuberances viz. in the nose.
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when it has not rained for several days, because tliey have no

affluents. The big rivers are connected, and the small ones linked

together, so they flow eastward into the ocean. i Hence the

greatness of the ocean. Unless the ocean were in connexion with

all the rivers, it could not be termed immense. A man harbouring

the sayings of all the philosophers is like the ocean receiving the

water of all the rivers. If he is not deemed great, then the ocean

must be declared to be smaller than the rivers likewise. That

the ocean exceeds all the rivers in size is generally known by

men, but they cannot comprehend that the intelligent are brighter

tlian the unintelligent.

Moisture trickling down becomes salt, a taste produced by-

water. The water of the eastern ocean is briny and extends to a

great distance. In Hsi-chou ^ there are salt-wells, which are very deep.

Can a person have the benefit of a salt-well that either wishes to

consume salt without possessing a well, or bores a well, but does

not find a spring? He who has no commerce with sages and wise

men can hardly expect to win a name above all others.

The jurists 3 are in the habit of neglecting practical life, and,

when called upon, are unable to give judgment in a case. The

students of clauses and paragraphs do not study old and modern

literature, and are unfit thoroughly to argue a point.

Some people contend that to comment upon one Classic is the

right thing, 4 for what is the use of extensive knowledge? The

school of Confucius takes up all the Five Canons, and no one but

has mastered them all is accounted almost perfect. Yen Yuan said

that the master extensively filled bis mind with learning. Only-

men of exceptional knowledge are worthy the name of well-read

scholars, for could the term "extensively" used by Yen Yuan refer

to one single Classic only?

1 In China of course.

2 Ed. A. and C.: J|| Ed. B.: J>|'| • According to the Tai-ping

yu-lan chap. 165 Hsi-chou would be identical with Kao-cKang or Karakhodjo in

Turkestan. Rock-salt is mentioned as a produce of this country, brought as tribute

to China under the Ldang dynasty
(
T'ai-p'ing-yu-lan chap. 865, p. 6r.). But perhaps

Wang CKung refers to a Hsi-chou in Ssechuan (Playfair No. 2619, 4°), which province

was famous for its salt-wells already in the Han time. See T'ai-jn'ing-yu-lan chap. 189,

p. lv. where a passage from the Han-ehu is quoted.

3 -
* See p. 75, Note 3.

6 Analects IX, 10.
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I caunot embrace all the Five ("anons in my studies, uor can I

trouble myself with all sorts of things. Reposing confidence in one

doctrine, I do not like to enlarge my views. I am not clever enough to

be well acquainted with antique lore or familiar with modern times,

but am so stupid, that I cherish my stupidity and do not wish to learn.

Thus any one who is satisfied with one Classic only should speak.

We open the door to let the sunlight in, and since this does

not suffice to illuminate all the dark places, we pierce the walls

to make windows and sky-holes, and thus add to the light penetrating

through the door. The explanation of one Classic is like the light

of the sun, the records used to assist it, are the windows and sky-

holes. The words of the philosophers enlighten us even in a higher

degree tlian windows and sky-holes afford a passage to the sunshine.

As sunshine lights the interior of a room, so scientific researches

enlighten the heart.

To open the door and let the light in, and to sit in a raised

hall, or even to ascend a balcony to have a look at the surrounding

buildings, is what people like to do. To shut the door and sit in

obscurity, turned towards a pitch dark room, or to dig a mine and,

lying on the back, work in the vicinity of the yellow springs, i is

distasteful to everybody. They who shut their hearts and close

their minds, never viewing things from a higher standpoint, are

like dead men.

In the time of the emperor Hsiao Wu Ti,2 the king of Yen, Tan,

staying in the Ming-kuang palace wished to go to his sleeping

appartments, but all the three hundred doors were tightly closed.

He ordered twenty of his attendants to open them, but they did

not succeed. Subsequently Tan became involved in an insurrection

and committed suicide. The closing of the doors was a presage of

the death of King Tan of Yen. Dying is a calamitous event, hence

the closing was referred to it.

CJi ing Feng of Chi i was a dullard. When the high officers of

six States at a meeting recited the Odes, he did not understand

tliem.3 Later on a catastrophe was brought about by Ling of Ch'u.

1 The Styx of the Chinese.

2 B.C. 140-87.

3 This fact is mentioned iu the Tso-chuan, Duke Hsiang 27th and 28th year

(Leyge, Classics Vol. V, Part U, pp. 532 and 542).

4 King Ling of CKu executed Ch'ing Feng, who had fled to Wu iu B.C. 537.

See CKun-cKiu, Duke Chao, 4th year. According to the Tso-chuan King Ling re-

proached Ch ing Feng with having murdered his ruler. So his ignorance was not

the direct cause of his death.
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He who does not let in the light of science is a corpse still walking

about.

When a State has ceased to exist, its altar of the land is

roofed above and fenced in below, to indicate that its connexion

with Heaven and Earth has been interrupted. The Chou took care

lest in spring and autumn such altars should be treated with

disrespect. People should read classical and profane books in the

same manner as the altars of the land must be in communication

with the fluids of Heaven and Earth. Those who do not study are

like persons disregarding the altars of the land. The communication

with the air being checked, even the strongest man dies, and

luxuriant plants wither.

Eatable things in the eastern sea are manifold ^ on account

of its vastness. The procreative power of the water being exuberant,

a great variety of very strange things is produced. Thus a great

man has many treasures, enshrined in his bosom : great talents

and great knowledge, and there are no princijjles or methods but

he embraces them. Students with similar views and men of great

learning all come to him, because he understands the profound

meaning of the Classics and knows so many words of teachers.

Things of the past and the present time and utterances of various

philosophers be remembers a great many, and is not merely a man
of learning of a certain school. No one can know the taste of

sweet wine, if he has not purchased it, and merely used sugar.

Peasants producing excellent grain in abundance are looked

upon as superior husbandmen, and those whose crops are small,

as inferior. The talents of men of letters correspond to the faculties

of husbandmen. Those able to produce plenty of grain are called

superior husbandmen, and the others apt to collect a vast amount

of knowledge, are superior scholars. To praise the ox for carrying

a heavy burden, and not to belaud the swiftness of the horse,

to extol the hand, and revile the foot, who would think that

reasonable?

1 This rule is set forth in the Liki, Chiao-
1
'e-sheng {Legge, Sacred Books

Vol. XXVII, p. 425).

2 Ed. A and C: ji B.:
)f

which is better.

3 jr^S. •
In Ed. B.:

should be replaced by . The meaning is somewhat obscure. I take it to be

that it is not sufficient to sugar common wine to have the taste of sweet wine, which

is a special quality. Sugar symbolises the learning of one school, sweet wine, that

of all combined.
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Unless a district road communicates i with the country, or a

country road leads 2 to town, a traveller on horseback or in a boat

would not take it. Unless veins and arteries are in connexion,' a

man contracts a dangerous disease, for the cessation of this connexion

is a very bad thing, a misfortune with the worst consequences.

As robbers have their haunts in rank grass, wicked thoughts grow

in unprincipled hearts; Unprincipled means devoid of maxims and

principles.*

A physician qualified to cure one disease is considered clever,

and if he can treat a hundred maladies, he is called excellent. Such

an excellent physician gives prescriptions for a hundred diseases,

and heals the ailments of a hundred patients. A genius imbued

with the teachings of the divers schools of thought can settle the

quarrels of a hundred clans. How could the numerous prescriptions

of a Pirn Ch io be put on a par with the single ability of a clever

physician

Tse Kung said, ["If one do not find the door and enter by

it, he cannot see the ancestral temple with its beauties, nor all the

officers in their rich array."] ^ The ancestral temple and all the

officers here serve to illustrate the teachings of Confucius. They are

so excellent, that they may be compared with the ancestral temple,

and so numerous, that they bear resemblance to the hosts of all

the officers. Therefore a man of comprehensive information and

deep erudition is a follower of Confucius.

The laud of the Yin and Chou dynasties extended as far as

5 000 Li, and even the wild and fortified dependencies were governed

with the utmost care. Over 10 000 Li fell under the dominion of

the vast territory of the house of Han, and in the fortified and

wild tracts, people were wearing wide state-robes and broad girdles.

Without exceptional virtue nobody can be affectionately solicitous

for distant countries, and in default of great talents one cannot

1 .
' '
3 literally "no road."

4 It is impossible to bring out the full meaning of this paragraph in English.

In Chinese the principal words pointed out in Notes 1-3 have all a double meaning: -

to communicate^ to connect, a road on one side and on the other: intelligent, clever,

principle. The general purport is that intelligence, and good principles cannot be

dispensed with just as good roads and communications are necessary.

5 Analects XIX, 23 (Lcffge, Cla-ssics Vol. I, p. 347).

6 Even the natives of the colonies had assumed Chinese dress and Chinese

civilisation.
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enlarge one's views. Therefore men of great experience and deep

erudition are not taxed with obtuseness, and those well versed in

all the sciences are not charged with narrowness of mind.

People like to see paintings. The subjects reproduced in these

pictures are usually men of ancient times. But would it not be

better to be informed of the doings and sayings of these men than

to contemplate their faces? Painted upon the bare wall,^ their

shapes and figures are there, the reason why they do not act as

incentives, is that people do not perceive their words or deeds.

The sentiments left by the old sages shine forth from the bamboos

and silks, where they are written, which means more than mere

paintings on walls.

If an empty vessel in the kitchen be gilt or silvered and,

having nothing in it, be placed before a hungry person, he would

not even cast a look at it. But suppose that dainty food and

savory viands be served in an earthen pot, people would forthwith

turn to it. The delicious and sweet words of old sages are more

than food in vessels. The benefit derived from study is not merely

that of eating. Thus the hungry do not care for empty vessels

without contents, and the government does not employ men with

empty heads without thoughts.

When swordsmen fight together, he wo possesses the know-

ledge of the girl of Yiieh in Ch u-clieng^ gains the victory. Two
adversaries meeting, one is cleverer than the other, and tlie one

possessing greater ability becomes victor. The systems of Confucius

and Me Ti, and the books of worthies aud sages are of greater value

than the accomplishments of the girl of YUeh in CfiU-cJieng, and to

improve human transactions and increase human knowledge, is more

than a mere device to win in a contest. By the art of swordplay

one acquires the repute of being ever victorious, and by virtue of

the books of worthies and sages, one becomes exalted.

When the officers of the district cities are summoned before

their superiors to be questioned on administrative reforms, the

intelligent and well informed will communicate their experiences,

and provided that the high officers are impressed thereby, the

These must have been paintings in fresco, perhaps of a similar kind as

those recently unearthed in Turkestan.

2 A virgin living in the " southern forest," skilled in swordplay and recommended

to the king of Yueh by Fan Li (5th cent. B.C.). She became the instructor of the

king's best soldiers. I cannot explain ^liy a place in Shantumj is coupled .vitli her

name here. Was she invited there too?

3 A place in Shantung.
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administration can be reformed and learning, cultivated. When the

doings and sayings of worthies and sages, handed down on bamboo

and silk, transform the heart and enlighten the mind, the result is

more momentous than the replies of the district officers on the

questions addressed to them.

Yu and Yi together regulated the Great Flood; Yii took care of

the water, whereas Yi recorded all strange things. The border

mountains beyond the seas were not held to be too far to go

there, and from what they had heard and seen they composed the

"Mountain and Sea Classic'? If Yu and Yi had not travelled so

far, the Shan-hai-lcing would not have been written. Its production

testifies to the great multitude of things seen by them. Tung Chung

Shu beheld the Chung-cKang ^ bird, and Liu Tse Cheng knew the body

of Erh Fu.^ Both had read the Shan-hai-king, and therefore could

utter themselves on these two things. Had Yu and Yi not reached

those distant lands, they could not have edited the Shan-hai-king,

and without reading this book Tung Chung Shu and Liu Tse Cheng

would not have been in a condition to verify the two doubtful

questions.

A fruit fell down and sank into the steps leading up to a

terrace(). Tse CKan, with his great knowledge of things, could dis-

course on it. When a dragon made its appearance in the suburbs

of Chiang,^ T'sai Me^ knew how to account for it, so that the

necessary precautions could be taken.

When a father or an elder brother on the point of death,

more than a thousand Li distant from home, leave a testament with

admonitions, dutiful sons and brothers are eager to read it, and

never will dismiss it from their affectionate thoughts. Such is their

solicitude in honouring a parent, and paying respect to an elder.

Undutiful sons slight and disregard a testament, and do not care

to examine its contents. The scripts of old sages and former worthies,

left to posterity, are of much greater importance still than documents

left by a father or a brother. Some read these writings and make

abstracts of them, others throw them away and do not copy them.

Even a man from the street could tell us, which of the two courses

1 jjj'^^. This book has most likely not the age ascribed to it by

Chinese critics and is not older than the 4th cent. b.c.

Capital of the Chin State. Cf. Vol. I p. 308, Note

Historian of the Chin State, 6th cent. b.c.
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is preferable, and those whose business it is to distinguish between

right and wrong, should not be fit to draw the line?

When Confucius was taken ill, Shang CKii i divined that at noon

his time would CQme. Confucius said, " Bring me a book's fQj. what

will be the matter, when it is noon? " So fervent was the Sage's

love of study, that it did not even cease at the point of death.

His thoughts were in the Classics, and he did not renounce his

principles, because he was near his end. Therefore it is not without

reason that he is regarded as the Sage for a hundred generations,

who himself took pattern by the institutions of the ancients.

From Confucius down to the Han there have been many persons

famous for their talents and not solely such as 'stuff themselves

with food the whole day, without applying their minds to anything

good.' 3 Either did they explain the Five Canons, or read the

Classics and other works, which are very voluminous, so that it

is difficult to master them all.

Divination by diagrams, and fortune-telling are arts of the time

of Wen and Wu Wang. Of yore, there was Shang CKit who could

interpret the diagrams, and more recently Tung Fang So^ and Yi

Shao ChUn, & who were able to guess hidden objects. Though of

no great importance, these arts are also derived from the sages,

which has often been overlooked.?

Human nature is endowed with the Five Virtues, open to

reason and prone to learning, which distinguishes it from that of

all other creatures. But now it is different. People stuff themselves

with food, and are given to drink, and to escape their remorses

they wish to sleep. Their bellies are larders, and their bowels,

wine-skins, and they are nothing better than inanimate things.

1 1^ styled Tse Mu a disciple of Confucius.

2 . This phrase shows that the peculiar use of the auxiliary

verb 75^, generally believed to be a characteristic feature of the vernacular, had

commenced already in the Han time. may also mean the Shuhing here.

3 Quoted from Analects XVH, 22,

* The of Ed. A. must be corrected into
'

5 A magician on whom see Vol. I, p. 346.

' A/* generally known as A/* Li Shao Chiin, his style being

Yiin Yi. Cf. Vol. I p. 343 seq.

7 The Chinese regard divination as a science for which the Yiking is the

standard work.
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Among the three hundred naked creatures,' man takes the

first place, for of all the productions issued from the nature of

Heaven and Earth he is the noblest, a superiority which he owes

to his knowledge. Now those addle-headed, obese fellows do not

care for knowledge. How do their desires differ from those of the

other two-hundred and ninety-nine naked creatures, that they should

lay claim to superiority and precedence

The people of China are superior to the savages, for under-

standing the words benevolence and righteousness, and acquiring

the sciences of ancient and modern times. If tliey merely use their

brains for procuring themselves food and raiment, living on months

and years, until they are white-headed and toothless, without ever

cultivating their minds, they rank lower than savages. Look at

the spiders, bow they knit their webs with a view to entrapping

flying insects. How are the transactions of those men superior to

theirs Using their brains, they work out their selfish and deceitful

schemes with the object of acquiring the amenities of wealth and

long life, paying no heed to the study of the past or the present.

They behave just like spiders.

Creatures with blood in their veins are not liable to die of

starvation, for they all are possessed of the necessary astuteness

to find food and drink. Even the unintelligent are able to support

themselves. They make their living as officials, and even become
high dignitaries. Governors, ministers, and those in authority are like

our high officer Kao Tse,"^ how can they discern them In the course

of time they distinguish themselves, for it is their fate to be called

to office. Knowing neither the past nor the present time, they are

still looked upon as very clever owing to their position. How
should the superior officers, by their unscientific methods, be able

to find out men of intellect and treat them with due consideration,

irrespective of rank and precedence Ministers and high dignitaries

are unqualified for this.

1 In Vol. I, p. 528 Wang CKiing speaks of three hundred and sixty naked

creatures.

- ^jp- . This might be an allusion to Analects V, 18:

J§ 3^ ^^ "t!^
"They are like our high officer Ch'.ui" i. e., as bad.

1^ is either a misprint or another reading of the Analects.
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If there be men like Ts^ai Po Chieh, governor of Yu Fu-png)

the prefect of Yil-lin,^ Chang Ming C/iang, or the prefect of Tung-lai^^

Li Chi Kung, they are all endowed with an enlightened mind and

conversant with the past as well as the present.* Consequently

they hold intelligent persons in the same respect as distinguished

guests. What sort of a character must have been Chao of Yen,^

who plyed the broom for Tsou Yen's sake! Tung Chung Shou, magistrate

of Tung-cJiSng^ was held to be the chief of the scholars in know-

ledge, and everywhere reputed for his intelligence. Receiving some-

body, he could discover his exceptional rank.? Thus he knew quite

well that Mr. Ch an of Chung-li,^ a simple, registered citizen was to

be solemnly invested with the jade bdton and the jade disk. For

the knowing, every stone has its splendour, whereas the unknowing

do not even remark the brilliancy of gold and gems.

From Wu Ti down to our dynasty, at various times very clever

men have been promoted. If they were to be questioned at some

examination, the replies of men like Tung Chung Shu, T'ang Tse Kao,

Ku Tse Y'7n,9 and Ting Po Yil would not only be perfectly correct,

but their compositions would also be most brilliant, as the result

of their extensive reading and diligent study. In case these four

could only use their pen, commenting on the Classics, and that

they had not perused old as well as modern books, they would

not be able to establish their fame in the palace of the holy emperor.

When Hsiao Ming Tpo was reading the biography of Su Wu,

he hit upon the name of a military officer called :

~

yi chung chien

(master of the horse ")• He asked all his officers about the meaning,

but none of them knew it. The words in the institutions of T'sang

Hsieh and in the books of elementary learning are universally known,

but when nobody is able to reply to the questions of His Imperial

1 The modern Feng-hsiang-fu in Shensi.

2 In the province of Kuangsi.

3 In Lai-chou-fu, Shantung.

* The three persons named seem to be contemporaries of Wang CKung.

6 Prince Chao of ,e/i who employed Tsou Yen and treated him with great

consideration.

r'

J^' I suppose that ^^^ should be written, a district in Feng-

yanij-fn, Anhui, during the Han time.

7. Cf. Couvreur's Diet.

" A district likewise in Fen(f-yang-fu, Anhui.

'•' Cf. p. 86, Note 2.

"' Tlie Han emperor, 58-76 a.d.

" . Ed. A. and C. write instead of . The expression

occurs in the biography of Su Wu in the Ch'ien Ilan-shu (Couvreur).
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Holiness, it becomes evident that the majority of the officials were

nothing but bureaucrats i owing their position to good luck only.

What was signified by the character to combined with rmi,^ they

could not tell. It would have been rather hard for them to explain

the word "chung-cKavg," as Tting Chung Shu did, or to know the

word " erh-fu" like Liu Tse Cheng.

^

It might be urged that intelligent men are appointed chancellors

of the imperial library, whose business it is to revise books, and

fix the texts like the grand historiographer or the grand supplicant,

whose office is likewise purely literary. They are not employed

to govern the people, or on other business. Therefore such officers

of the library, men like Pan Ku, Chia K\tei,* Yang Chuiig^-' and

Fu Y«',6 enjoy a great popularity, and their writings are much ad-

mired. Though they remain at their posts, and are not entrusted

with other offices, they still render great services to the world.

I heg to reply that this is not proceeding on the lines of the

Chou period, when sharp-witted men like Tsou Yen and Sun Citing '

stood in high favour with their sovereigns, and all the honours

and distinctions of the age were bestowed upon them. Although

Tung Chung Shu did not hold a premier's post, he was well known

to rank higher than all the ministers. The Chou looked up to the

two preceding dynasties, and the Han followed in the wake of the

Chou and Cliin. From the officers of the library the government

sees whether it prospers or not. The heart is like a ball or an

egg, but it constitutes the most precious part in the body the

pupil of the eye r sembles a pea, but it illumines the whole body.

Thus the chancellors may be petty officials, yet they secretly direct

the principles governing the whole State. Learned men make this

career, as the academicians are recruited from the scholars.

"They remain at their posts, and are not entrusted with other

offices," does that mean that His Imperial Holiness has no con-

fidence in them? Perhaps they had not yet completed their works

or discharged their duties.

'.
2 -
3 See above p. 103.

4 Cilia Kuei, eminent scholar, a.d. 30-101, who together with the historian

Fail Kn was appointed historiographer:

Cf. Vol. I p. 460.

" A scholar who left a collection of poetry In 28 chapters. Witli Pan Ku and

(.'Ilia Kiirl he was attached to the Imperial Library and entrusted with editorial work.

' The philosopher, cf. Vol. I p. 387, Note 4.
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CHAPTER XII.

Apparent Backwardness {Chuang-Uu).

Since able scholars, as we have asserted, rank above all others,

people are amazed that as officials they do not advance, and that

the posts and functions they have to fill are so inferior. As a

matter of fact, we need not be surprised that talented men should

be outpaced by ordinary functionaries, for just this circumstance

will show us the difference between clever persons and unworthy

ones, and display what more or less dignity really means.

When a tortoise is three hundred years old, it is as big as

a cash and walks on lotus leaves. At the age of three thousand,

it has a green edge and it measures one foot and two inches.

When milfoil is seventy years old, it grows one stalk, and at the

age of seven hundred it has ten stalks. Both are supernatural

things? which accounts for the slowness of their growth. These

many years give them their wisdom and their knowledge of the truth.

Able scholars on earth are like the spiritual milfoil and the

divine tortoise. They spend at least half the days of the year on

their studies. Intensely bent upon their researches, they do not

covet official honours, and, if called to office, their conduct is

irreproachable, square and upright, and not like that of ambitious

officials. Hence their advance in life is delayed, and their promotion

fraught with difficulties.

If a needle or an awl pierce something, they go through, but

in case the points of these implements were square, they would not

even penetrate one tenth of an inch deep. Able scholars like square

dealings, they do not possess the sharpness of a needle or an awl,

and therefore have not the means of making their way and push

themselves to the front.

A courser runs a thousand Li a day, but it must be un-

hampered. Should it have to drag a cart, any liackuey might

compete with it. Used to pull a salt-waggon, it would drop its

head, the perspiration ^ would trickle down, and it would be unable

1 Owing to this supposed supernatural nature they are used for divining

purposes.

2 Ed. has
y
j- instead of •.
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to advance. However, if Po Lo ' started it, or Wang Liang ^ took

the reins and allowed it to chase along, free of any burden, it

would keep up its reputation of a thousand Li runner.

Our students encompass the wisdom of the past and the present

in their bosoms, and carry the burden of propriety and righteous-

ness on their shoulders. Within they are troubled with all their

learning, and without harassed with their care for a decent and

honest behaviour. They dare not recklessly advance or seek pro-

motion at all cost. Consequently they are left behind. How could

they start on a bright morning and win the prize of a thousand

Li race, unless they find a friendly Po Lo or a protector like

Wang Liang?

Furthermore, it is a fact that all living creatures, filled with

the vital fluid, have their backs turned upwards and their bellies

downwards, as long as they move about. When they fall sick or

die, the back is turned downwards and the belly uppermost. The

reason is that on the back the flesh is thick and heavy, whereas

on the belly it is thin and light.* When able scholars and or-

dinary officials meet in life, their relation is similar: Under en-

lightened governors, and when sciences flourish, ordinary officials

have to cany the scholars, who rise upon their shoulders, but,

when the highest authorities are short-sighted, and sciences

neglected, then the officials rise above the scholars, who are kept

in subordinate positions, as with animals struck by a fatal blow

the belly is uppermost and the back turned downwards.

Moreover, the back has a certain tendency towards heaven,

and the belly, towards earth. As long as a creature is alive and

moving, the proper order is observed, the belly and the back being

in their respective places. By sickness or death this order is

reversed, for then the belly usurps the place of the back above.

This is not only true in regard to the belly, for when

creatures happen to fall, the feet of others are above them also,

and when scholars in life meet with misfortune and come to fall,

officers who do not rank higher than their feet or ankles, walk

over them.

Tung Fang So 5 made the remark that, if the eyes were not

in the face, but in the feet, they would not be fit to dispel dark-

1 A famous horse trainer, see Vol. I p. 239, Note 1.

2 The well known charioteer.

3 That depends on circumstances.

* This is no reason.

5 Cf. p. 104, Note 5.
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ness, for how could they see then? Chi Yen ' said to the emperor

Wu Ti, "Your Majesty employs officers as one heaps up fuel. That

which comes last is placed on the top."

The dictum of Tung Fang So and the remark of Chi Yen did

not merely disapprove of ordinary officers obtaining positions and

able scholars being dismissed. For, when an officer has lost his

post, it is difficult to discover his virtue, whereas, while he keeps

it, it is bard to perceive his unworthiness. Fame always attends

high offices, and aspersions are cast on low positions in which able

scholars usually find themselves.

Observing the rules of propriety and walking the right path,

purifying themselves and keeping the moral laws, they do not take

heed of what is mean and below them. Thus they happen to

stick fast, and their progress is checked. They have enough to

do to get clear and save themselves, but this impediment prevents

them from pushing themselves to the front. For the purpose of

acquiring and storing up as much knowledge as possible they do

all that is in their power.

Common officers do not think of self-education. When they

have advanced, their covetousness is aroused, and they do mean

things, making unlawful gain by oppression and extortion,^

The maple and the varnish trees grow very rapidly, therefore

their bark and their wood cannot be very solid. The hard-wood

tree gets its leaves but in the fifth month, much later than those

trees blooming in spring, but its timber is very hard, so that it

can be used for axle-trees. The paper-mulberry of the Yin dynasty ^

measured a span after seven days, but after its sudden growth it

completely dried up, and therefore was regarded as a miracle. Big

vessels require a considerable time for their completion, and precious

merchandise is difficult to be sold. That which does not need a whole

day aud forthwith fetches a price, are things like fruit and vegetables.*

In the current of rapids, gravel turns round, while big stones

remain unmoved. Why Because big stones are heavy, and gravel

is light. The gravel whirling round is deposited on the big stones,

1 See Vol. I, p. 94 Note 3.

2 This seems to have been the vice of Chinese officials from time immemorial.

3 See p. 161.

All good things require time, therefore the progress of able scholars is

slower than that of common officials. The former are like the hard-wood trees, big

vessels, or precious inerchandise, the latter correspond to the maple and varnish

trees, the paper-mulberry, fruit and vegetables. They advance very quickly, but the

stuff they are made of is not very valuable.
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which are completely hidden and become invisible. Able scholars

meeting with ordinary officials in life, are in a similar condition.

Bliint-witted superiors push the ordinary officials Jiiid make them

jump over the heads of the scholars, wlio must lie low and sufFer

their rivals to pass over them. So it may happen that they retire

altogether, to lead a hermit life in a grotto or a cavern. Those in

authority are responsible for it, for they are unfit to discern real

merit. These able men are proficient students, but without influence,

and they cannot well commend themselves.

Things that can be taken iu hand are utensils. He that finds

his strength inadequate to lift them, does not dare to move them.

The principles of able scholars are not merely as heavy as vessels.

'

Gold and iron placed on the ground are not moved by a

north-easter, whereas a hair or straw amongst them are carried

away a thousand Li. The principles cherished by the scholars

are like the heavy stones in the water, or gold and iron on

the ground. Their advance is not as swift as tliat of ordinary

functionaries, and the high officers are too weak to use them. One

breath suffices to blow away a hair or a straw from among gold

and iron, and no north-easter is required. Ordinary officials are

as easily shifted as a hair or cliafF are blown away.

When gravel is rolled about by a current, and a mote carried

away by a north-easter, it is not a mere swelling, or a soft sea breeze

that moves it; An unprincipled governor who, acting upon un-

controllable impulses, promotes whomever he just chances to like,

without any careful inquiry, (and thus recklessly confers posts and

honours), is like a wild current turning gravel about, or a north-

easter wafting aloft a hair or a straw. They fly about in a strong-

gale, gravel rolls to and fro in a wild current, and common officials

advance, when falling in with a wayward governor.

When we throw a round thing on the ground, it may roll

in one of the four directions, north, south, east, or west. Knocked

with a stick, it comes to rest after a short while. Square things

thrown on the ground remain motionless immediately after their fall,

lu order to shift them, men must push or lift them. Able scholars

are always square, 3 therefore hard to be moved, and to advance

them men* are required.

1 They are heavier and of greater moment.

2 The text is not very clear. The simile is illustrated by the next clause,

where unprincipled governors are likened to a wild current and a strong gale.

3 I, e., fair and honest.

* Strong men.
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Birds have more agility than man, who, in hurryinf>- to a

distant place, cannot cope with them. In spite of that, amongst the

creatures of Heaven and Earth man is the noblest. ' Locusts can

fly ten thousand Li, and the unicorn must be sent as a tribute, to

reach the court of the emperor. Yet locusts are a plague, and the

unicorn, a felicitous presage; It has four legs, still it cannot

arrive of itself,^ how then should man make his way with his two

legs? Thus swallows are more light-winged than phoenixes, and

hares more nimble-footed than unicorns. A frog jumps better than

a spiritual tortoise, and a snake leaps with greater agility than a

divine dragon *

Men like Lil Shang ^ are conspicuous among grey-heads, and

the wisdom of Po lA Hsi^ shines even among persons with yellow

liair.7 By their excellent political advice they became the helpmates

of their princes. They were weighty personages and not easy to

be promoted. Futile and frivolous things are quickly done, calamities

and disasters happen quite suddenly. Therefore they say that he

who advances with impetuosity is prompt to retire.

The warmth of the Yang^ and the cold of the Yin take months

till they arrive. A calamitous change is a disaster completed in

one day. For the ice of a river to close, one day's frost is not

sufficient, and forming a mountain by heaping up earth is a work

not to be completed in a short time.

A Kan-chiang s sword must be long on the coal in the furnace.

To sharpen the blade and make it pointed, it must be smelted and

hammered under intense heat, and it is only taken out of the fire

after a long heating. The working is a very slow process, but it

thus acquires its sharpness.

Flesh suddenly grown, is called a tumor, and a spring violently

rushing forth, a fountain. Wine suddenly heated, easily becomes

sour, and minced meat, suddenly made sour, is easily spoiled. ^ From
these considerations we may infer that the slow advance of able

scholars has its analogies and its causes. Which are they? Great

learning and momentous thoughts weigh heavily upon the whole being.

1 Swiftness alone, in our case a quick promotion, is not a sign of superiority.

2 The sacred unicorn is not as quick as the worthless locusts.

3 It is sent as a tribute, and does not arrive of its own accord.

* The four sacred animals are outrun by many ordinary ones.

5 The surname of T'ai Kung. Vol. I, p. 238, Note 1.

6 Famous character of the 7th cent. b.c. Vol. I p. 502.

7 Very old people whose white hair has already become yellowish.

8 See Vol. I p. 504, Note 1.

" Great haste is not always an advantage, for it may spoil everything.
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Plants and trees, while alive, are full of sap and being sappy,

they are heavy. Dead, they are dry : While dry, they are light

and easy to lift; being sappy, they are heavy and difficult to

move. Now the original fluid resides in living organisms, not in

those withered. 1

When carts drive on land, and ships sail through a canal,

those heavy and full of cargo proceed slowly, whereas the empty

and light ones move swiftly. The weight of the doctrines of former

emperors, carried, in the bosom, is heavier than the burden of ships

or the loading of carts, and for those carrying so heavy a burden,

a quick promotion becomes difficult.

Thieves stealing other people's property obtain it soon enough,

but the things, thus obtained, are not their own, nor acquired by

their own industry. A man of the world may very soon obtain

a high post which spreads a lustre about him, but, at the same

time, evil reports will be set on foot to the effect that he is nothing

but a dummy, living on his salary and doing nothing. That able

scholars do not get on in their career is owing to the lack of

insight on the part of the higher authorities and superior officers.

Peasants bring their grain to the capital, and merchants convey

their goods to distant places, both expecting to see their hopes

realised. But should the gates and the suburbs be closed to traffic,

or fords and bridges have been made impracticable, they would, in

spite of all their efforts, and all their speed, not be able to arrive

in time and make the gains they expected.

2

The higher officers are envious of able men, and will have

nothing to do with them. If the latter are not put in irons and

treated as mean criminals, they may congratulate themselves. How
can they hope to rise in the service, or expect that their doctrines

will soon be realised?

1 Ordinary functionaries, of course, are compared to withered organisms.

Being much lighter than those full of sap viz. men of learning, they are much more

easily moved about.

2 Like peasants with their bags of grain, students with their learning betake

themselves to town, but the high officers do not care to admit them, so that their

learning is of no practical use to them.
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CHAPTER XIII.

The Real Nature of Knowledge {Shih-chih).

The Literati, discoursing on Sages, ' are of opinion that they

know thousands of years of the past, and ten thousand future

generations. Merely by the keenness of their sight, and the subtlety

of their hearing, they are able to give the proper names to new

things. They know spontaneously, without learning, and under-

stand of themselves, without inquiring, wherefore the term Sage is

equivalent with supernatural. They are like milfoil and the tortoise,

which know lucky and unlucky auguries, whence the milfoil plant

is regarded as supernatural, and the tortoise as a divine creature.

The talents of Worthies ^ do not reach this standard their in-

telligence is weaker and not so comprebensive, whence they are

called Worthies. This difference of name implies a difference of

nature, for the substance being the same, the name uses to be

equal. As for the name Sage, it is known that Sages are something

extraordinary and different from Worthies.

When Confucius was about to die, he left behind a book of

prophecies 3 wherein he says, "I know not what sort of fellow,

styling himself the First Emperor of C/iin, comes to my hall, squats

on my bed, and turns my clothes topsy-turvy. After arriving at

Sha-ch'iu be will die." In course of time the king of Ch in, having-

swallowed the empire, assumed the title of First Emperor. On a

tour of inspection, he came to Lu and visited the home of Confucius.

Then he proceeded to Slia-cKiu, but on the road he was taken ill

and expired.

Another entry is this, " Tung Chung Shu carries confusion into

my book." Subsequently, the minister of Chiang-tu,* Tung Chung Shu

made special researches into the Ch'un-c/iiu and wrote comments and

notes on it. The book of prophecies further says, " Ch' in will be

'.
2 -
8 See Vol. I, p. 319, Note 1.

* In the Yang-chou prefecture, Kianpsu.

& See Vol. I, p. 466.
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ruined by Hu." Later on, the Second Emperor Hu Hai in fact lost

the empire.

These three instances are used to bear out the statement that

Sages foreknow ten thousand future generations.

Confucius ignored his descent, his father and mother having

concealed it from him. He blew the flute and then of himself

knew that he was a scion of Tse, a great officer of Sung of Yin. '

He did not consult books or ask anybody, his playing the flute

and his genius alone revealed to him his generation."^ This would

appear to be a proof of the faculty of Sages to know thousands

of years of the past.

I say that all this is fallacy. Such miraculous stories are

recorded in prophecy books and all in the style of Hu destroying

the C/iin, told in many books, or of the text of the Plan of the

River. ^ The plain illustrations of Confucius have been magnified

with a view to prove wonders and miracles, or the stories were

fabricated in ater times to furnish evidence.

Kao Tsu having enfeoffed the king of Wu, and seeing him off,

patted him on his shoulder saying, " Within fifty years hereafter,

some one will revolt from the Han in the south-east. Will that

not be you?" In the time of Clung Ti, Pi* along with seven other

States plotted a rebellion against the Han; Those who first made
this statement had perhaps noticed the dispositions and the signs

of the time, whence they surmised that a rebellion would come,

but they ignored the name of the leader. Kao Tsu having observed

the valour of Pi, then correctly hinted at him.

If from this point of view we consider Confucius' cognisance

of Cliin Shih Huang Ti and of Tung Cluing Shu, it may be that at

the time he merely spoke of somebody visiting his home and

deranging his book, and, later on, people, remarking that Ch'in Shih

Huang Ti entered his house, and that Tung Chung Shu studied his

1 Tse was the family name of the Yin dynasty. Wei Tse, the viscount

of Wei, a clansman of the last emperor of the Yin dynasty, was made prince of"

Sung. He is believed to have been the ancestor of Confucius. Cf. Chavannes, Mi'm.

Hist. Vol. V, p. 284 seq. In the Liki {Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII p. 139)

Confucius says himself, "I am a man of Yin."

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 324, Note 4.

3 The Plan of the Yellow River containing the eight diagrams revealed to

Huang Ti, see Vol. I p. 294, Note 1.

* King of Wu, a nephew of Han Kao Tsu.

5 This great rebellion broke out in b.c, 154. See Shi-chi chap. 11, p. 2r.

{Chavannes, M^. Hist Vol. II, p. 498).
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work, exaggerated the dicta of Confucius and wrote down the names

of the principal persons.

If Confucius was endowed with supernatural powers, so that

he could see the First Emperor and Tung Chung Shu ere they existed,

then he ought to have at once been aware of his being a descendant

of the Yin and a scion of Tse likewise, and have no need of blowing

the flute to determine it. Confucius was unable to ascertain his

family name without playing the flute, but his seeing the First

Emperor and beholding Tnng Chung Shu is like blowing the flute.

According to the narrative of Shih Huang Ti? he did not go

to Lu; how then should he have entered the hall of Confucius,

squatted down on his bed, and turned his clothes topsy-turvy?

In the thirty-seventh year of his reign, on the kuei-cKou day of

the tenth month, ^ CKin Shih Huang Ti started on a journey to Yiln-

meng. From afar he sacrificed to Shun in Chiu-yi.^ Floating down
the Yangtse, he visited Chieh-ko,* crossed the stream at Mei-chu,^

went over to Tan-yang, arrived at CKien-t'^ang, and approached the

Che river. The waves being very boisterous, he went 120 Li west-

ward, crossed the stream at a narrow passage,^ and went up to

Kuei-chi, where he made an oblation to Great Y&, and erected a

stone with an encomiastic inscription. Then turning to the southern

Sea, he went back. Passing Chiang-cKeng, he sailed along the sea-

shore northward as far as Lang-yeh, whence still further north he

arrived at the Lao and Clieng"' Mountains. Then he proceeded to

Chef00, and always keeping near the sea-shore, reached the P'ing-

yuan Ford, where he fell sick. He passed away on the P'^ing Terrace

in Sha-cfiiu}

Since he did not go to Lii, wherefrom does the Book of

Prophecies derive its knowledge that Shih Huang Ti came to Lu as

1 As given in the Shi-chi chap. 6, p. 26v. from which the following narrative

is abridged.

2 The 1st of November 211 b.c. (Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. U, p. 184).

3. The Shi-chi writes -
4 Ed, A. and B. have both a full stop after Chieh-ko^ thus agreeing with Cha-

vannes' punctuation {Mem. Hist. Vol. II, p. 185, Note 2). For the Shi-chi has.
& evidently the correct reading for the of the Shi-chi, which

Chavannes loc. cit. Note 3 justly regards as corrupt. Mei-chu lies in the Chien-pHng

district of Anhui, which is conterminous with Tan-yang-hsien in Kiangsu,

6 , the Shi-chi has .
7 cf. Vol. I p. 231, Note 7.

8 See Vol. I p. 232, Note 3.
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it says? This journey to Lu not being a fact that might be known,

the words ascribed to Confucius "I know not what sort of a fellow,"

&c. are not trustworthy either, and this utterance being unreliable,

the remark about Tung Chung Shu deranging his book becomes

doubtful also.

In case records of famous deeds seem rather queer, they are

the work of common people. All books, unless they be directly

written by Heaven and Earth, g'o back on former events, there

being reliable evidence. Those without experience, of course, cannot

utilise these sources. All Sages foreseeing happiness and misfortune,

meditate and reason by analogies. Reverting to the beginning,

they know the end; from their villages they argue on the palace,

and shed their light into the darkest corners. Prophecy books

and other mystic writings see from afar what has not yet come

to pass they are aware of what is going to happen in future,

whicli, for the time being, is still a void and wrapt in darkness.

Their knowledge is instantaneous, supernatural, and passing all

understanding.

Although ineloquent persons may not be qualified for it, still

it is possible to predict calamities by observing analogies, or to

predetermine future events by going back to their sources and

examining the past. Worthies have this faculty as well, ' and Sages

are not alone fit to do it.

When C/tou Kiing was governing Lu, T'ai Kung knew that his

descendants would be reduced to impotence, and when J' ai Kung

was ruling in CKi, Chou Kung saw that his scions would fall victims

to robbery and murder. By their methods they foreknew the ult-

imate end, and perceived the signs of" adversity and rebellion.

Chou having ivory chop-sticks made, Chi Tse administered

reproof,- and Confucius sighed because dummies were buried in Lu.

From the ivory chop-sticks the one inferred the misery attending

the search for dragon-liver, whereas the other saw in the dummies

the danger that living persons might be interred along with the dead.3

T'ai Kung and Chou Kung were both cognisant of what had

not yet come to pass, as ('hi Tse and Confucius were aware of what

1 . Ed. i^. writes:-
2 Cf. Vol. I, p. 354.

3 The dummies had taken the place of living persons who were thus buried

symbolically. Burying them alive would have been a relapse into the primitive custom.

Cf. chap. XXXV.
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had not yet taken place. As regards the source from which they

drew the knowledge of the future, there is no diversity between

Sages and Worthies.

The marquis of Lu being old, and the crown-prince weak,

his daughter by a second wife leaned against a pillar, heaving a

sigh. Old age and weakness were to her presages of future dis-

orders and revolutions. Even a woman was clever enough to

reason by analogies and thus discover the future. How much

more should this be the case with Sages and superior men of

exceptional parts and great intelligence?

In the 10th year of Ch'in Shih Huang TP the mother of King

Yen Hsiang,^ the queen-dowager Hsia, saw in a dream the consort

of King Hsiao Wen ^ who said, "The queen Hua Yang together with

her husband Wen Wang * is buried in Shou-ling, and the queen-

dowager HsIa and King Yen Hsiang are buried in Fan-ling. For this

reason the tomb of the queen-dowager Hsia is transferred to 7m-

hng,5 so that I can say, 'I see my son^ in the east and my husband

in the west. After a hundred years a city of ten thousand families

will rise by my omb. " In course of time everything turned

out as predicted. If those foreknowing the future from analogies

be regarded as Sages, then the daughter of the second wife and

the queen-dowager Hsia were Sages.

In the 10th year of King Chao of CJCin,i CKu Li Tse& died

and was interred in Wei-nan,^ east of the Chang terrace. He said,

"A hundred years ^ ence, an emperor's palaces will hem in my
tomb." After the rise of the Han dynasty, the CKang-h palace

was built at his east and the Wei-yang palace at his west side.

The arsenal was just on his tomb, exactly as he had said. This

is a proof of his prescience and of his foreseeing future events.

If such an evidence constitutes a claim to sageliood, then CKu Li

Tse was a Sage. If he was not a Sage, then the kuovvJedge of

the future does not suffice to make a man a Sage.

1 In B.C. 237.

2 a misprint I'or ^j-j- ^£ Chuang Hsiany, king of CKin, 249—246 b.c.

3 'Phis king of Ch'in reigned only three days in b.c. 250.

* /. r., Hsiao Wni Wanff.

6 East of Hsi-an-fu, Shensi.

* King V llsiaiig, who had been adopted by Queen Hua I'aiiff. His real

mother, tlie queen-dowager //.s/fl, was originally a concubine.

" is.r. '297 tlie S/ii-c/ii chap. 5 adduces the 7tli year b.c. 300.

A 1^ -jp, a member of the royal house.

'J Near Hn-an-fu.
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CKu Li Tse seeing the emperor's palaces close by his grave,

was like Hsin Yu, who knew that Yi-cKuan would become the

territory of the Jung.- In ancient days Ilsin Yu passing through

Yi-cKuan and noticing the inhabitants, wearing their hair long

down on their back, performing sacrifices, said, " Within a hundred

years this land will most likely belong to the Jung." A hundred

years hence Chin^ transferred the Jung of Lii-hun * to Yi-cKuan,

and what Hsiu Yu knew before became a reality's From the omen

of the long hair he inferred the expansion of the Jung, just as

Cliu Li Tse, on beholding the vast plain near his tomb, foresaw

that the Son of Heaven would move quite close to his tomb.

Han Hsin,^ burying his mother, likewise had a vast and elevated

place built, that by its side there might be room for ten thousand

families. Subsequently, in fact ten thousand families settled near

his tomb. Ch u Li Tses comprehending the presages indicative of

the imperial buildings in the vast plain was like Ilan Ilsin s perceiving

the edifices of ten thousand families on the plateau. The fore-

knowing of things to come is not a knowledge requiring the faculty

to look through obstacles or an exceptionally fine hearing; in all

these cases omens are taken into account, traces followed up, and

inferences drawn from analogous circumstances.

When in the Ch^un-cKiu epoch ministers and high officers

held a meeting, they had an eye for all abnormal proceedings and

an ear for strange utterances.' If these were good they took them

for indications of felicitous events, if they were bad they saw in

them unlucky auguries. Thus they knew how to ascertain happiness

and misfortune, and, long before, were aware of what had not yet

come to pass. It was no divine or supernatural knowledge, but

all derived from signs and analogies.

1 In the Sung district of Honan province.

2 Non-Chinese tribes in the west.

3 and CKin combined invited the Jung to change their residence.

* In Kua-chou, Kansu.

5 Abridged from the Tso-chuan, Duke Hsi 22nd year, whence we learn that

the Jung emigrated to Yi-cKuan in 638 b.c. Hsin Yu predicted it, when King P'inff

of Chou, to avoid the incursions of the Jung, transferred his capital from Chang-an

to Lo-yi in 770 b.c. Consequently the hundred years of Hin Yu are only a round

number. The Tso-chuan adds that Hsin Yu foresaw the event from the fact that

in Yi-cKuan the rules of ceremony were already lost. Wearing long or dishevelled

hair is a sign of barbarity, therefore barbarians might well occupy the land.

6 The friend of Han Kao Tsu. Cf. Vol. I p. 148, Note 5.

' They were as superstitious as the old Romans.
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At present all things knowable may be grasped by reflection,

but all things unknowable i remain incomprehensible without re-

search or inquiry. Neither ancient nor modern history affords any

instances of men knowing spontaneously without study or being

enlightened without inquiry. For things knowable merely require

earnest thought, then even big subjects are not difficult of apprehen-

sion, whereas things unknowable, how small soever, do not become

easy through mental efforts or research. Consequently great savants

are not apt to bring about anything without study or to know
anything in default of inquiry.

An objection may be urged on the score that Hsiang T'o,^ at

seven years of age, taught Confucius. At the age of seven, he could

not yet have entered an elementary school, and yet he acted as

teacher to Confucius. Therefore he must have been self-knowing

by nature.

Confucius says that [those who are born with the possession

of knowledge are the highest class of men. Those who learn, and

so get possession of knowledge, are the next.] ^ Speaking of those

bom with knowledge, without referring to their studies, Conftwins

has in view men like Hsiang T o.

In the time of Wang Mang* Yin Fang ot" Po-hai'" was twenty-

one years old. He had neither had a teacher nor a friend, but

his inner light was fully developed, so that he was well versed

in the Six Arts, When the governor of Wei-tu,'' Shim Yii Tsang,

had written a memorial, Yin Fang, who had not studied, on seeing

the document, could read it and argue on its purport. The quo-

tations from the Five Classics lie could elucidate and discourse on

the subject to the gratification of all persons present. The emperor

summoned him and gave him a theme "The flying insects," on

which he wrote an excellent essay. Verily, he was endowed with

great erudition, and all under Heaven called him a Sage. A man

1 Unknowable at first sight, not altogether.

2 . Cf. Huai Nan Tse XIX, 13v. The Shi-chi chap. 71, p. 9 v. where

the same thing is told of this precocious lad, writes the second character See also

Giles, Biogr. Diet. No. 696, where we read that Hsiang T'o was merely qualified to

be the teacher of the Sage.

8 Analects XVI, 9.

9—22 A.D.

5 In Shantung.
r' Ceremonial, music, archery, charioteering, writing, mathematics.

7 1^. I suppose that the capital of Wei = Ta-liang, the modern K'ai-

fenff-fu, is thus designated.
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conversant with the Six Arts, without having had a teacher or a

friend, and able to read a document placed before him, although

he has not studied books formerly, is a Sage. Without study he

possesses knowledge spontaneously, and without instruction he is

enlightened of himself. If this is not divine, what is it?

My answer to this objection is this: Although Yin Fang had

uo teacher or friend, yet he must himself have learned many things,

and though he did not study books, he must himself have plied

pen and ink. When an infant is born, and its eyes first open, it

has no knowledge, even though it possess the nature of a Sage.

Hsiang T^o was seven years old. At the age of three and four

already he must have listened to other men's speeches. Yin Fang

counted twenty-one years. At fourteen and fifteen years of age

he has probably learnt a great deal.

When a man of great natural intelligence and remarkable

parts is confined to his own thoughts and has no experience,

neither beholding signs and omens nor observing the working of

various sorts of beings, he may imagine that after many generations

a horse will give birth to an ox, and an ox to a donkey, or that

from a peach-tree plums may grow, or cherries from a plum-tree.

Could a Sage know this? ^

If a subject assassinated his sovereign, or a son killed his

father and if, on the other side, somebody were as kind-hearted

as Yen Yuan, as dutiful a son as Tseng Tse, as brave as Meng Pen

and Hsia Yii and as critical as Tse Kung and Tse Wo,^ would a Sage

be apt to find this out?

Confiicius says that [some other dynasty may follow the Chou

but though it should be at the distance of a hundred ages, its

affairs may be known], ^ and elsewhere he remarks, ["A youth is

to be regarded with respect. How do we know that his future

will not be equal to our present?"]* In regard of abrogations and

innovations he believes that they may be known, but he asks how
the future of a youth could be known. The future of a youth is

bard to be pre-ordained, whereas abrogations and innovations are

easy to detect.

1 Even a Sage could not know the erroneousness of such suppositions. Pure

thought alone does not provide true knowledge, there must be experience besides

and reasoning by analogy.

2 The two former and the two latter were disciples of Confucius.

3 Analects II, 23.

* Analects IX, 22.
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However, all this is very far away, and nothing that may
be heard or investigated.

Let us suppose that somebody standing at the east side of

a wall raises his voice, and that a Sage hears him from the west

side, would he know whether he was of a dark or a pale complexion,

whether he was tall or short, and which was his native place, his

surname, his designation, and his origin? When a ditch is dug out

and filled with water, affectionate care is bestowed on human
skeletons excavated. Provided that the face and the hair of such

a skeleton be deformed and partially destroyed, and the flesh de-

composed and gone, would a Sage, upon inquiry, be apt to tell

whether the deceased was a peasant or a merchant, young or old,

or eventually the crime he had committed and for which he had

to suffer death Not that a Sage is devoid of knowledge, but this

cannot be known through his knowledge. Something unknowable

by knowledge may only be learned by inquiry. Being thus unable

to know, Sages and Worthies equally fail.

An opponent might retort with the following story : When
Chan Ho i was sitting in his room with a pupil in attendance upon

him, a cow was heard lowing outside the gate. The pupil said,

"This is a black cow, but is has white hoofs." Chan Ho concurred

saying, "Yes, it is a black cow, but with white hoofs", and he

sent somebody to look at it. In fact, it was a black cow with

its hoofs wrapped in some stuff. Chan Ho being merely a Worthy,

was still in a position to distinguish the sound of the cow and to

know its colour; should a Sage with his superior insight not be

qualified to know this?

I beg leave to put a counter-question : If Chan Ho kuew the

cow to be black and to have white hoofs, did he also know to

whom it belonged, and for what purpose its hoofs had been made

white With this manner of devices one barely finds out one

point, but cannot exhaust the whole truth. People thus may learn

one thing, but being questioned and cross-examined, they show that

they do not possess the entire knowledge, for only what has been

seen with the eyes and asked with the mouth, may be perfectly

known.

In the 29 th year of Duke Ihi of Lu, Kn Lu of Chieh ^ came

to court and stopped above Chang-yen. Hearing a cow lowing, he

' A native of tlie Ch'u State in the Chou epoch.

2 A small State held by wild tribes, south of Kiao-chou, of which Ko Lu

was the chief.
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said, "This cow has already had three calves, but they have all

been taken away from her." Somebody asking how he knew this,

he replied that her voice disclosed it. The man applied to the

owner of the cow, and it was really as Ko Lu had said.' This

again is an instance of the use of some scheme and not knowable

by knowledge alone.

Yang WSng Chung of Kuang-han ^ understood the voices of birds

and brutes. Once, when he was driving a lame horse in the open

country, another blind horse was grazing at some distance. Both

horses took notice of each other by neighing. Yang Weng Chung

said to his charioteer, "That loose horse knows this one, although

it be blind." The charioteer inquiring how it could know that,

Yatig Weng Chung replied, "It abuses this horse in the shafts for

being lame, and our horse, iu turn, reviles the other because it is

blind." The charioteer did not believe it; he went to look at it,

and the eyes of the other horse were really blind. ^ Yang Weng Chung

understood the voices of horses as Chan Ho and Ko Lu of Chieh

could distinguish the lowing of cows.

They used a method and relied on a certain device. If both

are combined it is not necessary to look or hear through, or to

see at a distance and make distinctions, the eyes wandering about.

For hearing sounds there is a method, and for discerning colours

there is a device. Using these methods is like foreseeing. The
public does not understand this, and under these circumstances speaks

of a Sage with supernatural gifts.

Confucius seeing an animal named it rhinopithems, and the Grand

Annalist had the idea that Chang Liang looked like a woman.

Confucius had never before seen a rhinopitliecus, but when it arrived

he* could give it its name. The Grand Annalist belonged to another

age than Chang Liang, but his eyes beheld his shape. If the people

at large had heard of this, they would have looked upon both as

divine beings who were prescient. However Confucius could name
the rhinopitheciis, because he had heard the songs of the people

of Chao, and the Grand Annalist knew Chang Liang from a picture

1 This story is told in the Tso-chuan, Doke Hsi 29th year.

2 Region in the province of Ssechuan.

3 The Pei-wen-yun-fu cites this passage, but calls the person ^^ {
Han-yang Weng-chuvg '•. e., Weng-chung of Han-yang. I could not find any farther

information on the man.

4 Here and elsewhere V^ang CKung uses simply for
(J

"then". This

use seems to be quite common as I found it in many other authors. Our dictionaries

omit it.
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which he had seen in the emperor's memorial hall.i They kept

secret what they had seen, concealed their knowledge, and did not

disclose their hidden thoughts. The great majority of people are

thoughtless and know little. Noticing Worthies or Sages giving

some creatures their proper names, they take them for supernatural

beings.

From this point of view Chan Ho as well, who knew a cow

to be black with white hoofs, comes under this category. Unless

he was in possession of a peculiar method or device of his own,

he must have got his information about the animal from without

beforehand.

The present diviners look to their methods and calculations

and, those being of no avail, contemplate the circumstances of the

case. By combining these circumstances with their theory, they

appear to be in possession of supernatural powers. Chan Ho and

the like are the diviners of the present day. If Chan Ho and others

had an intuitive knowledge and needed no theory, then they were

like those animals living in nests which foresee a storm, or those

cave-dwellers which foresee rain.- Their intellect was prematurely

developed as was the case of Hsiang T o and Yin Fang,

Against this it may be urged that Huang Ti, at his birth, was

endowed with supernatural faculties, and that lie could already

speak as a babe. The emperor K'u could tell his name after he

was born. They had not yet gained any experience from without

and immediately after their births were able to talk and tell their

names. Was not this a proof of their superhuman faculties and

an instance of their innate knowledge?

I answer that, if Huang Ti could talk after his birth, his

mother had carried him twenty months before she gave birth to

1
• Willicm" and Giles translate this word by " imperial palace,"

which is much too vague, Couvreur by " chancery", quoting two passages referring

to the Tang time. Originally it must have been a hall where the emperor used to

sacrifice and pray to his ancestors for happiness. But other business was transacted

there also. We read in the biography of Chia Yi, Shi-chi chap. 84, p. 14r. that Chia Yi

was received there by the emperor Hsiao Wen Ti: ZjiT

i 2. The commentator

remarks that the was the principal room in front of the Wei-yang palace.

The Pei-wen-yun-fu quotes two more passages from the Han-shu : *^

rfn
and ;ft-

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 109.
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him, and that, according to this computation of the months, he must

have been about two years in his mother's womb.

^

The Emperor K u could speak liis own name, but he could

not tell those of other people. Although lie possessed this one

gift it did not reach very far. Did his so-called divine and innate

knowledge merely amount to his faculty to utter his name when

he was born The allegation that lie knew it and did not learn

it from any one, cannot be verified. Even if Huang Ti and Ti K'u

should really have been in possession of supernatural powers, these

would only have been some prematurely developed talents.

A man's talents may be precocious, or they may be completed

rather late. Even in case he has been without a teacher, he has

at home acquired the learning of his family. People upon remarking

liis precociousness and premature erudition, in their admiration

exceed all bounds. If they say that Hsiang T^o was seven years

of age, he must have been ten, and their assertion that he instructed

Confucius shows only that Confucius put a question to him. If they

say of Huang Ti and Ti K'u that, after their birth, they were able

to talk, the time has, no doubt, been several months, and the

twenty-one years which they ascribe to Yin Fang must have been

about thirty. If they contend that he had no teacher nor a friend,

and that he did not study, as a matter of fact, he travelled about

to gather information and worked at home. But the masses are

extravagant in their commendations, and in condemning they magnify

the faults.

There is a popular tradition about Yen Yuan to the effect that,

at the age of eighteen, he ascended Mount Tai whence, in the far

distance, he viewed a white horse fastened outside the Chang gate

in VTw.s An investigation reveals the fact that Yen Yuan^ at that

time, was thirty years old, and did not ascend Mount T'ai, nor

descry the Chang gate in Wu. The credit given to Hsiang T o and

the praise bestowed on Yin Fang are like the admiration of which

Yen Yuan was the object.

Tse Kung asked, ["Why should the Master not study? But,

on the other side, how could he always find a teacher?"] ^ And
Confucius remarks that at the age of fifteen he had his mind bent

1 Wny CKung means to say that Huang Ti at his birth was as developed

as a child of two years, so that his ability to talk would not be so marvellous. He
only forgets to tell us how Huang Ti could learn speaking, while in his mother's womb.

2 See chap. XXIII.

3 Analects XIX, 22.
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on learning. ' The Five Emperors and Three Rulers all had their

teachers. 1 believe that this has been set up as an example for

mankind.

Somebody may object that mere cogitation might be re-

commended as well, and that there is no need for learning. Things

may be difficult to be grasped without any alien assistance, still the

talents of Worthies and Sages are equal to it.

The so-called spirits have knowledge without learning, and

the so-called Sages require learning, to become Sages. Since they

are compelled to study we know that they are not Sages.^

Among the creatures between Heaven and Earth that are not

provided with innate knowledge, the rhinopithecus knows the past

and the magpie, the future. The heavenly nature which pervades

them thus acts spontaneously. Should Sages resemble the rhino-

pithecus, then they ought to belong to the same class viz. of beasts

and birds.

The queer ditties of boys are known without study, and may
be described as supernatural and prescient. If Sages be put on a

level with these songs, they would be uncanny like these songs.

Or are the divine Sages on earth held to be sorcerers? Ghosts

and spirits speak to men through the mouths of sorcerers. If

Sages be regarded as sorcerers, in this capacity they would like-

wise be preternatural. That which is of the same stuff as prodigies

are, has nothing in common with Sages. Sorcerers differ from Sages,

therefore the latter cannot be spiritual. Not being spiritual, they

are akin to Worthies, and being akin to Worthies, their knowledge

cannot be diverse.

As to their difference, Sages are quick in embracing the right

principles, and Worthies, slow. Worthies have many talents, and

Sages, great knowledge. Their objects of thought are the same,

only the amount differs. They walk the same road, but in their

progress one overruns the other.

Tilings are hard to be understood, or easy of apprehension,

and call the attention of both Worthies and Sages. For example,

the alternation of culture and simplicity, the repetition of the three

systems of government,* the succession of the first days of the first

moon, the concatenation of the abolitions from, and improvements

upon the institutions of the various dynasties, all these things

1 Analects II 4.

2 Their wisdom is not supernatural.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 358, Notes 3-5, and Hmi Nan Tse XIII, 14 r.

* See Vol. I, p. 475.
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Worthies and Sages equally know. Water and fire of ancient times

are the water and fire of the present day, and sounds and colours

of the present are the sounds and colours of later ages. As regards

beasts and birds, plants and trees, the goodness and wickedness

of men, we learn to understand antiquity from the present, and

from what is now infer what is to come. Between a thousand

years back and ten thousand generations hereafter there is no

diversity. In investigating remotest antiquity and in inquiring into

future ages, in such matters as civilization and primitive simplicity,

or water and fire, Worthies and Sages are equal. In observing

omens and noticing signs as well as in drawing schemes showing

people's destiny, Worthies and Sages are equal. Meeting with

anomalies, they know their names and have no doubts about them,

Worthies no less than Sages.

Things that may be known Worthies and Sages equally know,

and things that may not be known, Sages do not comprehend either.

I prove it thus:

Suppose that a Sage by mental abstraction foresees a rainfall,

then his nature excells in one thing, but if his understanding does

not reach to the remotest principles with all their details, it is not

worth speaking of. What we speak of is the gift of prescience,

and an intelligent mind, completely understanding the natures of

all creatures, and fully apprehending thousands of important methods.

If somebody is familiar with one thing, but not with the second,

or if he knows the left and ignores the right, he is one-sided and

imperfect, crippled in mind and not accomplished, and not what we
call a Sage. Should he pass for a Sage it would be evident that a Sage

has no superiority, and men like Chan Ho would be Sages, as Con-

fucius and his equals are considered Sages. Then Sages would not dis-

tinguish themselves from Worthies, or Worthies come short of Sages.

If Worthies and Sages both possess many abilities, wherefore

are Sages held in higher respect than Worthies? If they are both

dependent on their schemes and devices, why do not Worthies

come up to the standard of Sages? As a matter of fact, neither

Worthies nor Sages are apt to know the nature of things, and

want their ears and eyes, in order to ascertain their real character.

Ears and eyes being thus indispensable, things that may be known
are determined by reflexion, and things that may not be known
are explained after inquiry. If things under Heaven or worldly

affairs may be found out by reflexion, even the stupid can open

their minds, if, however, they are unintelligible, even Sages with

the highest intelligence cannot make anything out of them.
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Confucius said ["I have been the whole day without eating,

and the whole night without sleeping—occupied with thinking.

It was of no use. The better plan is to learn."] ' Those tilings

under Heaven which are incomprehensible are like knots that cannot

be undone. By instruction one learns how to untie them, and there

are no knots but can be undone. In case they cannot be untied,

even instruction does not bring about this result. Not that in-

struction does not qualify to undo knots, but it may be impossible

to untie them, and the method of undoing them is of no use.2

The Sage knowing things, things must be knowable, if, how-

ever, things are unknowable, neither the Sage can understand them.

Not that a Sage could not know them, but things may prove in-

comprehensible, and the knowing faculty cannot be used. There-

fore things hard to grasp may be attained by learning, whereas

unknowable things cannot be comprehended, neither by inquiry, nor

by study.

1 Analects XV, 30.

2 There are things plain and intelligible by reflexion, others require instruction

to be understood, and many remain incomprehensible in spite of learning, baffling all

our endeavours.
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CHAPTER XIV.

A Definition of Worthies {Ting-hsien).

Sages are difficult to know, and it is much easier to recognise

a Worthy than a Sage. Ordinary people are unable to recognise

even a Worthy, how then could they find out a Sage? Although

they pretend to know Worthies, this is a random statement. But

from what signs may Worthies be known, and by what method

Are officials holding high positions and being wealthy and

honoured to be looked upon as Worthies?

Wealth and honour are heavenly fate. Those who by fate

are wealthy and honoured, are not Worthies, nor can those who
by fate are poor and miserable be held to be depraved. Should

wealth and honour be made the criterion of virtue and vice, then

officials would have to rely solely on their abilities, and not on fate.

Are those Worthies who in serving their sovereign take care

to gloss over everything and never to give offence?

These are those pliant courtiers, sycophants, and favourites

who never say a word, without considering its effect upon their

master, and in all their doings are opportunists. They never show
any backbone, or dare to make opposition, and consequently never

run the risk of being dismissed or cashiered. Or they have a

stately and handsome bodily frame and a pleasing appearance, so

that the emperor does not look at them with disfavour, which
assures their good fortune, for they enjoy the imperial grace to

an extraordinary degree. Still they cannot be called Worthies.

Are those Worthies whom the government chooses for employ-

ment, and who thus come to honour?

Of those who make a show of themselves and are known to

others, a great many are promoted, whereas those living in obscurity

and retirement and unknown to the world, very seldom are re-

commended. This was the case with Shun. Yao wishing to employ
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him, first inquired about Kun and Kung Kung. • Thus even the

chiefs of the mountains 2 were unqualified. Therefore, the selection

and promotion of a man does not inform us about his real character.

Sometimes men of superior virtue are recommended by very few

persons, whereas a great many intercede lor men of inferior talents.

An enlightened ruler, wishing to employ good men, in order to

find out whether they are really good or bad, inquires into the

faults of all those introduced to him.

Moreover, he who consorts with many people and tries to

win the heart of the masses, is generally liked and praised. On
the other side, whoever is so pure and upright, that he does not

feel at home with his own kindred, and whose lofty aspirations

preclude any intimacy with low characters, loses the general sym-

pathy, and people dislike and slander him. Thus, a name is often

won by the art of ingratiating one's self, and defamation often a

consequence of the loss of sympathy.

King Wei of Ch'P enfeoffed the great officer of Chi-mo in

spite of his having been slandered, and caused the great officer of

0^ to be boiled, notwithstanding his fame. The former had great

merits, but no fame, whereas the latter had done nothing, but was

very celebrated.^

[Tse Kung asked how a person was who was liked by all his

fellow-villagers. Confucius replied that that was not sufficient. He
then asked again about a man hated by all his fellow-villagers.

The master replied that that would not do either. The best thing

would be, if all the good ones among the villagers esteemed and

all the bad ones amongst them hated him.'] Accordingly, it does

not follow that a person praised and belauded by the majority,

whom big and small, all declare to be a man of honour, is a Worthy.

If the good speak well of him, and the wicked disparage him, so

that one half defames, the other extols him, he may be a Worthy.

1 Yao inquired in open court whom he might employ. First Kun and Kung

Kung were recommended to him, but not thought well qualified. At last Shun was

mentioned to him. See Shuking Part I 10 {Legge, Classics Vol. III Part I p. 23).

2 Title of the chief ministers of which Kun and Kung Kung were two. Cf.

Chavannes, Mrm. Hist. Vol. I, p. 50, Note 1.

3 378-343 B.C.

* In Shantung, near Kiao-chou.

5 In the T'ai-an prefecture of Shantung.

6 This story is told in full in the Shi-chi chap. 46, p. 7v. {Chavannes, Mem. Hist.

Vol. V, p. 243). Ill addition to the governor of 0, all the sycophants about him were

thrown into a cauldron and boiled.

7 Analects XIII, 24.
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Then, provided that a man meet with the approval of tlie

virtuous and be vilified by the wicked, may we see a Worthy in him?

Thus Worthies would be recognised conformably to the prin-

ciple laid down by Confucius. But we do not know whether he who
praises somebody be virtuous, or whether another speaking ill of

him, be a bad man. It happens that those who praise are wicked,

and that those disparaging are good. People are thus led astray

and cannot draw a distinction.

May those be taken for Worthies to whom the masses turn

and who assemble hosts of guests and retainers?

Those to whom the masses turn are oftentimes persons having

intercourse with many people. The public likes and esteems them

and turns to them in great numbers. Either are they noble and

exalted, and may be of use, or they are partial to warriors and

condescending to guests, forgetting their dignity and waiting upon

Worthies. The princes of Hsin Ling, Meng C/i'ang, P ing Yuan, and

CJiun Shen ' entertained thousands of guests and were called worthy

peers and great generals, but Wei Cliing ^ and Ho Clt ii Ping ^ had

not a single guest in their houses and, nevertheless, were celebrated

generals. Thus many guests and followers assemble in the palaces

of kind and condescending princes and of Worthies who may be

useful or dangerous. If somebody is not fond of soldiers he must

not be held in low repute for that, although the masses do not

turn to him, and the warriors do not follow him.

Is he a Worthy who is in a position to govern others, and

wlio wins people's hearts to such an extent, that they sing songs

in his praise

To gain the affections of the people does not differ from

currying favour with the warriors. Propitiating the people by
empty favours, one takes their fancy, and they are pleased and

happy. We may adduce T ien Cfieng Tse of Ch'i* and King Kou
Chien of Yileh^ as examples. T'ien CJieng Tse wishing to usurp the

' About these men see Vol. I p. 501, Note 2.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 169.

3 Vol. I, p. 364, Note 5.

* A noble in ChH, whose descendants, later on, became dukes of CKi. He
died about 460 b.c.

5 He came to the throne in 496 b.c.
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authority in Ch'i, would use a big bushel, while lending out grain,

and a small one, when taking it back, so that people were enchanted.

Aow Chien, with a view to wiping out the disgrace of Kuei-chi^ ^

insinuated himself with his people by condoling, when somebody

had died, and inquiring after people's health, so that all were

charmed. Both had their own selfish ends, for which they needed

the support of others, and merely humbugged their people. There

was no sincerity in them, yet people were contented.

The prince of Meng-CKang'^ wished to pass through a gate

of Ch^in during the night, but the cocks had not yet crowed, and

the gate was not yet open. One of his inferior retainers, who

occupied a low position, beat his arm ^ and imitated the cock-crow,

when all the cocks responded, and the gate was thrown open, so

that the prince could pass.* As cocks can be moved by false

sounds, so men may be imposed upon by fictitious grace, and as

men are subject to such impostures, even Heaven may be induced

to respond, by tricks. In order to stir up the heavenly fluid, the

spirit should be used, but people will employ burning glasses, to

attract the fire from the sky.

By melting five stones and moulding an instrument in the

fifth month, in the height of summer, one may obtain fire. But

now people merely take knives and swords or crooked blades of

common copper, and, by rubbing them and holding them up against

the sun, they likewise get fire. As by burning glasses, knives,

swords, and blades one may obtain fire from the sun,^ so even

ordinary men, being neither Worthies nor Sages, can influence the

fluid of Heaven, as Tung Chung Shu was convinced that by a clay-

dragon he could attract the clouds and rain, and he had still some

reason for this belief.® If even those who in this manner conform

to the working of Heaven, cannot be termed Worthies, how much

less have those a claim to this name who barely win people's hearts

May he be considered a Worthy who, holding office, achieves

merit and proves successful

1 On Mount Kuei-chi he had been surrounded by the king of Wm, and had

to sue for peace.

2 See above p. 131, Note 1.

3 The noise thus made probably served to produce the crow.

* Cf. the biography of Meng Ch'ang in the Shi-chi chap. 75, p. 4v.

5 See Vol. I p. 378.

« Cf. chap. XXXII.
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But what is to be accounted merit or success of an office

bearer? That the populace turn to him? However, the masses

can be won by feigned favours.

When the Yin and the Yang are in harmony, there is a time

of public peace. At such periods of harmony, even the depraved

fall in with general tranquillity, whereas in times of unrest, even

Sages are involved in catastrophes. Should the harmony of the

Yin and the Yang determine the worthy or unworthy character of

a man, then Yao ought to have been degraded owing to the Great

Flood, and Tang should have been thrown into the background'

in view of the Great Drought.

If merit and success be regarded as action, then merit appears

and manifests itself by the activity of the body. But the success

of designs based on principles is invisible and not apparent. The

drum does not belong to the Five Sounds, but the Five Sounds ^

do not accord without a drum. 3 The teacher has no place in the

Five Degrees of Mourning,* but they do not become practical

without a teacher. Water does not belong to the Five Colours,®

but in default of water the latter do not shine,' So principles are

the root of merit, and merit is the upshot of principles. If people

be called Worthies because of their merits, they would be the

unworthy ones of the Taoists,

When Kao Tsu came to the throne he rewarded the merits

of all bis ministers, and Hsiao Ho got the highest prize, because

the acknowledgement of merit by Kao Tsu was like a hunt, when

the hunter lets loose his dog. The dog alone catches the beast,

but the hunter has the merit of it. All the ministers of the

emperor took a personal part in the war like the dog, but Hsiao

Ho did the chief part like the hunter. If those pass for Worthies

who have achieved merit, then Hsiao Ho had no merit. Con-

sequently merit and reward cannot be proofs of worth. That is

the first objection.

1.
2 The Five Notes of the Chinese musical scale.

3 The drum plays an important part in Chinese music.

4.
5 The teacher has to inculcate them.

6.
7 Quotation from the Ldki, Hsio-cki {Legge Sacred Books Vol. XXVIII,

p. 90), but with slight alterations.

8 The Taoists despise external mefrit.
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Sages and Worthies have their methods of governing the world.

He who knows these principles obtains merit, he who ignores them

fails like a physician curing a disease. Possessing a prescription,

he may cure even a serious illness, without it be cannot even

remove small ulcers.^ A prescription is like a method, a disease

like a disorder the physician corresponds to the official, and his

physics to reforms. The prescription is used, and the physic ad-

ministered, and so a method is employed, and reforms carried out.

By these reforms disorder is stopped, and by the use of physics

a disease is cured. A drug curing a disease must not of necessity

be better than another without these medical properties, and an

official qualified to govern a State is not necessarily worthier than

another without such ability. A prescription may be obtained by

chance, and a man may happen to know a certain method.

The administration of a State requires a method to secure

success, but there are also times of a natural disorder, when no

methods are of any use to bring about anything; and there are

other times, when, by nature, peace must prevail, and merit may
be achieved even without any method. Thus statesmen hitting

upon the proper time, may accomplish their ends, when they lose

it, they fail. Men possessing some method may achieve merit in

accordance with time, but are not apt to bring about peace in

opposition to the right time.

Good physicians may save the life of a man who is not yet about

to (lie, but when his life-time is finished and his span terminated,

no prescriptions are of any avail whatever. When there is to

be a revolution, even Yao and Shun cannot accomplish anything

with all their methods, and when a person is doomed to die, even

the medicaments of Pten CHio cannot cure his illness.

Archers and charioteers as well as other artisans and handi-

craftsmen all have there methods, by means of which tliey acquire

merit, and do business, so that their success becomes visible. Statesmen

must be looked upon as being on a level with handicraftsmen.

The achievement of merit being like the doing' of business, then if

those having merit be called Worthies, all handicraftsmen must

likewise be Worthies.

1 1. This expression is nowhere explained, the Appendix to the Pei-

wm-yiin-fii merely cites this passage. means an ulcer on the legs, but what

is a "liare ulcer"? From the opposition to
j^|J

we may infer that it is some

small disease, perhaps only an excoriatiort, which the Germans call "wolf".
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Shou Wang of Wu-cHiu,^ a native of Chao,^ was an expectant

hanlin in the time of the emperor Wu Ti.^ The sovereign bade Lira

follow Tung Chung Shu and receive the CKun-cliiu from him. His

talents were of the highest order, and he thoroughly understood

business. Subsequently he became military governor of lung-chun,^

and, in view of his excellence, the emperor did not appoint a civil

governor. 5 But at one time military expeditions had to be or-

ganized, the people were in excitement, the year was bad, and

robbers and thieves were rampant. Then the emperor sent a letter

to Shou Wang running thus, 'When you were in my presence, you

became the centre of all our deliberations,^ and I imagined that

you had not your equal in the world, and that there were not two

men like you within the Four Seas. You were given the control

of more than ten cities, and your post was a double one of

4000 piculs.7 What is the reason that now robbers and thieves

on boats attack my arsenals to seize their arms, and that the

present time so little tallies with the past?'

Shou Wang, by way of excuse, said that there was nothing to

be done. He again was appointed commander of the Imperial

Palace and constantly kept about His Majesty.® All his judgments

and proposals were sound and just, so great were his talents, and

so profound his knowledge. He understood everything and had

the greatest experience. Albeit yet during his administration of

Tung-chiin, the year was bad, robberies and thefts were rampant,

and the excitement of the people could not be stopped. I wonder

whether Shou Wang did not know a method for governing Tung-chiin,

or whether this province had just again to pass through a re-

volution, and the administration of Shou Wang just coincided with

this time?

Thus even a worthy like Shou Wang in his administration of

Tung-chiin could not achieve merit. Should Worthies be judged

1 Ed. C:
ff5.

The Han-shu has the first reading.

' State in Shansi.

3 Ban Wu Ti 140-87 b.c.

* A circuit in northern Honan.

5 Shou Wang filled both posts, that of a i|* tu-wei, military governor

and of a tai-shou, civil governor.

G * . The Han-shu writes fuller
:

.
7 The income of a military governor was of 2000 piculs and that of a civil

one the same amount.

8 So far the text literally agrees with the biography of Shou Wan^ iu the

CKien Han-shu chap. 64a, p, 13v.
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by their achievements, then even a Shou Wang would be rejected

and not be promoted, I am afraid that in the world there are a

great many persons of the type of Shou Wang, yet the critics are

unable to see the value of people in default of their merits.

In Yen there was a valley where in consequence of cold air

the Five Grains did not grow. Tsou Yen by blowing the flute

attracted a fluid by which the cold was changed into heat, so that

in Yen they could sow millet, and the millet grew in great abund-

ance. Up till now the valley bears the name of 'millet valley."

The harmonisation of the Yin and the Yang requires the most ex-

quisite wisdom and virtue, yet by Tsou Yens blowing the flute the

cold valley became warm, and grain and millet sprouted luxuriantly.

Accordingly, all who have achieved merit have a method like Tsou

Yen blowing the flute. Consequently, if they are in possession of

some system, even the wicked are successful, and many Worthies

and Sages would be unfitted for government in case they have not

the proper method. Therefore merit is no criterion of virtue. This

is the second point.

When people undertake something their will may be most

earnest, still they have no success. Their plan is not carried out

though their energy would pierce a mountain-. Such was the case

of CIdng K o and of the physician Hsia Wu Chi'i.

Ching iCo entered CKin with the intention to rob the king

of Ch'in and convey him alive to Yen, but meeting with an un-

lucky accident, he was himself caught in CKin. When he was

pursuing the king of Ch'in, who ran round a pillar, the surgeon

Hsia Wu Chil hit him with his medicine bag, nevertheless Ching iCo

won world-wide fame as a hero. The king of Ch^in rewarded Hsia.

Wu Chil with two hundred of gold.^ Being himself arrested in

CKin, the planned capture and conveyance of the king alive could

not be accomplished by Ching iCo, and the hitting a would-be

assassin with a medicine bag, served to save the king's life. Yet

either of them was praised or rewarded, owing to the great sincer-

ity of the one, and the wonderful strength of the other. The

scholars of the world did not forbear extolling the honesty of Ching

fC though he did not accomplish his object, and the king of

CKin rewarded Hsia Wu Chil although his action had no con-

sequence.

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 114.

2 One yi of gold equal to 20 ounces.

3 For a more detailed account see Vol. I, p. 503.
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The purpose being good, it matters not whether a result be

achieved, and an idea being excellent, one does not think of the

outcome. In case an idea is admirable, but the success inadequate,

or a purpose grand, but the result small, the wise will reward,

aud the unwise, punish. If one always has the success in view,

no account being taken of the intention, and if only the outward

result is insisted upon, without paying attention to the inward

motives, then the story of Yii Jang i drawing his sword and cutting

the cloak of Viscount Hsiang would not be worth mentioning, Wu
Tse Hsil's flogging the corpse of King P'ing^^ would not be worthy of

note, and Chang Liang's dealing a blow at CHin Shih Huang Ti and,

by mistake, hitting the accompanying cart, a would have no interest.

All three had to sufier from unfavourable circumstances and

could not accomplish their designs. They had the power, but not

the success they formed plans, but could not carry them out.

Therefore Worthies cannot be gauged by their merits. This is

the third objection.

Then can people become Worthies by their filial piety towards

their father, or their brotherly behaviour towards their elder brothers?

In that case a dutiful son and a good brother must have a father

or an elder brother. These two being unkind, then their filial

piety or brotherly love become manifest. Shun had Ku Sou, and

Tseng Shen had Tseng Hsi as father. Thus the filial piety could

become apparent, and their fame was established, so that everybody

belauded them. If, however, there be no father or elder brother, or if

these be kind and good, there is no occasion to show these virtues,

and the name of a dutiful son or a good brother cannot be acquired.

Loyalty to one's sovereign is similar to this: The loyalty of

Lung Feng * and Pi Kan^ shone forth in Hsia and Yin, because C/iieh

1 His second attempt to assassinate the viscount Hsiang of Chao having failed,

he asked permission to pass his sword through the cloak of the viscount, which was

granted him. Having thus revenged his master, Earl Chih, symbolically, he committed

suicide. See also Vol. I, p. 358, Note 1.

2 King Ping of CKu, who had put to death the father and elder brother of

Wu Tse Hsu {Wu Yuan). The latter fled to Wu, inveighed the prince of this State

to an expedition against Cliu, which was vanquished. As victor Wu Tse Hm caused

the grave of King Ping to be opened and his corpse to be publicly flogged.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 235.

* Kuav Lung Feny a minister of Chieh Kuci, who remonstrated

with him and therefore was put to death.

5 For having dared to object to tlie excesses of (Jhoii the last emperor of tlie

Yin dynasty, Pi Kan had a similar fate as Kuan Lung Feng. Cf. Vol. 1, p. 485, Note 6.
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and Chou were both wicked, whereas the fealty of Chi, ' Hsieh,^

and Kao Yao^ remained concealed in T'^ang and Fw^, since Yao

and Shun themselves were virtuous. As the light of a glow-worm
is eclipsed by the effulgence of the sun and the moon, so the name
of a loyal official is overshadowed by the renown of his virtuous

sovereign.

To die for a prince in disgrace, and to sacrifice oneself for

him, falls under the same head. When an officer just happens to

live at such a time and dies for his lord, his righteousness becomes

known, and he earns great fame. A great Worthy, however, passes

through this life, flying about and settling down and rising on

apprehending some danger.* The ruin of a perishing prince does

not involve him, nor does the calamity of a tottering State affect

his family. Then, how should he meet with such a misfortune, or

share the disaster of his lord?

Chan of Ch\ asked Yen Tse^ how a loyal minister had to serve

his master. The other replied, "So that he does not die with him

nor see him off, when he leaves his country to go into exile."

"If a man," rejoined Chan, "who has been given plenty of land

and been the recipient of many honours lavishly bestowed upon

him by his sovereign, if such a one does not die for his prince,

when the latter is ruined, nor see him off, when he leaves his

country, how can he be called loyal?

"

"How can," said Yen Tse, "a minister die, provided that his

advice be followed Or how can he see the prince off, provided

that his remonstrances be effective, so that his sovereign is never

in his whole life compelled to quit the country If his advice be

rejected, and the minister die for his lord, this would be a reckless

death, and if his remonstrances be repudiated, and the minister see

off his sovereign going into exile, this would be deception. Thus

a loyal minister may share the happiness of his prince, but he

cannot be engulphed with him in the same catastrophe."

According to this reply of Yen Tse, in seeking the Worthies

of this world, those who die, because their sovereign is ruined,

and thereupon base their claim to loyalty, do not count. Great

Worthies have few accomplishments that may be named, and

small Worthies do many things worthy of praise. Such faults

1 The ancestor of the Chou dynasty.

2 Minister of Shun.

3 T'any and were the territories of Yao and Shun.

* Allusion to Analects X, 18.

6 An officer of Ch'i, 6th century b.c. who died 493 b.c.
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for which people may be "bambooed, are only small ones, and so

are all quantities that may be measured : For the greatest crimes

the bamboo is not sufficient, and for the greatest quantities pints

and bushels will not do. Inferior actions are easily described, and

they usually occur in times of decay, when they are easily recognised.

Thus virtuous acts are manifest, and their fame is heard of.'

Floating on the ocean, one may be thrown to the east or the

west owing to the vastness of the water; navigating on a creek,

one knows the traces left by the oars of the boats on account of

its smallness.2 Small things are easy to see and, in times of

disorder, easily brought to light. As long as an age is not in

jeopardy, remarkable deeds are not taken any notice of, and un-

less the ruler be wayward and perverse, loyalty cannot be exhibited.

The highest and noblest feelings are displayed under a regime at

the verge of ruin, and the purest and finest acts done in an epoch

of universal decay's

Are those Worthies who safeguard themselves from all in-

juries, so that they do not suffer any punishments like Nan Jung

who was afraid about the white sceptre-stone?*

To avoid all injuries is chance and a propitious fate. They

are not to be prevented by abilities and knowledge, or to be averted

by repressive measures. A divine snake may be cut in two and

again grow together, but it cannot hinder men from cutting it,

and so may Sages and Worthies be pressed bard and again libe-

rated, but they cannot prevail upon others not to injure them.

Nan Jung could free himself from capital punishment, but Kung Yeh,

though quite innocent, was loaded with fetters ^ Chit Po Yil^ could

preserve his principles in a degenerate State, whereas Wen Wang

was kept a prisoner in Yu-li and Confucius endangered in CKm
and TsaU These are not disasters brought about by one's own

1 These sentiments savour a good deal of Taoism.

2 On a small sheet of water one knows exactly the course one has taken,

but not on the ocean where east and west become uncertain.

3 Great virtue becomes visible by contrast and shines I'oi'th when there is

wickedness all around.

* Cf. Analects XI, 5. Nan Jung, to whom Confucius married the daughter of

his elder brother. He used to repeat the lines of the Shiking "A flaw in a white

sceptre-stone may be ground away but for a flaw in speech nothing can be done."

See Legge, Classics Vol. I, p. 238, Note 5.

5 Cf. Analects V, 1. To Kung >/» Cliang Confucius gave his daughter to wife.

G See Vol. I p. 66, Note 2.

7 Vol. I, p. 499, Note 2.
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doings and coming down upon a man, but unavoidable calamities

in which he becomes implicated. This impossibility of avoiding

calamities is like the inability to prolong one's life. The allotted

span being terminated, no Worthy can extend it of his own accord,

and when the time is perilous, no Sage is apt to save himself.

Are those to be deemed Worthies who quit their country,

giving up their dignity, and who reject wealth and honour, pre-

ferring penury and misery?

To quit one's own country, one must be under compulsion,

as Po Yi 1 was, who yielded the State to his brother, lest he should

be suspected of struggling with him for his share. When the Old

King Tan Fu^ had fought several battles, his people all quitted the

country. One gives up one's dignity, when one's principles prove

impracticable, and one does not obtain one's ends. As long as his

principles are successful, and his aims attained, nobody thinks of

renouncing his dignity. Thus, for quitting one's country and giving

up one's dignity one always has one's reasons. If such persons

be called Worthies, are those not affected by similar reasons, to

be termed unworthy?

Moreover, only in case there is a State or a dignity, they

may be abandoned and parted with, but there being no State or

any high dignity, how can they be rejected?

The spending of wealth and giving their share to those be-

low, is similar to this. But if there really be no wealth, what can

be given away When the mouth is hungry, what can be yielded

to others

While the granaries are full, people know rites and ceremo-

nies, and when food and clothing are sufficient, one is sensible of

honour and disgrace. Unselfishness grows from abundance, and

strife is engendered by scarcity's People may sometimes share

their wealth witli others. The general Yuan* again divided his

1 See Vol. I p. 168, Note 2.

2 The grandfather of Wen Wanr/, founder of the Chou dynasty, wlio removed

his capital in consequence of the constant raids of barbarian tribes.

3 Virtues, as it were, are luxuries; to practise them, people must at least be

provided with the necessities of life. The state of morality, to a great extent, depends

on purely economical conditions.

* I only found one Yuan ( 'h'ang whom Wang Ch'ung may have in

view, a contemporary of his who, during the i-eign of Ho Ti 89-105 a.d., was

appointed general.
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family property with his nephew, and many saw in this a great

kindness and generosity.

At the foot of Mount K un jade is as common as pebbles,

and on the banks of Lake P'Sng-li, they feed dogs and pigs with

fish. Provided that a liberal man whose wealth is like the jade

of Mount K'un and the fish of Lake P'eng-lP again divide his

family property, this would not be sufficient.

If Han Hsin sent food to the village elder in Nan-ch'ang,^ did

he part with his wealth And does the fact that Yen Yuan con-

tented himself with a bamboo dish of rice and a gourd dish of

drink * constitute a renunciation of his property?

Kuan Chung, in dividing money, took the greater part for him-

self. Being very poor and destitute, he did not possess disinterested-

ness, and his moral sense was weakened.

&

Is it possible to become a Worthy by avoiding the world

and keeping aloof from all that is common, purifying one's self

and one's actions? That would be much the same as abandoning

one's country and giving up one's dignity. Wealth and honour

are generally coveted, and big posts and high rank are a source of

pleasure. To abandon them and retire can only be the consequence

of a life full of disappointments and of the failure of one's plans.

CKang Chil and Chieh Ni^ both left the world to live in retire-

ment. Po Yi and the recluse of Wu Ling'' rejected honour and

put up with meanness. But this was not their real desire.

May those be looked upon as Worthies who are xinpassionate

and desireless, who Jo not care to fill an office, merely wishing

to preserve their bodies and cultivate their natures

These are men like Lao Tse. The Taoists belong to another

class than the Worthies. The sorrow for the world and the wish to

lielp people in their difficulties, were a cause of great agitation for

1 The same as the K'un-lun. The Yellow River is believed to have its

source in Mount K'un. See also Vol. I, p. 254.

2 Old name of the Foyang Lake.

3 Now capital of Kiangsi Province.

4 Allusion to Analects VI, 9.

5 Cf. Vol. I, p. 133.

6 Two hermits of Ch'u met by Confucius. See Analects XVTII, 6.

7 Cf. p. 53, Note 2 and Vol. I, p. 427.
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Confucius, and gave much trouble to Me Tse. ' Those who do not

co-operate with Confucius and ^Je Tae and, on the other side, in

their dealings follow Huang Ti and Lao Tse, are not Worthies.^

Are those to be considered Worthies who carry on righteous-

ness a thousand Li and who as teachers, making friends, never dis-

regard propriety

Then people belonging to rich families and living in opulence,

who, besides, have strong and powerful muscles, would best meet

these requirements. The weak are unable to carry on propriety,

and the feeble, unfit to travel very far, and therefore would not

come up to it. Families with heaps of gold do not lack friends

even outside their country, and States of a thousand chariots ^ never

stand in need of allies, for they have always enough to spend.

If food were as common as water and fire, then even the

covetous and avaricious would distribute it beyond the frontier of

their country. When there are few resources, not a single one of

the fundamental rules is fulfilled, whereas, when there is plenty,

gifts are made thoughtlessly to thousands of families. It is a very

hard task to induce poor people who do not call a peck or a

bumper their own to make friends and to spend much.

Men who carry heavy burdens a thousand Li, are strong men
whose feats are admired even in distant countries. Their hands

and feet are hardened, their faces dark, they do not feel painful

diseases, and their skin and sinews must be difterent from those

of other people. If we compare with tliera such officers as have

proved important witnesses to their princes, in so far as no bodily

pain could force a confession from their mouths, their flesh and

bones must likewise have been very strong. The strong can con-

ceal something and uphold righteousness, the weak speak ill of

their time and defame morality.

Yii Jang * so disfigured himself, that his own wife did not

recognise him, Kuan Kao ^ was so doubled up, that not a single

1 The philosophy of Confucius, and in a still higher degree that of Me Ti,

propounds altruism, the Taoism, indifference and self-cultivation.

2 Worthies in the Confucian sense.

3 War chariots by the number of which the military power of a State was gauged.

* See above p. 137 and Vol. I p. 358.

6 A minister of Chao who intended to assassinate Han Kao Tsu. This plan

was discovered, and Kuan Kao with all his accomplices and relations to the third

degree, were executed. Cf. Vol. I p. 117 and Shi-chi chap. 8, p. 32r. {Chavannes,

M<hn. Hist. Vol. U, p. 391 and 392).
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piece of flesh on his body was left uninjured. Botli must have

had bodies diflerent from those of other people, whence their pro-

ceedings were not like those of tlie majority either.

'

Are those Worthies who know tlie Classics, have many pupils,

and attract the masses

Those well versed in the Classics are the Literati, and one

becomes literate by study. The Literati have studied, and students

are the same as the Literati. Tliey transmit the doctrines of former

teachers, and learn the oral precepts of their professors, to impart

them to others. But they have no original ideas in their heads,

and are unfit to argue the pros and com of a question. In this

respect they resemble postmen conveying letters, and door-keepers

transmitting an order. As long as the covers are intact, so that

no part of the letter is lost, and that orders are taken care of and

not tampered with, they have done their duty. Tlie scholars trans-

mit the teachings of the ancients, without altering a single word,

so that the old sayings of former teachers have been preserved

down to the present day. Yet, although they have followers a

hundred and more, and themselves have obtained the rank of

professors and academicians, they are on a level with postmen and

door-keepers.

May those be called Worthies who possess a vast knowledge

of things ancient and modern, and remember all sorts of secret

records and chronicles?

They rank but after the scholars above mentioned. Whoever
possesses great talents and many interests, will devote himself to

study, and never flag, like heirs specially provided with everything

who, in possession of all the writings left by their forefathers, are

thus enabled to complete these works, perusing and reciting them,

as archivists do their papers. They are like the Grand Annalist

and Liu Tse Cheng who, being in charge of all the records, have

become famous for their great learning and vast erudition.

May those be deemed Worthies who, by their wonderful in-

fluence and cunning, are apt to command troops and lead the masses?

1 Virtue and self-sacrifice are easier for persons with a strong constitution

than for weak ones. They have more courage and feel bodily paiu much less.

2 A hard word, but true, even of many of our philologists.
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They would be men like Han Hsin, ' who in contending States

win laurels and become celebrated generals but in peaceful times

they cannot exert themselves and plunge into disastrous adventures.

When the high-flying bird is dead, they store the good bow away,

and after the cunning hare has been caught, the good greyhound

is cooked.2 A potent and wily officer is like the bow used for

the high-flying bird and the greyhound chasing the cunning hare.

In times of peace, there is no use for him, wherefore the bow is

stored away, and the dog, cooked. In peaceful times, the ruler does

not disdain such an officer, or slight a hero, but he cannot give

that assistance to the sovereign which the time requires.

Had the talent of Han Hsin been so versatile, that he could

have acted like Shu Sun T\mg,^ he would never have planned an

insurrection nor miserably perished by execution.* He was endowed

with strength and heroism, but had not the wisdom of preserving

peace he knew all the devices to marshal troops, but did not see

the benefits of a settled state. Living in a time of peace, he plotted

a rebellion, whereby he was deprived of his glory, lost his country,

and did not obtain the name of a Worthy.

Are those Worthies who are able debaters with sweet words

and clever speech?

Then they would resemble Tse Kung. As a debater Tse Rung

surpassed Yen Yuan, nevertheless Confucius placed him below the

latter, because his real talents did not rank so very high.

People very much appreciate an able speaker. Since Wen Ti

gave his favour mostly to the guardian of the tiger cage, and thought

little of the intendants of the imperial parks, Chang Shih C/iih ^

1 One of the Three Heroes to whom the accession of the Han dynasty is

due. See p. 119 Note 6.

2 An old adage which was used by Fan Li, minister of i'iieh, 5th cent b.c.

Cf. Vol. I, p. 310, and also by Han Hsin, when he was seized and arraigned for

high-treason. Wang CKung here writes:

. In the Shi-chi chap. 41 p. 7r. we read
:
^

and in Shi-chi cap. 92, p. 16r. the phrase is turned :

' Still another variant is found in Han Fei Tse

XVII, 3r.

3 Cf. Vol. I p. 380 Note 5.

* Han Hsin's plan to seize the Empress Lii Hou and the heir-apparent having

been divulged, he was decapitated, and his whole family exterminated in b.c. 196.

6 A high officer of Wen Ti, b.c. 179-157.
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commended Chou P'o and Chang Ihiang-Ju, ' and the emperor became

aware of his error. Able debaters are like the guardian of the

tiger cage and can hardly pass for Worthies.

Then are Worthies those proficient in penmanship whose style

and calligraphy are equally good?

Penmanship is not much different from speech. What the mouth

utters becomes a word, and what the pencil writes, a character.

The talents of controversialists are not of a very high order, and

so the knowledge of clever writers is not very varied.

Furthermore in what must these penmen be well versed?

They must be familiar with office work. Among the office work

nothing is more laborious than law-suits. A case being doubt-

ful, a judgment is asked for. There was no better judge in the

world than Chang T ang whose writings were very profound, yet

at the court of the Han he was not accounted a Worthy. The
Grand Annalist in his introduction classes him with the cruel, and

the proceedings of the cruel are not those of Worthies."^

In the forests of Lti a woman cried because a tiger had eaten

her husband, and it again devoured her son, without her leaving

the place, for the government was good and not oppressive, and

the officers were not tyrannical.^ The cruel are of the same type

as the oppressive and tyrannical, and it is impossible to take them

for Worthies.

Do those deserve this name who are skilled in panegyrics

and irregular verse, writing a pompous and highly polished style

Sse-Ma Hsiang-Ju * and Yang Tse Yiln ^ would be the right

persons. Their style was refined, and their subjects grand, their

1 Both were raised to the rank of marquis.

2 See p. 62, Note 3.

3 Confucius met this woman near the T'ai-shan, while proceeding to ChH.

He sent Tse Lu to question her, and was told that formerly her husband's father

had been devoured by a tiger, then her husband, and last her son. Confucius then

said to his disciples, " Remember this my children. Oppressive government is more

terrible than tigers." Liki {Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 1 90) and the Family

Sayings of Confucius, IX, 4v, where Tse Rung takes the place of

Tse Jju.

4 A distinguished scholar and poet of the 2nd cent. b.c.

5 The philosopher Yang Hdung. Elsewhere (Vol. I, pp. 81 and 88) Waiig

CKung deals more generously with him.
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expressions exquisit, and their meaning deep, but they could not

find out right and wrong, or discriminate between truth and false-

hood. Although their diction was as brilliant as brocade and

embroi(Wy, and as deep as the Yellow River and the Han, the

people did not learn thereby the difference between right and

wrong, nor did they help to bring- about reforms aiming at the

furtherance of truth.

May those be called Worthies who live in perfect purity,

never submitting to any defilement of their person?

Such are people who flee from the world and avoid all that

is vulgar, like Cliang Chii and CMeh Ai i Although they did not

shun the company of common people altogether, they lived as if

they had left the world, purifying their persons and not serving

their sovereign, adhering to their principles and not troubling their

fellow-citizens.

A great Worthy lives in this world in such a way, that when
the time requires action he acts, and when it demands inaction he

remains passive. Considering what is proper and what not, he

upon that determines pure and impure actions. Tse Kung was

yielding, but his goodness was limited; Tse Lu liked to receive, and

passed for a virtuous man. Yielding is unselfishness and receiving,

covetousness. Covetousness is profitable and unselfishness, injurious.

Analogically human dealings cannot always be pure and without

blemish.

2

Po Yi cannot be considered an ideal. Confucius disapproves

of him, 3 and he cannot be held to be a Worthy, his doings being

opposed to those of a sage.

[Some one inquired of Confucius saying, 'What kind of a man
is Yen YuanT "A benevolent man," replied Confucius, "and 1 am
not his equal." 'And how is Tse Kung'^ "He is an excellent

debater, and I do not come up to his standard." 'And Tse

"He is a hero," said Confucius, "and I cannot compete with him."

'These three gentlemen are all superior to you, Master, the stranger

went on to say, why then do they serve you as their master?' "I

am benevolent," said Confucius, "and at the same time submit to ill-

1 See above p. 141, Note 6.

2 Perfect purity is not required to be a Worthy. Tse Lu was one in spite

of his covetousness.

a On the contrary. Confucius commends him and calls him a Worthy. See

Analects VII, 14 and XVI 12.
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treatment, I am a clever disputant and a bad speaker, I am bold

and timid. It is impossible to interchange the accomplishments of

the three gentlemen with my ways."

Confucius knew how to use his faculties.] i Those who possess

high talents and lead a pure life, but ignore how to employ their

gifts, are really like imbeciles who do not act at all.

Consequently, all have their faults, then can the faultless be

considered Worthies?

They voul(l be like those good people of the villages of

whom Mencius says, ["If you would blame them, you would find

nothing to allege. If you would criticise them, you would have

nothing to criticise. They agree with the current customs. They
consent with an impure age. Their principles have a semblance

of right-beartedness and truth. Their conduct has a semblance of

disinterestedness and purity. All men are pleased with them, and

they think themselves right, so that it is impossible to proceed

with them to the principles of Yao and Shun. On this account

Confucius said that those good people of the villages are the thieves

of virtue. Because they seem what they really are not, Confucius

hated them.,?

Then, how are the real Worthies to be recognised, and

which method is to be used to acquire this knowledge People at

large noticing great talents and brilliant gifts, and that a person

has achieved success, call him a Worthy. Accordingly it is very

easy to find out, wherefore then should it be difficult to know
a Worthy?

The Shiiking says, "To know a raan one must be wise, but

the emperor finds it difficult." ^ If a man be called a Worthy in

view of his great abilities and extraordinary accomplishments,

whence does the difficulty arise which is referred to? There is

a reason for this difficulty. For the emperor Slum it was not

1 Quoted almost literally from Huai Nan Tse XVIII 17r. Another parallel

passage is furnished by Lieh T^e IV, 4v, but its wording is somewhat different and

fuller, so that it may have been the archetype for Huai Kan Tse. There the

questioner is Tse Hsia, who inquires about four disciples, adding Tse Chang.

2 Mencius Book VII, Part II, 37.

3 Quoted from the Shuking Part II, Book III, 2; but transposed {Legge,

Classics Vol.m Part I, p. 70).
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easy to know men, the statement of ordinary people that they

are able to know a Worthy is, therefore, erroneous.

Then are Worthies altogether unrecognisable No, they are

easy to be recognised. Those who find it an arduous task, do not

know how they may be recognised, and therefore put forward this

difficulty. A Sage is not easy to know. Knowing his criteria, even

persons of moderate abilities may recognise him.

It is like artisans making a vessel. For those who understand

their business, it is not difficult, for those who do not understand

it, it is not easy. Worthies are more easily recognised than vessels

produced. But in the world no difference is made, and true

Worthies are mixed up with common scholars. Common scholars,

by their eloquence and complaisance, the distinction of the official

positions they occupy, and by the marks of conspicuous favour

which they may expect, obtain the names of Worthies. The latter

live in small alleys, poor and wretched they terminate their lives,

having suffered from defamation, although they could not be con-

victed of any crime.

But, under these circumstances, when may they be recognised

Wishing to recognise them, one must look at their good hearts. The
abilities of Worthies must not of necessity be of a very high

order, but their hearts are bright, and though their intellectual

power be not very great, they do what is right.

How then can their hearts be known? From their speech :

those who have a good heart speak good words. They serve to

investigate their dealings. Good words are accompanied by good

actions. Words and proceedings being right, in governing the

family, all relations are assigned their proper places, and in govern-

ing the State, high and low have their proper ranks. Those

with bad hearts cannot distinguisli between white and black, and

make no difference between good and bad. Their administration

causes disorder and confusion, and their institutions lack the right

measure.

Consequently with a good heart a man is always good, and

with a bad heart he can uever be good. Having a good heart,

lie is apt to distinguish between right and wrong. The principles

ol* right and wrong being established, and the excellence of the

heart in evidence, a person may be poor and wretched, troubled

and miserable, his undertakings may fail, and no success be achieved,

still he is a Worthy, In government not the result is to be con-

sidered, the important thing being whether the means employed

are proper, and of actions the e fleet is not decisive, but it must
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be hoped that what has been done is correct. This correctness

and propriety being manifest, it is not necessary that there be a

flow of words or a great many actions. Therefore it has been

said : " Words must not be many, but their meaning must be

ascertained deeds must not be far-reaching, but their source should

be examined."

This signifies that those possessing a well-principled heart,

although they be bad speakers and debaters, discuss these questions

in their bosoms. Men like the discussion of the heart, and not

that of the mouth. When the heart is discussing, the words may-

be awkward, but no injustice is done. When the mouth is dis-

cussing, there are beautiful phrases perhaps, but there is no result.

Confucius referring to the wickedness of Shao Cheng Mao i said that

his words were bad, but overflowing, and that he conformed to

what was wicked, but was very smooth. If people are wicked

inwardly, but outwardly are able to dissimulate it, the masses do

not see it and take them for Worthies.

As those who are vicious inwardly, but specious, are looked

upon as Worthies by the world, so those possessing intrinsic merit

who cannot make a show of it, in the eyes of the public are un-

worthy. When right and wrong are confounded and there is no

real government, only a Sage knows it, and when the words and

deeds of a man are mostly like those of SImo Cheng Alao, only a

Worthy perceives it. Much is said in this world in which right

and wrong are iuterchanged, and many things are done in which

truth and error are confounded. To discriminate between such

erroneous statements and to adjust such a confusion, but Sages

and Worthies are qualified.

The heart of a Sage is bright and never beclouded, that of

a Worthy well-principled and never perplexed. If this enlightenment

be used to inquire into wickedness, it all comes out, aud if those

principles be employed to weigh the doubts, all doubts become

settled, quite another result than that arrived at by the Avorld.

What is the reason that tlie masses, although the words

spoken be true and correct, do not understand this? It is because

they have been too long befooled by common prejudices, that they

have not the force to retrace their steps and to follow truth. For

this reason true and correct statements are rejected by the people,

and all customs departing from the ordinary are criticised by the

public.

1 Cf. Vol. I p. 362, Note 1.
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Kuan Tse^ said that a superior man speaking in a hall, fills the

hall, and speaking in a room, fills the room. I wonder how his

words can fill an appartment. True and correct words being uttered,

and the people of the hall all possessing a true and correct know-

ledge, they afterwards will fill the hall. But how can they fill it,

if their knowledge be not true and correct, so that they feel sur-

prised, and find fault with what they hear?

When songs are very beautiful, there are very few who can

sing them in a chorus, and when a speech is to the point, those

who approve of it are not many. Falling in with a song and

hearing a speech is about the same thing. A song being beautiful,

people are not all able to chime in, and a statement being true,

not all believe it.

Duke Wm of Lu sacrificing contrary to the custom, three

men went away, and Duke Ting having made an offering according

to the rules, five men rebelled. 2 Those used to old customs are

forward to believe that the rites are not proper.

The number of those who know the rites is very small, and

similarly those knowing the truth are but few. How then can the

words of a superior man fill halls or rooms Therefore, unless it

were said of men that they fill the world, one could not see

whether the words spoken are true.

The traces of ink and pencil left on boards and tablets, are

unmistakable signs. Therefore Confucius, not becoming an emperor,

composed the CKun-cKiu, in order to make known his ideas. Al-

though the CKun-cKiu was but a mere literary work, yet it showed

that Confucius possessed the virtues qualifying him for an emperor.

Confucius was a Sage, and if the productions of anybody be like

those of Confucius, this is a sufficient proof of his being a Worthy,

though he have not the genius of Confucius.

Worthies and Sages walk the same way, but bear different

names. When Worthies can be known, it is also possible to dis-

course on Sages. However, if Confucius, upon investigation, had

not discovered that the ways of the Chou were corrupt, he would

1 See Vol. I p. 73, Note 3.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 74, Note 6 and Tso-chuan, Duke Ting 8th year {Legge, Classics

Vol. V, Part n, p. 769 seq.).

3 If, according to the opinion of Kuan Tt<e, the words of a superior man

attract so many people, tliat they fill rooms and halls, then the effect produced on

the hearers would be a criterion of truth. In that case the utterances of all the

people ought to fill the whole world to be trustworthy. That is impossible, con-

sequently the principle of Kuan Tse cannot be right.
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not have written the Ch'un-ch iu. The production of this work

originated from the corruption of the Chou. Had the principles of

the Chou dynasty not been so degenerate, Confucius would not have

written the CKun-cKiu, yet for that lie would not have been with-

out talents, only he would not have had an occasion to write

his book.

Consequently, the fact of Confucius having written the Clitm-

ch'iu, would not be a sufficient proof of his sagehood, and we

cannot be sure whether those whose productions are like those of

Confucius are real Worthies.

I reply to this objection that, owing to the depravity of the

principles of Chou, Confucius took occasion to write his work, with

a view to commending and denouncing right and wrong. He used

a right method and did not commit the fault of wrongly con-

demning or favouring, whence the virtue of Confucius becomes

evident. In default of utterances, we examine into the writings,

and if there be none, we consider the utterances. Had Confucius

written nothing, there would still be the words which he left

behind. Such words have been elicited by something just as

literary works have their raison d'etre. It suffices to examine the

quality of the writings, without troubling about their origin.

There are many works current in which no distinction is

made between right and wrong, and where truth and falsehood

are not determined. Huan Chun Shan, ^ in his reflections, may be

said to have hit the truth. His discussions are an investigation

into the truth. In so far he is a Worthy of the Han time.

Before Ch'en P'ing ^ became an officer he cut meat in a village,

and he divided the pieces so equally, that his qualification for the

post of a prime minister became apparent. Between the cutting of

meat and the cutting of words there is no great difference. If

Huan Chun Shan might have governed the Han, C1i en P ing, if he

had devoted himself to discussions, would have had about the

same result as the other. Confucius did not become an emperor,

but the work of a typical emperor was embodied in the Cliun-cKiu.

And so the traces of Huan Chun Shan's fitness to become a typical

chief minister, are to be found in his "New Reflections."

1 See Vol. I p. 467, Note 7.

2 One of the Three Heroes of the Han time, cf. Vol. I, p. 305, Note 2. On
one occasion, being appointed by the village elders to distribute sacrificial meats at

the local altar, he performed this duty with such impartiality, that the eldei's wished

he might manage the affairs of the empire in a similar manner.
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CHAPTER XV.

Fictitious Phenomena {Pien-hsil).

There is a tradition that [during the time of Duke Ching of

Sung, the Planet Mars stood in the constellation of the Heart, i The

duke, alarmed, summoned Tse Wei^ and asked him what it meant

that Mars was in the Heart.

Tse Wei replied, '•'Mars means a punishment of Heaven. Sung

is that part of the earth which corresponds to the Heart. A mis-

fortune is menacing Your Highness. Nevertheless, it can be shifted

on the prime minister."

'The prime minister,' said the duke, 'is required for the

administration of the State. To bring death upon him would be

most unfortunate.'

Tse Wei suggested that it might be shifted upon the people,

but the duke retorted by saying, 'When the people are dead, whom
have I to care for? It is better that I die alone.'

Tse Wei said that it might be shifted on the year. 'If the

people starve,' replied the duke, 'they will perish. Should a ruler

of men contrive the death of his people, with a view to preserving

his own life, who would still consider me a sovereign It is

inevitable that my life must come to a close, therefore speak no

more of it.'

Tse Wei took his leave, but turned to the north, he bowed

again and said, "Your servant begs to congratulate Your Highness.

Heaven is on high, but it hears what is below. ^ Your Highness

has uttered three maxims worthy of a superior man. Heaven surely

will confer upon you three favours. This night the planet will

pass through three solar mansions, and the life of Your Highness

will increase by 21 years."

Upon the duke inquiring how he knew this, he replied,

"Your Highness has three accomplishments,* hence the three favours,

1 This phenomenon happened after 480 and before Duke Ching'a death in451 b.c.

2 The astrologer of the court, cf. Vol. I p. 158, Note 1.

3 Ed. B.: Ed. A. and C" Huai Nan Tse, and the Shi-chi: .
4 ^£

.

Huai Nan Tse repeats : ^ " three maxims of a

superior man."
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and the three motions which the planet must make. By each it

will pass seven stars. ' One star is equivalent to one year. Three

times seven makes 21. Therefore 21 years will be added to the

life of Your Highness. Your servant desires to fall down on the

steps of the palace and to await the event. Should the planet

not pass, your servant is willing to die."

The saiHe night the planet Mars really passed through three

solar mansions,] 3 just as Tse Wei had predicted,* Thus, in fact, the

prolongation of the duke's life by 21 years came into effect. Since

the planet really passed, this prolongation took place, and, tliis

prolongation being apparent, Heaven rewarded the duke for his

goodness. Consequently, if some one be able to act like the duke,

he would be sure to obtain the same blessing.

All this is absurd. Provided that almighty Heaven was

wreaking its anger; and caused Mars to stay in the constellation

of the Heart, owing to Duke Ching's personal wickedness, then even

if he had listened to Tse Wei's advice, it would not have been of

any benefit to him. In case Duke Ching was not the object of

Heaven's wratli, although he took no Leed of Tse Wei's words, it

could not injure liim.

[In the time of Duke Ching of Ch i there appeared a cornet,^

and the duke enjoined upon the people to avert it by prayer.

Yen Ise^ declared, "It boots not, and it is but a superstition.

Heaven's way is not hidden, and its will must not be suspected.

Why then deprecate it? Moreover Heaven uses the Sweeping Star?

to sweep away filth. Your Highness' virtue is not filthy, wherefore

should you pray Should however your virtue be tarnished, of

what use would these deprecations be? The Shiking says: [This

king Wen, Watchfully and reverently, With entire intelligence served

God, And so secured the great blessing. His virtue was without

deflection And in consequence he received the allegiance of the

1

.

HuaiNan Tse: " through each mansion

it will move seven Li."

2. HuaiNan Tse:

3 Quoted with some few alterations from Huai Nan Tse XII, 11 v. See also

Vol. I, p. 328, Note 5.

4 The same story is related in the Shi-chi chap. 38, p. 15v. {Chavannes, Mem.
Hist. Vol. IV, p. 245), but more condensed, and the end is omitted. The planet

passes through three degrees: —
.

5 In the year 516 b.c.

G A counselor of the duke of Ch'i.

7
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States from all quarters.] i If Your Highness' virtue does not de-

generate, all the States round about will submit to you, what evil

can befall you through a comet? Tlie Shiking likewise has it

that: 'I have no beacon to look at, But the Sovereigns of Hsia

and Shang. It was because of their disorders That tlie people fell

away from them.' ^

If the virtue declines and degenerates, tlie people will be

scattered and lost, and all the incantator's and historiographer's

prayers would be of no avail," The duke was pleased and had

his orders countermanded.] ^

The prince of CKi wanted to avert the calamitous presage

of the comet, as Tse Wei was endeavouring to remove the mis-

fortune which Mars was portending. The duke of Sung would not

listen to the advice which was given him, just as Yen Tse declined

to comply with his master's order. Thus the prince of Clii was

like Tse Wei, and Yen Tse took the place of the duke of Sung. The
same calamity was sent down on both sovereigns, but Heaven only

recognised the virtue of the duke of Sung, by making Mars pass

through three solar mansions and adding 21 years to his span, and

did not, for Yen Tses sake, cause tlie comet to disperse nor prolong

"his life. Why was Heaven so biassed and unjust in requiting

goodness?

When an honest man does good, his goodness springs from

his heart, and his good maxims issue from his mind. They flow

from a common source and are essentially the same. When Duke

Ching of &ung worded the three excellent sentiments, his conduct

must have been good before he gave utterance to them. That being

the case, his administration was likewise good, and under a good

government propitious omens abound, and bliss and happiness

supervene. Then does the planet Mars not intrude upon the Heart.

If, on the other hand, something was amiss in the dealings of Duke

Ching, so that his administration became vitiated, under a perverted

government dreadful prodigies must have appeared.

Mars staying in tlie Heart was like the paper-mulberry tree

growing in court, Kao Tsung removed this portent by his ad-

1 Shiking Part III, Book I 2 {Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part II p. 433).

' A lost Ode.

3 Quotation from the Tso-chuan, Duke Chao 26th year {Legge, Classics Vol. V,

Part II, p. 7 8). This event is also recorded in the SId-chi chap. 32, p. 19v. {Cha-

vauucs, Man. Hist. Vol. IV, p. 76), but in quite a different way, especially Yen Tse

uses other arguments.

4 Cf. p. 161.
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ministration, not by words. In the same manner Duke Ching should

have averted the extraordinary phenomenon of the planet Mars by

his actions. Provided that Duke Ching's proceedings were blame-

worthy, and that, for this reason, Mars was staying in the Heart

how could he hope to touch Heaven, or how would Heaven have

responded, if, instead of changing his government and reforming,

he had merely propounded three excellent sentiments, but done

nothing? How can we substantiate our view?

Let us suppose that Duke Ching had enounced three wicked

maxims, could he have induced Mars to take its place in the con-

stellation of the Heart thereby Since three bad maxims would

not have had this effect, how should the three excellent sentiments

have caused the planet to revert three solar mansions? If by three

good maxims 21 years were obtained, would, by the utterance of

a hundred fine things, tlie span of human life be extended to a

thousand years The idea of a heavenly reward of virtue is pre-

posterous, in reality there is nothing but fortune.

According to what Tse Wei said, Heaven is high, but hears

what is low. The prince having spoken three maxims of a superior

man, Heaven would confer three graces upon him.

Heaven has a body, and in this respect does not differ from

earth. In all creatures possessed of a body, the ears are joined to

the head, and it does not happen that the ears and the body are

separated. As to Heaven's height, it is many ten thousand Li

distant from us. Now, in case the ears be attached to Heaven,

hearing words at the distance of several ten thousand Li, it would

be unable to understand them. If a man, sitting on a high tower,

were to look out for the ants on the ground, he could not distinguish

their forms and how should he hear their sounds? The simple

reason is that the bodies of ants are so minute and not so big as

the human, and that their sounds cannot transcend tlie vast expanse

of air. Now the altitude of Heaven is quite a difrerent thing to

that of a tower, and the proportion of the human body, compared

to Heaven, not merely like that of ants and man. They say that

there is no such relation between man and Heaven as between

ants and man, and urge that Heayen hears what man says and,

according to its quality, sends good t)r bad luck. That is a

misconception.

When the Savages from the four quarters come to China,

tliey must use interpreters, to make themselves understood. Although

they are similar to the Chinese in body and mind, their speech is

unintelligible. Even tlie Five Emperors aud the Three Rulers could
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not do without interpreters, and understand the savages alone. ^

Now fancy Heaven with a body quite other than the human must

not its speech be different as well

Man is not cognisant of Heaven's proceeding how should

Heaven know what man is about? If Heaven has a body, its ears

are too high and far away, to hear what men say, and if it be

air (air like clouds and fog), how could such hear human speech?

The phenomenalists assert that man lives between heaven and

earth as fish in the water. By his actions he can affect heaven

and earth, just as fish beat and agitate the water. The fish moving,

the water is shaken and the air stirred up.

This is not true. Should it really be so, human influence

would not reach up to Heaven. A fish, a foot long, moving in

the water, would only stir up the water by its side in a circumference

of several feet. If it were only as big as a man, the waves caused

by it would not proceed farther than a hundred steps. Beyond

a Li, the waters would remain tranquil and unruffled, owing to the

distance.

If human activity affect the air far and near, it must be

similar to that of the fish, and the air thus affected and responsive

to the impetus, would be like the water. A tiny corporeal frame

of seven feet 2 and in this frame a subtle breath^ would hardly be

more powerful than the fire rising from a sacrificial vessel, and

should it, ascending from the earth, have any influence upon august

Heaven with its tremendous height?

Furthermore, Duke Ching was but a worthy. Worthies in

their dealings do not come up with sages above, nor do they pass

the line of wickedness below.^ Of all the ages none were truer

sages than Yao and Shun, and none greater criminals than Chieh

and Chou. The proceedings of Yao and Shun were full of excellence,

yet they had not the effect of moving the planet Mars. The govern-

ment of Chieh and Chou was very wicked, but they overthrow the

argument that Duke Ching escaped misfortune. Provided that,

because of Duke Ching's three excellent sentiments, his life time

was increased by 21 years, then Yao and Shun ought to have

obtained a thousand years, and Chieh and Chou ought to have died

early. That was not so; they all completed their full span. Yao

' Their wisdom and sageness did not enable them to understand foreign

languages.

2 The small foot of the Chou time.

* Man.

* They are not bad, but not very good.
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and Shun as well as Ch'ieh and Chou became nearly a hundred years

old. Consequently Tse Wei's remarks are altogether without found-

ation, and what he says about the lengthening of life, is erroneous.

Tse Wei also stated that Mars was Heaven's agent, that Sung

was the territory on earth corresponding to the Heart, and that

misfortune was awaiting its sovereign. Under these circumstances

Heaven would have employed Mars to inflict calamity upon Duke

Ching, but how could it be diverted upon the premier, the year,

or the people?

Heaven uses Mars as the king does the chief of the princes.

When a feudal lord has been guilty of a capital crime, the king

sends the chief of the princes, to besiege his State and take

possession of it. The prince, then, is tried before the king's deputy,

who knows that the guilt lies upon the prince; He may, how-

ever, try to turn it off upon one of his own ministers or his subjects.

Should a prince, following the counsel of a minister, instruct him

to turn the guilt upon the State, would the chief of the princes,

upon hearing of this, be inclined to entertain such a proposal?

Would he absolve the sovereign of all guilt and shift it upon his

subjects? The chief would not consent, because the guilt is the

sovereign's and not the people's. Since he would not consent, the

prince's guilt being too evident, how should Mars agree to divert

the calamity upon the people? Therefore Tse Wei's view is wrong.

Let us presume that Duke Ching had listened to the counsel

of Tse Wei, how could he have affected Heaven by so doing

Would, in case a prince disregarded the advice of his minister and

took all the guilt upon himself, the chief of the princes, hearing

of his resolution, acquit the culprit and dismiss him? He would

not condone his crime; why then should Mars consent to pass

through three solar mansions?

Listening aud not listening have nothing to do with luck and

merit. The alleged movement of the planet can therefore not be

taken as a fact.

Heaven and man have the same law,* in which good and

evil do not differ. If something is impossible by human law, we
know that it would not come into effect under heavenly law either.

1

•

2 In the later Chou epoch the king was much too weak to punish feudal

lords either himself or by deputy.

3 The exceptional phenomenon was either due to luck or merit, but not to

the duke's listening to the counsel of Tse Wei.

4 . Ed. A. erroneously writes .
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Sung, Wei, Oi en, and Cheng were simultaneously afflicted with

a conflagration. ' A change in the air could be observed in the

sky. Tse Shen,'^ foreseeing the disaster, asked Tse CJian whether it

might be averted, but Tse Clian took no notice. The law of Heaven

had to be fulfilled, and human endeavour was powerless against

it. Would the four States have got rid of the calamity in case

Tse CKan had listened to Tse Shen

At the time when Yao met with the great flood, his ministers,

no doubt, were no less clever than Tse Shen or Tse Wei, still they

could not avert it. Yao had the same feeling as Tse CKan.

According to Tse Wets statement Mars was Heaven's agent,

the Heart had its corresponding place in Sung, and misfortune was
threatening its sovereign. If these were facts, the disaster could

not be avoided, and the planet not be averted.

Whenever heat and cold are anomalous, or wind and rain

unseasonable, the philosophers on goverrunent hold that some fault

has been the cause, and that good government and virtuous acts

are apt to bring about the normal state again.

If, when Mars takes its position within the Heart, death and

ruin are sure to follow, how can they be avoided, and how can

administrative and moral reforms avert them? Good government

and virtuous acts cannot ward them off, and to say that the

utterance of three inane sentences averted the planet, turned off

the disaster, increased the years of life, and procured the enjoy-

ment of a long time of bliss, is a mistake. According to Tse Wei's

reply Duke Ching spoke of the calamity, which was threatening

from Mars. That has no reference to heat and cold, wind or rain,

but was an omen implying death and tlie end of life.

When a State is about to perish, or an individual to expire,

a strange air is perceived in the sky, and a peculiar look in the

face, and this look of the face no righteous deeds can wipe off,

for it is the sign of death, which thus becomes visible. Since that

expression on the face cannot be got rid of by words, how should

the strange phenomenon on the sky be removed by government?

When a sick man is at the point of death, that peculiar

expression is seen on his face, of which people sometimes say tliat

it is the mark of certain death. Nevertheless it might be trans-

ferred on the neighbours or the slaves. But would that look of

1 This great fire took place in b.c. 524, and is described in the Tso chuan,

Duke Chao 18th year.

2 A great officer of Lu.
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the dying- man, who just cannot speak any more, be wiped off by-

some appropriate words, or his life, which comes to a close, be

lengthened? That expression cannot be done away with, and his

life does not admit of any prolongation. Therefore, how could

the planet Mars be averted, and how the years of Duke Ching be

added to?

Ergo, when Mars stood in the Heart, we do not know what

happened that Duke Ching did not die.

Then it is said that the planet passed through three solar

mansions. What does that mean? Did the star three times trans-

cend one mansion, or did it at once pass through three mansions?

Tse Wei said that the prince had spoken three maxims worthy

of a superior man, wherefore Heaven would certainly bestow three

favours upon him. That very night the planet would transcend

three mansions, and, in fact, the star went through three solar

mansions. Now Duke Ching put forward three precious arguments

at one sitting, whereupon the planet moved through three mansions.

Provided that he had uttered ten excellent thoughts, would the

star then have gone through ten mansions?

Mars occupying the Heart, reverted owing to the excellent

sentiments; if, conversely, Duke Ching had enunciated three bad

ones, would Mars then have eclipsed the Heart? Good words

made it revert, and bad ones, proceed in case the speech of the

duke had been neither good nor bad, would it then have remained

quiet and motionless?

Sometimes when Mars stands in the Heart, a drought, but

not the death of the duke is imminent, and Tse Wei, ignorant of

this, took it for an ill omen of death, trusting like common people

in the efficiency of perfect sincerity.'

It just so happened, no doubt, that Mars had to leave its

position of itself, and that Duke Ching was not to die. The world

then imagined tliat Tse Wei's words were true and that Duke Ching

touched Heaven by his sincerity.

Or perhaps Tse Wei was aware that the planet in its course

was just about to move, and he gave himself the air of knowing

personally that this movement was the result of the prince's self-

lessness in regard to liis subjects. Seeing that the number of stars

was seven, he then called seven stars a mansion and obtained

21 years, computing the number of years from stars and mansions.

I Sincerity and earnestness of purpose are supposed to move Heaven and

cause phenoipenal changes.
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His case is analogous to that of the Great Diviner of Ch'i.

[Duke Ching of 67/?' asked the Great Diviner, what he could do

with his wisdom. The other returned that he could shake the

earth. When Yen Tse called upon the duke, he said to him, "I

have asked the Great Diviner what his art availed him, and he

replied that he could shake the earth. The earth is steady, can

it be shaken?" Yen Tse remained silent and made no reply. He
went out, met the Great Diviner and said, " Formerly I have ob-

served that, when the Hook star is between the House and the

Heart, an earthquake is imminent." The Great Diviner assented.

When Yen Tse had left, the Great Diviner went to see the duke.

"Your servant," said he, "cannot shake the earth. It is steady

and will move of its own accord."] i

Tse Wei's allegation as to the progress of the planet is like

the Great Diviner's remark on the earthquake. The earth, being

steady, moves of its own accord, yet the Great Diviner contended

that lie could move it. The planet is likewise steady and shifts

its position of itself, but Tse Wei maintained that the prince could

move it. If Yen Tse had not said that the Hook star was between

the House and the Heart, the artful reply of the Great Diviner

would not have been detected. In Sung there was no officer with

Yen Tse's knowledge, therefore this one utterance of Tse Wei was
afterwards held to be true.

In the chapter Hsil CKin ^ of Tse Wets Shu-lu,^ we also have

the notice that Tse Wei said, "The prince spoke three excellent

maxims, and Mars was liable to move. He then waited for this

event, and, in fact, it left the solar mansion." Nothing is said

about three. Perchance the planet was bound to move, and Tse

Wei took it for a corroboration of his view. It really withdrew

from one mansion, of which, by exaggeration, people made three

mansions. As they carelessly magnified the number of solar man-

sions, they likewise invented the 21 additional years.

I Quotation from Huai Nan Tse XII, 22r. See also Vol. I p. 112.

,.
' -
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CHAPTER XVI.

Fictitious Prodigies {Yi-hsii).

At the time of the emperor Kao Tmng of the Yin dynasty a

mulberry and a paper-mulberry tree' grew together in his court.

After seven days, they were so thick already, that they would take

two hands to span them. Kao Tsung summoned his physiognomist

and asked him about it. The physiognomist replied that, though

he knew, he could not tell it. Then Tsu Chi was questioned, wlio

said, "The mulberry and the paper-mulberry are wild plants ; their

growing in the court denotes the down-fall of the dynasty."

Kao Tsung terrified began to practise virtue with stooping

body. He would ponder over the government of former kings,

illustrate the principle of feeding the old, regenerate extinguished

States, re-establish the succession of extinct princely houses, and

raise obscure scholars. Upon this the two trees died. Three years

later, the princes of six States appeared at his court with inter-

preters,^ and subsequently he enjoyed a hundred years of happiness.*

Kao Tsung was a wise sovereign. Alarmed at the growth of

the two trees, he interrogated Tsu Chi. Following liis counsel, lie

reformed his administration and personally changed his proceedings.

The prodigy of the two trees then disappeared, the princes offered

their allegiance, and he reigned many years. Owing to the earnest-

ness of his reforms, plenty of lucky auguries and blessings came

down upon him. This is a fiction.

Tsu Chi declared that the down-fall of the dynasty was

impending. The ruin of a dynasty is like the death of an individual.

1. For the last character, Giles No. 6229, {Giles 6228)

=

Broussonetia papyrifera should be written.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 328 Notes 1 and 2.

3 They were non-Chinese States requiring interpreters to offer their submission.

* The same legend is referred to in the deface to the Shuking, 22 {Legge,

Classics Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 6), in the Bamboo Annals, and in the Shi-chi chap. 3,

p. 7r. and chap. 28, p. 2r. But in all these texts the phenomenon is said to have

happened under the reign of T'ai Mou, 1637-1563 b.c. who consulted his minister

K Chih. In the Shi-chi the two trees got a circumference of two spans

in one evening.
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A man being about to die, miracles appear. Wlien a dynasty is

on the verge of ruin, its time is up, and when a man expires, his

fate is fulfilled. After his death he does not live again, nor does

he continue to exist after his departure. How could Tsu Chi's re-

ference to the government 1 have averted the ruin, or how could Kao

Tsung's reforms have helped to avoid the disaster? A private person,

beholding horrid signs, does not obtain luck by doing good; how
then should Kao Tsung, on perceiving the prodigy, be able to avert

the misfortune by changing his government? It being impossible

to avert misfortune, how can the six States have been attracted,

and how the king's life been prolonged up to a hundred years?

Human life and death depend on the length of the span, not

on good or bad actions, and so is the subsistence and decay of a

State determined by the duration of its time's not by the manage-

ment or mismanagement of affairs. Tsu Chi explained the mulberry

and paper-mulberry as an augury of decay. When this sign of

ruin had already appeared, the discharge of filial duties was of no

avail. What evidence can we adduce

Under Duke Chao of Lu a mainali appeared and built its nest,

Shi Chi traced up a queer ditty of boys of the time of Wen and

CKing referring to the mainah, and seeing that now it really liad

come and built its nest, he explained it as a bad omen. Sub-

sequently Duke Chao was expelled by the Chi family and retreated

to Ch!i. His dukedom in fact became empty and desolate, and his

capital deserted. The appearance of the wild bird, which built

its nest, wjs in Slii Chi's opinion indicative of misfortune, and so

he explained it.

If Duke Chao, upon hearing Shi Chi's interpretation, had

reformed and improved his administration, following Kao Tsung's

example, he would, after all, not have succeeded in breaking the

spell, because the portent of the queer saying concerning the mainah

had already appeared, and the calamity of the duke's flight was

already completed, for this portent of the mainah had become

manifest during the time of Duke Wen and CJieng. If a branch has

leaves, why should it not blossom And if a ' spring pours out

its water, why should it not grow ^

1 Ed. B.: ed. A. and C. have: .
2 Which is fixed beforehand.

3 See p. 3 Note 1.

4 The queer ditty portending the duke's disaster had developed, so to speak,

and become realised as naturally as leaves blossom, and water flowing from a spring

swells and grows.
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But this event is of comparatively recent date and may not

suffice to bear out our thesis. When the dowufall of the Ilsia

dynasty was imminent, two dragons fought together in the court.

They spat their saliva and vanished. The king of Hda preserved

it in a casket. The Hsia were destroyed and succeeded by the Yin,

and the Yin were destroyed and succeeded by the Chou. They all

did not open the casket, until under king Yu i
it was opened and

inspected. The saliva oozed out in the court and was transformed

into a black lizard, which slipped into the seraglio, where it had

commerce with a woman. This, later on, resulted in the birth of

Pao Sse.^

When Pao Sse was introduced into the palace of Chou, King

Li^ became stultified by her, and the State went to rack and

ruin. The time from the age of Kings Yu and Li to the Hsia

epoch was more than a thousand years * when the two dragons

struggled, Yu, Li, and Pao Sse were not yet born. The presage of

the destruction of the Chou dynasty already appeared long before

it came to pass.

When a bad augury comes forth, the calamity cannot but be

completed, and when a lucky sign appears, felicity is sure to arrive.

If the two dragons, at the time of their contest, said that they

were two princes of Pao,^ this was a proof of the future birth of

Pao Sse. The dragons bearing the name of Pao, Pao Sse could not

help being born, and she being born, King Li could not help being

depraved, and he being depraved, tlie State could not avoid being

ruined. The signs were there, and even if the Five Sages ^ and

the Ten Worthies ? had interceded to remove them, all their endeavours

to blot them out would have been in vain.

Good and evil are similar so far. When good omens come

forth, a State is sure to flourish, and when evil ones become visible,

a dynasty must needs perish. To say that evil portents can be

removed by good actions, is like affirming that good auspices can

be wiped away by bad government.

1 This seems to be a mistake. The Shi-chi writes king Li (Chavannes Mem.

Hist. Vol. I p. 282). He reigned from 878-828 b.c, king Yu from 781-771.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 321.

3 This most be king Yu, whose favourite Pao Sse became.

* That is not quite correct. The Hsia dynasty came to a close in b.c. 1766.

& See Vol. 1, p. 230, Note 5.

6 The Five Sages are:— Fao, Shun, Yii, Tang, and Wen Wang.

'' Ten Worthies -j-' are mentioned in Chinese literature but for more

recent times, and we do not know whom Wang CKung had in view.
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The Yellow River springs from the K'un-lun, and then branches

off into nine channels. Should Yao and Yu have attempted to turn

the waters back by their excellent administration, they would have

been utterly powerless to make them revert, for such is the nature

of water, that human force cannot stop it. The springs of the

YeUow River could not be stopped, and the two dragons not be

removed. Accordingly, it was impossible to prevent the mulberry

and the paper-mulberry trees from growing.

A king's life about to prosper is like the breath of spring

becoming summer, and his death like the autumnal air becoming

winter. Beholding the leaflets of spring, one knows that in summer

there will be stalked leaves, and viewing the dropping fruit in

autumn, one foresees the dried branches of winter. A propos of

the growth of the mulberry and the paper-mulberry, it is also quite

plain that they must be like the vernal leaves and the autumnal

fruit. How could they be removed by a thorough overhauling of

the government and personal reforms?

Now, the presage of the down-fall of the Chou dynasty

appeared already in the Hsia epoch; how do we know but that

the growth of the two trees was denoting the fall of King Chou? •

Perhaps Tsu Chi believed in the expianation of wild plants which

he gave, but did not estimate the distance of time correctly. Kao

Tsung, having questioned Tsu Chi, took to doing good, his body

bent down, and accidentally the princes of the six States arrived

at his court. Kao Tsung's life was naturally long and not yet near

its close; then people said that, after the inquiry concerning the

two trees, he changed his government, reformed his own conduct,

and enjoyed a hundred years of happiness.

The mulberry and paper-mulberry grew most likely for

Chou's sake, or perhaps they were lucky and not inauspicious,

wherefore the Yin dynasty did not decline, and Kao Tsung's life

lasted long. Tsu Chi, however, trusting in his interpretation that

they were wild plants, declared them to be signs of an impending

catastrophe.

At the time of the Han emperor, Hsiao Wu Ti, a white unicorn

was caught. It had two horns, but they touched. The gentleman-

usher Chung Chun was called upon to give his opinion. "It is a

wild animal," he said, "its horns joined together as the land under

heaven unites and forms one whole.

1 the last ruler of the Hsia dynasty.

2 cf. chap. xxvm.
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The unicorn is a wild animal, and the mulberry and paper-

mulberry trees are wild plants. Both being wild, what difference

is there between the animal and the plants Chung Chun pronounced

the animal to be auspicious, but Tsu Chi held the wild plants to

be inauspicious.

When Kao Tsung was sacrificing in the temple of CK eng T'ang,

a pheasant came flying along, alighted on the tripod, and screamed.

Tm Chi saw in it the announcement of the arrival of men from distant

lands. 1 The commentators of the Shuking, on the other hand, regard

pheasants as inauspicious. Both views are conflicting. According

to Tm Chi's statement the arrival of pheasants is propitious.

Pheasants hide amidst wild plants, which screen the bodies

of wild birds. If people live in a straw hut, can they be said to

be auspicious, but their cottage to be inauspicious? When such

people go into the capital, they are not held to be inauspicious.^

Why then cannot wild plants growing in a court be propitious?

Pheasants must, in this respect, be treated like men.^

If living creatures with blood in their veins are held to be

auspicious, then the arrival of a tall Ti* would be so as well, why
then call it unlucky? Should all that comes from the I and the

Ti " not be auspicious, the visit of Ko Lu of Chieh ^ at court must

have been unlucky. If, however, plants and trees are believed to be

unpropitious, then the appearance of the "vermilion grass" and of

the "monthly plant" were not auspicious.

The vermilion grass and the monthly plant are both herbaceous

they should grow in the country and, if they grow in court, it is

not auspicious. Why then are they looked upon as lucky omens?

According as a wild growing thing comes or goes, it is treated

either as lucky or unlucky. If the vermilion grass and the monthly

plant are believed to be auspicious, owing to their excellence, then

the presage depends on goodness or badness, and their quality is

not influenced by the site of their growth, whether it be in the

capital or in the country.

1 See chap. XXVIII.

2 Pheasants cannot be looked upon as inauspicious because they hide among

wild plants, as men do not become so, by living in a cottage and in the country.

3 They are not to be taken for bad omens.

4 Cf. Vol. I, p. 486, Note 3.

5 Wild tribes in the West and the North.

6 Cf. p. 122, Note 2. The homage of this chieftain to the Duke of Lni

was, on the contrary, believed to be a good augury.
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During the Chou period, universal peace reigned throughout

the empire. The Yueh-cKang ' presented the Duke of Chou with

pheasants. Kao Tsung likewise obtained one, which he regarded

as lucky. A pheasant is also a creature living in the grass and

in the country, for what reason is it considered to be a good

omen? If it is on account of a portion of the character chih

(pheasant)^ bearing a resemblance to shih (a scholar), 3 then there

is also a likeness between a deer, ckiin, and a superior man, chiin,

Kung-Sun Shu^ got a white stag; wherefore did he explain it

as an unlucky augury Ergo we come to the conclusion that it

is impossible to know whether a pheasant be propitious or not,

nor can we prove whether the meaning of a mulberry and a

paper-mulberry be good or bad.

Perhaps they were something good, intimating that scholars

from afar would walk into the temple of Kao Tsung, therefore the

latter obtained luck and happiness, which he enjoyed ever so long.

Those arguing on calamitous prodigies stand convinced that

Heaven makes use of calamitous phenomena for the purpose of

rebuking the emperor. When the emperor has faults, prodigies

appear in tlie State. If he does not change, calamities become

visible on plants and trees, if he does not change then, they

manifest themselves on the Five Grains, and should he not reform

even then, they attain his own person.'

The "Spring and Autumn" of Tso Cliiu Ming says that there

are few States which have not five harvests, when tliey are going

to perish. Calamities become visible on the Five Grains; how then

can tliey grow ripe? Their not ripening is a sign of impending

ruin, for ruin is likewise a feature of calamity, to which the not

ripening of the Five Grains corresponds. When Heaven does not

See Vol. I p. 505, Note 2, where this people is called instead of

2 .
3 —1--

. There being no resemblance of shape, Wang CKung presumably

means to say that the two phonetics and
-J-^,

both = shih\ are similar.

5 .
G A Han general of the 1st cent. b.c. who conquered Ssechuan and proclaimed

liiinself emperor of and took white as his imperial colour.

7 This theory is explained and combatted in the chapter "On Reprimands"

in Vol. I p. 119 seq.
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mature them, this may be a calamity or a blessing, • happiness and

misfortune are therefore difficult to distinguish, and what is said

about the mulberry and the paper-mulberry cannot be correct.

The theorists all write in their books ^ and their notes that,

when Heaven rains grain, this is an ill omen, and in various books

and chronicles we read that, [when Tsang Hsieh invented writing,

Heaven rained grain, and the ghosts cried during the night.] ^ This

must be accounted a lugubrious prodigy why did Heaven use

something so harmonious to produce it? The production of grain

is a kind gift from Heaven, very harmonious and also looked upon

as something excellent. And the grain produced came down

following upon rain? If we thoroughly go into the matter, for

what reason must it be an ill,, omen? When the Yin and the Yang

harmonise, the harvest grows, otherwise it is spoiled by calamities

and disasters. The harmony of Yin and Yang resulting in the

production of grain, how can it be called inauspicious?

Raw silk is wrought into pongees, and of hempen threads

cloth is made. To present a man with silk and hemp is already

conferring a valuable gift upon him, but how much more precious

would be silken fabrics and woven cloth? Silk and hemp correspond

to the Yin and the Yang, pongees and cloth are like the ripe grain.

A present of pongees cannot be called bad, why then should grain,

this heavenly gift, be considered unlucky? Since the good or bad

presage of raining grain cannot be made out, the statement about

the mulberry and the paper-mulberry must also remain doubtful.

If "fragrant grass" grew in the Chou epoch, at times of

universal peace people would have brought presents of this grass

with them. It also grows in the open country exactly like the

mulberry and the paper-mulberry. If the I and the Ti had pre-

sented it, it would have been lucky, but should it have grown in

the court of Chou, would it also have been deemed good?

Fragrant grass can be used for the distillation of spirits, its

perfume being very intensive. By pouring out this perfumed wine

at sacrifices, the spirits are called down. Provided that this grass

had spontaneously grown in the court of Chou, it would not have

1 Five harvests being foreboding the ruin of a State, the not ripening of

cereals ought to be a lucky augury conversely, an impending calamity affects the

grain, so that is does not ripen. Then its not ripening is a bad augury as well.

Such contradictions should have shown Wang ( 'h'ung the futility of such researches.

2 ^ §2 (Ed. B.) better than (Ed. C).

3 See Vol. I, p. 244, Note 3. The passage is quoted from Hiuii Nan Tse VIII. 5 v.
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been different from auspicious grain, vermilion grass, or the monthly

plant. 1

Furthermore, mulberry trees feed the silk-worms, which make

silk. This silk is worked into pongees, and these pongees, into

dresses. Clad in these robes, people enter the ancestral temple,

using them as court-dresses. The evolution is similar to that of

the fragrant grass, why then are those trees held to be a bad augury?

When the heir-son of Duke Hsien of Wei^ arrived at the

Spirit Tower, a snake wriggled round the left wheel of his chariot

The charioteer said to him, " Prince descend and pay your respects.

I have heard say that, when a snake curls round the left cart-

wheel of the son of the chief of a State, he will soon be seated

on the throne." But the Prince did not descend and returned

to his residence.

The charioteer called upon him, and the prince said, "I have

heard say that a man's son lives in perfect accord with his master.

He does not cherish selfish desires and receives his commands

with reverence and awe. He does nothing which might impair

the health of the sovereign. If I now come into possession of

the State, the sovereign must lose his health. To see only the

lustre of the crown and forget the welfare of the ruler is not

what a son ought to do. That I prostrate myself, in order to

come to the dukedom, would hardly be according to the sovereign's

wishes. He who disobeys the duties of a son, is undutiful, and

he who acts contrary to the wishes of his sovereign, is not loyal.

And yet you desire me to do it? The dangers of my wishing to

assume the reins of government are evident enough."

Then he tried to commit suicide by jumping down from the

palace. His charioteer attempted to stop him, but in vain. He
threw himself into his sword and gave up his ghost.

If the curling of a snake round the left wheel really implied

the speedy accession of the prince, he ought not to have died,

and Duke Hsien should have expired at once. Now the duke did

not die, but the crown-prince fell into his sword. Therefore the

explanation of the charioteer was the idle talk of common people.

Perhaps the snake foreshadowed the imminent death of the

prince, and the charioteer, placing confidence in the popular inter-

1 All these plants pass for auspicious portents.

» 576-559 B.C.

3 This story is referred to in the Hsin-hsii of Liu Hsiang {T'ai-

p'ing-yu-lan).
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pretation, failed to grasp the real meaning of the portent. The
growth of the mulberry and paper-mulberry resembles the snake

curling round the left wheel. As a matter of fact, its arrival was

unlucky, but the charioteer fancied it to be lucky, and so the

two trees were in fact auspicious, but Tm Chi thought them of

ill omen.

[When Yil, on his journey south, crossed the Yangtse, a yellow

dragon carried his boat on its back. The men in the boat turned

pale as ashes, i but Yil was amused and said laughing, "I have

received the decree of Heaven and liarrass myself to succour the

thousands of people. My life lasts awhile, and death is a return.

It being but a return, how can it upset my serenity? I look upon

a dragon as a lizard." Then the dragon disappeared.] ^

In ancient and modern times the arrival of a dragon is

commonly regarded as somethiDg very lucky, Yil alone declared a

yellow dragon to be a bad presage, and when they saw it lifting

the boat, the men in the boat took fright.

The mulberry and the paper-mulberry may be compared with

the dragon, for, though their auguries be reversed, there is still a

similarity. Wild plants growing in court are held to be unlucky,

but, there being an extraordinary case like the yellow dragon

carrying the boat, they became lucky, and the Yin dynasty did

not perish.

Duke Wen of Chin was going to try issues with King CKing

of CKu at CJi eng-p u,^ when a " broom star"* proceeded from 6'A'w,

which held its stick. & The matter was referred to Chiu Fan,^ who
replied, "In fighting with brooms he who turns them round wins."

Duke Wen dreamt that he was wrestling with King C/ieng,

who gained the upper hand, and sucked his brains. Chiu Fan being

1 .
2 Quoted from Huai Nan Tse VII, 8v. See also Vol. I p. 352, Note 1. Huai

Nan Tse has the following conclusion
: 3^

"He did not change countenance. Then the dragon dropped its ears, wagged

its tail, and fled".

3 The site is not certain. It was either in the prefecture of K^ai-feng~fu

(Honan) or in Tsao-chou-fu {Shantung), The battle took place in b.c. 632. Cf. CKun-

ck(iu Duke Hsi 28th year,

a comet.

5 I. e. the stick or the tail of the comet was turned towards the kingdom

of CKu.

6 An officer of Chin,
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questioned, rejoined, "Your Highness could look up to Heaven,

while CKu was bending down under the weight of its guilt. The
battle will prove a great victory." i

The duke followed his advice and completely defeated the

army of CKu, Had Duke Wen consulted an ordinary officer

previously, he would certainly have denied the possibility of a

victory, lor a broom star is inauspicious, and the upper hand in

wrangling not an adverse prognostic.

The mulberry and the paper-mulberry were pronounced ill-

omcDed, as the fact of Chin being opposite to the besom and the

duke's succumbing in the struggle, were deemed bad auguries. These

trees were significant of luck all the same, like the curious phenomena

of being over against the broom star and looking up to Heaven,

whence Kao Tsung's long reign and the salvation of the Yin dynasty.

If Duke Wen had not asked Chiu Fan, if the latter had not

been aware of the lucky augury, and if then a great victory had

been won, the people would have urged "that, by virtue of his

extreme wisdom, Duke Wen had worsted iniquitous Ch' u, and that,

in spite of the prodigy appearing in the sky and of the horrible

dream, the adverse presage and the unfavourable portent were

wiped out and dispersed, and happiness secured. The Yin could

not boast of a man with Chiu Fran's extraordinary knowledge,

having only their Tsu Chi, who shared the common prejudices.

Accordingly the narrative of the two trees has been handed down
without ceasing, and up to the present day the notion that mis-

fortune can be transmuted into happiness has not yet been rectified.

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 189, Note 6.
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CHAPTER XVII.

Fictitious Influences {Kan-hsu).

In the books of the Literati which have come down to us

they say that at the time of Yao ten suns rose simultaneously, so

that everything was scorched up. Yao shot at the ten suns on

high, whereupon nine out of them were removed, and a single one

began to rise regularly, i This is a myth.

When a man is shooting with arrows, at a distance of no

more than a hundred steps, the arrows lose their force. As regards

the course of the sun, it moves upon heaven like a star. The
interstice between heaven and man measures several ten thousand

Li,2 and if Yao had shot at it, how could he have hit the sun?

Provided that, at Yao's time, the distance from heaven to earth had

not been upwards of a hundred steps, then the arrows of Yao

might have just reached the sun, but they could not go farther

than a hundred steps. Under the supposition of the short distance

of heaven and earth at the time of Yao, his shots might have

touched the suns, but without damaging them, and why should

the suns have disappeared, if tliey had been damaged

The sun is fire. If fire on earth is employed to kindle a

torch, and if the by-standers shot at it, would they extinguish it,

even if they hit it? Earthly fire is not to be extinguished by

arrow-shots, how could heavenly fire be put out in this manner?

This is meant to imply that Yao shot at the suns with his

spiritual essence. Whatever is touched by it, even metal and

stones, crumbles to pieces, for it knows no hardness nor distance.

Now, water and fire have a similar nature. If fire could be ex-

tinguished with arrows, it ought to be possible to remove water

by shooting at it likewise.

At the time of the Great Flood, China was inundated by
tlie waters causing great damage to tlie people. Why did Yao not

put forth his spiritual essence then, removing the waters by shooting?

See Vol. I, p. 272, Note 2.

Wang C'h'ung reckons the distance at 60000 Li. Vol. I, p. 275.

g^. We are not told how this is possible.
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He was able to shoot at the suns, preventing their fire from doing

injury, but he could not shoot at the Yellow River, to hinder the

ravages of its floods. Since the water could not be removed by

shooting, we know that the story about shooting at the suns is

an invention and unreliable.

Some hold that the sun is a fluid and that, although an arrow

may not reach it, the spiritual essence can extinguish it. Now
Heaven is also far ofl"; in case it is a fluid, it must be similar to

the sun and the moon, and should it be corporeal, * it would be

on a level with metals and stones. If the essence of Yao extinguished

the suns and destroyed metals and stones, could he also perforate

Heaven, while sending his arrows?

As an example of the perversity of Chieh and Chou people

relate that they shot at Heaven and lashed Earth,' and in praise

of Kao Tsung they narrate that, by his virtuous government, he did

away with the mulberry and the paper-mulberry. ^ Now if Fao,

incapable of extinguishing the ten suns by his virtue, shot at them

nevertheless, his virtue did not equal that of Kao Tsung, and his

depravity could match that of Chieh and Chou. How could he

have obtained a response from Heaven by his essence

It is on record that [when Wu Wang, on his expedition against

Chou, crossed the Ming ford,' the waves of Yang-hou * rushed against

him. A storm was raging, and there was such a darkness, that

men and horses became invisible. Upon this, King Wu, grasping

the yellow halberd with his left and holding the white standard

in his right, with flashing eyes waved it and exclaimed, "While

I am in the empire, who dares thwart my plans?", whereupon

the storm abated, and the waves subsided.] This narrative is

preposterous.'

When Wu Wang was crossing the MSng ford, the hosts of his

army were cheerful and merry, singing in front and gamboling in

the rear. There being a certain sympathy between Heaven and

1 Wang Ch'wig conceives heaven as something solid, a firmament. Vol. I

pp. 257 and 509.

a Cf. chap. XVI.

' In Honan, west of Huai-cKing-fu.

* The commentary to Huai Nan Tse says that Yang-hou means the marquis

of I'ang viz. of lAng-yang , whose territory was contiguous to the river and

whose spirit could cause big waves, the marquis having been drowned in the river.

6 It is derived from Huai Nan Tse VI Iv.
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man, it would not have been the proper thing for Heaven to

grumble, wlien man was pleased, but it is not sure whether there

was really singing in front and dancing in the rear, and the

stopping of the storm by waving a flag likewise looks like an

invention.

Wind is air, and some speculative minds see in it the com-

manding voice of Heaven and Earth. Now, provided that the

punishment of Chou by Wu Wang was right, then Heaven should

have kept quiet and rewarded him; if, however, his destruction

was not right, then the storm was expressive of Heaven's anger.

Had Wu Wang not received the command of Heaven and not

inquired into his own guilt, then, by saying, with flashing eyes.

"While I am in the empire, who ventures to thwart me?" he

could not but double Heaven's anger and increase his own depravity;

how would the wind have stopped therefore When parents are

angry with their son for not mending his faults, would they be

willing to pardon him, if, with flashing eyes, he talked big?

In case wind is the fluid of misfortune produced by Heaven,

it must be spontaneous as well as unconscious, and angry looks

or waving flags would not cause it to stop. Wind is like rain.

If Wu Wang with flashing eyes had waved his standard to the rain,

would it have ceased? Since Wu Wang could not stop the rain,

he could not stop the wind erixer. Perhaps just at the moment,

when he waved his flag, accidentally the wind stopped of itself,

and the people, extolling his excellence, then contended that Ww
Wang could stop the wind-

There is a report that, [when Duke Hsiang of Lu was at war

with Han, and the battle was hottest, the sun went down. The
duke, swinging his spear, beckoned to it, when the sun came back

for him, passing through three solar mansions.] i This is an invention.

Whoever can afiect Heaven through his spiritual essence, must

be single-minded and engrossed with one idea. Discharging all

other affairs from his thoughts and concentrating his mind, he may
communicate with Heaven by means of his spiritual essence, and

Heaven may then exhibit some extraordinary phenomenon, though

I do not admit even this. Duke Hsiang's interest was entirely ab-

sorbed by the battle, when the sun sank, and he beckoned to it.

How could he induce it to revert? If a sage would beckon to the

Quotation from Huai iVan Tse VI, Iv. See also Vol. I, p. 89 Note 6.
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sun, it would not return by any means; who was Duke Ilsiang,

that lie could cause it to come back?

The Hung-fan ' has it that [some stars are fond of wind and

others of rain. The course of the sun and moon brings about

winter and summer, and when the moon follows. the stars, there

is wind and rain]; Now the stars are of the same stuff as the

sun and the moon. When the latter follow the stars, these change

again,' and it is evident that, as long as the two luminaries keep

their regular course, they do not yield to the likes and dislikes of

the stars. How then should it be poisible that the desire of

Duke Hsiang was fulfilled?

The stars on Heaven are the mansions of the sun and the

moon, as on earth the postal stations serve as residences of the

higher officials. These 28 solar mansions* are divided into degrees,

one mansion measuring 10 degrees, more or less. The allegation

that the sun returned through three mansions would therefore

denote 30 degrees. The sun proceeds one degree every day, at

the moment of beckoning it would therefore have gone back the

same distance which it had made during 30 days. If we regard a

she (station) as one degree's then three degrees would be a three

days course, and at the moment, when the spear was waved, the

sun would have been made to revert three days.

When Duke Ching of Simg exhibited his sincerity and uttered

three excellent maxims, the planet Mars passed through three solar

mansions, a story which sober-minded critics still call an invention."

Duke Hsiang, during the fighting, was displeased with the sun's

setting, accordingly lie waved his spear, but he liad no earnest

purpose/ nor did he say any excellent words.® That the sun

should revert for his sake, was most likely not his idea.

Moreover, the sun is fire. A sage giving a signal to fire

would in no wise be able to make it return, and Duke Hsiang

should have caused the sun to revert by his signal

1 A chapter of the Shuking.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 277 Note 3.

3 Viz. their penchant for wind or rain, which only manifests itself when the

moon approaches them.

* See Vol. I, p. 257.

5 Taking the character in the acceptation of degree, not of solar mansion.

6 See above p. 152 seq.

7 Which according to the view of many scholars may work wonders.

8 Like Duke Ching of Sung who is believed to liave caused Mars to pass

through three solar mansions.
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While the battle was going on, the sun was in the middle

of mao,^ and, bewildered by the fighting, tlie duke fancied that the

sun was setting.^ Waving his flag, he turned round to the left,

describing a curve, and was under the impression that the sun

was reverting. People naturally fond of" the marvellous then spoke

of the sun's reverting, which cannot be upheld in earnest.

It is related in historical works that, when, at the instance

of the heir-prince of Yen, Ching iCo attempted to murder the king

of Ch'in, a white halo encircled the sun, and that, [while the

master from Wei was devising the plan of the CKang-ping affair

for Ch' in, Venus eclipsed the Pleiades].^ This means to say that

the spiritual essence affected Heaven, so that it produced those

phenomena. To say that a white halo surrounded the sun, and

that Venus eclipsed the Pleiades is allowable, but the assertion that

the design of Ching fCo and the plan of the master from Wei

exercised such an influence upon august Heaven, that a white halo

encircled the sun and Venus eclipsed the Pleiades, is erroneous.

Striking a bell with chopsticks and beating a drum with

counting-slips, one cannot bring them to sound, because the sticks

used to beat them are too small. Now, the human body does not

measure more than seven feet, and with the spirit within these

seven feet one hopes to bring about something. The energy may
be concentrated ever so much, it is still like striking a bell with

chopsticks or beating a drum with counting-slips how can it

move Heaven? The mind may be quite in earnest, but the im-

plements employed to cause a motion are insufficient.

The intention to injure being directed against men, these are

not affected by it, and Heaven should be? Man's evil designs

should be able to operate on Heaven? No, that is impossible.

When Yii Jang was about to kill tlie viscount Hsiang of Chao,

Hsiang's heart palpitated, and when Kuan Kao was planning his

rebellion against Han Kao Tsu, the heart of the latter felt an

emotion likewise. The two men thus harbouring their designs,

the two lords became agitated.

I reply that, when a calamitous change is at hand, strange

signs spontaneously appear about the persons threatened, and are

1 The east point.

2 Whereas in fact it was rising. This conjecture is not very plausible.

3 Cf. Shi-chi chap. 83, p. 9v. and Vol. I p. 117.

* Vol. I p. 117, Notes 5 and 6.
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not their own work. My reason is this: Sometimes we meet

lunatics on the road who with a weapon hurt themselves, without

having the intention to injure their own bodies, but, before this,

their bodies have already been conspicuous by miraculous signs.

From this I infer that miracles are symptoms of calamitous changes

and spontaneous disasters, and not the result of suicidal designs.

Furthermore an unlucky man divining by shells, will receive

a bad omen, and appealing to straws, he will fall in with an un-

propitious diagram. Going out, he sees inauspicious things. His

forecasts point to dangers, and he beholds a calamitous fluid, which

shows itself in the face, as the white halo and Venus appear in

heaven. Phenomenal changes appear in heaven, whereas prognostics

become visible in man. Above and below are in accord and

spontaneously respond to one another.

It has been chronicied that, when Tan, the heir-prince of Yen,

paid a call at the court of Ch(in, he was not allowed to go home
again. He asked of the king of CKin permission to return, but

the king detained him and said with an oath, "In case the sun

reverts to the meridian, Heaven rains grain, crows get white heads

and horses horns, and the wooden elephants on the kitchen door

get legs of flesh, then you may return." At that time Heaven

and Earth conferred upon him their special favour: the sun re-

turned to the meridian, Heaven rained grain, the crows got white

crowns and the horses horns, and the legs of the wooden elephants

on the kitchen door grew fleshy. The king of CKin took him

for a Sage and let him off.i This narrative is fictitious.

Who was this prince of Yen, Tan, that he could thus in-

fluence Heaven? Sages imprisoned have not been able to move

Heaven. Prince Tan was but a worthy, how could he have carried

this out? If Heaven favoured him and produced all those wonders

with a view to his deliverance, it might as well have appeased

the feelings of the king of Ch'in, in order to remove all the prince's

hardships. His captivity was one matter oniy and easy to deal

with, whereas the miracles were five rather difficult things. Why
did Heaven omit the easy matter and do the five difficult things?

Did it not fear the trouble

T ang was confined in Hsia-t'ai and Wen Wang in Yu-li^^ and

Confucius was ia great straits between CKen and T'sai. During the

1 The Pei-wen-yiin-fu cites this passage. See also Vol. I, p. 115, Note 4.

2 Vol I p. 142, Notes 1 and 2.
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captivity of the three Sages, Heaven could not help them, causing

their tormentors to see the blessings sent down upon tliem, under-

stand tlieir sagehood, and dismiss them with high honours.

Some one may object that those three Sages bear no relation

to the three oaths. Their hearts were desireless, consequently there

was no reason for the manifestation of omens of celestial protection.

Heaven helps raau, as one lends a utensil to somebody: unless

lie asks for it, one does not give it.

I reply that, when the heir-prince was desiring that Heaven

might send an omen, no words were spoken, it being merely the

wish of his heart. When T'ang was imprisoned in Hsia-t'ai, and

Wen Wang detained in Yu-li, their hearts were likewise yearning

for a release, and Confucius, distressed between Ch en and T^sai, was

craving after food. Wherefore did Heaven not let the locks of

the gates in Hsia-t'ai and Yu-li be spoiled, that T'ang and Wen Wang

could make their escape, or rain grain in CJi en and T'sai for Confucius,

to appease his appetite

The Grand Annalist remarks, "People say of prince Tan that

he induced Heaven to rain grain and make the horses grow horns.

All this is most likely idle talk." ' The Grand Annalist is a man
who writes the truth about the Han time. His expression "idle

talk" is all but synonymous with untrue.

We learn from historical books that the wife of CKi Liang

cried, turned towards the city wall, which collapsed in consequence.

This intimates that on CKi Liang not returning from a military

expedition, liis wife, in her despair, cried in the direction of the

city-wall, and so heart-felt were her sorrow and her laments, that

her feeling affected the wall, which tumbled down in consequence.

That the woman cried, turned towards the wall, may be true, but

the subsequent collapse of the city-wall is an invention.

There lias never been a man whose tears and cries were more

pathetic than those of Yung Men Tse. When he cried in the presence

1 Sse-Ma Ch'ien makes this remark at the end of Shi-chi chap. 86 but in our

text he does not say: ^ j^, but simply "it is a great

exaggeration."

In Shi-chi chap. 34, p. 9r. we read that Prince Tan was kept a hostage in

Ch'in, but in b.c. 232 contrived to escape to Yen,

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 116 and 117.
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of Meng Ch'ang ChUn,^ the latter choked with emotion.'' By the

sincerity of grief those present are moved to sympathy. Now,
Yung Men Tse could touch the heart of Meng CHang ChUn, but not

affect liis dress, for garments are insensible of pity and proof against

human feelings. The city-wall is of earth, and earth, like cloth.

Being devoid of a heart and intestines, how could it be moved by

sobs and tears and fall down Should the sounds of genuine grief

be apt to affect the earth of a wall, then complaints uttered among
the trees of a forest, would tear the plants and break the trunks.

If somebody should weep, when turned, towards a water or a

fire, would the water boil up, or the fire go out? Plants, trees,

water, and fire do not differ from earth, it is plain therefore that

the wife of CJii Liang could not be answerable for the delabrement

of the wall.

Perhaps the wall was just going to tumble down of itself,

when the wife of CJii Liang happened to cry below. The world

is partial to fictions and does not investigate the true cause of

things, consequently this story of the down-fall of the city-wall

has, up till now, not faded from memory.

The histories record that Tsmi Yen was confined in Yen^ though

lie was innocent. In the fifth month of summer he looked up to

Heaven, heaving a sigh, whereupon Heaven sent down a shower

of hoar-frost. 3 This is ou a level witli the wife of Ch'i Liang's

subverting a city-wall by her wails. The statement that he was

kept in jail without any guilt, and that in summer he. sighed, looking

up to Heaven, is true, but the assertion as to Heaven raining frost,

a mere invention.

Ten thousand persons raising their voices and emitting their

moans and sighs simultaneously still fail to touch Heaven, how
then could Tsou Yen, one single individual, by "his passionate sighs

over his ill-treatment call the hoar-frost down? His wrongs were

nat worse tlian those of TsSng Tse and Po CHi. Ting Tse being

suspected, hummed,* and Po CKi, on being banished, sang. Suspicion

1 A general of Ch'i of the 3rd cent. b.c. See Vol. I p. 161, Note 1

2 which seems to stand for )(fl the two words used by Huai

Nan Tse VI, 2r. where he speaks of Yung Men Tse. The commentator remarks that

this man was famous as a guitar-player and for his weeping, by which he touched

the hearts of others. He wished to obtain something from Meng Ch'ang Chiin.

3 See Vol. I p. 281, Note 1.

* Tseng Tse having been all but killed by his wicked father for some small

inadvertence, played the guitar and sang when he had recovered consciousness.

K'ung-Tse chia-yii IV 3r.
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and imprisonment are alike,* and liumming and singing are similar

to sighing. Tsing Tse and Po CJii were unable to attract cold; who
was Tsou Yen, that he alone could make the frost fall?

Banishment is perhaps not yet sufficiently painful to be taken

into consideration, but Shhi Sheng ^ fell upon his sword, and Wu Tse

HsU had to cut his own throat. The one being exceedingly dutiful

to his father, was doomed to die, and the other, the most loyal

subject, had to suffer capital punishment. "When they were near

their end, they doubtless made complaints, and these complaints

are nothing else than the sighs of Tsou Yen towards Heaven. If

Heaven felt no sympathy for these two men, being moved only

by Tsou Yen^ his captivity must have given it great pain, whereas

it did not commiserate the blood-shed. The innocent suffering of

Po CHi was of the same sort, but it had not the same effect on

Heaven.

Provided you light a candle and try to heat a cauldron full

of water with it, then, after a whole day, it will not yet be hot.

Or take a lump of ice, a foot thick, and place it into the kitchen:

after a whole night the room will not yet have become cooled.

The reason is that small and tiny things cannot affect big and huge

ones. Now the sighs of Tsou Yen were but like a candle or a lump

of ice, and the grandeur of majestic Heaven is not merely ou a par

with that of a water kettle or a kitchen.

How easy is it to move Heaven, and how easily does hoar-

frost descend, if a sigh towards Heaven suffices to cause a fall of

frost Pain is to be compared with pleasure, and joy is the counter-

part of anger. Provided that, by the expression of his sorrow,

Tsou Yen prompted Heaven to send frost down, would he be able

to make Heaven warm in winter time, if, on receiving an unexpected

kindness, he laughed to it?

The phenomenalists contend that, when a ruler rewards in

autumn, the weather becomes warm, and, when he punishes in

summer, it turns cold. But unless coldness is joined with the

proper season, frost does not descend, and unless warmth comes

together with the proper days, ice does not melt. How easy would

be the change of temperature and how facile a revolution of the

1 Few will be willing to admit this.

2 Heir-apparent of Chin who committed suicide, having been deposed and

calumniated by the intrigues of the wife of duke Hsien. He was not put to death

as stated in Vol. I, p. 247, Note 4.

3 A faithful minister of Wm who in 485 b.c. received a sword from his sovereign

to kill himself. Cf. Vol. I, p. 140, Note 2.
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seasons, if, upon one man in his distress giving one sigh, Heaven

did at once send frost. Heat and cold have their natural periods,

which does not agree with the view of the phenomenalists.

If we argue on their lines, perhaps the king of Yen enjoyed

inflicting punishments, consequently cold weather had to set in.

Then Tsou Yen sighed in jail, and at that very moment hoar-frost

chanced to come down of itself. But the people remarking that

frost just happened to fall, when he sighed, took it for the effect

of Tsou Yens sighing.

Historical works report that, when the music-master K'uang

played the air "White snow," wonderful creatures descended, and

a storm with rain broke loose. Duke P ing began to pine away
henceforward, and the Chin State became parched, up and barren.

Another version is that, when K'uang first played a tune in A major,

clouds rose in the north-west. When he played again, a tempest

came, accompanied by torrents of rain. The tents were rent to

pieces, the plates and dishes smashed, and the tiles of the verandah

hurled down. The guests fled in all directions, and Duke P'ing

was so frightened, that he fell down under the porches. The Chin

State was then visited with a great drought. For three years the

soil was scorched up. The duke's body began to pine away
thereafter, i

"White snow" and A major are perhaps only different names

for the same melody, for the misfortune and havoc wrought was

in both cases identical. The chroniclers liave recorded it as genuine,

and ordinary people reading it, have reposed confidence in this

narrative. But he who tests its authenticity, must become aware

that it is illusive.

What manner of a tune is A major to bring about such a

result? A major is the sound of "wood," accordingly it causes

wind, and if wood makes wind, rain comes along with it. How
does a piece of wood three feet long a and the sound of some
chords possess the wonderful faculty of affecting Heaven and Earth?

1 See Vol. I p. 222.

2 According to the old Chinese symbolism the note A = corresponds to

wood which again is supposed to cause wind, a confusion of cause and effect,

for the branches of trees are agitated by wind, but do not produce it.

• The guitar.
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That would be like the delabrement of the city wall by tears, or

the fall of frost through a sigh.

The ability" of the music-master K^uang to thrum A major must

have been acquired and cannot have been an innate faculty. When
he first studied it, he practised night and day and not only once

or twice. Provided that what the chronicles relate be true, then,

wlien the music-master was studying A major, wind and rain ought

to have set in.

Some books narrate that, while Hu Pa i was playing the lute,

tlie fish in the ponds came out to listen,^ and when the music-

master K'^uang was touching the guitar, the six kinds of horses

looked up from their fodder.^ According to another version about

K'uangs performing in A major, wlien he played the first part, two

times eight black cranes came from the south, and alighted on the

top of the exterior gate. When lie played again, they formed

themselves into rows, and when he played the third part, they

began crowing, stretching their necks and dancing, flapping their
|

wings. The notes F and G were struck with the greatest precision,

and their sound rose to heaven. Duke P'ing was enraptured, and

all the guests were enchanted.

3

The Shuking says, "[I smite the music-stone, I strike the stoue,

and the various animals begin dancing together.]"*

This we can believe in spite of its strangeness, for birds and

beasts are partial to sentimental music, and their ears are like the

human. Seeing man desirous of eating something, they likewise

wisli to have it, and why should they not be jubilant, on hearing

him rejoicing That the fish listened, the horses looked up, the

black cranes stretched tlieir necks, and the various animals began

dancing, are facts therefore, but that wind and rain set in, and

that the Chin State was visited with a great drought, that its soil

was scorched up for three years, and Duke P^ing pined away, is

most likely fictitious.

1 A famous lute-player of primitive times.

2 A quotation from Hsiin Tse who, however, says j^^"^^ in lieu of

.

Lieh Tse observes . " While Hu Pa was

playing the guitar, the birds danced and the fish jumped." Huai Nan Tse XVI, Iv.

writes ascribing

to Po Ta what our author says of K'uang.

3 Vol. I p. 379, Note 2.

Shuking Part U Bk. I 24 {Legge, Classics Vol. UI, Part I p. 49).
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Perchance, when A major was struck, it happened to blow

and to rain, and, after this shower, the Chin State met with a

drought. Duke P ing being too fond of music and immoderately

indulging in fun and frolic, accidentally was afflicted with marasmus.

Consequently the writers put faith in the story, and the people

witnessing all these circumstances, believed in it. Yet, as a matter

of fact, the musical sounds cannot be productive of such a result,

which we prove as follows : When wind and rain set in with

great vehemence, there is a confusion of the Yin and the Yang. If

music can confound them, it must also be able to set them in order.

For what reason, then, do the rulers rectify their persons, improve

their conduct, and far and wide exhibit their righteous administration?

Provided it suffices to play a song adjusting the Yin and the Yang,

then harmony comes of itself, and universal peace of its own accord.

It is being reported that, after Tang had been afflicted with

a drought for seven years, he prayed personally in a mulberry

grove, impeaching himself with the Six Crimes, when Heaven sent

down rain. Some speak of five years. The prayer was couched

in these terms : "If I alone am guilty, may my guilt not affect

the ten thousand people, and if the guilt be theirs, may it fall on

me alone." Since, because of one man's folly, Heaven employed

God and the spirits' to injure people's lives, T ang cut his hair

and bound his hands, offering himself as a victim. In such a way
he begged happiness of God, who was so pleased, that rain fell

at once.2-—That T'^ang personally prayed in the mulberry grove,

and his self-indictment was as mentioned, that he cut his hair and

bound his hands, thus offering himself as a victim, and that he

implored God, all this is true, but the statement that the rainfall

was owing to T'ang's self-impeachment and personal supplication

seems to be a fallacy.

[Confucius being very sick, Tse Lu asked leave to pray for

him. He said, " May such a thing be done?" Tse Lu replied,

"It may. In the Eulogies it is said, ' Prftyer has been made for

thee to the spirits of the upper and lower worlds.' The Master

said, "It is a long time, since I prayed."]'

1 A remarkable statement. Heaven here is treated as a being superior to

God = Shang-ti, who has to obey its commands,
a See above p. 16.

3 Analects VU, 34.
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The Sage rectified himself and regulated his conduct, and the

days when he used to pray were long gone. Heaven and Earth

and the spirits knew him to be faultless, hence he could say that

it was a long time since lie prayed.

We read in the Yiking, ["The great man equals Heaven and

Earth in virtue, the sun and the moon in brightness, the four

seasons in regularity, and the ghosts and spirits in happiness and

misfortune."] i

That means to say that a sage displays his virtue in the same

manner as Heaven and Earth or ghosts and spirits. Should prayer

be required to secure happiness, this would not be the same. T^ang

as well as Confucius were sages, and the time when they were wont

to pray had long passed. Confucius would not have Tse Lu pray

to cure his disease, how then could T ang obtain rain through

prayer In spite of Confucius, regular prayers, he was taken

seriously ill. T^ang would likewise pray, and yet years of great

drought ensued.

Inundations and droughts of Heaven and Earth are like human
maladies. A serious ailmeDt cannot be expelled by self-indictment,

and so it is plain that floods and droughts are not to be removed

by prayers and penitence. Had T'ang caused the drought by his

faults, he would not have equalled Heaven and Earth in virtue's

and unless he had caused the drought by his guilt, his self-accusation

and craving for mercy was likewise of no use.

Man's bodily frame measures but seven feet, and within this

frame there reside the Five Virtues and eventually consumption.

Yet though fixing all the guilt upon one's self, one cannot cure

it. Now fancy immense Heaven ^ If at the time of a natural

calamity, like a flood or a drought, T^ang with his body of seven

feet and his earnest purpose residing in it had impeached himself

and prayed for mercy, how could he have obtained rain?

When a man stands on the top of a high building of many
stories, and another below prostrates himself and asks for something

on the building, the one on the top hearing his words may, out

of compassion, grant his request. In case, however, he does not

understand what the other says, the latter never obtains his end

1 Quotation from the Yiking: , ed. 1880 chap. I p. 7v., not

to be found in Legge's translation.

2 He would not have been the sage he was.

3 We cannot cure the diseases within the small compass of our body; how
could immense Heaven do it, Heaven taken as the empyrean
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in spite of the greatest sincerity of his feelings. Now the distance

from Heaven to man is not only like the heightt of a storied building.

How could Heaven, although T'ang took the responsibility upon

himself, become aware of it and send him the rain?

A drought is a phenomenon of heat, as an inundation is an

exceptional state of the water. The Great Flood which Yao

encountered may well be termed an inundation. Still Yao did not

impeach himself or personally offer prayers. The flood was to be

regulated by Shun and Yil, and he knew that such a state of water

required regulation. An inundation is not removed by prayers,

and a drought must be treated in the same way. Consequently

the prayers of T^ang could not bring down the rain.

Perhaps the drought had been lasting for a long time, when
rain fell of itself, and T ang likewise just happened to lay the long

duration of the drought to his charge. The people of that period,

observing the fall of rain just consequent upon Twang's self-indict-

ment, then considered that T^ang had obtained the rain by his

invocations.

Some books relate that, [when T'sang Hsieh invented the art

of writing, Heaven rained grain, and the ghosts cried during the

night]. 1 This signifies that, when writing was invented, by degrees

disorder broke out, whence the supernatural apparitions : Heaven

raining grain, and the ghosts crying. What they say about Heaven

raining grain and the ghosts crying during the night is true, but

the affirmation that this was in response to T^sang Hsieh!s invention

of writing, is wrong.

The Plan put forth by the Yellow JRiver and the Scroll emerging

from the Lo' were lucky auguries for sage emperors and enlightened

kings. There is no difference between the signs of the Plan and

the Scroll and those characters, which were invented by T'sang Hsieh.

Heaven and Earth produced the Plan and the Scroll, while Tsang

Hsieh invented the written characters. His proceeding was like

that of Heaven and Earth, and his idea agreeing with that of

ghosts and spirits. What wrong was there and what evil to cause

such prodigies as the raining of grain and the weeping of ghosts?

If Heaven and Earth and Jhe spirits resented that man had written

books, then their production of the Plan and the Scroll was un-

1 See above p. 167. Quotation from Huai •Nan Tse VIII, 5r.

a Vol. I, p. 294, Note 1, and p. 295, Note 1.
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justifiable, if, on the other hand, Heaven did not grudge mankind

the possession of writing, what wrong was there in its invention

to lead to such monstrosities?

Perhaps Tsang Hsieh just happened to make his invention,

when Heaven rained grain, and the ghosts chanced to weep during

the night. The raining of grain as well as the laments of the

spirits had their cause, but people seeing them take place as if in

response to the invention, imagined that the writing had produced

these revolutiouary signs, and that they were occasioned by the

event. A propos of the raining of grain the critics claim that it

fell down from Heaven as the product of an extraordinary phe-

nomenon, but, if our discussion starts from clouds and rain, this

phenomenon cannot be deemed supernatural for the following

reason

:

The rain from clouds originates on hills and mountains.

Descending and spreading, these clouds become rain. Beholding it

falling down from above, people are under the impression that it

is Heaven which rains water. On a summer day, rain is water,

whereas in winter, when Heaven is cold, it freezes and turns into

snow. Under all circumstances, it comes from cloudy vapours on

hills and mountains, and it is evident tliat it cannot descend and

gather on earth from heaven above.

'

When it rains grain, the clouds likewise scatter it, and it

also rises from the earth. Having been carried away by a strong

wind and blown up to heaven, it falls down again to the earth.

Noticing its descent from heaven, people then speak of Heaven

raining grain.

In the 31st year of Chien-mu,^ it rained grain at CK4n-liu,^

and the grain descending covered the ground. Upon examining

the shape of the grain, tliey found it to be like tribulus, but black,

and it bore resemblance to the grains of panic grass. Perhaps this

grain had grown in the country of the 1 and Ti. These tribes

not eating corn, this grain had grown in the country and, when
ripe, had perhaps fallen upon the ground. Meeting with a strong

gale, it had been hurriedly carried off, blown away and flying

along with the wind, until, the wind subsiding, it had alighted

and descended in China. The Chinese becoming aware of it, then

spoke of the raining of grain. My reasons are the following:

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 277.

2 In the year 55 a.d.

' Id the province of Honan.
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When a wild-fire burns the hills and marshes, the leaves of

plants and trees in them are all reduced to ashes, which, carried

away by a gale, are blown aloft as high as heaven, but, when the

wind relaxes, these leaves come down upon the roads. Now the

grain from heaven is like the burned leaves of plants and trees,

which fly about and fall down, but people regard it as rain, and

the authors look upon it as a wonderful prodigy.

Heaven confines itself to emitting its fluid, whereas Earth

governs the growing of things. All plants with leaves and eatable

fruit are a produce of Earth, and not made by Heaven. Now, grain

is not produced by the fluid and requires earth for its development.

Although they call it a miracle, miracles are bound to certain

species. Provided that things growing from the earth could con-

versely descend from heaven, could celestial things likewise issue

from the earth? The productions of Earth are like the stars of

Heaven. The stars do not change their nature and grow from

Earth, why then should grain alone grow from Heaven

Some books contain a notice that, [when Po Yi i made a well,

a dragon mounted a black cloud, and the spirits alighted on the

K'un-lun].^ This means to say that the dragon was injured by

the well, which was the reason of the phenomenon of the dragon

and the spirits.

The allegation that the dragon mounted a black cloud is

trustworthy, but the remark concerning the spirits alighting on

Mount iCun-lun, and ascribing the rise of the dragon and the flight

of the spirits to the building of a well, is unreliable.

Wells are made for the purpose of drinking, and fields are

planted for the sake of food, which amounts to the same. If Po

Yi, by making a well, caused such extraordinary events, why do

such phenomena not appear, when the soil is first tilled

Shen Nung ^ shaped a crooked stick into a plough, and taught

people how to till. Then they first began eating grain, and grain

was first sown. The tilled ground becomes a field, and a dug out

hole, a well. From the well comes water to slake the thirst, and

on the field grows grain to appease the hunger. Heaven and Earth,

1 1 Baron Yi, the forester of Shun and assistant of Yii. See Vol. I

p. 253.

2 Quoted from Huai Nan Tse VIII, 5 r.

3 The tutelary deity of agriculture, a legendary emperor.
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ghosts and spirits are all agreed on this. Wherefore then does

the dragon rise on a black cloud, and the spirits alight on the

K'un-lun The mounting of a dragon on a black cloud has

happened in olden as well as modern times, and it did not only

commence to do so when Po Yi dug his well.

At present, in midsummer, when thunder and rain appear

simultaneously, dragons frequently rise on clouds. There being a

certain relation between clouds and dragons, the dragon rides on

clouds and rain.' Things of the same class attract one another,

but there is no purpose in this.

In Yao's time . a man of fifty was beating clods of earth on

the road. An observer remarked, " Grand indeed is the virtue of

Foo! " The man who was playing with earth, replied, "At sun-

rise I begin my work, and at sunset I take my rest. I dig a well

to drink, and labour my field to eat. What sort of energy does

Yao display? "2 Accordingly, in Yao's time, wells must have been

known.

Under the reign of Yao and Shun, dragons were reared and

domesticated and always kept at court. When towards the end

of the Hsia dynasty, the government degenerated, the dragons

concealed themselves,^ and it was not only when Po Yi had dug his

well, that they rose on clouds.

And who aie those spirits that are mentioned? It must be the

hundred spirits. For what reason should these hundred spirits

resent so much that men made wells If the spirits are similar

to men, they must also have a desire to drink, and, with such

a craving, to detest wells and run away would be self-contra-

dictory. Even if Po Yi had not dug the well, the dragon would

not have mounted a cloud on account of the digging of some well,

nor would the spirits have alighted on the K\m-lun for that reason.

This is a misconception of some writers and of their invention.

There is a report that Mount Liang ^ collapsed and blocked

a river, which for three days did not flow. The prince of Chin

was very much distressed, Po Tsung,^ following the counsel of a

1 Vide Vol. I pp. 353 and 357.

2 The Pei-uen-yun-fu quotes a similar passage from the Ti-wang shi-chi.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 355.

* The various kinds of existing spirits.

5 A mountain in the province of Shensi, 90 Li north-east of Han-cKeng-hsien.

• An officer of Chin.
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carriage-driver, bade Duke Ching dress in plain white silk and be-

wail the extraordinary case. Upon this the water of the river

came back. ^

This is preposterous. A mountain tumbling down and block-

ing a river is like a tumor caused by an abscess, which prevents

the circulation of the blood. Could such a tumor be cured by

putting on white clothes and crying?

In Yaoi's time the Great Flood was surging up to the sky,

encircling mountains and overtopping hills.' The emperor Yao

sighed and was anxious to find some clever helpmate. The waters

were worse than the blocking of a river, and Yao's sorrow deeper

than that of Duke Ching, but we have not heard that, by dressing

in white silk and giving vent to his grief, he could overcome the

water. Had Yao no device of some able man like the carriage-

driver?^

It it impossible to remove a cataclysm like the Great Flood

by such means as sounds and dresses. White silk and tears are

tantamount to repentance and self-indictment. Yao and Yil regulating

the waters did it by means of personal labour, and not by self-

reproaches.

Mount Liang was a mountain in Yclo^s time, * and the river

that was blocked was a river of the same period. Both catastrophes,

the falling mountain blocking the river as well as the rain from

heaven and the rise of the water, were not different, but Yao and

Yil regulated the water by personal work, whereas the carriage-

driver had recourse to self-accusation, to put the blocked river in

order. The catastrophes were similar, but the measures taken,

different; the people were alike, but their methods inconsistent.

The true system of the wise and the phenomenalists is other-

wise, I should say. According to their principles, such categories

must be called into play as can affect one another, e. g. if there

be cold, the former state may be restored by warmtli, and warmth

may again be dispelled by cold. Thus with dragons they attract

rain, and by punishments expel heat. In all these instances the

1 The Shi-chi chap. 39 p. 31r. {Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. IV, p. 322) informs

us that this mountain collapsed in b.c. 586. Po Tsung was of opinion that this was

not to be looked upon as a prodigy.

2 a reminiscence f Shuhing (Yao-tien)

Part I 11 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I p. 24).

3 Ed. A. and C: ^^^^^^. Ed. B.: ^j^.
* It existed already at that early period.

5 See Vol. I, p. 280.
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fluids of the Five Elements are set in motion, which either affect

or overcome each other. ' What have white silk and crying over

a blocked river to do with these principles?

Perhaps, when the river was dammed and the mountain

collapsed, first the earth was heaped up, and the water was not

strong enough to break through. Three days later, the water had

increased, so that the earth was dispersed, and the obstruction

destroyed. After the removal of the obstruction, the current set in

again and began flowing eastwards. At the suggestion of Po Tsung

who listened to the carriage-driver, the duke dressed in white silk

and cried, whereupon tlie water commenced running again. Upon
this they contended that the extraordinary deviation of the river

was adjusted by these measures. As a matter of fact this is

wrong, but how can we know?
If the collapse of the mountain was something natural, white

silk and tears were of no advantage, and if it was a divine cal-

amity in response to some acts, then the government and the

administration ought to have been changed. Were silk and tears,

in any way connected with a change of government, that they

might remove a divine calamity?

In some books we find the following narrative : The filial

piety of TsSng Tse was such, that a peculiar sympathy existed between

him and his mother. Once, when Tseng Tse had gone out to gather

fuel in the country, a guest arrived and wanted to leave again.

Tseng Tses mother told him to remain, since her son would soon

be back, and with her right hand she squeezed her left arm.

2

Tseng Tse at once felt a pain in his left arm, and forthwith he

came back to his mother, and asked of her the reason why his

arm had pained him. His mother replied, "To-day a guest arrived

and wanted to go away. I squeezed my arm, in order to call you." a

For extreme piety leads to a spiritual communication with father

and mother, and a sickness of the body directly affects the spirit.

This is a mistake, I dare say. Since great filial piety and

brotherly love evidently make an impression upon the spirits, one

1 A similar category is believed to attract a similar and to repel a dis

similar one.

2 The common version is that Tsenff Tse's mother bit her finger, whereupon

he felt a pain m his finger too. Cf. Mayers' Manual No. 739 and Giles, Bib I. Diet.

No. 2022, also the Shang-yu-lu.

3 KangMs Dictionary quotes this passage.
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says that the effects of virtue extend to Heaven and Earth. From
this common people infer that extreme piety and love move the

soul. If the pain in the arm of TsSng Tses mother was likewise

felt in his arm, was Tsing Tse also sick, when his mother was
taken ill, or did he die at once, when his mother expired? We
learn from history that, when Tseng Tses mother died first, he did

not follow her. This shows that the spirit may be moved in a

minor degree, but that it cannot be affected to any great extent.

People say that, during the night, ShSn Hsi ' heard bis mother

sing. His heart being touched, he opened the door to inquire who
was the singer, and it appeared that it was his mother. Hearing

his mother's voice, the sound affected him. His heart was agitated,

and his mind roused, so that he opened the door to inquire. That

may be true. Now the mother of Tseng Tse was in the house,

while her son was in the country and could not hear her calls.

How could a little pinching of the arm on the part of his mother

affect the son? Methinks people have embellished the facts.

Hearing that as a dutiful son Tsing Tse had not his peer on earth,

they invented the story of his mother squeezing her arm.

People say that Cho^ of Nan-yang ^ following Hons counsel,

the locusts did not enter his territory. Owing to his extraordinary

wisdom, the calamitous insects did not infest his country.* This

also is a fallacy. Great wisdom may make itself felt upon

creatures of a similar kind, which are able to understand the

character of one of their kindred, and afterwards feel a certain

respect for him. Locusts belong to the class of mosquitoes and

1 The dictionaries do not know such a man, but Huai Nan Tse XVI, Iv.

refers to the story here related, saying |fp si
'j

Consequently Shm Hsi cannot have lived later than the 2nd cent. b.c. The commen-

tary adds that Shen Hsi was a native of CKu. In his youth, he had lost his mother.

Once he heard a begging woman sing in the street. The voice impressed him so

much, that he went out and recognised his mother.

2 Cho Mao, a distinguished scholar and excellent official who by

Kuang Wu Ti was ennobled as Marquis and died in 28 a.d. See Giles, Bib I. Diet.

No. 411.

3 A place in Honan.

* Under the reign of P'ing Ti, 1-5 a.d., twenty districts of Honan province

were infested by locusts, and only Mi-hsien where Cho was magistrate

was spared.
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gadflies. What do they hear, and what do they know to become

aware of Chos proceedings? Provided that a wise man lived in

the country, far away in the interior, would mosquitoes and gad-

flies not enter his cottage They would not shun the Imt of a

sage, wherefore then should the locusts keep aloof from CV/o's

territory?

If they say that the calamity of locusts has nothing in common

with mosquitoes and gadflies, they will admit at least that heat

and cod can also prove calamities. Now, in case cold prevails

throughout a circuit, and that in one of its districts there lives a

wise man, could the area of this one district alone remain warm?

Heat and cold do not recoil from the district of a wise man, why
then should the locusts not enter the territory of Cho?

Consequently it was merely by chance that the locusts did

not ravage his country. The fame of Cho's wisdom being in every

mouth, people conceived the idea that he could avert locusts.

When locusts appear in the country, they cannot go every-

where nor completely cover the ground. At their gatherings they

are more numerous in some places, and in others less. If their

swarms are concentrated upon one place, it is not necessary that

robber Che should dwell there, nor is the country which they

spare inhabited by Po Yi.^ They alight or pass in greater or

smaller numbers, and do not completely cover everything. As in

falling down upon a place, they are many or few, so in passing a

district, they either remain or leave again. From their number no

conclusion can be drawn as to goodness or badness; how then

should their appearance or non-appearance be a criterion of a man's

wisdom? Hence it is plain that, when locusts pass of their own
accord, we have no right to say that they do not come into the

territory of a wise man.

1

$. The first character must here mean an insect, a meaning not

found in the dictionaries, stands for "a mosquito " which is declared to

be equivalent to The combination "mosquitoes and gadflies " is

common. Cf. Chalmers, Structure of Chinese Characters p. 93, the Cheng-tse fung under

and Gilen, Diet. No. 7788.

2 A paragon of integrity.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

Praise of the Han Dynasty {Hsiian Han).

The Literati contend that the Five Emperors aud the Three

Rulers brought the empire the blessings of universal peace, and

that since the accession of the Han dynasty there has not yet been

general peace. By saying that the Five Emperors and Three Rulers

brought about a time of uninterrupted tranquillity, and that the

Han have not yet enjoyed such a state, they imply that the Five

Emperors and Three Rulers were sages, for only the virtue of

sages can have such an effect, and the allegation that the Han have

not had such a peaceful time means to say that there were no

sage emperors, because the influence of worthies is not sufficient.

Furthermore, they remember the words of Confucius saying:

" The phoenix does not come the River sends forth no Plan:— it

is all over with me!" At present, we have no phoenix and no

Plan of the River, and numerous are the omens that persist in not

coining. Wherefore they say that we are not living in a period

of general peace. This view is preposterous.

Universal peace manifests itself by the establishment of govern-

ment, when the people respond, by being cheerful and at ease,

Confucius teaches that one renders the people happy by cultivating

one's own self. The fact that Yao and Shun were toiling for the

welfare of their people proves that at that time there was universal

peace. For governing others the individual must be the starting

point. The people being at ease, the Yin and the Yang are in

harmony, and when they harmonize all things grow and develop

such being the case, strange omens come forth. How about our

empire? Is it at ease or in jeopardy?

Being at ease, it is at peace, and then even the absence of

omens would not be hurtful to the peaceful state. The style of

government becomes manifest from its institutions and appears from

the real state of affairs. When these manifestations are not visible

the true conditions cannot be ascertained. Sometimes * all may be

1 Viz. to bring about universal peace.

2 Cf. Vol. I, p. 405, Note 1.

3 Analects XIV, 45.

* Ed. A and C have:—, B better:—.
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in perfect order, but there are no witnesses to prove it. Therefore?

as regards the principles of government, provided that its institutions

be true and real, it is not requisite that they should all be manifest.

A wise ruler in his administration aims at universal peace, and it

is not indispensable that there should be corresponding omens.

The omens of universal peace are like the features of sage

sovereigns. Since the physiognomies of sage rulers must not of

necessity be similar, wherefore should those portents always be of

the same type? The scholars know that in the time of Yao and

Shun a phoenix as well as a "brilliant star'" became visible, and

there were issued the Plan of the River and the Scroll of the Lo.

Do they imagine that future monarchs, ruling the empire, must

again have this kind of thing, in order to bring about universal

peace? If they go so far, they likewise ought to require of Yao

again to possess joined teeth ^ and of Shun again to have eight

eyebrows.

The holy features of emperors and rulers have not been the

same at various times, consequently there is no reason why the

portents obtained of yore and at present should be identical, and

it is erroneous to assert that we have no period of general peace,

because the present sovereigns have no phoenix and no Plan of

the River. Confucius speaking of the phoBnix and the Plan merely

used former prodigies for exemplification, but does not intend to

say that every age must again have its phoenix and its Plan.

The omens of the emperors and rulers were manifold and not

only a single one, either a phoenix and a unicorn, or the Plan of

the Yellow River and the Scroll of the Lo or sweet dew and wine

springs, or the harmonious blending of the Yin and the Yang, or

the excellent order and the tranquillity * of the people. The present

omens must not agree with the old ones, nor must the latter be

conformable to the former. It is not necessary that there should

be an unbroken chain of the portents met with, and this will be-

come evident from the following:

When emperors and rulers arose, their fate and luck were

by no means the same. The Chou encountered a crow^ and a

1 cf. p. 323 seq.

2 As the emperor Ti Ku had, Vol. I p. 304.

3 We read loc. cit. that the eyebrows of Yao had eight colours, not that

he had eight eyebrows.

* ^. Ed. A has the misprint

5 Edj: for .
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fish,' the Han destroyed a big snake's and we may be sure that

the sovereigns of Tang and Yii were in a similar position as those

of Chou and Han. The events and circumstances of their rise and

accession to the throne were not homogeneous why then should

the presages of universal peace be identical? To infer future au-

guries from those omens which happened would be like watching

the trunk of a tree in wait for a hare 3 and hiding oneself, after

having destroyed the nets.*

When peace reigns throughout the empire, the omens and

presages may be very different; as when a man is wealthy his goods

are not the same. Some hoard up rice and grain, others collect

silks and others, fabrics, others breed cattle and horses, or they

acquire landed property and houses. Those partial to rice and

grain do not care for silks and fabrics, and the cattle and horse-

breeders do not appreciate land and buildings. Therefore they

will say that rice and grain are better than fabrics, or that cattle

and horses have a greater value than lots of land and houses.

Now, provided that the people live at peace and there are omens,

those who object that the old omens viz. the Plan of the River

and the phoenix did not appear, and that therefore there cannot

be peace, those who say so are like rice-eaters that, upon arriving

in a country where everybody eats millet, and no rice is to be

seen, declare millet not to be any grain.

As a matter of fact, the empire enjoys universal peace. But

unless there be sages, how could this be effected? And how can

the truth of this assertion be borne out in the absence of a phoenix?

If we ask the scholars of our age they do not know a sage; then

how do they know whether there are no sages at present? How
could our contemporaries, on perceiving a phoenix, recognise it as

such? Since they do not know it, how can they be sure that

there are no phoenixes now? They really ignore whether there

are sages or not, nor are they able to distinguish a genuine phoenix

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 130 Note 1.

2 Ed. A has the misprint which should be . About the

event see Vol. I, p. 234, Note 1.

» Ed. B and C:— Ed. A:—^.
* I. e., it would be foolish. The story here alluded to of a peasant of Sung

who having seen a hare running against the trunk of a tree and breaking its crown,

fancied this to be an easy way of catching hares, and therefore settled down near

the tree in wait for one, has been told by Han Fei Tse XIX, Iv. See Fetillon,

Allusions p. 175.

' ^ and C:— E": .
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from a false one. Consequently they are unqualified to ascertain

whether the present time may boast of universal peace or not.

Confucius said, ["If there is a true emperor it would still re-

quire a generation, and then virtue would prevail "]
i after thirty

years, the world is at peace. From the beginning of the Han

dynasty up to W4n Ti there were upwards of twenty years; Then

Chia Yi was the first to suggest that, in view of the harmony per-

vading the empire, the first day of the first moon, the colour of

dresses, and several customs should be changed. The official titles

should be fixed, and rites and music receive a new impetus. When
Ti ascended the throne he was ever yielding and accommodating.^

According to Chia Yis proposals, in the time of Wen Ti, there was

already general peace.

These more then twenty years after the rise of the Han would

agree with the dictum of Confucius that a generation would be

required before virtue prevailed. The number of years making up

one generation being already completed, universal peace must have

been established. Chia Yi was aware of it, and fancy now nearly

three hundred years later * to say that there is not yet general

peace A big mistake, indeed.

The generation alluded to by Confucius is thirty years. The

house of Han has reigned three hundred years, tea emperors & have

become illustrious by their virtues, and should not the time of

universal peace have already come?

The era of Wen Ti was, no doubt, perfectly peaceful already.

The following ages kept up the peace, until under P'ing Ti the

former Han dynasty was extinguished.^ Kuang Wu Ti restored it,

7

and again it arrived at universal peace.

The following question might be put: Win Ti had omens,

and his reign deserves to be termed a time of universal peace. But

Kuang Wu Ti had no such omens, how then could he be credited

with universal peace?

1 Analects XIII, 12.

2 From 206 to 179 b.c.

3 Quoted in an abridged form from the biography of Chia Ti in the Shi-chi

chap. 84, p. 8r.

* The Lun-heng was written in 82 or 83 a.d. Cf. p. 207 and I p. 9.

s From Han Kao Tsu down to Chang Ti, under whom the Lun-heng was

completed, there are ten emperors altogether, the empress Lii Hou excepted.

6 In 5 A.D. Ju Tse Ting, 6-8 a.d., was a child and reigned only nominally

till in 9 A.D. Wang Mang snatched the empire from him.

7 In 25 A.D.
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My answer is that omens and auguries of emperors and rulers

are dissimilar at different periods. Even though there should be no

ominous things at all, yet the peaceful gathering of the people and

the harmonious blending of wind and air would likewise be ominous.

How can we show this to be the case?

When emperors and rulers had pacified the empire they were

in the habit of ascending Mount T'ai, to offer the hill-sacrifice and

announce the peace. CHin Shih Huang Ti also did so, but encountered

a violent thunderstorm with rain, because his government was any-

thing but peaceful, and the air by no means harmoniously

mixed. When Kuang Wu Ti, however, went up the mountain to

sacrifice, the sky was bright and cloudless/ a phenomenon attending

universal peace. His government was peaceful and the air cor-

responding. Under Kuang Wu Tis reign the air was harmonious,

the people at peace, and ominous creatures appeared of various

kinds. But, notwithstanding these proofs afforded by the people

and the air, those critics still cherish their doubts.

In the second year of Yuan-k'ang ^ of Hsiao Hsuan Tis time,

a phoenix alighted on Mount T ai and subsequently, also, in Hsin-

'ping.^ In the fourth year,* spiritual birds perched on the Cliang-h

palace and some in the Shang-lin park, and the Chiu-chen ^ brought

a unicorn as a present. In the second year of Shen-chto,^ a phoenix

and sweet dew descended on the capital, in the fourth year' a

phoenix alighted in Tu-ling ^ and in the Shang-lin park. In the

third year of Wu-f^ng^ when the emperor was offering sacrifice in

the southern suburb, a divine splendour appeared simultaneously,

or it rose in a valley and illuminated the feasting hall for at least

ten days. 11 In the following year, when the emperor was sacri-

ficing to the manes of Hou Tu, the glamour appeared again in the

same manner as when he went to the southern suburb. Sweet

1 See p. 206.

2 64 B.C.

8 The modern Pin-chou in Shensi.

62 B.C.

6 An Annamese tribe. See Vol. I p. 370, Note 2.

8 60 B.C.

7 58 B.C.

8 East of Hsi-an-fu in Shensi, the modern Hsien-ning-hsien.

' 55 B.C.

10 The -^^^ of our text should be changed into -^^^ as in the Han-

shu whence this passage seems to be cited.

" The Han-shu has
|j

instead of —j-* "ten odd quarters of an

hour" t. e" about two hours and a half.
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dew and a spiritual bird descended on the Yen-shou and the Wan-

sui palaces. In the third month of the same year, a luan and a

phoenix alighted on a tree within the eastern gate of the CJiang-lo

palace. In the first year of Kan-lu, ^ a yellow dragon arrived and

was seen in Hsin feng^ and wine springs flowed abundantly.^

Those phoenixes arrived five or six times, and either it was

the same bird appearing several times, or each time it was a different

bird coming independently. The unicorn, the spiritual birds, the

yellow dragon, the luan bird, the sweet dew, the wine springs,

the divine splendour and supernatural light occurring at the sac-

rifices to Hou Tu and to Heaven and Earth, all these omens must

be admitted to be very numerous, nay superabundant. Though

the reign of Hsiao Ming TV could not boast of a phoenix, yet it

was distinguished by a unicorn, sweet dew, wine springs, spiritual

birds, white pheasants, purple boletus, and auspicious grain. Gold

was found, and tripods turned up. Separated trees again grew

together.

The presages of the Five Emperors and Three Rulers mentioned

in the Classics and the Records are not more numerous than those

of Hsiao Ming Ti. If universal peace be measured by presages, the

years of Hsiao Ming Ti must have been twice as peaceful as those of

the Five Emperors and Three Rulers. Accordingly, the eras of

Hsiao Hsilan Ti and Hsiao Ming Ti deserve to be called ages of

universal peace.

Those apt to bring about general peace are sages. Why do

the scholars of the present time contend that our age has no sages?

Was the fluid derived from Heaven so copious during former gen-

erations and is it so scanty in later times?

The Chou had three sages : WSn Wang^ Wu Wang, and Chou

Kung all flourishing simultaneously. Why must the Han, being a

dynasty as well, rank below the Chou in this respect, and why
must the wise emperors of the Chou be more numerous than those

of the Han? The Han emperors Kao Tsu and Kuang Wu Ti would

correspond to WSn Wang and Wu Wang of the Chou dynasty, and

WSn Ti, Wu Ti, Hsilan Ti, Hsiao Ming Ti and the reigning emperor &

surpass the Chou kings CKeng, Kang, and Hsiian. Not that, because

I am personally living in the Han epoch, I am prone unduly to

1 53 B.C.

' A place in Shensi. Cf. Vol. I, p. 364, Note 2.

3 All these portents are mentioned in the Han-shu chap. 8, p. 21v. seq. also.

* 58-75 A.D.

« Chang Ti, 76-88 a.d.
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extol and eulogize them, trying to coax and flatter, my only aim

being to explain how matters stand, and how far the views held

by scholars are justified.

Usually people incline to praise what is distant and belaud

antiquity. In regard to omens they admire those of remote ages,

and as to government they regard the old kings as worthies.

Noticing something wonderful at the present time, they do not

believe in it. Should Yao and Shun be re-born now, I am afraid

that they would not be styled sages.

When hunters are chasing wild animals, lookers-on take a

keen interest in the hunt, but do not care for fishing, which they

have not seen. Thus those people look to Ch'i, but are indifferent

to Lu, or they ramble through Ch'u and have no regard for Sung. '

Of Yao and Shun, the Hsia, and the Yin dynasty there are records

on tablets of two feet four inches. It is those that the Literati

pore on, studying from morning till night, whereas they do not

look at the books of the Han time, saying that the productions

of the Han are worthless and not up to those of the ancients.

Just so the spectators of the hunt do not care for fishing, and

those roaming over Ch!i and Ch^u pay no heed to Sung and Lu.

If a great literary genius should arise and put on record the

history of the Han time, his work would become a Shuking or a

CKun-cK iu. The scholars would take it up and study it most

carefully", and, by adding it to the six old Classics, they would

have seven.^

From our most illustrious sovereign up to Kao Tsu all were

sage emperors. According to the panegyrics on the Han, presented

by Tu Fu and Pan Ku, their achievements, virtues, and omens

flowed forth as a mighty stream whose waters rushing on are im-

measurable. When we pass Yao and Shun and enter the sphere

of the first emperors, the three dynasties are like remote narrow-

gorges with very deep waters. The Yin era is not so very far

from the time of the Hsia dynasty. But leaving alone Yao and

1 The States CKi and Im are. of about equal importance, and so are CKu

and Sung.

2

yf"*
said of the length of the tablets. Cf. I, p. 456.

3 Apart from the Shi-chi of Sse-Ma Ch'ien who describes only the beginning

of the Han period, the history of the Former Han dynasty was written in the Ch'ien

Han-shu by Pan Ku and that of the After Han in the Hou Honshu by Fan Yeh,

but though much esteemed, their works liave not been raised to the rank of classics.

* Pan Ku wrote two poems descriptive of the eastern aud western capitals

of the Han.
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Shwh the Hsia and the Yin and solely comparing the merits and

accomplishments of the Han with those of the house of C/iou, being

the nearest to us, by weighing the pros and cons, we find that

the Chou come short of the Han for the following reason

:

The rulers of the Chou dynasty who received Heaven's com-

mand are Wen Wang and Wu Wang, in the Han time there are

Kao Tsu and Kuang Wu Ti, but the miracles happening at the in-

vestiture of Wen Wang and Wu Wang are inferior to the auguries

attendant on the accession of Kao Isu and Kuang Wu Ti, and the

omens of Hsiao Hsiian Ti and Hsiao Ming Ti are more conspicuous

than those of the Chou sovereigns CJieng, K'^ang, and Hsiian Wang.

The portents of Hsiao Hsiian Ti and Hsiao Ming Ti may be said

to have been the finest since the days of Yao and Shun.

When our present emperor came to power he took over the

State in perfect order with everything in abundance: The Four

Seas 1 were united, the empire well settled, the omens were of the

highest order, and mankind submitted to the glorious institutions.

The black-haired people of the time of T'ang lived in harmony,

and at present, likewise, benevolence is practised throughout the

empire. When the year is not prosperous and the crop fails, yet

we do not see the principles of morality trodden down in distant

regions, or out-of-the-way places infested by bands of desperadoes.

Under the Chou dynasty the Yileh-cliang presented a white pheasant,^

in our time the Hsiung-nu, the Shan-shan,^ and the Ai-lao * bring

cattle and horses as tribute. The domain of the Chou was confined

to less than five thousand Li, the Han territory is so vast, that it

extends beyond the uncultivated dependencies.

Cattle and horses are more valuable than white pheasants,

and things near at hand not like the productions of distant countries.

The territory of the ancient Jung and the Ti now forms part of

China, the former Naked People now use court dress, the bare-

headed people put on the caps, and the bare-footed people wear the

shoes of the Shang dynasty. Barren and stony ground has been

transformed into fertile soil, and truculent bandits have become

law-abiding citizens. The roughness of the savages has been

1 Figuratively for the border lands of China with their people.

2 Cf. p. 208.

' P , a people south of the Lobnor, said to be identical with the Lou-Ian

between Hami and Turfan.

*
, a people in Yunnan, in the present prefecture of Yung-ch'ang.
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smoothed down, and rebels have become peaceful people. If this

is not universal peace, what else is it?

As far as the transformations effected by virtue are concerned,

the Chou do not outvie the Han in the matter of omens and

presages, however, the Han surpass the Chou dynasty. If their

respective territories be measured, that of the Chou is much more

limited than that of the Han why then should the Han not be

equal to the Chou7 They pretend that the Chou had more sages,

and that their administration brought about universal peace. The
Literati in speaking of sages gt> much too far, placing them so

high, that they leave no traces behind. They, likewise, make too

much of government, so that they cut off universal peace, a con-

tinuation of which thus becomes an impossibility.
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CHAPTER XIX.

Further Remarks on the State (Hui-kuo).

[ Yen Yuan, in admiration of the Master's doctrine, sighed and

said, "The more I looked up to it, the higher it appeared to me,

and the deeper I penetrated into it, the harder it became."]^ This

means that Yen Yuan having studied with Confucius month after

month and year after year, found the doctrine becoming deeper

and deeper. In the chapter entitled "Praise of the Han Dynasty "2

we have given the Han precedence over the Chou and endeavoured

to show that the Han outrivalled the Chou, but our investigations

were not yet exhaustive. If we expand them to the utmost limit,

we shall acquire a still clearer conception of the greatness of the

Han dynasty.

When a Classic is most thoroughly explained, all its remarkable

beauties become visible. So an exhaustive treatise on a State brings

out all its admirable features. From these additional remarks on

the Han era it will become plain that it ranks above all other ages.

My reasons are the following:

Huang Ti had to fight at Cho-lus and Yao led his troops to

Tan-shui. In Shuns time the Yu Miao^ did not submit at the com-

mencement of the Hsia dynasty the Hu rebelled. Kao Tsung invested

the " Devil country " & and destroyed its people after three years.

Under the regime of King Clieng of Chou there was an insurrection

in Kuan and Vsai,^ and Chou Kung had to undertake an expedition

to the east. All this happened under the former dynasties.

1 Analects IX, 10.

2 On p. 192.

' The capital of Huang Ti in Chili.

* On Tan-shui and the Yu Miao see Vol. I, p. 494, Notes 3 and 4.

5 An allasion to the Yiking, 63th hexagram (Legge, Sacred Boohs

Vol. XVI, p. 205), The " devil country" or " demon region " means the barbarous

hords in the north of China.

8 See p. 18.
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We do not hear of similar occurences during the Han time.

During the reign of Kao Tsu, CEen Hsi ^ revolted and P'Sng Yueh^

rebelled, but then peace was secured. When in the time of Hsiao

Ching Ti Wu and CUu levied troops against him, the emperor vented

his resentment against CKao Tso.^ The Hsiung-nu were constantly

making trouble and the calendar did not reach them,* but the

emperor did not infest their naturally barren country with his sol-

diers. At present they all tender their allegiance and offer oxen

and horses as tribute, because the power of the Han is so imposing,

that they do not venture any opposition.

When Chou committed the greatest atrocities, the whole em-

pire took up arms against him. King Wu enlisted troops all anxi-

ous to fight forthwith, and eight hundred feudatory princes appeared

uninvited.^

Hsiang Yil displeased with the inferiority of his title, collected

troops and rose simultaneously with Kao Tsu. Their power had

not yet been balanced. As to the strength of Hsiang Yil, the breaking

iron is much more difficult than breaking wood. Kao Tsu destroyed

Hsiang Yii and broke his iron. Wu Wang in defeating Chou merely

broke wood. Consequently, the strength of the Han surpassed that

of the Chou by far.

The annihilation of one foe is comparatively easy, that of

two, an arduous task, however. T^ang and Wu defeated Chieh and

Chou, one enemy each. Kao Tsu on the other hand, destroyed

CItin and killed Hsiang Yii, vancjuishing the two houses at the same

time. His strength therefore must have been double that of T ang

and Wu.^

Wu Wang was chief of the west to Yin. He served Chou ? as

a subject, and as a subject attacked his sovereign. Such was the

1 as the name is written in the Shi-chi. Ed. B has: Ch'ev

Hsi was a counsellor to the king of Chao. He caused an insurrection against Kao
Tsu in 197 B.C. and was decapitated in 19G. Cf. Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. II,

p. 393 seq. and 399.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 218, Note 5.

a CKao T'so eked on five States to rebel against the Han. The plot failed,

and Ch'ao T'so was put to death by order of the emperor in 154 b.c. Cf. Chavannes

loc. cit. p. 499 and 509.

* The acceptance of the Chinese calendar has always been regarded as a

sign of submission.

6 A fact mentioned in the Shi-chi (Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. I, p. 226).

a This inference is wrong, of course, for we do not know whether the power

of C'h'in and Hsiang Yii was, each of them, equal to that of Chieh or Chou.
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disgust of Po Yi and Shu C/ii at this conduct, that, leading their horses

behind them, they made remonstrances. But Wu Wang declined to

hear them. Lest they should eat the millet of Chou, they died of

starvation at Shou-yang. ' Kao Tsu was not a minister of CKin, nor

was Kuang Wu Ti an officer of Wang Mang. The punishment of

a depraved sovereign and the annihilation of a vicious ruler do not

call for the criticisms of Po Yi, and, in this respect, the moral

standard of the two emperors may be declared higher than that of

their Chou predecessors.'

It is easy to rise high from hills and mountains and easy to

dive deep in abysses and gullies, but it is an arduous task to rise

from low and humble spheres without any stepping-stone. Contrari-

wise, it is very convenient to inherit a title and succeed to an

estate, noble ancestors having laid the foundation of one's fortune.

Yao came to the throne as a marquis of T ang, and Shun

succeeded to Yao as minister of finance when the latter abdicated.

Yi! followed Shun, on account of his merits, as minister of works.

T'ang was in possession of an estate of seventy Li, Wen Wang had

a hundred Li, and Wu Wang was margrave of the west and heir

to Wen Wang's dignity in the metropolitan district. The rise of

these Five Monarchs and territorial lords had its good reasons and

was easy because they had the necessary power.

Kao Tsu began his career as a headborough. Brandishing his

sword three feet long, he conquered the empire. Kuang Wu Ti started

from Po-shui 4 and exerted his prowess within the four seas. He
did not call one foot of land his own, or hold any position, but

immediatly received Heaven's decree and merely followed the trend

of events. This was like rising from an abyss or a gully, or like

diving from a hill or a mountain. Whose reigns were more re-

markable, those of the Five Monarchs or those of these two sov-

ereigns?

We learn from several historical works that when Wu Wang
was going to supersede Chou, Tai Kung had devised a secret plan.

He gave a small boy cinnabar to eat, so that his body turned red,

and when he bad grown up he taught him to say : "The Yin are

ruined." The people of Yin beholding the red body of the small

Cf. Vol. I p. 168 Note 2 and p. 430, Notes 1 and 2.

Who killed their rightful lieges.

^^^P lit. the " three zones" round the capital. Cf. Couvre.ur Diet,

A district in Shensi.
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boy, took him for a heavenly spirit, i and, when he said that the

Yin were ruined, they all believed that the Shang would perish.

When the soldiers arrived at the plain of Mu, at dawn they

carried tallow-candles.^ These artful devices deceived the people,

and Wu Wang availed himself of Chous ^ unpreparedness. The Chou

conceal this, but the world calls it imposture. When the Han con-

quered the empire, they did not use such false pretences.

In the chapter " Completion of the War"* it is related that

when the Chou defeated Chou, pestles were swimming in blood.

This being recorded in the aforesaid chapter, the story about feeding

a boy with cinnabar and lifting tallow-candles at dawn is probably

true also.

When the Han smote the doomed Hsin Huang Ti,^ Kuang Wu Ti

had five thousand men under his command. Wang Mang dispatched

two dukes at the head of thirty thousand men. When they were

fighting at K'un-yang ^ it thundered and rained, and all was wrapped

in obscurity, so that the front and the rear-ranks could not see

each other. The soldiers of Han issued from the city of K^un-yang

and attacked the armies of the two dukes. One man stood for ten,

and the troops of the two dukes were routed. ? Heaven helped the

Han with thunder and rain to overpower their enemies was not

that quite something different from carrying tallow-candles and

taking in the Yin by human tricks

Some say that when Wu Wang had defeated Chou, the latter

threw himself into a fire and died. Wu Wang personally with a

halberd cut off his head and hung it up on a great white standard.^

King Hsiian of CHi pitied an ox whose blood was to be smeared

on a bell, because he saw it trembling.^ King Chuang of CHu

condoned the guilt of the viscount of Cheng, on beholding his bare

1 This passage is quoted in the T'ai-pHng-yii-Ian chap. 985, p. 3v" but the

text differs. There the boy does not eat the cinnabar, but smears his body with it.

See also Vol. I, p. 484 where the corresponding passage, which owing to the con-

ciseness of the text was mistranslated, must be corrected. Tan Chiao is not a name.

2 Quoted in the Pei-wen-yiin-fu.

'U-
4 )^ chapter of the Shuking, see Vol. I p. 484, Notes 4 and 5.

& L €• Wang Mang who assumed the title the "New Emperor."

6 A district in the Ymg-chou prefecture of AnhuL

7 In 23 A.D,

8 Cf. Chavannes, Mem. Hist Vol. I p. 235.

9 The story is related by Mencius Book I, Part I, chap. VII, 4 {Legge, Classics

Vol. n, p. 139).
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flesh and his emaciated body.i A superior man hates the wicked,

but not his body. The sight of the corpse of Chou in the flames

must have been a dismal one, much worse than the trembling of

the ox or the emaciated person. How could Wu Wang bear to sever

the bead with a halberd and hang it up?

When Km Tsu entered Hsien-yang, Yen Yiieh had executed Erh

Shih Huang Ti, and Hsiang Yil had killed Tse Yh,g? Kao Tsu entered

dim with a placid look and did not mutilate the two corpses. At

the arrival of Kuang Wu Ti in Cliang-an, Liu Sheng Kxmg s had already

killed Wang Mang, but although he had his soldiers in readiness

to punish the guilty, he did not lift his sword against the dead

body. Which is greater, the barbarity of him who cut off the

head of a corpse burned in fire or the clemency of sparing a body

already cut to pieces Was this Wu Wang's revenge for Yu-li? *

The imprisonment of a subject by his lord was not as blam-

able as the dethronement of the Chou by the CKin dynasty or the

poisoning of P ing Ti s by Wang Mang. In regard to the depravity

of Chieh and Chou, Tsou Po Chi& is of opinion that it was not as

bad as that of doomed CKin, and that doomed C/iin was not as bad

as Wang Mang. Yet in spite of his minor guilt the C/iou punished

King Chou so cruelly, and in spite of the more serious nature of

their crimes the Ban dealt so leniently with CHin and Wang Mang.

Where was the greater generosity and where the greater narrow

mindedness?

When the mother of Kao Tsu was enceinte, a scaly dragon

appeared above her, and in her dreams she met with a spirit. Her son

was very fond of wine and would drink it on credit in a wine-

shop. Forgetting to pay, he drank till he was intoxicated and fell

asleep. Then always some portent would appear above him. Walking

at night, he killed a snake, and the mother of the snake cried most

lamentably. Together with Lil Hou he often repaired to a field-

cottage and used to hide. Then a brilliant fluid would shine forth,

so that Lii Hou knew his where-abouts. Cliin Shih Huang Ti per-

1 In the year 596 b.c. the capital of Cheng was taken by Ch'u after a long

siege. Then the scene alluded to took place. The narrative is found in the Tso-

chuan, Duke Hsuan, 12th year.

2 See Vol. I p. 319, Notes 4 to 7.

3 Generally known as Liu Hsuan, a cousin to Kuang Wu Ti.

* The place where Wen Wang, the father of Wu Wang, was imprisoned by
order of King Chou.

5 The last emperor of the Former Han dynasty.

6 An author, see Vol. I, p. 469, Note 3.
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ceived the fluid of a son of heaven in the south-east, ^ and the Five

Planets rose and assembled at the Eastern Well.^ When the people

of Cliin looked out for the army of Han the clouds showed all sorts

of tints.

At the birth of Kuang Wu Ti a phoenix alighted on the city,

and a blade of auspicious grain grew in an apartment. At mid-

night, when no candles were burning, his deceased mother appeared

floating in the air in a stream of light. ^ At first Su Po A observed

that the air at CKun-Ung was condensed and concentrated,* and

when Kuang Wii Ti, on his progress, passed an old cottage, he

beheld a wavering fluid going up to the sky.

No such phenomena have been recorded in connexion with

the birth and the rise of the Five Emperors and the Three Rulers.

The mother of Yao was moved by a red dragon, but no miraculous

signs are reported attending his accession. The mother of Yii

swallowed pearl-barley, and before shei gave birth to her son ob-

tained a black jade baton. The mother of Hsieh consumed a swallow's

egg, and when T ang put in an appearance, a white wolf carried

a hook in its mouth. The mother of Hon Chi stepped into the

foot-prints of a giant. When Wen Wang came to the front he

obtained a red bird, Wti Wang got a fish and a crow,^ but in no

case could they compete with the prodigies indicative of universal

peace under the Han emperors.

Ill the times of Huang Ti, Yao and &mn, a phoenix was seen

once, but very few were those of the numerous portents which

became visible twice. Han Wen Ti had a yellow dragon and a

jade staff, Wu Ti a yellow dragon, a unicorn, and joined trees,

under Hsuan 2i a phoenix came five times, besides there were a

unicorn, spiritual birds, sweet dew, wine springs, a yellow dragon,

and a supernatural glamour. P^ing Ti could boast of a white and

black pheasant, Hsiao Ming Ti had a unicorn, spiritual birds, sweet

dew, wine springs, a white and a black pheasant, felicitous boletus,

joined trees, and auspicious grain, signs as wonderful as those of

Hsilan TiJ Then there was a supernatural tripod and gold found

1 See Vol. I, p. 177 seq.

2 A solar mansion corresponding to Gemini.

3 See Vol. I p. 180.

* Cf. loc. cit. p. 181 where the reading CKuang-ling (ed. B.) must be corrected

into Ch'un-ling.

5 On these various miracles compare Vol. I p. 318 seq.

« Cf. p. 311.

7 See p. 196.
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in a miraculous manner. ^ So numerous and unceasing were the

omens corresponding to the emperor's accomplishments. Id view

of the illustrious virtue of the Han dynasty, these auspicious au-

guries were so numerous.

After the demise of Hsiao Ming Ti our present Lords ascended

the throne. In the time between the first and second year^ of

his reign, the blessings of his virtue were felt everywhere. In his

third year, five felicitous boletuses grew in Ling-ling \
* in his

fourth year, sweet dew fell in five districts, and in his fifth year

boletuses grew again. In the sixth year, yellow dragons made their

appearance, altogether eight, big and small ones.s When in former

ages dragons had shown themselves, they never came in pairs, and

two boletuses never grew together. Sweet dew did not fall but

in one place. At present, eight dragons came forth simultaneously,

and of boletuses there grew as many as eleven, and sweet dew
poured down on five districts. The excellence of the Han was

so abundant and conspicuous, that auguries happened in such

numbers. Which of the ancient emperors and rulers ever attained

to this?

The Literati urge that sovereigns, after having developed their

virtue, receive the decree of Heaven. In the chapter " Heaven's

Original Gift'" of the Lun-heng we have maintained that rulers

are already endowed with the heavenly fate at their birth, but

it is difficult to know life.

In case we assume two endowments, then wine and food

given twice are more abundant than given once. As the scholars

say, the Five Monarchs received the decree of Heaven but once

each, only the Han received it twice, consequently the fate granted

them must be richer than that of their predecessors. If the state-

ment of the Lun-heng be correct, and the spontaneous fluid be

received at birth, then likewise the quantity received by the house

of Han must be greater. Having been cut off,8 they were again

restored, and having died, they revived again. In the world, persons

that after death come to life again, are usually looked upon as

1 See p. 213.

2 Chang Ti.

3 76-77 A.D.

* In the prefecture of Yung-chou, Hunan.

6 More details on these eight dragons are given on p. 216.

6 All these portents are faithfully chronicled in the Hou Honshu chap. 3
p. 6r. seq., only in the numbers and the years there are slight differences.

7 Vol. I p. 130.

8 By the usurper Wang Mang who ousted the Former Han dynasty.
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genii. The reign of the Han had been cut off and was renewed.

The fact that Kmng Wu Ti regained the lost throne is something

very remarkable.

Wu Wang defeating Chou availed himself of the savages of

Shu,i who helped him in the battle of Mu-yeh. In the time of

CKeng Wang, the Yileh-cUang^ presented a pheasant, and the Japanese

brought odoriferous plants as tribr.te. When the power of Yu and

Li'^ was shattered, the Jung and the Ti made an attack on the

capital of Chou, and King P ing proceeded eastward,* in order to

avoid their aggressions, but under the Han dynasty the four kinds

of savages 5 all appeared at court with tributes. lu the first year

of Yuan-shih& of the emperor P ing Ti, the Ylleh-cli ang appeared with

interpreters for two languages ? and offered one white pheasant and

two black ones. Owing to the excellence of CKing Wang and Chou

Kung's assistance, they had presented one pheasant, but P'ing Ti

received three.

Subsequently, in his fourth year, the Cliiang tribes,® Liang

CKiao, C/tiao Chung, and Liang Yiian^ and others outside the forti-

fications of CMn-ch'Sng lo offered their fish-ponds and their salt-land,

and desired to become subjects of the Han. Afterwards, the Han
even got possession of the stone house of Hsi Wang Mu, and estab-

lished there the circuit of the " Western Sea."" In the Chou era

1 The aborigines of Ssechuan.

2 *^ . In Vol. I, p. 505 where the same statement is made Wanp CKung

writes the name

3 The two Chou emperors reigning from 878-828 b.c. (Li) and from 781 to

771 (Yu).

* He left the old capital Hao-ching in Shensi, and took op his residence

farther eastward in Lo-yi (Honan).

' The savages from the four quarters.

« In 1 A.D.

7 They could not converse with the Chinese through one interpreter, finding

nobody who could understand their language and Chinese, and therefore required

one more to translate their speech into a language from which it could be rendered

into Chinese.

8 Tribes in the West of China.

' Of these tribes only the lAang Yuan are mentioned in the Han-shu, Bio-

graphy of Wang Mang (Pei-wen-yun-fu)

.

10 A place in Kansu.

" The geographical part of the Sui-shu (quoted in the Pei-wen-yun-fu) informs

us that the circuit of the " Western Sea " j^ includes the old city of Fu-

8se wherever that may be, and embraces the kingdom of T'u-yii-hun

P . There is the stone grotto of Hsi Wang Mu and the salt lake Kukunor.
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the Jung and the Ti attacked the king, in the Han period they

became subjects of the empire, and offered their valuable land. The
State of Hsi Wang Mu lies outside the farthest limits of the world,

yet the Han annexed it. Whose virtue is greater and whose territory

larger, that of the Han or the Chou?

At present the Ai-lao and the Shan-shan are willing to tender

their allegiance and to revert to virtue. Owing to the constant

disturbances of the Hsiung-nu, generals were sent to chastise them,

who captured thousands and ten thousands of their cattle.

Fm, the Hsia emperor, went naked into the country of the

people of Wu, and T'ai Po, gathering medicinal herbs, cut off his

hair and tattooed his body. ^ With reference to the territory of

Yao and Shun, Wu ranked as aa uncultivated dependency. The
Yileh were counted among the Nine Savages; They wore woollen

cloth and wrapped a sash round their heads. Now they are

all Chinese subjects wearing long dresses and using shoes. The
people of Pa, S/m,^ Yuch-sul,^ Yu-lin,^ Annum, Liaotung, and Yo-lang,

in the Chou time, wore their hair long and in tufts with hair-pins,

now they wear fur-caps. In the Chou era they required two inter-

preters, now they chant the Shiking and the Shuking.

The Ch\in-cKiu puts forward the principle that [the relations

of sovereigns ought not to harbour wicked designs, and that if

they do they deserve death.] ^ The king of Kitang-ling, Ching was

led astray by a mischievous magician, and Ying, king of CKu was

beguiled by a mean fellow. Several times their plans became

manifest, but Hsiao Ming Ti pardoned them three times. The two

kings then swallowed poison, Chou Kung executing Kuan and "JTsai

went much farther than this.

Chavannes, Les Tou Kiue Occidentaux p. 372 likewise places T'u-yii-hun on the banks

of this lake. The Hsi-yii-chuan j^tj on the other side, states that T'iao-chih

-^, which I take to be Syria, is conterminous with Hsi-hai, and that there are

big birds whose eggs are like jugs (ostriches). It is impossible that the Han

carried their conquests so far.

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 131, Notes 1 and 2.

2 See Analects IX, 13 and Vol. I p. 406, Note 6.

3
HJ^'

an expression not found elsewhere.

* Two ancient States in Ssechuan.

5 The modern CKu-hmung-fu in Yunnan,
c The present Kuei-lin-fu, Kuangsi.

7 Kung Yang, Duke Chuang 32iid year.

8 The king of Kuang-ling committed suicide in 67 a.d., the king of Ch'u in

70 A.D. See Hon Han-shu chap. 2, p. 13v. and p. 16v.
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The relations of King CJiu from his mother's side, the HsU

family, conspired with him. Hsiao Ming Ti said, "The Hsii family

is related to the king, that they should wish him honour and glory

is but human." Thus his holy heart forgave them and did not

treat them according to law.

The marquis Fu of Yin Chiang posted a letter in the market

and in the villages, slandering the holy government. Our Lord

regretting i his treachery, deprived him of his title and his terri-

tory. Hating a man one dislikes his adherents left behind."^ Yet

the emperor raised the sons of the two kings and thus pacified

CKu and Kuang-ling, and allowed the younger brother of Chiang,

Yuan to continue the sacrifices to the Yin family.^ The two kings

were of imperial blood, and as feudatory princes, and kings, the

equals of Kuan and Tsai. Yet the descendants of the latter were

extinguished, whereas for the two kings their posterity was re-

instated into all their honours, an act of clemency deserving the

highest praise. Yin Chiang had another family name than the em-

peror, but out of respect for his ancestors the sacrifices were

preserved.

The righteousness shown by raising Wji Keng * and the kind-

ness displayed in allowing Lu Fu to continue the sacrificial rites

is not so very great, for the Yin^ were emperors as well as the

Chm, who levied troops to fight them, coveting the grandeur of

the empire, and thus cut off the reign of CKeng T^ang. This was

not an act of justice worthy of a holy sovereign, nor in accordance

with Heaven's command. Yin Chiang, on the other side, was but

a subject, and the reign of the Han was firmly established. The

extinction of the Yin family would not have been contrary to

justice, and its preservation, nevertheless, was due to the boundless

kindness of Hsiao Ming Ti. His favours showered down on his

own kindred within and on other families without. How could

the liberality of Yao or the generosity of Shun exceed this?

The dealings of Huan Ton were such, that he was at home

with glib-tongued people and employed the perverse. Kung Rung

' Ed. A and S:— for
»|
.

2 Ed. A writes:— Ed. C:— and Ed.5:—.
3 the family of Yin Chiang.

* The son of the last emperor of the Yin dynasty, also called Lu Fu. See

Chavanne.1, Mem. Hist. Vol. I p. 207, Note 4. But here two different persons seem

to be meant.

6 The Yin dynasty.
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intrigued with him and was, therefore, recommended to Yao. San

Miao was an artful and cunning man, or as some say it was a

guilty country. Kun could not regulate the waters, being at Ills

wits' end. All were personally guilty and could not shift their

guilt upon the emperor. Therefore Yao and Shun banished them, and

they died in regions devoid of vegetation.^ All those who mal-

iciously plotted against the emperor, who resenting the strong hand

of government revolted, who having to investigate something did

not speak the truth, who injured the State or killed its officers,

and whose offences were much graver than those of the above-

named four criminals, all those were by Hsiao Ming Ti most gra-

ciously merely sentenced to banishment into the border-lands. Our

present Lord in his utmost kindness caused them to return to

their native places. Since the dawn of civilisation no similar mercy

was ever shown.

Yen Tse said that, the Hook Star being between the House

and the Heart, the earth would be moved. ^ An earthquake is

naturally determined by time and not the result of government,

but the emperor was terror-stricken^ and attributed the event to

his administration all the same, minutely investigating its merits

and good qualities, and inquiring into its defects and shortcomings.

Kao Tsung stooped down,* and CUeng of Chou opened the trunk.

^

Thus far did their zeal lead them. When grain grows and the

year is normal, even a common ruler, by merely following his fate,

is able to establish a virtuous government, but when calamities and

dangers abound, only the sagest and wisest are successful in their

efforts to reform. Thus every ordinary doctor knows how to deal

with a small disease, but none but a Pien CKio can cope with a

virulent attack.^

In the first year of the Chien-cHti period,? a pernicious current

arrived, causing all the diseases of the year, which was much worse

than a drought and a want of rain, when the cattle die and the

people are driven from their homes. The emperor exhibited his

1 On the banishment of these four criminals see the Shuhing Part II, Book I

12 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 39) and Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. I p. 67.

2 Cf. p. 160, Note 1.

3 This seems to refer to an earthquake which happened in Wang Ch'vtng's time.

* See p. 161.

6 Cf. p. 18.

6 Cf. p. 134, Note 1. Perhaps the ^ there is merely a misprint for

•

'

7 76 A.D.
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virtue : the best and worthiest men were in office, and the five

presidents of the board of work supported the State in its troubles,

sending about grain and giving relief. Although those left starving

were not a few, yet the empire admired the emperor's virtue, and

in spite of all those difficulties it did not revolt. The people were

destitute of grain, but replete with principles and virtue, their bodies

were roving about on the roads, but their hearts, returning to their

native villages. Therefore no traces of robbery were to be found

on the highways, and in hidden and out-of-the-way places no acts

of violence were committed. Danger was changed into security, and

distress into comfort. Which of the Five Emperors and Three

Rulers would have been fit to bring about such a state of things
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CHAPTER XX.

Ominous Signs Investigated {Yen-fu).

It was in the eleventh year of Yung-ping. ^ The inhabitants

of the Huan marquisate 2 in Lii-chiang 3 were then in possession of

a lake. There were two small boys in Huan, named Cliin Chilo and

Clien ring, both over ten years old, who together went angling on

the banks of the lake. CKen Ting was the first to go. CKen Chiio

arrived later, and asked his comrade whether he had caught any-

thing. Upon CKen T^ing replying in the affirmative, he went home
to fetch his rod and fishing-line.* At a distance of 40 steps from

CKen Ting he beheld a wine amphora of a bright yellow colour that

had fallen into the water near the edge of the lake. CKin Chiio

mistook it for copper. He waded through the water to get hold of

it, but it was so slippery and heavy, that he was unable to lift

it. T'ing seeing this from afar shouted, " What have you got?"

Chiio rejoined, " It is copper, but I cannot lift it." T^ing came to

his assistance and entered, the water, but before he had seized

the amphora it quite suddenly was transformed into a covenant

vessel, sank into the deep through the movement, and again became

invisible. But Ting and Chilo who kept their eyes on it perceived

something of bright yellow colour like so many coins, hundreds

and thousands of pieces. They pushed and raised it, and with

their hands full they went home and told their families.

The father of CKen Chiio was a retired official of the State whose

style was Chiln Hsien. He inquired, full of amazement, where he had
found this, and Chilo gave a description. " It is gold , quoth Chiln

Hsien and forthwith, along with ChUo, he hastened to the place of

discovery, where there was still much left in the water. He himself

entered the water and seized it. When the neighbours of

Chiio and Ting had heard the news, there was a general rush, and

they together obtained upwards of ten pounds. Chiin Hsien personally

acquainted a minister who advised the prefect, and the prefect

1 68 A.D.

2 The Huan district corresponding to the prefecture of An-cKing, the capital

of the province of Anhui.

3 Now Lii-chou-fu, 120 Li west of the present Lu-chiang-hsien.

^1^. Ed. A has the misprint .
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sent his officers to receive the gold and instructed his private official

CKeng Rung to take it over and present it to the throne, stating

how he had got the gold. An imperial edict was issued to the

effect that, if it was, as stated in the memorial, all was right, but

if it was not, then capital punishment would be meted out. With
this edict CKeng Kung returned to the prefect, who with his sub-

ordinates took cognisance of it. They had the impression that the

emperor doubted the veracity and believed that something had

been concealed and that the report had been unduly embellished.

For this reason the prefect sent in a new report, stating that the

gold had been discovered exactly as reported previously. There-

with the matter closed.

In the 12 th year, Chiin Hsien and his associates addressed the

emperor stating how they had found the gold in the water of the

lake, that the chief of the circuit had presented it to the throne,

and that as yet no compensation had been received. In the imperial

rescript to the authorities of Lii-chiang it seemed as if His Majesty

was not willing to grant Chiin Hsien and his associates the price

of the gold, for the prefect had reported that the gold found by
Chun Hsien and others came from a public lake, and not from the

private waters of these persons. Consequently no compensation

was given. In the 12 th year, however, an edict appeared commanding

the payment of the value of the gold to Chiin Hsien and the others

according to the actual market price of gold.

'

The auspicious portents of the Han were manifold. The dis-

covery of gold being very strange, it was put on record. The pre-

cious things, gold and jewels are divine, therefore their appearance

is something extraordinary.^ Something of a golden colour first

appeared in the shape of a wine amphora and afterwards became

a covenant vessel and, being moved, sank into the deep. Was not

this a miracle ^

1 This soi-disant lucky augury is shortly mentioned in the Hou Han shu

chap. 2 p. 14r. where the lake in which the gold was found is called
^]^

Ch'ao-hu, a lake in Ho-fei-hsien {Anhui) now famous for its gold-fish. As further

portents which appeared in the same year are enumerated : a unicorn, a white

pheasant, a wine spring, and auspicious grain.

2 Extraordinary only for persons prejudiced and desirous to discover omens

at all costs.

3 No. The event was very simple and harmless and only construed iuto a

miracle. Small boys, whose testimony is not worth much, saw some vessel in the

water, which they first took for a wine amphora, then for something else. When
they stirred up the water it disappeared for some time, but at last they succeeded

in raising it.
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When the Hsia dynasty was flourishing distant countries made
pictures of their produce, and the nine tribes offered gold as tribute.

Yii regarded it as propitious and cast it into tripods. The Nine

Tripods of the Chou i were the gold of these distant countries.

No matter whether it was brought by people as tribute or whether

it issued spontaneously from the water, it was the same after all

and in both cases the upshot of conspicuous virtue and an omen

for a sage emperor.

A golden and pearless age is accompanied with gold and gems.

In the time of Wen Ti there appeared a gem flail. Gold and gems

are the choicest omens. The sound of gold and the colour of gems

are most appreciated by mankind.

In the Yung-cKang circuit^ there was gold as well. The
smallest lumps were as big as a grain of millet. In the sand of

the baukg of rivers people found five shu^ of gold every day.

Its colour was a uniform yellow. Earth produces gold, and the

colour of earth is yellow. The ruling element of the Han dynasty

is earth, which accounts for the production of gold.* Of metal

there are three kinds. ^

When yellow is continually seen it becomes a lucky augury.

The old man of the CIti bridge transmitted to Chang Liang ^ a book

which turned into a yellow stone. This essence of the yellow

stone became a charm. Stones belong to the same category as

gold, their substance is different, but their colour the same, both

are presages of earth.

In the third year of Chien-ch'u, suddenly five stalks of boletus

grew in the soil of the house of a woman from CKiian-Ung in Ling-

ling 8 of the name of Fu King. The longest measured a foot and

1 The history of these tripods, the insignia of imperial power, is related in

Vol. I, p. 506 seq. Wanff CKung here assumes that they were made of gold, the

general opinion is that they were made of bronze or copper,

2 In Talifu, Yunnan.

3 The twenty-fourth part of a Tael or a Y24 ounce. In many Chinese rivers

gold is found, but in such small quantities as mentioned here, so that the washing

does not pay.

4 It is needless to say that under all the other dynasties gold was found

as well.

5 The yellow metal = gold, the white metal = silver, and the red metal =
copper. Cf. Shuking, Yiikung {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I p. 110, Note 43).

« See Vol. I, p. 95 and 368.

7 In 78 A.D.

8 Cf, p. 207, Note 4. Ch iian-ling lies north of the modern Ling-ling-hsieti

in Hunan. The Hou Han shu chap. 3, p. 6r. speaks only of Ling-ling, whence in the

3rd year of the emperor Chang Ti's reign purple boletus was sent as a present.
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4 to 5 inches, the shortest 7 to 8 inches. Stalks and leaves were

of a purple colour; it was, in fact, the purple boletus. The prefect

Shen F^ng deputed his private officer Yen Sheng to present these

plants to the emperor, who was exceedingly pleased and gave him

money, dresses, and food in return. He then summoned all the

presidents, ministers, governors, shang_chi,i officers, and people and

made known the boletus to the empire. When the empire heard

the news, officialdom and citizens rejoiced, well knowing that, the

excellence of the Han being so perfect and universally acknowledged,

felicitous omens were sure to happen.

In the fourth year, sweet dew fell in the five districts of

Ch^uan-ling, Ling-ling, T'ao-yang,^ Shih-an,^ and Leng-tao * soaking

all the leaves of the elm, cypress, cherry, and plum trees, which

bending under its weight, caused it to trickle down. The people

drank it and found that it tasted like sweets and honey.

In the fifth year, boletus viz. six grew again on the house

of a man of Cfi ilan-ling, C/iou Fu. In colour and shape they

resembled those of the third year. Together with the former ones

there were eleven in all.s

Where the river Hsiang & is 7 Li distant from the city of

CKiian-ling there are masses of rocks above the river bearing the

name of Yen-shih mountain. The mountain approaches the river

from both sides, narrowing its passage. Under a protruding cliff

the water disappears and forms an unfathomable abyss. There

two yellow dragons put in an appearance. They had a length of

over 16 feet ' and were bigger than horses. To those who looked

sharply at them they appeared like those dragons painted in pictures.

The people of Yen-shih-cKiu all saw them at a distance of some

ten steps. They further perceived some animals shaped like colts,

bigger and smaller ones, six altogether. They issued from the

water and roamed about and played on the shore, being, no doubt,

1 .- These seem to have been comptrollers or revenue officers.

2 Northwest of the present Hsiang-yuan-hsien in Kuangsi. The Hou Han shu

loc. cit. mentions only these three places.

3 In Kuei-lin-fu, Kuangsi.

* Under the Han dynasty a part of the Ling-ling circuit in Hunan.

5 The Hou Han shu loc. cit. merely reports that in the 5th year of the emperor

(80 A.D.) purple boletus was sent from Ling-ling,

6 The main river of the province of Hunan which falls into the Tungting Lake.

7 All the editions here write '^j^ 160 feet. I suppose that

should be written, for else the sequel that the dragons were bigger than horses

would give no sense.
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the children of tlie two dragons. Along with these they were

eight in all. After they had stayed out of the water for some time,

tliey again returned to it.

Under the reign of Hsiian Ti, a phopnix alighted on the city

of P'eng,^ which gave notice of it. Hsiian Ti summoned the shih-

chung ^ Sung Weng Yi who said, "A phoenix comes down on the

capital and alights in the precincts of the son of Heaven. This

phoenix having alighted far away in PUtig-cKeng cannot be admitted,*

for one must not have dealings with second-class birds." The em-

peror replied, "At present the empire forms one family, and there

is no difference whether the phoenix alights in eng-cKeng or in

the capital.^ Why do you say that one must have nothing to do

with second-class birds? " And he called upon his attendants who
were versed in the Classics to argue the point with Sung Wing

Yi. The latter, pressed very hard, took off his cap, made obeisance

and excused himself.

The time of Hsiian Ti does not differ from the present, and

the alighting of the phoenix, and the appearance of the yellow

dragons is similar. The distance of P^ing cKeng and Ling-ling is

the same," for, as regards the extension of the emperor's mansions,

the four frontiers of the empire form the boundary lines within

which Ling-ling is situated, so that it even may be considered near,'

Kung-Sun CJien of Lu declared, in the time of Hsiao Wen Ti,

that, the ruling element of the Han being earth, a yellow dragon

should appear as corresponding omen. Subsequently, it was seen*

in Clieng-chi^ whose distance from the capital equalled that of

Ling-ling. Under the regime of Hsiao Wu Ti as well as of Hsiao

Hsiian Ti dragons made their appearance, and four times yellow

dragons become visible in this place, which proves that earth

1 The Hou Han shu contents itself with the short statement that eight yellow

dragons were seen in CKuan-Ung, A commentator adds that the two big dragons

playing in the Hsiang were of the size of horses and had horns, and that the six

young ones were as big as colts, but hornless.

2 A city ill Hsii-chou-fu, Kiangsu. Cf. Vol. I, p. 507.

3 On this function see Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. II, p. 526.

4 I. e., as a genuine phoenix, and a lucky omen.

5 In Hsiian Ti's time, 73-49 b.c. the capital was Chang-an in Shensi.

6 The distance from the capital.

7 The whole empire is, as it were, the emperor's home, wherefore it is un-

necessary to calculate the distance of cities from the capital.

8 In 165 B.C. For further details on Kung-Sun CKen cf. Chavannes, Mem. Hist.

Vol. II, p. 479.

'

9 30 Li north from CKin-an-Jmen in the province of Kansu.
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was indeed the element of the Han dynasty. ^ Chia Yi was the

first who in the court of Wen Ti proposed that as the colour of

the Han yellow should be adopted, and that they should choose

five as their number. From this circumstance that Chia Yi, an

official of extensive erudition, declared himself in favour of the

yellow colour and of number five's evident that earth is

the element of the Han.^

Boletus grows in earth. The fluid of earth being congenial,

the boletus grows in it. Earth produces cereals; cereals are sweet,

therefore sweet dew descended.*

In former ages, dragons were not seen in pairs, only when
the Hsia dynasty was at its height two dragons appeared in the

court. 5 Since the two dragons which came forth in the present

time agree with those of the Hsia dynasty in number, the present

government must also be conformable to that of the Hsia.

When, formerly, dragons came out, very seldom their children

were seen. Now six young dragons came out simultaneously,

roaming about and playing like the six children of Heaven and

Earth,6 a sign of a numerous progeny.

In the era of Yao and Shun all the animals danced, at present

the eight dragons likewise played and gambolled for a long while.

Boletus is eaten by immortals, in order to prolong their lives. In

former ages only one or two grew, now there are altogether

eleven pieces indicating a longer duration of life; and grain as

high as a fir-tree was produced. When formerly sweet dew came

down, it did so but in one place, now it poured dovvn in five

districts conformably to the number of earth, the power of which

prevails everywhere.

The frequent occurance of imperial omens is not in vain;

they always are illustrative of something, and correspond to some

1 The colour of earth, according to Chinese ideas, is yellow like that of the

yellow dragons which are supposed to have indicated it.

2 Earth being the fifth of the Five Elements in the series of the Shuking :

water, fire, metal, wood, earth, its number is five.

3 The colour of the Hsia dynasty was black. In war they used black horses

and for sacrifices black victims. The Yin dynasty adopted white as its colour, and

the Chou dynasty red. See Liki, Legge Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 125. The

ChHn dynasty again selected black {Chavannes Mem. Hist. Vol. 11, p. 130). The

colour of the present Manchu dynasty is yellow again.

4 Again the shallow symbolism. Sweetness is the taste corresponding to earth,

5 Cf. p. 163.

G

£i i the names of the first and the last of the Eight Diagrams from

which the other six, the children, were evolved.
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virtue. Confucius said, ["The knowing are cheerful, and the

benevolent live long."] i Our emperor is a holy man, consequently

the boletus pointed to long life. If yellow things be produced

they have the colour of earth, and its place is the centre. 2 There-

fore did Hsien Yuan,^ whose virtue was excellent, use yellow as

his epithet. Our emperor is so kind and merciful, that his virtue

approaches that of the "Yellow Emperor," whence the colour of

the dragons was yellow to show the identity of their virtue.

The East is called benevolent, and the dragon is the animal

of the eastern region.* The emperor being a sage, benevolent omens

appeared. Benevolence implies a taste for feeding and nursing.

The emperor in his benevolence and kind-heartedness loved the

black-haired people, therefore the sweet dew poured down ^ and

dragons, that like to conceal themselves, publicly appeared, attracted

from their rocks and caverns by the emperor's sagehood.

When portents appear they usually follow an excellent man,

and lucky auguries always adhere to some fortunate person. The
principle of Heaven being spontaneity, there must be some coinci-

dence. The omens obtained by a holy sovereign surpass those of

common worthies. The ruler being enlightened, and his minister

judicious, everything prospers. When Wen Ti and Wu Ti received

their decree, their strength was like that of the Dukes of Chou

and Shao.

1 Analects VI 21.

2 Earth is placed in the centre, whereas the four other elements con'espoiid

to the four cardinal points.

3 Personal name of the " Yellow Emperor " Huang Ti.

4 The green dragon is the animal of the East, the scarled bird that of the

South, the white tiger that of the West, and the black tortoise that of the North.

5 There is a supposed correspondence between the centre, earth, yellow, sweet,

the heart, and Huang Ti. See Appendix to Couvreur,s Dictionary.
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CHAPTER XXI.

The Necessity of Eulogies (Hsu-sung).

The rulers and sovereigns of antiquity having accomplished

memorable deeds, wanted some able pen to eulogise and chronicle

their achievements. Thus their deeds were made public, and all

ages heard of them. If we ask the commentators of the Shuking

who said the words following the passage [" He was reverential,

intelligent, accomplished, and thoughtful"]/ they will reply : the

editor, and who is the editor? Confucius. Consequently the able

writer is Confucius [It was after bis return from Wei to Lu^ that

lie arranged the Odes, when the festive songs and panegyrics got

their places.*] His great literary activity falls in this time.

Some maintain concerning the Shang-slm [Shuking) that shang

means superior', what the superiors have done is written down
by the inferiors. And who are these inferiors? The officers. Ergo

the officers commit to writing the actions of the superiors.

If we inquire of the scholars why rites are said to be instituted^

and songs to be composedJ their reply will probably be that the

rites are instituted by the superiors and therefore called institutions,

whereas songs being composed by the inferiors are, on that account,

termed compositions. When the empire enjoys perfect peace,

panegyrics and tunes are composed. At present there is universal

peace throughout the empire might panegyrics, odes, songs, and

tunes be composed? The scholiasts would not know it and deserve

to be called pedants.

1 Quoted from the Shuking , Yao-tien J {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 15).

2 The words following the above passage are generally regarded as forming

part of the original merely edited by Confucius. But we find nearly the same words :

^^ in the Preface to the Shuking which is attributed to Confucius.

3 In 483 B.C. when Confucius was already 69 years of age.

* Quotation from the Analects IX 14.

6 Various explanations of the term shang ^jj^ in Shang-shu j^p^ have

been proposed by Chinese critics. It is said to mean the "highest" i. e. the most

venerable book or the book of the " highest antiquity" (cf. Le<;ge, loc. cit. Note).

Wang ( 'li'imq here takes it to signify the book treating of sovereigns.

"

7 -
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In view of the inscription on the tripod of K^ung K'ui ' of

Wei the officers of Chou admonished one another, and because the

emperor Hsiao Hsi'ian Ti praised the prefect of Ying-cH rian,^ Huang

Pa^ for his excellent service and bestowed a Imndrecl pounds of

gold on him, the Han officers exerted themselves in the administration.

Thus a ruler of men praises his officers, and the officers should

extol their sovereign. That is in accordance with propriety.

When under Shun the empire was at peace, K^uei* sang the

virtue of Shun. The kindness of King HsUan^ was so perfect, that

the Shiking extols his doings. Lord Shao ^ performed his duties in

such a way, that in Chou they sang the song on the sweet-pear

tree.7 Thus there are 31 eulogies of Chou, 5 of Ym, and 4 of Lu,

40 in all in which the poets sing the praises of exalted persons.

Whence it is plain that subjects should eulogise their sovereigns.

The scholars contend that the Han have no sage emperors,

and that their administration has not brought about universal peace.

In our chapter entitled " Praise of the Han Dynasty " ^ we have

shown that the Han have holy emperors, and that their government

has led to perfect peace, and in the chapter " Further Remarks on

the State " lo we have investigated into the excellence of the Haii

and found out that it is extraordinary and far surpassing that of

all the other dynasties.

To illustrate virtue, and praise merits, and to extol and

panegyrise rulers, is nothing more than the eulogistic allusions of

the Shiking and a duty of noble officers. It cannot be accounted

virtue, should somebody forget bis own family and look to other

people's houses, or despise his own father, and speak in high terms

1 A noble of the Wei State, 5th cent. b.c. who took a leading part in a

revolution in Wei, which cost Tse Lu his life. The tripod with the inscription was

conferred upon him by the duke. The encomiastic inscription, eulogising the ancestors

of the recipient, is given in the Liki, Chi-iung p. 66r. {Legge, Sacred Books Vol.

XXVin, p. 252).

2 A circuit in Anhui.

3 Huang Pa was first thrown into prison by the emperor, but then re-instated

and highly honoured. He died in b.c. 51. See Giles, Bibl. Diet. No. 865.

* A minister of Shun and director of State music. Cf. p. 257.

5 827-782 B.C.

6 The duke of Shao, Wu Wang's brother.

7 Shiking, Part I Book II, Ode 5 {Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part I, p. 26).

8 These 40 odes form Part IV of the Shiking. The term eulogy is

given a different meaning by modern commentators viz, " songs for the ancestral

temple" or " sacrificial odes." See Legge, Shiking Part II, p. 569, Notes.

e Chap. XVin.
»° Chap. XIX.
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of the old gentlemen of strangers. The Han are the family now
embracing the whole world, and compared to the present sovereign,

people and officers, the former emperors are like the old gentlemen.

To know the virtue of a monarch and praise his excellence, to

see the greatness of a State and glorify its deserts is much better

than to doubt and suspect them of incapacity.

[Confucius said, " Great indeed was Yao as a sovereign; it is

only Heaven that is grand, and only Yao corresponded to it. The
people could find no name for it."] ' Some one of fifty was beat-

ing clods of earth on the road. An observer remarked, " Grand
indeed is the virtue of Yaol " The man who was playing with

earth replied, "At sunrise I begin my work, and at sunset I take

my rest. I dig a well to drink, and labour my field to eat. What
sort of energy does Yao display? Confucius by saying "Great

indeed was the virtue of Yao " showed that he knew him. To
be coeval with a sage and not to know the hoy ruler, is like

being blind and incapable of distinguishing between green and

yellow, and to know such a holy ruler, but not to praise him, is

like being dumb and unfit to discourse on right and wrong.

The present blind and dumb literati are no more gifted than

the people of T^ang beating the earth. Confucius and the man of

T ang who spoke of Yao's greatness were both aware of his virtue.

It was paramount, and by inquiring how Yao's capacity was, the

peasant beating the earth proved his ignorance of his virtue.

When at night a candle is lifted the space illuminated by its

light may be measured, but when the sun shines over the world

the places near and far, big and small reached by its rays are

hard to be limited. Navigating on the Huai and the Chi,* all

people know their windings and turnings, but on the Eastern Sea

they cannot make out north and south. The square-mensuration

of very great planes offers many difficulties, and great depths are

hard to be fathomed by wading through with tucked-up clothes.

The excellence of the Han is as extensive ^ as the sunlight reaching

1 Analects VUI, 19.

2 Cf. p. 187. Legge in his Prolegomena to the Shikmg p. 13 adduces the

words of the peasant as the "song of the peasants in the time of Fao."

3 I think that the question of the peasant has not this purport. He only

means to say that he does not care for Yao in the least. In the "song of the

peasants " this idea is more clearly brought out :
.

4 Rivers in Honan and Shantung.

& !^ • Wang CKung here and elsewhere uses in the sense of .
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beyond the ocean. The knowing know it, whereas the unintelligent

have no idea of their grandeur.

The Han writers mostly go back as far as the Yin and Chou

dynasties, and the various scholars working together all treat of

other matters and have not a word of praise for the Han dynasty,

wliicli the Lun-hing has. The State eulogies in the Shiking are

called eulogies of Chou they bear a resemblance to the Han eulogies

offered by Tu Fu and Pan Ku. ^

Under the reign of Hsilan Ti portraits were painted of the

entire body of Han officers. If some were left out, their descend-

ants, later on, felt abashed that their ancestors had not been

found worthy to be painted. A eulogy is much more than a

simple picture. If after many generations people conversant with

classical literature will find there nothing in praise of the Han
dynasty, later ages must wonder at this omission. Formerly, officers

well versed in the Classics were in the habit of recording the

glorious feats of their rulers on bamboo and silk and of engraving

encomiastic inscriptions regarding their illustrious virtue on tripods.

Contemporaries of literary abilities would exert themselves on this

behalf. If the fame of the Han falls short of that of the Six

Reigns, it is owing to the incompetence of those writers.

The earth has elevations and depressions, whence there are

high and low places. But by means of picks and spades one may
level the ground. All generations reading the Classics dealing

merely with the Five Emperors and the Three Rulers, no notice

being taken of the events of the Han era, must imagine that these

sovereigns 2 are far superior to those of the Han dynasty. But

one may use arguments as picks and spades and, by diminishing

the grandeur of the Five Emperors and Three Rulers,^ fill up the

baseness of the house of Han, which is more than levelling, for

the Han thus will become exalted and those rulers abased.

Ponds and lakes there are of various kinds and of different

sizes, and their depths may be measured by immerging poles.

The Han have swayed the empire no less than all the other dyn-

asties, and by a thorough investigation their respective merits

and demerits may be ascertained. In default of long poles the

depths cannot be measured, and without the arguments of the

Lun-heng we do not learn to know the real state of these dynasties.

If the Han, being the last of all these dynasties, be contrasted

1 Cf. p. 198.

2
Ifj , or as they are called below : .

.
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with their predecessors in point of virtue, they can be compared like

ponds and lakes, but unless there be a clever writer, it is inevitable

that a mediocre scribbler takes his place who admires antiquity and

disparages the present, and we may expect that the Han will not

barely not come up to the other dynasties, but be ranked below them.

A posthumous title is a trace left by a man's actions. Good

titles are CJieng and Hsilan, bad ones, Ling and Li.i CKeng T ang

met with a drought and King Hsilan of Chou likewise, yet Ch'eng T^ang

got the epithet CJieng and King Hsilan was called Hsuan.^ These

pernicious calamities could not affect their government, and the

officials in appending the posthumous designations did not depart

from truth. From this point of view Yao is also a good title.

^

In his time there was also the Great Flood, and the people were

not at ease, still his case having been thoroughly examined, he

was given the name of Yao. Even the one word of a posthumous

title should be illustrative of its bearer, how much more ought

this to be required of discourses containing many hundred words,

or of eulogies numbering many thousands. Ships and carts carry

people, but how can they equal the number of pedestrians, and

how can simple carts and unadorned ships compete with those

covered with polish and beautifully painted? Excellent writers

are the polish and adornments of the State-ship and the State-cart,

Without strong husbandmen the crops do not grow, and

unless a State possess vigorous writers its virtues remain hidden

and are not made public. The ever-flowing virtue of the Han is

lost among the many generations, because the vigorous writers

among the literati do not record it. It is true that from Kao TiU

downward the books written discuss this subject:

Sse-Ma Hsiang-Ju of the Han time published a work on the

hill sacrifice, but this book is very short and incomplete. Sse-Ma

CKien wrote on the time from Huang Ti till Hsiao Wu Ti,5 Yang Tse

Yiin described the period from Hsilan Ti to Ai Ti and P'ing Ti,^

1 On posthumous titles see Vol. I, p. 162 208.

2 means "to expand, to propagate" scl. civilisation, consequently Hsiian-

Wang is the Civilising King.

3 signifies " high, eminent, lofty."

* The people are the pedestrians, the rulers, those riding in the State-cart,

and their panegyrists are compared to the adornments of this cart.

" In the Shi-chi.

6 73 B.c.-l A.D. The work alluded to was perhaps the Yang Hsiwngfu shih-

erh pien ^ ^ mentioned in the Catalogue of the Han-shu

chap. 30, p. 32v.
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CJien P'ing Chung wrote on Kuang Wu Ti, and Pan Ku composed a

eulogy on Hsiao Ming Ti. The merits and achievements of the house

of Han may well be learned therefrom. Our reigning Lord, after his

accession, has not yet found a panegyrist, therefore the author of the

Lun-Mng has done his best for this purpose, whence originated the

chapters : Equality of the Ages, Praise of the Han Dynasty, Further

Remarks on the State, and Ominous Signs Investigated.^

Without clouds and rain, a dragon cannot soar to heaven.

Great writers are the clouds and the rain of a State; they carry

in their records the virtue of the State, aud transmit its fame, that

it is still illustrious after numberless generations. Does this greatness

not rise even higher than the sky?

The earth of the city-wall is nothing but common soil which

men have used their strength to ram down and raise near the moat.

The great achievements of a State are loftier than a city-wall, and

the strength of the gentlemen of the pen is greater than that of

the rammers.

The brilliant virtue and the success of a lioly ruler should,

at all events, be praised and put on record how can the current

of these records suddenly be drained and exhausted?

When somebody has won laurels, either those who extol him

hit the truth, or they would fain praise him, but cannot express

themselves, or what they say is bad, and they are reluctant to

speak their mind freely. Which of these three classes of people

deserves the prize? The epoch of the Five Emperors and the Three

Rulers was particularly prosperous in this respect. During the time

of Hsiao Ming Ti, plenty of lucky presages appeared together, and

there was no lack of officers and functionaries, but of all encomiasts

of the State only men like Pan Ku may be said to have praised it

properly. Should we not rather use high-flown panegyrics, to make

the virtue of the Han illustrious among all generations, that its em-

perors shine like sun and moon, than be ineloquent or speak badly

and improperly? 2

When C/iin Shih Huang Ti travelled to the south-east and as-

cended Mount Kuei-chi, Li Sse composed a laudatory stone-inscription

recording the excellent deeds of the emperor, and when the latter

reached Lang-yeh he did the same.^ CKin was a depraved State, but

1 Vol. I, chap. XXXVm and Vol. II chap. XVIH-XX.
2 We do not appreciate panegyrists and their bombastic and coloured

descriptions, but want true historians.

3 See the reproductions and translations of CKin inscriptions in Chavannes,

Mem. Hist. Vol. II p. 544 seq.
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in these stone-inscriptions the era was so embellished, that the

readers must have taken it for the age of Yao and Shun, whence

the necessity of eulogies becomes obvious. At present, we are not

short of talents like Li Sse who might take part in the ascent of

Mount Kuei-clii and pass over the terraces of Lang-yeh.

When musicians play beautiful airs on the guitar, and the

audience does not applaud, the musicians become apathetic and

lose their enthusiasm, because exquisite music is very difficult to

play, and yet the spectators do not appreciate it. When a wise

State keeps an excellent administration, and officialdom with-

holds its praise, but hopes to benefit by it, it will not be carried

on. Now we possess many recipe books written on bamboo

and silk which do not give the name of the inventor by whom
the recipes were issued. The public does not use and overlooks

them. If, however, it is stated in the headings that a recipe

is that of Mr, So-and-so, and that it has already been tested,

then those willing to try it will compete in copying the recipes

and carving them in wood, and will regard them as a hidden

treasure.

In the capital memorials are written, and in the provinces

reports are drafted in order to recommend officials, praising them

for their skill and their abilities. The publication of these me-

morials and reports induces the officials to virtue and honesty,

because in the memorials their conduct is divulged, and through the

reports their talents are exhibited. If the virtue of the State, in

spite of its gloriousness, does not meet with applause, so that the

holy State of the Great Han enjoys but scanty fame, the fault

lies with the common scholars who do not make correct state-

ments.

Tn ancient and modern times there has been no want of holy

emperors, and the corresponding auspicious signs have also been

very numerous. These signs must not, of necessity, be identical

with former ones, and sometimes they had already appeared, but

people ignored it. The ordinary scholars explaining omens are

prone to magnify antiquity and detract from the present, and in

speaking of omens they over-estimate the past and depreciate later

ages. This should be changed, and the Han no more be slighted.

When the Han have some real good things, those scholars do not

mention them, conversely, they fervently believe in every imaginary

excellent quality of antiquity. They trust in falsehoods, provided

they be old and far away, and they despise truth, in case it be

near and modern. This is the reason why the three chapters on
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Exaggerations and the nine on Falsehoods ' were written and those

"How to become a Sage" 2 and on "True Sagehood" ^ originated.

The Literati in their praise of the sages overshoot the mark,

and when they contrast them with those of the Ilan, the latter do

not come up with them, not because they do not equal them, but in

consequence of the statements of the Literati wliich make it im-

possible. As a matter of fact, the Han are difficult to be equalled,

under whom the crops ripen and the years pass in peace, owing to

the influence of holy emperors thus successful in their efforts.

The chapter " Periods of Government * is an effusion for

the Han. Order has its fixed time, and disorder lias its period.

To be able to change disorder into order, is excellent, and only

an excellent man possesses this faculty. In the first year of Chien-

cKu 5 a pernicious air arrived just at the time of a sage. The
emperor through his virtue succeeded in averting the calamity."

Therefore in the chapters " On the Rain Sacrifice " and " Gentle

Drums the sudden changes referred to are brought about by the

good auguries of the Han dynasty.

Calamitous changes sometimes take place during the age of a

sage, there being either a drought or an inundation. These calam-

ities have been discussed with reference to the Han. The Chun-

cHiu period left a method for them which the Lun-heng has ex-

plained.

If a person be turned from the gate to the court and listen

to what is spoken in the liall and the inner rooms, he will miss

nine words out of ten. If, however, he ascend the hall and peep

into the rooms, he will not lose one word out of a hundred. The

author of the Lun-heng is living in an old desolate place at a

greater distance (from the capital) than that between the gate and

the courtyard. 8 In a quarter of an hour the sun traverses several

thousand Li, yet people do not consider it far by reason of the

great distance. When, on the fifteenth, there is much rain during

the night, the light of the moon is not extinguished, but its splen-

1 Books IV-VUI of the Lun-heng (Chinese text).

2.
3 • Both chapters are lost.

* Chap. n.

6 76 A.D.

6 Cf. p. 211.

7 Chap. XXX and XXXI.
8 Wanff Ch'img probably refers to some place in Chekiang province of which

he was a native.
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dour is not seen, being overshadowed. The holy emperor sheds

the light of the sun and moon, but since he lives in the central

province, and is concealed within a hundred Li, the reports about

him that transpire and are heard afar, are not reliable. His glorious

appearance not being well known, it is hard to discourse on it.

Only when imperial edicts are issued, or a chi-lP arrives, one learns

something about his holy government. These are the reasons why
the difference between the encomiums of his merits and reality are

mountain high, and the eulogies on his excellence lack profusion

and elegance. Only those at the foot of the throne who walk in

the steps of Pan Ku and Chia 17 can properly cliaunt the praise

of the emperor's attainments without omitting any smaller detail.

Wu Wang erected a tumulus for Pi Kan, and Confucius illustrated

the three ways of amassing merit. The excellence of the great

Han dynasty is not merely like that of Pi Kan or that acquired

in the three ways. When on a highway a sign-post indicating

the State is put up under which the road passes, all those looking

at this post know their way exactly. The virtue of the Han is

conspicuous, but nothing has as yet been said equivalent to such

a sign-post, therefore their extensive virtue does not yet shed its

lustre on the ages.

1 ^^ . This seems to have been an official charged with the annual

revision of the archives.
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CHAPTER XXII.

On Literary Work {Shu-chieh).

Some people contend that for judging the character of a

scholar, his literary productions are of no account. I answer that,

when a man is an elegant writer, his character is perfect. ^ With
plants it is different: there are some that have flowers, but no

fruit, and some that bear fruit, but have no flowers. 2 The Yiking

says that the feelings of a Sage appear from his utterances.^ He
opens his mouth to speak and joins tablets to write. His sayings

and writings having been made public, his real nature shines forth

in all its splendour.

Letters and virtue are the garments of mankind. Letters

are unsubstantial signs, and virtue is practical action. Both are

like over-clothes, donned by men. The greater a man's virtue,

the more refined is his literary work, and the more illustrious his

excellence, the more enlightened he is himself. A great man's

virtue is vast, and his writings are brilliant, a small man's virtue

may be remarkable, but his writings are unequal. A celebrated

officer writes a great deal, and, side by side with high virtue,

we find abundance of literary compositions.

A beautifully coloured and bright mat being a prerogative of

a high officer, Tsing Tse, who was laid up with a very serious

illness, ordered Yuan to rise and change it. We learn from this

incident that garments serve to denote the rank of worthies.

Worthies distinguish themselves by their literary ability. If dullards

and clever men cannot be otherwise distinguished, one must fall

back upon their writings ^ (ornaments) to draw a distinction. This

is not only true of men, the rule obtains for all animals likewise:

—

The dragon has ornaments on its scales, and therefore ranks

above the snakes. The phoenix's plumage has five colours, where-

1 A statement contradicted by facts.

2 This reminds us of Analects IX, 21:
|fq -^.

pfjj ^\ ^*, The flowers, of course, are compared with lite-

rary productions, and the fruit with the author's character.

3 See p. 274 Note 2.

* Cf. lAki {Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVH, p. 128) and p. 23.

6 The expression means writings as well as ornaments.
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fore it is the king among the birds. The tiger is fierce, and its

skin is coloured like that of the mole and the bull-frog. ' The

tortoise is wise, and carries characters on its back .2 The bodies

of these four animals are not quite plain, and in wisdom and

knowledge they surpass all other animals.

Mountains without woods are barren mountains, land without

vegetation is sterile, and men without letters are plain and simple

people. Barren mountains are deprived of stags, sterile land lacks

the Five Grains, and men without letters and virtue^ do not prove

themselves Worthies or Sages. High Heaven has plenty of celestial

signs,4 and august Earth has many marks and lines. The two

forces amalgamating, Worthies and Sages are endowed with them.

Therefore they imitate their archetypes by a display of literature.

Lucky signs correspond with their lives, and they are not without

letters :

When T'ang Shu Yu of Chin, Clieng Chi Yo of Lu and the

consort of Duke Hui with the designation of Chung Tse were born,

a miracle happened, for they all had characters on their hands.

^

When Chang Liang was on his way to high honour, he met with

a spirit in his rambles. An old man presented him with a book,^

and suddenly he was enfeoffed as a marquis of Liu.

The spirit of the Yellow River put forth the Plan on purpose,

and the genius of the Lo deliberately emitted the Scroll. All

wonderful things described on bamboo and silks do not issue from

small ponds. Animals are covered with ornaments, and men base

their supremacy on letters. Chi Tse Clieng desired to stop letters,

but was censured by Tse Kung.^ Those maintaining that letters do

not deserve to be held in respect, are on a par with Chi Tse Ch eng.

' 1^ lll^,
i, e. its colour is black and yellowish.

2 Signs, looking like Chinese characters, which are made use of for divination.

3 Letters and virtue, in Wane/ Cliungs opinion, are always combined.

4 .
5 .
6 Again mere symbolism which the old philosophers took for science.

7 See Vol. I p. 95.

8 Yid, loc. cit.

9 Analects XII, 8 where Chi Tse CKcng is introduced saying:— "In a superior

man it is only the substantial qualities ( = character) which are wanted why

should we seek for ornamental accomplishments ( = literary productions)

"
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Those who themselves compose, are literary scholars, i those

who discourse on the Classics, ordinary scholars.^ These two

classes are met with in the world, and we do not know yet to

which the palm is to be awarded.

Some say that literary scholars come short of ordinary ones.

The latter treat of the Classics of the Sages, and explain the

records of the Worthies. Vast and profound is their knowledge

of different meanings and principles, they hold sound views, and

for that reason are always in office. Those most respected become

professors,^ disciples crowd about them, and they attract students

from a thousand Li's distance. Although their body dies, their

doctrine survives, transmitted to posterity. Literary scholars do

not profit the world with their polished and exquisite style and,

therefore, are not called to office. Not a single pupil or student

puts in an appearance, and when they die, their memory is not

handed down. Consequently, they cannot compete with ordinary

scholars.

I answer that this is not true: Ordinary scholars argue on

all matters concerning the Sages, making the same investigations,

and equally following up all their doings. The details may be

divergent, but their scope is the same: their words may differ,

but their conceptions are very similar.

Why say that what literary scholars propound is of no

advantage to mankind? The work of ordinary scholars is very

simple, and people learn it in great numbers. There being nothing

to establish a distinction between them, all posts in the public

service are filled with tliera. The work done by literary scholars

is unusual and not easily imitated, and their books are seldom met

with, but though their work cannot be taught, and they have

no pupils, still their books are highly admired and handed down
by the people. There is the empty talk of their rivals, and on

the other side, tlieir important writings. Weighing these two

classes, which is the worthier? *

1.
2.
3.
* In many respects, these remarks apply still to our own times. Originality

and genius but seldom qualify a man for a professorship. To obtain this it is much

safer to keep in the beaten tracks, holding sound views viz. those just in vogue,

and to show a fair mediocrity, as any superiority is calculated to offend the amour-

propre of " ordinary scholars."
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In ancient times great and celebrated men wrote down their

thoughts. They, at least, made use of their principles and became

famous in their age. Although the ordinary scholars may have

been more honoured at the time, yet unless they were taken notice

of in the books of their literary rivals, their traces were soon

obliterated.

The Duke of Chou adjusted the Rites ^ and Music, and his

name was handed down uninterruptedly. Confucius wrote the

Ch'un-cKiu, and his memory has been preserved up to the present

day. Their productions are more than mere researches.

The literary geniuses of the Han era, Lu Chia, Sse-Ma CKien,

Liu Tse ChStig, and Yang Tse Yiln are all but marvellous, and their

gloiy does not depend on others. The world speaks also of the

expositor of the Shiking,^ Shin Kung of iw,* and of Ou Yang of

CKien-clieng ^ and Kung Sun,^ both scholiasts of the ShuTcing? but

if they had not fallen under the notice of the Grand Annalist, the

world would not know them.s

Is it not better to earn fame by one's own efforts than to

need others for that purpose? And does he not rank higher who
records the lives of hundreds of people than he who barely wins

a name for himself?

Some hold that writers must be free from troublous thoughts,

and that it is not their talents by which they exceed other people.

Unless they enjoy quietude their ideas do not come. In case such

writers have to look after all the affairs of every-day-life, or to

do office work in some department of the State, they will compose,

whenever they have some leisure from their multifarious duties.

1 Chou Kung is believed to be the author of the Chou-li, the Rites of the

Chou dynasty.

2 They are creations, classical works.

'

ft
.

* Shen Kung lived in the 2nd and 3rd cent. b.c. His edition of the Shiking

is known as the Lu-shi, the Shiking of Lit.

6 A scholar of the 2nd cent, b.c, born in CKien-cKeng in Shantung. He was a

pupil of the famous Fu Sheng and is generally known as Jt^ Ou-Yang Sheriff,

6 This seems to be Kung-Sun Hung, who died 121 b.c. The Shi-chi however,

does not mention him as a commentator of the Shuking, but couples his name with

that of an expositor of the Shiking.

7

8 Notices on these three scholars are given in the Shi-cki chap. 121.
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If common people be given plenty of time to concentrate their

thoughts, they are also able to indite eighty and more chapters.

Wen Wang had no leisure to take his meals either durin^r the

day or in the evening, ^ and Chou Kung, bathing his hair once, had

to grasp it three times, 2 What time had they to walk about for

pleasure, or to cover tablets with the elegant compositions of their

pen? Confucius wrote the Cliun-cKiu, and found no employment

in Chou, Sse-Ma Hsiang Ju^ was free from the duties of a statesman,

and therefore could write his poem Tse-hsil-fu,* and Yang Tse Yiln

lived in the palace as chung-lang^^ and thus had occasion to complete

the J"ai-hsiian-ching , and to take up the Fa-yen. Had Confucius ob-

tained imperial dignity, the Ch'un-cKiu would not have been published,

and had Sse-Ma Hsiang Ju and Yang Tse Yiln been chief ministers,

they would not have worked at the poem or the T'ai-hsilan-ching.

I beg leave to reply that Win Wang's want of time to eat

during the day or in the evening, implies that he elucidated the

Yiking and increased the number of diagrams, and if Chou Kung,

bathing once, grasped his hair thrice, it was because be changed

and fixed the institutions of the Chou dynasty. If the principles

of the Chou had not been corrupt, Confucius would not have

written his work; he would have enjoyed repose, and his thoughts

would have been unoccupied. But the laws of the Chou were loose

and degenerate, and he could not abide by them.

Those who by Heaven and Earth are endowed with letters,

will emit them from their bosoms
,
they do not write because they

have nothing else to do, nor are there any days when they have

DO leisure. They are affected by what is wrong, and start from

what is wicked, as a spring sends forth its waters, and vapours

rise up. Kuan Chung as prime minister of Duke Huan brought

about a confederacy of all the States, and Shang Yang laid the

1 Allusion to the Shuking, Part V, Book XV, 10 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill,

Part U p. 469).

2 Huai Kan Tse XIII, 9r. uses these words with regard to the emperor Yii,

substituting for and adding that during one meal he had to rise ten times.

The Shi-chi chap, 33, p. 3v. {Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. IV, p. 93) refers them to

Chou Kung. While washing his head, Chou Kung usually was disturbed by visitors

three times.

3 Great poet. See Vol. I, p. 123, Note 5.

* /^^t' This poem so fascinated the emperor Han Wu Ti tliat he

summoned Sse-Ma Hsiang Ju to Court (Giles, Bib I. Did. No. 1753).

5 a title of certain officials of the imperial household.

« Cf. p. 26.
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foundation of the imperial power of Ch'in, when he was minister

of Duke Hsiao. ^ Yet both wrote books containing dozens of

chapters. 2 Sse-Ma Hsiang Ju and Yang Tse Yiln were their

equals. Both being affected by external influences, their talents

were called forth, and their talents being equal, their work was

similar also. They were students and writers, but not because

their minds had nothing else to think about.

The more oue hears, the greater becomes his experience, and

the harder his official duties are, the dryer is his knowledge.

Unless one has rest, the thoughts do not come, and unless the

thoughts come, the pencil is not quick at work. Simpletons and

dullards may have a quiet home just fit for meditation, and be

perfectly free from care, yet they are incapable of writing a single

word. Those well gifted possess abilities, but it is not true that

they have no time those without abilities cannot think, but it

does not happen that somebody has knowledge, and cannot write.

Persons with exceptional abilities may be anxious to write some-

thing, but find nothing to start from, whereas others with but

little knowledge are able to record what they have learned by

inquiry from others. Remarkable talents sometimes have no subject

to write about, but they are never unqualified to speak, they may
have nothing to look to, 3 but it does not happen that they have

no leisure for literary compositions.

Some people are of opinion that writing requires the utmost

concentration of the mental faculties, and that those authors who
hold some office, are not apt to discharge their duties. A man's

thoughts take a certain direction, consequently all his mental

energy is used up in the pursuit of these thoughts. Writers are

admirable in all they write or say, but in that their talents are

exhausted, and their knowledge reaches its limit. In former times

many writers were in office, but to adjust what is scattered, and

to join what is dispersed, to support the vacillating, and to bring

peace to those in danger, exceeds the power of men of letters.

They themselves have their troubles and their difficulties, which

must have some cause. The cause are the hundreds of chapters

1 See Vol. I p. 4G3, Note 5.

2 Cf. p. 92, Note 5.

3 The first character is evidently wrong and should

be replaced by
j^fj

.
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and paragraphs which they have written. Lii Pu Wei composed

a Ch'un-ch'iu, ' and his whole family had to emigrate to Shu,'^ the

Prince of Huai-nan wrote a book on Taoism, and misfortune over-

took him, and destroyed his entire clan,^ Han Fei Tse published a

method of government, and he himself was thrown into prison in

Ch'in.4 Unable to preserve his own person, how could he have

helped his State

Some people excel in one thing, but why should they not

be deficient in another? Some are deeply versed in composition,

but why should they not be superficial in the administration?

My answer is that people have their strong points, and like-

wise must have their weak ones; they are skilful in one thing,

and awkward in another. This is uo inferiority, only their interest

is not roused, nor any awkwardness, but the thing does not appeal

to their imagination.^ He whose desire centres in one thing, does

not even perceive the T'ai-shan, and if his thoughts reach to a

certain point, he has not the time to follow with his body.

As regards the much praised sharpness of the Kan-chiang

sword,® when it is pointed it does not strike, and being fit to

strike, it cannot be used for stabbing. Not that the blade is not

sharp, but it cannot perform one and another thing.?

Pulling the bow ^ for sparrows, one misses the wild swan,

and shooting at magpies, one misses the wild goose. Drawing

square and round figures, one cannot complete them at the same

time, and looking right and left, one does not see both sides

simultaneously. Men may be able to do two things, but they cannot

make them into one. Provided that the Kan-chiang sword be less

pointed, then it strikes better, and if one gives up the magpies and

1 The Lu-shih-chun-ch'iu, Vol. I p. 463, Note 1.

^ Lii Pu Wei was banished to Ssechuan for his intrigues with the queen-

dowager and on suspicion of high-treason.

3 Cf. Vol. I p. 338.

4 See Vol. I, p. 170, Note 4.

6 It is a useless attempt to deny this inferiority or awkwardness of men of

genius in business. A great plus of mental power in one direction is usually counter-

balanced by a minus in another.

6 Vol. I, p. 504, Note 1.

7 —. must be corrected into .
—

- ^ ". -j^.

8 which the dictionaries only know as denoting the whirring of insects

or the name of an insect. Here it seems to mean to make the bow-string whir i. e.,

to pull it, which is usually expressed by
^
. Unless it be a misprint, here

must be a synonym of ^.
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merely aimes at wild geese, then, shooting aloft, he does not miss

the mark.

Of those who rejected literary productions and exclusively

devoted themselves to the administration, no other men have left

traces of greater fame behind them than Tse CKan and Tse Chien.i

The majority of ancient authors did excellent practical work, but

they were not employed. Kuan Chung and Yen Ying were as great

statesmen as writers,^ Shang Yang ^ and Yii CKing * were as active

in literature as in the administration.

When Kao Tsu had won the empire military plans were still

in vogue. Lu Chia wrote the " New Words," yet the emperor

raade but a moderate use of the work. The Lit clan caused an

insurrection's and the Liu family^ was on the point of revolting.

If it had not been for the devices of Lu Chia, the imperial house

would not have been safe.?

Talents and experience may both be used, but their use

depends on circumstances. In revolutionary times, experience

procures merit, when there is prosperity and progress, talents may
be used to write books. Words are pronounced by opening the

mouth, and by joining together written sentences, chapters are

formed. In days of yore many persons have achieved merit by

their words, and those who have ruined themselves by their

writings are few.

Lii Pu Wei and the Prince of Huai-nan committed some other

fault, and did not become guilty through their books. In the case

that their works were composed by their companions,^ they did

not write them themselves, and yet, although they did not write

them, they were visited with those conspicuous calamities.

1 A disciple of Confucius, Fu Pu CKi (T. who was

governor of Shan-fu in Shantung and has become celebrated for his administration.

2 We have a work, going by Kuan Tse's name, in 24 chapters, and a Yen

Tse cKun-cKiu in 8 chapters,

.

3 Shang Yang as well as the two afore-mentioned persons rank as "jurists."

See p. 62, Note 3.

* Yu CKing, politician at the court of King Hsiao CNeng of Chao, 265-245 B.C.

who wrote a work entitled Yii-shih ch'un-ch'iu ^^W^'
6 The family of the empress Lii Hou.

6 The family of Han Kao Tsu.

7 The empress Lu Hou attempted to supersede the house of Liu by her own

family, but did not succeed.

8 It has been maintained that they did not write those books ascribed to

them, but merely lent their names.
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People who in ancient and modern times trespassed, were

not always authors straining their brains and their knowledge to

the utmost. Tsou Yang presented a report, and was thereby saved

from punishment in Liang. ^ Hsii Yileh sent in a memorial, and was

made a secretary of a board. ^ Their accomplishments were such,

that by their writings they won distinction among men; how then

could they be reproached with not being able to protect their

own persons

The State of Han Fei Tse, son to Han Tsao Hsin, did not

collapse before his death. Li Sse, as it were, was a great admirer

of Han Fei Tse, and of opinion that his writings and his extra-

ordinary talents could never again be equalled. The beautiful

plants of spring, when injured, often die away, whereas deformed

plants which suffered no damage may grow until autumn. Provided

that Han Fei Tse had not perished, we do not know what would

have become of Ch'in;

One may cause the actions of a genius to be revered, but

one cannot induce people to imitate him, and one may set up his

words as a standard, but one cannot prevail upon people to

adopt them.

Some say that, in former times and at present, there are

many writers who set about boring holes into the core of the

Classics, and in their records vitiating the true doctrine of the

Sages, wherefore they are called filings. They are likened unto

the splinters of jewels, and there is a saying to the effect that a

cart-load of filings does not make a road, as a boxful of splinters

does not make a precious stone. Formerly, these men were in

contiguity with the Sages, and yet they were filings how much
more must this be true of those distant in time and of later ages?

Their writings cannot but be worthless, and their words, but dull;

how could they be used and put into practice

I would reply as follows : Sages write the classics, and

"Worthies produce the commentaries, explaining the ideas of the

classical authors, and setting forth the views of the Sages. Thus

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 67 Note 1.

2 Vol. I, p. 147.

a The State of Han might have won the supremacy instead of ChHn.

4

•

6
• -
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the commentaries, needed for the classics, are all made by Worthies.

But why are the classics and their commentaries alone held to be

right, and all other books and records to be wrong? Considering

that the text of the commentaries to the classics is necessary for

their explication, they think them right. Other books may dissent

from the classics, or treat of new and other topics, therefore they

regard them as wrong. Accordingly, the sole truth would be found

in the Five Classics, and even though an assertion be true, they

will not listen to it, except it be in the Five Classics.

Provided that the Five Classics, after having left the school

of Confucius, down to the present day, had not been damaged,

that they might be said to be of a piece, they would be trust-

worthy. But they have passed through the extravagant and

depraved times of doomed Ch'in, had to bear the consequences of

Li Sses iniquitous advice, and were burned and proscribed. It is

due to the goodness of Fu ShSng that the Classics were taken and

concealed in some secret place.i After the rise of the Han dynasty,

the Five Classics were recovered, but many books had been lost

or were destroyed, and the rest was not intelligible. The chapters

and paragraphs had been thrown into confusion and mixed up,

and were not complete. Cliao Tso^ and others separated the single

words according to their own ideas. Thus the text was handed

down from teacher to pupil, but how far its tenor was correct,

nobody knew.

Doomed Ch'in was perverse, and brought confusion into the

Classics, but, in spite of this perversity, it did not burn the works

of the various schools of thought. The books of the various

philosophers, one foot in length,^ and their lucubrations are all in

existence. By studying them, we may correct the statements made
by others, and select passages for the instruction of the descendants

of those writers. The descendants will write again as their fore-

fathers have done. They are equally learned, and may commit

their knowledge to writing. The thoughts, thus expressed, may-

be as far reaching as those of the Classics why then pretend that

this sort of writings misses the truth inherent in the Classics

Ergo the Classics are defective and incomplete. These writings

are not short of one book, whereas in the Classics many chapters

are wanting. Contrasting these two kinds of writings, which have

more the character of filings

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 447.

a See Vol. I p. 448.

3 -
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The Changes take up the signs of things, the Odes are collected

among the people, and then divided into chapters, the Music re-

quires melancholy feelings, and the Riles suppose a people living'

at peace. This subject matter must be there, before the chapters

and sections of the Four Classics can be formed. The Shaking

and the " Spring and Autumn" are culled Iroiii the State annals.

These annals being extant, no extraordinary writings are required,

for they embody the aflairs of the people. These are the sources

necessary for writing the Six Classics. Consequently, ordinary-

books may also be the beginning,^ and the Classics the end, and

the end may have lost the truth, whereas at the beginning the

genuine principles are still preserved. If we compare these two

kinds of writings, which are the splinters of jewels?

Standing under the eaves, one knows that a house is leaking,

in the wilderness one knows that the administration is deilcient,

and from the works of the various philosophers one learns that

the Classics are full of mistakes. The text of tlie works of the

philosophers is clear and to the point. ^ Those discoursing on the

paragraphs and clauses of the Classics, do not attempt to explain

and carefully to investigate them. One teacher hands them down
to another. Those who first fixed the paragraphs and clauses

cannot have bad a very extensive sphere of ideas.

1 Cf. p. 257, Note 3.

2 From which the Classics are compiled.

3 This cannot, as a rule, be said of the Classics which without cominentaries

are hardly intelligible.
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CHAPTER XXIII.

Falsehoods in Books {Shu-hsii}.

The world trusts in delusive books, taking everything indited

on bamboo and silk for the records of wise and sage men and for

absolutely true. In this belief they uphold, hum, and read them.

When they see that really true records disagree with these falla-

cious books, they regard those records as light literature i unworthy

of faith. Recondite truth can still be found out, and profound or

abstruse meanings, be determined. By explaining the words and

elucidating the text, right and wrong are easily discovered. When
all is recorded indiscriminately, the authors do not investigate

things; they are not critical enough, and do not think of what

they say.

Those who transmit the sayings of scholars, mostly wish to

produce something wonderful and unprecedented. They will write

a book which causes ordinary readers to stand aghast and stare

in blank amazement, and compose a work unheard of, to win the

name of an uncommonly clever writer.

There is the following narrative

:

When Chi Tse^ of Yen-ling ^ was once travelling, he saw a

piece of gold left on the roadside. It was the fifth month of

summer, and there was a man who had put on a fur-coat and

was gathering fuel, Chi Tse shouted for the fuel-gatherer to

fetch him the gold on the ground.^

The gatherer dropped his sickle, stared at him, and clapping

his hands exclaimed, "How haughty you are, and how you look

down upon others Your outward appearance is that of a gentle-

1.
2 A prince of Ww, Vol. I p. 523, Note 1.

3 See eod., Note 2.

* This coat was probably the only garment which the man possessed, who

seems to have been a sort of a hermit not caring for changes of temperature or

worldly affairs.

& Notice the modern construction . Cf. p. 104, Note 2.
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man, but you talk like a ruffian. Now, in the fifth month of

summer I have donned my fur to gather fuel. Why should I take

up gold?" ^

Chi Tse apologised and inquired after his name and style, but

the fuel-gatherer replied, "You are a student who of human features

knows nothing more than the skin. How could I tell you my name

and surname?", and he took no further notice of him.

The world believes in the truth of this story, but it is idle

talk, I dare say. Chi Tse was apprehensive of a revolution in Wu,

because its people would have him become their lord. He would

not consent, on any account, and proceeded to Yen-ling, never to

return. His unselfishness remained the same from first to last.

Hsu Yu^ yielded the empire, and he did not long for a inar-

quisate. Po Yi turned his back upon his country, and died of

hunger. He did not covet a crooked blade. ^ In the matter of

disinterestedness we may draw an inference from great acts upon

small ones, but should not surmise great ones from small ones.

Chi Tse was able to resign the throne of Wu, how should

he be covetous of gold lying on the ground? When Chi Tse went

on a mission to a powerful State, on his way he passed through

Hsil. The prince of Hsil was fond of his sword, but at that time

he did not yet give it him. On his return, the prince of Hsil was

no more. Then he unbuckled his sword, suspended it on a tree over

the grave, and went away. In his unselfishness he would not be-

come unfaithful to his former intention.* How then should Chi Tse,

who remained faithful to .a deceased person and parted with his

sword, out of greed call out to a living man to fetch the gold on

the ground?

Before Chi Tse had left Wu, he was a prince, and after he had

left it, he was the sovereign of Yen-ling. When a prince or a

sovereign goes out, he has his retinue in front and in the rear,

and carriages are following. It is plain that he cannot walk quite

alone on the highway. If he was not ashamed of taking the gold,

1 So far the Pd-wen-yiin-fu under quotes this story from the Kao-shih-

chuan of Huang-Fu Mi, 3rd cent. a.d.

2 A hermit. See p. 32, Note 1.

3 Huai Nan Tse XUI, 19r. says the same of Confucius

:

^J^^^

^^

"

Confucius refused Lin-cKiu (a town which the duke of CKi had

offered him as fief) and did not steal a crooked blade." The crooked sword is

perhaps used here as an emblem for a feudal lord.

* See Vol. I, p. 523.
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why did he not order his attendants to fetch it rather than to call

upon the man in the furcoat?

In regard to Liu Hsia Hui's behaviour, people say that even

left in the dark and unseen, he would still continue his purification.

The virtuous have the same conduct, and for a thousand years

maintain the same ideals. Confined to a dark place, Chi Tse would

still refrain from taking gold how much less would he appropriate

it on the road in bright daylight, and in the presence of all his

men. That would not be like Chi Tse.

Perhaps it was thus that Chi Tse, seeing the gold lying about,

out of pity for the fuel-gatherer in the fur, desired to help him

with it, or at the time when he bade him take up the gold on the

ground, he wished to give it him, and did not want it for himself,

and then all the common traditions stated that Chi Tse wanted

the gold.

The books contain another report namely that Yen Yuan and

Confucius both ascended Mount T'a.i in Lu. Confucius, looking out

to the south-east, saw that outside the palace gate of Wu a white

horse was attached. He pointed it out to Yen Yuan, asking him

whether he perceived the palace-gate of Wu.^ Yen Yuan having

replied in the afFermative, Confucius said, "And what is outside

the gate?"

The other rejoined, " Something looking like suspended silk".

Confucius rubbed his eyes and corrected his error. Then both

descended together. Afterwards the hair of Yen Yuan turned white,

his teeth fell out, and, subsequently, he died of sickness; His spirit

was not on a par with that of Confucius. Having overstrained his

strength, all his brightness and vitality was consumed, therefore

he died early. All common people who have heard of this, believe

it, if, however, we go into the matter, we discover its futility.

In the text of the Analects there is no mention of this, neither

have the Six Classics recorded it. If Yen Yuan was able to see

farther than one thousand Li, he would have been equal to the

Sage wherefore then were Confucius and all the other scholars

silent upon this?

1 In Suchou of the province of Kiangsu •vhere the capital of the ancient

kingdom of Wu was.

2 At the age of 29, the hair of Yen Yuan had turned white, and at 32 be

died. Cf. p. 89.
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The human eye can only see as far as ten Li, beyond this

limit it does not perceive anything. The cause of this inability

to distinguish is the distance. It is on record that Mount T'ai is

of imposing height, but that at a distance of a hundred Li it does

not appear as big as a snail, owing to the distance.

Between Lu and Wu the distance is over a thousand Li. If

Li Cltu looked out for Wti^ he would not perceive anything, and

Yen Yuan should be able to distinguish it? Provided that his

talents were nearly perfect, and his sight different from that of

other people, then the world ought to praise him as a second sage,

instead of speaking of Li Chu.

The sight of the human eye is such, that big things are

easily distinguished, whereas small ones are perceived with diffi-

culty. Were Yen Ytian placed outside the palace-gate of Wu and

turning his looks upon the shape of the T'ai-shan, it would be quite

impossible for him to descry it, and it is still much more evident that

viewed from the top of the T'ai-shan, the colour of the white horse

would remain invisible to him. Not only could Yen Yuan not see

it, even Confucius would be iucapable of seeing it. How can we
establish this proposition?

The faculties of the ear and the eye are similar. As it is not

possible to command a view of a hundred Li, so the ear cannot

hear so far either. Lu Chia says that, notwithstanding his keen

sight, Li Lou^ could not discern what was behind a curtain, and

that the music-master iCuang, in spite of his keenness of hearing,

could not hear beyond a hundred Li. The space between the

palace-gate and Mount T'ai is more difficult to overlook than what

lies behind a screen, or beyond a hundred Li.

King Wii of CHin conjointly with Mmg Yiieh lifted a tripod,

which proved too heavy for him, for he burst a blood-vessel and

died. 3 Lifting a tripod requires force, which issues from muscles

and arteries. If these cannot stand the effort, they break, and

death ensues. That is the natural course. Now Yen Yua)i used his

eyes to look to a great distance. Provided that the pupils of his

eyes were unable to bear the strain, then he should have become

blind, but the discolouring of his hair, and the loss of his teeth

could not have been the consequence.

1 A man of very keen sight of the time of Huang Ti whose eyes were so

good, that he could see the tip of a spikelet at a hundred paces distance. Giles,

Bibl. Diet. No. 1116.

2 Another name for the afore-mentioned Li Chu.

3 Cf. p. 89, Note 3.
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The hair may turn white, and the teeth fall out in consequence

of excessive study. If all the forces are strained without ceasing,

the vital energy is exhausted, and this may lead to death.

Po Chi was deported, and his hair soon became white. We
read in the Sinking that [by constant grief one becomes old], Po

Chi thus tortured his mind, but Yen Yuan used his eyes and

suddenly cast a glance at something for a moment. How could

this have such a result?

The books of the Literati state that Shun was buried in

Tsang-wu^^ and Yil in Kwei-chi, On their tours of inspection they

had become old, and died, on their journey, in the border land.

As sages they regarded the whole world as their home, and did

not draw a distinction between far and near, or make a difference

between inside and outside. Accordingly they where interred at

the place where they just halted.

To speak of Shun and Yil is right, but what they say about

their progress, imaginary: Shun and Yao were both emperors

reigning over a territory of 5000 Li, which was situated between

the Four Seas. The mode of government of the two emperors

was continued uninterruptedly, and no change took place. According

to the "yao-tien,^ Shun, on his progress, went eastward as far as the

T'ai-fmnff, southward to Mount Ho, westward to the T'^ai-hua,

and northward to the Heng-shan.^ These were considered to be

the Four Sacred Mountains. In the sphere within these four frontiers

the feudal lords came and assembled at the foot of the sacred

mountains. From far and near, and from the remotest out-of-the-

way places they made their appearance. ' Whatever the Sage under-

took, he sought their welfare.

1 Hhiking, Part U, Book V, Ode HI, 2 {Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part II p. 337).

2 A place in Hunan province. The Shi-chi likewise mentions it as the place

where Shun died. Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. I, p. 91, Note 3.

8 Loc. cit. p. 162, Note 4. Ktcei-chi in the province of Chekianp.

* Chapter of the Shuking. Shun's tour of inspection, however, is not related

in the Yao-tien, but in the next chapter, the Shun-tien {Legge, Classics Vol. HI,

Part I p. 35).

"

* Another name for the T'ai-shan in Shantung,
a The mountains are not named in the Shuking, except the first, and generally

explained as the Heng-shan in Hunan, the Hua-shan in Shensi, and the Heng-shan in

Shansi, the so-called Four Sacred Mountains. Ho-shan is but another name for the

Heng-shan in Hunan.

7 These tours of the emperor took place every five years.
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Yii was a ruler like Shun, and things did not change. The

places which he visited, on his inspections, were those where Shun

had been. That Shun went to Tsang-wu, and Yii arrived at Kud-

chi, cannot be true.i

It is a fact that at the time of Shun and Yii, the Great Flood

had not yet been regulated. Yao transmitted his power to Shun,

who received it, and thus become emperor. He entrusted part of

his work to Yii, viz. the regulation of the waters. After the

decease of Yao, Shun was already old, and he handed over the

empire to Yii. Shun regulated the waters in the south, and died

in Ts'ang-wu, Yii worked in the east, and expired in Kuei-chi.

Worthies and sages regard the world as their home, and they

are buried accordingly.

Wu Chun Kao^ asserts that Kuei-chi is originally the name of

a mountain. When, in the Hsia period, Yu made a tour of inspection,

a review was held on this mountain. Hence a circuit was named.

That would be the origin of Kuei-chi.

To say that a circuit received its name from a mountain is

possible, but the assertion that Ym, on a tour of inspection, held

a review on this mountain, is a fiction. On his tour he did not

come as far as Kuei-chi, how could he hold a review on this

mountain then If the view of Wu Chun Kao were to be accepted,

and the meaning of Kuei-chi were really a review's how did Yii

hold his review, when he arrived in the south? In case Yii died

already on his first progress to the east in Kuei-chi, Shun also,

on his progress, arrived in Ts ang-im\ bow about his review there

Provided that the many rulers, after having established their

government, set out on a tour of inspection, and then, at once, held a

review, then such reviews must have taken place on all the mountains

in the four directions. In times of universal peace these rulers

used to ascend Mount T ai and sacrifice there. Of such sacrifices

on Mount T^ai there are records of seventy-two, and those monuments

which are obliterated and washed away, are innumerable. If really

the emperors, on their progress, at once had a review, the places

of such meetings round about must have been much more numerous

than the sacrifices on Mount T'ai.

1 In Wang CKung's opinion these places were too distant from the capital

and not reached by the emperors.

2 See Vol. I, p. 469.

'.
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The circuit cities have their names as things have theirs,

which do not admit of explanation.' Should Kuei-cJii alone make
an exception In the Chou epoch its ancient name was Wu and

Yiieh.^ When these names originated, where did they come from?

When names were given during the time of the Six States, how
had they to be formed? The cities of the circuits of China are

over a hundred,^ the district cities exceed ten thousand, besides

villages, boroughs, and hamlets, all have their proper names. Even

sages would not be able to explain their meanings. Wu Chiln Kao

could account for Kuei-chi, but would be unable to interpret all

the other geographical names, therefore his definition of Kuei-chi

cannot be accepted either.

The object of those inspections was to examine and correct

the methods of government. At Yii's time, Wu was a country

inhabited by naked savages, who cut their hair and tattooed their

bodies. There was no need for examining, and how could a review

have taken place?

It is on record that, when Shun was interred at Ts'ang-vm^

elephants tilled the ground for him, and that, when Yil was buried

at Kuei-chi, crows laboured in his field.* This is believed to have

been the upshot of the virtues of the sages, Heaven causing birds

and animals to reward them by such blessings. There is nobody

on earth who does not share this view, but a critical test will

show the futility of the statement.

The virtues of Shun and Yii did not surpass that of Yao,

who was buried in Chi-chou,^ or, as some say, in Chung-shan.^ At

Chi-chou, birds and animals did not till for him. If they solely

worked for Shun and Yil, why did Heaven grant its favours witli

such partiality

Some hold that Shun and Yu, while controlling the floods,

had no resting-place, and that, therefore, Shun died in Ts'ang-wu,

and Yil in Kuei-chi. By their toils they displayed merit, therefore

1 This statement is too sweeping. Many local names can be explained.

2 These are the names of the ancient kingdoms to which Kuei-chi may have

belonged, but not names of a city.

3 Chavannes in his list of the circuits of the Han dynasty [Mem. Hist. Vol. U,

p. 534 seq.) enumerates 108.

* See p. 5.

5 One of the Nine Provinces of '^ii comprising Chili, Shansi, and parts of

Jlonan and Manchuria.
a In Yung-ting hsien, Hunan.
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Heaven recompensed them and they were far away from China,

therefore it pitied them.

Now, if Heaven rewarded Shun and Yu, making the crows

labour and the elephants till, what profit did Shun and Yil derive

from it? In order to requite Shun and Y''" Heaven should have

caused Tsang-wu and Kuei-chi to offer sacrifices to them in perpetuity,

however it made birds and beasts work, and did not cause the

people to sacrifice. Oblations would have been made on the tombs

of Shun and Yil, whereas the cultivation of fields benefitted other

people only. How could Heaven, shedding its blessings on the

Sages, be so inconsistent, that it did not do them any good?

These reasons must convince us that it is not correct to

regard the labouring of the crows and the tilling of the elephants

as special blessings conferred upon Shun and Yil. The facts are

that Ts ang-wu was a country where elephants abound, i and that

in Kuei-chi hosts of birds used to alight. We learn from the

Yu-kung that [the P'eng-lP being confined to its proper limits,^ the

wild geese had places to settle on.]* The nature of Heaven and

Earth finds expression in the doings of birds and beasts. Elephants

stamp the ground of their own accord, and so do birds pick out

plants. When the earth has thus been pounded, and the weeds

are destroyed, it looks like a tilled field, and, when the soil has

been loosened and the clods have been turned, man can forth-

with proceed to plant.

There is a common saying that for Shun and Yil a grave

was cultivated at Hai-ling, A field tilled by a deer 6 is like one

tilled by elephants, but how could the emperors have been buried

in Hai-ling

It has been recorded that the king of Wu, Fu C/iai, put Wu
Tse Hsii to death, had liim cooked in a cauldron, sewed into a

1 This may have been the case in prehistoric times, but now-a-days there are

DO more elephants in Hunan.

The Poyang Lake in Kiangsi.

8 The Shaking writes:— Ed. A and B:— Ed. (7:—).
Shuking Partm Book I, 38-39 {Legge, Classics Vol.m Part I, p. 108).

Our author seems to imply that in Kuei-chi there were as many birds as on the

Poyang Lake.

6 Probably a place in Kiangsu, see Playfair No. 2022.

a According to the popular tradition adduced by oar author, a deer seems

to have tilled the graves of the two emperors. I could not find any other reference

to this story.
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leathern pouch, and thrown into the River. ^ Wu Tse Hsii incensed,

lashed up the waters, that they rose in great waves, and drowned

people. At present, temples for him have been erected on the

Yangtse of Tan-{u in Kuei-chi as well as on the Chekiang river of

CKien-fang,^ for the purpose of appeasing his anger and stopping

the wild waves. The allegation that the king of Wu put Wu Tse

HsU to death and threw him into the River, is reliable, but it is

absurd to say that, out of spite, Wu Tse Hsii lashed the waters,

that they rose in waves.

Ch'u Yuan full of disgust threw himself into the Hsiang* but

the waves of the Hsiang did not swell. Shin T'u Ti^ jumped into

the Yellow River and died, but the billows of the river did not rise.

People will certainly object that as to violence and wrath Ch^ii

Yuan and Shen Vu Ti did not equal Wu Tse Hsii. Now, in Wei,

Tse Lu was pickled, and eng Yileh was cooked in HanJ" The
valour of Wu Tse Hsii did not exceed that of Tse Lu and P^eng Yileh.

Yet these two men could not vent their anger, when they were

in the tripod and the cauldron, they did not bespatter the by-

standers with broth from the cooked flesh, or with sauce from the

minced meat.

Moreover, Wu Tse Hsu first was put into the cauldron, and

subsequently thrown into the river. Where was his spirit, when

he was in the cauldron Wherefore was it so timourous in the

broth of the cauldron, and so bold in the water of the river? Why
was his indignation not the same at these different times?

Furthermore, when he was thrown into the river, which

river was it? There is the Yangtse of Tan-t'u, the Chekiang river

of CKien-£ang^ and the Ling river of Wu-t'^ung. Some maintain that

he was thrown into the river near Tan-t'u, but the Yangtse has no

great waves. Should any one say that he was thrown into the

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 140, Note 2.

2 18 Li south-east of the district of the same name forming the prefectural

city of Chinkiang in Kiangsu.

3 See Vol. I p. 64, Note 5.

* The common tradition is that CKii Yuan drowned himself in the Mi-lo river

yP (see Biography of CKii Yuan, Shi-chi chap. 84, p. 7r.). The Mi-lo is an

affluent of the Hsiang, cf. Tu-shihfang-yii chi-yao chap. 80,

p. 16v.

5 See Shi-chi chap. 83, p. 11 v. where the commentator says that Shen T'u Ti

lived at the end of the Yin dynasty. Chuang Tse (Giles p. 394) relates of him that,

no heed being paid to his counsels, he jumped into the river with a stone on his back.

« Cf. Vol. I p. 218 Note 5.
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Chekiang river of CKien-t'ang, it must be borne in mind, that not

only the Chekiang river, but also the Shan-yin and the Shang-yu i

rivers have waves.

Since all the three rivers have huge waves, was perhaps the

body in the pouch divided, and its parts cast into the three rivers

For human hatred there is still some justification, as long as

the deadly enemy is alive, or some of his descendants are still left.

Now the Wu State is destroyed since long, and Fu Ch'ai has no

scions. Wu is the present Kuei-chi, which has been transformed

into a prefecture. Why does the spirit of Wu Tse Hsil still resent

the wrong once done him, and never cease to excite the waves

What does he demand

At the time of Wu and Yiieh, they had divided the Kuei-chi

circuit, so that Yileh was governing Shan-yin,^ whereas Wu had

built its capital in the present Wu. South of Yii-chi,^ all the land

belonged to Yiieh, north of Cliien-t'ang, to Wu. The river of CKien-

t'ang formed the frontier between the two kingdoms. Shan-yin

and Shang-yil * were both situated in the territory of Yileh. When
Wu Tse HsiX in the river of Wu caused the waves, they ought

to have come into the Wu territory why did they enter the land

of Yileh? That Wu Tse Hsu, harbouring a grudge against the king

of Wu, wreaked his malice on the Yiieh river, is contrary to reason,

and not the act of a spirit.

Besides, it is difficult to excite the waves, but easy to move

men. The living rely on the strength of their nerves, the dead

must use their soul. Alive, Wu Tse Hsil could not move the living,

or take care of his body, and himself caused its death. When
the strength of his nerves was lost and his souP evaporated and

dispersed, how could he still make waves

There are hundreds and thousands in the predicament of

Wu Tse Hsil, who, crossing a river in a boat, did not reach the

other shore. But the body of Wu Tse Hsu alone was boiled in hot

water in a cauldron. When his bones and his flesh had been

cooked soft and become a stew with broth, could he still do

any harm?

King Hsiian of Chou killed his minister, the Earl of Tu, and

Viscount Chien of CJiao, his officer Chuang Tse Yi. Subsequently, the

1 Both Shan-yin and Shang-yu are cities in Shao-hsing-fu (Chekiang).

2 Part of the present prefecture of Shao-hsmg in Chekiang.

3 The modern Hsiao-shan-hsien in Hang-chou-fu, Chekiang.

* District in Shao-hsing-fu.

5 7^ Ed. has the bad reading
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Earl of Tu shot King Hsilan, and Chuang Tse Yi smote Viscount

Cliien. ' These events seem to be true, and yet they are fictitious.

Now not having his body intact, Wu Tse Hsil could not have acted

like the Earl of Tu or Chuang Tse Yi, taking his revenge upon the

king of Wu. How can the rolling to and fro of the waves be

considered a revenge or a proof of Wu Tse Hsus consciousness?

Popular legends though not true, form the subjects of paint-

ings, and, by these pictures, even wise and intelligent men allow

themselves to be mystified.

2

The earth has numerous rivers just as man, his veins and

arteries. The blood flowing through them, these arteries throb

and pulsate, and have their own times and measures. So it is

with the rivers. Their flowing forwards and backwards in the

morning and the evening,^ is like human respiration i. the in-

halation and exhalation of air.

The nature of heaven and earth has remained the same from

the oldest time. The Classic says, ["The Yangtse and the Han

pursued their common course to the sea."]* So it was previous to Yao

and Shun already. When the waters fall into the ocean, they merely

accelerate their course, but, upon entering the three rivers,^ they

begin to roar and foam in their channel, which is usually shallow

and narrow, and thus rise as great waves.

The CKil river of Kuang-Ung * has such great waves. A poet

wrote the verse: "How majestic rolls the Yangtse, and lo! the

billows of the Ch'ii" They are caused by the narrow passage.

If, after having been murdered in Wu, Wu Tse Hsu's spirit was

producing the great waves at Kuang-Ung, this would certainly not

be a sign of its intelligence.^

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 202.

2 Wang Ch'ung seems to intimate that there were such pictures representing

Wu Tse Hsu's wrath in the waves.

3 This is only true of rivers near the sea, where the influence of the tide

makes itself felt.

4 Quoted from the Shuking Part III, Book I, 47 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill,

Part I p. 113).

6 The above named three rivers of CKien-taTig, Shan-yin, and Shanff-yii which

have big waves.

G A place in Kiangm.

7 Quoted by the Pei-wen-yiin-fu chap. 22b under
^ "^

.

8 If the high waves of a river must be the work of an angry spirit, then

those of the Ch'ii near Kuang-ling might likewise be caused by Wu Tse Hsii, but

it would be senseless to cause floods in a place where he did not suffer any wrong.
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In deep channels the water flows quietly, but where there

are shallows, sands, or stones, it rushes through, swells, and forms

rapids. Billows and rapids are identical. If, as they say, Wu Tse

Hsil is responsible for the great waves, who lives in the torrents

to cause their rapids

When the billows enter the three rivers, they boil and wallop

against the banks, ^ while in the middle no sound is produced. If

Wu Tse Hsii is held to be the originator of these waves, then his

body must lie extended in the deep water of the banks.

The rising of the waves follows the growing and waning,

the bigness and smallaess, the fulness and extinction of the moon.

2

If it is Wu Tse Hsii who causes the waves, his anger must be

regulated upon the phases of the moon.

a

Sometimes a storm excites * the waters of the three rivers,

that they drown people. Consequently Wji Tse Hsits spirit must

likewise cause the wind.

When CKin Shih Huang Ti was about to cross the Hsinng river,

he was overtaken by a storm. He inquired, which deities were

sacrificed to on Mount Hsiang. His attendants replied, the daughter

of Yao and the wife of Shun. CKin Shih Huang Ti, in a fit of rage,

ordered three thousand criminals to cut down the trees on Mount

Hsiang and trample upon it. The assertion that Wu Tse Hsits

spirit caused the waves, is on a level with this statement that the

ghosts of the two women produced the wind.

The books say that, when Confucius was buried on the shore

of the river Sse, its waters flowed backwards.^ This is meant to

intimate that the virtue of Confucius was so excellent, that it made

1 This refers to the famous spring-tide or Hangchou Bore occurring at regular

intervals and entering the CKien-fang river.

• The ancient Romans already had a vague idea of the cause of the tides.

Ccesar observed that at full moon the tide used to be higher than usual, and Pliny

distinctly ascribes this phenomenon to the influences of the sun and the moon.

Kepler was the first who based it on attraction.

' An absurdity, therefore the said spring-tide and the usual tides as well

are caused by the moon and not by Wu Tse Hsii.

4. Ed. A has the misprint =.
5 This story is told in the Shi-chi chap. 6, p. 18r. (Chavannes, Mem. Hist.

Vol. n, p. 154 seq.). Instead of which Chavannes renders by "painting in red,"

Wang CKung writes "to trample upon."

6 See Vol. I, p. 223.
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the waters revert and not sweep away parts of the tomb. The
world puts faith in this, and in consequence the Literati in their

discussions hold that the descendants of Confucius should be ap-

pointed to office, basing this claim on the alleged flowing back-

wards of the Sse. But a careful consideration reveals the absurdity

of such utterances.

How can Confucius dead be the same as alive While alive,

he could in his practices follow up the right principles and conform

to Heaven. But after death his actions ceased. Heaven rewards

the highest virtue, therefore the Five Emperors and the Three

Rulers attracted lucky presages, which they kept during their life-

time, but not after their death. Confucius met with rebuffs during

his life, and no one wanted his services, wherefore he said, with

a sigh, "The phoenix does not come; the River sends forth no

Plan: it is all over with me!
Alive, he did not find favour, and after death, he was rewarded?

The death of Confucius does not differ from that of the Five

Emperors and the Three Rulers, on whom Heaven did not bestow

its blessings. If Confucius was alone the recipient of Heaven's grace

after death, his soul must have been holy, and the genius of the

Five Emperors did not possess such excellence.^

The river Sse was not endowed with intelligence, that it might

flow backwards for Confucius sake. If the Spirit of Heaven made

it do so, why did this Spirit not induce mankind to honour Con-

fucius, while he was alive? ^ If, by the flowing backwards of the

Sse, Heaven wanted to secure appointments for the posterity of

Confucius, why did it not appoint Confucius himself, while alive,

whose merit and virtue were in accordance with Heaven, and

desired these appointments for his descendants?

That the Sse flowed backwards, is a hazard and a natural

phenomenon. It happens that rivers revert in their course, for

streams at times change their channels, or take a new course,

which is the same as flowing backwards.* Therefore the flowing

backwards of the Sse cannot be looked upon as a prodigy.

1 Vol. I, p. 405 Note 1.

2 According to Chinese ideas the Five Emperors rank above Confucius.

The T'ai-pHng-yii-Ian quotes this passage.

* This explanation is not very satisfactory, there being a great difference

between flowing backwards and taking a new course. Perhaps Wang Ch'ung wanted

to say that some natural obstacle forced the Sse to meander and eventually revert

to its channel.
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Some records extolling the virtue of a prince of Wei, relate

that his kindness was not only bestowed upon scholars, but that

it even embraced birds and beasts. Once he was dining with some

guests, when a hawk pounced upon a pigeon. The latter escaped

under the prince's table, but the hawk pursued and killed it be-

fore his eyes. The prince was shocked, and called upon his men
to spread nets everywhere. Several dozen hawks were caught.

The prince charged them with the crime of having hit a pigeon.

The one hawk which had done it bowed its head, and did not

dare to look up. Upon this, the prince killed it. The world, by

way of glorification, says that the prince revenged a pigeon, but

that is idle talk.

A hawk is a creature whose feelings are other, and whose

speech is different from ours. A sage would not be able to induce

birds and animals to a moral conduct. Who is this prince, that

he could cause a hawk to bow its head and accuse itself? Such

birds as hawks are counted by thousands, how could one single

hawk, which, having previously hit upon a pigeon, had flown away,

be caught again?

If it bowed its head and acknowledged its guilt, it must have

been a sage bird. Understanding the words of the prince, it must

have known his ways as well, and knowing his ways, it would

not have pounced upon a pigeon in his presence.

Even men cannot mend their faults. Birds differ from men;

to pretend that they can repent, is a prejudice of common people

and a misapprehension of the real nature of the various classes of

creatures.

Perhaps the prince really caught the hawk. Expecting that

some one would get hold of its head, it violently turned its neck

aside, which caused it such pain, that it inclined its head, and

therefore could not look up. Since the prince was a kind and

just man, people, by saying that the hawk admitted its guilt, meant

to belaud him. In the course of conversation many empty com-

pliments are made, and real deserts usually are embellished by all

sorts of fictions.

It has been recorded that Duke Huan of C7/e ^ married his

seven cousins. That cannot be true, for it would be incest and a

violation of the laws of consanguinity.^ It is the nature of birds

1 685-643 B.C.

2 "One must not marry a wife of the same surname" says the Liki, Ch'ii-li

{Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 78). This prohibition is still in force to-day.
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and beasts not to take heed of the relation between ascendants and

descendants, therefore they mix, unconscious of the laws of relationship.

T>ake Huan united all the feudal princes and set the empire right, guiding

the masses with virtue, and ruling them with authority. For this

reason the lords followed him, and nobody dared to disobey. This

would not have been the case, if his private life had been so

flagitious, that he imitated the instincts of beasts and birds.

He prevailed upon the princes to do homage to the royal

house, for it was distasteful to him that the king should be deprived

of his power, and his subjects disrespectful to him. If before the

world he resented a want of decorum so much, how could he

degrade himself at home by such utter disregard of propriety? If

there had been such a discrepancy between his public and bis

private life, he would never have distinguished himself or won
any influence.

'

As to the depravity of Chieh and Ckou, they are not charged

with incestuous intercourse with their kin. Sober-minded critics are

of opinion that the wickedness of Chieh and Chou was less than

that of doomed Ch'in, and that the crimes of doomed CJiin fell

short of those of Wang Mang. Incest has never been laid at their

charge. Had Duke Huan married his seven cousins, his viciousness

would have left behind that of Chieh and Chou and be worse than

that of Ch'in and Wang Mang.

The Ch un-chHu commends the smallest merit and condemns

the slightest wrong. For what reason then did it not condemn

the great crime of Duke Huan? Win Chiang of Lu was a sister to

Duke Hsiang of Ch^i, who had intercourse with her, for we read

in the C/iun-cJiiu under the second year of Duke Chuang : ["In

winter, the (deceased duke's) wife, the Lady Chiang, had a meeting

with the marquis of Ch'i in Kao. " ^

Why was the Cliun-cKiu so hard upon Duke Hsiang, recording

his lewdness, and why so lenient to Duke Huan, concealing his

crime and having no word of reproof for it? Should the passage

have been lost in the Classic, wherefore do the commentators, Tso

Ch'iu Ming, Kimg Yang, and Ku Liang all hush it up?

The fault of Duke Huan consisted in his too great condescension

towards the ladies of bis harem. Six concubines enjoyed his special

1 As the leading prince.

2 Our text has j^ the reading of Kung Yang, instead of
|
.

a Legge, Classics Vol. V, Part I p. 74.
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favour, and five princes contended to become his heirs. i CJii was

thrown into confusion, and, when the duke died, it was not until

three months later that his death was officially announced.^ People

hearing of these six favourites, and that no distinction was made

between the sons of his wife and his concubines, then said that

he misbehaved himself with his seven cousins.

There is a notice in some books to the effect that Duke Huan

of Ch'i carried his wife, when he received the feudal princes in

audience. This would show that the duke's lust reached the last

degree of indecency. If Duke Huan carried his wife on his back

at great audience, how could he have outdone this feat at the

wildest Bacchanal?

He had refined the manners of the scholars, inspiring them

with awe and reverence by his majesty, how could he, with his

wife on his back, have led on the princes to do homage to the

royal house?

At the meeting of IC uei-ch'iu,3 Duke Huan was very proud

and elated. The Heads of nine States then revolted from him.

His angry looks could not prevent the revolt of the nine States.

Now fancy the duke carrying his wife and affording them such a

spectacle of lascivity; would that have induced them to stand

by him?

Some say that Kuan Chung informed the princes that his master

had ulcers on his back, which would not heal without the wife's

assistance. The princes believed Kuan Chung and therefore did

not rebel.

[Now in all places of ten families * an honest man like Confu-

cius can be found.] ^ At that time, the princes had assembled over

a thousand men. There was, doubtless, one among them experienced

in the art of curing ulcers, so that the services of the duke's wife

could be dispensed with.

1 On this episode cf. Shi-chi chap. 32, p. 12v. {Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. IV,

p. 58 seq.).

2 Ed. A has instead of |. According to the Shi-chi loc. cit. the

corpse of the duke was left sixty-seven days on his death-bed, before it was placed

into a coffin, so that the vermin crept through the door.

3 This meeting was held in 651 b.c. Cf. Legge, Classics Vol. V, Part I p. 152

and Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. IV, p. 55.

* In the smallest hamlets.

5 Confucius in his modesty says so himself, Analects V, 27, but it is evident

that not every hamlet possesses a Confucius.
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Kuan Chung concealed the duke's fault. Well aware that Kuan
Chung, by doing so, deceived the princes, the latter would, no doubt,

have become angry and revolted. How could the duke, under these

circumstances, have presided over their meetings for long, or been

successful as their leader?

Some hold that in reality Duke Huan was unprincipled, but

using able men and making Kuan Chung his minister, he acquired

supremacy.

An unprincipled man is not better than a tyrant. He would

believe slanderers, remove the virtuous, and injure the benevolent

and the righteous. How could such a one employ a man like Kuan

Chung, or keep officers to serve under him?

Chieh killed Kuan Lung FSng, ^ and Chou murdered the son of

the king,2 Pi Kan. An unprincipled sovereign cannot employ wise

men. Provided that Kuan Chung was wise, then Duke Huan could

not employ him, and if he did employ him, then Duke Huan cannot

have committed all those excesses.

When the sovereign is virtuous and intelligent, he has pure

and honest ministers. Virtuous ministers presuppose an enlightened

ruler. How, then, can Duke Huan be accused of wantonness?

An opponent might say that Duke Ling of Wei^ was a sove-

reign without principles, who, all the same, knew virtuous ministers,

and whom Kuan Chung assisted. Then from what does it follow

that Duke Huan was not wanton?

Duke Ling was unprincipled indeed, but the fact that he

employed three able men, merely sufficed to preserve his life; he

did not achieve anything grand. Duke Huan honoured the arith-

meticians ^ and raised Ning CKi^ from his cart. To punish CKu for

not having sent its tribute of reeds and grasses, he invested it with

all his forces.6 He united the feudal barons, and, quite alone, set

the empire in order. He is such a hero as appears only once in a

1 Cf. p. 1.

2 Pi Kan was the son of king T'ai Ting, 1194-1192 b.c. and an uncle of his

murderer, king Chou. Chavannea, Mem. Hist. Vol. I, p. 199, Note 1.

8 534-493 B.C.

* . A short reference to this fact is found in the Honshu,

Biography of Mei Fu chap. 67, p. 9v.

6 A poor cart- driver, who was heard singing and beating the time on the

horns of his oxen by Duke Huan. He took him into his service, and subsequently

made him Privy Councillor. Giles, Bibl. Diet. No. 1568.

• This expedition took place in 656 b.c.
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thousand generations. That he should have carried bis wife on his

back, is nonsense.

The scholiasts to the Shuking relate that Duke Chou as a regent

wore the silken ribbons ' of the emperor and his bat, and that, his

back turned upon a screen and facing the south, he gave audience

to the princes.

A partition between the door and the window is called a

screen (i) ^ Facing the south indicates the high dignity. If in sitting

one turns the back upon the screen and looks southward, the screen

is behind. Now, when Duke Huan held an audience of all the

princes, he was perhaps sitting with his face turned to the south,

and his wife stood behind. This has given rise to the popular

tradition that he carried his wife on his back. It is like the story

that K'uei had but one leg, or that Duke Ting of Sung, in digging

a well, found a man in it.

At the time of Yao and Shun, iCuei was a great officer. He

was by nature a great musician, and the tunes he played were most

plaintive 3 and beautiful. People then used to say that playing like

K'uei was full perfection.* Of this popular tradition made the phrase

that K'uei had but one leg.s

The emperor Shun was seeking everywhere a candidate for the

post of president for sacrificial worship. Every one recommended Po Yi,

[but he made obeisance and declined in favour of fCuei and Lwn^].^

' ' Ed. ^ has -
3 To be appreciated by the Chinese, music must be melancholy. Light music

appears to them frivolous and licentious.

4 .
5 This explication is ingenious, but not sufficiently grounded. It seems to

be derived from Huai Nan Tse: "Duke Ai of Lu asked Confucius saying, 'Is it

credible that E^uei had only one leg? ' 'JCuei,, replied Confucius^ * was a man and

in no way different from others but in his knowledge of tunes. Yao said 'ICuei

alone suffices,' —^J^^^, and he made him director of music. There can be

no question of one leg.' " A fuller version of this story is to be found in the Lu-

shih cKun^cKiu XXII, 6v,

A simpler explanation is that Icuei originally is the name of some one-

legged monster, and that this peculiarity was ascribed to the bearer of this name

as well. Giles would identify it with the walrus and accordingly translates a passage

of Chuang Tse chap. VI, p. 14r. "The walrus said to the centipede, 'I hop about

on one leg, but not very successfully. How do you manage all these legs you

have '
" [Giles, Chuang Tse p. 211.)

6 Quotation from the Shuking Part II, Book I, 23 {Legge, Classics Vol. HI,

Part I, p. 47).
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The office of a minister of ancestral worship ^ would correspond

to that of a tsung-chSng"^ of the Han time. The cutting of one leg

would be an abnormity of the legs, and how could a man move

about with only one leg?

The Hsia emperor K'ung Chia was once hunting on the Tung-

mingS mountain, when it began to rain and to become very dusky.

The emperor entered a private house, where the mistress was just

nursing a baby. Some said that a child to which an emperor had

come* would be noble, but others urged that a child not born

for grandeur must needs remain mean. K^ung Chia said, " If it be-

comes my son, who will make it mean?," and lie took the child

with him. Once, when the boy was carving rafters, the axe cut

his legs, and he finally became a doorkeeper. Since K^ung Chia

wished to ennoble him as his son, he had the greatest expectations,

nevertheless, when he had cut his legs, he was of no use and

therefore made a doorkeeper.

Now K'uei could not walk about with one leg. He might

have made music even sitting, but for discharging the duties of a

minister of ancestral worship one leg would not do,^ as the door-

keeper, after having lost his legs, could not obtain rank and honour.

iCung Chia did not find a noble son, and Po Yi could not have

yielded the post to K^uei.

Duke Ting of Sungi was a man of Sung. Before the well was

bored, somebody had always to be despatched to fetch water. It

was calculated that every day one man was thus occupied. After

digging the well, he was no more sent to carry the water, and

it could be reckoned that every day one man's day's work was

economized. 8 Therefore they said that Duke Ting of Swig, digging

' -
2.
3 As another reading Tung-mo is given. Neither name seems to

be mentioned elsewhere. The Lu-shih-cKun-cKiu VI, 2v. from which this story

appears to be taken, writes : "the PHn mountain of Tung-yang,

a region at the frontier of Chili and Honan,

4 Ed. 5:— . Ed. A and C write The fuller text

of the Lii-shih-cKun-chHu has •

5 Cf. Vol. I, p. 432, Note 2.

6 As a rule a cripple cannot become an official in China.

7 Of the 11th or 10th cent. b.c.

8

•
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a well, found a man.' Popular tradition went a step farther, pre-

tending that Duke Ting, digging the well, found a man in it.

Mail is born from man and not from earth. Piercing the earth

and boring a well is not done with the object of finding a man.

In point of analogy, the story of Duke Huan carrying his wife

comes in the same category. He was sitting, his back turned upon

his wife, whence the statement that his wife was on bis back.

Knowing that having one's wife on one's back is indecent, they

concocted the story of Kuan Chung curing ulcers through the wife.

If Duke Huan had laid aside his princely robe, when his wife

was on his back, perhaps the female fluid could remove the ulcers,

and his boils could be cured by his wife. But, on receiving the

lords, Duke Huan was clad in heavy garments, and his wife like-

wise wore thick clothes. The female fluid thus being checked, of

what benefit would it have been to carry his wife?

Duke Huan bestowed much thought on the savants. He illu-

minated his palace, and was sitting there at night. By his medi-

tations he attracted the scholars, and how should he have received

the princes with his wife on his back during the day?

It is recorded in some books that Nieh Cheng^ in Yen Weng

Chung's * service assassinated the king of the Han State. That is a

falsehood, for at Nieh Cheng^s time Lieh was marquis of Han, In

the third year of bis reign, Nieh Cheng stabbed Hsieh Lei, a minister

of Uan.B In his twelfth year, the . Marquis Lieh died, seventeen

years 7 after the assassination of Hsieh Lei by Nieh Cheng. The

1

2 This interpretation is much too far-fetched and not convincing. The story

was probably believed, when it had been invented, and no further philological or

psychological arguments are required to explain this simple fact.

The Lu-shih-cKun-cIiiu XXII, 6v. gives a variation of this story : "Mr. Ting

of Sung had no well in his compound, and there was always a man employed in

fetching water from outside, until he himself bored a well. Then he said to others :

'I have bored a well, and got a man.' This report spread and reached the prince

of Sung who summoned him and asked for an explanation. Then the man replied :

'I obtained a man's service, but not a man in the well.'

"

3 A famous bravo in Honan^ who died in 397 b.c.

* Better known as Ten Chung Tse ]^{^^* an officer of Han and an

enemy of Hsieh Lei.

6 399-387 B.C.

« In 397 B.C.

7 This number, of course, is wrong. We must read ten years.
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notice that the latter assassinated the king of Han is an invention

of worthless books and unimportant chronicles, and not to be trusted, i

There is another report that Tan, the heir-prince of Yen pro-

cured a bravo, Ching K'o, to assassinate the king of CHin, but he

failed and was executed. 2 Subsequently Kao Chien LP again went

to pay a visit to the king of Cllin and play the harp for him. The

king was pleased, but knowing Kao Chien Li to be a partisan of

the prince of Yen^ he had him blindfolded first, and then called

upon him to thrum the harp. Kao Chien Li had put lead into liis

instrument, to make it heavy. While he was playing, the king of

CKin could not restrain his feelirjgs and, on his knees, moved nearer.

Kao Chien Li then took his harp and struck him on the forehead.*

The king began , to sicken, and three months later died of the

wound.

The assertion that Kao Chien Li struck the king of Ch'in with

his harp is true, but the report that the king being struck, ailed three

months and died, is false.

The king of Ch'in is nobody else than C/iin Shih Huang Ti.

In the 20tli year of his reign, Tan, heir-prince of Yen, instigated

Ching IC to stab Shih Huang Ti, but Shih Huang Ti put Ching K'

to death that is known. In his 21st year, he ordered his general

Wang Chien to attack Yen. He brought back the head of the crown-

prince. In his 25th year, a new invasion was made into Yen, and

its king Chia taken prisoner, • Later on the year is not known

Kao Chien Li struck at Shih Huang Ti, but missed him and was be-

headed. In his 27th year,* the emperor made a journey through

the empire. He went to Kuei-chi and came to Lang-yeh. North

1 The Shi-chi chap. 86 p. 8r. in the biography of Nieh Cheng only speaks of his

assassination of Hsieh Lei, but the Chan-kuo-ise says that, while stabbing Hsieh Lei,

the assassin also struck the Marquis Ai, who reigned from 376-370 b.c.

2 See Vol. I p. 503, Note 2.

3 A native of Yen and friend of Ching K'o. After the execution of the

latter, he changed his name and, for a time, lived as a poor man and unknown, until

his musical talent was found out. CKin Shih Huang Ti pardoned his former con-

nexion with Ch'ing Ko and wished to hear him.

* The Shi-chi chap. 86, p. 18v. narrates the event, but says that Kao Chien

Li failed to hit the emperor and was put to death.

5 All these details are to be found in the Shi-chi chap. 6.

6 This is a mistake. This journey was made in the 37th year = 211 b.c.

Cf. Shi-chi chap. 6, p. 26v. (Chavannes, M^m. Hid. Vol. II, p. 184). In his 27th year

the emperor made another journey.
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he went as far as the Lao and Clieng Mountains and the sea.

When in the west he arrived at P'ing-yuan Ferry, he was taken ill,

and having reached the P' ing terrace in Sha-ch'iu, he expired.'

The Book of Prophecies ^ writes that if the emperor returned

to Sha-cKiu, he would come by his death. Some writers also state

that, having suffered from the bruises caused by the harp for three

months, he ended his life in CKin. Thus the same person is by

some believed to have died in Sha-cliiu, by others in CKin, and

concerning his death, people say that he had always been ailing

from sores. The statements of this class of books is very often

irreconcilable with truth, but ordinary people are unable to settle

such questions.

1 Vid. Vol. I p. 231 and 232.

2 Vol. I p. 319, Note 1.
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CHAPTER XXIV.

Literary Exaggerations {Yi-tsmg).

It is a common weakness of human nature to exaggerate the

truth, while relating something. In compositions and speeches truth

is drowned in a flood of words. Praising some goodness, they

over-estimate its excellence, and referring to some wickedness, they

over-colour the guilt. This is due to the bias of ordinary people

for the marvellous, for they do not care for any but strange stories.

Consequently, unless in belauding somebody you magnify his merits,

the hearers are not pleased, and unless in running him down you

aggravate his crimes, the audience is not satisfied. Hearing one

thing, by exaggeration they make ten of it, and seeing a hundred,

they increase them to a thousand. A plain and simple object is

cut into ten pieces and split into a hundred particles, and a true

statement is turned round and round again a thousand or ten

thousand times, i

Me Tse wept over boiled silk, and Yang Tse over by-roads,

2

for they were sorry that people should lose their original nature,

and regretted their departing from truth. Flying rumours and

numerous traditions emanate from the mouths of uncultured people,

and are current in lanes and alleys. They are such exaggerations.

The words of the philosophers however, the lucubrations of their

pens, the writings of wise men, and the collections of fine thoughts,

should all agree with truth, and yet even here we find exaggerations.

As regards the classical literature, in point of truthfulness,

there are no utterances more reliable than those of the Sages,

The classical literature continues immutable through all the ages,*

and yet it is not quite devoid of hyperboles over-charging the truth.

But these coloured reports are all based on some facts and not

1 Here Wang Ch'wng himself commits the fault which he lays at other people's

door. All Orientals like big numbers, which have become quite a special feature

of the Chinese language, in which a hundred, a thousand, or ten thousand merely

serve to express many.

2 Cf. Vol. I, p. 374, Notes 3 and 4.

3 We foreigners cannot admit this.

* This statement is open to criticism : all the classical texts have undergone

some alterations in course of time.
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maliciously made to misguide people, small things having been

exaggerated. Those who seriously study this question, maintain

that there is a difference between the exaggerations of classical

literature and common sayings and traditions. These classical

exaggerations are of various kinds. Usually sometliing conspicuous

is put forward with a view to captivating those who still harbour

some doubts. It goes to their hearts and enters their heads, thus

opening their understanding and awakening their intelligence.

The remark of the Shuking that [harmony was established

among ten thousand countries] ' is intended to extol Yao's virtue,

which leads to universal peace, the effects of which were not only

felt in China proper, but also among the I and Ti tribes. The

affirmation that harmony prevailed in the border lauds is correct,

but the ten thousand countries are an exaggeration.

Under Yao and during the Chou period, the entire domain

did not embrace more than five thousand Li. In the Chou time,

there were one thousand seven hundred and ninety-three feudal

States. Adding the wild dependencies, those of the Jung, and the

guarded ones,2 together with the people without the Four Seas a

which do not live on grain, such as the tribes with covered breasts,

with hanging ears, the Pigmies , and the Po-chung,^ we obtain an

aggregate sum of less than three thousand. All countries which

Heaven covers and Earth sustains, are within the number of three

thousand. The ten thousand people mentioned by the Shuking

must therefore be held to be an exaggeration overshooting the

mark, meant as a homage to Yao, implying his excellence and that

great multitudes fell under its influence. All China as well as the

1 Shuking Part I, chap. I 2, Yao-Uen {Legge, Classics Vol. UI Part I, p. 17)

Wang CKung writes like the Shi-chi. The Shuking has.
2 -
3 The utmost limits of the habitable land.

* ^^ 4 ^M* All these semi-fabulous tribes are in

the T 'ai'ping-yii-lan ranked among the southern barbarians. The CKuan-Imung

seem to have received their name from a peculiar sacklike costume merely covering

their breasts. The Tan-erh were in the habit of disforming their ears, that they

hang down upon their shoulders. The Chiao-chiao = Pigmies are often mentioned in

Chinese literature. Lieh Tse gives them a height of 1 foot 5 inches, in the Chia-yii

Confucius describes them as 3 feet high. According to the Hou Han-shu they live in

the surroundings of Yung-cKang-fu in Yunnan and measure 3 feet. About 110 a.d.

three thousand of them submitted to the Han and sent as tribute ivory and zebus.

They live in caverns and are dreaded by birds and beasts. For Po-chung who are

nowhere else mentioned, we had better read CKi-chung § a tribe said to

walk on tiptoe.
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savages were in perfect accord, whence the term ten thousand

countries, which comes near the thousands and hundred thousands

of descendants mentioned in the Shiking. ^

This is a tribute paid to the virtue of King Hsuan of Chou
In recognition of his diligence in serving Heaven and Earth, these

latter blessed him with so many descendants, that they amounted

to thousands and hundreds of thousands. One may well say that

his progeny was extremely numerous, but to speak of thousands

and hundreds of thousands is straining the point, for however

numerous they were, it could not be thousands or hundreds of

thousands. From a desire to praise, the poets of the Shiking have

gone beyond the truth.

From the time, when Hou ChP was invested with T'ai,* down
to King ffsii(zn,5 he with all his nearer and farther blood-relations

could not be thousands and hundreds of thousands.* A thousand

and ten thousand are names of big numbers: ten thousand denotes

a great many. Therefore the Shuking speaks of ten thousand coun-

tries, and the Shiking of thousands and hundreds of thousands.

The Shiking says that [the crane cried amidst the nine pools

of the marches, and that its cry was heard in the sky.] 7 The

meaning is that the crane cried in the marshes, which were divided

into nine pools, and that its sound was still heard in the sky, an

illustration of the cultivation of virtue by the superior man, whose

name reaches the court in spite of his humble position. I agree

that the sound may be heard at a great altitude, but to say that

it was heard in the sky, is hyperbolical.

They urge that the sound was heard in the sky. Beholding

a crane crying in the clouds, they hear it from the earth, and

conjecture that, since this sound is heard on the earth, it must

also be possible to hear it in the sky. For, when a crane cries

in the clouds, man hears its voice, and looking up, his eyes decry

1 Shiking Part 111 Book H, Ode V, 2 {Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part H, p. 482).

2 Legge loc. cit. p. 481, Note says that there is no evidence to whom the Ode

is addressed. Some hold that it is King CKeng.

3 The ancestor of the Chou dynasty and Lord of Agriculture.

* The original fief of the Chou in Shensi, with which they were invested by

Shun 2255-2206 b.c.

6 827-782 B.C.

G Wang CKung is mistaken here calculating is not his strong point. One

couple after about 42 generations may well have tens of thousands of descendants.

7 Shiking Part II, Book IE, Ode X, 2 {Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part H, p. 297).
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its shape. The ear and the eye possess the same power. When
the ear hears its voice, the eye perceives its form. But hearing

and vision do not extend beyond ten Li. A cry in the empyrean

is inaudible for us. Why? Because the distance between the

sty and man measures several ten thousand Li.i Consequently the

eye cannot see, and the ear cannot hear so far. If we hear a

crane crying from below, it is because it is near us, but the in-

ference that, on account of its voice being audible from below, its

cry ought to be heard in the sky, when it is uttered on the earth,

is erroneous.

When a crane cries in the clouds, man hears it from below,

but when it cries in the nine marshes, man is not up in the sky;

what means has he to know that it is perceptible there He does

not know it, but makes this inference by analogy. Perhaps the

poet was not aware of this and earnestly believed what he said,

or he knew the fact, but wished to use it by way of illustration,

and therefore stretched the point.

The Shiking says that among the blackhaired people of Chou

not a single one was left out. This signifies that, in the time of

King Hsuan of Chou, the empire was afflicted with a great drought.

Aggrieved by the severity of this drought, under which the people

had to suffer, the poet said that not a single person was left but

shared in the general distress. The drought may have been very

severe, but to maintain that not a single individual was left out

is an exaggeration.

The people of Chou are like the people of to-day. When
the latter are visited with a great drought, the poor and the

destitute who have not stored up provisions, beat their breasts

and yearn for rain, 3 whereas the rich who have a sufficient supply

of grain and food, and whose granaries and store-houses are not

empty, do not feel the pangs of hunger in their mouths and bellies.

Wherefore should they be grieved then?

When Heaven sends down a drought, mountain and forest

tracts are not dried up, and, when Earth has an inundation, the

tops of hills and mounds are not submerged. Mountain and forest

1 More than 60 000 Li. Vol. I, p. 275.

2 Shiking Part HI, Book UI, Ode IV, 3 {Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part II p. 530).

Already Menciiis remarked that this passage must not be taken literally {Legge, Classics

Vol. n, p. 353).

3 The of Ed. A, of course, must be

.
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tracts are the rich and noble, who are sure to escape. The
allegation that not a single person was spared, is merely a figure

of speech designed to describe the intensity of the drought.

In the Yiking there is the following passage. — [" It shows its

subject with his house made large, but only serving as a screen

to his household. When he looks at his door, it is still, and there

is nobody about it.]i There is not nobody, but no wise men.

The Shuking says, "Do not leave the various offices vacant.'"^

Vacant is empty, and various, many : Let not all the offices be

empty. To leave, for want of men, is equivalent with letting empty,

whence this expression.

Now all short-witted people are imbued with the Five Virtues,

but their gifts are scanty and inadequate, so that they cannot

become fully wise. They are not wilfully obtuse and doltish, but

their innate wisdom is incomplete. Virtue may be great or small,

and talents of a higher or a lower order. Those who are in office

and fill a post, all strive to do their best in the service, the officers

of the Shuking and the inmates of the Yiking, therefore, can still

be of use; why tlien speak of emptiness and nobody? The Shiking

says, ["How numerous were the scholars Wen Wang was blessed

with them."] 3 That means to say that Wen Wang found many
more wise men than imbeciles. Now the Yiking ought to say, "it

is still, and there are but few persons," and the Shuking should

say, "Let not be there too few officers for all the offices." "Few"
is the proper word, "empty" and "nobody" are likewise exaggerations.

The Five Grains are such that they all, when eaten, appease

hunger. The taste of rice and millet is sweet and savoury, beans

and barley are coarse, it is true, yet they satiate as well. Those

mating beans and barley are all agreed that they are coarse and

not sweet, but they do not pretend that, having eaten them, their

stomachs remain empty, as if they had eaten nothing. Bamboo and

wooden sticks both can support a sick man, but the strength of a

bamboo stick is weak and does not equal wood. If somebody takes

a bamboo stick, he says that it is not strong, but not that his

1 Diagram Feng No. 55. Legge, Yiking, Sacred Books Vol. XVI, p. 186.

2 Shuking Part II, Book III, 5 (Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 73). Legge

gives a different interpretation of the passage : " Let him not have the various

officers cuiiiberers of their places," which does not agree with Wang CNuny's

explanation.

a Shiking Part III, Book I, Ode 1 {Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part II, p. 429).
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hand is empty and holds nothing in its grasp. Weak-minded

officials are like beans, barley, and bamboo sticks.

For the Yiking to say that there is nobody, whereas all the

officials are kept in the houses, is really too disdainful. In all the

officials of the Shuking those of minor talents are also included,

the remark that the offices must not be left vacant is too cutting

therefore.

We read in the Analects, ["Great indeed was Yao as a sovereign

How grand was he! The people could find no name for it."]

'

Furthermore, there is a record that a man of fifty was beating

clods of earth on the road. An observer remarked, "Grand indeed

is the virtue of Yao! " The man who was playing with earth, re-

plied, "At sunrise, I begin my work, and at sunset, I take my rest.

I dig a well to drink, and labour my field to eat. "What sort of

energy does Yao display? "
^ These words are supposed to corrob-

orate his grandeur, which no language could express. The term

grandeur may well be used, but the assertion that the people could

find no name for it is a stretch of fancy.

That, throughout the land within the Four Seas and amongst

thousands of people, nobody could find a name for Yao's virtue must

be impossible. Now the utterance of the man beating the earth

"What sort of virtue does Yao display" implies that the people

could not find an expression for it. But the observer had said,

"Grand indeed is the virtue of Fao," ergo the people still knew
of what sort it was. If something is possible, but those who know
deny it, they exaggerate.

The works of the Literati also narrate that the people of

Yao and Shun might have been called to office house by house.*

That means to say that in every family they behaved like superior

men, so that all might have been made officials. It is admissible

to say that they might be called to office, but the remark "house

by house" is an exaggeration.

A man of fifty is a father of a family. If such a father does

not know his sovereign, how can he instruct his son

L Analects VHI, 19.

2 Vid. p. 187.

3 The meaning of this question would rather seem to be that the peasant

scorned the idea of Yao^s excellence and therefore disdainfully asked about it,

Cf. p. 222, Note 3.

* The Han-shu chap. 99 says with almost the same words -jff^

i^k
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During an age of universal peace, every family consists of

superior men, every one observes propriety and righteousness, the

father does not infringe the laws of decorum, and the son does not

neglect his duty. Those who do their duty possess knowledge, and

nobody knows the sovereign better than the officials. Officers as

well as wise men know their sovereign, and knowing him, can govern

the people. Now, how could those who were ignorant of Yoo, be

appointed to official posts?

The man of fifty playing with earth, on the road, was in this

respect a playfellow of small boys not yet grown up, but how
could he be accounted a wise man?

When [Tse Lu got Tse Kao appointed governor of Hou\,^ Con-

fucius took exception on the ground that he had not yet studied,

nor acquired knowledge. The man with the earth was an igno-

ramus; how could lie be called to office? Praising Yao's grandeur,

one cannot say that house by house the people might have been

appointed, 2 and contending that house by house there were wise

men fit to be appointed, one cannot propose simpletons and ignorant

fellows.^ Keeping in view the man playing with earth, it is difficult

to say "house by house," and taking this second alternative,* it

is awkward to insist upon Yao's grandeur. The dilemma owes its

origin to an exaggeration overcolouring Yao's excellence.

The Shuking tells us that Tm Yi? remonstrating with Chou,

said, ["Among our people to-day there is none but desires the king's

death."] 6 None means nobody: The people of the whole empire

all wish the king dead. One may say that they wished the king

dead, but to pretend that all had this wish is going too far.

Although Chou was depraved, yet many of his subjects and officers

had received his favours. But Tsu Yi would use higli flying words,

with the object of frightening the king. Therefore I say that,

unless the words be highly coloured, the heart does not take alarm,

1 Analects XI, 24, where, however, the place is called Pi and not Hon

P. Cf. the quotations in Vol. I p. 407 and 449 with the reading Pi.

^ Which is an exaggeration men like the ignoramus would have to be

excluded.

3 Like the liusbandman referred to.

* That there were people like the man playing w ith earth ignoring Yao^e virtue.

6 A minister to the emperor Chou. Cf. Vol. I p. 185, Note 2.

Shuking Part IV, Book X, 4 {Legge, Classics Vol. lU, Part I p. 271).
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and, without alarm, the mode of action is not altered. Exaggera-

tions are used, in order to frighten and to stir up.

*Su Cfiin ^ told the king of CHi that [in Lin-tse ^ the naves of

the chariot-wheels were knocking together, and the men thronging

shoulder to shoulder. Lifting their sleeves they formed tents, and

the fronts of their coats joined together were tlie curtains. Their

perspiration wiped off fell down like rain.] a In spite of all its

splendour, CKi could not come up to that. Su Cllin employed such

high-flown language, for the purpose of rousing the king of CKi.

Tsu Yis admonitions of Chou are like the remonstrances addressed

to the king of Clli by Su CHin.

In the fanciful reports of the wise and the sages, the events

thus described have not always a true basis. From the chapter

„ Completion of the PTar"* we learn that, when Wu Wang overthrew

Chou, so much blood was spilled, that the pestles swam in it. So

numerous were the combatants standing up for Wu Wang, that their

blood flowed like that, all wishing the annihilation of Chou. But

would they have been willing to fight in such a wholesale destruc-

tion? The remark of Tsu Yi that everybody wished the death of

Chou is like Su CJiin's exaggeration and the reference in the chapter

„ Completion of the War'' to the pestles floating in streams of blood,

which is likewise overshooting the mark.

The blood of the slain is shed, of course, but how could

pestles swim in it? When Wu Wang smote Chou in the plain of Mti,

the country north of the river was elevated, and the soil no doubt

scorched up and dry. The weapons being blunted, and the blood

flowing forth, it must at once have entered the hot soil; how could

pestles have floated in it then? The warriors of Chou and Yin all

carried their provisions with them, and perhaps had prepared dried

preserves, therefore they needed no pestles or mortars where then

did these pestles come from?

This statement about the pestles swimming in blood is meant

to imply that, when Chou was destroyed, the weapons were blunted,

and the soldiers wounded, and that, in consequence, the pestles floated

in the blood.

1 Famous politician of the 4th cent. b.c. See Vol. I p. 304, Note 8.

2 Capital of Ch'i, the present Ch'ing-chou-fu in Shantung.

3 Quotation from the Biography of Su ChHn in the Shi-chi chap. 69 p. 12v.

Chapter of the ShuMng, cf. Vol. I p. 484, Note 4.

5 Eod. Note 5.
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"During the 'Spring and Autumn ' period, on the hsin-mao day,

in the fourth month of summer, in the seventh year of Duke
Chuong, at midnight, the common stars were invisible, and stars fell

down like rain." Kung Yang in his commentary asks: [What does

"like rain " mean? It is not rain then, why use this expression?

"The unrevised Cli un-cK iu'' says, "Like rain. The stars, previous

to approaching to within a foot of the earth, departed again."

The Sage corrected this, and said, "The stars fell down like rain."]

" The unrevised CUun-clim' refers to the time, when the CKun-

c/iiu was not yet revised. At that time the Chronicle of Lu had

the following entry : "It rained stars, and before they came near

the earth, at a distance of over a foot, they seemed to depart again."

The Sage denotes Confucius. Confucius revised it, and said "The

stars fell like rain." i Like rain means like rain in appearance.

The vapours of mountains become clouds. Above, they do

not reach up to the sky, and below, they form clouds. When it

rains stars, the stars falling revert to the sky, before they have

touched the earth. Whence the expression "like rain." Confucius

has employed the proper words. Stars falling either reach the

earth or not, but it is difficult to ascertain the number of feet,

and the statement of the chronicle that the distance was of one

foot is also a stretch of fancy. For there are towers and high build-

ings, hills and mountains on the earth how can they speak of

one foot's distance? Confucius said "like rain," and that was correct.

Confucius wrote the Cli un-cKiu, and then altered the text into "like

rain. " Had Confucius not written the CJiun-cliiu, the reading that

the stars came near the earth within a foot's distance, would have

been handed down to the present day.

Under the reign of the emperor Knang Wu Ji? a clerk of a

ministry, Pen Kuang of Ju-nan^ sent in a report containing the

statement that the emperor Hsiao Wen Ti^ lived in a palace of

brilliant splendour, and that only three men were sentenced in the

whole empire's This was a compliment paid to the emperor Wen

Ti, setting forth his achievements. But Kuang Wu Ti replied that,

in Hsiao Wen Tis time, they did not live in a palace of brilliant

splendour, and that there were not only three men sentenced.

1 Repeated almost literally from Vol. I p. 274.

2 25-57 A.D.

3 Place in Honan.

4 179-157 B.C.

5 Punishments were unnecessary, all the people following the good example

of their virtuous ruler.
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All accomplishments and virtues are put down to those who
are famous, therefore the superior man loathes the company of low

class people. 1 Pen Kuang presented his report to a Han emperor,

the Han epoch is our age, yet he exaggerated their merits and

excellent qualities, going beyond the truth. Now, fancy the rulers

and sovereigns of times out of mind, which have long passed away.

When wise men of later ages give glowing reports of them, it is

of frequent occurrence that they miss the truth and deviate from

the historical facts. Had Pen Kuang not met with Kuang Wu Ti,

but made his report ages after, this narrative about Hsiao Wen Ti

would have found its way into the classical literature, and nobody

would have known that the splendour of the palace and the three

sentenced men were exaggerations, and they would have been taken

for undeniable facts.

1 The latter half of this sentence is quoted from the Analects XIX, 20.
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CHAPTER XXV.

Lost Texts (Yi-wen).

The emperor Hsiao Wu Ti conferred upon his younger brother

the title of Prince Kung of Lu. Prince Ku"g, while demolishing

the house of Confucius, for the purpose of building a palace, dis-

covered there a Shuking in a hundred chapters, a Li{ki) in three

hundred, a C/iun-cIiiu in thirty, i and a Lun-yU in twenty-one.

When the wall was opened sounds of singing and guitar-playing

were heard. The prince alarmed caused the hole again to be

closed and plastered, and sent word to Wu Ti who despatched an

official, to fetch the old Canons and the Lun-yil. At this time they

all were brought to light; When the Classics were taken out

from the hole, there were sounds of singing, and playing; of guitars.

The texts were to be recovered by the Han, and the gay music

was a portent accompanying the happy event. They had to be

transmitted to the Han, and therefore lay concealed in the wall.

Prince Kung pierced it, and the holy emperor occasioned the

magical music, for the old texts were not to remain hidden, and

the Han were expecting them as felicitous signs.

The emperor Hsiao Ch^ing Ti wishing to read the hundred

chapters of the Shuking, and none of the professors and secretaries'

understanding it, an invitation was issued to every one in the

empire who could adjust the Shuking. Chang Pa of Tung-hai was

well versed in the CKun-cJiiu of Tso C/iiu Ming. Following the

order of the hundred chapters, he elucidated them with the help

of the Tso-clman, and thus produced one hundred and two chapters,

whicli he presented to the emperor, when they were completed.

CKing Ti took the Shuking that had been stored away, to compare

and examine the new book, but not one character was the same.

Then he handed Chang Pa over to the judges, who investigated his

offence and pronounced it to be a case of great disrespect and

irreverence. But CKeng Ti being a great admirer of Chang Pas

1 Ed. A and C write 300 books (pien).

2 Cf. Vol. I, p. 448, Note 6 and p. 462, Note 1.

3-
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talents, pardoned him, nor did he distroy his work. Consequently

the one hundred and two chapters became current among the people.'

Confucius said that [talents are difficult to find.]^ He whom
his genius and his imagination enabled to write a Classic in one

hundred chapters, must have been endowed with quite remarkable

gifts, and beau an exceptional man, such as is seldom met with.

Oieng Ti forgave him in appreciation of his writings, for although

they were spurious and not true, yet, by following the order of

the chapters and sections and adhering to the subjects, they made

the impression of being genuine, and therefore were not burned.

In a box of memorials a book is often circulated consisting

of ten and more documents, memorials and reports to the throne.,

the productions of high officials and well worth reading. Their

reading gives great pleasure, and not one out of a hundred officials

is able to write such documents, Chang Pa was so ingenious, that

he composed a hundred chapters. The Han era is in fact so like

antiquity, that CKeng Ti did well to forgive Chang Pa.

When Yang Tse Shan * was chi-li ^ in a circuit, he saw that the

san-fu were unable to write a record on the Ai-lao.^ He transmitted

a report to his chief, who sent it up to the emperor. Hsiao Ming

Ti was struck with it and summoned Mm to the imperial library's

The officers of the san-fu, in spite of the great amount of their

united talents, could not complete a single chapter, so that Yang

Tse Shan wrote it, of which the emperor took cognisance. But

was this record quite correct? Yang Tse Shan wrote it, according

to his informations, which the officers of the san-fu were incapable

of, with all the documents at their disposal. Since Yang Tse Shan

could do it, the thing must not have been very difficult for him.

Was, therefore, CKeng Ti not justified in pardoning Chang Pa?

Under the reign of Hsiao Wu 77,9 all the officials were convoked

to a literary competition, when the essay of" Tung Chung Shu won
the prize. In the time of Wang Many the secretaries of the various

1 See Vol. I, p. 448.

2 Analects Vm, 20.

3 This passage is very doubtful, and my translation not much more than

a guess.

4 Alias Yang Chung a native of CKeng-tu-fu in Ssechuan, possessing

great literary talents.

5 Cf. p. 228, Note 1.

* A tribe in Yunnan, see p. 199, Note 4.

' 58-75 A.D.

8 Yanff Tse Shan was attached to the library.

9 140-87 B.C.
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boards were called upon to send in reports, and the memorial of

Liu Tse Chiln i was the best. An elegant form, provided it be not

a cover for emptiness, reveals great talent and profound knowledge.

The Yiking says that the feelings of a sage appear from his ex-

pressions.'-^ From his good or bad style we may make an inference

on a man's talent.

In the Yung-ping period's flocks of spiritual birds alighted.

Hsiao Ming Ti issued instructions that panegyrics on these birds be

presented to him. All the officials sent in their productions, but

they were no better than stones and tiles, only the five eulogies

of Pan Ku, Chia K'uei* Fu Yang Chung& and Hon Feng^ were

gold and gems. Hsiao Ming Ti read them. Must it not have been

a matter of surprise for him that among the great host of officials,

the numerous secretaries included, five men only produced good

compositions?

Hsiao Wu Tis was partial to works of fiction and poetry and

therefore invited Sse-Ma Hsiang-Ju,^ Hsiao Clieng Ti '° delighted in

voluminous writings and favoured Yang Tse Yiln. Even at his

hunting parties Yang Tse Yi'm followed in a carriage. Had Sse-Ma

Hsiang-Ju, Huan Chiin Shan, and Yang Tse Yiin " been officers unable

to fill up their documents or to connect their words to phrases,

how would Wu Ti have liked, or Clieng Ti have appreciated them?

Therefore I say that to read Yang Tse Yilns chapters affords a

greater pleasure than to be an official with a thousand piculs a

year, and holding the book of Huan Chiln Shan in one's hands, one

is richer than having heaped up treasures.

1 Liu Hsin
|j
, 1st cent. B.C. and a.o., son of the famous Liu Hsiang,

an author like his father and protege of Wang Mang.

2 CImi Yi GKmg-chuan 1883, chap. 7 p. I2r.

» 58-75 A.D.

* An eminent scholar, 30-101 a.d., who together with the historian Pan Ku
was appointed historiographer.

6 A savant who by Hsiao Ming Ti was given a post at the Imperial Library,

where, conjointly with Pan Ku and Chia K'uei, he supervised the edition of books.

He wrote himself 28 chapters of various poetry and died young.

a See above p. 273, Note 4.

7 Hou Feng seems to be unknown to other writers. The Pei-wm-yim-fu

merely quotes this passage.

» 140-87 B.C.

a The well known scholar and poet. Cf. Vol. I p. 123, Note 5.

10 32-7 B.C.

" On the last two named scholars see Vol. I, p. 361, Notes 1 and 2.
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The work of Han Fei Tse was current in the court of CA'm,

and Cliin S/dh Huang Ti said with a sigh: "Alas! that I cannot

live together with this man!'" Each time that Lu Chia ^ presented

a new chapter of his "New Words," the attendants of Kao Tsu

exclaimed "Ten thousand years!"' Can this passionate remem-

brance of a man and the enthusiastic exclamation "Ten thousand

years" have been for nothing? They were outbursts of joy from

the innermost heart, upon clearly seeing the excellence of these

persons.

Meteorologists * look up to the sky, but not on the earth,

for they derive their information from the heavenly signs. Upper

and lower garments cover the body, but the embroidery is on the

upper, not on the lower ones. So far dresses resemble heaven.

Palmisters examine the left ^ palm, and do not look at the right

one, because the lines on the left are decisive. Contrariwise, di-

viners turn to the right side, and neglect the left, for the signs

at the right are conclusive. The Yiking says: ["The great man
changes as the tiger (changing its stripes), his signs are brilliant,

the superior man changes as the panther (changing its spots), his

signs are elegant,"]^ And further : ["We look at the signs of

Heaven, and look at the signs of man."] That means: Heaven

and man are to be judged by their signs, and the actions of the

great man and the superior man depend on their signs.

When Kao Tsu was still in his mother's womb, she reposed

on the banks of a lake. Then a scaly dragon appeared on high,

emitting a glare of brilliant light. When Kao Tsu started from

CKu, to meet the army of Han, a fluid formed five colours, and

when he was about to enter Ilsien-yang, five stars united near the

"Eastern Well,"* and these stars had five different colours.® Perhaps

Heaven was indignant at the destruction of literature by CHin and

1 Vid. Vol. I p. 72 Note 1.

Vol. I p. 388, Note 3.

s That is, "may he live ten thousand years."

4 -
5 Ed.—.
6 Diagram Ko No. 49. Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XVI, p, 168 Nos, 5 and 6.

7 Diagram Pi, No. 22. Legge, loc, cit, p. 231, No. 4.

8 The 22nd of the Twenty-eight Solar Mansions, consisting of eight stars

in Gemini.

9 Cf. Vol. I, p. 177 and 178.
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wished the Han to renew it, and therefore first invested Kao Tsu

and used those signs as omens.

'

The designs of wicked people, at different periods, are in-

consistent. Ch'in Shih Huang Ti first sighed over the work of Han

Fei Tse and afterwards, at the instigation of Li Sse, caused the

text of the Five Classics to be burned, and enacted a law restricting

the use of books. The scholars of the Five Canons took the

Classics and concealed them; men like Fu ShSng stealthily buried

them in the earth. ^ Wiping out the texts of sages and worthies

is a most heinous crime, and the descendancy of the culprit was

already cut off with his grandsons, lA Sse who deviced this plan,

had to suffer one of the Five Punishments.* The Han dynasty,

after its accession, changed the rules of doomed CHin and obliterated

the traces of Li Sse. Kao Tsu first ordered Lu Chia to write books,

but the Five Canons did not yet come to light at that time. From

Hui Ti and Ching Ti^ downward to Yuan Ti and CKing Ti& the

Canons and the books were simultaneously revised. The glory of

the Han dynasty and what we hear of its declarations are quite

something else than those of doomed C/iin.

Owing to the perversity of Wanff Mang? the armies of the

Han began swarming about. Halls and palaces fell into ruin, and

books and manuscripts were scattered about. After Kuang Wu Ti

arose, 8 the preservation of old books was not yet very careful.

The era of Hsiao Ming TP was very favourable for men of letters,

officers were appointed to the imperial library, and the heroes of

literature assembled. When our present sovereign had taken the

reins of government/^ the search for lost antiquities was authorised

by edict, and they were bought with gold. Can this age not lay

a claim to the fame of being a literary one?

1 This supposition is incompatible with Wang CKung's principle of spontaneity

which he proclaims for Heaven. He sometimes falls back into the inveterate ideas

of his countrymen which he combats elsewhere.

» Vol. I, p. 447.

B The son of CKin Shih Huang Ti lost the throne, and his family was destroyed.

* On the Five ancient Punishments in use under the Chou and Han dynasties

see p. 81. Li Sse was torn to pieces by carts. See Vol. I, p. 171.

» 194-188, and 156-141 b.o.

« 48-33, and 32-7 b.o.

7 9-2^ AJ>.

» In 25 A.O.

» 58-75 AJ).

10 Id 76 Aj>.
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The period of Yao and Shim being so remote, i the books of

that time which existed are lost. The Yin and the Chou dynasties,'

however, are so near, that their writers have been preserved.*

The works handed down since the commencement of the Han ^

do not reach very far, but the experiences made are five times as

many as those of Yao and Shun, and ten times those of the Yin and

Chou dynasties. There has never been a more delightful and a

more glorious time than the present. The sky is bright and clear,

the stars glow with brilliant light,® the characters of the people

are excellent, and they handle literature with a sublime elegance.

The Han are now at their acme, whence the profuseness of literary

productions.

Confucius said, [" Waiig is no more, but have we not

here his writings?"]? The writings of Win Wang were transmitted

to Confucius. He composed his works for the Han, to whom they

came down.

Literary men receive their writings from Heaven and should,

therefore, be held in respect. The Five Canons and the Six Arts

form one class of literature, the records of the various writers are

another, essays and treatises are one class, memorials and reports

are one, and so are the descriptions of generous and virtuous actions.

The representatives of these five classes of literature are all worthies.

The composition of essays and the writing of discourses requires

the greatest efforts, for to give expression to the thoughts of one's

heart and to discuss the events of life, is a more arduous task then

to comment upon old Classics, or to supplement old texts. Argu-

ments are one's own ideas, for which the signs are formulated by
the hand. That exceeds the faculties of the expositors of the

Classics and arts.

In the periods of the Chou and CKin, a great many philosoph-

ical writers were busy, but they all took up other subjects,

neither praising the sovereign nor profiting the State nor promoting

civilisation. The essayists eulogise the emperor and exalt the State,

1 According to tradition which has not yet been historically tested, this

period would last from 2357 to 2205 b.c.

2 It is more than doubtful whether there have been books at all at that time.

3 1766-1123, and 1122-255 b.c.

* Whether the Han had any books dating as far back as the Tin dynasty

is open to doabt.

s 206 B.C.

• This brightness of the sky and the stars is regarded as a lucky augury.

7 Cf. p. 302 Note 6.
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so that its dignity is upheld for a thousand years, and the sover-

eign's virtue equals sun and moon. That is what the writings of

the philosophers cannot accomplish. *

Memorials 2 suggest practical measures, and reports^ recommend

officers, the first are in one's own interest, the second in that of

others.* The style may be rich and refined, but the memorials do

not mention meritorious deeds. He who cultivates his moral self

has his own interests in view and not those of the ruler. Conse-

quently, among the five classes of literature, essays have the highest

value and should be estimated accordingly.^

Confucius remarked respecting the Chou, ["The time of the

dynasties of Tang and Yil is outshone now; the virtue of the

house of Chou may be said to have reached the highest point

indeed"].®

Confucius was a literary man of the Chou epoch. Had he

lived in the Han time, he would also have pronounced the virtue

of the Han to have reached the highest point.

Cliao T'o as king of the southern Yileh revolted from his lord,

disregarded bis commands, and did not observe the institutions of

the Han. He would squat down, his hair bound into a tuft, and

completely abandon himself to the customs of the savages. Lu
Chia spoke to him of the virtue of the Han and so overawed him

with the emperor's majesty, that his conscience awoke, he felt

remorse, and suddenly rose up from his seat.

7

The narrow-minded scholars of our age live under the same

delusion as Chao T'o, and the remonstrances of great writers are

like the reproofs of Lu Chia, which rouse those who hear them

from their lethargy.

Chao rVs conversion was not owing to extraordinary reports

about the glory of the bouse of Han, but the placid serenity of a

man of letters ® were signs of the prosperity of the State. From
their magnificent buildings we recognise noble families, and high

1 Aod we are glad of it.'
, .
* At present these terms are not restricted in this way, and I doubt whether

they really were so in the Han time.

' The reasoning of this paragraph is not very convincing.

« Analects Vm, 20.

» Cf. Vol. I, p. 124 and 382.

• Lu Chia*
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trees indicate an old capital. The fact that eminent literary men
live in a State i proves that it is the age of a sage.

Mencius would judge people from the pupils of their eyes :
^

the heart being pure, the pupils are bright, viz. the colour of

the eyes is bright. The prognostics for a State and the divination

for an individual give the same result : when the ruler of a State

is a sage, men of letters assemble, and when the heart is kind,

the eyes are brilliant.

An exquisite silk embroidery being dragged through the mire,

every spectator feels shocked. To be able to pity a piece of em-

broidery, and to have no idea of the worth of a man of letters,

discloses a great ignorance of analogies.

As regards the signs of Heaven and the signs of man, does

their writing merely consist in mixing the ink and plying the pen,

with the object of producing beautiful and elegant pictures? No,

these signs record men's actions and give publicity to their names.

Honest men desire to be taken notice of and strive for virtue

wicked ones, on the other side, dislike publicity and do all they

can to frustrate it. Thus the pencil of men of letters encourages

the good and censures the depraved. This is the manner in which

posthumous titles illustrate virtue and stigmatise crime.

Even by the addition of a posthumous name in one character,

people may be praised or censured, and knowing this,^ every one

is on his guard. Much greater still is the power of pen and ink,

which determines goodness and badness. All the sayings and

doings are put on record, perhaps in thousands of words, handed

down from generation to generation, and giving a picture of the

deceased, therefore not to be despised.

When Yang Tse Yiin was writing his Fa-yen a rich man of

Shu sent him an enormous sum of money, to the end that he might

be mentioned in the book, but Yang Tse YUn refused, for a rich

man neither benevolent nor righteous, is but like a stag in a fence,

or an ox in a hurdle why should he be mentioned without reason?

Pan Shu P'i5 in continuing the work of the Grand Annalist,

also mentioned his fellow-citizens as a warning for wicked people,

1 Ed. A alone has the spurious reading : for

2 Cf. Vol. I, p. 385, Note 4.

s S. Ed. A and C read: which is less good.

* This work embodies the philosophical views of Yang Tse Yiin = Yang

Hsiung, emphasising the value of the Analects^ whereas his T 'ai-hsiian-cking is

especially devoted to the elucidation of the Yiking.

5 Pan Piao, the teacher of Wang Ch'ung and father to Pan Ku.
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for the iniquitous and unprincipled thus clearly marked out and

signalised, could not eschew the shame. As Yang Tse YUn did not

belaud for wealth, so Pan Shu P i was not disturbed by sympathies,

for the pen of a writer cares for nothing but justice. Worthies

and sages having confided their thoughts to the pen, many strokes

of the pen form a word, and a number of words bring out a

sentiment, the reading of which enables later ages to distinguish

between right and wrong, for why should a false statement be made?

Feet walking on the ground leave prints that may be nice

or ugly, and the words formed of strokes ' may indicate a good

or a bad character. Therefore, by explaining the foot-prints, one

gets an idea of the feet, and from reading the words, one learns

to know the character of the person described. [Should one

sentence express the purport of all the 300 Odes of the Shiking it

would be: "Do not harbour wicked thoughts,"]^ and for ten and

more chapters of the Lun-hSng one device might be chosen, viz.

"Hate fictions and falsehoods."

1 The text reads : "^^^^^jji which gives no sense. In accordance

with the foregoing :

J|J^ I would suggest to write : "j^^^.
« Analects 11, 2.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

The Knowledge of Truth (Chih-shih).

Whenever people in their discussions depart from truth and

do not bear out their propositions by evidence, their arguments

may be never so pleasing, and their reasons never so abundant, yet

nobody believes them. If we urge that Sages are not ia possession

of superhuman powers or prescience, and that in this prescience

they do not possess a peculiar kind of knowledge, this is not a

frivolous assertion or futile talk, but the result of conclusions drawn

from the human faculties, and there are proofs and testimonies to

establish the truth. How shall we show it?

[Confucius asked Kung-Ming Chia about Kung-Shu Win, saying,

"Is it true that your master speaks not, laughs not, and takes not?

Is this so " 1 Kung-Ming Chia replied, " This has arisen from the

reporters going beyond the truth. My master speaks when it is

the time to speak, and so men do not get tired of his speaking.

He laughs when there is occasion to be joyful, and so men do not

get tired of his laughing. He takes when it is consistent with

righteousness to do so, and so men do not get tired of his taking."

Confucius said, "Is it so with him?" ^ Is it so with him "]

^

There are men on earth as selfless as Po Yi who would not

accept a straw from others, but none that would neither speak nor

laugh. Since his own heart did not tell Confucius this, that he

might have decided for one alternative, his heart wondering and

not believing the reports, he cannot have had a penetrating intellect

or seen things from afar, thus being able to determine the truth.

He had to ask Kung-Ming Chia, to know the matter. This is the

first proof that Confucius did not possess foresight.

Ch Sn [Tse CHin asked Tse Rung saying, "When our master

comes to any country, he does not fail to learn all about its govern-

ment. Does he ask his information, or is it given to him?" Tse

1
. These words are wanting in the Analects.

" The Analects have. Our text repeats '
• AnalectaXIVt 14.
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Kung said, "Our master is benign, upright, courteous, temperate,

and complaisant, and thus he gets his information."]

'

Benignity, uprightness, courteousness, temperance, and com-

plaisance are tantamount to obsequiousness. Men are well disposed

to him who is obsequious to them, and being well disposed, ihey

will give him information. Thus Confucius obtained his information

about government from what people told him. This was neither

supernatural nor an independent knowledge.

Duke Ching of Ch'i inquired of Tse Kung whether his master

was a Worthy. "My master," rejoined Tse Kung, "is a Sage; why
should he merely be a Worthy?

Duke Ching was not aware that Confucius was a Sage, and Tse Kung

corrected the term. Tse CKin neither knew whence Confucius derived

his information about government, and Tse Kung had to communicate

to him the true facts. Since he answered Duke Ching, "My master

is a Sage, why should he merely be a Worthy?," he also ought

to have given to Tse Cfiin the reply that he was superhuman and

endued with spontaneous knowledge, so that he needed not listen

to what others said. The reply of Tse Kung to Tse Ch'in is the

second proof that Sages have no foresight.

When Yen Yuan was cooking his food some dust fell into

his pot. If he had left it there his food would have been impure,

had he thrown it away he would have spilled the rice, therefore

he picked it out and ate tlie rice. Confucius, witnessing it from a

distance, was under the illusion that Yen Yuan ate stealthily. 3 This

is the third evidence that Sages have no foresight.

Fierce highwaymen lie in ambush, leaning on their swords, and

ferocious tigers crouch in jungles, gnashing their teeth, in wait for

their prey. Those who know it do not venture to proceed, and

if somebody does not know it, he runs into the swords of the

fierce highway robbers, or falls into the teeth of ferocious tigers.

The people of ICuang^ surrounded Confucius.^ Had he foreseen it,

1 Analects I, 10.

2 The Tuan-chien lei-han chap. 268, 8v. quotes this passage from the

Hvi-ytian.

3 This incident is told, though somewhat differently, in the "_F % Sayings"

quoted by the Pei-win-yiln-fu. There Yen Yuan simply eats the rice. Confucius

desires to have some for an oblation, when Yen Yuan explains why he ate it, and

that, owing to the impurity, it was unfit for an offering.

* A State in the modern K'ai-feng-fu in Honan.

6 Confucius was mistaken for Yang Hu, an enemy of the people of K^uang,

and therefore kept prisoner five days. See Legge, Classics Vol. I p. 217, Note 5.
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he ought to have taken another road in time, to avoid the danger.

But he did not foresee it, encountered it, and came to grief. This

surrounding of Confucius is the fourth proof that Sages have iio

foresight.

[The Master was put in fear in K'uang, and Yen Yuan fell

behind. Confucius said, "I thought you had died."]

'

If Confucius had been foreknowing he ought to have known

that Yen Yuan would certainly not have met with destruction, and

that the people of iCuang would not have wreaked their animosity

against him. It was not before Yen Yuan arrived that he knew

that he was not dead, for before he arrived he imagined that he

had died. This is the fifth proof that Sages have no foresight.

[Yang Htio ^ wished to see Confucius, but Confucius did not wish

to see him. On this, he sent a present ^ of a pig to Confucius, who,

having chosen a time when Yang Huo was not at home, went to

pay his respects. He met him, however, on the way.]

*

Confucius did not wish to see him. The circumstance that,

when he went to pay him a visit, he chose the time when he

was not at home, shows that he did not wish to see him, but he

met him on the road. The meeting of Confucius with Yang Hu is

a sixth proof that Sages do not possess foresight.

[CKang Chu and Chieh Ni were at work in the field together,

when Confucius passed by them, and sent Tse Lai to inquire for

the ford.] 5

If Confucius knew the ford he ought not to have inquired for

it again. A critic might object that he merely wished to have a

look at the work done by the two recluses. However, being

prescient, Confucius must have known even this of himself and

required no inspection. If he did not know and had to ask, this

is the seventh evidence of his not possessing any foresight.

When the mother of Confucius had died, he did not know the

grave of his father, and therefore provisionally buried her on the

highway of Wu-fu.^ The people seeing it, thought that it was the

final burial, for a joint burial being impossible, and the rites for

Analects XI, 22.

Cf. Vol. I p. 107, Note 2. Yang Huo is also called Yang Hu.

Wang CKung :- Analects

:

.

Analects XVH, 1.

Anakcts XVIU, 6.. The Liki writes.
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the provisional one being performed with great care, they took

it for the final one. The mother of Man Fu of Tsou,^ a neighbour,

informed Confucius about the grave of his father. On this, he

buried his mother together with his father in Fang.^ The burial

place was in Fang. The fact that Confucius first buried her on a

highway is the eighth proof that Sages have no foresight.

Having buried his mother together with his father, [Confucius

returned, leaving the disciples behind. A great rain came on; and

when they rejoined him, he asked them what had made them so

late. "The earth slipped," they said, "from the grave at Fang.''

They told him this thrice, without his giving them any answer.

He then wept freely, and said, "I have heard that the ancients

did not need to repair their graves."]^

Had Confucius been prescient he would have known the

collapse of the tomb in Fang beforehand, and, when his pupils

arrived he should have awaited them with tears, but he only

learned it after their arrival. That is the ninth evidence of a

Sage not possessing foresight.

[The Master, when he entered the grand temple, asked about

everything.]* He did not know, therefore he asked, to set an

example to mankind. Confucius had not yet entered the grand

temple in the temple there was a great variety of sacrificial vessels

and, though a Sage, Confucius could not know them all. It has

been supposed that he had already seen them, and knew all about

them, and that he asked again, to set an example. Confucius says

that, being in doubt, one asks.s Now, must he ask that is in

doubt, or must he who already knows the truth, ask again, with

the object of setting an example to others

Confucius knew the Five Canons, and his disciples learned

them from him. He should have asked again about them, to set

an example to mankind; why did he directly impart them to his

pupils by word of mouth Regarding the Five Canons with which

he was familiar, he did not ask again, but concerning the grand

temple with which he was well acquainted likewise, he inquired

' ^' TheL^l:— .
2 This episode is found in the Liki Tn-kung n, 5r. (Legge, Sacred Books

Vol. XXVn, p. 124), but the text differs. Chinese critics take it for apocryphal.

3 Quoted from the lAki eod. 4r. (Legge p. 123). See also Vol. I, p. 197

Note 2.

* Analects m, 15.

* Allusion to Analects XVI, 10*
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again, to set an example to others. Wherefore did he not show

the same diligence in both cases The visit of Confucius to the

grand temple affords the tenth proof that Sages have no foresight.

When a host ^ invites a guest, food and drink are at the

disposal of the latter whenever he likes them, and he is lodged

as if he were in his own house. If, however, the guest has heard

that in the family of the host there are reprobate sons and grand-

sons who prompt their parent to withdraw the dainty dishes and

keep back the choice food, so that there is nothing to eat or drink,

and to close his halls and shut his house to visitors, the guest, if

he is in his mind, on no account accepts an invitation, for he

knows that he would have no pleasure from it, he would go in

vain, and have nothing but annoyance, and expose himself to insult.

In case he goes he has no enjoyment, and returns annoyed and

insulted. He who does not know a family is not acquainted with

its real character. The real nature of men is difficult to know,

and it is not easy to foretell good or bad luck.

If Confucius had been prescient he would have been aware

that the feudatory lords were humbugged by malicious ministers,

and would never have employed him, and that all his efforts would

have been in vain, and only have brought disgrace upon him.

When the invitations and summonses arrived, he should have stayed

at home, and not have gone. A superior man does not do useless

things, nor venture upon undertakings calculated to bring him

dishonour. He would not travel about in response to invitations,

only to suffer the ignominy of having his foot-prints wiped out,

nor have wasted his admonitions on unworthy rulers, only to come

into danger of being cut off from his supplies.^ Accordingly Con-

fucius did not even know things quite near him.

It will perhaps be objected that Confucius himself knew quite

well that he would not find employment, but his holy heart could

not bear the idea that his doctrine should not be carried out, and

that the people would continue living in a state of abject misery.

Probably he wished to assist the princes, in order to carry out his

principles and save the people, wherefore he accepted the invitations

and travelled about, undaunted by shame and disgrace. He thought

of his doctrine and not of himself, therefore he did not hesitate

to brave all dangers solicitous for the people and not for his

name, he did not care about the aspersions cast upon his character.

1 Ed. A and C write in lieu of .

Cf. Vol. I, p. 499.
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I say this is not true. [Confucius said, " 1 returned from Wei

to Lu and then the Music was reformed, and the Songs and

Dithyrambs all found their proper places."] ' That means to say

that Confucius himself knew the proper time. How did he know

it? Lai and Wei were the most virtuous states on earth. Since

Lm and Wei could not employ him, nobody in the world could

employ him, wherefore he retired and produced the Chun-ch'iu

and revised the Shiking and the Shuking. From tbis return from

Wei to Lu we infer that Confucius himself was in the dark as to

the proper time for going and accepting an invitation.

As long as there were no signs or indications, the Sage did

not find out the truth, but when Wei and Lu declined his services,

he knew that the end had come, and when the people of Lu

caught a unicorn, 2 he was convinced that all was over. His doc-

trine had come to an end, and his career was stopped. These

signs being manifest, all the hopes cherished by his heart were

frustrated, and he retired to quiet meditation.

Restlessly wandering about, he was like a sick man who,

before he dies, prays and divines, with a view to curing his disease.

Before the signs of death appear, he still hopes to retain his life.

Thus Confucius, before seeing indications that all was over, obeyed

the calls, expecting to find employment. When the marks of death

appear, the diviners are dismissed, and the physicians ^ sent home.

Confucius, then, resolutely grasped the pencil and revised the books.

His acceptance of the invitations and his wanderings are the eleventh

proof that Sages have no foresight.

Confucius said, ["The swimming animals can be caught with

a line and those running,* be shot with an arrow. As regards

the dragon, I do not know, whether it can ride on the wind and

the clouds, and thus rise on high. To-day I saw Lao Tse. Should

he perhaps be like a dragon?"]

A Sage knows all creatures and their actions. Lao Tse and

the dragon are a human and another creature, and their doings

in the sky and on the earth are actions. Why did he not know

1 Analects IX, 14.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 359, Note 1.

3 Note the interesting character for which shows that in ancient

times physicians were taken for a kind of sorcerers. /|A

.

* The parallel passage I, p. 358 says "those flying", which is better.

The prototype in the Shi-chi reads as follow, "I know that birds can fly, that fish

can swim, and that beasts can run. Those running may be ensnared, those swimming

may be caught with a line, and those flying be shot with an arrow."
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them? If Lao Tse was a spirit, a dragon is also a spirit, and a sage

likewise. All spirits obey the same law, and their spiritual fluids

are entwined. Why did he not know them Confucius' ignorance

about the dragon and Lao Tse is the twelfth proof that Sages have

no foresight.

[Confucius said, " Filial indeed is Min Tse C/t'ien. Men have no

words of disparagement ' for bis conduct in reference to his parents

and brothers."] 2

Shun of Yii was a great sage, who hushed up the crimes of

his own flesh and blood, and so far still surpassed Min Tse Ch'ieii.

Ku Sou and Hsiang ^ bade Shun build a granary and excavate a

well, with the intention to bring about his death.'* Shun should

have seen the attempt made upon his life and, in time, have re-

monstrated and averted it, or if he had no means to do so, he

should have made his escape, and not have carried out the orders.

If he disliked such a course, then why did he allow his father

and brother to become guilty of murder, so that still after thou-

sands of generations people hearing of such a father and brother

detested them? That Shun did not foreknow this is the thirteenth

proof that Sages have no foresight.

When Wu Wang was ill Chou Kung asked for Heaven's decree.

When the altars had been erected, the straws where consulted,

and the prayer was spoken, he was still in doubt whether Heaven

had granted his request or not, therefore he divined from three

tortoises, and all three gave a favourable reply. ^ If Sages were

prescient, then Chou Kung ought to have known whether Heaven

granted his prayer, and it was not necessary still to divine by
means of three tortoises. But the Sage would not make a law of

his own view, wherefore he still prayed for a decree, which being

hidden cannot be seen, for the will of Heaven is hard to be known.

Consequently, he divined and compared the various omens. The
omens having brought a decision, his mind was settled, and he

acted accordingly. This is the fourteenth proof that Sages do not

possess foresight.

Yen Tse a had arrived in Im with a message of friendly in-

quiries. One does not hurriedly walk up the hall, but Yen Tse did

1 I. e. they did not disparage,

a Analects XI, 4.

a The father and the brother of Shim.

* Cf. Vol. I, p. 173.

6 See Vol. I p. 187, Note 1.

' An ofScial from Ch'i.
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it, and presenting a jewel, one does not kneel, but Yen Tse knelt.

The disciples wondering, asked Confucius about it, but ('onfucius

did not know it either and inquired of Yen Tse. When the latter

had explained the reason he understood it.' This is the fifteenth

proof that Sages have no foresight.

[CKen Chia asked Mencius saying, " What kind of man was

the duke of ChouV, "A sage," was the reply. "Is it the fact that

he appointed Kuan Shu to oversee Yin, and that Kuan Shu rebelled?"

"It is." "Did the duke of Chou know that he would rebel,

and purposely appoint him to that office, or did he not know?

"

Mencius said, "He did not know."—"Then, though a sage, he

still fell into error?" "The duke of Chou," answered Mencius, "was

the younger brother, Kuan Shu was his elder brother. Was not

the error of Chou Kung in accordance with what is right?"]

2

Mencius is a man qualified to examine into a thing to the

very bottom. He says that the Duke of Chou administering the

affairs under his sway, according to his sagehood, did not know
that Kuan Shu was going to rebel. That is the sixteenth proof

that Sages have no foresight.

Confucius said, [ '•"T^se did not receive Heaven's decree, but

his goods are increased by him, and his calculations are generally

correct."] 3 Confucius finds fault with Tse Kung for being too much

given to opulence. Observing the rising and falling of prices,

he succeeded, by his calculations, in hitting upon the right moment
for his speculations, and his wealth increased to such a degree,

that he was as rich as T^ao ChuA The prescience of a Sage bears

some resemblance to the computations and correct calculations of

Tse Kung. A Sage takes signs and omens to investigate the nature

of things, which he thus comprehends. Upon seeing extraordinary

phenomena, he gives them their proper names, and, by his extensive

learning, he knows them. He is an able thinker, never short of

ideas, with vast views and an excellent memory. From small in-

dications he draws his inferences, and considering the present, he

foresees, in his mind, a thousand years still to come. His know-

ledge is like a vast ocean, so to say.

The glance of Confucius fell into every corner, noticing the

smallest minutiae, his mind was penetrating, his talents and intellect

1 The Pei-wen-^iin-fu chap. 91 p. 5v. under quotes this story.

2 Menchu U, Part n, 9. Our text seems somewhat shortened.

» Cf. Vol. I, p. 376, Note 2 and 408.

* See Vol. I p. 146, Note 1.
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both most remarkable, his energy never flagging, and his eyes and

ears outvying those of other people in keenness. But he could not

look through obstacles, or know things unknowable to mankind.

If the Sage had been able to look through things, or perceive

them from the greatest distance, to hear through solid bodies, or

catch imperceptible sounds, or if he could talk to Heaven and

Earth and converse with ghosts and spirits, then he would know
everything in the heavens and on earth, and might well be regarded

as a spirit, endowed with foresight, and far superior to man.

But now his eyes and ears see and hear like those of other people,

and coming across something, or perceiving some object, he does

not behave himself otherwise. He barely surpasses worthies by

one degree why then should he be held to be a spirit and totally

different? Sages are like Worthies, and the most excellent among

men are called Sages consequently Sages and Worthies are merely

designations for a higher and a lower degree, but not names

indicating a total difference, as may be gathered from the follow-

ing story :

Duke Huan of Ch'i,i together with Kuan Chung, planned an

attack upon Urn? Before this plan was carried out, it was already

rumoured in that State. Duke Huan amazed, asked Kuan Chung

saying, " What is the reason that the scheme I just laid with you

of attacking Chit has already transpired in that State, before it is

carried out? " "There must be a Sage in that State," said Kuan

Chung. After a short while, Tung-Kuo Ya arrived, and Kuan Chung

said, "This, no doubt, is he," and he caused him to be treated as

a guest and to be given the place of honour, all the others taking

their places according to their rank.

Kuan Chung said, "Is it you that spoke of an invasion of

Chil?" " Yes," was the reply. "I do not invade CM," said Kuan

Chung, "wherefore do you speak of an invasion of CAii?" "Your

servant," replied Tung-Kuo Ya, "has heard that a superior man is

great in forming plans, whereas small people are skilful in finding

them out. I have ventured to do so." "I did not say," rejoined

Kuan Chung, "that I was going to attack Chil why do you suppose

it?"—"I have heard," answered the other, "that a superior man has

three different airs : buoyant joy and merriment, the air of bells

and drums, sorrow and stillness, the air of mourning, and anger

running through arms and legs, the warlike air. When you make

1 685-643 B.C.

2 A State in the present Ti-chou-fu, Shantung.
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a wry face and do not open your mouth, you think of Chii, and

when you lift your arm and point with your finger, you have

Chil in view. Your servant begs leave to contend that the small

State disliked by all the princes can only be Chii, therefore I

said so."

Kuan Chung was a man with a splendid intellect, well fit for

nice distinctions and investigations. His statement that there must

be a Sage in the State, was perfectly correct, for there was one.

When Tung-Kuo Ya arrived he said that this, no doubt, was he

i. e. that Tung-Kuo Ya was a Sage. If Sages and Worthies were

two totally different classes, Kuan Chung knew that at that period

there were no men like the Twelve Sages, and he should have

said that there must be a Worthy in the State, instead of saying

a Sage. The plan being spoken about in the State before it was

made public, Kuan Chung supposed that there must be a Sage, that

means to say that a Sage is prescient.
.
.Upon seeing Tung-Kuo Ya,

he declared that this man must be he i. e., that a Worthy was a

Sage. Tung-Kuo Ya knew the plan, and in no wise differed from

a Sage.

A gentleman introduced CKun- Yil iCun i to King Hui of Liang.

^

He saw him twice, but never uttered a syllable. The king was

surprised at it, and, by way of reproach, said to the gentleman,

"In praising C/iun- Yu K'lm,^ you said that he outstripped Kuan

Chung and Yen Ying, but when he saw me, I had nothing of him.

Am I not worthy to be spoken to?" The gentleman informed

CKun- Yii K^un who replied, "It is true. When I first saw the

king, his mind was far away, and when I saw him a second time,

it was engrossed with sounds, wherefore I remained silent." The
gentleman having apprized the king, the latter greatly astonished,

exclaimed, "Dear me! Cfiun- Yii K'un is a Sage indeed. When he

came the first time somebody had presented ine with a dragon

horse,4 and I had not yet ha^ time to look at it; at that moment
C/iun- Yu ICun arrived. Afterwards, somebody had offered me a

song which I had not yet tried, when CKun- Yu JCvn arrived.

Although I had dismissed my attendants, my heart was still occu-

pied with those things."

1 A famous controversialist and ready wit of the ChH State of the 4th

cent. B.C. He was the son-in-law of the king of Ch'i. A sketch of his life is con-

tained in the Shi-chi chap. 126.

2 370-334 B.C.

3 Ed. B and C have ed. 4: .
* Dragon was the name for a horse eight feet high {Erh-ya).
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Thus Ch'un- Yil K'un saw that King Huis mind was absent

or intent on sounds. Even the sagacity of T^ang and Yil could

not have gone farther. The mind is in the bosom, but hidden and

invisible, still CHun- Yil K'un did know it. If men ike Cliun- Yii

K'un be deemed Sages, then he must have been one if his equals

be not regarded as Sages, then how does the knowledge of Sages

exceed that of CKim-Yil ICun respecting King Hui?

Those who from a person's looks draw inferences as to liis

character, want some data on which to base their reasoning : When
King Ling of CKu had a meeting with the other feudal lords, ^ Tse

CKan of Cheng declared that Lu, Chu, Sung, and Wei"^ would not

come. When the meeting took place the four States really did

not attend.

When Lhao Yao was registrar in the seal department, Fang Yil

Kung, a native of Chao spoke to the registrar-general Chou CKang

saying, "Your registrar, Chao Yao, will by and by succeed to your

office." In course of time Chao Yao really became registrar-general.

Tse CKan discovered the reason why the four States would

not attend the meeting, and Fang Yil Kung saw from outward ap-

pearances that Chao Yao would be made registrar-general. By
searching the reason and observing appearances one may make
manifest the future, and thus comprehend it.

Kung-Sun CKen^ of Lu, under the regime of Hsiao WSn Ti, sent

in a memorial to the effect that, the ruling element of the Han
being earth, its correlate, a yellow dragon, ought to become visible.

Subsequently a yellow dragon put in an appearance and became

the style of a reign.* Consequently, Kung-Sun CK en had foreseen

the appearance of the yellow dragon, and ascertained it by his

calculations.

The knowledge of Worthies and Sages requires research.

Both are possessed of the faculty of foresight, but to practice this

foresight, they have recourse to their devices, and use their com-

putations, or they are excellent thinkers and shrewd wits. Sages

are not endowed with spontaneous knowledge, and miracles and

1 538 B.C. in the principality of Shen }^ . This meeting is referred to in

the Tso-chuan, Duke Chao, 4th year and in the Shi-chi chap. 40, p. lOv. (Chavannes,

Mem. Hist. Vol. IV, p. 358).

2 The Tso-chua" writes Tsao - instead of Sung, the Shi-chi replaces Chu

by Chin

3 Cf p. 217, Note 8.

* The style Huang-lung "Yellow Dragon" under the emperor Hsiian Ti,

49-48 B.C.
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prodigies belong to quite another sphere than that of Sages and

Worthies. Their knowledge does not exceed all bounds, and they

use their mental faculties in a similar manner; nor does any

miracle take place when they are in a perplexity. Wherefore their

names may be interchanged, for Worthies and Sages are desig-

nations implying excellency, virtue, wisdom, and genius. Spirits are

obscure, diffuse, and formless entities. The substances being different,

the natures cannot accord, and the substances being equal, their

manifestations cannot be inconsistent. The names of Sages and spirits

are not the same, therefore Sages are not looked upon as spirits,

nor are spirits held to be sage.

Tung-Kuo Fa, by his acuteness, knew the affairs of the State,

and Tse Kung by his shrewdness, acquired a fortune and made
great profits. The foresight of a Sage is that of Tung-Kuo Ya and

Tse Kuiig. It being equal to that of these two men, Tung-Kuo Ya,

Tse Kung, and the like must be Sages as well. Accordingly, the

nature of Worthies and Sages is the same, only their designations

differ, but that does not disclose any divergence between their

talents or any discrepance between their knowledge. [A high officer

asked Tse Kung, saying, "May we not say that your Master is a

Sage? How various is his ability!" Tse Kung said, "Of course

i

Heaven has endowed him unlimitedly. He is about a Sage. And,

moreover, his ability is various.""

"About" is as much as "will be,"a and signifies that lie was
not yet a Sage, but would be one, i. e., that sagehood was not yet

reached by Confucius. A Sage is like a Worthy : they regulate

their lives and polish their conduct. Before his conduct is well

ordered, it is said of a person that he will be a Worthy. In this

case it is stated that Confucius is going to become a Sage, sagehood

being in his reach.

[Confucius said, "At fifteen, I had my mind bent on learning.

At thirty, I stood firm, at forty, I was not tempted astray, at fifty,

I knew the decrees of Heaven, and at sixty, my ear was an obedient

organ.] *

In the interval between the time when he knew the decrees

of Heaven and the time when his ear was an obedient organ, his

learning was completed, and his wisdom expanded, certain signs

1 ^^ the Analects have ^J.
* AnaUcts IX, 6.

' .
* Analects H 4.
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of complete sagehood. To the period before the age of fifty and

sixty was reached, when he was still ignorant of the decrees of

Heaven, until the ear became an obedient organ, the term "will

be" is applicable. The time when Tse Kung replied to the high

officer, was most likely the period of thirty and forty years.

King Chao of Wei ' questioned THen CKil saying, "When I

was in the eastern palace, I heard you express the opinion that to

be a Sage is easy. Is that so?" "It is," rejoined T'ien Cliil, "what

I have learned." "Then," quoth the king, "are you a Sage? "

T^ien CJiii replied, "To know a Sage, before his having won distinc-

tion, is like Yax)s knowing Shun', to know him only after he has

made his mark, is like the market people knowing Shun. Now, I

have not yet won laurels, and Your Majesty asks me whether I

am a Sage. May I venture the counter-question whether Your

Majesty perhaps is a Yao

"

Sagehood may be learned, therefore T'im CKil declared it to

be easy. If it were entirely beyond human power, and a spon-

taneous faculty, received with the original nature, how could it be

learned then or acquired? THen CKii averred that it was easy; if

sagehood could not be acquired, then T'ien CKil could not have made

the statement that is was easy. His reply to the king that it was

what he had learned, would seem to be consistent with truth.

2

Worthies can learn sagehood, and only their efforts made to that

end may differ. Consequently the benevolent as well as the wise

are entitled to the name of Worthy or Sage.

YTse Kung asked Confucius saying, "Master, are you a Sage?"

Confucius answered him, „A Sage is what I cannot rise to. I learn

without satiety, and teach without being tired." Tse Kung said,

"You learn without satiety : that shows your wisdom. You teach

without being tired : that shows your benevolence. Benevolent

and wise: Master, you are a Sage.""

It may be seen from this that the benevolent and the wise

may be called Sages. [^Mencius said, " Tse Hsia, Tse Yu, and Tse

Chang had each one member of the Sage. Jan Niu, Min Tse Ch'ien*

and Yen Yuan had all the members, but in small proportions.] ^ All

1 295-277 B.C.

2 This is not true: Sagehood, the highest degree of wisdom and virtue, is

inborn and cannot be learned. An intelligent man may increase his knowledge by

study and do good work, but he will never become a genius.

» Mencius U, Part I 2 (19).

* Mencius writes Min T«e.

* Mkncius n Part I, 2 (20).
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these six disciples, at their time, possessed the talents of the Sage,

but either these talents were very refined, but not complete, or they

were complete, but not very brilliant. Nevertheless, they were all called

Sages, sagehood, therefore, is attainable by exertion.

Mencius also said, ["Not to serve a prince whom he did not

esteem, nor command a people whom he did not approve; in a

time of good government to take office, and on the occurrence of

confusion to retire : this was the way of Po Yi. To say: "Is

he whom I serve not my master, and are those whom I command
not my people?," in a time of good government to take office, and

when disorder prevailed, also to take office:— that was the way
of Yi Yin. When it was proper to go into office, to go into it;

when it was proper to keep retired from office, i then to keep retired

from it; when it was proper to continue in it long, then to con-

tinue in it long; when it was proper to withdraw from it quickly,

then to withdraw quickly : that was the way of Confucius. These

were all Sages of antiquity."] ^

And again he said, ["A Sage is the teacher of a hundred

generations : this is true of Po Yi and Hui of Liu-hsia. Therefore

when men now hear the character of Po Yi, the corrupt become

pure, and the weak acquire determination. When they hear the

character of Hui of Liu-hsia, the mean become generous, and the

niggardly become liberal. Those two made themselves distinguished

a hundred generations ago, and after a hundred generations, those

who hear of them, are all aroused in this manner. Could such

efibrts be produced by them, if they had not been Sages? And how
much more did they affect those who were in contiguity with them,

and felt their inspiring influence "]
^

Yi Yin, Po Yi, and Hui of Liu-hsia did not equal Confu-

cius, yet Mencius called them all Sages. Worthies and Sages fall

under the same category, and for that reason may be denoted by

the same name. Tsai Yil^ said, "In my opinion the Master is a

greater Worthy then Yao and Shun by i'ar." Confucius being a Sage,

he ought to have said "a greater Sage than Yao and Shun" in lieu

of saying a greater Worthy. Worthies and Sages are about the

same, wherefore their names are promiscuously used.

Our text has , Mencius: [|-

.

Mencius H, Part I 2 (22).

Mencius VII, Part H, 15.

Disciple of Confucius. Vol. I p. 312, Note 3.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

On Preeminence [Ch'ao-chi).

They who have worked through more than a thousand

chapters and less than ten thousand books, who know how to

explain this plethora of fine sayings, and how to fix the meaning

and the reading, and who as teachers impart to others the results

of their studies, are very learned. If they can analyse their ideas,

abridge or enlarge the texts, report to the throne and memorialize,'

argue a point and discuss a question, adding paragraph to para-

graph and chapter to chapter, they are men of letters and eminent

scholars. Hard working students of profound learning and imposing

erudition there are ever so many, but not one among ten thousand

is qualified to write books or compose essays on subjects of the

past or the present time. Only men of great learning understand

to avail themselves of these subjects for literary purposes.

The big and small trees which we see on a mountain are a

familiar sight to us, and in the higher or lower plants which we
discover in the country we find nothing new. Still we cannot cut

down the trees, and work them into cottages, or gather the plants,

and prepare medicines from them. We know trees and plants,

but cannot use them. A learned man may have an extensive

knowledge, but he is unable to gather it into an essay. Such a

man remains an obscure scholar and is merely book-learned.

In so far as Confucius is believed to have read three hundred

Odes and transmitted them for the benefit of those ignoring the

principles of government, he is on a level with those who cannot

fell trees or collect herbs. But, on the other hand, Confucius took

the chronicle 2 and transformed it into the CJiun-cKiu. When he

came to setting forth his own views and developing his ideas,

praising and condemning, rewarding aud punishing, without regard

to the chronicle, his wonderful thoughts poured out from his heart,

1 The Chinese have always bestowed great care on their state papers, so that

reports to the throne pass for literary productions and are often collected and edited.

2 The chronicle of Lu.

3 We find nothing of all this iu the Ch'un-ch'hi, which are but very dry

chronological tables, but the Chinese interpret them in such an artificial way, according

to their preconceived ideas, that they discover the deepest meanings in the plainest

words, where an unprejudiced reader sees nothing but the statement of simple facts.
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That which is so much esteemed in learned men is their

creative power. Those who do nothing but reading, reciting verses

and humming over learned treatises, may peruse over a thousand

chapters, they are after all but talking parrots. The imaginative

faculty necessary for books and stories and a rich and smooth

diction are special gifts of men of genius. Well informed people

there are plenty in every age, but writers are rare even in successive

generations.

In recent times Liu Tse ChSng, father and son, Yang Tse Yiln,

and Huan Chiln Shan i have flourished simultaneously like Wen Wang,

Wu Wanff, and C/iou Kung. Otherwise such men appear sporadically,

resembling pearls and jewels, which owing to their preciousness are

never found in masses.

Whoever is able to explain one Classic is a scholar. Those

well versed in ancient and modern literature are learned,^ those

who collect books and records and present memorials to the throne,

are men of letters,* and those never in need of ingenious thoughts

to compose themselves, joining paragraphs and chapters, are eminent

scholars. 5 Thus scholars surpass common people, the learned out-

vie the scholars, men of letters outrival the learned, and eminent

scholars are superior even to men of letters. Eminent scholars are,

so to speak, twice superior. To contrast them with ordinary

scholars, in spite of their double superiority, is like comparing an

elegant carriage with a common cart, or a silk embroidery with a

quilted garment, for they leave them far behind. Setting them

against common people is like collating the foot and the summit

of Mount T^ai with the plant and the neck of a tall Ti;® a com-

parison is impossible.

Hills and mountains are formed of earth and stones, copper

and iron are very seldom found in them. Copper and iron are

rare, but eventually mountains harbour even gold and gems.

Eminent scholars are the gold and the gems of their age. They
are rare in the second degree, but though so extraordinary, they

still eclipse one another by their talents.

1 All authors of the Han period often mentioned by Wang CKung.

,.
'.
*.
6.
" Gigantic savages said to have come to China.
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There are various degrees of learning. Scholars apt to explain

the meaning of words in a school are far ahead of uncultured

persons. Some are unable to interpret one Canon i and teach their

pupils, others gather crowds of disciples around them their words

flow like a stream, and they are regarded as experts of the Classics.

Some cannot complete one tablet or write one essay, others discourse

on right and wrong and offer their advice to the government.

Their words resemble those of the Classics and records, and their

style is as luminous as the moon and the stars. Those of the

highest order come up to Ku Tse Yiln and Vang Tse Kao.'^ Commen-
tators move in the same sphere as memorialists,^ they are not

productive themselves.

Some savants collect and enumerate historical facts of ancient

and modern times and narrate things that have happened. Such

are Sse-Ma CKien and Liu Tse Cheng. ^ They have thus compiled

a great number of chapters, and their sentences are counted by-

tens of thousands. They surpass Ku Tse Yiin and Vang Tse Km by

far. But they rely on accomplished facts and merely record former

events, without producing anything from their own minds like Im
Chia and Tung Chung Shu,^ who, arguing on the affairs of the world,

propound their own ideas and do not borrow from without. All

shallowness thus becomes easily manifest. Nevertheless the readers

will call their productions records.

Yang-CKmg Tse-Chang wrote the Classic of Music and Yang

Tse Yiin the ai-hsiian-ching ^ for the furtherance of thought, works

so profound and abstruse, that but a man of almost perfect talents

could have produced them. Confucius wrote the Ch'un-ch m, and the

two scholars each produced a Classic. They most remarkably

followed the traces left by Confucius^ as it were, and by their

grandeur and elegance proved themselves to possess the genius of

second sages.

Wang Kung Tse asked Hu/in Chiln Shan about Yang Tse Yiln.

Huan Chiln Shan replied that from the rise of the Han dynasty

1 They possess only an elementary learning, knowing how to read and write,

but the Classics are too high for them.

» Cf. p. 88 Note 2.

3 Ed. ^—)H . Ed. A and C read for

which would not agree with Wang Ch'ung's appreciation of memorialists whom he

places above mere commentators.

* See Vol. I, p. 388 Note 2.

5 Vol. I p. 388 Notes 3 and 6.

6 Cf. Vol. I, p. 88.
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there had not been such a man. In discriminating talents he may
be said to have correctly distinguished between high and low.

The minds of the lapidaries are more admirable than their precious

stones, and the skill of those who perforate tortoise-shells is more

wonderful than that of the tortoises. Similarly he who knows

how to discriminate between the talents of all the scholars and

assign his rank to each, must be superior to those thus ranked.!

Besides Huan Chiin Shan wrote the "New Reflections," in which

he treats of the affairs of the world, clearly distinguishing between

truth and falsehood. Unfounded assertions, lies, and fictions are

all reduced to their proper entities. Among critics like Yang-CKeng

Tse-Chang and Yang Tse YUn, Huan Chiin Shan is the foremost. From

him downwards there have been many great and brilliant talents,

and we have had excellent works. The style writing words, the

heart must have produced the ideas. Words issue from the bosom,

and the heart manifests itself through words. If these words

appear unusually fine and remarkable, we may say that we have

an able writer.

Consequently, prolific authors are a pride of mankind. They

have their roots below, their leaves and blossoms above, their solid

kernels within, and their husks without. The painted characters

and the expressions are the leaves, tlie flowers and the husks of

the writers. Their genuine ideas are in their bosoms, and the

written words appear on bamboo and silk. Thus there is an

interaction and a harmony between inside and outside. When
the mind sets to work, the pencil follows suit. Then characters

appear, and the kernels come out.

A man of letters resembles a bird with feathers. These

feathers are variegated and all grow on the body. Should there

be no idea illustrated by the letters, it would be like a variegated

plumage of a bird growing ruffled and disorderly.

At a competition of archery the mind must be tranquil, the

body straight, the bow and the arrow firmly grasped, then the

mark may be hit. Arguing is like shooting arrows : the arguments

must be in accordance with reason, as the arrows must hit the

target. An archer proves liis skill by hitting the mark with his

arrow, and a debater shows his superiority by his writings. Both

abilities proceed from the mind, their essence is the same.

1 This is evidently wrong. A critic must not be superior to those he criticises.

Tliey are in most cases much above him.

2 III Vol. I, p. 466 Wang Ch'ung seems to assign the first place among the

writers of the Han time to Sse-Ma C'h'ien and Yang Tse Yun, not to Huan Chiin Shan.
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In writing deep thoughts and vast schemes may find expression.

Somebody may not be able personally to put into action the ad-

ministrative devices of sovereigns and their ministers, or to fix

them by word of mouth, but he can give expression to his feelings

and prove himself qualified to carry out those designs, ('onfucim

wrote the CKun-cK'iu in which he reveals the ideas of the princes.

Thus the Cliun-cKiu of Confucius is a chronicle of the usual way
of living of rulers. The records of other scholars describe the

usual proceedings of ministers. From the Ch'un-cKiu we learn to

know the minds of princes, and the other scholars acquaint us

with the thoughts of ministers.

'

They say that the cutting of meat by CKSn P'ing'^ was a

forecast of his future premiership, and that Sun-Shu Ao's^ finding

a new channel for the CKi-sse river foreshadowed his becoining a

prime minister. The study of historical works and adjusting

government matters is more than those presages of the meat and

the water-channel.

Without strong feet one cannot walk long, and without a

sharp 4 edge one cannot make a deep cut. Thus the composition

of paragraphs and chapters requires great talent and a savant of

exceptional genius.

Some contend that authors, provided they possess a vast

experience, and a thorough eri'dition, learning and practice, may
proceed by analogies and thus write their books, that literary

productions are something external and do not necessitate a com-

bination of genuine talent and learning. Moreover, poor thoughts,

they say, are hidden in flowers of speech, there is no depth, no

roots, and no kernels. The writers lose sight of the great prin-

ciples and the main points. Therefore it is very seldom that they

achieve success. In times of danger men of learning are not there

1 This distinction is rather arbitrary. The CKun-cKiu treats as much of

ministers and high officers as of princes, and the records of other writers embrace

the doings of princes as well.

2 One of the Three Heroes at the beginning of the Han dynasty, who died

in 178 B.C. Called upon to distribute the sacrificial meats at the altar to the spirits

of the land, he did it with such impartiality, that the elders wished he might manage
the empire, which, later on, he really did.

8 The text writes Shu Sun Ao which must be corrected. Sun-Shu Ao was a

minister of Ch'u in the 6th cent. b.c. We read in Huui Nan Tse that, when he

diverted the waters of the CKi-sse river, to water the wilds of Yiin-lou, King Chuang
knew that he would be a good prime minister. See also Vol. I, p. 160, Note 2.

* Ed. A'.-^l for .
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to help, thus showing that they cannot accomplish remarkable

deeds, and merely know how to ply their pen.

I reply that this is not true. In the Chou time all the writers

were practical politicians, and under the regime of the Han all the

outspoken scholars have been officials of great learning. Why
then say that literary productions are not like leaves and flowers

evolved from roots and kernels? Thoughts engender devices, and

several tablets joined together form an essay. Feelings appear in

expressions, and ideas manifest themselves in words.

Shang Yang i as minister of Ch'in brought about its supremacy

and wrote a book on agriculture and war. Yii CKing'^ formed

plans for Chao and determined its moving forward and backward.

He resolved to write a CJiun-cKm ^ and offered his advice for the

city.* The work on agriculture and warfare was a sheme kept in

the archives of Oiin. Lu Chia^ superseded the devices of Lu Pu

Wei,^ whose work? had the same purport as his "New Words,"

and Huan Chun Shan^ abrogated the scheme of C/iao Tso,^ which

was agreeing with his own "New Reflections." In the case of

Ku Yung's "Reports" 10 and T^ang Lin's" " Words that must be

said or of Liu Hsiang's " Earnest Propositions," we see how
the notes originally taken were sent up to the Throne. How can

they be held to be elegant writings and beautiful sayings or flowers

of speech without a raison d'etre?

When deep feeling issues from the heart, it touches people to

the core. Thus in consequence of the flying letter of Lu Lien^^ a general

1 Cf. Vol. I, p. 463, Note 5.

2 A politician of the 3rd cent. b.c. at the court of Prince Hsiao CKeng of Chao.

a The Yu-shih-ch'un-ch'iu in 15 books.

* We are ignorant of all further circumstances,

s See Vol. I p. 388, Note 3.

« Vol. I, p. 463, Note 1.

7 The well-known Lil-shih cKim-cKiu.

8 See above p. 298.

9 A scholar of the 2nd cent. b.c. who gained the sobriquet the Wisdom-Bag.

He advised the emperor to get rid of the feudal princes. A work of his in 31 books

is mentioned in the Han-shu chap. 30 among the treatises on law.

1°.
II On Ku Yung and T'ang Lin see Vol. I, p. 469, Note 8.

12'
".
" His full name is

>^ Lu Chung Lien, a wandering philosopher of

the GhH State. When about 238 b.c. a general of Yen was beleaguered in Ldao-cKSng

a city in Shantung originally belonging to (Jh% by an army of this State, La Chung
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of Yen laid violent hands upon himself, and on receiving the me-

morial from Tsou Yang King Hsiao of Liang opened his prison.

'

The letter and the memorial had taken the heart out of them. To
compose such writings it does not suffice to possess great learning

or much practice in writing.

Eminent scholars are scarce, but men of letters a great many.

Are governors, ministers, and high functionaries not to appreciate

them, and should they merely use their intellectual faculties for

scribbling on boards and tablets Provinces or prefectures having

troubles, these scholars can take all necessary measures, report to

the emperor, and arrange all complications. Provided that a pro-

vince or a prefecture be in difficulties and possess officers like

Tang Tse Kao and Ku Tse Yiin2 who would set to work, strain

their minds, and exert their literary abilities, would all disturbances

not easily be removed?

Since it is difficult to find records of men of letters in ancient

days, which are too distant, or in out-of-the-way places at the

outskirts of the empire, we shall confine ourselves to Kuei-chi in

recent times. There lived a student of the very first order, Chou

CJiang Sheng.^ In a province he was engaged in writing memorials

for the governor JSn An, and in a prefecture he made the reports

for the prefect, Ming Kuan. Matters were settled and all troubles

removed. The province and the prefecture were delivered of all

difficulties, and the two governors well off. Chou CKang Sheng was

not honoured, not because his knowledge was inferior, or his deserts

too insignificant, but his two chiefs liked the common type of men
and could not appreciate him. Had he lived in a former age under

Prince Chao of Yen, he would have met with the same favour as

Tsou Yen^ After the death of Chou CRang Shing, the province and

the prefecture were thrown into disorder, for want of officials to

draw up reports, so that the complications could not be adjusted.

Officers were commissioned and payed their respects to those iu

authority, but the literate were neglected and their productions

ceased. Officialdom gave much annoyance to the emperor indeed.

Lien shot a letter bound to an arrow and addressed to the general into the surrounded

city. This letter pointing out to the general his helpless condition induced him to

commit suicide.

1 See Vol. I p. 67 Note 1.

2 The afore-mentioned T'ang Lin and Kv, Tung.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 469, Note 3.

* A famous writer of the 4th cent. b.c. often mentioned by Wang CKung.

The prince of Ten treated him with great consideration and had a special palace

built for him.
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But the jottings of Chou CHang Sheng were not all, and his

ability did not solely assert itself in his official documents, he also

wrote the Tung-li ' in ten chapters, recording all the smallest details

and uiinutise from Huang Ji down to the Han dynasty, as the Grand

Annalist did in his Tables. Chou CHang ShSng went up to remote

antiquity and down to recent times, whence the title of his work:

Tung-U [i. e. Connexions). He was not only a man of letters, but

an eminent scholar.

In former times there was Yen Fu Tse,^ later on Wu Chi'm

Shang,^ and finally Chou CHang Sheng. White pheasants were brought

as a tribute from Annam, and odoriferous plants were offered from

Ferghana.* In Yung-chou jewels are found, and Cliing and Yang-chou ^

are productive of gold. As precious things grow in unknown, far

distant countries of the four quarters, so it cannot be said that

there are no extraordinary men.

[" Wen Wang is no more, said Confucius, but have we not here

his writings?"]® The works of Wen Wang were in the hands of

Confucius, and the works of Confucius in the hands of Tung Chung

Shu. Would after the death of Tung Chung Shu his works not be

in the bauds of men like Chou Cfiang Shing

What does extraordinary mean? It denotes the excellence and

superiority of writings. T^ang Lo and Sung Yu^ were also men

of letters of Cliu, but their names have not been transmitted on

1

o

2 I, ' Yen Chi, a scholar who wrote poetry in irregular verse, 2nd

cent. B.C. His original name was Chuang^ which he changed because the character,

being the name of an emperor, had become taboo.

9 This man seems to be identical with the Wu Chun Kao mentioned in

connexion with Chou CKang Sheng as an elegant writer in Vol. I p. 469, Note 3.

* In Vol. I p. 505, Notes 2 and 3 we find the statement that white

pheasants were offered by the Tueh-chang people and odoriferous plants by the

Japanese,

5 Yunff-chou, Ching-chou, and Yang-chou are three of the Nine Provinces of

Yii. Yung-chou corresponds to modern Sherm and Kan&u Ching-chou comprised

Hunan^ Hupei, KuangM^ and parts of Ssechuan Kuei-chou and Kuang-tung, and Tanff-

chou is the modem Chekiang, Fukim, and Kiangsi.

6 Analects IX, 5. Legge and others here translate by "truth," whereas

Wang CKung takes it in the sense given in the translation.

7 A contemporary of Sung Yii, The Han-shu chap. 30 mentions his poems

in 4 books.

8 Another poet of Ch'u, nephew of the famous Ch'u Yuan, According to the

Han-ahu loc. cit. he wrote 16 books of poetry, now incorporated into the ^^^5
"Elegies of Ch'u,"
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bamboo or silk. CKu Yuan has outshone them. Should Chou Ch'ang

Shhig have been the only literary talent of Kuei-chi? He takes

precedence among those who are not mentioned.

'

In the Nine Provinces 2 there are many mountains, but Mount
Hua and Tai ^ are the highest. There are many rivere in all direc-

tions, but the Yangtse and the Yellow River are the main streams.

Mount Hua and Tai are the most elevated, and the Yangtse and the

Yellow River the largest of their kind, and so was Chou Cliang Shing

the greatest man of his prefecture and his province.

If a chief of the clan be a clever man, it is not right that

his clan's-people slight him, to confer their praise upon a chief of

another family. Ckou CKang 8h4ng was such a chief of the spoken

word, whom all men of learning revered. That his name alone is

mentioned is for the same reason that in the CKun-cKiu the first years

are designated after the chronology of Lu.^

Common people are prone to exalt antiquity and belaud what

they have heard about it. If the question be about the deeds of

the ancients, even cabbage tastes sweet to them, and as to the

recent achievements of their successors, even sweet honey and

cream have a sour taste. Chou CKang Sheng's home was in Kuei-chi

and he lived in the present era. In spite of the excellence of his

writings, he is looked upon as an epigone by many critics.

Heaven is filled with the primogenial fluid, and man endowed

with the original essence. How could there be such an enormous

difference between old and new The good rank highest, and the

enlightened come first. Those who understand the true nature of

things 5 and see the difference between right and wrong, take them

whom they find unworthy from their first place and push them

into the background, and conversely they promote the worthy from

the present time and rank them with the ancients. The brightness

of their mind and their clear intellect act as a safeguard against

common prejudices.

1 Ed. — Ed. j and C:—-
2 According to the ancient division of Til,

3 Two of the Five Sacred Mountains, situated in Shensi and Shantung.

4 In the CKun-cKiu the chronology is based on the reigns of the dukes of

Ldi i. e., on their first years, which are specially noted. This is not done because

these dukes were much superior to the sovereigns of the other States, but because

this work is the chronicle of Lu. Thus Chou CKang Sheriff is mentioned as a

primus inter pares,

5 Ed. B: Js^j Ed. A and C write ^^pj" which gives uo sense.
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Pan Shu P'i i continued the work of the Grand Annalist in

more than a hundred chapters, recording everything with the greatest

care. His style was easy, but his principles all right. The readers

were of opinion that he was even superior to the Grand Annalist.

When his son Pan Ming Chien ^ was secretary of a board, his

style bore a great resemblance to that of Pan Shu P^i and not

only a remote one. They were as similar as the Dukes of Chou and

Shao or Lu and Wei^^ so to say. Provided that antiquity must

be upheld, then Pan Shu P, father and son, are not worth men-

tioning.

Tlie Chou had a brilliant literature, although they came after

a hundred generations. The Han likewise are preceded by a hundred

generations : why should their literary productions not be conspic-

uous? Great things may be illustrated by small ones, and from

the family affairs of a citizen we may obtain a glimpse upon the

imperial court :

When a cottage has been built, there are usually mulberry trees

and hemp first. After many years' residence, the children having been

succeeded by grand-children, there are peach trees, pear, plum, and

apricot trees covering the hills and overshadowing the plain. Roots

and stems being so many, leaves and flowers grow in abundance.

It is long since the house of Han has been established. Vast

is their territory and numerous their people. Rectitude flourishes,

and everthing prospers. Why then should there be no exuberance

of exquisite literary compositions? Blossoms usually grow together

with fruit, and plants which bear fruit, but have no blossoms, are

very rare. How should a barren mountain become densely wooded,

or a dry field grow fertile? The Han era is peculiarly fertile in

literary talents, an eloquent testimony to its brilliant growth. When
the sky is clear, the stars twinkle when it is covered and rainy,

the sun and the moon are obscured. That in our age so many
able writers have appeared simultaneously, sheds a lustre on the

Han dynasty.*

Kao Tsu reading a book of Lu Chia exclaimed with a sigh,

"Ten thousand years for such a man!" Hsil Yileh and Chu Fu Yen^

1 See Vol. I p. 86, Note 7.

* MSng Chien is the designation of the historian Pan Ku.

' Between these two model princes and the two States of Lu and Wei there

was no great difference.

* The Han dynasty is like a fertile land with many trees full of blossoms

and fruit, its able scholars, and like a clear sky on which twinkle its stars, many

famous writers.

* Cf. Vol. I, p. 147.
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were appointed secretaries in consequence of their memorials. I

have not heard that at present it never happens that a dish proves

bitter or sour, but, if the mouth dislikes the taste, the hand does

not lift the food to feed the mouth. Very often an imperial rescript

is issued concerning a man belonging to one of the Four Branches,

conspicuous in composition, thought, classical or historical literature.

Such an edict is couched in most graceful terms, highly appre-

ciative of literary merit. Had the afore-mentioned memorials had

no purport and the book no sense, what would have been the cause

of the exclamation " Ten thousand years " or the appointment by

imperial grace

They who adorn their faces all desire to become beautiful, but

very few persons deign to look at them. Good musicians would like

to touch their hearers, but those whose ear tliey win are not many.

Before Lu Chia edited his book, and the schemes of Hsii YUeh and

Chu Fu Yen obtained a hearing, the great majority used to speak

like blind people, using coarse expressions. Their style was un-

polished and unrefined, and what they said had no sense. They
could congratulate themselves that for their licentious and dissolute

talk they were not banished to sandy shores in distant parts; as

the saying is, how could they have deserved, any appointment

by imperial favour
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CHAPTER XXVIII.

Thoughts on Omens {Chih-jut).

The Literati hold that the phoenix and the unicorn appear

for the sake of a holy emperor. They consider the phcBnix and

the unicorn as being kind-hearted and sage animals, which have deep

thoughts and keep aloof from all clanger. When virtue reigns in

China, they appear, when there is no virtue, they abscond. Extolling

the goodness and intelligence of the two animals, they at the same

time wish to compliment the sages, there being nothing but their

virtue to attract the phcenix and the unicorn. This statement is

untenable

If the phcenix and the unicorn are sage, sages are no less so.

Sages toil and trouble for the world's sake, and phoenixes and

unicorns ought likewise to teach and admonish.^ Sages wander

about in the world, and phoenixes and unicorns should also join

birds and beasts. Why must tliey leave China behind, to sojourn

beyond the frontier? Are the sages defiled, and the phoenix and

the unicorn pure? Why is their sagehood the same, and their

practice so different?

Provided that sages must hide, then the Twelve Sages ^ ought

to have hidden, but if sages must show themselves, the phoenix

and the unicorn ought to do so as well. If these kind-hearted

sage animals are cautious, and keep away from dangers, the arrest

of Win Wang in Yu-li,'^ and the straits of Confucius in CKen and T'sai *

are wrong. Win Wang and Confucius were benevolent sages, who
in their efforts for the world, and their compassion of the people

paid no heed to dangers so in spite of possessing the wisdom of

benevolent sages they could not avoid imprisonment and troubles.

1 See Vol. I, chap. XXX.
a Here again our author falls into his old error of exaggerating analogies.

Two things may well be similar without agreeing in every feature. A sage animal

must not necessarily adopt human ways, but might practise its sagehood in its

own manner.
a Their names are given in Vol. I, p. 304.

* Cf. Vol. I, p. 142, Note 2.

• See Vol. I p. 155, Note 2.
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Everybody, in his conduct, may cultivate his character and

rectify his principles, but he cannot prevent others from doing him

wrong. The dealings of sages are unequalled, still sages cannot

eschew vexations. If the phoenix and the unicorn alone are apt

to remain unscathed in the turmoil, the doings of brutes must be

better than those of sages.

Besides, between birds, beasts, and man there cannot be any

intellectual intercourse; how can the former know then whether a

State is well ordered or not? ' Men are similarly organized, and

their moral qualities are the same, yet they do not know each

other. How should birds and beasts endowed with a nature quite

different from the human, know man? Man does not understand

birds and beasts, and the latter do not know man either Both

are aliens to one another. Birds and beasts are less intelligent

than man; how can they know him all the same?

The scholars all make much of the excellence of phoenixes,

with a view to illustrating the government of an enlightened

monarch, but incidentally they proclaim the inferiority of man
to beasts and birds. Their arguments strain the point and deviate

from truth.

Furthermore, do phoenixes appear for sage emperors only?

Under the reign of Hsiao Hsilan Ti, phoenixes appeared five times

and a unicorn once. Spiritual birds, yellow dragons, sweet dew,

and wine springs all became visible, 2 whence we have the year

titles : Five Phoenixes, Spiritual Bird, Sweet Dew, and Yellow Dragon.^

If the phoenix and the unicorn really appear for a sage emperor,

Hsiao Hsilan Ti must have been a sage, in the case, however, that he

was not a sage, then both appear for a worthy * too. Should they

come for worthies, then the dicta of the literati respecting phoenixes

and unicorns are mistaken. The phoenix and the unicorn came for

Yae and Shun, and they also came for Hsilan Ti, consequently they

came for sages and worthies as well. As what the scholars say of

1 As has been said above, the phoenix and the unicorn are supposed to

make their appearance in China, when there is a wise ruler, and the State is well

governed. But then they must have intercourse with men, to learn what is going

on among them.

2 See Vol. I p. 366.

3 All titles of the reign of the Han emperor Hsilan Ti, 73-49 b.c.

viz. B c. 57, 61 53, 49- Perhaps just these names

have given rise to all the fables about the appearance of these omens under the

said emperor's reign.

* A degree less than a sage, cf. chap. XIV.
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sages is exaggerated, so their arguments on phoenixes overshoot

the mark.

The CKun-cKiu relates that hunters in the west captured a dead

unicorn. ^ Some one informed Confucius, who exclaimed, ["Why has

it come, why has it come?," and with the back of his sleeve wiped

his face, while his tears were wetting the lapel of his coat.] 2

The scholars recording this, opine that Heaven invested Confucius

through a unicorn, for Confucius was a sage without the imperial

dignity. Now, a unicorn makes its appearance for a sage emperor.

Confucius did not take himself for an emperor, and neither the tlien

reigning monarch, nor the prince of Lu^ possessed sufficient virtue

to move the unicorn. Whence Confucius' amazement at its arrival,

of which he did not know the purpose. Therefore he asked,

"Why has it come? Why has it come?" He was aware that it

had not come in view of the peaceful government, but because the

prospects of his doctrine were on the wane. His hopes having

failed, he was disheartened, and his tears dropped down on the lapel

of his coat.

From the question of Confucius " Wherefore has it come

"

the inference is drawn that the unicorn oomes for a wise emperor.

I say that this view was already current among the literati of the

time of Confucius, who, also, had heard of it, but was not well

acquainted with the animal. Seeing the unicorn, he wondered why
it had come. As a matter of fact, the arrival of a unicorn has no

special reason. It is a common animal, which chanced to enter

the marshes of Lu. There it was discovered by the people of Lu,

who happened to capture it. Confucius beholding the captured uni-

corn, which was not only captured, but dead, compared himself

with this unicorn, thinking that his doctrine was lost and would

not be revived, and that unworthy persons would do away with

it. If, therefore, Confucius, on perceiving the unicorn, shed tears,

it was with reference to its capture and death, and not owing to

the cause of its appearance.*

1 Duke Ai, 14th year, the last paragraph of the Ch'un-ch'iu.

2 Quotation from the L^^^^C^^' the "Family Sayings of Confucius"

chap. 4, p, 8v. perhaps from the original work which existed prior to the Christian

era, but the quotation agrees with the later work written in the 3rd century a.d.

and generally regarded as spurious.

a Duke Ai, mentioned above in Note 5.

* 111 the "Family Sayings " Confucius, upon being asked why he wept, says,

"The lin conies only when there is an intelligent king. Now it has appeared when

it is Qot the time for it to do so, and it has been injured. This is why I was so
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However, when the unicorn arrives, it is accompanied by
multitudes of animals, and it dies killed by man. Supposing it to

be intelligent, and to arrive for a wise emperor, why does it come,

when there is no such ruler? The unicorn is supposed to be very

cautious and to avoid injuries, but why was it caught and slain

in iyw? Since it arrived at a time when there was no wise em-

peror, we know that it does not come for the sake of a holy ruler,

and from the fact that it was captured and killed in L/u, we sur-

mise that its endeavours to sliun hostile attacks are unsuccessful.

As holy animals are unfit to escape from all troubles, so sages are

also unable to eschew misfortune. Misfortune and troubles being

unavoidable things for sages, the affirmation that the phoenix and the

unicorn, by their cautiousness, can keep free from perils, is unfounded.

Besides, phoenixes and unicorns do not live in foreign lands,

nor come to China when there is a holy emperor. They live in China

and are born in mountain forests. Their nature being very pure,

they are seldom seen, and men have no occasion to destroy them.

Therefore, they are spoken of as exceedingly cautious and keeping

aloof from all perils. If they live simultaneously with a holy emperor,

and their rambles just fall in a time of peaceful government, the

public looks upon them as omens of a sage emperor, which appear

for the sake of a sage.

Although its nest be destroyed and its eggs be broken, the

phoenix does not fly away, and though people burn the woods for

hunting, or drain the ponds for fishing, the tortoise and the dragon

do not emigrate. 1 The phoenix is related to the tortoise and the

dragon. They all live in China, and near to man. Their nests

being destroyed, and their eggs broken, they seek shelter, but do

not fly away, and after the burning of the wood, and the drying

up of the pond they abscond, but do not roam about; nor is any-

thing mentioned about their going far away.

How do we know that they live in foreign countries? The
tortoise, the dragon, and the phoenix belong to the same species. If,

because it is seldom seen and not killed, the phoenix be supposed

to be a foreign bird, the tortoise and the dragon, which, too, but

seldom appear, would, likewise, be of foreign origin.

2

much affected." {Legge, Classics Vol. V, Part II, p. 834.) This reply seems to

intimate that the times were so bad, that a unicorn arriving by mistake lost its life.

The badness of the time and the consequent death of the sage animal elicited the

tears of the Sage.

1 This passage is cited in the Pei-wen-yun-fu.

2 Again a wrong analogy.
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In the time of the emperor Hsiao HsUan 75 the phoenix, the

unicorn, the yellow dragon, and the spiritual bird all made their

appearance. Since they all came forth at the same time, their

nature must be alike, consequently their birth-place must also be

in the same region.

The dragon is not born abroad, but foreign countries, also,

have their dragons, nor are the phoenix and the unicorn exotic,

but foreign countries have phoenixes and unicorns too. Thus China

possesses phcEnixes and unicorns as well, and they need not come

from abroad. Noticing the rarity of these animals, people believe

them to be exotic, and beholding them just in times of universal

peace, they suppose them to appear for a sage emperor.

The appearance of phoenixes and unicorns is like the coming

forth of wine springs, and the growth of vermilion grass. If the

phoenix is said to come to China from abroad, upon hearing that

virtue reigns there, how do wine springs and vermilion grass learn

this, that they just come forth in times of universal peace?

Wine springs and vermilion grass are produced by the har-

monious fluid's and so are the phcenix and the unicorn. The
harmonious fluid, likewise, procreates the sage. When he is born

in times of decay, ominous things are produced. So it is with all

men that become sages : grown up, they fall in with these omens.

Times of decay, also, have their harmonious fluid, which always

engenders sages. As sages are born in times of decay, such times

may produce phoenixes as well,

Confucius was born towards the end of the Chou dynasty, and

a unicorn appeared in the western marshes of Lu. The emperor

Kuang Wu Ti saw the light ^ in the time intervening between the

reigns of Ch'Sng Ti and Ai Ti,* and a phoenix alighted in Chi-yang.^

Sages and sage animals are produced in periods of prosperity as

well as in such of decline. A holy emperor meets with a sage

animal just as a man blessed with happiness meets with auspicious

auguries. As a matter of fact, he falls in with them, but they do

not come out for his sake.

1 That this conclusion is likewise wrong needs no proof.

2 The original fluid, the source of every life in the world. See Vol. I, p. 471.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 180.

* That must be in the year 6 b.c, for (Ming Ti reigned from B.C. 32-6 and

Ai Ti from b.c. 6 to a.d. 1.

5 See Vol. I p. 323 and 365.
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The appearance of a unicorn does not differ from that of the

white fish, and the red crow.i The fish happened to jump of its

own accord, when the emperor's boat met it, and the fire by

accident took the shape of a crow, which was perceived by the

emperor who happened to be looking up. The fish had not heard

of the virtue of Wu Wang, and therefore jumped into his boat, uor

was the crow cognisant of the future rise of the house of Chou, and

for that reason alighted on the emperor's house. To say that the

phoenix and the unicorn arrive for a holy emperor, is like asserting

that the fish and the crow came for Wu Wang's sake.

An emperor is predetermined for wealth and honour, conse-

quently he sees propitious miracles, when setting out on a journey.

These things, when seen, are called omens. There are large and

small omens, and by the appearance of each the amount of virtue

of the monarch may be ascertained. The white fish and the red

crow are small animals and presages of some tranquillity, whereas

the phoenix and the unicorn are large ones and signs of universal

peace. Therefore Confucius said, "The phoenix does not come; the

River sends forth no Plan: it is all over with me." 2 Not seeing

these marks of universal peace, he knew that he did not live in

such a period.

Why are the phoenix and the unicorn indicative of universal

peace? Because both are kind and sage animals. When such kind

and sage animals arrive, the world is going to show benevolence

and wisdom in its transactions.

In the "Great Record" of the Shuking ^ we read that, when
Kao Tmng was sacrificing in the temple of CKing TTang, a pheasant

perched upon the handle of the tripod and crowed. Kao Tsung asked

Tsu Yi, who replied that probably a superior man from afar was

about to arrive.* Observing that, in its movements, the pheasant

bore some resemblance to a superior man just arriving from abroad,

he rejoined that a superior man from abroad was about to come.

The phoenix and the unicorn are like the pheasant, and their

arrival must be a presage similar to that of the pheasant.

1 Propitious animals said to have appeared to Wen Wan^ and Wu Wanff.

Cf. Vol. I p. 130.

2 See Vol. I, p. 405.

3 A work of Fu Shena, 3rd cent. b.c. who preserved the Shuking. Cf. Vol. I,

p. 447.

4 Cf. Shuking, Preface, 29 {Legge, Classics Vol. HI, Part I p. 7) and Shi-chi

chap. 3 p. 9r. {Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. I p. 196) where Tsu •
Jj]

is called

Tsu Chi
jjj

. Both texts differ in that Tm Chi gives another explanation of the

arrival of the pheasant.
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When the emperor Hsiao Wu Ti was making a tour of in-

spection in the west, he found a white unicorn with one horn and

five feet, ^ and there was, mcrreover, a tree whose bouglis, after

sprouting, again grew together with the root. Wu Ti consulted all

his officers; the (gentleman usher) Chung Chiln^ replied, "A wild

animal with joined horns shows that there is the same root, and

all the branches turning inside mean that there is no outside.

According to these omens, some outside people are likely to submit.

If the presages prove true, they are probably going to open their

plaited hair, to cut off the left lapel of their coats'3 to wear caps

and girdles,* and to accept civilisation." Some months later, the

country of the Yileh^ offered its allegiance, and a celebrated king

of the Hsiung-nu appeared with several thousand men to make his

submission, just as Chung Chiln had predicted.® His explanation was

correct, since the omens turned out true.

Reasoning by analogy we find that the white fish and the

red crow belong to the same class of portents. The essence of the

fish is wood, 7 and its whiteness is the colour of the Yin dynasty.

The crow is a filial bird, and its red colour corresponds to the

fluid of the Chou dynasty.® First, the white fish was caught, after-

wards the red crow, that meant to say that the sway of the Yin

was broken, and their glory transferred upon the Chou. Prognosti-

cating Wu Wang's fate from the appearance of the fish and the

crow, we see that the Chou were destined to obtain the control of

the empire.

People noticing that when Wu Wang punished Chou he met with

a fish and a crow, surmised that by means of these animals Heaven

enjoined upon Wu Wang to chastise Chou. The thing may seem so,

1 See Vol. I, p. 370 —- has been translated by " five feet," but it

might also mean " five toes " in one hoof, as the commentator of the Han-shu ex-

plains the expression ^ in that work.

2 In Vol. I, p. 371 I have translated by "censor." It is better to

render it by " gentleman usher." (Cf. Chavannes, Mdm. Hist. Vol. 11, p. 516) In the

Han-shu, Chung Chun is also called a which means a censor.

3 The Chinese button their coats on the right side.

* As the Chinese do.

6 Aborigines in Chekiang.

8 All the above is quoted almost literally from the biography of Chung Chun

in the Han-shu chap. 64 b p. 4v. seq.

7 According to ancient symbolism.

8 The old dynasties had each there own element with a corresponding colour

by which they were believed to reign. All these ideas have sprang from the mystic

theory about the elements. See p. 218 Note 3 and Appendix.
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but it is not a fact:—In the " Spring and Autumn" period a mainah

arrived and built its nest. The diviners considered it an ill omen,

for a wild bird coming and building its nest indicated that the capital

of Im was going to be treated like a mountain and waste land,

and Duke Chao himself would have to leave his country. Subse-

quently, the duke was attacked by the Chi family and fled to Cli i,

where he died, without having returned to Lu.^

When Chia Yi^ was privy councillor in Chang-sha,^ a screeching-

owl perched in his house. He opened his books and divined as

follows : "When a screeching-owl enters the house, the landlord

must quit it." Afterwards Chia Yi, in fact, went away.*

Notwithstanding the discrepancy between the various wild

birds, the interpretation remains the same. The arrival of the

phoenix and the unicorn does not differ from the wild bird's roosting

or the perching of the screeching-owl. The mainah happened to

build its nest, and it was by chance that the owl alighted in the

house. Because they were animals from the wilds and the marshes

which took their abode in a city and a palace, the diviners foresaw

the catastrophe of the Lu State and declared the omen to be un-

lucky for the owner of the house. The mainah and the owl did

not know the impending disaster of the two States nor roost or

perch on purpose.

Emperors regard the whole world as their house. When
happiness or misfortune is in store for house-owners, lucky or un-

lucky signs are seen among men beforehand. Experts can explain

them and know whether good or evil is impending. Not that omi-

1 Cf. p. 162.

2 A famoHS author of the 2nd cent. b.c. See Vol. I, p. 148, Note I.

3 In Hunan, already a circuit under the Ch'in dynasty.

* This incident has been described by Chia Yi himself in his celebrated poem

in irregular verse
| ^^ of which we have a partial translation by W. A. P.

Martin, Chinese Legends and other Poems, 1894, p. 32. The translator points out

the remarkable parallels of this poem with the Raven of Edgar Allan Poe. The

words of our text are culled from Chia Yi's poem, notably the oracle :

- , where the poet writes and inserts a after

He tells us in the preface that he was living in exile as tutor to the Prince

of Chang-sha. The ill omen had troubled him, for the place was low and damp,

and he thought that he would not have long to live. In order to soothe his feelings,

he composed the poem. The =^ Hsi-cking tsa-chi, quoted in the

P 'ien- tse- lei-pien chap. 209, informs us that it was the popular belief in Chang-sha

that the chief of the house visited by a screeching-owl was going to die. We have

a similar superstition in Europe. In Germany the screeching-owl is a bird of ill

omeii likewise, whence its name " Toteneule."
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nous creatures possess knowledge, and therefore arrive for the sake

of these fortunate or unlucky people.

There are the signs of the tortoises and also the lots of milfoil.

These signs and lots always portend some good or bad luck. A
lucky man consulting the tortoise or milfoil, meets with an au-

spicious augury, whereas the ill-fated find unpropitious signs. The
milfoil and the tortoise do not possess supernatural powers, that

they could know human fate and accordingly might put forward

their signs or lots, to tell the persons in question.

Should somebody divine by the tortoise or milfoil only for

fun, and no other person appear, he would obtain good or bad

omens all the same, i Between Heaven and Earth there is always

good and bad fortune, and ominous things arriving must fall in

with lucky and unlucky people.

Some hold that these presages are caused by Heaven's com-

mand, but if immense Heaven were to give its orders to those tiny

things, they would not understand its language nor comprehend its

meaning; how could it employ them? These things would not do

Heaven's behests either, but their arrival appearing strange, it is,

as if they were sent by Heaven, whence the idea that they are

heavenly messengers.

When the Hsia emperor ICung Chia was hunting on Mount
S/iou,^ it began to rain, the sky turned dark, and he entered the

house of a citizen, where the mistress was just nursing a baby.

Some said that a child to which an emperor came must needs rise

to high honours, but others were of opinion that a child unfit for

such an honour would become ill-fated. a ICung Chia entered the

house, because he was caught in a rain-shower and sought shelter.

He did not know that a subject would liave a son who was doomed

to misfortune, nor did he come for his sake. But, when he arrived,

people explained his arrival either as lucky or unlucky.

Propitious and adverse portents appear in the court of the

emperor, and when the latter enters the house of a citizen, it is

like JCung Cliia entering the cottage during the rain. He was un-

aware of the birth of a child and did not come for its sake.

Consequently it is an error to pretend that the phopnix and other

ominous creatures are endowed with intelligence and arrive in

response to an auspicious destiny.

' Divination would give certain results, but they would not come to pass,

there being no person fit to be affected by the omens thus playfully obtained.

2 A mountain in Shansi.

3 The child became unlucky. For further details vid. p. 258, Note 3.
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CHAPTER XXIX.

Auguries Verified {Shih-ying).

The learned say in regard to the auguries of times of universal

peace that they are things formed of a strange fluid, such as ver-

milion grass, wine springs, the flying phoenix, sweet dev,i the

brilliant star's auspicious grain, the " meat fan," a the monthly plant,*

the "indicator, " 5 and the like. Moreover they add that in these

times mountains produce chariots and lakes, boats ^ that men and

women each liave their own way, and that in the markets there

are not two different prices. Peasants yield their fieldmark and

travellers, the road. Hoary heads have not to carry burdens in

their hands,' gates and bridges are never closed, no robberies com-

mitted on the roads. The wind does not howl in the boughs,*

the rain does not wash away the clods, every five days it is windy
but one day, and every ten days there is one rainy day. This

prosperity attracts the yellow dragon, the unicorn, and the phoenix.

These assertions of the literati are highly coloured and over-

drawn. The ominous things partly exist and partly do not exist.

The phoenix and the unicorn, &c. referred to are great auguries,

and their description is more or less correct, but there should be

no exaggeration. As for the smaller auguries and the less important

correspondences, however, there is much wrong about them, I am
afraid.

1 On these omens see Vol. I, p. 366.

2.
3.
*

6.
6 ' A parallel passage of the Lt^TV, 64r. {Legge,

Sacred Books Vol. XXVU, p. 392) reads: which

in its first part Legge supposes to allude to some unknown legend.

7 Quotation from Liki HI, 31r. {Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 244)

where we read in lieu of the of our text also used in a parallel

passage of Mencius I Part I 7 (24). We further learn from the Liki that in ancient

times men took the right side, and women the left side of the roads.

8 Quoted from a passage in Tung Chung Shu referring to the time of

universal peace, mentioned in the P^-wen-yiin-fu,
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Wind, air, rain, and dew must be sympathetic, ' the statement

about the flying phoenix and the sweet dew, the wind not howling

in the boughs, and the rain not washing the clods of earth away,

is admissible therefore, but what has been said about the wind

every five days, and the rain every ten, is nothing but a rodo-

montade. Though wind and rain must be in proper time, there

can be no question of five and ten days or exactly fixed periods.

That men and women have no intercourse, and that one is

not cheated with the market-price may be, but to speak of different

roads, and that there are not two prices, is an exaggeration. How
could in times of universal peace extra roads be constructed for

the male and female sexes? No special roads are built, they walk

on the same road; how could there be different ones.

Provided that in times of universal peace there are no mer-

chants, very well, but if there are, they will see their principal

aim in seeking their advantage. How should they not affect cheapness

in purchasing goods, or how should they not attempt to obtain

high prices in selling? There being this instinct for low and high

prices according to circumstances, we cannot avoid speaking of two

prices.

All these things exist, but are magnified and puffed up. As to

the "meat fans," the " monthly plants," and the "indicators,"

however, there are no such things, most likely for the following

reasons : To tell the truth, there never were such things, not even

in times of perfect peace.

Scholars pretend that " meat fans" grow in cook-houses. In

kitchens, they say, collops grow of their own accord, as thin as

fans. Moved they make wind's and fanniug eatables, they cause

them not to spoil.

However genial the breeze of the time of universal peace may
be, it cannot make "meat fans" grow in kitchens, to be used for

cooling purposes. If it could do this, it could cause the Five Grains

to grow without any human help as well. In case it could make

these "meat fans" grow in kitchens spontaneously, why does it not

' There must be some harmouy, some sympathy between these phenomena and

certain events.

2 The Liki does not speak of different roads, but of different sides of the roads.

• Quoted from the Ti-^ang-ahi-chi (Pei-ven-yun-fu). The chief authority of

the T'ai-ping-yu-lan chap. 873 informs us that these " meat fans" grow like lotos,

have many leaves and very thin stalks. Not only do they cool food and drinks,

but also drive away or kill flies and other insects. They appeared in the times of

Yao and Shun.
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cause rice to boil in the pot of itself, or fire to burn in the oven

of its own accord The purport of producing fans being to blow

wind upon eatables, wliy are these eatables not caused not to spoil

spontaneously, and why must special fans be produced to fan them

Provided that fans can grow in kitchens of themselves, what is

the use of ice-houses, and of cutting ice for the purpose of refrige-

rating things?

In the summer months people use their fans, but, in order to

cause wind, they must move them with their hands. Grasped by

the hand, fans act like strong wind, but do not stir of themselves.

If " meat fans " possessed a spontaneous motion, it would be different,

but they require wind to be moved, and without wind they remain

motionless. Only after the hand has furnished the wind, they are

fit to refrigerate the things in the kitchen. How are "meat fans"

required for this?

There is a tradition that Tan, heir-presumtive of Yen^ caused the

sun to revert to the meridian, Heaven to rain grain, crows to get

white heads, horses to grow horns, and the wooden elephants on

the kitchen door to get legs of flesh.2 Since this is a fiction, the

statement about the "meat fans" being like the fulfilment of the

five vows,3 is an untruth too, I dare say.

The Literati, moreover, narrate that, of yore, a " monthly plant"

grew among the steps leading up to the side-buildings of the palace.

On the first day of the month one capsule * came out, and up to

the fifteenth fifteen capsules had grown. From the sixteenth on-

ward one capsule fell down every day,^ until on the thirteenth all

the seeds had dropped. On the first day of the following month,

one capsule grew again. The emperor, facing the south, could learn

the number of days from observing the growing and dropping

1
• The use of ice and of ice-houses is very old in China. The Liki

alludes to it several times. (Cf. Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 261 and 308,

Vol. XXVm, p. 423.)

» Cf. Vol. I, p. 115 Note 4.

a The five vows of the king of CKin who promised to liberate Prince Tan

in case the afore-mentioned miracles took place.

*

5 The same description is given by the historian Pan Ku in his

Po-hu-fung
(
Pei-wen-yun-fu) . Another writer relates that this plant had round leaves

and was multicoloured. He makes these leaves grow and drop instead of the cap-

sules. In a short month of 29 days one leave shrinks, but does not fall. (T'ai-

pHng-yu-lan chap. 873.)
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capsules, and needed not take the trouble of consulting the almanac

'

for that.

Now, if Heaven could produce these capsules to represent the

number of days, wherefore did it uot make them show the uaiiie

of the day, 2 so that the emperor, on seeing the character on the

capsule, might know it? Knowing merely the number of the day,

but not its name, he would still have to consult the almanac for

information. Thus his beholding the number of days would not

spare him any trouble, on the contrary. How then could the

growth of the monthly plant be deemed a great luck?

The grains of the monthly plant are like the pods of peas.

They do not yet grow in spring and summer, and do not ripen

before the end of autumu. When November is bitter cold, and

frost and snow come drizzling down, all plants wither. Would the

scholars dare to contend that the monthly plant, on reaching winter,

alone does not die? Provided that it lives and dies like all other

plants, its capsules must grow about the end of autumn. Then

they might be examined in autumn, but during the other three

seasons, spring, summer, and winter it would be impossible.

Moreover, if, on fifteen days of a month, fifteen capsules are

produced, and, on the sixteenth, one capsule falls down, on the

twenty- first day, six must have dropped. These dropped capsules

would be lost and could no more be counted. Therefore it would

become necessary to count the remaining ones, in order to find out

the number of days. That would be most irksome and annoying

and by no means a blessing's

Supposing that the capsules grew upon the reception hall,*

and that the monarch, seated between the door and the window,^

by a look on their growth could know the number of days, this

could not be considered a great advantage. Now, they say that

the plant grows on the steps of the side-buildings i. e., below the

outer hall. As regards the imperial hall, Me Tse says of that of

Yao and Shun that it was raised three feet above the ground,

1 ^^ expression used by Pan Ku who seems to have believed in the

monthly plant.

' The name expressed by the sexagenary cycle, the usual way of counting days.

a It would require a simple calculation, of which Chinese scholars are not

fond. To find out the date, the difference of the remaining capsules with fifteen

mast be added to fifteen.

- '
'

•
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whereas the houses of the Literati are quite low. Should this be

the case, and the monthly plant grow below the steps of a hall

three feet high, the emperor desirous of seeing the capsules, could

not do so from his seat between the door and the window, but

in order to know their number, he would be compelled to enter

the outer hall, and look at them from there. Rather than to rise

for the purpose of viewing the capsules below the hall, the em-

peror might have hung up the calendar day on the screen i near

his seat, whence one glance would have been sufficient.

Heaven, by engendering omens, wishes to please the emperor,

yet, if the latter be obliged to rise and examine the seeds to learn

the number of days, it would have produced a most awkward
thing, which proved a source of mortification to the emperor.

Besides, the monthly plant is a herb : the imperial hall being

inhabited day and night, even the ancients, in spite of their sim-

plicity, would have weeded out any plants growing in the rooms

of the palace. How could capsules grow there, and people count

them month after month

Whenever days are counted one by one, it is with a view to

recording events. Of old, there were the astrologers ^ who regulated

the calendar and fixed tlie days. Wherefore, then, should the

emperor himself have counted the seeds? In Yao's time Hsi and

Ho were charged with examining the Four Stars * during the lour

seasons, in order to foretell the weather.^ These stars were very

important, yet the emperor did not observe them personally, and

he examined the capsules himself to number the days

The learned further relate that in times of perfect peace the

"indicator" grows in a corner of the palace, shaped like a plant,

which points out cunning persons. When such a one enters the

palace, the indicator in its corner points at him, so that the monarch

2 See the plan of the imperial palace in Couvreur's dictionary p. 173

under .

'

* ^^ J^: the sun, the moon, the stars, and the zodiacal signs,

cf. Shuking as quoted below.

5 Cf. Shuking Part I chap. II, 3 (JLegge, Classics Vol. HI, Part I, p. 18).

6 The Po-wu-chih {KangMs Diet.) says:-"
'J

t the time of Too there grew a plant in

the court, which when a cunning person approached curbed itself and pointed at

him," Comreur omits to translate the pointing.
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knows where the cunning person is. Accordingly, Heaven created

this plant on purpose, with the object of indicating cunning people,

and it did not make the nature of the holy emperors such that

they could know it themselves. Perhaps no cunning people came

forth originally. If Heaven created the plant, nevertheless, to point

them out, did it not fear the trouble

No sage emperor ever had a better government than Yao and

Shun, which was most peaceful, so that the " indicator" grew in a

corner of their palace of its own accord. When cunning persons

arrived it made them known, and Shun had no difficulty in finding

them out. Albeit yet he employed Kao Yao to exhibit his know-

ledge of men.

The Classic 1 says, "To know a man one must be wise, but

it is difficult for an emperor." 2 Though men are imbued with the

Five Virtues and communicate together tlirough their voices, yet

they do not know each other. How could the "indicator," being

a plant, know the cunning? According to the view of the Literati,

plants and trees of the time of universal peace would outshine

worthies and sages.

In law-suits there is right and wrong, and human character

may be straight or crooked. Why not, at the same time, cause the

"indicator" to point out unjustice and crookedness too? Why must

one take the trouble to hear the cases, three men being required

to give judgment?

Perhaps this "indicator" plant never existed, and is nothing

but an invention, or it really existed, but its indicating power is

fictitious. Provided that it really could point, then perhaps the

plant's nature was affected by the aspect of men. The ancients,

observing the movements of the plant, in their simplicity then

imagined that it could point, and from this pointing the ability of

indicating cunning people was evolved in their minds. When a

ladle which turns southwards is thrown on the ground, its handle

1 The Shuking.

Shuking {Kao-Tao mo) Part 11, Book HI, 2 {Legge, Classics Vol. HI, Part I,

p. 70) where the two clauses are transposed : ' *^ Jj^ |^ |J
-^.

3 Supposing this plant to be more than a mere freak of fancy I should suggest that

the Mimosa pudica has been the archetype. The Chinese name as well as the nature

of this peculiar plant seem to countenance such a supposition, may be used

as a synonym for " repeatedly," the compound therefore might denote

a plant repeatedly bending down and contracting itself. That is what the Mimosa

does when touched. The feathered, digitated leaves first close, then bend down.

After a while, they rise and open again. That may have been the pointing.
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points to the south. Worms from fish and meat, placed on the

ground, creep northward. ^ This is the nature of these worms.

The indicating power of the plants would, also, be its original

nature.

Because this plant could point, the Sage' propagated the

statement that the "indicator" grew in a corner of the palace and

could point out cunning people. All officers and functionaries

cherishing wicked designs, thereupon, changed their minds, and

reformed their conduct, adopting loyal and honest proceedings.

At present, in the court-yards of public buildings, Kao Yao

and the monoceros ^ are painted, and scholars declare that the mono-

ceros is a goat with one horn which, by instinct, knows the guilty.

When Kao Fao, administering justice, was doubtful about the guilt

of a culprit, he ordered this goat to butt it. It would butt the

guilty, but spare the innocent. Accordingly, it was a sage animal

born with one horn, a most efficient assistent in judicial pro-

ceedings. Therefore did Kao Yao hold it in high respect, using it

on all occasions. Consequently, it belonged to the class of super-

natural ominous creatures.

I say, the remarks concerning the "indicator" apply to the

monoceros as well: A goat must have two horns, the monoceros

had one. When compared with its kindred, it had a bodily defect,

and did not come up with its species why, then, must it be looked

upon as a miracle A turtle with three legs is called a ning^^ and

a tortoise with three legs, a fin.^ Since neither a ning nor a

1 Mr. Yao Pao Ming, Chinese teacher at the Orientalische Seminar, Berlin,

has assured me that some worms have this peculiarity that, though turned round,

they will always creep in one direction. When he was first told he did not believe

it, but found by experience that it was an undeniable fact, I could not convince

him of his error.

» Yao.

3 Hsieh-chai, more commonly written ^ • For the first character

also 1^ occurs, and for the latter or |^ . Kanghi quotes this passage. The

figure of this fabulous animal is used as official embroidery of censors and Taotais.

The name seems to be first mentioned in the Tso-chuan in connexion with a cap

worn by southerners. Ssa-Ma Hsiang-Ju, 2nd cent. b.c. alludes to the animal in a

poem. We learn from the Hou Han-shu that it was hunted in the kingdom of Ch'u,

where the aforesaid caps were first worn. The Shuo-wen says it was like an ox,

the Kuang-po-wu-chih that it existed in the time of Yao and that its hair was woven

into a curtain or a tent for the emperor {P'ien-tse lei-pien chap. 211).

* -
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are considered more wonderful than turtles and tortoises with four

legs, wherefore should a goat with one horn be wiser than others

with two horns?

The rhinopithecus i knows the past, the magpie, the future, and

parrots can talk.* Their original nature enables them to do one

thing, but not two. Perhaps the monoceros was so organised that

it merely could gore a man, but there is no necessity why it should

have known whether he was guilty. Kao Yao, from a desire to

give more weight to his administration by the supernatural, lest

those suffering punishment should be recalcitrant, availed himself

of the monoceros, and when it gored somebody he punished him,

in order that people might be afraid of doing wrong, and that

culprits, up to their old age, should never complain of injustice.

All animals are endowed with some special knowledge; if the

monoceros, in view of its faculty of butting be held to be super-

natural, the rhinopithecus and the like would all be supernatural,

Wizards know good and ill luck, and predetermine happiness

and adversity. There is no doubt about that however, if the

monoceros be said to possess similar faculties, wizards can no more

be regarded as exceptional or remarkable men.

There is a general tendency to make use of the supernatural

as an incentive. When Shih Shang Fu^ was minister of war to the

Chou* sovereign and leading an army to defeat Chou,^ they arrived

at Meng Ford. There leaning on his halberd and grasping a

standard, he shouted to his men the word " Tang-kuang." & A
t^sang-kuang is a water animal which is in the habit of subverting

boats. Therefore he used this monster to impress his men, in-

ducing tbem promptly to cross the water, since otherwise the t^sang-

kuang would injure them. Consequently it bears some resemblance

to the monoceros.

1.
> Cf. Vol. I p. 358.

a

3c a surname of |j5^ Lii Shang (Vol. I, p. 238). Cf. Chavannen,

M6m. Hist. Vol. I p. 225 Note 3.

*

*

'.
• L a corresponding passage of the Ski-chi chap. 32, p. 3r. {Cha-

vannes^ M4m. Hist Vol, IV p. 37) these two words are replaced by "green

rhinoceros" which Sse-Ma Cheng explains as the title of boat-officers and not the

name of any monster. Cf. Chavannes as quoted in Note 3.
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This strange creature lives in the river, and at times comes

swimming to the surface. It has one body with nine heads. People

dread and loathe it, but it does not follow that it must subvert

ships. Since there was such a strange animal in the river, Shang

Fu used it to overawe his warriors. The monoceros goring culprits

is like the (sang-kuang subverting boats. All these are empty stories

without any foundation. Man is afraid of the marvellous, therefore

he magnifies and embellishes it.

It has, also, been said that in times of universal peace the
"
brilliant star" appears. We leam from the " Middle Period of

the ShuMng" i that in the time of Yao the brilliant star became

visible in Corms; Now the brilliant star may have been one of

the Five Planets of which the biggest are Jupiter and Venus. At

that time, Jupiter or Venus may have come into the latitude of

Corvus. The ancients in their simplicity could not follow up the

courses of the Five Planets, and did not know the exact shape

of Jupiter and Venus. On perceiving a big star, they styled it

"brilliant star."

^

The Shiking, moreover, states * that in the east there was

Lucifer s and in the west Hesperus, These, again, were perhaps no

1
"jp^ a work on the Shuking, in 5 chapters, still existing and

mentioned by Chang Chih Tung in his bibliography.

2
. The T'ai-ping-yu-lan quoting the same passage from the Shang-shu-

chung-hou says in Crater .

3 Chavannes, Mem. Hist. "Vol. Ill, p. 675 takes it for a meteor. The Po-hu-

fung {Pei-wen-yiin-fu) declares it to be a big star shining even, when there is no

moonshine, and enabling people to work at night. The Shi-chi chap. 27, p. 32r.

{Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. lU, p. 392) says that it appears when the sky is clear.

It is the star of virtue, has no constant form, and becomes visible in a State endowed

with wisdom. Elsewhere it is stated by the same writer that the "brilliant star"

appeared in the time of Huang Ti shaped like a crescent, shining so

vividly that one could work at night. The last fact is corroborated by another

author, who adds that this star shines during new moon to assist the moon, and it

comes for a wise ruler. It is formed of the clear essence of heaven. -^jp

Wen Tse concurs with this mystic view, saying that when sincere feelings fill the

heart, the fluid affects heaven, so that the " brilliant star " appears. {T'ai-ping-yu-

lan chap. 7.)

It is doubtful whether we have to do with a real star of great brilliancy or

with some meteorological phenomenon.

* Shiking Part II, Book V, Ode IX, 6 (Legge, Classics Vol. IV, Part II p. 356).

6.
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other stars than Jupiter and Ventts.^ It may be that they appeared

at dusk in the west, and at dawn in the east. The poets of the

Shiking did not know them, and thus gave them the names of

Lucifer and Hesperus. Hesperus as well as the brilliant star belongs

to the Five Planets.

In times of universal peace, the lustre of the sun and the

moon are peculiarly brilliant. The Five Planets are akin to the

sun and the moon. If in such blessed times there appears a

"brilliant star" extra, would there be a new sun and another moon

likewise? The authors of the Shiking are common people, and the

middle period is an age of simplicity, when nobody was well versed

in astronomy.

Under the regime of Wang Mang, Venus traversed the sky as

effulgent as a crescent. If persons ignorant of stars had seen it,

they would again have called it a "brilliant star."

The Erh-ya^ in its chapter on the four seasons says that in

spring plants begin growing, in summer they develop and ripen,

in autumn they are harvested, and in winter there is complete

stillness. The four fluids combined produce the "brilliant star."

*

According to this explanation of the Erh-ya "brilliant star " would

be but another name of the blending of the fluids of the four

seasons, and I am afraid that it cannot be a big star attached to

the sky. The Erh-ya is a book commenting upon the antiquities

of the Five Classics all students have recourse to it, but they do

not follow it, insomuch as they hold the " brilliant star" to be a

big star in the skies. Why is the assertion of the Erh-ya about

the "brilliant star" so divergent from the view of the scholars?

The Erh-ya further says that when "sweet dew " descends

the whole vegetation is blessed,^ and that it is called "wine spring.""

1 Of course they are both the planet Venus.

2 The well known dictionary of classical terms ascribed to the disciple of

Confucius, Tse Hsia, 5th cent. b.c.

8 So far quoted from the Erh-ya chap. 9.

* Edit. A and C correctly write edit. B has . This passage

is not to be found in our text of the Erh-ya. Something like the words cited by

Wang CKung: ^^^j^^^^^^^ may originally have stood in this place,

for the Wen-hsiian about a.d. 530 likewise quotes from the Erh-ya :. See chap. 9p. 6 .

' . Our text f the BrA-ya writes

"Sweet rain " instead of " sweet dew,"

6 This clause is wanting in the modern text of the Erh-ya, but incorporated

in the old commentary. The Liki {Uryun) Legge^ Sacred Books Vol. XXVU, p. 392
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Consequently wine springs mean sweet dew. But the savants of to-

day urge that these springs flow from within the earth, and that

their taste is as sweet as wine, whence the name "wine spring"

is derived. There is a considerable discrepancy between these two

statements, and it is difficult to know the truth.

In the chapter of the Erh-ya treating of water and springs

'

we read that a spring which at times is visible, at others not, is

called intermittent. 2 A fountain ' comes straight out; to come

straight out means welling up. A cascade * falls down; to fall

down means flowing downward. $ Consequently, springs are given

different names according to their different modes of flowing forth.

Provided that in times of general peace there be still wine springs

issuing from the earth, they ought to be mentioned in this chapter,

wherefore are they inserted into the chapter on the four seasons,

where it is said that "sweet dew" is equivalent to "wine spring?"

Therefore the affirmation of the Literati to the effect that wine

springs rise from earth, and their contention that the taste of sweet

dew is very sweet cannot be accepted as correct.

Scholars maintain that when the highest principles prevail the

radiance of the sun and the moon is most brilliant, the stars do

not deviate from their courses, a whirl-wind arises, sweet dew falls

down, the rain is well apportioned, and the Yin uniform. Respecting

this sweet dew they do not contend that the taste of the rain

water is sweet. Accordingly they mean to say that this sweet dew
descending moistens and nourishes the whole vegetation, but it must

not taste sweet.

However, there is also a sort of dew as luscious as lollypops

and honey, and always a presage of universal peace, but it is not

the sweet dew nourishing all plants. How so? This dew as sweet

as lollypops and honey cleaves to trees, and not to the Five Grains.

When the other dew without a sweet taste falls down, it saturates

does not support Wang CKung's view. There we read:
J^tti

" Heaven sent down its fattening dews; Earth sent forth its 'wine springs.'

"

Legge, loc. cit. gives a very reasonable explanation, that the phrase means nothing

but that the dews were abundant and the springs delicious.

' Erh-ya chap. 13.

3. The Er— has.
4

y.
5 This clause now forms part of the old commentary, but not of the text

of the Erh-ya.
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the soil and irrigates the vegetation, infiltrating and soaking every-

thing.

Thus the Erh-ya comes near the truth, for its statement may
be verified by experience. When the sweet tasting dew falls down
and adheres to a tree, the tree to which it sticks does not become

more luxuriant than others to which it does not stick. Yet the

sweet dew of our time is different from that described by the

Erh-ya, I should say. The sweet dew of the Erh-ya has the pecu-

liarity that all plants touched by it will flourish and come to

maturity, no natural calamity intervening. This is a characteristic

of a fall of sweet dew. Sweet dew, therefore, is nothing else than

wine springs.
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CHAPTER XXX.

On the Rain Sacrifice (Ming-yu).

Phenomenalists hold that long rain causes floods, and that

long heat produces droughts. Droughts correspond to intense Yang,

and floods to heavy downpours.

It may be argued that, in the course of a year, about every

ten days it rains once, and every five days there is wind.i Long

lasting rain forebodes a flood, and a long period of heat gradually

conduces to a drought. However, during the time of a flood, the

ruler of men must not, necessarily, be dripping, or during a drought,

be burning hot. In his administration he remains the same before

and after, and that at one time there is an inundation, at another

dryness, is owing to tlie fluid of the season.

Fan LP in his work "Calculations" said, "The planet Jupiter

being in the constellation tse, ^ water means destruction, metal

a good harvest, wood a famine, and fire a drought." Accordingly

water, a drought, a famine, and a good harvest would follow the

revolutions of Jupiter. Jupiter agrees with their terms, and the fluid

of the season accords with their periods, yet the phenomenalists

give their own explanations, and the sovereign, trusting their words,

endeavours to find out his guilt and reform. After a long time

of heat, it rains of itself, and after much rain, sunshine reappears

of itself. Then the phenomenalists point to the success achieved

by the prince, who agrees with them and henceforth believes in

their theories.

Had, for example, the sovereign kept quiet and not taken any

trouble, nor searched for his own imaginary faults, Heaven would

likewise have rained spontaneously, and rain would have been

succeeded by sunshine as a matter of course. Even though, when

1 The 'Pai-p'ing-yu-lan chap 11, p. 2v, quotes this passage but in a different

form. The rule, here expressed, refers only to the time of general peace :

-
2 A minister of Yueh^ cf. Vol. I p. 310.

3 = Aries, right north. Cf. the passage Shi-chi chap. 129, p. 3v.

* According to Fan Li floods and droughts depend on the position of the

planet Jupiter, whereas the phenomenalists believe these phenomena to be caused

by the conduct of the sovereign. The passage of the Shi-chi seems defective.
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the heat or the rain cease, the prince may have been inactive,

phenomeaalists still propound their devices, so that the fluids of

the Yang and Yin would be regulated by man, and not depend upon

Heaven. However, man cannot affect Heaven by his dealings, and

Heaven does not pay heed to human actions and respond to them.

During the "Spring and Autumn" period, the great Rain

Sacrifice ' in Lu was an offering together with a prayer for rain in

a time of dryness. When, after a long drought, it had not rained,

they prayed and sacrificed to obtain happiness, as, in a case of

serious illness, the spirits are sacrificed to, that they may dispel

the calamity. All this aims at a return to the normal state.

The Shiking says that, "The moon approaches the Hyades,

which will bring heavy showers of rain," and in the Shuking we
find the remark that " When the moon follows the stars, there is

wind and rain." 2 Accordingly, wind and rain would be dependent

on this movement of the moon.

There are three ways parting from the "House" constellation

in different directions. The sun and the moon in their courses

pass on these ways, departing northward, they cause a flood, de-

parting southward, a drought. Yet there are some who contend

that their departure northward is followed by a drought, and the

departure southward, by a flood. The moon is a sign for the

whole world, whereas the "House" constellation is a mark for the

Nine Provinces.* The northerly and the southerly directions of

the moon, therefore, do not concern Lu alone.

Confucius, on the point of going out, bade Tse Lu prepare his

rain apparel, and, after a few minutes, in fact a great shower came

down. Tse Lu asked for an explanation, and Confucius replied,

"Yesterday evening the moon approached the Hyades." Later on,

the moon had again approached the Hyades. Confiicius going out,

Tse Lai wished to prepare his rain apparel, but Confucius would
not have it, and really it did not rain, after he had left. Tse Lu
asked the reason. "Formerly," said Confucius, "the moon drew near

'

« Cf. Vol. I p 277, Notes 3 and 4.

Three ways for the sun and the on passing this constellation. They
either continue their course, without deviating from the original direction, or they

turn to the left or the right. Revert they cannot, else there might be four ways.

* Certain regions of the sky are supposed to correspond to certain countries

on the earth. The moon, wandering through the sky, is not connected with any

places of our planet, and a sign for the. whole world.
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the northern part, hence it rained. Yesterday evening the moon
came near the southern part, therefore it did not rain."

'

Consequently in Lu the rain depended on the approximation

of the moon, and by no means on government. If it was really

influenced by administrative measures, and if the moon approaching-

the Hyades was but a presage of rain, it was common to the whole

world, and, when it rained in Lu, it should have done so every-

where on earth.

During the period of the Six States government was not every-

where the same, and rewards and punishments were meted out at

different times by the various princes. Provided that rain is to

respond to these administrative acts, then at least six or seven

Hyades are necessary for the moon to approach.

Under the rigime of Duke Mu of Lu^ there was a year of

drought. The duke addressed Hsien Tse saying, "Heaven has sent

dryness, and it does not rain. 1 would like to burn a sorcerer.

What do you think? " Hsien Tse did not approve of this measure.

The duke then proposed to shift the market to some other place.

"At the death of the son of Heaven," said Hsien Tse, "it is the habit

to hold the market in side-alleys for seven days, and, when a

ruler of a State expires, this is done for five days. Wherefore

should the market not be shifted?"

*

According to these words of Hsien Tse, by shifting the market-

place rain is obtained, whereas it appears from the text of the

Shiking and the Shuking that the vicinity of the moon to a con-

stellation has this result. The courses of the sun and the moon
have their regular periods, would they approach the south of the

Hyades on account of a market-place having been moved? The
moon and the Hyades are prognostics for the whole world, how
could the shifting of a market-place in Lm cause the moon to alter

its course? The moon completes one circumvolution round the sky

in thirty days, and within one month's time it once passes the

Hyades. When it comes near its southern part, there is heat.

Provided that the shifting of the market could have such an in-

fluence on the moon, that it approached the southern part of the

1 The Pei-wen-yun-fu quotes this passage, chap. 66 a, under .

, 407-377 B.C.

3 Sorcerers are believed to be filled with the Yang fluid. Cf. Vol. I, p. 247,

Note 2.

* Culled from the Liki {T'an-kung p. 80), Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII,

p. 201, where tliree days instead of five is written.
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Hyades, would rain be obtained, if at that time the market-place

were moved? The dictum of Hsien Tse cannot be accepted.

Tung Chung Shu, with a view to attracting rain, used the

scheme of the CKun-cKiu, ^ raising a hill and setting up a sacrifice.

A father does not accept oblations from collateral branches of his

descendants, 2 nor Heaven on low earth. ^ As to the rites of the

rain-sacrifice of the princes, we ignore to which spirit it was offered.

If it was to the Spirit of Heaven, Heaven would not receive an

oblation but from the emperor, and would refuse those from the

feudal lords or our present high officers. But unless a spirit ac-

cepted the sacrifice, how could its succour be obtained? If the

clouds and the rain were the recipients of the sacrifice, they are

air. In what manner should the air of clouds and rain smell and

enjoy offerings

[It breaks through the stones one or two inches thick, and

gathers. That in one day's time it spreads over the whole Em-
pire is only the case with the T'ai-shar"? From the T'ai-shan it

rains over the whole Empire, from small mountains over States and

cities. Such being the case, is the great Rain Sacrifice an offering to

the mountains perhaps Were it really so, it would be ineffectual

for the following reason : Water in different rivers and differing

in height by some inches or lines, does not run together, unless

led through artificial channels, nor mix, unless, by digging, a

common water-level be produced. Suppose that a ruler of men

were to pray and sacrifice on the banks of a river, would it be in

his power to cause water of a higher level to mix with other water

below

Even in the case of visible water of but slightly different

level the prayers of a sovereign would be of no avail at all, and

how about rain, which has no apparent form, hidden as it is in

the depths of high mountains? How could the rain sacrifice of a

ruler elicit it?

Rainy moisture is amidst heaven and earth, as tears are in

the human body. If some one were to place wine and food before

a kiud-hearted person imploring him to shed tears, which he had

not yet done, that kind-hearted gentleman would ou no account

1 In the Ch'un-cKiu the great rain sacrifice is frequently mentioned.

2 Only a son or a grandson may sacrifice to his ancestors.

3 Therefore Tung Chung Shu raised a hill for his sacrifice. A sacrifice from

the low earth would be as unacceptable to Heaven as an offering from collateral

descendants to a deceased.

* Cf. Vol. I, p. 277.
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comply with this request, because tears do not issue forth on being

commanded. How then could rain be procured by supplication?

The laments of Yung Men Tse moved the prince of Meng CKang

to tears, 1 and in consequence of the sorrowful speech of iSu Cliin

and Chang Yi in the cavern, the tears of Kuei Ku Tse dropped down
on his coat.2 Is it possible then to aSect Heaven by laments like

those of Yung Men Tse, or by words like those of Su C'/iin atid

Chung Fi? The ears and the eyes of Heaven are very far away,

and the fluid of sound does not reach it.

The wife of CJii Liang also cried pitifully, but, instead of

raining, the city wall crumbled down. Then how can rain be

produced, and which method do those performing the rain sacrifice

employ to impress Heaven?

When the moon proceeds on the northern way, and approaches

the northern part of the Hyades, it nearly always rains. Accord-

ingly, the Hyades must be situated on the northern way. But

would this constellation of the northern way be willing to send

down rain, in response to a rain sacrifice?

When Confucius was going out, and calling upon Tse Lu to

get his rain apparel ready, there certainly was no rain sacrifice

offered in Lu simultaneously, and, notwithstanding, torrents of rain

came down spontaneously, and without any prayer there was bright

sunshine again of itself. Thus fine weather and rain have their

times. In the course of a year, sunshine and rain alternate. When
there is to be rain, who must pray for it, and, when there is to

be sunshine, who can stop it?

A ruler who listens to supplications and, to please his people,

shows clemency, is not virtuous. Heaven possesses the highest

degree of virtue. If, before the proper time for rain has come,

somebody unreasonably prayed for it, and if then Heaven recklessly

sent it down, it would be on a level with a prince yielding to

solicitations.

Phenomenalists do not argue or investigate the question by
analogies, and setting forth their preposterous theories, they deceive

the sovereigns. Either the time of rain has not yet come, and a

virtuous prince prays for it in vain, or it just must rain of its

own accord, and a wicked prince praying for rain just hits upon

the right moment. Then the virtuous ruler receives unjust reproof,

and the bad one gains undeserved praise.

1 Cf. p. 178, Note 2.

a Cf. p. 52.
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The world considers sages to be perfect, whereas worthies

have their imperfections. The dealings of perfect men are irre-

proachable, aud being irreproachable, their government is faultless.

Among the sage rulers of all the ages none can vie with Yao and

T'ang. Yet Yao was visited with the Great Flood, and T'ang with

the Great Drought. If this be regarded as the outcome of their

government, then Yao and T'ang must have been two iniquitous

rulers, if, however, their government be not answerable, then it

was mere luck. Luck has its time, and cannot be prayed for.

People reasoning on these subjects, pretend, in regard to the

Flood and the Drought of Yao and anff, that they were the result

of the season, but that small droughts and floods are due to go-

vernment. Provided that this view be correct, what is to be done

to procure a rainfall? If it is really caused by government, a

recourse to prayer instead of mending the defects of the ad-

ministration could not bring about a change. If, on the other

hand, the Flood and the Drought of Yao and T'ang were the effect

of the revolution of the celestial fluid, and not the upshot of go-

vernment, as they say, then the time of this revolution cannot but

be spontaneous, and any sacrifices or prayers would be of no ad-

vantage whatever.

There is another report that T'ang, having prayed in a mulberry

grove, acknowledging five faults, forthwith obtained rain.i Believing

ill the revolution of the fluid, one cannot uphold the story of the

mulberry grove, and maintaining the truth of this story, one must

discard the notion of a revolution of luck. How can those holding

either of these views escape from this impasse and which means

should be taken to avert water or dryness

Of these calamitous changes there are two kinds, I should

say : calamities in consequence of bad government and disasters

without any guilt. lu case of calamities of the first kind, one must

search for the cause and try to remove it, and though these endeav-

ours prove ineffectual, they at least show tlie compassion of the

sovereign, his kind solicitude for his people, and his inability to

help. Such is the conduct of a loving father towards his son

and of a dutiful son towards his parent. Though knowing that

in case of a sickness it is useless to immolate to the spirits, and

that against great pains medicines are in vain, and though aware

that a disease is incurable, and all treatment of no avail, yet they

do not let things go and await the end; they still consult the

See p. 16, Note 4,
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tortoise and milfoil, inquire after evil influences, and call persons

qualified to prepare medicines.' Their compassionateness and affec-

tionate devotion makes them still hope for a result.

When death has come, and life is extinguished, so that there

remains nothing to be done, they climb upon the ridge of their

house, and with a garment beckon to the departed to revert. In

their sorrow and deep love, they will not give up the hope that

the dead may become aware of it. The feelings of those who

make oblations for rain are like the sentiments of a loving father

or a dutiful son.

Of calamities without any guilt people know nothing, and lay

them to the charge of the ruler. Those governing, in order to comply

with the wishes of the people, in this case offer sacrifice likewise.

A question as to the difference of a calamity caused by

government and a disaster without anybody's guilt I should answer

thus: When virtue is flourishing,^ and the government well ordered,

and a disaster happens all the same, no one is responsible for it.

When virtue is declining, and government disorganised, and some

catastrophe takes place, the government is responsible. In the last

instance, there is a sacrifice without and reforms within, to make

good the damage. In the former instance, the old style of govern-

ment is continued within, and the sacrificial rites are discharged with-

out, to comfort the people.

Undeserved ill-luck has happened in all ages. When it comes

one must remain faithful to one's principles, and not change the

government. How do we know? We learn it from the words,

addressed by the Duke of Chou to King ChUng concerning the

establishment of government. ["Sometimes things * will interfere.

Then stick to your words and your speech, and let us be thinkiug

of officers of complete virtue, to regulate the people whom we have

received."] & The establishment of the government by the Duke of

1 Ed. 5:— ed. A and C':— -
2 A garment of the deceased is used, that the soul may slip into it and

return. This custom is very old. The three Rituals :— i'A:!' I-li, and Chou-li give

minute prescriptions about it. They are found in De Gvoot Reliffiou.s System Vol. I

p. 243 seq. in a special chapter " Calling back the soul of the dead."

3 |J
cf. p. 222 Note 5.

* Our text of the Shuking has

5 Quoted from the Shuking Part V Book XIX, 16-17 {Legge, Classics Vol. Ill,

Part II, p. 518). To the first part of this clause Leffffe gives quite a different

interpretation : " And let us never allow others to come between us and them.

Yea, in our every word and speech let us be thinking…
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Chou must be admitted to be most considerate. He was aware

that extraordinary accidents are not to be avoided by liberality.

Therefore he admonished the king to stick to his word and. since

the administration was unimpeachable, not to introduce any changes.

Extraordinary events might interfere, but they were not caused by

any recklessness.

The wet fluid interfered with Fao, and the dry one, with

T'ang. King Hsiian ot" Chou? generous as he was, met with a long

drought, and at the commencement and the end of the Chien-cliu

period's all the northern provinces had to suffer from a continued

drought. The cattle died, the people were famished and driven

from their homes, reduced to poverty. The views of our sage

Lord occupying the Imperial Throne, were most liberal and en-

lightened, and under him the officials all discharged their duties.

It was obviously a time of imiversal peace, and not the slightest

deficiency was to be discovered in the government. And yet the

dry fluid rushed in. The wise ruler understood the state of affairs,

and did not change the mode of government, but he sent about

grain, to be distributed among the poor, and he used his affluence,

to help the indigent. This displayed his clear insight, and thus

those charged with the relief work did all they could.

Duke Wen of Lu was visited with a great drought one year,

Tm"g Wen Chung * suggested that he should repair the inner and

outer walls, making economies by reducing his expenses, practising

frugality, and calling upon the people to contribute. Tsang Wen

Chung was alive to the fact that government was not responsible

for the drought, hence he confined himself to building the walls,

without altering the administration.

The phenomenalists witnessing a sudden change, do not hesitate

to ascribe it to government, paying no regard to its innocence,

and viewing an extraordinary event, in their alarm and confusion,

they change their proceedings, and, by changing what should not

be altered, they merely bring down misfortune upon themselves.

On what do they base their affirmation that the rain sacrifice

is necessary They contend that respecting the great rain sacrifice

ol" the CKun-cKiu the commentators Kung Yang as well as Ku Liang,

1 827-782 B.C.

2 76-83 A.D.

3 According to the Ch'un-chHu Lu had to suffer great dryness in the second

and in the tenth year of Duke Wen i. e. in 625 and 617 b.c.

* A scholar and officer of Lu.
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in their comments, have no word of criticism, whence it is obvious

that the rain sacrifice must be performed.

TsSng Hsi in reply to a question of Confucius as to his wishes

said, ["At the eve of spring, when the spring dress is ready, along

with five or six young men who have assumed the cap, and six

or seven boys, I would dash through the Yi, carol among the

dancing performers of the rain sacrifice,' and with songs make my
offering." 2 Confucius replied, "I agree with Tie"."?

Id Lu they used to hold the rain sacrifice on the banks of

the Yi. The "eve" is synonymous with late. Spring denotes the

fourth moon that the spring dress is ready means to say that the

dress lor the fourth moon is ready. Young men with caps and

boys are those gamboling at the rain sacrifice.* To dasli through

the Yi signifies to wade through its water in imitation of dragons

rising from the water. To carol among the dancing performers

of the rain sacrifice is the same as to sing. With songs to make

offerings 6 means to sing hymns, and make some oblation for the

sacrifice i. e., to sing and sacrifice.

Some critics are of opinion that yil (to dash) means to batlie

in the Yi river, and feng^ (to carol) to dry the body. The fourth

month of the Chou dynasty corresponds to the second month of"

the corrected year. Then it is still cold, and no proper time for

bathing or drying the body in the wind. Consequently wading

through water, but evidently not bathing was a part of the rain

sacrifice.

In Tso Cfiiu Ming's commentary to the CKun-cKiu it is said

that, when the torpid insects begin to stir, it is time for the rain

sacrifice, and also that, wlien the Dragon appears, the rain sacrifice

' Legge translates : " enjoy the breeze among the rain altars." See Note 9.

2 Legge: "and return home singing."

3 Analects XI, 25, VII. Cf. Vol. I, p. 520. I had to remodel my translation of

the first volume, borrowed from Legge, in order to agree with Wang CKung's comments.

'

•

& Legge has "to wash," adding in his notes that this word is used with

reference to a custom of washing the hands and clothes at some stream, to drive

away evil influences.

6 Wang CKung here writes =^ Jffj
apparently indentifying

-

8 -
9 Cf. Vol. I p. 114, Note 8.
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is offered.} The insects begin to move, and the Dragon becomes

visible in the second month. The second month of spring is the

time for the rain sacrifice, and the eighth month of autumn like-

wise. In spring they sue for grain rain, and in autumn, that the

grain may bear fruit. Our present worship of the Ling constellation

is the autumnal rain sacrifice. The vernal sacrifice has fallen into

desuetude, and only the autumnal one remains. Thus the invocation

of the Ling constellation is the yearly rain sacrifice,

Confucius said "I agree with Tien." He approves of his wish

to offer the rain sacrifice and harmonize the Yin and Yang. In this

he concurs with him. If the rain sacrifice had not been proper,

and Tien wished to have it performed, Confucius would have been

obliged to reprove hira instead of giving his assent.

Fan CJiih rambling with the master, was impressed by the

rain sacrifice and asked the pertinent question why in Lu they

did not exalt virtue, and merely cared for the rain sacrifice.^ This

sacrifice is of very old origin, for the Liki says that the rain

sacrifice is an offering made in times of inundation and drought.

Consequently it is based on custom. Confucius did not criticize it,

and it was set forth by Tung Chung Shu. The rain sacrifice is an

established rite. In the same manner as the rain sacrifice is based

on custom, in case of high water drums are beaten, and animals

immolated at the altars of the land, also an old custom. There

being such a ceremony, it cannot be wrong.* This is the first

justification of the rain sacrifice.

It is customary to sacrifice. We acknowledge the merits of

the spirits of the land which produce all things. But the earth

is of great extent, and it becomes difficult to sacrifice everywhere.

Therefore the altars of the land have been erected as centres of

devout worship. Floods and droughts are the fluids of the Yin

and Yang. Since they spread everywhere, it is difficult to sacrifice

to all. Whence altars have been built to represent them, where

they are implored with the greatest reverence. The worship is

analogous to that of the spirits of the land, and with a view to

removing calamitous events.

The dead are worshipped like the living, and ghosts, as

though they were men. If the original fluid of the Yin and the

1 Tao-ckuan to Duke Huan 5th year. See also Vol. I, p. 520.

2 Leyye puts quite a different construction upon the words of Tso Ch'iu Ming

loc. cit. See Classics Vol. V, Part I p. 46, Note 7.

a Cf. Analects XU, 21.

* A strange argnnient.
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Yang be like living man, can it eat and drink? Under this sup-

position they are presented with perfumes, and offered the choicest

dishes, all with the greatest care, with the hope that these offerings

will be requited. ' This analogy with the sacrifices to the spirits

of the land is the second justification for the rain sacrifice.

While the fluids of the year are in harmony, no calamities

ensue; still they prepare the rain sacrifice. The worship of the

"Ling" constellation is a very ancient custom, moreover the fluid

of the year may suddenly change, and freshets and droughts are

not subject to time, which accounts for the extreme fear of the

ruler of men. Therefore, in addition to the oblations made to the

"Ling" constellation, they still offer the rain sacrifice with the

idea that, should the former rites have been unsufficient, the

deficiency may be supplemented by repeating the sacrifice on a

second day, and with a view to making good again the disaster

caused by the calamity, and being rewarded with an abundant

harvest. This is the third reason.

At a religious ceremony the heart feels distressed, and, when

music is made, it is cheerful. The distressed disclose their senti-

ments by offering jewels and brocade, and the cheerful give ex-

pression to their feelings with bells and drums. The prayers at

the rain sacrifice testify to the sincerity of the sovereign, but this

sincerity resides in the heart, and does not become manifest with-

out. Therefore all the alarm and anxiety is manifested by the

rain sacrifice, and the previous sincerity of the heart thus revealed,

which is the meaning of jewels and brocade, bells and drums.

^

This is the fourth argument.

A subject having offended against his sovereign, and a son

having failed against his father, reform, when they are punished,

and, moreover, acknowledge their guilt. Provided that droughts,

which cause such an alarm, be brought about by government, then

it would be like the offence of a subject, or the guilt of a son. If

then the administration were quietly changed, and the proceedings

stealthily altered, it would not appear without, and Heaven's anger

could not be appeased. Therefore the rain sacrifice is necessary

to show the anxiety. That is the fifth argument.

1 Edj for .
2 Jewels and brocade are offered in sacrifice, and bells and drums sounded.

The Liki, Tiieh-ling, p. 50v. (Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 274) states that

the instruments of music are employed at the great summer sacrifice for rain.
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The Han established the office of scholars of great learning

'

who were to teach the youth the art of disputation with the object

of probing every question to the bottom, and exposing the right

and wrong principles. They were not to raise unnecessary diffi-

culties, nor always to acquiesce, neither were they to be lavish of

bitter criticisms, nor to give a sweet reply, whatever they heard.

They guide the talents of their disciples, now bending them down,

now raising them up, but for their benefit. Grinding a sword,

we do not cut the whetstone, our only wish being to make it

pointed. 2 By expounding the meaning of the CKun-cKiu we endeav-

our to elucidate the rain sacrifice, examining the view of Confucius,

and scrutinising the ideas of Tung Chung Shu. Since Confucius is

no more, and Tung Chung Shu is also dead, to whom in the world

can we apply for instruction None but disciples of Confucius and

followers of Tung Chung Shu^ are qualified to give a satisfactory

answer.

1:^.
2 Wanff CKung seems to imply that he acts like the scholars of great learning,

that his criticisms do not exceed the right measure, but are necessary to bring out

the truth.

3 Our author, obviously, claims to be such a disciple.
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CHAPTER XXXI.

Gentle Drums [Shun-ku).

According to the CKun-cKiu, [in time of high water the drums

were beaten, and animals immolated at the altars of the spirits of

the land].' The expositors of the Classic hold that the drums

symbolise an attack or compulsion, which is equivalent to an attack.

The Yang 2 being paramount, the spirits of the land are attacked,

to deliver people from the calamity.

Some one might object that an attack upon the spirits implies

victory and defeat, and that such a measure cannot be in accordance

with justice. A ruler of men honours Heaven like his father and

Earth like his mother. In case the kindred of his mother had

done mischief, would he attack his mother, in order to help his

subjects? He whose government is deficient and who throws the

Yin and the Yang into disorder's is the sovereign. If, to restore order,

instead of attacking himself, he violated all laws, and offended against

august Heaven and Earth, would they bring him relief?

Provided that an inundation injured Heaven, but that it were

not injured by Earth, then the water might be warded off; but

now things have to suffer from the water. All the various things

together are much inferior to Earth, and to violate her sacred body

would be contrary to all principles.* The critics of the CKun-cKiu^

however, are unable to raise these objections.

Rain issues from mountains and flows into rivers. & Mountains

and rivers are, therefore, nearly related to inundations. Yet when
high water causes disaster, they do not attack mountains or rivers.

The altars of the land are earth. As regards the nature of

the Five Elements, water and earth are quite dissimilar. When

1 Quoted from the CKun-cKiu, Duke Chuang 25th year.

2 I suppose that J'in should be written here, for at times of great floods the

Yin, and not the Yang fluid preponderates. See below p. 345 seq.

3 Williams writes the last character ^^ Kanghi and Couvreur

WC, Giles i^.JUL JUL
* It would be improper to hurt the sacred body of Earth, by attacking the

spirits of the land, merely for the sake of the various things injured by an inundation.

Neither Heaven nor Earth are materially affected by floods.

& Cf. Vol. I, p. 277.
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water does evil, earth is attacked. Earth is stronger than water.

This is the idea underlying the attack upon the spirits of the land.

Is it not like the workmen of our time using a hammer and

a chisel? With the hammer they beat the chisel, and make it enter

the wood. Now, by attacking earth, do they cause it to subdue water?

Furthermore, the object of attacking the spirits of the land

is to assault the kindred of the Yin.^ Suppose that A is a, robber

who has wounded people. A is there and has not fled, but the in-

jured let him go and attack B. Would they stop A from com-

mitting more crimes in this way? Rain is water, and the water

is there, but in lieu of assaulting water, they attack the spirits of

the land.

When Heaven is going to rain, the mountains first emit clouds,

which gather and become rain. The rain flows and becomes water.

Thus the mountains are the parents, and water is their progeny.

In capital punishment even relatives are implicated, but does the

punishment attain ascendants and descendants only, or even the

friends of the criminal If mountains and water as well as the

altars of the land are held to be related to rain, which of them

are the nearest relatives? 2 The altars of the land are earth. The
fluids of the Five Elements are different and vary very much.

a

In the time of T'ai Mou of the Yin dynasty a mulberry and a

paper-mulberry grew together. Some say that Kao Tsung terrified

began to practise virtue with stooping body. He would ponder

over the government of former kings, illustrate the principle of

feeding the old, regenerate extinguished States, re-establish the

succession of extinct princely houses, and raise obscure scholars.

Upon this the two trees died, and he enjoyed his government for

a long time. This story was universally known in the " Spring

and Autumn " period. Floods are not different from the extra-

ordinary phenomenon of the mulberry trees, yet the king of Yin

changed his government, whereas in the CKun-cKixi era they attacked

the spirits of the land. The two methods are conflicting; which

of them must be followed

In the time of King CKSng of Chou, a tempest broke loose

over the empire, with thunder and rain. The grain lay down,

1 Heaven is Yang and Earth is Tin and so far the kindred of water which

is Tin also.

2 Mountains and water of coarse, the parents and the progeny of rain as

Wang Ch'ung puts it.

a Therefore earth and water should not be interchanged, nor earth be made

responsible for inundations.
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trees were up-rooted, and the damage was enormous. King Oi(ng

opened the book from the metal-bound coffer, to inquire what was

to be done, and about the merit of the Duke of Chou. He held

the book in his hands with tears in his eyes, and lo the rain

ceased, and the wind stopped. The grain rose again, and the big

trees were raised up again.

'

Great rain and continual floods are of the same nature. King

CHing changed his faults, and in the Cliun-cKiu period they attacked

the spirits of the land. Since the views of the two Classics disagree,

what is to be done?

When insects eat the grain of the crops, those well versed

in the calendar, cause the officers, whom they liken to the insects,

to be flogged and maltreated, for the purpose of removing the calam-

ity's If we thoroughly go into the question, we find that this

is not right, but it is done out of regards to the public feeling.

Now, is it the government which brings about the rain, or

the officers If neither the government is changed, nor the officers

are punished, and merely the spirits of the land attacked, how can

this put a stop to the rain?

Provided that the same kind must be attacked, then the moon

is the essence of all the Yin. When we hold up a moon-mirror

towards the moon, water comes down. a The moon approaching the

Hyades or leaving the constellation of the "House" from the north, it

nearly always inevitably rains.* The animals in the moon are the

hare and the toad.^ Their counterparts on earth are snails and corn-

weevils. When the moon is eclipsed in the sky, snails and corn-

weevils decrease on earth, which proves that they are of the same

kind. When it rains without ceasing, one attacks all that belongs

to the Yin. To obtain a result one ought to hunt and kill hares

and toads, and smash snails and corn-weevils.

When locusts appear, they either pass flying or they alight,

and wherever they alight, all grain and grass wither and die. The
officers and underlings direct the people to draw furrows and dig

moats, and with rattles to drive the locusts into them. There they

1 See p. 17 seq.

2 For more details on this peculiar costom see chap. XXXlV.
' Cf. p. 351 and Huai Nan Tse IE. 2r.:—-
• Cf. p. 328.

• See VoL I, p. 268.

• Cf. p. 4.
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scrape together heaps of locusts, thousands and thousands of bushels,

but, although they attack the locusts themselves, they cannot stop

them. Now, what would be the effect of an attack upon the kind

of the Fm? How could rain be checked thereby?

We read in the Shang-shu torchuan : ' " When there are in-

auspicious vapours, and the sacrifices to Heaven and Earth are

neglected, mountains and rivers not prayed to, wind and rain not

in season, and frost and snow fail to come down, the minister of

Heaven 2 is held answerable. When officers frequently assassinate

their prince, and illegitimate sons murder their progenitor, the five

relationships being in discord, the minister of Men 3 is made re-

sponsible. When the city walls are not refitted, and ditches and

moats in bad repair, the springs not flowing, and the people visited

with floods, then the minister of Earth * bears the responsibility."

The king as well as the three ministers ^ all have their functions,

and the princes, lords, and high officers all have their special duties.

Now floods are not laid at the charge of lords and high officers,

but drums are beaten, and the spirits of the land attacked. How
do we know but that this is wrong and that Lu acted contrary

to the rites? Confucius writing the Classic mentioned the incident

as a warning against malpractices. Kung Yang Kao^ could not

fathom it, and Tung Chung Shu, not determine its meaning, so that,

1 so ed. a Ed. A writes, ed. B. It is

a work written by Fu Sheriff the preserver of the Shuking of the 2nd and

3rd cent. B.C. Cf. Vol. I p. 447, Note 2, and Giles, Bibl. Diet. No. 599. According

to Chang Chih Tung,8 Bibliography the work is still in existence.

2 i^.

' i^.

* ^>&-
5 — This expression usually denotes the three chief ministers of the

(Jhou dynasty: ^^ Grand Tutor, ^^"j^ Grand Assistant, and ^^^^
Grand Protector, mentioned in the Shuking Part V, Book XX 5 {Legge, Classics

Vol. in, Part n, p. 527). The titles given to them in the Shang-shu ta-ckimn : minister

of Heaven, of Men, and of Earth, seem not to occur elsewhere the Pei-wen-yun-fu

ignores them. They bear some resemblance to the "officer of Heaven"

and the jjl *^ "officer of Earth " of the Chou-liy who have been identified with the

^^^^ "prime minister" and the " minister of Instruction" of the Shuking.

Cf. LeggCy loc. ciL p. 528 Notes 7 and 8.

• In his commentary to the above quoted passage of the CKun-cKiu, Kung

Yang says that the ceremony was correct.
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at present, the idea of attacking the spirits of the land is again

being put forward.

If Kung Yang Kao were still alive, and Tung Chung Shu not

dead, we might nonplus them with the following argument : When,
after a long rain, the waters rise and flow over, who is responsible

for it? If it be the ruler, then he must change his government,

and amend his dealings, to stop them. If it be bis ministers, they must

suffer the penalties of their crimes, to appease Heaven. Should it

be neither the sovereign nor his ministers, but the fluids of the Yin

and Yang viz. their fortuitous revolutions, of what use would be

the beating of drums and the attacking of the spirits of the land?

In the "Remarks on the CJi un-cKiu" ^ it is said: "The sove-

reign boiling over, causes droughts, plunged in dissipation, he causes

floods." Accordingly, in times of drought, one must commit acts

of dissipation, and, in case of floods, proceed in a hot-headed way.

Why then attack the spirits of the land? This attack is inex-

plicable. Besides they draw round red silk, which is likewise un-

accountable.^ They endeavour to explain it by the supposition

that the altars correspond to the Yin, and red to the Yang. Water,

being Y*n, becomes surrounded by the colour of Yang, which co-

operates with the drums in bringing relief.

If a big mountain catches fire and is sprinkled with water

from a pool, every one knows the uselessness of such a measure,

because the fire is much too intense, and the water too little to

quench the flames. Now, the inundation of a State is like a big

mountain on fire. To draw such a silken thread round the altars

of the spirits of the land for help, would be like 3 sprinkling a big

mountain with water from a pool.

To understand the mind of Heaven, one takes human thoughts

as a starting point, and to form an idea of Heaven's government,

one considers human actions. At a battle, victory cannot be won,

unless the combatants try conclusions man to man, and measure

swords. Now, if in a State suffering from floods they really wished

to attack tlie Yang, in order to extinguish the fluid, and if they

sent forth all their men, armed with spears, and swords in hand,

' apparently a work on the GKunF-cKiu, but not enumerated

in the Catalogae of the Hou Han-shu.

2 Kung Yang loc. cit. refers to this custom and gives a similar explanation

as here given.

3 Ed. A and C:— ed. B:—.
* Cf. Vol. I, p. 287.
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to smite it, as at the end of the year, they expel sickness, then

perhaps a success might be achieved. When in the struggle between

CKu and Han ' and in the time of the Six States, they flew to

arms, the stronger held the field, and the weaker were defeated.

If one man alone assaults the spirits, beating the drum, without

force of arms, what can he do against the rain?

Sunshine and rain are like day and night, and met with as

Ydo and T'ang encountered the flood and the drought. They are

also like summer and winter. Should anybody desire to sacrifice

to them, according to human custom, in order to check their chan-

ges, trying to turn winter into summer, or night into day, would

he be successful? In case that it rains uninterruptedly, and that

the sovereign quietly reclines on his high couch, the rain stops,

all the same, of itself, and after having stopped for a long time,

so that a great dryness has been the consequence, it also begins

to rain afresh, spontaneously, even though the sovereign remains

inactive on his pillows. Why? Because the Yang having reached

its climax, suddenly turns into the Fm, and the Yin having gone

to extremes, again turns into the Yang.

How do we know but that the floods of heaven and earth

are like the " water sickness 2 of mankind, and whether a drought

is not like jaundice among men? By prayers and supplications for

happiness they are not to be cured, and a change of conduct or

reforms are of no avail. By using a physician and taking medi-

cines, they may perhaps still be cured, but, when life is at an end,

and one's time is up, no doctor and no medicine can help.

The Great Flood, which Yao fell in with, is the high water

of the CJiun-cKiu. The wise ruler understood its nature, and did

not invoke the spirits, or change his government, but he employed

Yil, to regulate the water and make all the rivers run eastward.

Yao's employment of Yu for the regulation of the water is like a

dropsical man's recourse to a doctor. The Great Flood of Yao,

therefore, is the " water sickness" of heaven and earth, and Yil,

regulating the water, was the clever doctor of the Great Flood.

Wherefore did the critics change all this? The attack on the spirits

of the land is not justified by facts.

In case of incessant rain, they sacrifice to NU Wa.^ The Rites

know nothing of this. Fu Hsi and Nil Wa were both sages; that,

1 The struggle between Hsiang Yu who had made himself king of CKu and

Liu Pang, the later Han Kao Tau.

'

*

See below p. 347.
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omitting Fu Hsi, Nil Wa is to be sacrificed to, is not stated in the

Cfiun-chHu, on what then does Tung Chung Shu base his suggestion

'

The Classic of the "Spring and Autumn" speaks of drums only;

why does that mean to attack The critics reading the word

"drums," imagine that it means attacking, but drums need not

necessarily refer to an attack. This view of the critics is er-

roneous.

[The head of the Chi family was richer than the duke of

Chou had been, and yet Cfiiu collected his imposts for him, and

increased his wealth. Confucius said, "He is no disciple of mine. My
children, you may beat the drum and scold ^ him."] 3

Scolding means reproving, and reproving, recriminating. From

the mutual armed attacks of the Six States an objection cannot be

derived here. But this course would likewise be improper. For

a mean person to reprove an exalted one, is impertinent." But may
be that in reproving he acts under instructions from Heaven. The

emperor treats Earth as his mother. A mother having committed some

fault, can her son be charged by his father to reprove her? As

to explanations of that sort between inferiors and superiors, a sub-

ject has solely the right to remonstrate, whereas the ruler may
reprove and recriminate. Why then violate all the rules of propriety?

It is a human custom to reinforce cries and intensify shouts

by drums. Of old, when a ruler was about to go out, bells were

struck and drums beaten, to frighten and warn off low class people.'

If drums were really beaten for the purpose of assailing the spirits

of the land, then the sound of bells and the roll of drums would

mean an aggression and an onslaught on the highest powers.

At inundations, drums are most likely used to address the

spirits of the land a second time. When the Yin is in its apex,

the rain pours down unceasingly, Yin reigns supreme, and Yang is

1 The suggestion that Nu Wa should be sacrificed to.

^^r the same word which in the foregoing discussions is used in the

sense of attacking.

3 Analects XI, 16. Cf. p. 55.

* The objection that should be taken in the sense of " attack " in the

passage of the Analects, as it must be understood in regard to the straggles of the

Six States.

T!.i' word ^jT, used concerning the high water sacrifice, cannot be explained

by scolding or reproving.

6 Men are mean, compared with the spirits of the land, whom they are

supposed to attacL

7 Now gongs are used for the same purpose.
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weak. This is not the proper course of things. Since oral sup-

plications are inadequate, drums are employed, to assist the prayers

in the same manner as, at an eclipse of the sun, drums are beaten

and animals sacrificed at the altars of the land.* All this is done,

to inform the spirits of the urgent need, and to show the undue

preponderance of the Yin.

In important and urgent matters bells and drums are used,

in small and indifferent ones, jingles and fives; They make known
what has happened, announce the urgency, and help the voice of

the petitioner. Great principles are difficult to know. Provided

that great floods and long inundations be occasioned by government,

the urgent need is announced first nevertheless. But this is a

government affair. When robberies are rife, the proceeding is the

same. Robberies are likewise the upshot of government. As soon

as the loss has been ascertained, in this case also an announcement

is first made. The beating of drums and immolating of the animals

at the altars of the land is the publication. The spirits of the land

are the chiefs of all the Yin, therefore they are informed by the

beating* of drums.

Those who maintain that drums imply an attack, attack a

mother. Such an impiety is the consequence of this view. Now,
if Ave say that it is an announcement of the preponderance of the

Yin and the impotence of the Yang, the difficulty of assaulting a

venerable being does not arise. Moreover, an announcement agrees

well with the offering of an animal, but a sacrifice does not tally

with an assault. To immolate an animal, while making an an-

nouncement, is according to the rites, but is there any rule pre-

scribing the combination of an attack and a sacrifice?

Red silk in the shape of a cord points to heat. Because the

hot fluid is exhausted, one uses such a small thing. By driving

in a needle one inch long, and by rubbing a ball of moxa over a

vein, a violent disease may be cured. Red silk is like a needle

an inch long and a ball of moxa.

Wu attacked and defeated CKu.^ King Cliao fled, and ShSn

Poo Hsii* took an opportunity ^ to walk afoot to C/iin. With plenty

1 This custom is mentioned in the above quoted passage of the Ch'un-ch'iu.

2
- Neither Kanghi nor the (Jheng-tse-fung know this character. It is

perhaps a misprint for ^j^ a fife or a shrill pipe used to exhort people to work,

the dictionaries say.

8 In 506 B.C.

* A grandson of a ruler of GKu. See Giles, Bibl. Diet. No. 1697.

5 which is paraphrased by:— f B

•
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of tears he asked for help, and finally obtained auxiliary troops with

which he repulsed Wu and saved Ch'u. How does a drummer beat

the dram? Provided that he be as upright as ShM Pao Hsil, then

one single person may eventually suffice to beat the drum. If one

man beat the drum, then it might be possible to prevail upon the.

spirits of the land, that they feel the same pity as the king of

Ch'in, and with earth overcome the power of water, averting and

stopping the clouds and the rain. The fluids of clouds and rain

cause fears like that of Wu. When they disperse, reverting into

the mountains, the harrassed people are blessed with sunshine and

repose, enjoying the peace of the kingdom of CKu.

["When a strong wind blows, and the thunderclaps quickly

follow each other, a superior man will be deeply moved. Though

it be night, be will rise, don his clothes and cap and sit up,"]

'

apprehending an untoward accident. Water and drought are like

thunder and storm. Though it be natural phenomena, subject to

certain laws, it would show a want of sympathy for the troubles

of the people, if the sovereign were to recline apatheticly on the

bulging pillows of his bed-chamber, awaiting a change.

Yao did not immolate, which was perhaps owing to the sim-

plicity of primitive times. T'sang Hsieh invented writing, and Hsi

Chung wrought carts. Can the inventions of later generations be

condemned, on the plea that in former ages writing and carts were

unknown? When the times are the same, but doings differ, diffi-

culties may arise. Different ages, however, have different customs,

which do not exclude each other.

People painting pictures of Nil Wa, make a likeness of a lady

and give it the appellative Nil (woman). In accordance with the

view of Tung Chung Shu, the name NiX Wa was first introduced as

designation for a lady aud a ruler of ancient times. Yang is male,

and Yin female. Since the Yin fluid causes disasters, Nil Wa is

sacrificed to, to implore her protection.

There is a tradition that Kung Kung, fighting with Chuan Hsil

for the imperial dignity, was vanquished, and, in his wrath, knocked

against Mount Pu Chou, causing the "Pillar of Heaven " to break

and the confines of the earth to be smashed. Nil Wa melted five-

coloured stones, and repaired the blue sky, and having cut the

legs of a sea-turtle, erected them at the four poles. When Tung

1 Quotation from the Liki. Cf. Vol. I, p. 296, Note 1.

2 Therefore Tad's not immolating does not tell against the later custom.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 250.
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Chung Shu sacrificed to Nil Wa, this tradition first became current.

Originally, their was a goddess who repaired the blue sky and erected

the four poles. Provided that, the fluid of Heaven being in dis-

harmony and the Yang principle vanquished, Nil Wa with her

spiritual force helped a wise emperor, would she be able to check

the rain showers?
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CHAPTER XXXII.

A Last Word on Dragons {Luan-lung)}

Twig Chung Shu explained the rain-sacrifice of the Cliun-cKiu

and set up a clay dragon to attract rain, his idea being that clouds

and dragons affect each other. The Yiking says that the clouds

follow the dragon, and wind, the tiger. ^ With a view to this

sympathetic action, he put up the clay dragon. Yin and Yang

follow their species, and clouds and rain arrive as a matter of

course.

Scholars might raise the following question : The Yiking,

speaking of clouds following the dragon, means a real dragon

how can it be a clay dragon

The Duke of ShS in CKu^ was very partial to dragons. On
all his walls, pannels, plates, and dishes he had them painted.*

If these semblances must be looked upon like genuine ones, then

there must have been a continual rainfall in the State of the Duke

of Sh4.

The Yiking also says that wind follows the tiger, that means

that, when the tiger howls, wind blows from the valley. & There

being likewise a sympathetic fluid between wind and the tiger,

would a clay figure of a tiger, set up in a valley, also attract wind?

If a clay tiger cannot attract wind, how could a clay dragon bring

down rain?

In ancient times, they used to rear dragons, which they yoked

to their carriages. Hence there was a dragon-keeper and a master

1 This chapter is not to the credit of onr author, who here shows himself

&a credulous and unjudicious as those of bis countrymen whose superstitions he likes

to expose.

> See Vol. I, p. 356, Note 2.

3 A contemporary of Confucius of the name of Tse Kao, mentioned in Chuang

Tte (Giles' translation p. 45), She was a district of Chu.

* The dake was so fond of dragons, that, in his residence, he had many

dragon ornaments carved. The heavenly dragon, hearing of it, once made its

appearance, looking through the window and dragging its tail through the hall. By

this unexpected aspect the dake was frightened out of his wits. -^jp*

K'ung Tse chi-yu I, 2v. quoting Shen Tae.

s Cf. Vol. I p. 279, Note 2.
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of the dragons. In the palace of the Hsia emperors there were

always two dragons, but in the last year of this dynasty, when
its downfall was impending, they absconded. Even so long as

real dragons were on earth, there were no clouds and no rain.

What can be expected of fictitious semblances then?

According to the Book of Rites the shape of thunder was
represented on an ornamented thunder-goblet,^ but we do not hear

that this thunder-goblet could attract thunder. How then should

a clay dragon occasion a rainfall Amber s takes up straws, and

a load-stone^ attracts needles, but under condition that they are

genuine, for they cannot borrow from other species. Other species,

resembling them, cannot take up or attract things. Why? Be-

cause the nature of the fluid being different, no mutual influence

is possible.

Liu Tse Chun & directed the rain sacrifice and took care of the

clay dragon. Huan Chiin Shan also took- exception, on the ground

that amber and the loadstone could not take up needles or raise

straws, unless they were genuine. Liu Tse Chiln was at a loss for

an answer. He was a Han scholar of vast erudition and a prolific

writer, yet he was embarrassed. That does not prove that the

proposed sacrifices were a mistake, but solely that he did not know
their real reason. I say:

I. The objection that the dragon was not genuine, is all right,

but it is wrong not to insist on relationship. When an east wind

blows, wine flows over, and [when a whale dies, a comet appears.] ^

The principle of Heaven is spontaneity, and does not resemble

human activity, being essentially like that affinity between clouds

and dragons. The sun is fire, and the moon is water. Fire and

water are always affected by genuine fluids. Now, physicists ' cast

1 Vol. I p. 354 seq.

2 Cf. Vol. I p. 293 Note 1.

3
. See on amber the learned paper of B. Laufer, Historical Jottings

on Amber in Asia (Memoirs of the American Anthropological Association Vol. I,

Part 3, 1907) who refers to this passage as the first literary mention of amber in

China. The words quoted by Laufer p. 218, Note 3 : " tun-mou is identical with

hit-p'o = amber " does not occur in the Lun-henff, and must be a gloss.

*.
6 Son of lAu Hsiang, more generally known under the name of Liu Hsin

1 S^' a celebrated scholar like his father. He lived in the 1st cent. b.c. and a.d.

and was a proteg^ of Wang Mang. His studies included the Yiking and occult arts.

6 Quoted from Huai Nan Tse IE, 2r.

' -
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burning-glasses wherewith to catch the flying fire from the sun,

and they produce moon-mirrors to draw the water from the moon.i

That is not spontaneity, yet Heaven agrees to it. A clay dragon

is not genuine either, but why should it not be apt to affect Heaven?

II. With a burning-glass one draws fire from Heaven. In

the fifth month, on a ping-rvu day at noon, they melt five stones,

and cast an instrument with which they obtain fire. Now, with-

out further ceremony, they also take the crooked hooks on swords

and blades, rub them, hold them up towards the sud, and likewise

affect Heaven.2 If a clay dragon cannot be compared with a

burning-glass, it can at least be placed on a level with these crooked

hooks on swords and blades.

III. Prince Meng CKang of CHi wished to pass through the

gate of CKin during the night, but the gate was not yet open. A
companion of his imitated the cock-crow, and a veritable cock

responded.^ Since a cock could be roused by a false crow, rain

can also be caused by fictitious effigies.

IV. When Li Tse Chang was at the head of the government,

he wished to see clear in criminal affairs. He, therefore, caused

a human figure, resembling a criminal, to be made of wu-tung wood.

A pit was dug in the earth, a coffin made of rushes, and the

wooden criminal placed into it. Whenever the punishment of a

criminal was just, the wooden criminal did not move, but, when
he had to complain of unjust and cruel treatment, the wooden
figure moved and came out. Did the spirit of the criminals enter

the wooden figure, or did the spiritual fluid operate upon it?* At
all events, the spirit affected the wooden criminal ^ why then

should a clay dragon not have the same effect?

V. When Shun with his holy virtue went into the wilds of the

big mountain forests,® tigers and wolves did not hurt, and snakes

and serpents did not injure him. YiX cast metal tripods, on which he

shaped the figures of a hundred objects. These tripods were carried

into the mountain woods, where they averted noxious influences.'

Many critics contend that this is not true, but those times of

1 Vid. p. 341.

Cf. Vol. I, p. 378.

> See p. 132.

* The Pei~wen-yun-fu quotes this passage but slightly altered.

* It is strange that a man as critical as Wanff CKung should believe such

a story.

« Cf. Shukmg Part H, Book I 2 {Legge, Classics Vol. HI, Part I p. 32).

7 Cf. Vol. I p. 505 seq.
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highest antiquity are long ago, and the spirits of the Ckou tripods

must have existed.' Metal and earth both belong to the Five

Elements. Provided that the virtue of him who forms the clay

dragon equals that of Yu^ it must also have the power to attract

clouds and rain.

VI. Amber takes up straws. The horse-shoe magnet 2 resembles

it, but a magnet is not amber. Both can attract small things. A
clay dragon is not real either, but it must be compared and be

classed with a horse-shoe magnet.

VII. The duke of She in Cliu had a penchant for dragons :

on walls, panneis, vases, and goblets he had pictures of dragons

painted. A genuine dragon heard of it and came down. Dragons,

clouds, and rain are of the same fluid, wherefore they can mutu-

ally affect each other, following their species. By making pictures,

the duke of She succeeded in bringing down a real dragon. Why
should it not be possible, now, to attract clouds and rain?

VUl. Spirits speak to men by images, and not by realities.

While asleep, they perceive these images in their dreams. When
things are going to be lucky, lucky images arrive, and, when they

are going to be unlucky, inauspicious signs appear. The fluid of

spirits is of the same class as that of clouds and rain.

a

IX. Spirits show the truth by images; wherefore can clay

dragons alone not attract the real by what is unreal In remote

antiquity, there were two brothers, Shin Shu and Yu Lii, possessing

the power to dominate ghosts. They lived on the Tu-so Mountain

in the Eastern Sea, where, under a peach-tree, they looked after the

hundred ghosts. The reckless ones who maliciously caused human
misfortune, were bound by Shen Shu and YU Lit with cords of

reeds, and thrown before tigers, to be devoured. Therefore, the

district magistrates of our time are in the habit of having peach-

trees cut down and carved into human statues, which they place

by the gate, and they paint the shapes of tigers on the door-screens.*

Peach-wood men are not Shin Shu and Yil Lii, nor painted tigers,

such as devour ghosts. These carvings and paintings of images

1 In Vol. I, p. 506 Wang GKung denies that these tripods had any super-

natural forces.

I-
3 The purport of this somewhat misty argument seems ta be that a clay

image must suffice for clouds and rain, just as images and omens are correlates

of spirits.

* Cf. Vol. I, p. 244, Note L
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are intended to ward off evil influences. Now, clay dragons are

not real dragons attracting rain either. But people believe only

in peach-wood men and painted tigers, and know nothing of clay

dragons.

X. True, these are but arguments from ancient books, for

which no strict proofs are to be found. However, Lu Pan and MS
Tse carved wooden kites which could fly three days without alight-

ing, very ingenious inventions indeed.' If the formers of clay

dragons have the talents of Lu Pan and Mi Tse, their productions

can be similar to these wooden kites, flying without alighting. The
fluid of flying kites is the fluid of clouds and rain, an air which

causes the wooden kites to fly. Why should it not be able to

follow a clay dragon

XI. It cannot be said that the fluid of clouds and rain is

more intelligent than that of flying kites. Anglers make fishes out

of wood, the bodies of which they cover with red varnish. Going

to a current, they throw them into the water, where tliey rise in

the stream and move. The fish take them for real ones, and all

gather round them. A piece of red wood is not a real fish, for fish

have blood and possess knowledge. Still they allow themselves to

be duped by a semblance. The knowledge of clouds and rain

cannot be greater than that of fish. How could they have mis-

givings, on beholding a clay dragon

XII. However, these are fish whose intelligence falls short of

that of mankind. The Hsiung-nu were in respectful awe of the power

of Chih "Tu} A figure of him was carved in wood. The Hsiung-nu

shot at it, arrow after arrow, but could not hit it once. We ignore

the fact whether the spirit of Chih Tu was residing in the figure,

or whether, since he was dead, the spirits of the Hsiung-nu, doing

homage to his ghost, were in the wood. If the mind of Chih Tu

was in the statue, the spirit of the heavenly dragon must likewise

be in the clay dragon, and in case the spirits of the Hsiung-nu clung

to the wood, then the minds of those offering the rain sacrifice

must be in the clay dragon as well.

1 Cf. Vol. I p. 498, Notes 2 and 3 and Huai JVan Tse XI, 14v.

2 A general of Han Ching Ti, who in 142 b.c. made an attack upon the

Hsiung-nu. He was a man of great courage and a stern character, who received

the sobriquet Jfj^ "Grey Eagle." When he died a figure of wood, resembling

him, was carved and placed in view of the Hsiung-nu at Yen-men. They shot at

it, but, being too much afraid, did not hit it. This is the simple version of the Shi-

chi {Pei-wen-yiin-fu), favourably contrasting with Wang Ch'ung's mysticism.
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XIII. Chin Wmg Shu was the heir-prince of the King of

Hsm C'h'u.i Together with his father he went to submit to the

Han. His father having died on the road, he went with his mother,

and received the rank of an imperial prince {chi-tu-yu).'^ When his

mother had died, Wu Ti caused her portrait to be painted in the

Kan-cKiian palace with the inscription : Consort of King Hsiu CKn,

nee Yen^ Chin Weng Shu, accompanying the emperor, went up to

the Kan-cJiilan palace. There he stood paying his respects, and

turned towards the pictures, he wept, that his tears moistened his

garment. It was a long while before he went away. The portrait

was not his mother in person, yet, when lie saw her features, his

tears burst forth. At the thought of his beloved parent, his feelings

were touched, and he did not expect reality. A clay dragon is

like the picture of the Kan-cKiian palace. Why should clouds and

rain, on perceiving it, not be moved?

XIV. But this was the story of a savage only. Yu Jo*

resembled Confucius. After the decease of Confucius, his disciples

would sit together, affectionately thinking of their master. Yu Jo

occupied his seat. The disciples were aware that Yu Jo was not

Confucius, still they sat together, and did homage to him. In case

the intelligence of clouds and rain equals that of the disciples,

their thoughts would be touched, although they knew that it was

a clay dragon, and not a veritable one, and they would make their

appearance.

XV. The disciples of Confucius had their doubts about the

features of Yu Jo, and therefore merely said that he resembled

Confucius. The emperor Wu Ti was very fond of his consort, Lady

Li. Whe she died, he pondered whether he could not see her

figure again. The Taoists made an artificial figure of the lady,

which passed through the palace-gate. When the emperor beheld

her, he did not ignore that she was not real, albeit yet he was

1 Chin Mi Ti styled Wing Shu, tlie son of Hsiu Ch'u, a khan

of tlie HsiuTiff-nu, was first made a government slave and afterwards raised to high

honours, when lie received a Chinese name. He died b.c. 86. See Giles, Bib I.

Diet. No. 382.

2 .
3 The words of the text give no sense. In tlie biography

of Chin Mi Ti, Hnn-shu chap. (58, p. 21i'. the last two words are written

the family name of tlie mother of Chin Mi Ti, which should be inserted for the

spurious '
* A disciple of Confucius, ('f. Vol. I, p. 360.
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so moved, that, full of joy, he went near her. If the fluids of

clouds and rain be like the heart of Wu Ti, their tender passion is

roused, and they appear in spite of their knowledge of the unreality

of the clay dragon.

In addition to these fifteen arguments, there are still four

analogies :

I. At the beginning of spring, when the ground is tilled in

the east, they mould clay figures, a man and a woman, both holding

a plough and a hoe in their hands, or they set up a clay ox.

2

These cannot labour the ground, but they correspond to the season,

and agree with the time, and are to exhort the common people

to be industrious. Now, although it is obvious that a clay dragon

cannot attract rain, it likewise accords with the summer time, aud

by its category favours a change of weather, the same idea which

has led to the moulding of clay men and clay oxen.

II. According to the Rites the tablets in the ancestral temple

are made of wood, one foot and two inches long, to represent a

deceased ancestor, A dutiful son, entering the hall, worships tliem

with all his soul. Although he knows that these wooden tablets

are not his parents, he must show them the greatest respect, and

they call for his veneration. A clay dragon is like a wooden tablet;

even though it is not genuine, it exercises such an influence, that

the image must be taken notice of.

III. Sages are cognisant of the uselessness of mud carts and

straw figures,* but since they symbolise life, they do not dare to

dispense with them. Putting up a clay dragon, one knows that it

cannot cause rain, but it is symbolical like the mud carts and the

straw figures, and has effect.

IV. The son of Heaven shoots at a bear, the princes at an

elk, ministers and high officers at a tiger and a leopard, officers

at a stag and. a wild boar's to illustrate the subjugation of the

1 Vol. I p. 97.

2 The so called "spring ox" ^^^^^ already mentioned in .the Lihi. It

used to be carried in procession during the last month of the year, to see the cold

air off: "^ . This custom is still practised iu many parts

of China. See De Groot, Fetes a Emoui p. 92 seq.

3 Cf. Vol. I, p. 536, Note 1.

* They were used at funerals in ancient and modern times. The dead are

supposed to make use of them. See Ld/ci, T'an-kung, p. 52r. {Legge, Sacred Books

Vol. XXVII, p. 173) aud also p. 117.

5 This competition of archery was a great ceremony described in the Ldki,

l-U, aud Chou-li. The latter work also speaks of the various targets, but the wild
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fierce. A piece of cloth is called target [hou) • implying that un-

principled princes 2 are to be shot. Pictures of bears and elks are

painted on the cloth, which is styled target (hou). ^ It is right to

appreciate these symbolical images and to choose names full of

meaning. A clay dragon is like a cloth target upon which a bear

and an elk are painted.

There are fifteen proofs, based on affinity, and four analogies,

explaining the meaning by other customs. Tung Chung 81ms insight

was immense, and his institutions are not inconsiderate. For putting

up a clay dragon he had his good reasons. When a dragon sud-

denly emerges from the water, clouds and rain appear. Of old, as

long as there used to be a dragon keeper and a master of the

dragons, there were no clouds and no rain. It is like an unex-

pected meeting of old friends, who have been separated by a great

distance. In their joy, they sing and laugh, or they turn sad,

shed tears, and, for a while, are down-spirited. Their doings appear

to be quite abnormal.*

The Yiking says that clouds follow the dragon, but not that

the dragon follows the clouds. On the cloud goblet, thunder and

clouds were carved, but did the dragon deign to come down? The

scholiasts cannot explain this, so that Huan Chiln Shan could urge

his objections, which Liu Tse Chiln was unfit to meet. Owing to

this inability, the remarks of Tung Chung Shu on dragons remained

fragmentary. The Lun-heng has supplemented them, "A Last Word
on Dragons" denoting a supplement.

beasts allotted to the emperor and his officers are different from those here given

(Cf. Biot, Tscheou Li p. 138).

1 -
2.

.

3 This explanation is mere fancy. Since the emperor took part in the shooting,

one might as well say that the ceremony was meant as a warning for the emperor

that he would be shot like a bear, in case he proved to be unprincipled.

4 So it is with dragons. They did not attract clouds and rain, as long as

they were d(tinesticated and always there, but their sudden and unexpected arrival

has this effect. The clouds are touched, so to say, and then drop their tears.
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CHAPTER XXXIII.

The Tiger Trouble {Tsao-hu).

The phenomenalists aver that the devouring of men by tigers

is a consequence of the misdeeds of the high commissioners, ^ their

idea being that as the high commissioners are the chiefs of the officers,

so tigers are the fiercest of beasts. The commissioners do mischief

by fleecing their subordinates, therefore tigers devour men to accord

with this idea.

Tigers eat men, but it likewise happens that men kill tigers.

If they contend that, as tigers eat men, the commissioners plunder

the officials, do the latter extort money from the commissioners,

when men eat the tigers

In our age, there is not one unselfish and undefiled officer

among a hundred, and all high commissioners have wicked designs.

By good connexions and old friendship one succeeds, and bribes of

all sorts, big and small, are always welcome. If tigers are considered

to correspond to high commissioners, tigers in the country always

destroy people. Tigers come out at certain times, as dragons appear

at fixed periods. The Yin creatures appear in winter, whereas Yang

animals come out in summer. Their appearance corresponds to

their fluid, which prompts its corresponding species.

Orion and its sword come forth in winter, the " Heart" 4 and

the " Tail" & become visible in summer. Orion and its sword are

the constellation of tigers, the "Heart" and the "Tail," the heavenly

signs of dragons. When these signs are visible, the creatures make

their appearance, and the fluid supervening, the respective species

is affected. Such is the nature of Heaven and Earth.

Those who move about m forests and marshes just fall in

with tigers, which assault them and tear them to pieces. Tigers

are endowed with fierceness. When they are greedy and hungry,

and encounter a man arriving of his own accord, why should they

' -.
2 A hard judgment indeed.

3 The tiger represents the masculine principle Yang.

* Cf. Vol. I p. 127, Note 5.

5 Cf. Vol. I p. 118, Note 2.
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not eat him? Human muscles and sinews are weak and powerless,

and man lacks agility, therefore meeting a tiger, he is sure to

perish. If Meng Pen ascends a mountain, or Mrs. Fing i enters a

wood, they do not succumb.

When Confucius was walking through a forest in Lu, a woman
cried most mournfully. He sent Tse Rung to inquire, wherefore

she cried so sadly. The woman replied, "Last year a tiger de-

voured my husband, and this year it devoured my son, hence

my lamentation." Tse Kung rejoined, " Why do you not leave the

place under these circumstances?" " Because," said the woman,

"I like the government which is not oppressive, and the officials

who are not tyrannical." Tse Kung went back, and reported what

he had heard to his master. Confucius said, "Remember, my dis-

ciples, that an oppressive government and tyrannical officials are

worse than tigers." 2

That tigers kill men has ever been the case. Government not

being oppressive, and the officers not being tyrannical, the effects

of virtue are apt to avert tigers. Nevertheless, those two indi-

viduals were eaten in two successive years, ergo the beasts in the

forest did not conform to goodness. There being no such correspon-

dence in the case of unselfish officials, it cannot be expected for

depraved ones either.

Some say that tigers comport with the perversity of high

commissioners, but that the so-called inoppressive government is

not equivalent to these commissioners. The woman was under

the rule of unselfish officers, but how could good government operate

upon tigers?

3

In Lu there were no high commissioners, who are nothing

else than ministers of State. The ministers of Lu were not Con-

fucius or Me Ti, but members of the three families.* Their pro-

ceedings as ministers cannot have been recommendable. All power

and influence being invested in persons devoid of virtue, their do-

ings must have been wicked, and there can be no question of dis-

interestedness. If the depravity of ministers induces tigers to devour

men, then those in the wilds of Lu must always have eaten men.

1 A lady of the seraglio of Han Yurm T>. 1st cent, b.c, who once faced a

bear that had escaped from its cage.

2 See p. 145, Note o.

3 Govonmient as a whole could be bad, even though the local officials

were good.

* The three noble fiimilies, Meng, Shu, and ('hi which in the time of Confucius

were the real rulers of Lu, the reigning duke being more or less dependent upon them.
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The destruction in the water does not reach the hills, and

the fluid on the hills does not enter into the water. All creatures

fall a prey to their enemies which are near. Thus fish, caught by
the fisherman, do not die on the mountains, and animals, chased

by the hunter, do not dive into the pond.' If people like to rove

through the mountain woods, to spy out obscure caverns, and in-

trude into the tiger's den, it cannot be a matter for surprise that

the tiger pounces upon and devours them.

2

Duke Niu Ai of Lit, during a sickness, was changed into a

tiger, which attacked and devoured his elder brother. People do

not wonder at this simultaneous metamorphosis; why then be sur-

prised that in mountain forests, jungles, and marshes people are

killed by tigers? Snakes and vipers are very fierce, and likewise

injurious to mankind. If somebody meets with a snake in a marsh,

to which class of officials does it respond? Wasps and scorpions

hurt people, and so do poisonous exhalations, water, and fire. If

a person is stung by a wasp or a scorpion, infected by poisonous

air, burned in fire, or drowned in water, who has been the cause?

Provided that there be a sort of relation between wild ani-

mals and officers or government, then all those animals living on

mountains or in forests, such as elks, stags, wild boar, oxen, ele-

phants, brown and spotted bears, wolves, and rhinopithecus,^ kill

men. But should a correspondence be assumed only in case they

eat men, then fleas, lice, mosquitoes, and gadflies s
all feed on men,

yet the human body being so strong and big, it does not occasion

its death. In times of famine, when food is dear, and the people

starved, they go even the length of eating one another. Such an

atrocity is far worse than tigers, but phenomenalists do not ascribe

this to oppressive government.

Moreover, tigers do not only eat men: birds with blood in

their veins, and animals with bodies, all afford them food. If a

man eaten is believed to testify to the wickedness of the high

commissioners, to which functionaries do other birds and animals

refer, when devoured The tiger is a hairy mammal, and man a

1 The catching of fish is what Wanp CKung denotes by " destruction in the

water," and the hunting of animals what he calls the " fluid, i. e. destructive, on

the hills."

2 Remaining in their own places, where the destructive fluid of iiioiintaiii

forests viz. tigers do not intrude, people would be safe.

3 Cf. Vol. I p. 326, Note 2.

4 It II-

5 £ cf. p. 191 Note 1.
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naked one. If a hairy mammal in its hunger eats a naked one,

why must this be accounted an extraordinary phenomenon?

Beyond the countries of the four classes of savages, ' the

Giants devour the Pigmies. The nature of tigers is like that of

the Man and the Yi}

Plains and large cities are not resorts tor tigers. Tbey thrive

in mountain forests, jungles, and marshes. Supposing that a tiger's

devouring a man is a correlate of the depravity of high commis-

sioners, then in the districts of the plain with large cities, the

commissioners must always be excellent, whereas in territories

covered with mountains, woods, and marshes they are always

culpable. Accordingly, the tiger's eating a man in the country, has

its counterpart in the viciousness of the commissioners. But, when

it happens that a tiger enters a city, and walks about among the

people, do, at that time, the commissioners saunter about through

lanes and alleys?*

As a matter of fact, the killing of a man by a tiger in the

country has nothing to do with government, but its appearance

in a big city is a prodigy, for the tiger is a wild beast of the

mountains and woods, and not domesticated. It lives in jungles,

and cannot be tamed, and bears some resemblance to the common
rat, which is not always visible, as it usually hides itself, and

seldom comes out. As long as people live in happiness and tran-

quillity, rats do not stir, but scarcely is their felicity destroyed,

and are dangers impending, when rats by their agitation indicate

an extraordinary calamity.* The same holds good for tigers. While

cities and districts enjoy peace and happiness, and the high officers

have no trouble, tigers do not leave their hiding places, but no

sooner are the high officers on the road to ruin, than tigers enter

the cities, and wander about among the populace. The glory of

the high officers being extinguished, their towns and cities sink to

the level of a wilderness.

Proceeding on this line of argument, we arrive at the con-

clusion that, when a man is eaten by a tiger, fate and time come

1 The barbarians living towards the four Quarters of China.

2 The savages in the south and the west, here meaning savages in general.

* Provided that there be always a correspondence between the doings of

tigers and high commissioners.

* The Han-shu relates that, when the kings of Kuang-ling and Yen were

going to stir up an insurrection, rats were observed dancing in their palaces. Even

with us rats are credited with some kind of prescience, for we say that rats leave

a ship which is going to be wrecked.

5 For this reason they are visited by tigers.
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into play. Fate being exhausted, ' and time out of gear, the lustre

of the body fades away, the flesh appears as a corpse, consequently

the tiger eats it. It is a fortuitous coincidence according to the

principles of Heaven that a tiger happens to eat a man, and that

the high officers are just wicked. Thus, what is looked upon as

an extraordinary phenomenon, is in harmony with the laws of

Heaven,

In ancient and modern times all kinds of wild animals have

served, as inauspicious auguries, not tigers alone. Before the upper

story of the Ying palace of the king of CJiii was completed, a stag-

walked over its terrace. Some time after, the king expired.

Duke Chao of Lu going out one morning, a "mainah" arrived, and

began building its nest. Subsequently the Chi family expelled the

duke, who fled to Clii, where he afterwards died without returning

to his own country. ^

Chia Yi was privy councillor to the king of CUang-sha. A
screech owl perched on his house. He opened his book and

divined that he was going to leave his master, and, later on, he

was transferred to be councillor to the king of Liang. King Huai *

was fond of riding, but was thrown from his horse, and breathed

his last. Chia Yi took this death so much to heart, that he con-

tracted a disease and died likewise. In the time of the king of

CKang-yi,^ an exotic partridge alighted under a palace hall, and was

shot by the king, who questioned the steward of the palace, Rung

Sui.6 Kung Sui replied that the entering of an exotic partridge,

a wild bird, into the palace was an augury of death. Subsequently,

the king of CKang-yi, in fact, lost his life.

The magistrate of Lu-nu,'' THen Kuang conjointly with Kung-

Sun HungS and others planned an insurrection. When it was about

to be discovered, a wild cat mewed on the roof of his house.

TTien Kuang felt disgusted. Afterwards the intrigue was discovered,

and he suffered execution. In the time of Li Wen Po, the com-

1 Fate is looked upon as something material of which there may be greater

or smaller quantities.

2 Cf. p. 162.

3 Cf. p. 313, Note 4.

* King Huai of Liang in Honan was a son of the emperor Wen TV. He

died in 169 b.c.

5 A place in Shantung

.

6 A celebrated official of the 2nd and 1st cent. b.c.

7 The modern Ting-chou in Chili.

8 Originally a poor scholar, later on a privy councillor of the emperor Han
Wu Ti, who died in 121 b.c.
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mander of the eastern part of Kuei-chi, a sheep lay down in his

reception hall. Subsequently he was promoted and appointed pre-

fect of Tung-lai. ^ When Wang Tse Feng was commander, a deer

entered his residence, and afterwards he rose to the rank of a

prefect of Tan-yangr

Good and bad luck can both be ascertained, promotion and

dismission both have their prognostics. When they all point to

desolation and death, the vital force disperses and vanishes. Thus,

when a man is about to die, wild birds intrude into his home,

and when a town is to be deserted, animals from the prairies enter

its precincts. These affinities are very numerous, and similar events,

constantly met with. I have selected some conspicuous ones, to

prove the truth of such prognostics.

1 The present Lai-chou-fu in the province of Shantung.

2 A circuit in Kiangsu and Anhui.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

Remarks on Insects {Shang-ch'uny).

The phenomenalists maintain that the eating of grain by insects

is caused by the officials of the various departments. Out of covetous-

ness they make encroachments, which results in the insects eating

the grain. Those with black bodies and red heads are called military

officers, those with black heads and red bodies, civil officers. If

these officers related to insects be punished, the insects desist from

their ravages, and are seen no more.

If those red heads are supposed to be produced by military

officers, and the black heads, by civilians, sometimes insects have

red heads and white bodies, or black heads and yellow bodies, or

their heads as well as their bodies are yellow, or both are green,

or both white, as is the case with worms in fish or meat. To
which officials do these correspond?

Sometimes influential citizens disturb officials, interceding for

those who are to be tortured. Their ascendancy is greater than

that of office-bearers, and their usurpations are more varied than

those of officers. How are their corresponding insects shaped?

Insects are usually destroyed by wind and rain, but at that

time the officials are not necessarily subjected to punishment.

On dry land there, are always mice, and in paddy fields, fisli

and crabs, which all injure the grain. Either they seldom come

out and suddenly cause damage, or tliey are always there, doing

mischief. Their kinds are very numerous. To which officers are

they related

Duke Hsilan of Lu levied the land tax on each acre, when
simultaneously larvse of locusts were born.) Some say that they

resemble winged ones. When locusts appear, they obscure the sky,

falling down on the earth like a shower of rain. They eat every-

thing, making no difference between grain and other plants. Judging

by their heads and bodies, which class of officials do they represent?

With which do they tally in the opinion of the phenomenalists

1 In 594 B.C. Duke Hsiian introduced a new tithing system. Cf. Chun-ch'iu,

Duke Hsiian 15th year. Tso Ch'iu Ming condemns this measure as contrary to rule.

The locusts are regarded by Wang Chung as a retribution for this unjust mode
of taxation.
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In the thirty- first year of Chim-wu? locusts rose in the T'ai-

shan circuit. 2 They went to the south-west, passing CJien-liu^ and

Ho-nan, 4 and then entered the country of the / and Ti. In hundreds

and thousands of districts and villages they alighted, but the of-

ficers of these places had not all measured the fields for taxation's

Locusts eat grain and grass, and, in a few days, reach the end of

their life. Either they proceed on their journey, or tliey stop,

dry up, and die. But at that time the local authorities are not

all liable to punishment.

The insects' eating of grain has its term, as the silkworms'

feeding on mulberry leaves has a limit. Their breeding takes a

number of days, and they die after a number of months. Having

completed their span, they are transformed, and do not always

remain grubs. If the sovereign does not punish his officers,^ the

insects die nevertheles, of their own accord.

Insects are produced by the fluid of wind. Tsang Hsieh knew

it, and therefore formed the character feng (wind) ^ of fan (all)
^

and cKung (insects).® Having received their fluid from wind, they

are bred in eight days. '

1 55 A.D.

2 The present T'ai-an-chou in Shantum/.

3 A circuit comprising the modern K'ai-/enff-fu in Honan.

* Ho-nan-fu.

6 Therefore the locusts could not be considered a punishment for unjust

taxation.

6 For those offences for which the insects are supposed to have made their

appearance.

7 -
8 -
9
'

10 This explanation is forced and certainly erroneous. It would be to the

point, if the character designated some insects, and not wind, for to whom

would the two components "all" and "insects" suggest the idea of wind? The

explanation given by Wieger^ Rudiments 12 Lemons etymologiques p. 77 is not satis-

factory either. He submits that the ancient character was composed of sun,

) movement, and expansion, and that this combination suggests the at-

mospheric currents pi'oduced by the action of the sunbeams. I suppose that in the

character is the phonetic, and the radical. is a crawling animal, a

reptile, and describes the crawling, the undulating of the currents of air. Some

ancient forms of are formed of a current, instead of ^^ a reptile, and

from the antique form we infer that and ) occurring in other characters,

were originally connected: and are nothing else than a viper with a big head,

a synonym for a reptile
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The insects of spring and summer either live on the Five

Grains, or on other herbs. As they eat the Five Grains, officers

collect money and grain, but what manner of things do they exact,

when the insects feed on other herbs

Among the three hundred naked animals man takes precedence,

consequently he is an animal also, Man eats the food of insects,

and insects likewise eat what man lives on. Both being animals,

what wonder that they eat each other's food.

Were insects endowed with intelligence, they would scold

man saying, "You eat the produce of Heaveu, and we eat it as

well. You regard us as a plague, and are not aware that you are

yourself a calamity to us. Inasmuch as all animated beings like

the taste of something, their mouths and bellies are not different.

Man likes the Five Grains, and detests the insects for eating them,

he is himself born between Heaven and Earth, and detests the

coining forth of insects."

Thus the insects would censure man, if they could speak, and

he would be unable to refute their charges. The existence of in-

sects amongst other creatures is nothing wonderful for the know-

ing, and that they eat so many things, the latter do not consider

an exceptional calamity.

In fragrant and succulent plants there are always insects in

great numbers. Therefore of . 1 kinds of grain millet has most

insects, rice has them at times, wheat and beans never. If the

officials be always made responsible for the existence of insects,

the departmental officers of villages growing millet would inva-

riably be culpable.

The system of ShSn Nung and Hou Chi of sowing grain con-

sisted in boiling horse dung and soaking the seeds in liquid manure,

lest they should be damaged by insects, i Thus, by soaking the

seeds in horse dung, the village officers would become Pao Chiao^

and C/ien Chung Tse, How could these officers get rid of all

viciousness by merely employing the method of Hou Chi and Shin

Nung, since, in case no insects were produced with the crop, the

emperor could not discover their guilt?

1 A method still followed to the present day.

2 A recluse of the Chou epoch, celebrated for his purity. Tse Kung is said

to have blamed him for living in a country the government of which he condemned,

and under a prince whom he despised. Pao Chiao took these words so much to

heart, that he withered up into dead wood.

3 Another hermit. Cf. Vol. I, p. 427, Note 4.
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As long as insects content themselves with other plants, it

is not the custom to see anything extraordinary iu them, but no

sooner do they feed on the Five Grains, than it is called a calam-

ity. Cassia trees have wood-worms, and mulberry trees, wood-

fretters. Cassia furnishes medicine, and mulberry trees serve as food

for silkworms. Their usefulness is very great, uo less than that of

grain. To see nothing wonderful in these wood-worms and wood-

fretters, and to decry insects as a disaster, shows ignorance of the

real character of the various classes of animals, and a misconception

of the nature of calamitous plienomeua.

By insects we usually understand those which feed on grain,

grubs are like moths. When millet and rice turn mouldy, the

fermentation produces grubs. Now these grubs eating millet and

rice are not considered disastrous, whereas, when insects eat the

leaves of corn, it is laid to the charge of the government.

If in the course of discussion they urge that millet is of much

less consequence than corn in general, we reply that there is the

greatest variety of insects, and not only one species. When fish

and meat rot, worms are produced, and so they are, when minced-

meat and gravy are not covered, or when cooked rice gets warm
and damp, or when the scrolls of books are never unrolled, or when

garments are folded together and not hung up. Diseased snails,

i

flies, inole-crickets, 2 and crabs all have parasites: some are white,

some black, some long, some short. They are greatly diverse

in size, and they are by no means all similar. All are the

upshot of the fluid of wind, which they keep up to their end.

They cannot choose their days of life, and when their life-time

is very short, they perish almost as soon as they appear. Struck

with the rarity of their appearance and with the fact that when

tliey come out, they eat something, the phenomenalists call them

a calamity, but a calamity presupposes some guilt. Therefore

they put forward such officials as bear some resemblance to them.

Man has three worms in his intestines. The worms living

in low marshes are called leeches. They eat man's feet,^ as the

three worms eat his bowels. To whom will these critics, so fond

of similarities, compare the three worms

1

$^^[@^- My translation is a conjecture. Perhaps the latter character

" an ulcer" is spurious.

2 I have omitted translating some insect or reptile not mentioned in

the dictionaries.

3 When a man passes through marshes, leeches may stick to his feet, and

suck his blood.
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All creatures that are born between Heaven and Earth from

the Yin and the Yang, such as ant-dragons and entozoa, reptiles

and vermin, 1 are imbued with the fluid, while alive; they open

their mouths to eat, and what they eat, they either like or do not

like. Their instincts are the same, and their propensities similar:

the strong and big ones devour the weak aud small ones, the

shrewd and clever hurt the blunt-minded. If other creatures, big

or small, lacerate one another, it is not regarded as a calamity.

Therefore only to consider this an echo of the actions of govern-

ment if insects eat grain, is to misunderstand the true principles

and to ignore the real nature of the animal fluid.

The birth of insects depends upon warm and damp weather.

As a rule, the air is warm and damp in spring and summer, and

it is cold and dry in autumn and winter, when insects are not yet

produced. If the village officers are made responsible for the growth

of insects, then these officers must be covetous in spring and summer,

and disinterested in autumn and winter. Even though they be func-

tionaries like robber Che^ they would in their offices imitate tlie

conduct of Po Yi in autumn and winter.

Spring and summer are not always the same; when insects

grow, it must be exceedingly warm and damp. Exceedingly means

that the Yin and the Yang are not in harmony. For a disharmony

of the Yin and the Yang the government has to account, to which

alone it can be ascribed. Consequently it is preposterous to point

to the depravity of the officials of the various departments.

Whence do we know that insects grow from warmth and

dampness? From noxious insects. Grain being dry, insects do not

grow, but when it becomes warm and damp, it moulds and pu-

trefies, and the growth of insects can no further be precluded. If

the grains of stored up old wheat are dried in the hot sun, and

then put in a dry vessel, insects do not generate, but should the

seeds not be dry, voracious grubs would grow like clouds and mist.

The analogy of voracious grubs makes it evident that all insects

owe their birth to warmth and dampness.

The Shiking says: ["They buzz about, the blue flies, lighting

on the fences. O happy and courteous sovereign, do not believe

slanderous speeches."] 2 Slanderous reports injure honest men, just

as the blue flies pollute white things. The damage is the same,

and the Shiking therefore used this image.

1 $ foi' which the dictionaries only give the meaning " to wriggle." Here

it must be a substantive.

2 Shiking Part II Book VII, Ode 5 {Legge, Classics Vol IV, Part II, p. 394).
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The king of CKang-yi dreamt that below the western flight of

stairs the dirt of flies was piled up. The next morning, he sum-

moned the officer of the Guards Kung Sui, and asked his opinion.

Kung Sui replied, "The flies are emblems of slanderers. The fact

that their dirt is piled up below the stairs, denotes that Your
Highness is going to listen to the insinuations of slanderous of-

ficers."
1

According to this view, flies as insects would tally with the

prince's lending his ear to defamations why not regard them as

a calamity then? If flies may be looked upon a§ a calamity, they

live troughout the year; but does a ruler always listen to slan-

derers?

Of insects hurtful to mankind, none are worse than mosquitoes

and gad-flies, which are generated the whole, year. In case mos-

quitoes and gad-flies represent some calamity, are there always of-

ficers on earth preying upon their fellow-people?

Provided that the eating of animals be a calamity, then man
being the noblest of all creatures, mosquitoes and gad-flies feeding

upon him must be the worst of calamities. If to be accounted a

calamity, animals must have unexpectedly been produced and have

hurt others, which annoyance is greater, that of creatures produced

the whole year and feeding on man, or that of others appearing

but occasionally and doing mischief?

Itching is an occasional and not a constant complaint; where-

fore are the insects producing it not held to be calamitous

Moreover, when Heaven is about to rain, ants come out, and

gnats fly about, thus conforming to the weather. Perhaps the

birth of all insects of itself, accords with the temperature, but why
then incriminate the officials of the various departments The
principle of Heaven is spontaneity, good and bad luck happen by

chance. Rare insects happen to be produced, when covetous of-

ficials happen to be in office. Noticing their transactions and observ-

ing the simultaneous growth of noxious insects, people presume that

it has been caused by the officials.

1 This story is narrated in the biography of the king of Ch'ang-yi, CKien

Han-shu, chap. 63, p. 18r. The king was a grandson of the emperor Han Wu Ti.
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CHAPTER XXXV.

Simplicity of Funerals [Po-tsang).

Sages and Worthies all are agreed in advocating simplicity of

funerals and economy of expenses, but tlie world sets high store on

expensive funerals, and there are many that do amiss by their extrat-

vagance and lavishness. The reason is that the discussions of Conju-

cianisis on this subject are not clear, and that the arguments put

forward by the Mehis/s are wrong. As to the latter, the Mehists

contend that men, after their death become ghosts and spirits,

possess knowledge, can assume a shape, and injure people. As

instances they adduce Earl Tm and othersJ The Confucianisfs do

not agree with them, maintaining that the dead are unconscious, and

cannot be changed into ghosts; If they contribute to the sacrifices

and prepare the other funeral requisites nevertheless, they desire

to intimate that they are not ungrateful to the deceased, and therefore

treat them as though they were alive.

Lu Chia speaks like the Confucianists and, whatever he says,

avoids giving a distinct answer. Liu Tse Cheng wrote a memorial

on the simplicity of funerals, pleading for economy, but he did not

exhaust the subject.

Thus ordinary people, on the one side, have these very

doubtful arguments, and, on the other, they hear of Earl Tu ^ and

the like, and note that the dead in their tombs arrise and have

intercourse with sick people whose end is near. They, then, believe

in this, and imagine that the dead are like the living. They
commiserate them that in their graves they are so lonely, that

their souls are so solitary and without companions, that their tombs

and mounds are closed and devoid of grain and other things.

Therefore they make dummies to serve the corpses in their

coffins, and fill the latter with eatables, to gratify the spirits. This

custom has become so inveterate, and has gone to such lengths,

that very often people will ruin their families and use up all their

property for the coffins of the dead.* They even kill people to

1 These arguments of the Mehists are refuted in Vol. I, chap. XV.
2 This is Wang Ch'ung's opinion at least.

3 Cf. Vol. I p. 202, Note 2.

* A practice still prevailing in our time.
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follow the deceased into their graves, ' and all this out of regard

for the prejudices of the living. They ignore that in reality it is

of no use, but their extravagance is eagerly imitated by others.

In their belief, the dead are conscious and do uot distinguish

themselves from the living.

Confucius condemned these practices, but could not establish the

truth, and Lu Chia, in liis essay, does not adopt either alternative.

The memorial of Liu Tse Cheng does not do much to elucidate the

assertion of the Confucianists that the dead are unconscious, or the

arguments of the Mehists to the effect that they are conscious. The
subject not being borne out by proofs, and the question not being

settled by evidence, there is nothing but empty words and futile

talk, and even the views of the most honest people do not find

credence. Therefore, the public remains wavering and ignorant,

and those who believe in a lucky and unlucky destiny, dread the

dead, but do not fear justice; make much of the departed, and

do not care for the living. They clear their house of everything

for the sake of a funeral procession.

Provided that the disputants and men of letters have proofs

such as Earl Tu adduced by the Mehists, then the truth that the

dead are unconscious can be borne out, and tlie advice to be

economical and not to squander too much money on burials, be

substantiated. Now the Mehists say that the Confucianists are wrong,

and the Confucianists think the same of the Mehists. Since they both

have their different tenets, there is such a discrepancy of opinions,

and a consensus so dil'ficult to be attained.

In this dispute of the two schools, tlie problem of life and

death has not yet been solved, nobody having ever been resuscitated

by sacrifices. As a matter of fact, the dead are hidden from our

view, being dissolved and belonging to another sphere than the

living, and it is almost impossible to have a clear conception of them.

Unless, however, their state of consciousness or unconsciousness be

ascertained, the true nature of ghosts cannot be determined. Even

men of great learning and able scholars may be unfit to discover

the truth, though tliey avail themselves of all the old and modern

literature, plunging into the works of the various schools of thought,

and perusing them page after page and paragraph after paragraph.

To attain this aim there must first be a holy heart and a

sage mind, and then experience and analogies are to be resorted

to. If anybody in his reasoning does not use the greatest care

1.
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and discernment, taking his evidence indiscriminately from without,

and thus establishing right and wrong, he believes in what he has

heard or seen from others, and does not test it in his mind. That

would be reasoning with ears and eyes, and not with the heart

and intellect. This reasoning with ears and eyes conduces to empty

semblances, and if empty semblances be used as proofs, then real

things,pass for fictions. Ergo, right and vrong are independent of

eyes and ears, and require the use of the intellect.

The MS/tists, in their investigations, do not inquire into things

with their mind, but thoughtlessly believe the reports of others.

Consequently, they fail to find the truth in spite of the plainness

of their proofs. An opinion incompatible with truth, however, is

not apt to be imparted to others, for though they may have the

sympathies of illiterate people, they do not find favour with the

learned. It is owing to this that the maxim of tlie Mihists that all

expenses for the various things employed at funerals are unprofitable

does not gain ground.

A man of Lu was going to put cat's-eyes i into a coffin.

Confucius, upon hearing of it, went across the court-yard, passed

over the steps (of the hall), and remonstrated this was a breach

of etiquette. The intention of Confucius was to avert a calamity.

Calamities very often originate from covetousness. Cat's-eyes are

precious stones when the man of Lu put them into the coffin,

wicked people spied it out, and their greed was roused. The desires

of wicked people having been excited, they do not fear laws or

penalties, and break tombs open. Confucius, from some insignificant

indications, foresaw this result, therefore he crossed the court,

ascended the steps (of the hall), and, in order to avert this calamity,

straightforth made his remonstrance. But since he did not show

that the dead are deprived of consciousness, barely limiting himself

to a remonstrance, on the ground that the grave might be violated,

people would not have listened to him, even though he had possessed

the same influence on mankind as Pi Kan. Why Because the wealth

1

J J
. Ed. A writes .

2 We learn from the "Family Sayings" that, when a member of the Chi

family had died, they were going to put cat's-eyes into his coffin, as is customary

for princes, and to bestow pearls and jade upon him. Confucius, just then governor

of Chung-fn, hearing of it, ascended the steps and interfered saying, " To inter a

man with precious stones is like exposing a corpse in the open plain, and thus

affording people an opportunity of gratifying their wicked designs." Chia-yu IX 16r.

On the old custom of filling the mouths of deceased princes with jade and

other precious objects see De Groot, Religious System Vol. I, p. 269 seq.
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of the feudatory lords was so great, that they were not apprehensive

of poverty,' and their power so strong, that they did not fear a

desecration of their graves.

Thus, the doubts concerning the dead were not solved, and

for a dutifiil son the best plan was to follow the advice imposing

upon him the heaviest obligations. Had it been plainly shown that

the dead have no knowledge, and that sumptuous burials are of no

advantage, the discussion would have been closed, and the question

settled, and after it had been made public, the custom of using

cat s-eyes would have been abandoned, and there would have been

no occasion for crossing the court-yard and remonstrating. Now,
the problem was not solved, and barely a strong protest made.

That is the reason why Confucius could not carry through his doctrine.

Confucius perfectly well understood the true condition of life

and death, and his motive in not making a clear distinction is the

same which appears from Lu Chias words. If he had said that

the dead are unconscious, sons aud subjects might perhaps have

violated their duties to their father and sovereign. Therefore they

say that the ceremony of funeral sacrifices being abolished, the love

of sons and subjects would decrease if they had decreased, these

persons would slight the dead and forget the deceased, and, under

these circumstances, the cases of undutiful sons would multiply.

Being afraid that he might open such a source of impiety, the Sage

was reluctant to speak tlie truth about the unconsciousness of

the dead.

However, different spheres must not be confounded. The care

taken in abundantly providing for the wants of the living leads to

moral perfection, but how does carelessness about the dead interfere

with it If the dead possess knowledge, then a disregard might have

evil consequences, but if they are unconscious, a neglect cannot

cause any injury. The conviction of their unconsciousness does not

necessarily lead to an ill-treatment of the dead, whereas the ignorance

of this fact involves the living in ruinous expense.

A dutiful son nursing a sick parent before his death, calls in

the diviners and requests the services of physicians with the hope

that the malady may be expelled, and the medicines prove efficacious.

But, after the death of his parent, nobody—be he as wise as

Wu Hsien,^ or as clever as Pien CKio—can bring him back to life

1 They could afford to put precious things into the grave.

2 Or the diviner Hsien /{X wlio lived under the Yin dynasty and is

mentioned in the Preface of the Shuking. Cf. Chavannes, Mem. Hist. Vol. I, p. 191,

Note 1.
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again, well knowing that, when, by death, the vital fluid is destroyed,

there is absolutely no help, and no treatment whatever would be

of any benefit to the dead. Is there any great difference in an

expensive funeral By supineness with regard to the deceased, people

fear to violate the moral laws, but would it not likewise be an

impiety to dismiss the diviners and keep the physicians from the dead?

As long as a parent is alive, be takes an elevated seat in the

hall, but, after death, when buried, stays under the yellow springs, i

No human being lives under the yellow springs, yet those burying

the dead have not the slightest scruples about it, because the dead

inhabit quite a different region, and cannot live together with the

living. If they were to be taken care of like living people, and

supposed to take offence, they ought to be buried in their house

and be close to the living. Those ignorant of the unconsciousness of

the (lead, are afraid that people might offend against their parents.

They only know that, having been buried, they live under the

yellow springs, but do not think of the separation from their an-

cestors.^

When a parent is in jail, and his case still pending, a dutiful

son hurries about, to rescue him from this danger, but after the

case has been tried, and a penalty has been fixed, there is no escape

left, and even a Tseng Tse or a Min Tse C/iien^ could do nothing

but sit down and weep. All schemes would be in vain and lead

to useless trouble. Now, the souls of deceased parents decidedly

have no consciousness, and. are in a similar position to imprisoned

parents who cannot be rescued from their punisliment. Those who
ignore the unconsciousness, apprehend lest people should show a

disregard for their ancestors, but do not take exception that, when
punishment is settled, parents are abandoned.

When a sage has established a law furthering progress, even

if it be of no great consequence, it should not be neglected but

if something is not beneficial to the administration, it should not

be made use of in spite of its grandeur. Now, how does all the

care bestowed on the dead benefit mutual good feeling, and how
could any disregard or neglect violate any law?

Confucius further said that "spirit vessels" are not substantial,

but merely symbolical and imaginary. Therefore puppets are made
to resemble men, and effigies like living persons. In Lu they used

1 In Hades.

2 Therefore they treat them, as if they were still alive and together with

the living.

3 Two prominent disciples of Confucius.
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dummies for burials. Confucius sighed, seeing in this custom an

indication that living men would be interred together with the dead.

'

This sigh was an expression of grief, and if (at funerals) things

had to be used as if for the living, he warned against an over-

straining of this principle. Dummies being buried, it was to be

feared that later on, living men might be forced to accompany

the (lead's but why did Confucius not consider the possibility that

for " spirit vessels," real vessels might be placed in the graves in

future? 3 He obviated human sacrifices, but did nothing to prohibit

the use of funeral gifts. He valued human life so much, that he

was afraid of wasting it, and he felt pity for the individual

but no sympathy for the State.* In this his reasoning was

wrong.

In order to prevent the water from leaking out, one must

stop all the holes, then the leakage ceases. Unless all the holes

be stopped, the water finds an outlet, and having an outlet, it

causes damage. Unless the discussion on death be exhaustive, these

extravagant customs are not stopped, and while they are going

on, all sorts of things are required for burials. These expenses

impoverish the people, who by their lavishness bring themselves

into the greatest straits.

When Su C/iin was envoy of Yen, the people of C/ii were

in the habit of erecting enormous sepulchres, filled with heaps of

valuables. Su Cliin personally did nothing to incite them. When
all their wealth was gone, and the people greedy for money, the

exchequer empty, and the army good for nothing, the troops of

Yen suddenly arrived. Cti i was unable to stand its ground : the

State was ruined, the cities fell, the sovereign left his country, and

his subjects dispersed. Now, as long as people are in the dark,

regarding the unconsciousness of the dead, they will spend all their

money for the sumptuous burial of a parent, and be ruined in

the same manner as CKi was by the cunning of Su Cliin.

The device of the Mehists is self-contradictory : on the one

side, they advocate a simple burial, and on the other, they honour

1 Cf. Liki, T'an-kung p. 52r. {Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 173.)

2 This was not likely, for, historically speaking, human sacrifices precede,

but do not follow the use of dummies buried together with the dead.

3 Real vessels are, likewise, antecedent to the so called " spirit vessels,"

made of straw or clay, and merely symbolical and commemorative of an ancient

custom that had fallen into desuetude.

* The State became impoverished by extravagant funerals.

5 Cf. p. 47.
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ghosts. To justify this veneration, they refer to Earl Tu, who was

a dead man. If Earl Tu be deemed a ghost, then all the dead

really possess knowledge, and if they do, they would be incensed

at the shabbiness of their burials.

There is a general craving for luxuriance and a strong aversion

to paucity. What advantage, therefore, would the veneration of

ghosts bring to those guilty of mean burials? Provided that ghosts

be not dead men, then the belief in Earl Tu is preposterous, if,

however, ghosts be dead men, then a mean burial would not be

proper. Thus theory and practice of the Mehists are inconsistent,

bead and tail do not agree, and it cannot but be wrong. But right

and wrong not being understood, cannot be practised. Therefore

the public should carefully consider what has been written, and

having done so, they may bury their dead in a simple style. ^

1 De Groot in his Religious System Vol. II, p. 659 speaks at great length of the

reaction against expensive funerals, but does not mention Wang Ch'ung as an

advocate of economy. He calls attention to two chapters of the Lu-shih-cKun-cKiu,

recommending simplicity in burials, and to the disquisitions of Wang Fu of the

2nd cent. a.d. Later on, Chu Hsi was in favour of plain funerals, but the exaggerated

ideas on filial piety have counteracted all reasonable arguments.
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CHAPTER XXXVI.

Four Things to be Avoided (Sse-hui).

There are four things which, according to public opinion, must

be avoided by all means. The first is to build an annex to a building

on the west side, for such an annex is held to be inauspicious, and

being so, is followed by a case of death. Owing to this appre-

hension, nobody in the world would dare to build facing the west.

This prohibition dates from clays of yore.

Whe have a record that [Duke Ai of Lu ^ wished to build

an annex to the west. The astrologer opposed this scheme as un-

propitious. Duke Ai flushed up and got angry his attendants

remonstrated several times, but he would not hear and asked the

prime minister Chih Sui saying, "I wish to build an annex on the

west-side, and the astrologer declares it to be unpropitious. What
do you mean?

"

' There are three unpropitious things in the world,' replied Chih

Su% 'but building an annex on the west side is not among them.'

The duke cheered up, and shortly afterwards again asked which

were the three unpropitious things. The other said, ' Not to act

fairly and justly is the first unpropitious thing. To give way to

one's unrestrained desires is the second, and not to listen to a proper

remonstrance is the third.'

The duke became meditative and, having pondered for awhile,

he frankly acknowledged his fault and changed his miud. The
annex was not built], 2 for the astrologer and the prime minister

both received the order to stop building.

The annex in the west caused useless trouble, it is true, but

we know not whether it was auspicious or inauspicious. Should

the astrologer and Chih Sui have been of opinion that an annex

in the west was inauspicious indeed, then both would be on a par

with the common people of the present day.' On all the four sides

of a house there is earth how is it that three sides are not looked

upon as of ill omen, and only an annex in the west is said to

be unpropitious? How could such an annex be injurious to the

1 494-468 B.C.

2 Quoted from Huai Nan Tae XVUI, 18v.

3 Common people believe in these superstitions.
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body ol" earth, or hurtful to the spirit of the house? In case au

annex in the west be unpropitious, would a demolition there be a

good augury? Or, if an annex in the west be inauspicious, would

it be a lucky omen iu the east? For if there be something in-

auspicious, there must also be something auspicious, as bad luck

has good luck as its correlate.

A house has a form, and a spirit disposes of good and bad

luck; a cultivation of virtue leads to happiness, and an infringement

of the laws brings about misfortune. Now, if an annex in the west is

believed to be unpropitious, where must it be built to be propitious?

Moreover, who is it that takes exception at people extending their

house to the west Should earth resent it, what damage does it

do to earth, if the west side of an eastern house be enlarged and,

at the same time, the east side of a western building be diminished?

Provided that the spirit of the house dislike an annex to the

west, a spirit resembles man, and every man would gladly see his

residence enlarged for why should he dislike it? Supposing that

the spirit of the house dislikes the trouble caused by the alteration,

then all annexes on the four sides ought to be ill-omened.

The experts in the various arts and professions, in explaining

omens, specify the different cases. The house builders state that

in erecting a house mischievous spirits may be met with, in removing

one's residence care should be taken to avoid the spirits of the year

and the months, in sacrificing, certain days may be encountered

when bloodshed is to be shunned, and in burying one may fail

against the odd and even days. In all these instances these prohi-

bitions are given in view of ghosts and spirits, and evil influences.

Those who do not avoid them, fall sick and die, but as for building

an annex in the west, what harm is there, that it is held to be

inauspicious, and how does the subsequent calamity manifest itself?

Properly speaking, this prohibition of something inauspicious

is based on reason, and not to be observed on account of good or

bad luck: The west is the region of elders and the seat of the

honoured. The honoured and the elders being in the west, the

inferiors and youngsters are in the east. The superiors and elders

are the masters, the inferiors and youngsters, their assistants. Masters

are few, and assistants many. There can be no two superiors above,

but there are a hundred inferiors below. When in the west an

addition is made to the master, i whereas the assistants are not in-

1 1. e" when a new building is erected in the west for the use of a second

master. The other possibility that the pew building is destined for the one master

to enlarge his dwelling, is not taken into account.
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creased, there are two superiors, but not a hundred inferiors (for

each). That is contrary to justice, and therefore called unpropitious.'

Being unpropitious it should not be done. Yet though being con-

trary to justice, it is not of ill omen for the following reason

:

A tomb is a place where a dead man is interred a field one

whence man gets his food and drink and a house the place where

man lives. In respect to auspiciousness these three places are the

same for man. Now, an annex to a house in the west is considered

inauspicious, whereas nobody pretends the same of an annex made
in the west of a tomb or a field. A tomb, being the residence of

a dead man, is somewhat neglected and treated with indifference,

and in a field which is not inhabited by man, the distinction between

superiors and inferiors is not drawn. In a house old and young

live together, therefore great care is taken to carry out this idea,

and the prohibition is insisted upon. The rule is diligently ob-

served in houses, but great laxity prevails in regard to graves

and fields.

The second thing to be avoided is that a convict having

suffered corporeal punishment ascends a tumulus. People merely

know that this should not be allowed, but do not understand the

reason of this interdiction, and if you inquire of those insisting upon

this prohibition, they ignore the meaning of this avoidance nor do

those complying with this advice trouble much about it. One
imitates the other; this goes so far, that when the father and

the mother of a culprit die, he does not bury the dead, and being

near their tomb, does not venture to approach and inter them.

He does not even condole, and looks upon the coffin as if it belonged

to a stranger.

A good man, being convicted, after having suffered corporeal

punishment is called a convict's Such a one may ascend a tumulus.

The two parents after their death are said to be deceased. What
difference is there between a house and a tomb, or between living

and deceased parents?

If convicts be reproved by their ascendants for having suffered

punishment, then they ought not to enter their home, or see their

parents either, and if, on the other hand, convicts be not allowed

1 The Fing-su fung, quoted in the Pei-wen-yiin-fu, gives a similar reason :

The west is the seat of the superiors, and a new building in this direction would

be hurtful to them.

2 Even a good man may innocently suffer punishment and thus become

a convict.
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to have commerce with the dead, then, when their parents have

expired in their hall, they should not cry by their coffins. If, in

fine, convicts be not permitted to ascend a tumulus, then they

should not be allowed to mount hills or mountains either.

Which reasons have those people to give who enforce this

prohibition As a matter of fact, there are two reasons why convicts

do not ascend a tumulus the injunction is based on these causes,

and there can be no question of any avoidance of unlucky influences

:

The convicts are aware that their ancestors have generated

them complete, and that the descendants should also return their

bodies complete. [Wherefore Tseng Tse being ill called to him the

disciples of his school, and said, " Uncover ' my feet, uncover my
hands Now and hereafter, I know my escape, my young

friends."] 2

Tsing Tse was so considerate, that before his end he wanted

to show that his body was intact, and he was glad that he

had escaped all bodily injury. Confucius said, " The body, the

hair, and the skin, we received them from our parents, and dare

not impair them." a

A dutiful sou dreads falling into the clutches of the law:

the cutting and branding of the body as well as the disfiguring

and scathing of the hair and the skin, are the upshot of a lack

of virtue, of unworthy dealings, and carelessness. A criminal is

ashamed of having suffered the disgrace of a punishment, and most

earnestly reproaches himself. It is for this reason that he does

not ascend a tumulus.

According to the ancient rites, the sacrifices to ascendants

were performed in temples, the modern custom is to offer them at

the grave. Consequently, a convict does not ascend a tumulus out

of shame lest he should cause displeasure to his ascendant. That

is the first reason.

A tomb is the abode of ghosts and spirits. As regards the

place of sacrifice and the sacrificial rites, it is of the utmost im-

portance that there should be penance and absolute purity. Now,
people that have suffered punishment are disgraced, and not fit to

attend at an offering, or to worship their ascendants. Their modesty

and reverence demand that they should retire and humiliate them-

selves, for their ancestors, remarking that their descendants have

. Our text of the Analects reads :

Jg^.
Analects VIII, 3.

See Uki, Chi-yi {Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVIII p. 229).
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suffered punishment, would commiserate them, and feel unhappy,

and most likely, at the sacrifice, not be able to enjoy the ofl'ering.

This is the second reason why the former do not ascend a tumulus.

In times of old, T'ai Po noticed that Wauff Chi had a holy

son, Wen Wang, and he knew that T'ai Wang wished to raise him

to the throne. Therefore he repaired to Wu, where he collected

medicinal herbs, cut off his hair, and tattooed his body, to follow

the customs of Wu. At the decease of T'ai Wang, T'ai Po returned,

and Wang Chi intended to yield the supreme power to him. T'ai

Po again declined, but Wanff Chi would not hear of it. So he

declined three times, saying, "I went to Wu and Yiieh, and, in ac-

cordance with their customs, cut off my hair, and tattooed ray

body. I am like a man who has been subjected to torture, and

cannot be the chief of the ancestral temple and of the altars of

the land and grain." Wanff Chi admitted that it was impossible, and,

much against his will, accepted his resignation.'

A convict not ascending a burial mound is like T ai Po de-

clining the royal dignity, which means that he is unqualified to

perform the sacrificial rites, but not, to conduct the funeral, when
a coffin is to be buried.

At the burial of a descendant the ancestors are grieved, and

the aspect of a convict fills them with sorrow. When such a

person, worthy of pity, buries somebody whose death is a cause

of grief to his ascendants, the latter, provided that they are con-

scious, would feel grieved at the death, and commiserate the dis-

grace of their descendant, wherefore then should he be abashed

Should tliey be unconscious, then the burial mound is nothing but

a piece of uncultivated land, and there is still less any occasion

for shame.

These convicts are said to stand abashed before their ascend-

ants, because their body is mutilated by torture and not like that

of other people. Anciently, by torture the body was in fact,

racked, and did not remain intact, which may have rendered it unfit.

But, at present, the penalties are merely symbolical,^ the gravest

consisting in shaving the head and iu an iron collar. The lesser

delinquents whose punishments are less than forced labour at build-

ing a wall, may wear coloured silk dresses and caps and girdles

different to those worn by common people, why should they be unfit

for a funeral The public believes them all to be obnoxious, and

' Cf. Vol. I, p. 120 and 131, where Wany Chi is called "king Chi " or Chi Li.

2 Vid. p. 81.
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carries its error to the length of not allowing such persons to con-

dole at the death of a fellow-villager, or to ascend the tumulus

of a stranger a great mistake this.

The third thing to be shunned is a woman who, having born

a child, is believed to bring ill-luck. Those who have some lucky

undertaking in hand, go far away into mountains and forests, tra-

versing streams and lakes, and have no intercourse with such a

woman. They even avoid coining near her house, and only, after

having' passed a month in the huts on burial grounds and on the

roads, they return. The unexpected sight of the woman appears

to them very unlucky.

If we study the question carefully, on what is this dislike

based? When a woman gives birth to a child, it comes into the

world, filled with the original fluid. This fluid is the finest essence of

Heaven and Earth, how could it be harmful and detestable Man
is an organism, and so is a child. What difference is there between

the birth of a child and the production of all the other organisms?

If human birth be held to be baleful, is the creation of the myr-

iads of organisms baleful too?

The new-born issues with the placenta. If the placenta be

deemed foreshadowing evil, the human placenta is like the husk

'

of fruits growing on trees - wrapped round the infant's body, it

comes out with it like the egg-shell of a young bird. What harm

is there to justify people's aversion Should it be due to its sup-

posed inauspiciousness, then all organisms with husks and shells

ought to be detestable.

There is such a plethora of organisms, that I am at a loss

where to begin with my deductions : Human birth does not di-

stinguish itself from that of the Six Domestic Animals; They
are all of them animated beings with blood, that breed and bring

forth their young not otherwise than man. Yet the aversion

applies to human birth only, and does not include that of animals.

Is it perhaps in view of the bigness of the human body and of

the quantity of its vital fluid and its blood? Bat the size of an

ox or a horse is much greater than that of man.

1 This meaning is not found in the dictionaries.

•2' Ed. A and B have for ' might be equi-

valent to "fresh fruit."

3 The horse, the ox, the goat, the pig, the dog, and the cock.
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If, with reference to distasteful objects, there is no equality,

and only one singled out, irrespective of its similarity to all the

others, the case becomes rather doubtful. Now, the Six Animals

are hardly different from man, and they produce their young in

tlie same way. That, (notwithstanding this similarity between the

Six Animals and man), the latter is avoided, and not the former,

proves the ignorance of the people.

Supposing they could make a distinction between the birtb

of a child and the breeding of the Six Animals, I would admit

their avoidance, but in case they are unable to draw a line, I must

say that this popular avoidance is unreasonable.

There is certainly nothing more loathsome for man than pu-

trescence and fetor; putrid and fetid smells make one sick. The

nose smelling stench, and the mouth eating something rotten,

people feel their stomach turn, make a wry face and begin spitting

and vomiting. Privies ^ may be said to be fetid, and dried fish to

be putrid meat, yet there are persons that put up with privies

even, and do not shudder at them, 2 and for many dried fish are a

relish from which they do not recoil. That which the mind does

not turn to, is thought of as disgusting, and its good or bad qual-

ities are left out of account.

Now, as for detestable things, (such as black varnish be-

spattering one's body), 3 after the eyes have seen, and the nose has

smelled them, and they have passed, everything is over. Why
still abhor them, when they have vanished, and are no more to

be seen?

If going out on the road, we behold a man carrying a pig

on his shoulders, or remark some foul stuff in a ditch, we do not

take this for evil omens, because the filth is on somebody else's

body, and not on our own. Now, a woman bearing a child, carries

it with her, wliy then must people be so scrupulous as to shun her?

North of the Yangtse, they do not leave the house when a

child is born, knowing that there is no liarm in it, but when a

bitch whelps, they place her outside the house, which is like-

wise an absurdity. North of the Yangtse, they are afraid of a

dog, but not of a human being, south of the Yangtse, they recoil

1 55 ^j^C , a term strangely corresponding to the German word "toilet"

= privy.

2 Most Chinese privies are so horrid, that even Chinese try to avoid them.

3 Chinese varnish is so poisonous, that its smell alone suffices to produce a

cutaneous eruption.
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from a human being, but not from a dog. In either case the

superstitious attempts to avert evil are not the same, but what

difference is there between a human being and a dog, or a place

within or without the house? What the one detests, the other

does not, and whatf people of this side stagger at, the other side

does not fear. After all, there is no principle in all these popular

precautions.

As regards the darkening of the moon, a month is counted

from each conjunction of the sun and the moon in a solar mansion.

When, on the eighth day of a month, the moon is cut in two

halves, it is called a "crescent," i when, on the fifteenth, sun and

moon face each other, it is called the "facing moon," ^ and on the

thirtieth, when sun and moon are conjunct in a mansion, it is

called the "dark moon." a The dark moon, the crescent, and the

facing moon are in reality the same. On the last day of the month,

the moonlight is no other than on the first day of the following

month. Why is this light called auspicious after the commence-

ment of the next month? If it be really ill-boding it cannot be

said to be auspicious in the next month, and if it really be so it

would make no difference that the new month had not yet begun.

As a matter of fact, the injunction to keep aloof from new-

born infants and puppies, is intended as an incentive to self-puri-

fication, preventing people from polluting themselves with filth and

sordid things. When they are clean in their bodies, their minds

are pure, and their minds being pure, their proceedings are unde-

filed. These irreproachable dealings are the basis of honesty and

unselfishness.

The fourth thing to be shunned is the bringing up of child-

ren born in the first or the fifth months, because such children

are supposed to kill their father and mother, and therefore on no

account can be reared. Father and mother having perhaps died

through some calamity, this assertion lias found credence and is

taken for certain. Now, wherefore should children of tlie first or

the fifth months kill their father and mother?

The human embryo, filled with the fluid, remains in the womb,

where it develops ten months, when it is born. All are imbued

1 .
2 -
3 .
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with the same original fluid; what difference is there between the

first and the second months, and what diversity between the

fifth and the sixth, that an ill omen might be found in them?

This opinion has long spread in the world, and all those who
cling to destiuy dare not act against it. If men of vast erudition

and great talents carefully go into the question, and minutely exam-

ine the difference between good and bad omens, they must arrive

at a clear understanding.

Of old, [a humble concubine of T^ien Ying, minister of Clii,

had a son, wliom she uamed Wen. As Wen bad been born in the

fifth moon, T'ien Yiiig told his mother not to bring him up, but

the mother clandestinely reared him. When he had grown up, the

mother took her son Wen together with his brothers, and intro-

duced him to his father.

Tien Yiiig, very angry, said to her, "I ordered you to do

away with this son, how did you dare to keep him alive?" Wen

bowed his head, and interfering in the discussion, said, 'What is

the reason that Your Honour does not want to rear a fifth month

child?'

"Because," replied THen Ying, "a fifth month child grows as

high as a door, and will do harm to his parents."

Win rejoined, 'Does the fate which man receives at his birth

depend on Heaven, or does it depend on a door?

'

'Tien Ying made no reply. 'No doubt,' said Wen, 'it depends

on Heaven, Then, why are you dissatisfied Should fate be re-

ceived from a door, and the child become as high as a door, who
could attain to that?'

Vien Ying acquiesced and said, "Leave off, my son."] [Sub-

sequently, lie entrusted him \vith the superintendence of his house-

hold and the reception of guests. Their numbers increased daily,

and T^ien Wens name became known to all the princes.] • He grew

higher than a door, but T'ien Ying did not die.

According to the reasons put forward by THen WSn and cor-

roborated by the fact that his father did not die, the common
(1 read is baseless. Vien Ying was an ordinary father, but T^ien WSn

an exceptional son, the former trusted in the general prejudice,

and did not inquire into its reasons, whereas the latter confided

in fate, and did not admit the avoidance. As their parts were

different, ordinary and exceptional, so were their actions. 7"en

1 Quotation from the Shi-chi chap. 7:) p. 2r. the biography of THen Wen.

Cf. also Vol. I, p. 161, where, in line 10 "He replied " should be written for "She

replied," and, in line 13, "He rejoined " for "She rejoined."
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Ying,s name is obscure and unknown, while his son's fame spread

far and wide, and never faded.

Still this common avoidance has also its reason: The first

month is the beginning of the year, and in the fifth the Yang

reaches its acme. A child being boru in one of thes6 mouths, its

original nature is fiery and impetuous and weighs heavily on its

parents. Not being strong enough to offer resistance, they must

come to grief.
1

This idea has gained ground, and no one contradicts it. It

is an unfounded assertion, and there is no proof of a real misfor-

tune. The world suffers itself to be imposed upon and to fall into

the greatest errors. Things to be avoided are manifold, but always

some prodigy is put forth, and if really somebody should happen

to die, then the public is convinced of the truth of the assertion,

and abides by it.

As to what is to be dreaded and shunned, different views pre-

vail everywhere. I shall give some instances of universal customs,

which I trust will be considered. There are innumerous minor rules

and observances, all meant to induce to virtue and to exhort to parti-

cular carefulness. 2 Nothing is to be feared from ghosts and spirits,

and no calamities are due to mischievous influences

:

In making bean-sauce people dislike very much to hear thunder.^

One person did not eat the sauce in order to induce people to hasten

its preparation, and not to allow the stuff to lie about ia their

premises up to spring time.*

One avoids grinding a knife over a well lest it fall into the

well, or, as some say, because the character hsing (capital punish-

ment) is composed of ching (a well) and tao (a knife) .
Grinding a knife over a well, the knife and the well face each

other, and one apprehends suffering capital punishment {hsing ).

&

1 This reason may be in accordance with Wang CKung^s system, to us it

appears inane.

2 This is Wan(j Cliungs opinion. The belief of his countrymen is that many

actions, apart from their qualities, entail misfortune, and solely for this reason are

to be shunned.

3 Perhaps the electricity caused the sauce to spoil, as milk becomes sour

when the air is charged with electricity. Wang Ch'ung does not know this.

4 The first thunder-storms are in spring. This single case, V/ang Ch'ung

seems to intimate, was the reason that, subsequently, people always liked to have

their bean-sauce ready before the first peal of thunder was heard viz. before the be-

ginning of spring.

5 Similar "avoidances " have come dowii to our own rational times. E. g.

one must not thank any one for a knife or a pair of scissors, otherwise they would
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One must not sit under the eaves of a house a tile might

fall down and hit one on the head.

One must not hang up a cap upside down for it would re-

semble the garments of a dead man, or, as some say, it should

not be turned, lest it be filled with dust.

One must not lie down flat for one would be like a corpse, i

One must not receive chopsticks from anybody because they

are not solid.

2

One must not expect others to sweep the ground for one

for a man building a grave might request one to sweep for him.

3

All these "One must not " are to induce people to exert partic-

ular cautiousness, and to exhort them to do good. The Liki says,

["One must not roll the rice into a ball, and one must not slobber."]*

These are prohibitions regarding propriety and righteousness, and

not spoken in reference to good or bad fortune.

cut the friendship. A young lady avoids cutting a. fresh pat of butter, otherwise she

is sure not to marry during the year.

1 This rule goes back to Confucius, who in bed, did not lie like a corpse.

Analects X, 16.

2 This may be an allusion to the frailty of the body or of friendship.

3 A man making such a request would be like one having somebody to bury.

The very sensible reasons given for these various customs are Wanp CKung's.

4 Liki, CKii-li p. 18r. [Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 80).
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CHAPTER XXXVU.

False Charges against Time [Lan-shih).

When people dig up the earth for the foundation of a building,

the year-star and the moon will swallow something, i and, on the

land which they consume, a case of death occurs. If e. g. the

planet Jupiter is in the sign foe, 2 the year-star swallows up some

land in the sign yu,^ and if the moon in the first month stands in

yin,4 it consumes some land in the sign sse. Some building being

erected on land situated in tse and yin, people living in yu and sse

are swallowed up, and being about to be thus injured, they have

recourse to charms^ to counteract these influences, using objects

made of the Five Elements, and hanging up metal, wood, water, and

fire. Should, for example, Jupiter and the moon infest a family in

the west, they would suspend metal, ^ and should those luminaries

be going to devour a family in the east, this family would suspend

charcoal. 8 Moreover, they institute sacrifices with a view to averting

the evil, or they feign to change their residence, in order thus to

eschew the calamity. There is unanimity about this, every one

doing like the others. A careful consideration, however, reveals

the utter futility of this mistake. How?
The spirits of Heaven and Earth must have equal minds.

People misconducting themselves are liable to punishments and

penalties. In this respect the spirits cannot have two minds or

different feelings, and their former ideas cannot be opposed to the

later ones. When, in moving their residence, people do not take

heed of the year-star and the moon, both resent this disregard of

1 This must not be taken literally. It seems to mean to cause damage or

misfortune.

2 The North,

3 The West.

4 East-north-east.

5 South-south-east.

6.
7 The element metal corresponds to the west.

8 The element of the east is wood, that of the south where the inimical

luminaries are placed, while menacing the family, is fire. Charcoal is a combination

of wood and fire.
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their opposition, and are irritated with the delinquents.' Now,
people, doing some building, likewise move the body of the earth, and

their misdemeanour is the same as that committed in moving one's

residence. Therefore, those builders should be swallowed by the year-

star, wherefore then, contrariwise, has the soil of the signs sse and

yu to suffer for their guilt? If the spirits of the year-star and the

moon take exception to the moving, and find fault with building,

how is it that their judgment is so inconsequent?

^

Ghosts and spirits call the sinners to account as a district

magistrate reprimands and punishes. The ways in which people

infringe the laws are many. In small cases the penalty is remitted,

and only great viciousness entails capital punishments. But it does

not happen that the innocent sufifer. If they are subject to punish-

ment, without any guilt, the world calls it injustice.

Now, the people of sse and yu have not offended against the

moon or the year-star, yet while in tse they are building houses,

they are eaten without any reason. Thus the year-star would be

cruel to innocent persons.

Just when Jupiter stands in tse. the houses in tse would be

safe, and those in wu^ be injured. One must not commence building,

or do any work, but though remaining idle and inactive, one is

nevertheless visited with disasters. In the matter of" the swallowing

by the year-star and the moon, as soon as a tse house * begins to

be stirred, sse and yu have hard times.

Jupiter is the spirit of tlie year and the moon. If its penalties

and ravages are different on various occasions, oue cannot expect

Heaven to follow the exceutricity of the spirit of the year and the

moon.

As for the spirit of the year-star and the moon, the year-star

in reality is Jupiter. When it has its position on the horizon in

the sign tse, and some edifice is constructed in one of the provinces

of China, say in Yang-chou ^ in the south-east-—according to the view

of Tsou Yen who takes China for one continent only, it would also

1 On the collision with the year-star Jupiter of people moving their

residence see chap. XXXIX.
2 In one case they punish those who collide with them, in the other, those

living in quite a different direction viz. a quarter to the right or the left of their

stand-point.

a We ought to read yu, as above, I suppose.

* Perhaps we should add "and a yin house".

' A province under the Han comprising Kianysu, Anhui, Kiangsi, Fukien,

and Chekiang.
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be in the south-east: then the year-star consuming some ground in

the sign yu,^ ought to swallow the soil of the Western Cliiang

how could the land in the south-east suffer any damage? In case

Jupiter stays amidst men, 3 and a house in the west lies in yu, in the

house of the family, erecting some building there, there must likewise

be a yu region, why then does Jupiter not swallow this yu quarter

in the house in question, and injure another family instead?

Besides, who really is it that swallows If it really be Jupiter

and the moon, these two are attending spirits of Heaven: their eating

and drinking, therefore, must resemble that of Heaven. Heaven does

not eat men, therefore at the suburban sacrifices,* they are not

immolated as victims. If the two stars are not celestial spirits,

they cannot eat men either.

Respecting the food of the numerous spirits between Heaven

and Earth, the Sage says that they must be treated like men. The

dead are to be worshipped after the manner of the living, and

ghosts, as if they were men. Consequently, at the offerings made

to the various spirits all sorts of things are used, but not men.

Tigers and wolves are man devouring brutes; do the spirits

of Jupiter and the moon grow from the essence of tigers and wolves?

In a time of famine, when there is a scarcity of grain and food,

men, out of hunger, devour one another. Are the spirits of Jupiter

and the inoon imbued with the fluid of those men-eaters?

If Jupiter and the moon have spirits, the sun must likewise

have a spirit. Jupiter swallows land, and the moon does; why
should the sun not do the same?

A number of days makes up a month, a number of months

forms a season, several seasons, a year, 1,539 years are a i%ng ^

period, and 4,617 years a yuan& period.? These are multiplied and

involved numbers, and the names of fractions and full numbers.

How could ghosts and spirits have anything to do with them,

1 In the west.

2 Tibetan tribes.

3 Jupiter was first supposed to stay in the north, outside of China, now

it is placed amidst men, in the interior.

* The suburban sacrifices were offered to Heaven.

5
^^L' Three t'ung are one yuan.

7 These periods may be of Taoist origin. Some reckon a yuan at 129W0
others at 24,192,0i years, something like a geological period. The Taoists like the

Indians are fond of big numbers. According to one authority 3,276,000 years have

elapsed from the creation of the world to 481 b.c.
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or felicity and misfortune depend on them? If the year and the

month, as full numbers, must have spirits, then the four seasons

would have them, and the fung and yuan periods as well.

Three days of the moou are po ^ (the first quarter), eight

days are the crescent's and fifteen, full-moon. 3 What difference is

there with a full year or a full moon? If the year and the moon
have spirits, the first quarter and the crescent must have spirits loo.

One day is divided into twelve hours. When dawn is during

the yin hour (3-5 a. m.), the sun rises during the mao time (5-7 a. in.).

The twelve moons rest in yin and mao, consequently the yin and

mao times are added to the twelve moons.* The sun receives the

twelve hours and does not swallow land, the moon, however, resting

in the twelve signs, does. Has the sun no spirit in spite of this

addition, whereas the moon has owing to this relation How is

it that the moon alone, being thus related, consumes land, and

that the sun, although connected with the hours, does not? If the

sun has no spirit, notwithstanding this connexion, it is not proper

to decide the question by a reference to hours, and if the addition

of hours gives spirituality, it is not right that one star should

not eat.

The mouth and the stomach of a spirit must be like those

of man. Being hungry, he eats, and being satiated, he stops. He
does not take a meal each time a building is erected. Provided

that the spirits of Jupiter and the raoon eat when there is a building

in course of construction, buildings are few; do the two spirits

suffer hunger then

1 -
2 .
3 . Cf. also p. 383, Notes 1 and 2.

* The twelve hours of the day are denominated after the twelve cyclical

signs yin, mao, Sic" marking that place of the horizon over which the sun stays

during each double hour. In the same way, every month of the Chinese calendar

is connected with that cyclical sign in which the moon rests during that month. In

the course of twelve months the moon has passed through all the twelve constellations

01* cyclical signs. Wanp CKung is not correct in saying that the yin and mao

"times" are added to the twelve months, they are not times in this case, but

constellations corresponding to those of our zodiac. The twelve J^ to which

belong yin and mao, are those places of the firmament through which the sun passes

in twelve double hours, and the moon in twelve months. For this reason they are

made use of to designate the twelve hours as well as the twelve months More-

over, the course of the planet Jupiter through these signs of the zodiac, which is

completed in 12 years, affords a means of denoting the consecutive years, on which

cf. ChnvanneSj Mem, Hist. Vol, III p. 65n seq.
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During a famine, people quit their homes, which remain desolate

and abandoned. Every building activity ceases. Do the spirits of

the year-star and the moon starve then?

Moreover, fields no less than houses are put in order by men;

the force displayed in these works and the efforts made are identical.

In building a house, the earth is dug up, and wooden beams are

erected, on the field, they cut a ditch and raise dykes. Beams and

dykes are equally raised, and the digging and cutting the ground

are the same. If, in case a house be erected, Jupiter and the moon eat

the ground, but do not do so, when a field is put under cultivation,

are they hungry, when the house is building, and have they no

appetite, when the land is cultivated? How is it possible that under

similar circumstances, and the proceedings being the same, eating

and drinking are different?

Those maintaining the encroachments of the two celestial

bodies, will measure the bulk of the work done and calculate the

distance by steps. If e. g. some construction 3 feet high be built,

the eating would take place within one step, if the height exceed

100 feet, the eating would extend over more than a Li. According

as the work is big or small, the calamity would reach far or near.

Meng TUen built the Great Wall for the C'Hin dynasty, the

length of which was half that of the empire. ' The misfortune

caused thereby ought to have affected tens of thousands of people,

but while the construction of the Great Wall was going on, the

deaths among the people of C/iin were comparatively few.

When the Duke of Chou was building Loyang, great works

were carried out. At that time the two stars should have swallowed

lots of land, and the Sage foreseeing this, ought to have moved
from the place thus menaced to a favourable site, because, unless

he avoided a collision, many hardships would have befallen the

people. In the Classics and Records, Sages and Worthies should

have criticized this proceeding. Now, we hear that the people

building Loyang flocked together from the four quarters, but we
are not told that after the work was completed, and everything

finished, many died. Therefore, the statements about the year-star

and the moon are probably baseless and untrue.

Besides, if the two stars really eat, a feeling of hunger in

their mouths and bellies like that of men, must have been the

cause. Now, suppose, in the sse and yu quarters, they employ

charms paralyzing their influences; would they be afraid of a

Cf. Vol. I, p. 167.
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metal blade, or dread a dead charcoal, and therefore shut their

mouths, not daring to eat? Really, to be afraid there ought to

be some equilibrium of the antagonistic quantities. The Five Ele-

ments overcome one another, but the forces of things must be equally

balanced. If a cupful of water be thrown on the burning mountain

of CHin, or if a handful of earth be employed to stop a breach

of the Yellow River, a thousand Li in width, would they master

those elements? The relation of the elements remains the same,

but the dimensions and quantities are not proportionate.

The nature of Heaven and Earth is such, that, as regards

the strength of human beings, a little cannot overpower much, or

a small force vanquish a great one. Let a big army be equipped

with wooden staves only, and a single warrior, armed with a

sword, try conclusions and exert his strength, he is sure to be

killed. Metal, by its nature, subdues wood; if, in this case, wood
gets the better, and metal succumbs, it is due to the great amount

of wood and the small quantity of metal. If metal be heaped up

in mounds, and a charcoal fire approached, to light and burn them,

it is obvious that the metal does not melt. The principles of the

Five Elements are not violated, but there is too much metal and

too little fire, and the disproportion of dimensions and quantities

is too great.

A boy five feet high, fighting with MSng Pen, could not gain

the victory, not because of his cowardice, but of his inadequate

strength. Wolves, in packs, eat men, and men, crowded together,

eat the wolves. In all contests depending on strength and courage,

very seldom the small overcome the great, and that, in struggles

and competitions, the minority beats the majority is of very rare

occurrence. According to the laws of Heaven, among human beings

the small cannot vanquish the great, and tlie few do not subdue

the many. How could evil influences be suppressed and averted,

or the calamities, caused by the year-star, be removed by means of

a blade of metal or a charcoal fire?
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CHAPTER XXXVIII.

Slandering of Days {Chi-jih).

As people trust in the time of the year, so, in their pro-

ceedings, they also place reliance on days. If there be some

sickness, death, or other calamities, in a serious case, they speak

of having offended against the year or a month, in minor ones, of

having neglected a forbidden day. Books on forbidden days enjoy

no less popularity than tracts on the year and the month. Common
people repose implicit confidence in them, and even scholars able

to reason cannot solve the problem. Consequently, when taking

any steps, people do not examine their hearts, but conform to some

days, and unconcerned, with their intentions, they expect everything

from time.

Works on time and days exist in great numbers, and a short

inquiry into their general tenor will disclose what they are worth,

and induce those believing in Heaven and time to have some doubt,

and repudiate such ideas.

Happiness and misfortune accompany prosperity and decay, ^

alternating and passing away. At all proceedings people will say

that the unlucky must be afraid of their bad luck which will come

to pass, and, concerning the lucky, they pretend that the luck

which they hope for will be realised. When happiness and mis-

fortune have arrived of their own accord, they attribute them to

former good or bad luck in order to frighten and caution their

hearers. That is the reason why, for many generations, people

have not had any misgivings about the calendar, and why for such

a long time the truth has not dawned upon them.

The calendar for burials prescribes that the nine holes and

depressions of the earth, ^ as well as odd and even days, and single

and paired months are to be avoided. The day being lucky and

innocuous, oddness and evenness agreeing, and singleness and parity

1 Prosperity and decay are the events and circumstances making people

happy or miserable.

2 These seem to be geomantic terms.
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tallying, there is luck and good fortune. The non-observance of

this calendar, on the other hand, conduces to bad luck and disaster.

Now, burying means concealing the coffin, and shrouding,

concealing tlie corpse. Shortly after death, the corpse is concealed

in the coffin, and, after a while, the coffin is concealed in a tomb.

What dilFerence is there between a tomb aud a coffin, or between

shrouding and burying? In placing the body into the coffin, unlucky

auguries are not avoided, solely in interring it, good luck is sought.

If the grave be made much of, the grave is earth, and the

coffin, wood. In respect to the nature of the Five Elements, wood

and earth resemble each other. ^ Wood is worked to receive the

corpse, and earth is dug up to inter the coffin. Working and

digging are similar proceedings, and a corpse and a coffin are very

much the same. Should the digging up of earth injure the body

of Earth, then in trenching ditches or tilling a garden, a special day

should be chosen as well. If people are able to make a distinction

between these two things, 2 I am willing to admit their prohibitions,

but unless they can do so, I am not in a position to accept this

avoidance.

When the day is not injurious, they still require that it be

odd or even, and oddness and evenness being in harmony, they still

demand the singleness or parity of the month. When the day is

odd or even, and the month single or paired, in accordance with

the burial calendar, by combining these dates with lucky auguries,

they always find out some correspondence. How can we explain this?

Tn the 'Spring and Autumn' period sons of Heaven, princes,

and high officers died by hundreds and thousands, but their burial

days were not always conformable to the calendar. It is further

said that an interment could not take place because it rained, and

that it was performed at mid-day on a king-yin ^ day.* Provided

that the Duchess of Lxi^ died on an odd day, then the burial

might have been on a chi-ch'ou& day, when oddness and evenness

would have been in harmony, and this being the case, the day

would have been propitious.' She could not be buried to avoid

1 Both ai'e elements.

Digging a grave, and making ditches or tilling a garden.

3

4 Quoted from the Ch'un-chHu, Duke Hsiian 8th year.

5 The Duchess of Lu was Ching Ying.

6 . Ed. A and B have ed. (7 writes .
7 Originally the duchess was to be buried on a chi-cKou day, but the rain

prevented it. Cki-cKou being the 26th combination of the cycle of sixty, would have
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the rain, but if the day was a good one it ought not to have been

rejected barely because of the rain, for rain may have been in-

convenient, but the disregard of odd and even could result in the

most serious calamities and disasters. To seek their convenience

and thereby entail calamities could not have been the intention of

the people of Lu or according to the view of a diligent officer. Now,
they paid no attention to odd and even, and waited for the keng-

yin day, taking the sunshine on this day for a good presage.

'

The Liki states that the Son of Heaven is interred in the

seventh month, the princes of a State in the fifth, the ministers,

great officers, and officers in the third month. ^ If e. g. the Son of

Heaven expires in the first month he is buried in the seventh, if

he dies in the second he is buried in the eighth.^ The same

applies to the princes, ministers, great officers, and officers. Accord-

ing to the calendar for burials the month of the interment of

the Son of Heaven, and the princes would be either even or uneven

throughout. 4

Degenerate ages have great faith in these sorts of laws, and

depraved princes are bent on seeking happiness. The "Spring and

Autumn " time was very degenerate, and that between Duke Yin and

Duke Ai was the worst, yet they did not take any precautions for

the days of interment, because they did not shun bad luck.

Under the reign of King Win of Chou, laws and institutions

were perfect. The intellect of Confucius was very acute, and the

arguments of the Cliim-cKiu were very subtle. If, by neglecting

lucky auguries, people were afflicted, or if, by their heedlessness,

they had incurred misfortune, some few words and some slight

attempts at criticism would not have been out of place. Now we
find nothing of the kind, consequently there exist no fixed rules

for the time of burials.

been an even day, and as such in harmony with the uneven day of the death of

the duchess. The keng-yin day, the 27th combination, was an odd day again and

not tallying with the odd day of death.

1 The Tso-chuan, commenting upon the above quoted passage, states that to

delay the interment owing to rain was according to rule. The Liki {Legge, Sacred

Books Vol. XXVII, p. 223) informs us that common people did not suspend the

interment because of rain, and this rule seems to prevail at present, a rain-fall

during a burial being regarded as very propitious. Cf. De Groot, Religioue System

Vol. I, p. 213.

2 Liki eod,

3 In adding seven, five, or three, the month of death is included.

* /. c, it would correspond to the month of death, being even in case the

latter was even, and une.en if the latter was.
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The calendar of sacrifices has its favourable and inauspicious

presages as well. Thus, a day when bloodshed is to be avoided, i

and when the month is baleful,^ always bodes evil. If sacrifices

are offered with animals slaughtered on such days, some catastrophe

will ensue.

Now, sacrificing is feeding the ghosts, and the ghosts are the

essence of dead men.^ If they are not, people cannot have seen

them eating and drinking. The service of the dead is analogous

to that of the living, and the worship of ghosts, corresponding to

that of men. Since we behold the living eating and drinking, they

must do the same after they have died and become ghosts. Affection

for other beings, and remembrance of dear relatives are the main

springs of sacrifices. As for the offerings to other spirits, and the

numerous ghosts, although they are not dead men. yet the ritual

of their worship is identical with that of the deceased. As we
never see their shapes, we only think of them in the form of living

men. The living have no fixed days for their eating and drinking,

wherefore then must spirits and ghosts have such days?

In case ghosts and spirits really are conscious and not different

from men, it is unnecessary to select days for sacrifices.* If, how-

ever, they are unconscious, they cannot partake of food and drink,

and though days be selected or shunned, of what use would it be?

In reality, there are no ghosts for the diverse sacrifices, and

the departed do not possess any knowledge. The various sacrifices

are performed in appreciation of great services, to show that virtue

has not been forgotten, and the dead are treated as though they

were alive, for the purpose of avoiding the appearance of ingratitude.

Sacrifices do not bring happiness, and their omission does not entail

calamities. Since sacrifices and the omission thereof neither cause

happiness nor misfortune, how can lucky and unlucky days be of

advantage or harmful

If bloodshed be avoided, and the baleful days of the month

shunned, because, when animals are slaughtered, blood is spilled, the

living, eating the Six Animals, should likewise take these precau-

tions. In the many slaughter-houses throughout China, several

thousand animals are killed daily, no distinction being made between

1.
2.

^
3 In general belief, here only used as an argument, for Wan^ CKung does

not share it. See Vol. I chap. 15 and below.

* Because men do not choose propitious days for eating and drinking.
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lucky and unlucky ones, but the butchers do not die an untimely

death for that reason. As regards capital punishment, those criminals,

beheaded every month, also count by thousands. When they are

executed in the market-place, no auspicious day is chosen, yet the

judges are not visited with misfortune.

When the meat supply is exhausted, animals are slaughtered,

and when a case is settled, the culprits are decapitated. The decapi-

tation of convicts, and the slaughter of animals are both bloodshed

indeed. Why do victims, immolated at sacrifices, receive a different

treatment, and why is a calendar established for sacrifices alone?

Why are butchers and judges left out of account? The world

adopts an opinion, without considering analogous cases. It sacri-

fices, though there are no ghosts, and believes in things to be

avoided, though they do not exist. Attempting to secure happiness,

by means of these two non-entities, it does not obtain it.

In writings on baths we are informed that, if anybody washes

his head on a tse^ day, he becomes lovely, whereas if he does so

on a moo 2 day, his hair turns white.

A man is liked or disliked according as his features are handsome

or ugly, whereas the black and white colour of his hair depend

upon his age and the number of his years. If a woman as plain

as Mu Mu 3 were to wash her head on a tse day, would she excite

love thereby Or if a girl of fifteen were to do the same on a

mao day, would her hair turn white?

Moreover, mu () signifies to remove the impurity of the

head, hsi () to remove that of the feet, kuan
( ^ ) to remove

that of the hands, and yii () to remove that of the body. All

these manners of washing aim at cleansing the same body, and

resemble each other. For washing the feet, the hands, and the

body no days are selected, only for washing the head there are

certain days. If the head be deemed the noblest part of the body,

in bathing ('^) the face is included and the face belongs to the

head also.* If the hair be considered the noblest, there ought to

be chosen a day for combing the hair as well.

'

2 -
3 cf. Vol. I p. 473. Note 3.

4 — # ' The

second ^[ seems out of place and should be expunged.
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For combing one uses wood ' and for washing, water. Water
and wood both belong to the Five Elements. Now, in using wood
one does not shun anything, only in using water certain days are

appointed. Should water be nobler than wood, then whenever

water is used a day should be selected.

Besides, water is less noble than fire; 2 if different degrees of

nobility must be admitted, then, in all cases when fire is used, a

day ought to be chosen.

Further, provided that a person, washing bis head on a tse

day, becomes the object of love, and that, by washing it on a

moo day, his hair turns white, who is the cause of all this? The
nature of tse is water, and of mao, wood.a Water cannot be loved,

and the colour of wood is not white. The animal of tse is the

rat, and that of mao is the hare. The rat cannot be loved, and

the fur of the hare is not white.* Who is it that renders the

person, bathing on a tse day, lovable, and causes the hair of another,

bathing on a mao day, to take the colour of hoar-frost

Consequently,^ bathing days are not lucky or unlucky, and

it is not admissible to establish a special bathing calendar.

There are books for tailors, giving auspicious and inauspicious

times. Dresses, made on an inauspicious day, bring misfortune,

made on a lucky day, they attract happiness.

Clothes as well as food serve to support the human body:

food supports it within, and clothes protect it from without.

For food and drink no days are chosen,* whereas, in tailoring,

certain days are tabooed. Are clothes of greater importance because

they cover the body? Of tilings appreciated by humanity there

is none more urgently needed than food. Therefore the first of

1 The Chinese still use wooden combs to-day, a fact illustrated by the

character for comb

2 Fire, the Tang fluid, the producing foi-ce of nature is nobler than water,

the Yin fluid, which is regarded as passive or destructive.

3 According to the theory oi\ the Five Elements, elaborated in the Han

epoch, of the Twelve Branches ^ hai and tse are related to water, and

ym and
_^ mao, to wood. Cf. Appendix I p. 467.

* The pi-escription cannot be explained by the fanciful theory on the elements

and their correlates.

5 We have to insert the aiiswei* to the preceding rhetorical question : nobody,

r' Ed. A and B have the misprint: yjp^ |^ for

.
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the Eight Objects of Government i
is food, the second commodities.

Clothes fall under commodities. Should they rank higher, for being

on the body, then nothing, worn on the body, is more important

than the hat; In manufacturing it, no restrictions are to be ob-

served, whereas tailoring is beset with prohibitions. The more

valuable object is thus treated with indifference, and much care

is bestowed on the meaner.

Besides, washing removes the impurity of the head, and hats

are used as head-gear; baths take away the dirt from the body,

and clothes protect it from cold. For washing there are prohibitions,

but for hats there are no restrictions for baths no good or bad

auguries exist, clothes, on the other hand, have good or bad in-

fluences. All these things are alike and refer to the same body,

but some are held to be good, others to be bad, and the taboo

is not the same. Common people, with their shallow knowledge,

cannot grasp the truth.

Moreover, clothes are less valuable than a chariot and horses.

The first of the Nine Gifts of Investiture ^ are a chariot and horses,

the second, robes of State. Cartwriglits do not seek a propitious

time, and tailors alone look out for a lucky day. By their preju-

dices, people lose the true estimate of what is important and not.

For commencing the building of a dwelling and the construc-

tion of a house the selection of a day is requisite.

A house covers the human shape, and a dwelling harbours

the human body; how could they be liable to the evil influences

of the year and the moon, that the aforesaid selection becomes

necessary? If the spirits dislike them because they cover and shield

the human body, then for building a carriage, and constructing a

ship, for making a canopy, and manufacturing a hat, a propitious

day ought to be chosen as well. In case the spirits be dis-

1 The Eight Objects of Government, enumerated in the Shuking, viz. food,

commodities, sacrifices, works, instruction, jurisdiction, entertainment of guests, and

warfare.

- Its importance lies not so much in its usefulness in this respect a coat

or a cloak are more iinpoitant as in its covering the head, the noblest part of

the body.

3 These Nine Gifts 'jj^ were symbols of authority, anciently bestowed

upon vassals and ministers. They were : a chariot and horses, robes of State,

musical instruments, vermilion coloured entrance doors, the right to approach the

sovereign by the central patli, armed attendants, bows and arrows, battle-axes,

and sacrificial wines. Mayers' Manual Pt. II No. 284.
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pleased, because the earth is moved, and the soil dug up, then,

for making a trench or tilling a garden, a good day should be

appointed also. Provided that the spirit of Earth be molested by

the turning up of the soil, it might well forgive man, for he has

no bad intentions, and merely desires to shelter his body and find

a resting place. The holy mind of a spirit would not be irritated

thereby, and, under this condition, even the omission to select a

day would not have evil consequences. If, however, the spirits

of the soil could not pardon man, and irreasonably hated him, in

view of the vexations caused by his disturbing the earth, of what

avail would be the selection of a propitious day? •

The imperial law forbids murder and the wounding of man.

All murderers and those who have wounded others, are liable to

punishment, and, though they should select a day for transgressing

the law, they would not escape. In default of such a prohibition,

even wilful manslaughter would not be atoned for.

The jurisdiction of a district magistrate is like the sway of

ghosts and spirits, and the crime of throwing up and piercing the

soil, analogous to killing and wounding. For killing and wounding

the selection of days is of no use, wherefore then should there be

those prohibitive rules concerning the construction and the erection

of bouses and dwellings?

In studying books the ping'^ days are eschewed, because they

say that Tsang Hsieh^ expired on a ping day. The rites prescribe

that on tse and inao* Jays no music should be made, for the Yin

and Hsia dynasties perished on a tse and a mao day.^ If people

study on a ping day, or make music on a tse and mao day, they

are not necessarily visited with misfortune. Out of regard for the

death day of former emperors, and out of sympathy with their

sufferings, people cannot bring themselves to undertake anything.

The system of tabooed days is related to these customs connected

with the ping, tse, and mao days. Although something be shunned

there is no fear of any disaster or calamity."

1 The disturbance would be the same, whether the day be auspicious or not.

'
3 The inventor of writing.

*.
6 These dynasties were celebrated for their music.

a Some days are shunned out of respect for great men that died on these

days, bat not because they forebode evil.
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A great variety of spirits are referred to in the calendars ^

embracing Heaven and Earth, but the Sages do not speak of them,

2

the scholars have not mentioned them, and perhaps they are not

real. The laws of Heaven are hard to know, but provided that

spirits exist, then what benefit could be derived from shunning

a day on which they display their activity, or what adversity

could accrue from a non-avoidance? If a king undertakes something

on such and such a day, and the people also choose this day, the

king, on hearing it, would not mete out punishments, for he would

not be angry that his subjects did not shun him. Wherefore then

should the spirits of Heaven alone be so cruel?

The State law inquires whether a thing be permissible or not

according to human ideas, but does not concern itself with pro-

gnostics. Confucius said that one puts up a dwelling after having

taken its forecast. Regarding the sacrifices of the CHun-cJiiu, he

does not allude to the divination of days. The Liki says that

domestic affairs are settled on an even day and outside matters,

on an odd day. Odd and even are observed with regard to inside

and outside matters, but do not refer to good or bad luck, or

indicate happiness and misfortune.

1 Here again the text writes , One is superfluous.

2 Confucius admits the existence of ghosts and spirits, and that they be

sacrificed to, but avoids speaking of them and answering any questions about

their nature.

' Quotation from the ^^ Hsiao-chmg
(
Fei-uoen-yun-fu)

.
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CHAPTER XXXIX.

ftuestions about the Year Star (Nan-sui).

Common people have a feeling of uneasiness, and are prone

to believe in defences and prohibitions. Even the wise become

doubtful, and are at a loss how to settle these questions. Conse-

quently, artisans carry the day, and scholars and well informed

people submit to them. Books on auguries outshine the Classics

and Canons, and the utterances of artisans have more weight than

the words of scholars and students. Now, I propose to inquire a

little into this question, that others may see for themselves, weighing

right and wrong, and that people in general may be roused.

Concerning the moving of one's residence, they say that to

encounter T'ai-sui ^ is unlucky, and that to turn one's back upon it

likewise bodes evil. The encounter of T'ai-sui is termed "Jupiter's

descent," 2 and the moving in opposite direction to it, "Jupiter's

destruction",^ wherefore both are attended with misfortune.

In case T'ai-sui is in chia-tse, people on earth must not move

in a northerly or a southerly direction. Building a house and

marrying, they should avoid this as well. When they move to

the east or the west,* or in one of the four intermediate directions,

these configurations are all lucky. Why? Because then they do

not collide with the T'ai-sni, nor meet its shock.

Let us ask what this avoidance of T'ai-mi really means.

Does it object to people's moving altogether? Then all moving

would entail calamities. Or does T'ai-sui not prevent people from

moving, but resent their collision? Then all people going north

or south on the roads would be visited with misfortunes.

The feelings of T'ai-sui would be like those of a high officer.

When a high officer is on a road, and somebody runs against

1

Zfe>^^ a fictitious point, also called sui~yin, --the opposite of Jupiter,"

used for designating the year by means of the cycle of sixty. (See Chatannes, Man.

Ilist. Vol. Ill, p. 654). The term chia-tse would correspond to the North = .

Then Jupiter itself would have its position due south.

*

3.. Ed. A ai.d C write for .
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the carts and horses of his men, he would fly into a passion.

Why should T'ai-sui chastise only those who, carrying their

furniture and transporting their things, in changing their domicile

run against it?

Of yore, when on a trip, the Emperor Wen Ti ' was crossing

the Pa-ling bridge, there was an individual on the road who,

falling in with the cortege, jumped down from the bridge. Trusting

that the carriages of the emperor had already passed, he suddenly

emerged again, and frightened the carriage-horses. The emperor, very

angry, handed him over to the sheriff Chang Shili Chik for trial.

Provided that the spirit of T'ai-suP travel like W^n Ti then those

who fall in with it would resemble the man emerging from below

the bridge.

At present, many wayfarers are unexpectedly drowned, or

fall down dead. How do we know but that they also encountered

T'ai-sui on its journeys?

Those moving their residence cannot stay in their former

home. Unable to stay there, they ignore whether they will meet with

the Year Star or not, and not knowing this, they cannot make up

their minds what to do.

Moreover, in case the spirit of T'ai-sui really travels about,

then perhaps it proceeds along a crooked line, and not necessarily

along a straight one, south or northwards,* as with high officers,

leaving their houses, it happens that they take a crooked road.

Should it, as a spirit of Heaven, take the straight road, and not

a crooked one's then people moving from east and west and in

the four intermediate directions, would also run against it, A high

officer proceeding southward and northward, and people moving

from east to west, the configuration of these intermediate directions

would be like that leading to a collision.' If T ai-sui does not go

straight south and north, how could people, moving in these direc-

tions, fall in with it?

1 179-157 B.C.

2 Cf. Giles, Bill. Diet. No. 105 and p. 144, Note 5.

3 We see from this passage that the personification of " T'ai-sui" is not a

recent invention as De Harlez, Le Livre des Esprits et dea Immortels, p. 134 says.

This spirit is venerated at the present day, and seems by some to be regarded as

a dangerous spirit of the soil.

* On the firmament Jupiter describes a curve, not a straight line.

5 The spirits of Heaven dislike crookedness.

6 While crossing the course of T'ai-sui from north to south.

7 :i • Edj and C replace by-
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If T'aisui did not move at all, then it might perhaps stay

in its palace and behind its walls without meeting anybody; how
then were man to encounter it?

Supposing T ai-sui had no body like high officers and, shaped

like vapours, clouds, or a rain-bow, stretched straight across the

firmament, reclining at its extremities in the south and the north

on tse and irw'i then people, moving east and west as well as those

taking an intermediate line, would also run against it, just as men
of our time, encountering an extensive fog and malarial exhalations,

no matter whether they moved straightways or sideways, backward

or forward, would all be affected; If T^ai-sui were really like air,

people ought to meet it and even, without moving, they would

have to suffer from it.

Further T^ai-sui is another spirit of Heaven resembling the

Green Dragon, The body of the latter does not exceed several

thousand chang^ Let us suppose that the size of our spirit is

exceptional, and measures several ten thousand chang, and that this

body covers the north. Then we ought to say that T ai-sui stands

in the north, but not in ise. East of ise is cKou, (N.N.E.) and west

of it, hai (N.N.W.). If it be shown that T'ai-sui does not cover

the whole north, it is owing to the great distance between the

extreme eastern and western limits of the north. But if it be held

to be just in the tse point, and colliding with people on earth,

only those settled in tse aud wu regions should not move south

and north why should those living eastward as far as cHou (N.N.E.)

and sse (S.S.E.), or westward as far as hai (N.N.W.) and wei (S.S.W.)

refrain from doing so?

Provided that the inhabitants of the cKou and hai regions

move up and down on the right or the left side of Vai-sui south-

ward and northward, or east and west, they are quite safe. Cfiou

being east and hai west of tse, the people of these quarters moving

simply east and west,^ must come into collision with the position

of l^ai-sui^ and those of the sse and wei regions moving east and

west, be afraid lest they suffer destruction by the planet.

1 ^jp the north and the south points.

2 The fog would spread sideways as well as from north to south.

3 The eastern quadrant of heaven.

* Wa/i^ Chuny seems to take the Green Dragon for a real dragon of extraor-

dinary dimensions.

5 /. e., not always keeping on one side of T'ai-mii.
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The Literati considering the Nine Provinces "under Heaven "

'

hold that they cover the entire length and breadth of the earth,

north, south, east, and west. These Nine Circuits comprise five

thousand Li which alone form the country of the Three Rivers,

2

i. e., the centre of the earth. With reference to the Duke of Chou,

consulting the tortoise, about his new residence the Classic says,

[Let the king come here as the vicegerent of God, and labour in

the centre of the earth. Consequently Lo is the centre of the earth.

Tsou Yen, arguing on the subject, maintains that of the Nine

Continents the five thousand Li form only one Continent, situated

in the east and called C/iih-hsien* Of continents, each comprising

nine circuits, there are nine. Nine times nine gives eighty-one,

consequently there are altogether eighty-one circuits. This view

is probably imaginary, but it is difficult to know the shape of

the earth. Should it be as described, there would also arise one

difficulty.

In case all land under Heaven forms Nine Circuits as the

Literati conceive it, then merely the circuits due south from Lo-yi

and north from the Three Rivers viz. Yil-cko", Ching-chou, and Clii-

chou could he frequented by Tai-sui. How could it be between Yung

and Liang-chou, in Cfi ing-chou, Yen-chou, Hsii-chou, and Yang-chou s

Should Tsou Yen's view be correct, and the Nine Circuits of

the empire occupy the south-eastern corner of the earth, and not

be lying exactly in tse or wu, how could T^ai-sui be present

If T^ai-sui did not keep its position at the confines of Heaven

and Earth, and were wandering about among the people, then the

house of every family might harbour it, and although a person

(lid not move south or north, it would come across it all the same.

Moving from an eastern to a western village, it would find T^ai-sui

there, and should it move from an eastern into a western building,

Tai-sui would be in the western dwelling too. It would be east

or west, north or south of the person in question, just as, walking

on a highway, one falls in with other people in the east or the

west, the north or the south.

Provided that the space filled by Vai-mi measures several

thousand, ten thousand, or hundred thousand chang, and that all

mankind under heaven by moving entails some adversity, then

1 Equivalent to China.

2 —'

^p^

:

the Huanff-ho, the Huai, and the Lo.

3 ShuHng Part V, Book XII, 14 {Legge, Classics Vol. HI, Part II, p. 428).

4 Cf. Vol. I p. 253.

5 Names of the Nine Circuits.
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how can their moving be regulated If Vai-sui stands in the

interstice between Heaven and Earth, it has a similar position to

a king in the midst of his country. People in the eastern part

of it, bending their bows and shooting westward, would not be

supposed to have wounded the king, because their bows do not

carry as far as the king's capital they merely shoot in their own
place. Now, how could people moving proceed as far north as

where Vai-sui has its resting-place Moving no farther than per-

haps a hundred steps, how could they be charged with having

hurt Tai-sui

Moreover, people moving their residence, are warned to go

south or north, because Tai-sui is held to stay in the tse point

tse breaks ' and those moving north or south, receive the shock,

which is called a calamity. Now, in order to smash something,

one requires a hammer. If there really be such a tool, then all

people, even those not stirring, would be smashed and destroyed

with it, but how could they be smitten in default of such a tool?

Thunder is the heavenly fluid. When in mid-summer it strikes,

it splits trees and rends mountains, and, at times, suddenly kills

a man. If the blow of T^ai-sui should be like a thunderbolt, there

ought to be a crashing sound also, and death ensue instantaneously,

for, otherwise, there could not be destruction either.

If the knocking together, and the falling foul of each other

be said to cause destruction, how can the knocking and striking

have this effect The meeting of east and west is called knocking

together, and the coining into contact of south and north, falling

foul. Provided that knocking and running foul be calamitous, then

east and west must be always baleful, and south and north always

fatal. 2

In case a collision with Tai-sui proves disastrous only because

of its being a spirit, it should be borne in mind that there are no

spirits more powerful than Heaven and Earth. If Heaven and

Earth meeting, dashed one against the other, no human life would

be possible between Heaven and Earth.

Perhaps there are Twelve Spirits above, Teng-ming, Tsung-lcuei

and the like,' which the artisans declare to be all celestial spirits.

They always occupy tse, cKou and the other cardinal points, and

1 In Chinese natural philosophy the North, or cold, overcomes the South, or

lieat there is no real breaking.

2 Theoretically opposite directions as well as opposite qualities of things, in

short all opposites, knock together and destroy one another.

3 Cf. Vol. I p. 534.
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are endowed with a fluid rushing and dashing against whosoever

crosses their way. Though in spiritual force not equal to T'ai-sui,

still they must do some minor damage, and those moving their

residence, although they may eschew the perils of T'ai-sui, would,

nevertheless, fall a prey to the attacks of the Twelve Spirits. There-

fore, whenever they are going to move they should be prevented.

The winter air is cold and corresponds to water, which has

its position in the uorthern quarter. The summer air is hot and

corresponds to fire, whose place is in the south. Autumn and

winter are cold, spring and summer are warm that applies to every

place throughout the empire, and water and fire are not solely

encountered in southern and northern regions. Now, 1"ai-sui stands

in tse only, but it is formed all over the world, and it is not

merely encountered in tse and tvu. Should really the position alone

be decisive, then in urn there would be a hot summer and in tse,

a hard winter. Would those moving south and north, in winter

and summer, still meet with disasters?

In the beginning of spring, kSn represents the king, and chSn,

the minister, sun is the embryo, and li means annihilation, Uun

death, and iui imprisonment, cKien disgrace, and k'an tranquillity.

'

The king incurring death, and the minister imprisonment, king

and minister have knocked against the respective positions, 2 and

elicited the fluids of death and imprisonment.

CUien, Uun, and their six sons ^ embody the true laws of nature

which Fu Hsi and Wen Wang have illustrated to govern the world

thereby. These texts are written in the Classics, and the principles

are believed by all the sages. They are evidently much more cer-

tain than what we know about T'ai-sui.

,

If, at the commencement of spring, people should move to

the north-east, they would come under the diagram ken,* but not

suffer any injury. When T^ai-sui stands in tse, and from the north-

east they move to Uun^^ this diagram would be near vou,^ as when
Uun is changed for ken, they would strike against the tse point.

Why would the latter fact alone entail misfortune?'

1 The eight terms are those of the Eight Diagrams J\ ^h-
2 Viz. Uun and tui.

3 The other six diagrams.

* In one plan of the Eight Diagrams {Mayers' Manual p. 335) ken represents

the North-east.

5 The South-west.

6 The South.

7 Why would the approaching of vm from kun not be disastrous
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The first moon resting in yin ' is destructive in shen,'^ but the

moving between yin and shen is not attended with disasters in its

course. Although T'ai-sui does not point to wn, they wrongly

maintain that the year breaks im. As a matter of fact, there is

no adversity to be apprehended, and the prohibition to move south

and north is inane and unreasonable.

Twelve months make a year and, when the four seasons are

completed, and the fluid of the yin and yang reaches a certain limit,

again a year is formed, which is but another name of days and

months joined together. Why should it be taken for a spirit,

supposed to stand in the tse point? By dissolving this combination

we get days, the addition of days forms a month, several months

become a season, and a number of seasons, a year, which there-

fore, is something similar to a day, a month, and a season.

If the year possess a spirit, have days, months, and seasons

spirits also? 1,539 years form a t%ng period, 4,617 a yuan period.

A year is like a fung or a yuan period.' A year having a spirit,

have the fung and yuan periods spirits likewise? Critics deny it,

but should they have them, for what reason would they injure

mankind?. No spirits surpass Heaven and Earth, and Heaven and

Earth do not hurt mankind. People speak of the Hundred Spirits,

but they do not injure them either. Why should the fluid of T'ai-

sui, being the essence of Heaven and Earth, be so inimical to men
as to strike and hurt them?

Further, the text says that in chia-tse one must not move.

This may denote that chia and tse are different directions but

rai-sui, having its position in tse, cannot stay in chia.* In case

persons moving proceed there (to tse), and again settle in chia,

taking that course, but finally staying in chia, those fixing the time

for moving ought likewise to hinder them from moving eastward

or westward. 5 Provided that chia and tse are combined, their

calamities should be the same too. Not shunning chia, but avoiding

tse, those persons fixing the time talk at random and deserve no

confidence.

1 E.N.E.

2 W.S.W.

» Cf. p. 389, Note 7.

* In the term chia-tse, chia does not signify any direction. Together with

yi it may stand for the east.

* Because in the east they might collide with T'ai-sui in chia, provided it

could stay there.
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People living somewhere cannot but change their residence,

and changing their residence, they cannot but come into collision

with the Year Star. Even if they do not, they cannot avoid dying

at their time. Artisans noticing people's death at present, ascribe

this misfortune to a change of residence in a former time. Common
folk are very timid in their minds, there are always people passing

away, and the consequence is that the story about T'ai-sui is

handed down from generation to generation and never dies out.
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CHAPTER XL.

Criticisms on Certain Theories [Cli i-shu).

The theory of drawing plans of houses teacliea us that there are

eight schemes, and that houses are numbered and ela8se< according

to the names of the cycle of the six chiu. Their position having

been fixed, and their names being established, ku"g shang,"^ and

the other sounds manifest their difference. Houses have the Floe

Sounds, 3 as the surnames (of the owners) arc provided with the

Five Tones. When the houses do not accord with the surnames,

and the latter disagree with the houses, people contract virulent

diseases and expire, or pay the penalty of some crime and meet

with adversity.*

1 beg to offer the following criticism : In tliin world man is

the noblest of all creatures. His houses resemble the nests of birds

and the dens of wild beasts. If Iiis houses be held to bear the

cyclical signs chia, yi, &c., have nests and dens these signs as well?

Why do the spirits of chia, yi^ solely stay in men's houses, but not

among birds and brutes?

Men have their houses as they have their fields. From these

fields they derive their food and drink, and their houses serve as

dwellings. For people, I should say, food is of paramount importance,

therefore do the fields rank first, and the houses come after, the fields

being of greater consequence. To the paths crossing the fields from

north to south and from east to west, the eight schemes might be

applied. By joining together lots of land, fields are formed, which

might be numbered chia, yi. Why is the chia, yi system merely

used for houses, and not transferred to fields?

In courts and public buildings the residences of officers are

connected, and not of a shape different from that of other houses.

How do the places inhabited by officers distinguish themselves from

1 This would seem to be the cycle of sixty in which the sign chia recurs

six times.

' The two first of the Five Tones or musical notes.

3 The same as the Five Tones.

* It is difficult to grasp the full meaning of the aforesaid without a

commentary.

6 These signs are thought of as spiritual beings also.
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those of laymen? Yet they are not counted by the cycle of ten,

which is merely employed for houses. For what reason

The dwellings of the people may be contiguous to the office

of the head-borough, and conterminous to his land, but this calculation

does not apply to his office, being restricted to the houses of the

people. Wherefore do the spirits of chia, yi merely stay in the houses

of the people

The system of numbering houses is applied to market inns

streets and alleys there being marked with chia, yi, &c. But having

passed through the market gate, and turning round, one again

finds streets and alleys.' During the day and at night, people stay

ill their homes, but in the morning and in the evening, they are

in the habit of sitting in the market-place, which is the same as

sitting at home; Why then are the booths and bazaars in the

market not included in tliis computation with the cycle of ten?

a

Provinces and circuits are equally inhabited, and districts and

cities are crowded with people; they do not differ from streets and

alleys, or houses. Wherefore then are provinces and circuits, districts

and cities not reckoned by chia, yi?

Does this cycle of ten exist since the creation of Heaven and

Earth, or did it originate with the subsequent rulers? If it existed

from the time of creation, in remote antiquity people would seek

shelter in nests and caverns, and had no dwellings to live in, nor

were there regular streets or alleys where then were the spirits

of chia, yi staying at that period?

If, for expressing the situation of houses, the cycle of ten is

made use of, the physicists concerned with the Five Elements must

count the days by this cycle likewise.* Chia and yi are contained

in the Ten Stems and Twelve Branches,'' and these symbols are

added to the hours.® There being a special agreement between

hours and symbols, there is luck, whereas their antagonism augures

ill. But in the last case only something is to be avoided, and sorrow

or shame are not a necessary consequence. All depends on the

' Streets and alleys not near an inn, which seem not to have been marked

like those surrounding an inn.

2 Therefore these stands and bazaars should be treated like dwelling houses

viz. be marked with chia, yi, &c.

3 Only market inns, i. e., solid buildings are placed on a level with dwelling

houses.

* Days are counted by means of the two cycles of ten and of twelve combined.

,

6 Properly speaking, only the Twelve Branches are added to the hours.
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question whether a person be right or wrong, and so the penalties

inflicted, are heavy or mild. The high commissioners try the merits

of the case with impartiality. There is no evidence of the Stems

and Branches causing luck or misfortune, and it is obvious that

the persons affected thereby are in the right or in the wrong.

What have the champions of the Stems and Branches to say

against this?

Wu Wang won a victory on a chia-tse day, and Cliou succumbed

on the same day. Both leaders chose the same time: their armies

met, and their flags and standards were in view of one another, all

on the same day. The one survived, and the other fell. Besides

there was a special harmony between chia and tse.^ The hour of

early dawn bore the sign yin,^ which was not at variance with

chia and yi,^ yet Wu Wang destroyed Chou under these signs all the

same. Why?
The sun is fire: in the sky it is the sun, and on earth it is

fire. How shall we prove it? A burning glass being held up towards

the sun, fire comes down from heaven. Consequently fire is the

solar fluid.

The sun is connected with the cycle of ten,* but fire is not.

How is it that there are ten suiis^ and twelve constellations?® The

suns are combined with these constellations, therefore chia is joined

to tseJ But what are the so-called ten suns? Are there ten real

suns, or is there only one with ten different names

Provided that there be ten real suns, and that chia, yi be

their names, why are they not simply designated by the cycle of

ten and must the duodenary cycle be employed too? ^

1 Chia corresponds to wood, and tse to water, two harmonious elements.

2 3-5 a. m.

3 The element of yin and mao is wood like that of chia and yi. Consequently

there was no antagonism between the signs chia, tse, and yin, and yet Chou was

unlucky.

In so far as this and the duodenary cycle are used to determine the

days = which originally means "sun."

6 There are not ten suns, but the ten cyclical signs are attached to each

ten consecutive days.

a These twelve constellations J^ designated by the Twelve Branches, serve

to determine the twelve Chinese double-hours, according as the sun, in its daily

course, passes through them.

, The first signs of the denary and of the duodenary cycles.

8 Here we have the same equivocation of days aud suns. The notation by

the two cycles merely applies to days, not to suns.
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In the drawings of the court of the suii ' the Ten Stems

have their positions, and so have the Twelve Branches assigned

their places. All have their own departments, being arranged in

the five directions. It is like a king's castle, where he stays, without

moving. Now the genuine sun passes through the middle, rising in

the east every morning, and setting in the west every evening, always

moving on and never stopping. It is widely different from the court

of the sun, why then denote this sun with the names chia, yi, &;c.?

The house experts will retort by saying that the cltia, yi, &c.

of the days, of course, are spirits of Heaven and Earth, displaying

their activity by turns, changing every day, that, therefore, they

are designated by the cycle ot" ten, and that their preponderance

and defeat^ determine good and bad fortune. These names have

no connexion with the true sun. Under these circumstances, the

physicists treating of the Five Elements, should only make use of

the cycle of ten, to find out fate; why do they still speak of adding

hours? For hours being added, the real sun comes into play ;3 how
could it be potent or weak?

The experts of the Five Sounds articulate the surnames, personal

names, and styles with their mouths, using the surname to fix the

personal name, and the personal name to determine the style. By
opening and closing the mouth, they produce outward and inward

tones, and thus fix the Five Sounds, and modulate kung and shang

in the proper way.*

Now, men have received their surnames from Heaven. Does

Heaven produce these surnames by the fluid of the Five Elements

inherent in it, or are they the result of the opening and shutting

of the mouth, and of outward and inward tones? If they are originally

obtained from Heaven, they are like the fluid pervading the Five

Grains and other productions,^ what necessity would there be still

for opening the mouth, shutting out sounds, and thus producing the

right modulations of the voice without and within?

Probably a diagram, used for divining purposes, similar to that found in

calendars.

2 Based on the well known symbolism by reference to the elements.

3 It determines the hours.

* In the encyclopedias of surnames one of the Five Sounds is attached to

each name. I fail to understand how they were determined by the so-called experts.

There is another tradition that Huang Ti blew the flute to fix the surnames.

5 They are naturally obtained, and it is superfluous artificially to determine

their sounds.
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In ancient times, surnames used to be given with reference

to the birth of the person in question. ' According to the manner in

which he was born a surname was bestowed upon him. For example,

the ancestor of the Hsia dynasty was engendered by the swallowing

of some pearl-barley, whence he received the surname Sse. The
Shang dynasty owes its origin to a consumed swallows-egg, whence

its surname Tse, and the house of Chou grew from the treading

upon the foot-steps of a giant, and thus received the surname Chi;

Personal names are given from some pre-intimation, from some

auspice, from some appearance, from some other object, or from

some similarity. When a child is born with a name on it, that is

a pre-intimation. So Yo, Prince of Lu, had the character Yo on

his hand, when he was born. a When the name is derived from some

virtue this is called an auspice. Thus Wen Wang was called Cliang^*

and Wu Wang, Fa.^ A name from some resemblance is a name from

appearance. Confucius e. g. was called Cliiu.^ A name taken from

some other object is borrowed; a duke of Sung, for example, was

named Cfiu-chiu (Pestle and Mortar)J and when the name is taken

from the father it is a name from similarity, there being some

resemblance to the father,

A style is given by expanding the personal name and finding

a similar meaning. The personal name being T'se,^ the style was

Tse Kung,Q and the name being Fi'"" the style was Tse Wo}^

Accordingly, a surname is given with reference to the circum-

stances of the birth of the person, a personal name is taken from

1 Tso-chuan, Duke Yin 8th year [Legge, Classics Vol. V, Part I p. 25).

2 Cf. Vol. I, p. 318.

3 See Vol. I, p. 95, Note 6.

4 , which may mean : prosperous, flourishing, powerful.

5 z=: to expand, to prosper, to advance, to rise.

6 The mother of Confucius is reported to have ascended the iVi hill,
,

before his birth.

7 This was the personal name of Duke Chao of Sung, 619-61 1 b.c. (See

Chavannes, Mem. Hist. "Vol. IV, p. 241), and it was borne by some other dukes of

other States too.

a The gist of this passage, but not the examples, is derived from the Tso-

chuan, Duke Huan 6th year {Legge, Clas.sics Vol. V, Part I, p. 49).

9

10 ^ • The latter character has a similar meaning to

11 .
12 "^*^!^- The latter sign has the same sense as -^. The expansion is

in both cases affected by the addition of .
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some pre-intimation, some auspice, some appearance, some other

object, or from some similarity, and a style determined from the

personal name, by expanding it and finding a similar meaning. There

is no need for opening and closing the mouth, or for articulating

outward and inward tones, and thus producing hing and shang

on what then do the advocates of the Five Sounds theory base

their view

The ancients had proper surnames i and clan surnames. 2 T'ao^

and T'ien * are clan surnames intimating the occupation of the bearer,

Shai^g-Kuan ^ and Sse-Ma^ are clan surnames indicative of some office,

and the clan surnames Meng and Chung 7 are derived from the style

of the deceased grandfather.^ Thus we have three classes of clan

surnames, either describing the occupation, or the office of the

bearer, or referring to the style of his deceased grandfather. Proper

surnames are connected with a person's birth, whereas clan surnames

refer to the occupation, the office, or the style of the deceased

grandfather. What room is there still left for articulating these

surnames by opening and closing the mouth?

With the Hsiung-nu it was customary to have only a personal

name and no surname or style. Although these names did not

harmonise, the Hsiung-nu reached an old age. How about good and

bad luck then?

The Rites prescribe that in case the surname of a bought

concubine be unknown, it should be ascertained by divination.®

Those ignoring it do not know the proper surname of the concu-

bine, for, at all events, she bears the family surname of her parents.

By this divination the surname of her father and mother must

necessarily be changed, and a wrong one be substituted, but since

the Rites are very strict, as regards the marriage of a woman of

the same surname, ^° this divination of the surname cannot be

1.
2.
3 1^ meaning a potter.

4 meaning a farmer.

5 K 'l^'
a high officer.

e a military officer.

7 and {, denoting the eldest and the second son of a family.

8 The theory of clan-names exposed in Legge's translation of the Tso-chuan

p. 26 differs somewhat.

9 Liki, CKii'li {Legge, Sacred Books Vol. XXVU, p. 78).

10 Which they forbid loc. cit. See also p. 253, Note 2.
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dispensed with. If merely by correct pronunciation the surname

and the family name could be set right, why would the Rites still

require that the name of a purchased concubine be determined by

divination?

The theory of drawing plans of houses enjoins that the doors

of a house of a family with a shang ' surname should not face

the south, and that the doors of a house belonging to a family

with a chih ^ surname should not be turned to the north. For

shang corresponds to metal, and the south, to fire; chih is equal to

fire, and the north, to water. Water conquers fire, and fire injures

metal. The fluids of the Five Elements may be hostile, where-

fore, in the dwellings of families with the five classes of surnames,

the doors should have their proper bearings. The bearings being

correct, wealth and happiness, luck and prosperity are the conse-

quences, whereas improper bearings are fraught with poverty and

ignominy, disgrace and ruin.

Now, is there any difference between gates and balls? To
the gates of families with the five kinds of surnames halls must

correspond, why are their bearings of no consequence? Gates

closing some place are less important than halls and rooms. During

the day, and at night, people stay in their halls, and not at the

gates, therefore the experts calculating happiness and misfortune,

ought to base their computations on the halls.

Since gates merely serve as entrances and issues, the inner

doors should be dealt with in the same manner. Confucius

said, [" Who can go out without passing through the door?"].

He speaks of the inner door, and not of the gate. The Five

Sacrifices 4 are equally offered to the gate and the door. If it be

necessary to rectify the bearings of the gate, ought not the inner

doors to correspond to the gate?

Moreover, in the dwellings of the officials joined together in

public buildings, the doors often face the south or the north, and

in the temporary residences of high officers, the gateways may
look eastward or westward. Among high officers there are cer-

tainly many with a kung or a shang ^ surname, and many of the

1 the first tone.

2 the fourth tone.

3 Analects VI, 15.

* Cf. Vol. I p. 510 and 516.

6.
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houses of officials are marked chih or yii.^ Those functionaries

who live at peace, or are promoted, need not of necessity bear a

chio^ surname, or their gate face the south, and those who lose

their office, and are degraded, have not always a shang surname, nor

is their gate turned northward. Some live at ease, and are pro-

moted, whereas others lose their positions, and are degraded. How
is this?

As the surnames are connected with the Five Sounds, so, in

human characters, the Five Elements also play an important part.

If, among people related to the Five Sounds, a person with a

shang surname is not allowed to have a gate facing the south, then

can a man imbued with a metal nature sit down facing the south,

or walk in a southerly direction?

There is another objection: To the gates combined with the

Five Sounds men endowed with one of the Five Elements must

correspond. Provided that there be five such living men, ail

bearing a shang surname, then each of them should have his

peculiar colour. The one imbued with the element wood would

be green, the one filled with Jire, red, the water man would be

black, the metal man, white, and the one endued with the element

earth, yellow. These men of five colours passing through a gate

facing the south, some would become unhappy, others happy, some

would die early, others live long. The miserable and short-lived

would not necessarily be white's nor would the happy and long-

lived be yellow.4 How do these theorists solve this dilemma

with their Five Elements? What is the real cause of the gate

facing the south injuring people bearing a shang surname?

The south is fire. Provided that a calamity resulting from

fiery air be like a real fire, burning and spreading, and that it

come straight from the south, then even gates facing the north

would be involved in the catastrophe. Should, on the other side,

this fiery air be like the heat of a summer day, diffused over all

the four quarters, then everything between Heaven and Earth

would be affected by this air, for wherefore should families with

gates facing the south alone have to suffer?

1
' the fourth and the fifth tones corresponding to the south = fire

and the north = water. Fire and water would injure metal and earth, the elements

of kung and shang.

2 corresponding to wood.

3 Metal = white being destroyed by fire = the south.

* Earth = yellow not being injured by fire the south.
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The south is fire, which has its place in the south. To this

an objection may be urged : This air spreads over all the four

quarters, the south is not alone in possession of fire, nor are the

other quarters devoid of it, just as water has its seat in the north,

and yet all the four quarters have water. Fire fills the world,

and water is dispersed over all the four quarters, it may be south

of us, or it may be north of us. To contend that fire can only

be in the south, would be like maintaining that the east cannot

have any metal, and that in the west there cannot be any wood.

'

1 According to the theory of the Chinese physicists, metal is connected with

the west, and wood with the east.
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POSTSCRIPT.

This second volume of the Lun-hing contains the 40 chapters

omitted in Vol. I, and referred to in the Additional Note Vol. I, p. 576.

The version of Wang Cliunys work is now complete, only the sequence

of the chapters differ from the original. A Comparative Table of

the Chinese Text and the Translation on p. 421 seq. will enable

the reader in possession of the original to* find each chapter of

the translation without difficulty.

As the time of the publication of the Lun-hSng I gave the

years 76-84 a.d. (Vol. I, p. 9). A passage on p. 207 of this volume

allows of a still narrower limitation. Wang Cliung there speaks of

the sixth year of the emperor Cliang Ti 81 a.d. Consequently

the Lun-hiny must have been written after 81 and prior to 84 a.u.,

viz. in 82 or 83 a.d.

It has been noticed that the Lun-hSng originally contained

more than a hundred chapters, whereas we now only possess 84,

and of one the mere title. From the present volume we learn the

names of three more lost chapters: "Recognising the Cunning"

(p. 48 Note 3), probably in the style of the existing chapter VI

"On the Cunning and Artful," " How to become a Sage,"

and "True Sagehood" (p. 227 Notes 2 and 3), most likely

propounding similar views to those contained in chapters XIII "The
Real Nature of Knowledge" and XXVI "The Knowledge of Truth."

In the Introduction to Vol. I p. 11, I mentioned a separate

edition of the Lun-heng printed under the Ming dynasty which I

had not seen, and of which I was ignorant whether it was still to

be found in the book-shops, since my efforts to buy one had been

unsuccessful. In the meantime I was fortunate enough to obtain

a copy of this edition, which I regard as the best of the three

current editions, and for this reason have used it as the basis of

the second volume of my translation.

This Ming edition referred to by Chang Chih Tung in his bib-

liography {Ed. B) was prepared by a certain chin-shih, Liu Kuang Ton

{Hui Chi, Jin Wei) f|j3t4 (T.
f

of Chin-ling !^ =
C/i ang-chou-fu in Kiangsu, together with his friends, all fervent ad-

mirers of Wang Cfiung, most likely in 1626 a.d. Each of them
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has written a preface, so that we have five altogether. Two of

these prefaces are dated 1626.

Liu Kuang Tou informs us that in course of time the text of

the Lxm-heng had been disfigured by misprints and errata sometimes

completely altering the sense. Searching into the libraries and

spending much money, his friend Yen Kuang Piao {Tse Yi)( ), a native of Cfi ien-t^ang in Chekiang, at last succeeded

in hunting up a good edition of Yang Wen Cliang , a chin-

shih of the Sung time. This Sung edition was first revised by Liu

Kuang Tou, afterwards by Yen Kuang Piao and his friends Ma Yuan

[Jen Po) T. and Shih Chuang {K'ang Fu) T.

). Yen Kuang Piao finally fixed the text and edited it at his

own expense. His preface dates from his " Hall of Frozen Perfume,"

whence this edition is designated as on the title-page.

My copy seems to be the original edition, and a red stamp

on the title-page to contain the name of Yen {Kuang Piao). Another

red impression states that the blocks of this edition are kept in

the office of the owner, and that any unauthorised reprint will

be pursued to a thousand Li's distance : !^ij

I have denoted the edition of the Han Wei tsung-shu as Ed. A,

the Ming edition as Ed. B, and the edition contained in the Tse-

shu-po-chia as Ed. C. In ray notes to Vol. II, I have frequently

pointed out differences in the three editions, which after all are

not very great. In regard to correctness of the text Ed. B ranks

first, tlien follows Ed. C, and Ed. A comes last. Whenever there

is any divergence, Ed. A and C mostly agree, but Ed. C avoids the

apparent misprints of which Ed. A has a great many. This remark

refers to my own edition of the Han Wei t'sung-sliu which is not

very good. In the newly acquired copy of the Royal Library in

Berlin many mistakes have been corrected. Ed. C would seem to

be a revised reprint of Ed. A. Ed. B is much more independent,

and in most cases gives the best reading.

Wang Cheung is very fond of quoting the Classics and other

old authors, notably the Analects, the Shuking, and the Shi-c/ii. Since

not only his reading often differs from the now authorised text,

but his explanations also not seldom disagree with those of modern

commentators, I thought it worth while preparing a list of all the

quotations 1 was able to trace, which may be useful for a critique

of the old texts.
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APPENDIX I.

The Theory of the Five Elements and the Classifications based thereon.

A Sketch of Chinese Natural Philosophy.

The theory of the Five Elements is no doubt of Chinese origin and

its existence in ancient times proved by many old documents. We read

in one of the first books of the Shuking, the "Counsels of the Great

n"
"Fii said," I Weil may Your Majesty think of it. Virtue implies

good government, and government consists in nourishing the people. Water^

fire, metal, wood, earth, and grain must be attended to. The rectification

of virtue, the supply of all useful things, and ample provision for the ne-

cessaries of life must be well balanced. These nine achievements succeed

each other, and the nine successive steps are praised in songs. Caution

the people with kindness, govern them with majesty, and incite them with

the nine songs, in order that there may be nothing amiss."

The emperor 2 said, "Yes,3 the earth is undisturbed now, heaven is

in perfect order, and the six treasuries and three affairs properly managed.

Ten thousand generations may perpetually rely on them. All this is your

doing." {Legge^ Classics Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 55seq.)

What does it mean that the Five Elements : water^ Jire^ metal, woo(i

and earth must be controlled by the Emperor? How can he exercise any

power on nature By regulating his administration on the natural sequence

of the elements, doing only those things which are in harmony with the

element ruling for the time being. Natural phenomena are thus affected

by the actions of the son of Heaven, being either disturbed or kept in

their regular course. The Liki will give us the necessary details.

The elements are here enumerated in the series in which they overcome

or destroy one another, for which the terins or ^are used. This

'

2 Shun thus apostrophised by Yii.

3 I
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part of the theory of the Five Elements seems to have been known to the

compilers of the Shuking.

The above passage is quoted and explained by the Tsrhchuan, Duke

Wen 7th year, and its genuineness thus firmly established. The corre-

sponding passage of the Tso-chuan reads thus:

"The book of Hsia i says, 'Caution the people with kindness, govern

them with majesty, and incite them with the nine songs, that there may
be nothing amiss.' The virtues of the nine achievements may be sung,

and are called the nine songs. The six treasuries and the three affairs

are called the nine achievements. Water^ fire^ metal, wood, earth, and grain

are called the six treasuries. The rectification of virtue, the supply of all

useful things, and ample provision for the necessaries of life are called the

three affairs." 2 (Cf. Legge, Classics Vol. V, Part I, p. 247.)

In another book of the Hsia dynasty, entitled "the Speech at Kan"

^, the following words are attributed to the Emperor GKi
Jg^,

who

is supposed to have spoken them in 2194 b.c. :

"The Lord of Hu offers violence and insult to the Five Elements, and

neglects and discards the three commencements (of the seasons). There-

fore Heaven employs me to destroy and cancel his appointment. Now I

merely reverently mete out the punishment of Heaven." s
{JLegge, Classics

Vol. Ill, Part I, p. 153.)

Legge rightly observes that the crime of the Lord of Hu is stated

in a somewhat obscure and mystical language. The Five Elements are not

to be taken in the simple physical sense, for then they could not be out-

raged by a sovereign, but are metaphysical terms, equivalent almost to the

four seasons , as one commentator points out. The seasons are

nothing else than the result of the revolutions of the Five Elements, and

a ruler commits a crime, if for his administrative acts he does not choose

the proper time, neglecting the seasons. At all events there is some theory

at the bottom of the very concise expression.

Another criminal of this sort is introduced to us in the chapter

Hung-fan (The Great Plan) of ihe Shuking, where the Viscount

of Chi says: "I have heard that of old K(un by damming up the Great

Flood threw the Five Elements into confuswn. God was highly incensed at

1 The "Counsels of the Great Fw," Yu being the founder of the Hsia dynasty.

'

' °:S
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him, and did not grant him the Great Plan with the nine divisions." i

{Legge, Classics Vol. Ill, Part 11, p. 323.)

1 suppose that the imaginary guilt of K^nn did not so much consist

in his illtreating the element water as in not observing the propitious

time for his draining work, thereby disturbing the Five Elements i. e., the

Five Seasons and thus bringing down calamities upon his people.

Further on the Rung-fan informs us of the naiure of the Five Ele-

ments, the fullest description to be found in the Shuking:

"First the Five Elements : the first is termed water the second, y2re;

the third wood; the fourth metal; the fifth, earth. Water is described as

soaking and descending; fire as blazing and rising; wood as crooked and

straight metal as yielding and changing, whereas the nature of earth

appears from sowing and reaping. That which is soaking and descending

becomes salt; that which is blazing and rising becomes bitter that which

is crooked and straight becomes sour] that which is yielding and changing

becomes acrid and the produce of sowing and reaping becomes sweet,''

^

{Legge^ Classics Vol. Ill, Part II, p. 325.)

The sequence of the Five Elements is different from that in the

Hsia-shu insomuch as here wood precedes metal. It is the sequence in

which originally the elements were created. This at least is the opinion

of Chu Hsi, which we shall examine later on. The nature of the Five

Elements is described, and another category, that of the Five Tastes : salt,

bitter, sotir, acrid, and sweet connected therewith /• e., we have here the first

classification based on the five elements. From this one to the others

there is only one step. It is just this book of the Shuking which shows

us the great partiality of the ancient Chinese to numerical categories and

classifications. We find already the ^ Five Businesses : ^|^^^ J|f^

5^ 'S demeanour, speech, seeing, hearing, and thinking, immediately follow-

ing upon the five elements, and further on the Five Manifesta-

tions^ or Five Atmospheric Irtflumces as they are now called, viz,

B 'Jt
Tain, sunshine, heat cold, and wind {Legge^ he. ciL

p. 339) which subsequently were combined with the Five Elements, The
love of symbolism, and the tendency of discovering analogies between na-

tural and moral phenomena appears already in what the Hung-fan has to

say on the Five Manifestations:

I ^
'
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"There are the auspicious manifestations : self-possession is related

to seasonable rain orderliness, to seasonable sunshine judiciousness, to

seasonable heat; discretion, to seasonable cold and sageness, to seasonable

wind. There are likewise the evil manifestations : excitement is related to

incessant rain confusion, to incessant sunshine fickleness, to incessant

heat; impetuosity, to incessant cold; and dullness, to incessant wind.

It is said that the emperor pays attention to the year; his ministers

and high officers, to the inontlis, and the petty officials, to the single days.

When, during a year, a month, or a, day, the seasonableness does not

change, then all the crops ripen, the administration is enlightened, ex-

cellent persons become illustrious, and the people enjoy peace and happi-

ness. But, when during a day, a month, or a year, the seasonableness

changes, then the crops do not ripen, the administration is beclouded and

unenlightened, excellent persons remain in obscurity, and the people do

not enjoy quietude." ' {Leggp^ loc. cit, p. 340 seq.)

Already at the beginning of the Chou dynasty, in the 11th century

B.C., the Chinese had discovered some resemblance between heaven and

earth, and the four seasons with the six ministries, which appears from

the names of these departments recorded in the Chou-IL There is the

prime minister, the chief of the Civil Office ^^^^ or Officer of

Heaven the minister of the interior and of revenue ^^ or +
Officer of Earth the minister of ceremonies j or 'j^ Officer of

Spring; the minister of war or Officer of Summer; the

minister of punishments ^^ or
^{1^

Officer of Autumn; and the

minister of works or Officer of Winter.

We learn from the same source that the vice-president of the Board

of Ceremonies "erected altars to the Five Emperors in the foiir suburbs
:

"

Cf. Le Tchem-li par E. Biot Vol. I p. 421, 441 and

Vol II, p. 324). These Five Emperors were five old rulers subsequently

deified and venerated as the deities of the Five Points.

These are two more corner stones added to the system of the Five

Elements. We have no literary evidence to show that this was done al-

ready at the commencement of the Chou epoch, althongh there is nothing

1 #*
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against such a supposition. At all events this step had been taken some cen-

turies later, for in the Tso-chuan we see the theory pretty well evolved

from the nucleus observed in the older sources.

We read under Chao-kung 29th year: "Therefore there were the

officers of the Five Elements, who accordingly were called the Five Officers.

They, in fact, received their family and clan names, and were appointed

high dignitaries. As divine spirits they were sacrificed to, and honoured,

and venerated at the altars of the Spirits of the Land and Grain and the

Five Sacrifices. The ruler of wood was called Kou Mang, that of fire

Chu Yung, of metal Ju Shou, of water Hsiian Ming, and of earth Hou Tu

Viscount Hsien inquired of which families were these Five Officers partaking

of the oblations to the Spirits of the Land and Grain and the Five Sacri-

fices. Tsai Mi replied : 'At the time of Shao Hao there were four men:

Chung, Kai Hsiu, and Hsi, who were able to regulate metal, wood, and

water. Chung was made Kou Mang, Kai was made Ju Shou, and Hsiu and

Hsi, Hsiian Ming. They never were remiss in discharging their duties and

in assisting GKiung Sang {Shao Hao). For these are the Three Sacrifices.

Chuan Hsu had a son named Li, who become Chu Yung
;
Kung Kung had a

son named Kou Lung^ who became Hou Tu. For these are the Two Sacri-

fices. Hou Tu became Spirit of the Land and Grain and director of the

fields."

Here we have five sous of old legendary rulers raised to the dignity

of spirits of the Five Elements after their deaths. They partake of the

Five Sacrifices offered to the Five Emperors in the four suburbs and the

centre L they are assistant deities of the Five Points. That they were,

moreover, regarded as genii of the seasons appears from their names, for

Kou Many "Curling fronds and spikelets" evidently points to spring, and

Ju Shou "Sprouts gathered,, designates autumn. Chu Yung referring to

heat may well denote summer, and Hsiian Ming "Dark and obscure," winter.

Thus we have the Five Elements and their deities connected with the Five

Points and the Five Seasons. See also Vol. I, p. 518 and 576. The Five

Sacrifices of Wang CKung Vol. I p. 517 are others than those of the Chou-li,

here referred to.

But the most important testimony of the Tso-chuan is to be found

in the following passage, Duke Chao 25th year:

"Chim Tse said, "I venture to ask what is meant by propriety? '

Tse T'ai Shu replied, "I heard the former great officer Tse CKan say:

Propriety is the principle of Heaven, the rule of Earth, and the basis of

human conduct. This principle of Heaven and Earth is imitated by the

people conforming to the luminaries of Heaven and agreeing with the nature

of Earth. The Six Fluids are produced and the Five Elements made use

of. The ilxiids become the Five Tastes, manifest themselves as the Five

Colours, and appear as the Five Sounds." i

1
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And farther on we read :
" People feel love and hatred, pleasure

and anger, sorrow and joy, which feelings are produced from the Six

Fluids, Therefore one carefully imitates relations and analogies, in order

to regiJate these Six Impulses."

By the Six Fluids or atmospherical influences are understood

ji^ the Yin principle, the Yang principle, wind. Tain, darkness,

and lights a classification somewhat different from that of the Five Fluids

of the Shuking.

In the above quoted passage the Five Elements are combined with

the Five Tastes, the Five Colours, and the Five Sounds on the one side,

and with the Six Fluids and the Six Impulses on the other. After all,

there are but five entities which appear to us under different forms, either

as substances or as atmospherical fluids, or as tastes, colours or sounds.

And even human feelings are nothing else but manifestations of these fluids.

Elsewhere the Tso-chuan informs us that "the former kings constituted

the Jive tastes and harmonized the five sounds. It is by these that they made

their minds equable and regulated their administration. Sounds are nearly

related to tastes." 2
( Tso-chuan^ Duke Chao 20th year.)

That the antagonism of the elements was well known at the time

of the Tso-chuan we infer from the following passages : "Water overcomes

fire" 3 (Duke Ai, 9th year), and "Fire overcomes metal," (Duke Chao, 31st

year). The meeting of two opposed elements is compared to a marriage,

and the stronger element subduing the weaker, called the husband, the

weaker being looked upon as the wife. "Water is the husband of fire"

^

(Duke Chao^ 17th year), and "fire is the wife of water" e (Duke Chao,

9th year).

Finally the Five Elements are connected with the cyclical signs of

the Ten Steins and the Twelve Branches. A disaster is predicted on a Ping-tse

OY a Jen-wu day, because on these there is a meeting of water and fire,?

ping corresponding to fire, and tse to water, jen to water, and wu to fire.

^
I

2

'

*

' :S
-

7
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Since these cyclical signs serve to denote the points of the compass, the

Five Elements must be referred to them also. So we read that " tse is

the position of water" i (Duke Ai, 9th year) i. that water is placed in

the North.

The Tso-chuan states that the Five Elements manifest themselves as

the Five Colours, but does not assign the different colours to the various

elements. This is done in the Chi-chung chovrshu , a collec-

tion of ancient texts excluded by Confucius from the ShuJcing, and conse-

quently prior in time to the 6th century b.c. (Cf. Chavannes^ Mem. Hist.

Vol. V, p. 457). There we read: "Among the Five Elements the first,

the black one, is water the second, the red one, is fire; the third, the

green one, is wood; the fourth, the white one, is metal and the fifth, the

yellow one, is earth." 2

Resuming the adduced old testimonies, we may assert that, at the

time of Confucius and before, the theory of the Five Elements was known
and developed in all its chief features. The elements are roughly described

and conceived as partly physical, partly metaphysical entities. They
vanquish one another in a certain order already given in the Shuking.

The weaker element in such a contest is termed the wife, the stronger,

the husband. The atmospherical fluids, closely connected with the elements,

affect mankind, in so far as they are believed to produce impulses and

sensations, and, conversely, human actions may influence these fluids. The

sovereign especially regulates the elements by the virtue displayed in his

administration. There are five officers or deities presiding over the elements

and, at the same time, venerated as genii of the seasons, in the five direc-

tions, together with the Five Emperors, ruling over the five points of the

compass. Thus we have a link between the elements, the seasons, and

the five directions. Moreover, the fluids and the elements manifest them-

selves under the form of the five tastes, the five colours, and the five sounds.

Tastes and colours are enumerated and assigned to the respective elements,

and we may assume that the same was done with the five sounds, although

we have no literary evidence to prove it. By their combination with the

signs of the denary and duodenary cycles, the five elements were again

located in those points of the compass to which these signs correspond.

In the Appendix to Couvreiir^s Dictionary there is a table of the Five

Elements and their corresponding categories, altogether 12 columns. Of

these we have so far traced nine, only the five heavenly Emperors, the

five planets, and the five viscera have not yet been mentioned. But these

also were referred to the elements in the Chou dynasty, as we shall see

from the Liki and other works.

1

2
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A short sketch of a natural philosophy is given in the chapter Li-

yun of the Idki {Legge^ Sacred Books Vol. XXVIl p. 380 seq.), in which

the Five Elements play a part. Man is said to be the product of the

forces of Heaven and Earth, by the interaction of the Yin and the Yang,

the union of the animal and intelligent spirits, and the finest matter of the

Five Elements, This, of course, would account for the many relations

existing between the elements and the human body as well as human actions.

Moreover, the Five Elements are distributed over the Four Seasons.^ They

are in constant movement and alternately exhaust one another. Each of

them becomes in its turn the fundamental one just like the Four Seasons

and the Twelve Months, It is not expressly stated that the five sounds,

the five tastes, and the five colours are identical with the five elements,

but they are mentioned in close connexion with the elements and declared

to undergo similar regular revolutions by which each sound, taste, and

colour for a certain time becomes the principal one. Throughout the whole

treatise we notice the intimate relation of hmnan life to all the forces of

nature, the elements included.

The chapter Li-yun
jjĵ

is by some attributed to Tse Yu^ a

disciple of Confucius or to his disciples and regarded as one of the most

valuable parts of the Liki. I do not share Legge^s view that the idea^

about elements, numbers, colours, &c. are Taoistic admixtures to the common-

sense of Confucianism, for we have met them all in the Confucian Classics.

(Cf, Legge^s lAki, Introduction p. 24.)

How the elements and their correlates were distributed over the

twelve months we learn from another book of the lAIci, the Tueh-ling

<^ {Legge^ eod. p. 249 seq.) embodying the fullest scheme of this theory

in classical literature. It is a sort of a calendar clearly showing us how
much the doctrine of the five elements was interwoven with the life of

the ancient Chinese. For each of the four seasons it is stated that the

Grand Annalist informed the Son of Heaven of the day on which the

season began and of the element ruling over the three months composing

the season. The element earth alone had no proper season.

About the first month of spring we learn that its days are ckia and

ye? its divine ruler is T'ai Hao^ and the attending spirit Km Mang. Its

creatures are the scaly, its musical note is chio, its number 5,^ its taste is sour^

1

2

3:
* The two first of the ten cyclical signs.

& This number is said to refer to the vernal element wood. The Five Ele-

ments are counted in the sequence of their creation (see above p. 433) : water, fire,

wood, metal, earth. Now the last only is given its natural number 5. All the other

elements liave their number in the series plus 5.
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its smell is rank. Its sacrifice is that at the inner door and for this the

spleen of the victim is essential. The east winds resolve the cold. The

Son of Heaven occupies the apartment on the left of the Cfiing-yang Fane^^

and rides in a carriage drawn by green dragon horses, carrying a green

flag and wearing green robes and pieces of green jade. His food consists

in wheat and mutton. At the head of his ministers and the feudal princes,

the emperor meets the spring in the eastern suburb. The inspectors of

the fields are ordered to reside in the lands having an eastward exposure.

They instruct the people, and see that all the necessary measures for

cultivating the fields be taken. Prohibitions are issued against cutting down

trees and the killing of young animals, birds, or insects. No fortifications

are to be erected, no warlike operations to be undertaken, for they would

be sure to be followed by the calamities from Heaven. I refrain from

quoting all the other prescriptions and defences and would only draw

attention to the characteristical last paragraph of this section which has

its counterpart in all the other months

:

"If in the first month of spring the governmental proceedings proper

to Slimmer were carried out, the rain would fall unseasonably, plants and

trees would decay prematurely, and the states would be kept in continual

fear. If the proceedings proper to autumn were carried out, there would

be great pestilence among the people; boisterous winds would work their

violence rain would descend in torrents orach, fescue, darnel, and southern-

wood would grow up together. If the proceedings proper to winter were

carried out, pools of water would produce their destructive effects, snow

and frost would prove very injurious, and the first sown seeds would not

enter the ground."

In a similar way the other months are described. We abstract there-

from the following Table (pp. 440 and 441),

The Yueh'ling is now universally ascribed to Lu Pu Wei of the 3rd

century b.c, {Legge, Lik% Indroduction p. 20), but there is no reason to

suppose that it was invented by him and that it is not a calendar of the

Chou period, for its contents accords very well with other sources and

was, at all events, regarded as a genuine record of old customs by the

compilers of the Liki.

1 One of the five sacrifices of the house. Cf. Vol. I p. 510. The correspond-

ence of these offerings with the seasons and elements is obvious. The door sym-

bolises the opening of the year and the display of the energies of nature. The

outer door, or the gate, is the counterpart of the inner door and therefore connected

with the autumn sacrifice. The sacrifice to the hearth goes well with fire, that to

the inner court with earth or the centre, and that of the well with water. Our

text of the Liki reads "path" for "well." (Cf. Legge, loc. cit. p. 297

Note 1.) I follow Wang CKung I.p. 510.

2 The eastern part of the Hall of Distinction, where the empei'or went on

the first day of the month. ChUng-yang means '•green and bright."
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Table of the Five Elements, the Four Seasons and

Five

Elements

Four

Seasons

Five

Emperors

Five

Spirits

Five

Sa^irifices

Five

Animals

Five 1

Grains

Five

Intestines

wood spring Tax Hao Kou Mang inner door sheep wheat spleen

£lire summer V TV1 en I % Oftw jimg hearth lOWl beans lungs

earth Huang Ti Hon Tu inner court ox
paoicled

millet
heart

metal autumn Shoo Hao Ju Shou outer door dog hemp liver

water winter Chuan Hsu Hsuan Ming well pig millet kidneys

1 The correspondencies of the Five Grains do not quite agree with those given

fire. His translation of by rice instead of " panicled millet," which I have followed

for which in Vol. I, p. 105 I have written "stomach" as Mayers does.

The literary evidence of ancient texts collected above is more than

sufficient, I trust, to establish the fact that the theory of the Five Elements

is of Chinese origin. This has been contested by no less an authority

than Ed. Chavannps, who is of opinion that the Chinese have borrowed it

from the Turks (cf. Ed. Chavannes, "Le cycle tore des douze animaux,"

Toung-pao^ Serie II Vol. VII No. 1 p. 96-98). His view can hardly be

upheld against the old texts. L. de Saussure ("Les origines de rastronomie

chinoise," Toung-pao 1910, Vol. XI p. 265-288) has already disposed of

it. To his counter-arguments, with which 1 concur in general, some more

may be added. It is rather surprising that of all the Chinese authors who

have written on the five elements almost nobody refers to Tsou Yen whom
Chavannes believes to have been the first exponent of the Turkish theory

in. China. They all go back to the old Chinese sources quoted above. In

the fourth or the fifth centuries b.c. when the Turkish theory must have

found its way into China, the Turkish tribes, Hsiung-nu or Scythians bordering

on the Chinese empire were practically barbarians from whom the Chinese

could not learn much. In the Shi-chi chap. 110 they are described as

nomads without cities who could not write and did not care for the moral

laws. The accounts found in Herodotus Book IV seem to confirm that, at

that early age, the Turkish tribes lived in a very primitive state of culture,

and it is highly improbable that the theory of the interaction of the elements,

supposing a mystical sympathy of all the forces of nature, an attempt at
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other correspondencies according- to the Liki.

Five

Numbers(

)

Ten

Stems

Five

Colours

Five

Sounds

Five

Tastes

Five

Smells

Five

Points

Five

Creatures

8 chia yi greei) chio sour goatish east scaly

7 pmg ting red cnt/i bitter burning south feathered

5 wu chi yellow hung sweet fragrant centre naked

9 keng hsin white shang acrid rank west hairy

6 Jen kuei black y salt rotten north shell-

covered

in Mayers' Manual p. 316 inasfar as he combines beans with water, and millet with

in Vol. I p. 381, is not quite correct. It is also better to render B© by "spleen,"

a natural philosophy, should have been devised by an uncivilised people

like the early Turks. To the Chinese mind such sorts of speculations

have been familiar from time immemorial. lu ancient times the Turks

most likely received the little culture they had from their neighbours, the

Chinese, and when, subsequently, the Qakas made their incursions into

Bactria and India, from the Greeks and Indians. When, many centuries

later, they went over from Buddhism to the Islam, their language as well

as their civilisation fell under the influence of the Arabs and Persians. They

possessed very little originality, wherefore the invention of the theory of

the five elements cannot well be set down to their credit,

I strongly doubt that at the time of Tsou Yen the Hsiung-nu already

possessed any notion of the elements, which require a more advanced state

of civilisation than theirs was. Their descendants, the Uigurs know 4

elements, but which Fire, wind, water, and earth {Kvdatku Bilik by H. Vdmhery

p. 75 and 78). They are the same as those of the Greeks and Indians,

and they evidently learned them from these directly or through the Arabs,

as they must have borrowed the seven planets and the twelve signs of the

zodiac from the same source. After deducting these foreign loans, there

remains nothing originally Turkish.

Even if the 4 elements : fire, wind, icater^ and earth were of Turkish

invention, it would not help us much, for the 4 elements of the soi-disant

semi-Turkish CKin dynasty, according to Chavannes^ must have been: fire.
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wood, metal, and earth u e" besides two elements occurring in Europe as

well, they embrace two characteristically Chinese elements : wood and metal

unknown in Europe and India.

1 should say that the principal passage on which Chavannes bases

his belief in the Tm'ldsh origin of the theory of the five elements, admits

of a totally different interpretation than that of the eminent sinologist. The

Emperor Han Kao Tsu expressed his astonishment that in CKin only four

heavenly emperors were sacrificed to, since he had heard that there were

five in heaven, {MSm. HisL Vol. Ill, p. 449.) In my opinion this means

to say that the emperor knew that before the C/Cin epoch there were five

emperors worshipped iinder the Chou, and that he simply reverted to the

old custom, changed by the CKin, by instituting a sacrifice to the black

emperor, the representative of water.

At first sight the theory of the Five Elements and the classifications

ingrafted thereon may seem strange to us, and one of the many Chinese

peculiarities, but sociology teaches us that similar classifications, though

based on other principles of division, are common all over the world and

among people not connected with one another. Such classifications must,

therefore, be a product of human nature which is more or less the same

everywhere. Consequently, we need not look for a foreign origin of the

rhinese theory.

Most Australian natives divide up the things of the world conformably

to their clans and fraternities, which, each of them, have their special totems.

All things belonging to the same group are allied and, so to say, the same

reality under different forms. Animals of the same class must not be

eaten by their kindred. {E. Durkheim and M. Mams De quelques formes

primitives de classifications^ in UAnnSe Sociologique, Paris 1 901-02, Vol. 6

p. 17.) The totems are not only animals but also plants, fruits and other

objects. They may be natural phenomena as well, such as wind, water, the

sun, clouds amongst the Aruntas (p. 28 Note 2). With the totem fire are

connected the branches of eucalyptus, the red leaves of the eremophile,

the sounds of trumpets, warmth, love (p. 31).

A tribe of the Sioux in North America has grouped all objects

according to the position occupied by their clans in their camp viz, right,

left, in the front, and in the rear (p. 47).

Another tribe of the North American Indians, the Zunis^ have taken

the seven directions : north, south, west, east, the zenith, the nadir, and the

centre as the basis for their classifications, and filled them up with all the

things in which they are specially interested. Thus they have the following

equations

:

North : wind, winter, the pelican, the crane, the green oak, strength,

destruction, yellow

West: water, spring, moist wind, the bear, the wild dog, vernal

herbs, peace, hunting, l)liie
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South : fire, summer, agriculture, medicine, red

East: earth, seeds, frost, the buck, the antilopc, the turkey, magic,

religion, white, &c. (p. 35 seq.).

The Dacotahs have a similar division, but they have lost thoir clans.

The Australian Wotjohalluk have distributed their clans and their correlates

over thirteen points of the compass (p. 51).

The classifications according to clans and totems appear to he the

more primitive and those starting from the points of the compass arc

probably derived from the grouping of the clans in the camp.

It is owing to the preponderance of astrology amongst the Chaldeans

that with them and their successors, Greeks and Romans, the planets have

become the corner stones of very similar classifications. The Chaldeans

have attributed the following colours to the planets

:

Saturn black, Jupiter = light red. Mars purple, the Sun = golden,

Venus white, and Mercury = blue'*

Ptolemy gives them somewhat different colours : Saturn = a livid grey^

Jupiter white. Mars = red, the Sun = golden, Venus = ydlow, and Mer-

cury = changing colours. The scholiasts also differ and only agree in the

colours of Mars (red) and the Sun (golden) {A. Bouche Leclercq^ VAstrologie

Grecque, Paris 1899 p. 313, 314).

In addition to colours, metals, plants, and animals are also classified

under these planets. Thus mercury is the metal of the homonymous planet

dragons, snakes, foxes, cats, night birds, donkeys, and hares resort from

Saturn wild beasts, monkeys, pigs, from Mars (p. 317 318). Moreover

Ptolemy has distributed the parts of the body and the senses among the seven

planets according to the following scheme

:

Saturn: the right ear, the bladder, the spleen, the phlegm, the

bones.

Jupiter: the sense of touch, the lungs, the arteries, the semen.

Mars: the left ear, the kidneys, the veins, the testicles.

Sun : the eyes, the brain, the heart, the nerves all the chief organs.

Venus: the smells exciting love, the liver, the seat of prophecy,

the flesh.

Mercury : the tongue, the gall.

Moon : the taste, the stomach, the womb (p. 321).

This system has undergone a great many modifications at the hands

of later authors, for instance Demophilus and Hermippus.

Proclus teaches that the different spheres of the human spirit correspond

to the spheres of the stars : Fixed stars = intellectual life, Saturn = con-

templation, Jupiter political and social instincts, Mars = passionateness,

Sun = perceptive faculties, Venus = desires, Mercury = faculty of speech,

Moon = vegetative life (p. 325).

In the middle-ages the Kahbala sets forth various systems of classifi-

cation simultaneously. According to the Sepher lezirah (9th-10th cent, a.d.)
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the world has been built up by the Three Elements named the Three Mothers

:

fire is the substance of heaven, water that from which the earth was produced,

and both antagonistic elements are separated by the third element, air.

These Three Elements govern the Three Seasons: summer, the rainy season^

and the cool season and the Three Parts of the Body : the head, the breast^

and the 'belly. This gives the following table

:

3 Elements 3 Seasons
3 Parts of

the World

3 Parts of

the Body

fire summer heaven head

water rainy season earth breast

air cool season void belly

Besides there are the "Seven Double Ones" being partly good and

partly wicked. These are the Seven Planets and corresponding to them the

Seven Days and the Seven Nights of a week, and the Seven Orifices of the Head,

The " Twelve Single Ones" are the Twelve Months combined with the

Twelve Signs of the Zodiac and the Twelve Human Activities : sight, hearing,

smell, touch, speech, nutrition, generation, motion, anger, laughing, thought,

and sleep. ( Lehmann, Aberglauben und Zauberei^ 2nd ed., translated by

Petersen, Stuttgart 1908 p. 145 seq.)

At the end of the middle-ages, these classifications received their

highest development in Europe by the mystic Agrippa von Nettesheim (1456-

1535 A.D.) who in his great work "De occulta philosophia" combined

the Physics of Aristotle^ the astronomy of Ptolemy, the New Platonism, and

the Kabbala with his own observations and fanciful ideas. His works and

those of his contemporaries show us that in the beginning of the 16th

century people in Europe were not a whit farther advanced in natural

science than the Chinese philosophers of the Sung epoch or those of to-

day. Many of the arguments of Agrippa remind us of similar ones of the

Chinese theorists of the Five Elements.

Agrippa maintains that everything is subject to a planet or a con-

stellation. Thus fire and blood are solar, and the same is said of gold,

and of the precious stones : pyrope, heliotrope, jasper, emerald, ruby, the

sun-flower, the lotus flower, and the big and audacious animals : the lion,

the crocodile, the ram, the bull, the phoenix, the eagle, the cock, the raven.

Similar lists are given for all the planets.

Everything on earth is classified according to fixed numbers. Agrippa

has established groups and classes of 1-12 links each, and combined thein

to systems, following perhaps the precedent of the Kabbala. As a specimen

I give his table of the Seven Planets:
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God's

name

in

7

letters

7

angels

before

God's

face

7

planets

7

planetary

birds

7

planetary

fish

7

planetary

animals

7

planetary
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7

planetary

stones

7

members

7

orifices

of

the

head

7

dwellings
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Gabriel Moon night-owl sea-cat cat
silver
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foot on
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Michael
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stork
blenny monkey mercury

CO
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hand

mouth perdition

Venus
pigeon

shad-fish

ram copper
emerald
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left

nostril

'So

g

Raphael
c

m swan

a.

heart

right

eye

well

of

death

Mars
vulture iron diamond

right

hand

right

nostril

shadow

of

death

Zadkiel
Jupiter dolphin

stag

sapphire as

left

ear

gate

of

death

Saturn cuttle-fish
mole

-a X

right

foot

right

ear

Gehenna

In

the

world

of

archetypes

In
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world

of

ideas

In

the

heavenly

world

In

the

elementary

world

In

the

world

U9UI

JO In

the

infernal

world
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After this historical and sociological excursion we return to the Chou

period where we left the subject. We possess still more sources dating

from that time, though not classical ones, proving that already then the

table derived from the Liki was still further developed

:

The Taoist writer Ho Kuan Tse (4th cent, b.c.) arranges

the Five Elements according to the position taken by soldiers in a camp,

referring them to the human body, and not to the four quarters. "In

choosing a position, he says, one must take advantage of the ground and

select it according to the Five Elements. Wood is on the left side, metal

on the right, fire in fronts water in the mzr, and earth in the centre. In

army camps, and in marshalling troops this order must be observed. These

five divisions being well defined, everything nmy be undertaken with safety." i

This arrangement of the elements agrees with their positions in the four

quarters, if the observer turns his face to the chief quarter, which for the

Chinese is the south. Then fire is in the front or in the south, water in

the rear or in the north, wood on the left side or in the east, metal on

the right side or in the west, and earth, in both cases, remains in the centre.

The Huang Ti su-wen *^ , the oldest work on Chinese medicine

which Wylie places several centuries before Christ, so that it would be a

relic of the Chou time devotes several chapters to the theory of the Five

Elements. This theory has remained the basis of all Chinese medicine up

to the present day. As appears from the title of the work, it consists of

questions addressed by Huang Ti to his assistant CKi Po [i^f. This, of

course, is fiction.

"Huang Ti asked in what manner cold and heat, dryness and moisture,

wind and fire operated on man, and how they produced the transformations

of all things." ^ Cfii Po replied about the operation of these six atmo-

spherical influences in the five quarters. For our purpose it suffices to

consider what he says about heat and cold, and their derivates. A strict

parallelism goes through all his deductions : "The south produces heat,

heat produces fire, fire produces bitterness, bitterness the heart, the heart

blood, and blood the spleen. In heaven it is heat, on earth it is fire, and

in the body, the veins. As a breath it respires, and among the viscera,

it is the heart. Its nature is hot, its quality effulgence, its manifestation

drying up. Its colour is red, its transformation luxuriance, its creatures

the feathered ones, its government enlightenment, its weather sultry, its

sudden change burning, its calamity a conflagration. Its taste is bitter, its

sentiment joy- Joy injures the heart, but fear overcomes joy. Heat in-

' It

2
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jures the breath, but cold overcomes heat, and bitterness injures the breath,

but salt overcomes bitterness." i

"The north produces cold, cold produces water, water produces

salt, salt the kidneys, the kidneys produce bones and marrow, the marrow

produces the liver. In heaven it is cold, on earth it is water, and in the

body, the bones. As a breath it is hard, and among the viscera it is the

kidneys. Its nature is glacial, its quality cold, and its manifestation 2

Its colour is black, its transformation frost, its creatures are the shell-covered,

its government is quiet, its weather , its sudden change

is freezing, its calamity ice and hailstones. Its taste is salt, its sentiment

fear. Fear injures the kidneys, but desire overcomes fear. Cold injures

the blood, but dryness overcomes cold. Salt injures the blood, but sweetness

overcomes salt.,,
3

CKi Po winds up by saying, "The Five Fluids come forward in turn,

and each of them takes precedence once. When they do not keep in

their proper spheres, there is disaster when they do, everything is well

ordered." 4

The Huang Ti su-wen adds some more categories to those given by

the Liki: the 5 styles of government 3^11^: Relaxation, enlightenment^

carefulness, energy, and quietude, the 5 impulses 51 : 9^ joy, desire,

sorrow, and /ear, and the 5 constituent parts ot the body 5^*^: muscles.

1

2 Lacuna in the text.

3

4

5 g
e ' The 5 impulses partly correspond to the 6 impulses

of the Tso-chuan. See above p. 436.
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veim, fiesk skin and hair, and bones. The 5 intestines or viscera are the

same as those of the Liki, but their sequence is different, and in each class,

in addition to the principal intestine, a secondary one is introduced, viz.

every secondary one is the principal intestine of the next class.

As to the theory of the Five Elements, the medical work agrees with

the Shuking and the Tso-chuan whose general hints it specifies. It dis-

tinguishes three spheres of the elements, which in each of them appear

in different forms, the spheres of heaven, of earth, and of man, Just as

Agrippa has seven spheres. The original form of the elements is that of the

Six Fluids or atmospheric influences : cold and heat, dryness and moisture^

wind and Jire.^ They produce the five elements on earth, but in combining

each element with a fluid the author drops Jive, All the other diverse

forms of the elements are the result of constant transformations, which to

us appear very strange. How can fire produce bitterness, bitterness the heart,

the heart blood, and blood the spleen The qualities and manifestations

of the elements described in the work are more in accordance with nature.

But what does it mean that " fear injures the kidneys, but desire

overcomes fear. Cold injures the blood, but dryness overcomes cold. Salt

injures the blood, but sweetness overcomes salt," and the like passages

under the other heads? These are merely equations deducted from the

theory of the antagonism of the elements, and seem to be the basis for

the medical treatment of the parts of the body. We know that fear may
affect the kidneys, and that a strong desire may vanquish fear. The last

conclusion, however, the Chinese theorist probably did not draw from

practice, but from the premisses that desire corresponds to earth, and fear

to water. Consequently, earth overcoming water, desire must vanquish fear

likewise. In the same manner cold (water) injures the blood (fire), and

dryness (metal) again overcomes cold (water), not directly, it is true, but

indirectly, for metal overcomes wood, wood earth, and earth water. Moreover

salt (water) injures the blood (fire), but sweetness (earth) vanquishes salt (water).

The new classes of the Huang Ti su-wen are thus grouped

:

5 Fluids 5 Elements
5 Parts of

Body
5 Intestines 5 Impulses

551

5 Styles of

Government

wind wood muscles liver (heart) anger relaxation

heat fire veins (blood) heart (spleen) joy enlightenment

moisture earth flesh spieen (lungs) desire carefulness

dryness metal skin and hair lungs (kidneys) sorrow energy

cold water bones (marrow) kidneys (liver) fear quietude

1

2 The Six Fluids of the Tso-chuan, not expressly mentioned, would be

different, if the commentators are right. Cf. p. 436. But they practically agree with

the Five Fluids of the Shuking : rain, sunshine, heat, cold, and wind (see above

p. 433), leaving aside Jire.
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Each element preponderates during one season, and, while so doing,

it may be well balanced and have its proper quantity, it may be excessive

or deficient. Excess and deficiency both entail calamities affecting the

vegetation and human body. In the latter case we have all kinds of

diseases and maladies. All these states are minutely described, and still

more categories added. Each element in its proper state of equilibrium

is* said to be governed by a part of the body different from those already

mentioned : the eye, the tongue, the mouth, &c. Moreover it is connected

vith two sorts of fruit, a fleshy and a not fleshy—wood for instance with

a plum and a nut and with a domestic animal like the dog, the horse, &c.

Even in its felicitous state each element has a special sickness assigned to

it:—palpitations and convulsions belong to fire, coughing to metal, constipation

to earth. The classes of the Liki are again ascribed to the elements well

balanced, but not in the proper order. Thus e. g. wood is combined with

hemp, the hairy creatures, and the liver fire has as correlates : wheat,

feathered creatures, and the heart.

In case a ruling element be excessive or insufficient, two or more

things of the same sort are made to correspond to it, whereas as a rule

there is only one. There may be two fruits, two animals, two colours,

two tastes corresponding to one element even three are combined, probably

to show the irregularity of the ruling element. At the same time the Five

Planets are introduced as correlates of the elements, mostly two or three

connected with one element. Thus we find Jupiter and Venus in connection

with excessive wood, Mars and Mercury combined with excessive fire,

Venus and Mars together with insufficient wood, and Mars, Mercury, and

Saturn together with insufficient fire.

All irregularities of the elements entail a great variety of diseases.

Whenever wood is superabundant, earth and the spleen have to suffer.

This leads to pains in the limbs, flatulency, diarhoea, and vomiting. A
scarcity of wood is accompanied by pains of the ribs and the stomach,

by coughs and catarrhs, eruptions, scarlatina, sores and ulcers. A scarcity

of fire causes pains in the breast, the back, the shoulders, the arms, the

heart, rhumatism, cramps, paralysis of the legs, dumbness, swooning, &c.

Whereas the Huang Ti $u-w4n insists upon the effects of the irregu-

larities of the elements upon man, the philosopher Kuan Tse of

the 5th century b.c. attempts to show how natural events, connected with

the elements, are influenced by the government of the emperor. We must

bear in mind that the work passing under Kuan Tse^s name and forming

part of the collection of the Ten Philosophers ^^ contains many later

additions and is only partly genuine. But the style of the chapters on

the Four Seasons and the Five Elements which interest

us most, is rather archaic, and they may well be old.

Yin and Yang^^'' says Kvan Tse, "are the great principles of heaven

and earth, and the Four Seasons are the warp in the web of Yin and
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Yang. Punishments and rewards are the correlates of the Four Seasons.'

Their conformity to the seasons brings about happiness, their discrepancy

leads to misfortune." ^ {Kuan Tse XIV, 7 r.) Then Kuan Tse proceeds to

describe the seasons in a similar way as the Liki does, but, whereas the

Liki distinguishes but Four Seasons, earth having no special one and belonging

to all, Kuan Tse gives Five Seasons,^ each lasting 72 days. Besides he

joins a special heavenly body to every quarter : the centre corresponds to

the earth, the south to the sun, the north to the moon, the east to the stars,

and the west to the zodiacal signs. For each of the Four Seasons five

ensures felicity, whereas their omission or change is fraught with disaster.

In the opinion of one commentator each season would have counted 90

days, and to each of the five administrative measures 18 days would have

been allotted. Thus our author says in regard to winter:

"In the three winter months, on the jen-kuei ^ days five administrative

measures are carried out. The first is providing for orphans and destitute

persons and succouring the old and the aged the second is conforming

to the Yin, preparing the sacrifices for the spirits, bestowing titles and

emoluments, and conferring ranks the third is verifying accounts, and not

to exploit the treasures of mountains and rivers the fourth is rewarding

those who seize runaway criminals and arrest robbers and thieves the

fifth is prohibiting the moving about of the people, stopping their wanderings,

and preventing their settling in other parts of the empire.® If these five

measures are taken at the proper time, so that the affairs of winter are

' :S

As will be seen in the following, rewards are in accordance with spring

and summer, punishments with autumn and winter. From time immemorial capital

punishment in China has been meted out in autumn and winter, so that the Chinese

have come to consider this the natural course of nature.

3 In the chapter on the Five Elements, XIV, 16v. seq. In the preceding one

on the Four Seasons, XIV, p. 8v. he still adheres to the theoiy of the Four Seasons,

stating that earth, the element of the centre, helps the Four Seasons ^p.

6 i H
IB

K Tse XIV, 1
1
r.

prescribed, the carrying out of which

5 See below p. 452, Note 2.
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not disregarded, one obtains one's wishes, and that which one dislikes does

not take place." *

Kuan Tse then proceeds to show how an emperor should act con-

formably to the Four Seasons

"If plants wither in spring and blossom in autumn, if it thunders

in "winter, and there is frost and snow in summer, all this is harm caused

by the fluids. If regarding rewards and punishments the periods are

changed, and the natural order is confounded, then injurious fluids quickly

arrive, and, upon their arrival, the State is visited with many disasters.

Therefore a wise emperor observes the seasons and accordingly regulates

his administration. He provides education and makes his warlike prepa-

rations, offers sacrifices and thereby establishes virtue. It is by these three

things that a wise emperor puts himself into harmony with the movement

of heaven and earth.,"

"The sun governs the Yang, the moon the Yin, the stars govern

harmony. Yang produces rewards, Yin punishments,^ and harmony makes

business possible. Consequently when there is an eclipse of the sun/ a

State that has failed in its rewards is to be blamed for it. When there

is an eclipse of the moon,^ a State that has failed in its piinivshments is

responsible. When a comet puts in an appearance, a State that has lost

harmony is guilty, and when wind fights with the sun for brightness, a

State that has failed in productiveness is answerable.*^ Wherefore, at an

1 The Chinese probably discovered some analogies between these measures

and winter, and for that reason prescribed them : There is some similarity between

the desolateness of winter and destitute persons. Winter, being the end of the

year, may be compared with old and aged persons. We ourselves personify it by

an old man, and spring by a young boy. In winter the Yin principle is at its

height, and incorporeal spirits belong to it. Accounts use to be settled at the end

of the year. The hidden treasures of mountains and rivers must not be

moved, because hiding and torpidity is the nature of winter. The forces of nature

do not move, hence the moving about of the people is prohibited. Criminals, as

we have seen, are called to account in autumn and winter.

2

IB:i
3 The Yang is warm and thus may be symbolised by warmth of heart,

benevolence and rewards. Yin is cold and has an analogy in cold-hearted seventy

and punishments.

4 All eclipse of the sirn, the chief representative of the Yanp, means that

rewards have been incomplete.

5 The moon again represents the Yin fluid and punishments. Its partly

annihilation shows that punishments have been insufficient.

G Wind is the fluid of spring, the characteristic feature of which is produc-

tiveness. Fighting for brightness must signify that wind chasing the clouds attempts

to obscure the brightness of the sun, which now and then breaks through the clouds.
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eclipse of the sun, a wise emperor improves rewards; at an eclipse of the

moon, he improves punishments when a comet becomes visible, he improves

harmony, and when wind and sun fight together, he improves production.

By these four measures the wise emperor avoids the punishments of heav«n

and earth." i

The disasters which may befall a sovereign not conforming to the

seasons in his administration are thus described:

" When we see the cyclical sign chia-tse ^ arrive, the element wood

begins its reign. If the son of heaven does not bestow favours or grant

rewards and, contrariwise, extensively allows cutting, destroying, and

wounding,^ then the sovereign is in danger, and should he not be killed,

then the heir-apparent would be in danger, and some one of his family

or his consort would die, or else his eldest son would lose his life. After

72 days this period is over. When we see the cyclical sign ping-tsp arrive,

the element fire begins its reign. In case the son of heaven be anxious

to take hurried and hasty measures,* an epidemic would be caused by a

drought, 5 plants would die, and the people perish by it. After 72 days

this period is over. When we see the sign wu-tse arrive, the element earth

begins its reign. If the son of heaven builds palaces or constructs kiosques,

the sovereign is in danger, and if without city walls are built,6 his ministers

die. After 72 days this period is over. When we see the sign Iceng-tse

arrive, the element metal begins its reign. Should the son of heaven attack

1

:^

A' JVXIVllv-

2 This IS the cyclical sign of the day beginning the period of 72 days

assigned to the element wood. Here we have a key to the understanding of the

pairs of cyclical signs joined to each element in the Liki, the meaning of which

was not clear to Legge. The days of spring are chia and yi (cf. p. 438) means

nothing else than that the first and the second days of this season bear these signs,

being in the sexagenary cycle chia-tse and yi-chou. Summer begins when we arrive

at the sign ping-tse, after having passed through the entire cycle of 60, adding 12,

i. after 72 days. The second day of summer or of the element fire is a ting-chou

day, so that the Liki may say that the days of summer aie ping and ting, &c.

Of course, the assigning of three full months to each season by the Liki is not in

keeping with these cyclical signs, which can only be applied to seasons of 72 days.

3 Spring is the time of growth, but not of destruction.

4 According to a commentator this is the season of ease and indulgence.

5 A drought is a consequence of too much heat symbolised by hurried and

hasty actions.

G By building the element earth is disturbed.
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the mountains and beat the stones, i his troops would be defeated in war,

and his soldiers die, and he would lose his sway. After 72 days this

period is over. When we see the sign jen-ise arrive, the element water

begins its reign. If the son of heaven cuts the dykes and sets the great

floods in motion, his empress or his consort die, or else the eggs of birds

become addled, the hairy young are miscarried, and pregnant women have

an abortion. Plants and trees are spoiled in the roots. After 72 days

this period is over." ^

Among the authors of the Han time Huai Na?i Tse and Tung Chung

Sfm, both of the 2nd century b.c, have written more or less systematically

on the theory of the Five Elements, to which several chapters of their

chief works are devoted. lAu Hsiang in the 1st century b.c. emposed the

Wu-hsing-chih ^jj"^, a treatise on the Five Elements which has not

come down to us. Pan Ku of the 1st century a.d. discourses at some length

on the subject in his Po-hu-t^ng. Afterwards it was taken up by a

great many writers and forms an important part of the disquisitions of

the philosophers of the Sung dynasty.

We are now going to consider the results at which these writers

and their predecessors have arrived.

I. Various terms for the Elements

:

The modern work Chang-huang t\i-shu pien^ states that in the Yiking

the Five Elements are named "^ Wti-wei^ Five Positions, in historical

works ^l^j* Wt^tsai, Five Materials^ in chronicles or essays Ww-

, Five Things, and in medical works Wu-y'un, Five Revolutions.

Mayers (Manual p. 313) gives some more terms: Wu-chieh^ Five

1 This again would mean a disturbance of the metal hidden in the mountains.

2

14

Kuan Tse XIV, 18 v. (Shih-tse chuan-shu).

3

* The utterances of the Yiking are very obscure and I doubt whether they

really refer to the elements.
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Sections, Wu-meh Five Excellencies^ and Wu-chU^ Five

Fluids. They are descriptive of the elements under various aspects, as

substances formed of matter, as fluids or vapours, as moving and revolving,

or as keeping certain positions. But by far the commonest expression is

^ Wu'hsing^ on the meaning of which the Chinese and foreign au-

thorities are agreed. hsing is "to act" and "to move;, the Wu-hsing

are, therefore, the five essences which are always active and in motion.

Mayers (loc. cit.) calls them the primordial essences or perpetually active

principles of nature. The term is all but equivalent to 51 Wu-yun^

the Five Revolutions.

II. What are the Five Elements?

The designation Wu-hsing goes back to the Shaking and implies that

at these remote times the elements were conceived already as ever active

essences, which again supposes the existence of some sort of a theory

devised to explain the phenomena of nature. In the most ancient description

of the elements contained in the Shuking (cf. above p. 433) they are con-

sidered from the physical point of view as natural substances : water has

the tendency of descending and soaking other stuffs, fire that of rising and

blazing; wood is characterised as crooked and straight, which seems to

refer to the appearance of the branches of trees metal is said to be yielding

and changing, which is only true of metal in a liquid state earth is not

described any further, and its nature found in its generative and productive

power. At all events, the authors of the Classic had not some metaphysical

entities in view, but the substances usually understood by the names:

water, fire, wood, metal, and earth.

As to the impressions produced by these elements upon our senses

and resulting in the categories of colours, sounds, tastes, and smells^ the

Shuking concerns itself with tastes only:—Water becomes salt, fire bitter,

wood sour, metal acrid, and cereals, the produce of earth, sweet. Of

course pure water is not salt, but tasteless, yet, as the commentators remark,

it becomes salt in the ocean, a wrong notion. Fire we would rather

describe as burning than bitter, and wood as bitter instead of sour. The

acrid taste of metals and the sweet one of cereals, such as rice and millet,

may pass. It is difficult now to say which considerations led the ancient

Chinese to attribute just these tastes to the five elements. Since the five

tastes are always given in the series : salt, bitter, sour^ acrid, sweet, it is

not impossible that the ancients merely coupled them with the five elements

of the Shuking in the same order, without any regard to their natural

relations.

In the same superficial manner the five colours : black, red^ green^ white^

and yellow may have been connected with the five elements, although the

correspondencies have been explained : Fire may well be described as red,

though yellow would seem more appropriate. Wood appears greeu at

least outwardly in plants and trees, whereas inwardly it is mostly white
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or yellow. The colours of metals are manifold, only their glittering may
be said to be white. Earth is not yellow in most countries, but it was

so in the loess regions in Honan and Shansi where the Chinese were first

settled. How can water be called black, however, a colour it almost never

shows It seems to refer to the Yin fluid preponderating in winter, the

time of the element water. Yang is light and sunshine, Yin darkness, Yang
day-time, and Yin, night. These correspondencies are universally accepted,

but I met with one exception in the ' Family Sayings of Confucius'

pn'
^ chap. VI p. 1, from which we learn that the Hsia dynasty

reigned by the virtue of metal and of the colours most appreciated black,

the Yin dynasty reigned by water and appreciated white, the Ghou by wood

with the red colour. Yao^s element was fir€ and his colour ydlow Shun's

element earthy and his colour green. These different combinations of elements

and colours show the arbitrariness of the whole scheme. It is impossible

to find one colour for each element, because each embraces many species

with different colours : Water may appear pellucid, white, green, blue, red,

yellow, grey, black earth may be black, brown, yellow, red, blue, white,

&c.;2 and so different substances burn with different lights. Therefore to

ascribe one colour to each element cannot but be arbitrary.

The Zunis of North America have no elements,^ but they have attributed

certain colours to their seven points of the compass. Their reasons for

doing so are not very convincing either : The North is yellow, because at

sunrise and sunset the sunlight appears yellow. The West is blue, the

colour of the evening light. The East is white, the colour of day, the

South red, because it is the seat of summer and of the red fire. The

Zenith is multicoloured like the clouds, the Nadir black, and the Centre

has all colours. {Annee Sociologique Vol. VI, p. 35 seq.)

Of the Five Smells only burning and fragrant seem to refer to the

corresponding elements fire and earth (cereals). Goatish, rank^ and rottm

have nothing to do with wood, inetal, and water. They probably apply

to the Five Animals joined to these elements : the sheep (goat) dog, and pig.

On the principle by which the Five Sounds have been combined with

the elements 1 am unable to express any opinion.

Kuan Yin Tse^ has amplified the statement of the Shuking about the

rising and descending of fire and water : "That which rises, he says, is

1 A work dating from the 3rd cent. a.d. I doubt whether this chapter ^
treating of the Five Elements really goes back to Confucius, since he is made to

say that he was informed about the elements by Lao Tse.

2 If we speak of the green earth we regard its coat, the green vegetation,

as part of it.

3 That is to say, they have not conceived the idea of the elements, but

ascribe the single ones to the four quarters like the Chinese : Wind belongs to the

North, water to the West, fire to the South, and earth to the East.

* ^^^^^^ a Taoist author, but the work bearing his name, is believed

to be a production of the T^ang or the following minor dynasties, 618-960 a.d.
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fire that which descends, water. Thar which would like to rise, but

rannot, is wood; and that which would like to descend, but cannot, is

metal." ^ This depicts fairly well the tendency of plants of growing up

and that of metals of sinking down. These tendencies, however, are

restricted and less free than those of fire and water which, endowed with

a greater agility as air and fluid, can follow their propensities and rise

and fall.

The Chang huang t'u-shu pien makes an attempt to distinguish between

the different forms of the elements : water is level, fire is pointed, earth

round, wood crooked and straight, and metal square.^ These are indead the

forms under which these substances often appear to us. Whereas water

shows a level surface, a flame rises and seems pointed. Clods of earth

are more or less round, and ore has often angular and square shapes.

The description of wood as crooked and straight is taken from the Shuking.

It is but natural that the Chinese should have connected their Five

Elements with the two principles of nature established by their old phi-

losophers, the Yin and Yang, and derived them therefrom. Tung Shung

Shu says in his CKun-cKiu fan-lu XIII, 5 v. that the fluid of Heaven and

Earth united is one. But it splits into Yin and Yany^ becomes divided into

the Four Seasons, and separated into the Five Elements.^ Yin and Yang,

which we may here translate by cold and heat, are the priinogenial essences

from which the Five Elements are produced in the following way: Water

has its seat in the north which is governed by the Yin fluid. Wood is

placed in the east which is likewise under the sway of the Yin^ but the

Yang begins to move already. Fire occupies the south where the Yang

reaches its climax. Metal rests in the west, and is governed by the Yang,

but the Yin begins to stir. Consequently "Fire is Yang, it is noble and

therefore rises; water is Fm, it is mean and therefore goes down; wood

is a scanty Yang^ and metal a scanty Yiny * {Pan Kv!s Po-hu-Cung II, L)

The idea is quite clear, if we take into consideration the Four Seasons

with which the elements are combined. In summer ruled by fire, Yang

'

2^^
H. "t^ In aiiothei' chapter the same author gives

m 1^ as the shapes of the elements. |^ "straight" seems to

stand for "level," and "crooked" alone for " straight and crooked," the shape

of wood.

3 O " rsung-shu).

4
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heat prevails, in winter ruled by water, Yhi cold. In spring and autumn

when wood and metal are paramount, Ym and Yang, heat and cold fight

together, so that one may speak of a scanty Yan(j or an incomplete Yin.

The element earth which does not well agree with the Four Seasons is

left out by Pan Ku.

Later authors have gone more into details. Tse Hua Tse {Suny dynasty)

characterises fire as an abundant Yang
]
^, and water as an abundant

Yin
^

^ wood as a scanty Yang metal as a scanty Yin
^jj^

and earth as sometimes Yin and sometimes Yang.

"The Yang in the Yang is fire, he says, the Yin in the Yin is water,

the Yin in the Yang is wood, the Yang in the Yin is metal. Earth keeps

in the middle between the two essences and thus governs the four quarters:—
in the Yin it is Yin, and in the Yang it is Yang.'' i {Tse Hua Tse II, 11 v.)

"In the north the extreme Yin resides. It produces cold, and cold

engenders water. In the south the extreme Yang resides, which produces

heat, and heat produces fire. In the east the Yang is set in motion. It

disperses and calls forth wind, which again produces wood. In the west

the Yin stops and gathers. It thus causes dryness, which produces metal.

In the centre the Tin and the Yang mix and produce moisture which

engenders earth." ^

In other words fire is considered to he Yang throughout, Yang in

Yang, i, e., an unalloyed Yang; water, a pure and genuine Yin. Wood
is also Yangs but with an admixture of Yin\ metal is YVw, but with an

alloy of Yang, Earth may be both.

Chu Hsi and his school take a somewhat different view. They look

upon the Five Elements as created by Heaven and Earth alternately, Heaven

and Earth thus taking the place of the Yin and the Yan^. "Heaven first

creates water. Earth secondly creates fire, Heaven thirdly creates wood,

Earth fourthly creates metal." 3 This idea seems to have originated from

an obscure passage of the Yiking believed to refer to the Five Elements.*

~~^^ o

^

2

(Tse-

shu po-chia),

3 O
(' chi-cKeng).

4 I
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Chu Hsi quotes the famous Su Tung P'o (1036-1 101 a.d.) as his authority,

who says that water is the extreme Yin^ but it requires Heaven to co-operate

before it can be produced. Yin alone without Yang cannot produce it.

Fire is the extreme Yang, but it likewise requires the co-operation of Earth

to come into existence. And so it is with all the Five Elements, they all

cannot be created, unless the Yin and the Yang are both at work. When
the Yang is added to the Yin, water, wood, and earth come forth, and

when the Yin is added to the Yang, fire and inetal are produced.

About the creation of the elements and their nature Chu Hsi further

asserts that by the joint action of Yin and Yang water and fire are first

produced. Both are fluids flowing, moving, flashing, and burning. Their

bodies are still vague and empty, and they have no fixed shape. Wood
and metal come afterwards. They have a solid body. Water and fire are

produced independently, wood and inetal need earth as a substratum from

which they issue. ^ Heaven and Earth first generate the light and pure

essences, water and fire, afterwards the heavy and turbid ones, wood,

metal and earth. The last is the heaviest of all. As to their density,

water and fire are shapeless and unsubstantial fluids, fire, hot air in the

atmosphere, wood is a soft substance, metal a hard one.

Chou Tse, a predecessor of Chu Hsi, gives still another formula for

the elements —water is the moist fluid in the Yang, fire, the dry fluid in

the Yin^ wood, the moist fluid in the Yang, but expanded, inetal, the dry

Ihiid in the Yin contracted, earth the Fm and the Yang blended and condensed,

so as to become a substance. Yang and Yin^ heat and cold are allotted to

the Five Elements in the same manner as by Chu Hs" but as a secondary

constituent we have moisture and dryness. These are the same principles

from which Aristotle has evolved his Four Elements: earth, vater, fire,

and air. The Chinese have become acquainted with his theory by the

geographical work K un-yii {u-shuo
t

written by the Jesuit

lather Verbiest about the end of the 17th century and cited by the

T^u-shu chi'cKmg. According to the Aristotelian theory dryness and cold

produce earth, moisture and cold produce water, moisture and heat

give air, and dryness and heat give fire.^ The result arrived at by

1

2 ^
3 ' '
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Chou Tse is different, he ouly composes earth similarly namely by heat and

cold {Yin and Yang). His water consists of moisture and heat
( Yang) instead

of cold, and his fire, of dryness and cold
(
Yin) instead of heat. The

Aristotelian view appears more natural than that of Chou Tse who is under

the spell of the Yiking, Perhaps Tse Hua Tse agrees with the Greek phi-

losopher, for his above mentioned dictum that fire is the Yang in the Yang^

and water the Yin in the Yin may be understood to mean that fire is dryness

in heat, and vater, moisture in the cold, Yang denoting heat as well as

dryness and Yin cold and moisture.

m. Fluids, Substances, and Seasons.

Originally the elements were not combined with the Seasons, The

fact that there always have been Five Elements, but Four Seasons, and

that our oldest sources do not allude to such a connexion, tells against it.

On the other side, the term "Wu_hsing" makes it plain that the Five

Elements were conceived already in times immemorial as something more

than simple substances. From the passage of the Tso-chuan where the

elements are mentioned together with the heavenly fluids, which become

the Five Tastes, the Five Colours and the Five Sounds, and even manifest

themselves in human affections (cf. p. 436) Ave may gather that, at a very

early date, the elements were identified with the heavenly fluids or atmo-

spherical influences. These are in the Shuking : rain, sunshine, heat, cold,

and wind, Tliey again, I presume, formed the link with the Four Seasons,

which in the opinion of the Chinese, who did not know the real cause

of the seasons, are the result of the regular changes of the heavenly fluids.

In the Liki elements and seasons are linked together already. Kuan Ts€,

XIV, 7 se(i. asserts that wind produces wood, the Yang fluid Jire^ the Yin

lluid metal., and cold, water . Earth has no special fluid.

The Sung philosophers were the first clearly to point out the difference

of substances and fluids Substances are produced, says Chou Tse,

by the interaction and coagulation of the Yin and the Yang^ whereas the

Fluids are the regular revolutions of these two primary essences, T^sai

Ch'en a disciple of CJiu Hsi, holds that in heaven the Five Elements

are the Five Fluids : rain, sunshine, heat, cold, and wind, and on earth

the Five Substances water, wood, fire, metal, earth. Of the Five Heavenly

Fluids rain and sunshine are the substances, which seems to imply that

they are more substantial than heat, cold, and wind—and of the Five Sub-

stances of Earth water and fire are the fluids possessing more the nature of

fluids than of substances, a view held by Chu Hsi also, as we have seen above.

^

1 o
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Another writer maintains that the substances adhere to and have their

roots in the earth, and that the fluids revolve in heaven. The latter

generate, the former complete all organisms, i
i. e" tlie fluids give the first

impulse to every new creation nnd the substances (complete it. It may
not be out of place to point out that the afore-ineiitioned Ayrippa puts

forward quite similar ideas. The elements in the lower worlds he declares

to be coarser and more material, whereas in tlie higher spheres they

appear only as forces or qualities. {Lehmann Aherglaube p. 198.)

This view has again been modified, all elements being held to be

compounded of substance and lluid. There is a difference between the

various elements insomuch as tliey are more substantial or more etherial.

" Fire and water have much lluid and little substance, wherefore they

were produced first. Metal and wood have much substance and little fluid,

and for this reason were created later. In earth substance and fluid are

ecjTially balanced, consequently it came after wnter and fire, but preceded

metal and wood." ^

"The fluid of water is Yang, its substance Yin. The nature of Yin

is procreative, therefore water produces wood. The fluid of fire is Yin,

its substance Yang. Since the nature of Yang is burning and destructive,

fire cannot produce metal. As regards earth, its fluid is Yang and its

substance Yin. Consequently it makes use of the Yang of fire to produce

the Yin of metal." ^ Here we have again the mysticism of the Yiking,

Fire and earth togetlier produce metal, and water and earth combined

produce wood. In both cases earth is indispensable. When wood produces

fire, and metal, water, earth is not required.

Regarded as the ultimate causes of the seasons the elements were

also invested with the qualities which, properly speaking, belong to the

seasons alone. These characteristic i'eatures of the seasons are, according

to Pan Kus Po-hu-fung

:

——generating^ growing, reaping, and hiding,^ Tung Chung

Shi already gave similar attributes to the elements. Wood, said he, is

the generative nature of spring and the basis of agriculture. Fire is the

1 o

2

3
i

4 J^^^C Kuan T.se XIV, 8 v. lias nearly the

s attributes:- ^^
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growing of summer, earth the maturing of the seeds in mid-summer, metal

the deadly breath of autumn, and water the hiding in winter and the

extreme Yin. ^

a) In Heaven: the Celestial Bodies and the Five Planets.

The whole universe, the material as well as the intellectual world

are nothing else than transformations of the Five Elements. The world

has been evolved from the primary essences the Yin and the YaJtg^ of which

the elements are derivates or compounds.

We have seen that Kuan Tse (p. 450) joined the heavenly bodies to

the different quarters : the earth to the centre, the sun to the south, the

moon to the north, the stars to the east, and the zodiacal signs to the

west. It is natural that the earth should be regarded as the centre of the

universe and the sun be connected with the south, the seat of heat and

light. The moon then had to go to the opposite direction, the north,

where cold and darkness reign. Then the stars had to take the two

remaining quarters, the east and west. We learn from Wang GKung that

in his time not only the sun was regarded as fire, but that the moon also

was believed to consist of water (cf. I, p, 268 and 357). Fire being the

element of the south and water that of the north, the celestial bodies were

believed to be formed of the element belonging to their quarter. The Earth

consists of earth, the element of the centre. Then the stars must be of

wood and the zodiacal constellations, of metal.

But the combination of the Five Planets with the Five Quarters or

the Five Elements is much more common than that of the celestial bodies

in general, fluai Nan Tse III, 3 r, seq. declares the Five Planets :

~

Jupiter,

Mars, Saturn, Venus, and Mercury ^ to be the spirits
Jjj

of the Five Quai^ters.

The Shi-chi chap. 27 says that the Five Planets are the elements of the

Five Quarters ruling over the Seasons, e. g "Mars is said to be the fire

of the south and governs summer" ^ (eod. p. 18v.). Of course one may
translate that Mars corresponds to the tire, but the literal translation seems

to me preferable and more in accordance with the materialistic views of

the Chinese to whom Mars, the Fire Star ^^ is made of fire, and

Jupiter, the Wood Star ^^ is made of wood. These characteristic

terms of the Planets are frequently used in the Shi-chi. The Chin-shih

(14th cent, a.d.) distinctly states that in heaven the fhiid of the essence

1 o o
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IV. Transformations of the Elements.
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of the Five Elements becomes the Five Planets, on earth, the Five Sub-

stances and in man the Five Virtues and the Five Businesses.* From

another modern treatise we learn that looking up to the Five Planets at

dusk we see their five colours quite clearly, without the least confusion,

because they are the essences of the Five Elements.^ Here again we notice

quite analogous conceptions in Agrippa (loc. cit. p. 198), who likewise takes

the planets for products of the elements. Mars and the Sim he pronounces

to be fiery, Jupiter and Venus to be airy, Saturn and Mercury to be watery,

and the Moon to be earthy.

We do not know which consideration led to the connexion of each

element with each planet. Probably it was in the different colours of the

planets that the Chinese imagined they recognised the five colours : green,

red, yellow, white, and black of the elements. That at dusk we see the

five colours quite distinctly, without the least confusion, as the above quoted

Chinese author would have us believe, is out of the question. The ancients

as well as the moderns are at variance in regard to the colours of the

planets (see above p. 443). There only seems to be some unanimity about

the red colour of Mars and the white one of Venus.

Valens goes so far as to give the reasons why the planets logically

must have the colours which he assigns to them : Saturn, he says, is

black, because it is Time or Kronos which obscures everything. Jupiter

is radiant, because he cares for glory and honour. Venus shows various

colours owing to the various passions which she excites, and Mercury is

yellow, for he governs the gall which is yellow.^ These arguments are

very queer, but quite in the Chinese way of reasoning, and it would not

be surprising to find them slightly modified, in an ancient Chinese writer.

As we have learned from Huai Nan Tse in the Chou epoch already

the Five Planets Avere regarded as the spirits of the Five Quarters. As

such they were venerated and named the "Five Emperors." They were

distinguished by their colours as the Green Emperor = Jupiter, the Red

Emperor Mars, the Yellow Emperor = Saturn, the White Emperor =
Venus, and the Black Emperor Mercury. (Cf. Shi-cki chap. XXVlll,

Ghavannes^ Mem. Hist. Vol. Ill, p. 449).

b) On Earth: the Inorganic and the Organic Kingdom ; Man.

The element earth embraces all kinds of earth and stones metal,

the various inetals so the entire inorganic kingdom is the outcome of

these two elements. Of water different kinds are distinguished according

1

2

3 Bmch"Leclerq Antrologie Grecque, p. 314.
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to their origin, such as spring water, rain water, water from ditches, lakes,

the sea, &c. Fire may take its origin from wood, I'roni oil, from stones

or other substances, from lightning, or it may be the glowing of insects,

or a will-o'-the-wisp. The whole llora belongs to the element wood which

includes trees, plants, and flowers. But here we meet with a difficulty.

If all plants are produced by the element wood, how is it that in the

Liki the five kinds of grain :—wheat, beans, millet, &c. are connected with

the Five Elements, and not with wood alone, so that beans correspond

to fire, and millet to water A Chinese philosopher would probably reply

that all these cereals issue from the element wood, but have an admixture

of one of the other elements. So wheat would be wood in wood, beans

fire in wood, and millet water in wood.

It would be logical, if the whole animal kingdom were classed under

one chief element also, but they are distributed among the Five Elements,

and it is difficult to understand the plan of this division : The scaly

creatures, fishes, and reptiles e. g" snakes and dragons belong to the element

wood, the shell-covered or crustaceous animals : turtles, crabs, oysters, &c.

to the element water. The element earth embraces all naked creatures,

among which are found toads, earthworms, silkworms, spiders, eels, and

man. Fire is the element of all feathered animals or birds, and metal,

that of all hairy ones or beasts. Consequently the Five Sacrificial Animals:

—sheep, cock, ox, dog, and pig should be looked upon as transformations

of the element metal save the cock corresponding to fire, but the LiM

makes them correspond to all tlie Five Elements, and we would again have

combinations of two elements : metal and wood = sheep, metal and

earth = ox, &c.

Here the views of Agrippa von Nettesheim {lac, cit. p. 198) are very

instructive. He teaches us that from the Four Elements of Aristotle issue

the four principal divisions of nature : stones, metals, plants, and animals.

Each of these groups consists of all the elements combined, but one pre-

dominates. Stones are earthy, metals watery, because they can be liquified

and by the Alchiinists are declared to be the products of living metallic

water (mercury), plants depend upon air, and animals upon fire, their

vital force.

Among stones which as such are earthy, the opaque ones are earthy,

the pellucid ones and crystal which have been secreted from water, are

watery, those swimming on water like sponges are airy, and those produced

by fire like flints and asbestus ai'e fiery. Lead and silver are earthy,

mercury is watery, copper and tin are airy, and iron and gold are fiery.

As regards animals, vermin and reptiles belong to earth, fish to

water, and birds to the air. All animals with great warmth or with a

fiery colour such as pigeons, ostriches, lions and those breathing fire, belong-

to this element. But in each animal the different parts of its body belong

See the list of living beings ^ >^ in the '14

•
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to different elements : the legs belong to earth, the flesh to air, the vital

breath to fire, and the humours to earth.

Man is treated in the same manner by the Chinese. As the foremost

among the three hundred and sixty naked creatures (cf. Vol. I, p. 528,

Note 2) he belongs to the element earth, but the parts of his body and

his moral qualities are connected witn the different elements and produced

by them. From the Liki and the Huang Ti su-wSn (p. 448) we have learned

the correspondencies of the Five Constituent Parts of the body: muscles,

veins, flesh, skin and hair, and bones, and of the Five Intestines with the

elements. An inner reason for this classification is difficult to discover,

but there has certainly been one, although it may not tally with our ideas

of a scientific classification.

The transition of the Five Elements froin the material into the spiritual

world is by some writers believed to be a direct one, whereas others see

in the parts of the human body the connecting links. Chu Yung of the

Sung period informs us that the Five Elements are the Five Organs of

the human body, and that the fluids correspond to the Five Intestines?

The Five Organs^are the ear, the eye, the nose, the mouth, and the body

serving to produce the five sensations. Wang CKung (Vol. I, p. 194 and 381)

is of opinion that the Five Virtues are closely connected with the Five

Intestines which are their necessary substrata. By a destruction of these

inner parts of the body the moral qualities of man are destroyed as well.

According to this view the elements appear as moral qualities only after

having been transmuted into parts of the human body. Other writers

assume a direct process of transformation. We have seen the Chin-shih

maintaining that in heaven the fluid of the Five Elements becomes the

Five Planets, on earth the Five Substances, and in man the Five Virtues

and the Five Businesses (above p. 462). The Taoist Tan CKiao (10th cent.)

also merely states that the Five Virtues are the Five Elements, setting

forth the following classification : "Benevolence is equivalent to fostering

and growing, therefore it rules through wood. Justice means assistance

of those in need, therefore it rules through metal. Propriety is enlightenment,

whence it rules through fire. Wisdom denotes pliability, whence is rules

through water, and faith is the same as uprightness, wherefore it rules

through earth." 2 The reasoning is rather weak, but we find the same

distribution of the Five Virtues in the following list of the Sung school of

1
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thought. I That its classification does not quite agree with that of the Liki

and the Huang Ti su-wen given above is not to be wondered at, since in

reality the elements have nothing to do with moral qualities, and the

supposed relations are pure imagination

:

5 Elements
5 Parts

of Body
5 Intestines 5 Souls a 5 Senses b 5 Impulses 5 Virtues

wood muscles liver mind smell joy benevolence

fire hair heart spirit vision propriety

earth flesh spleen reason touch desire faith

metal bones lungs animal soul taste anger justice

water skin kidneys vitality hearing sorrow wisdom

a b

We have seen above (p. 443) how Ptolemy joined the parts of the

body and the senses to the seven planets, and how Proclus made the different

spheres of the human mind correspond to the spheres of the stars. In

this respect they were only the successors of the Chaldeans and Egyptians,

who first connected the parts of the human body with the twelve signs

of the zodiac. A human body was thought extended over the vault of

heaven, its head resting on Aries. Then its neck lay on Taurus, its

shoulders and arms on Gemini, the breast on Cancer, the Hanks on Leo,

the stomach and the bladder on Virgo, the buttocks on Libra, the genitals

on Scorpio, the thighs on Sagittarius, the knees on Capricorn, the egs

on Aquarius, and the feet on Pisces. In the Kabhala the three elements,

fire, water, and air were combined with the three parts of the body : the

head, the breast, and the belly. The Seven Planets correspond to the

Seven Orifices of the Head, and the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac to the

Twelve Human Activities (p. 444). These ideas were taken up by Agrippa

as appears from his table (p. 445). A similar scheme was in vogue among
the Central American Mayas. (Cf. P. Gams^ Chinese Though" 1907, p. 87.)

The Chinese do not lay much stress upon the relation between the parts

of the human body and the planets, but it exists, since the planets are

nothing else than manifestations of the Five Elements in the celestial sphere,

the parts of the body, its sensations, feelings, and moral qualities being

manifestations of the same elements in the human sphere.

V, Local and Numerical Relations of the Elements.

It has been shown that at a very early date the Five Elements were

referred to the Four Seasons, a fact evidenced by the Tso-chuan and the

Liki, It is not difficult to guess strict proofs we have not how the ele-

ments were assigned to the seasons. Fire could only be joined to the
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hottest time of the year, when the sun sends its fiery rays, summer. Con-

versely, water, considered as the extreme Tin and the product of cold,

had to be combined with the coldest and darkest season, winter. Wood
could serve to symbolise the new growing of the vegetation in spring,

and metal the cutting of the cereals and other plants, used by man, in

autumn. For earth there was no special season first.

The obvious analogy between the Four Seasons and the Four Quarters

then led to the connexion of the elements with the Four Points of the

Compass. Within the space of a Year the four seasons : spring, summer,

autumn, and winter follow one another, and during one day the sun

successively passes from the east through the south and the west to the

north, to begin the same course on the following morning. What more

natural than the equation

:

wood. fire. metaL water , ^ ^," = east, south, west, north,
spring summer autumn winter

With spring the new year begins, as in the east the sun begins its course

in summer, and in the south the sun is hottest, summer being the season,

and the south the region of the greatest heat in autumn, and when the

sun is in the west its heat decreases in winter, and in the north the heat

is gone, and we then arrive at the cold season and the region of cold.

Here we have a seat for earth also viz. the centre, so that the Five Ele-

ments correspond to the Five Points. Our point of observation is the centre,

and we have earth under our feet. The south is filled with the element

lire, the north with water, whereas wood permeates the east, and metal

the west. Facing the south, the chief direction according to the Chinese

view, we have fire in the front and water in the rear^ wood od our left,

metal on our right side, and earth in the centre where we stand. These

positions, first assigned, to the elements by Ho Kuan Tse (p. 446) are merely

derived from their combinations with the Five Points.

The Four Quarters or, more correctly speaking, the Four Quadrants

of Heaven, Sse-kung, have been symbolised by four fancy animals:

the Green Dragon in the east, the Scarlet Bird in the south, the White

Tiger in the west, and the Black Warrior or the Black Tortoise in the north,

to which Huai Nan Tse still adds the Yellow Dragon corresponding to the

centre.* Each of these four animals embraces seven of the twenty-eight

Constellations or Solar Mansions. We find the same names in the Shi-chi

chap. 27 (ChavanneSy Mem. Hist. Vol, III, p. 343 seq.) and in the Lnm-Mng

Vol. I, p. 106 and 534.2 Wang CKung seems to regard theui as heavenly

spirits formed ol' the lliiids of the Five Elements and as constellations at

the same time. Pan Ku likewise speaks of the essence of these animals,

hut instead of the Scarlet Bird he gives the Yellow Thrush and the Phoenix.^

H i Kan Tse 111, 3 v.:-
The translation "Blue Dragon " must be changed into " Green Dragon."

Po-hu-t'ung II 2v.:—
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It is not improbable that the ancient Chinese really saw the shapes of ani-

mals in these constellations and took them for celestial animals imbued

with the fluids of the four elements:—wood, fire, metal, and water, for the

Yellow Dragon of Huai Nan Tse belongs to the earth and is no constella-

tion. The classes as well as the colours of these four animals harmonise

with those of the Liki. The dragon is a scaly animal, the scarlet bird

feathered, the tiger hairy, and the tortoise shell-covered, and their colours

are green, red, white, and black like wood, fire, metal, and water. The

vellow colour of the thrush and that of the phoenix or argus pheasant

though not red, would still accord more or less with the colour of fire.

From the Tso-chuan and the Liki onward the Ten Stems or cyclical signs

of the cycle of ten have been combined with the elements. The principle

has been explained above (p. 452, note 2). To distinguish each of the

Five Seasons of 72 days governed by one element, a couple of these signs,

as they follow one another in the regular series, are used. The days are

numbered by means of the sexagenary cycle, and each Season or element

is designated by the two Steins beginning the compound number of the

first and second day of the season. The two first days of spring are

chia-tse and yi-cJiou^ i therefore the whole season and its element wood

have the cyclical signs chia and yi. The first and the second days of

summer are after the sexagenary cycle a ping-tse and a ting-cKou ^ day,

therefore the whole season of summer and its element fire are connected

with the Steins ping and ting. The second characters of the component

numbers belonging to the Twelve Branches, tse and cKou^ are left out of

account. So the Ten Stems : chia yi (wood-spring), ping ting (tire-

summer), um cki (earth- latter part of summer), keng hsin (metal-autumn),

jSn kuei (water-winter) serve to denote the commencements of the seasons

or the periods when each element begins its reign they are time marks

so to say.

In the Liki only the Ten Stems are thus used, Huai Nan Tse, more-

over, conformably to the method alluded to in the Tso~chuan, joins a couple

of the Twelve Branches to the Five Elements. Their meaning is quite

different, they are local marks showing the point of the compass where

the respective element is located, for the Chinese denote the Four Quarters

and their subdivisions by means of these Branches. According to the po-

sition of the elements, the Branches designating the east, south, west, and

north points and the intermediary points nearest to these, are added to

them. So we have: wood = yin mao, E.N.E and East;

fire = sse wu, S.S.E and South

metal = sAen yu, W.S.W and West;

water hai tee N.N.W and North.

1
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With good reason Huai Nan Tse III, 17 v. leaves out earth, on the

ground that it belongs to all the four seasons. Earth being in the centre

cannot well be combined with a sign connoting a point of the compass

on the periphery. Later authors have done it all the same. Tai T^ing Huai *

attributes to earth the four remaining cyclical signs :

—

shSn, hsu, cKou^ and

weP viz. E.S.E, W.N.W, N.N.E, S.S.W. If this has any sense at all, it can

only mean that earth is to be found in every direction, approximately de-

noted by the four characters. In Couvrmr^s Table only the signs cKou

and wei are assigned to earth.

It is well known that the Twelve Branches also serve to mark the

twelve double-hours of the day, but I doubt whether all sinologists are

aware of the reason of this peculiar use. Even when denoting the hours

of day and night, the Branches have no temporal, but only a local value,

marking the direction where the sun stands during a certain hour. In

spring and autumn, wlien day and night are nearly of equal length, between

5 7 a. m. the sun stands in, or passes through moo |3 East, whence

the hour from 5 7 a. m. is called the mao hour J^p , At noon,

11—1 p. m. it passes through wu South, between 5 7 p. m. through

yu |/t| West, and at midnight from 11 1 a. m. the sun, though not

seen by us, traverses tse North. Originally the Twelve Branches

merely mark the points of the compass, their designation of the twelve hours

is only a secondary use based on the course of the sun through these points.

The ordinary numerals attached to the elements in the Liki : earth - 5
water = 6, fire 7, wood = 8, and metal = 9 are said to refer to the

10 stages or turns in which originally the Five Elements were evolved

from Yin and Yang, or Heaven and Earth. This is again in accordance with

the above mentioned obscure passage of the Yiking. Tai THngHuai^ states that

1st Heaven engendered water,

2ndly Earth engendered fire,

3rdly Heaven engendered wood,

4thly Earth engendered metal,

5thly Heaven engendered earth,

6thly Earth completed water,

7thly Heaven completed fire,

8thly Earth completed wood,

9thly Heaven completed metal,

lOthly Earth completed earth.

' contained in the .
'

s :S

'
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Now all elements are given the number of their completion : water = 6,

fire = 7, wood 8, metal = 9 except earth which bears the number of

its generation, because, says a commentator, generation is the principal

thing for earth. ^ This reason is as singular as the whole theory of this

creation in ten stages.

VL The Different Modes of Enumerating the Five Elements.

There are at least four different ways of enumerating the elements,

each series having its special meaning

:

a) The order in which the elements are believed to have originally

been created : Water^ fire^ wood, metal, earth.

We found this series in the Shuking p. 433 and the Chi-chung

cJicU'Shu p. 437. Whether it really has the meaning disclosed by the

Sung philosophers, is open to doubt. According to the T^ai-chi-fu this

series refers to the substances, showing the order in which they were

produced, in contradistinction to the fluids whose successive revolutions

are expressed by series b) : wood, Jire, earth, metal, water,'^ Chu Hsi speaks

of the order in which the Five Elements were first created by Heaven and

Earth. ^ He holds that the vague and shapeless elements water and fire

came first and were followed by the solid substances wood and metal

which required earth as a substratum from which they issued. But in

this case earth ought to take the third place in the series and not the last.

b) The order in which the elements or their fluids follow and produce

each other in the course of the seasons : Wboc?, fire, earth, metal, water.

This is the order of the Liki, During each season one element pre-

dominates. The others are not completely destroyed, but they have dwindled

away and have no power until their turn comes, when they are resuscitated

and become preponderant. The elements thus succeeding each other are

said to produce one another. Both Huai Nan Tse III, 17 v. and Tung Chung

Shu XI, 2 V. expressly state that wood produces fire, fire produces earth,

earth produces metal, metal water, and water wood. The former regards

each element producing another as its mother, the latter as is father, and

the element thus generated as the son or child. According to this termi-

nology wood for example would be the mother or the father of fire, and

metal the son of earth. This analogy has induced both authors to judge

the relations of the elements by the moral and the family laws, which

leads to strange consequences. As men under given circumstances act in

a certain way, the elements are believed to affect each other in a similar

'
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manner. This view has been adopted by other writers as will appear from

some instances given ad c).

The theory that the Five Elements produce each other in the order

of this series is to a certain extent based on natural laws. One may say

that wood produces fire, and fire leaves ashes or earth. In the interior

of the earth metal grows, but how can metal produce water Here is a

hitch. The Chinese try to avoid it by asserting that metal may become

liquefied or watery, and in this respect they are at one with Agrippa who
likewise, as we saw, looks upon all metals as watery. But liquid metal

is not real water, and it can never be transformed into water in the same

way as wood becomes ashes or earth metal. Moreover, water alone cannot

become wood, there must be earth besides not to speak of the necessity

of a germ—and to produce metal, earth and fire must co-operate. This

has been pointed out in the Hsing-li Kui-t^my stating that, for the production

of metal, fire and earth, and for that of wood, water and earth are wanted,

so that in both cases earth cannot be dispensed with.

c) The order in which the elements subdue or overcome each

other : Water^ fire^ metal, wood, earth.

This series occurs in the Shuking and the Tso-chuan (p. 432), and the

author of the latter work knows its principle, for he informs us that water

overcomes fire and fire, metal, and calls the stronger element the husband,

the weaker the wife. The full list of the antagonistic elements is given

by Kuai Nan Tse IV, 8v.i Tung Chung Shu XIII, 5 v. remarks that of the

elements in series b) those placed together produce one another, whereas

those separated by one place vanquish each other. If we take the

series : wood^ Jire^ earth, metal, water^ then wood subdues earth and earth,

water fire subdues metal, and metal wood, &c. The series must be regarded

as an infinite ring from the last link one returns to the first.

How this mutual antagonism of the elements is to be understood

we best learn from the Huang Ti su-wen : "Wood brought together with

metal is felled fire brought together with water is extinguished earth

meeting with wood is pierced metal meeting with fire is dissolved; and

water meeting with earth is stopped." ^

In other words : water extinguishes fire, fire melts metal, metal cuts

wood. That growing wood perforates the surrounding soil, and that earth

stops the course of water, when there is an inundation for example, seems

a little far-fetched, but we must bear in mind that the Chinese reasoning-

is not always as strict and logical as we would like to have it. The

explanation given in the Huang Ti su-wen most likely completely satisfies

'

' oj:!:
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the Chinese mind. I would prefer the explanation of de Saussure, Toung-pao

1909, p. 259 that earth vanquishes water by absorbing it; and the same

thing may be said of the relation of wood and earth, in so far as growing

plants draw from the soil all the substances necessary for their development.

This may be looked upon as a destruction of earth by wood.

In connexion with this theory some writers make interesting observations

on the way in which the elements affect each other. Wood, says Kuan

Yin Tse^ when bored, gives fire, when pressed, gives water. Metal is such

a substance that, when struck, it produces fire, and when melted it becomes

water. 1 The Chang-huang t^u-shu pien points out the following changes

undergone by the elements, when operated upon by one another : Earth

becomes softened by water and hardened by fire. Metal becomes liquid

by fire and continues unchanged by water. Wood grows by water and

is consumed by fire. Fire grows by wood and dies by water. Water is

cooled by metal and warmed by fire. 2 In CfCu Yun^s CKu-yi shuo the

action of some elements is spoken of in a way, that a tacit reproof may
be read between the lines : Fire is produced by wood, but it consumes

it; metal grows in earth, but it hoes it i. both elements show a very

unfilial behaviour towards their parents. Wood subdues earth, but earth

nourishes wood earth subdues water, but water irrigates earth ^ i. e., earth

and water requite the maltreatment by their inijnical elements with kindness.

Tai T^ing Huai is quite outspoken on this subject and sets forth the curious

law that, when an element is vanquished by another, its son always will

revenge the wrong inflicted upon its mother element upon the aggressor

and subdue him in his turn.* E. g" when water overcomes fire, earth, the

son of fire, will subdue water, and when fire overcomes metal, water, the

son of metal, will subdue fire. There really is such a relation between

the various elements according to the Chinese theory of their mutual pro-

duction and destruction. This destruction is considered a natural rebuff,

after an element has been produced and exceeded a certain limit, or it

may have been brought about by men on purpose, in order to shape or

transform certain substances, or avert calamities. Thus fire is employed

' o
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to melt metal and cast vessels and utensils, and earth is formed into dikes

and embankments to check inundations.

In the occult arts of the middle ages the sympathies and antipathies

of the elements play an important part. Agrippa (loc, cit p. 229) contends

that fire is hostile to water, and air to earth. A sympathetic action is

exercised by a magnet attracting iron, an emerald procuring riches and

health, a jasper influencing birth, and an agate furthering eloquence. Con-

trariwise, a sapphire is believed to repel plague ulcers, fever, and eye

diseases, amethyst acts against drunkenness, jasper against evil spirits,

emerald against wantonness, agate against poison. The panther dreads the

hyena so much, that, if the skin of a panther be suspended opposite to

the skin of a hyena, its hair fall out. In accordance with this doctrine of

Agrippa the famous physician Theophrastus Bomhastus Paracelsus^ 1493-1541

A.D., based his cures on the sympathetic action of the elements- Since

every part of the body pertained to a planet, all the substances belonging

to the same star were considered to be efficacious antidotes against all

ailments of the part in question. Gold e. g" passed for a specific against

heart diseases, because gold and the heart both pertain to the sun (eod.

p. 232). Even animals have recourse to this sort of cures. Agrippa relates

that a lion suffering from fever cures itself by eating the flesh of a monkey,

and that stags, when hit by an arrow, eat white dittany (Eschenwurz) which

extracts the arrow.

d) The order in which the elements are usually enumerated at

present : Metal, wood, water^ fire^ earth. This series seems to be used for

the first time by Pan Ku in his Po-hu-funy II, 1 r. I found only one attempt

at explaining this order by Chu Hsi, which is very unsatisfactory. Metal,

he says, is the mother of all fluids, and the body of Heaven is dry metal.*

Because all things begin to grow after they have received the fluid, therefore

wood follows metal, &c.

Perhaps the principle underlying this series may be that first the

two substantial elements are given, secondly their two transformations, and

thirdly one second transformation. Metal and wood are transmuted into

water and fire, and fire again is changed into earth (embers).

Accordingly the above four orders of the elements may briefly be

thus characterised:

a) series of the creation of the elements

b) series of their mutual production

c) series of their mutual destruction

d) series of their transformation

.

Vn. The Regnlar Changes of the Elements daring the Seasons.

Apart from the transformations which the elements undergo when

meating, they are subject to regular. modifications during the seasons, which

repeat themselves every year. In the course of a year, they grow, reach

^"^ o
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their climax, and decline again. While one element is at its height, another

has fallen off, and a third is still growing. The times are usually denoted

by the Twelve Branches, which, as a rule, are merely local marks. Here

they are almost equivalent to the twelve months, for the sun stays about

a month in each of the twelve constellations or branches which, therefore,

serve to designate the months.

Hum Nan Tse III, 16 r, gives us the following comparative table :
^

Wood is born in hat (N.N.W. 10th inoon)

Wood is full-grown in mao (E. 2nd moon)
Wood dies in wei (S.S.W. 6th moon)

Fire is born in yin (E.N.E. 1st moon)

Fire is full-grown in (S. 5th moon)

Fire dies in hsu (W.N.W. 9th moon)

Earth is born in wu (S, 5th moon)

Earth is full-grown in hsu (W.N.W. 9th moon)

Earth dies in yin (E.N.E. 1st moon)
Metal is born in $se (S.S.E. 4th moon)

Metal is full-grown in yu (W. 8th moon)
Metal dies in cKou (N.N.E. r2th moon)
Water is born in shin (W.S.W. 7th moon)
Water is full-grown in tse (N. 11th moon)
Water dies in cfCSn (E.S.E. 3rd moon).

After this scheme each element is alive nine months, and dead three

months. Its body then still exists, but it is lifeless i. e,, inactive. In the

next year it is revived again, and the same process, its growing and decaying

begins afresh. Each element is full-grown and shows its greatest develop-

ment in the second or the middle month of the season over which it rules,

wood in the second month of spring, and fire in the second month of

summer, or the fifth month. The position assigned to earth is peculiar. It

is just one month behind metal, consequently earth would govern a season

almost falling together with autumn, but a little later.

Elsewhere Huai Nan Tse makes the elements pass through five different

stages, adding to those given abov "old age" and "imprisonment." Thus

we have the following comparative list :

^

strong old born imprisoned dead

Spring wood water fire metal earth

Summer .... fire wood earth water metal

earth fire metal wood water

Autumn .... metal earth water fire wood

water metal wood earth fire

1

&C.

2 H^iNanTselY^r.
&C-
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Later authors go still more into details. Sun Chao of the Ming dynasty

informs us that the "Classic of Huang Ti" i distinguishes twelve changes

undergone by each element during a year. He treats the elements like

human beings and therefore takes the names of these changes from human

life. They are: birth, bathing, being an official, a minister, a sovereign,

decline, sickness, death, burial, cessation, stirring up, and growing as an

embryo. Sun Chao characterises the twelve stages which follow the Twelve

Branches a little differently: — 1) Water exists as a sperm in ssp, 2) in an

embryonic state in , 3) develops in w€i, 4) is born in shSn, 5) is washed

and bathed in yu, 6) receives the cap and the girdle in hsu 7) begins its

official career in hai, 8) obtains imperial glory in tse^ 9) becomes old and

decrepid in cKmi, 10) sick in yin, 1 1) dies in mao 12) and is buried in

The life of each element, its development, its acme, and its decline,

in all their phases are compared to the life of man. It is washed like a

baby, capped like a youth, must become an official the ambition of every

Chinaman becomes even an emperor, and then gradually declines. The

same list holds good for the other elements likewise, but the cyclical signs

indicating the months change. Thus fire exists in a spermatic state in

hai, wood in shen^ and metal in yin.

When the Five Elements were joined to the Four Seasons, there

was one element too much which could not be combined with a season.

This element was earth. Why was just this one left out? Perhaps simply

because in the two oldest series a) and c) of the Shuking earth came last.

The Chinese give other reasons. Both Tung Chung Shu X, 10 r. and Pan Ku
II, 1 r, urge that earth is the noblest of the elements. Earth (the element)

+ says the latter, is but another name of the Karth . As such it

governs the other elements and cannot be classed with them. This is true

in so far as Heaven and Earth are held to have produced the elements.

Besides we saw that wood and metal are believed to be products of earth,

so that this element must be ranked as a sort of primary element. Though

it did not produce water and fire, it supports them as it does wood

and metal.

2 '«
'

VIII. The Element Earth and its Season.
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But although there was no season left for earth, the Chinese did

not like to drop this element altogether in their calendars. Since locally

it was placed in the centre, they also inserted it into the middle of the

Four Seasons, between summer and autumn, without attributing a special

season to it. This was done in the lAki.^ Subsequently earth was con-

ceived as the element of "late summer" ^^ • The next step was to

make Five Seasons instead of Four, each of 72 days, and to assign the

third, "late summer," to earth. This step was taken by Kuan Tse {see

above p. 450) by Huai Nan Tse III, 9 v. and by Tung Chung Shu, CKun-cKiu

fan-lu, XllI, 9 v.

IX. The Five Elements under their Religious and Metaphysical Aspect.

The veneration of the Five Elements or properly speaking of the

deities presiding over the elements reaches back to the commencement of

the Ghaa dynasty. In the Chou-li we met with the Five Sacrifices offered

to the Five Heavenly Emperors, the deities of the five directions whose

altars were erected in the four suburbs and the centre- They were old

legendary rulers deified as the spirits of the Five Points and the Five

Elements. Subsequently, they received five assistant spirits, also sons of

old emperors, credited with the power of mastering the elements, and

therefore revered as the spirits of the Five Elements and the Four Seasons.

The spirit of Earth alone had no special season. They partook of the

sacrifices made to the Five Emperors (p. 434), In the Liki each season

has a couple of these deities, a Heavenly Emperor or divine ruler and his

attendant spirit.

The Five Sacrifices to these deities of the elements were performed

by the emperor and the princes in the proper season. The Five Sacrifices

of the house viz. the outer and the inner door, the hearth, the inner court,

and the well were likewise referred to the five elements (cf. p. 439, Note 1).

They were offered by the great officers, scholars and common people per-

forming only one or two of them.* At the sacrifice the part of the victim

which is supposed to correspond to the respective element was essential.

Besides, the entire ceremonial to be observed by the emperor at these

religious functions was more or less connected with the theory of the

Five Elements. The hall occupied by the emperor was situated so as to

be turned towards the quarter ruled by the predominating element. The

colour of his horses, his flag, his robes, and his jade ornaments had to

correspond to the colour of the worshipped element. His food, meat as

well as vegetables, was similarly determined.

But not the religious life of the ancient Chinese alone, their political

life is also overshadowed by the elements. In the Shuking already we found

the statement that the good qualities of the sovereign : self possession,

Cf. Legge's translation p. 280 and 281 Note 1.

See Liki, Legge's translation p. 225 and Lun-heng Vol. I, p. 519.
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orderliness, judiciousness, discretion, and sageness are related to the season-

able atmospheric influences ?•• e.^ to the fluids of the elements proper to

the season, whereas their vices :—excitement, confusion, fickleness, im-

petuosity, and dullness are the correlates of such fluids as are out of

season. Seasonable fluids produce rich harvests, call forth a good govern-

ment, and make people happy unseasonable ones have the opposite result

(p. 434).

On the other hand, the actions of the sovereign and his administration

have an influence upon the seasons and the weather, and thereby may

bring down calamities upon his subjects. The Liki enumerates all proceedings

which may be done during each season and which may not. The latter

are not wicked in themselves, but they do not harmonise with the imaginary

nature of the ruling element. In spring everything favourable to the

cultivation of the fields must be done, and all destructive measures are

forbidden. Trees must not be cut, young animals, birds, or insects not be

killed. No warlike operations aiming at the destruction of human life are

to be undertaken. The Liki points out all the natural calamities : heavy

rainfalls, storms, pestilence, &c. caused by unseasonable administrative

acts (p. 439).

Kuan Tse prescribes five administrative measures for each season,

the observation of which secures happiness and the accomplishment of

one's desires, whereas its disregard entails misfortune. Even an eclipse

of the sun and the moon and the appearance of a comet are the upshot

of unseasonable government. Since malpractices in the rewarding of

meritorious actions are the cause of an eclipse of the sun, and since unjust

punishments and a want of harmony have brought about the eclipse of

the moon and the appearance of the comet, by removing these causes the

effects are removed also (p. 451).

According to the Huang Ti su-wen there is felicity only in the case

that the element governing a season has its proper quantity, being neither

excessive nor defective. That means to say that in suinnier, for instance,

it must not be too hot, but not too cool either, and that in winter it must

not be too cold, but, on the other side, not too warm. A cool summer

and a warm winter are fraught with all kinds of evils. The vegetation

suffers, and especially man is attacked by diseases (p. 449).

Tung Chung Shu, who more than others looks upon the elements as

moral entities, puts forward a great variety of cases, in which the principal

element of a season comes into collision with the other elements. The

terminology sounds very abstract and profound, but the meaning is very

simple. Tung Chung Shu wants to show the effect of extraordinary changes

of the character of the seasons, one season assuming that of another and

losing its own nature

:

"When (in autumn) metal meets with water, fish become torpid when

it meets with wood, plants and trees sprout again when it meets with

fire, plants and trees blossom in autumn and when it meets with earth
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the Five Grains do not mature. * When (in winter) water meets with wood,

the hibernating insects do not hide when it meets with earth, the insects

that ought to become torpid come out in winter when it meets with

fire, a star falls down and when metal meets with water, winter becomes

very cold." ^

Like Kuan Tse Tung Chung Shu maintains that natural calamities, the

result of irregularities of the elements and the seasons, must be laid to

the charge of the sovereign and his administration, and that they will cease,

as soon as the latter are reformed. Thus he says of spring and summer

:

"When wood undergoes an extraordinary change, spring withers, and

autuniii blossoms; there are great floods in autumn, and there is too much

rain in spring. This has its cause in excessive personal services. Taxes

and imposts are too heavy; the people become impoverished, revolt, and

leave the path of virtue, and many starve. This may be remedied by a

decrease of the services and a reduction of imposts and taxes, by taking

the grain from the granaries and distributing it among the distressed."

"When Jire undergoes an extraordinary change, winter becomes

warm, and summer cool. This is because the ruler is not enlightened :

Excellent men are not rewarded, bad cfiaracters not removed unworthy

persons occupy the places of honour, and worthies live in obscurity. There-

fore heat and cold are out of order, and the people visited with diseases

and epidemics. This state of affairs may be helped by raising good and

wise men. rewarding merit and appointing the virtuous*" 3

These ideas may seem odd, but they are not illogical. If the virtues

of the ruler are manifestations of the Five Elements, an axiom laid down
by the old Classics and contested by nobody, then there must be fixed

relations between the two, and a change on one side affect the other.

1 Metal is supposed to meet with the other four elements or to collide with

them, as the text says. That merely signifies that, in consequence of the preponderance

of these unseasonable elements, autumn changes its character and, in its temperature,

resembles spring, summer, or winter. In the next clause winter is supposed to

undergo similar changes. The consequences of these irregularities of the seasons

are, most of them, taken from experience and not contradicted by facts.' o

Mlj Tung Ckung Shu XIV, 1 r.

3 Z:c.«Y. O

&
Tung Chung Shu XVY,\y.
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Irregularities of the elements and the seasons must also manifest them-

selves in the conduct of the sovereign and his government, and any devia-

tions of the latter, have an influence on the seasons and the weather,

with which the happiness of the people living on agriculture was closely

connected.

X, Wrong Analogies.

The theory of the Five Elements is to a great extent built up on

wrong analogies, but few Chinese scholars seem to have become aware of

the impossible consequences to which they were led by it. Wang CKvng

does not reject the theory altogether, but very often points out the wrong

analogies, e* g" in the chapter on the Nature of Things Vol. I, p. 105 seq.,

where he says that there ought to be an internicine strife between the inner

organs of man just as there is between the elements, and that the Twelve

Animals corresponding to the twelve points of the compass ought to be-

have quite differently from the way how they do, if they were at all in-

fluenced by the elements, and in Vol. II, p. 416 seq.

In addition to this theory of the Five Elements the Chinese possess

still another somewhat similar, derived from the Yiking and based on the

Eight Diagrams. It is much less known and less developed than that of

the Five Elements, and the correspondences are quite different. The prin-

cipal ones are enumerated by De Gvoot, Rdig. System Vol. III p. 964.
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APPENDIX 11.

The Cycle of the Twelve Animals.

This cycle is common to the people of Eastern Asia and used by

them for the numeration and designation of years. Chavannes gives a list

of the corresponding cycles of the Chinese^ Annamese, Camhodgians^ Siamese,

Chams, Japanese^ Turks Persians^ Mongols, Mandshus and Tibetans.

In China this cycle is a correlate of the duodenary cycle of the

Twelve Branches arranged as follow

:

1. tse, the Rat,

2. cA'ow, the Ox,

3. yin, the Tiger,

4. moo, the Hare,

5. cfCSn, the Dragon,

6. sse^ the Serpent,

7. , the Horse,

8. wei, the Goat,

9. sfien^ the Monkey,

10. yUj the Cock,

11. hsii the Dog,

12. kai, the Pig.

Wang CJCung (Vol. I, p. 105seq. and 301) is perhaps our oldest source

testifying to the use of this cycle among the Chinese. Since Wang CKung

speaks of these animals as universally known, we may safely assume that

the Chinese were already acquainted with this cycle some time before

Wang CKung say the first or second centuries b.c. {Chavannes loc. cit. p. 84).

If we could trust a passage of the Wu Yiieh cKun-cKiu ^^^^^^
written in the 1st century a.d., it would establish the fact that the cycle

was already in use about 500 b.c. The passage is plain and reasonable,

but the Wu Yiieh ch'un-cKiu as a whole contains so many fictions, that its

testimony is of doubtful value. The statement may be reliable, but we
cannot be quite sure of it.

I Le Cycle Turc dea dome animaux in T'ounff-pao^ Serie II Vol. VII, Nr. 1

(1906).
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The cycle of the Twelve Animals cannot have been invented in-

dependently by all the nations making use of it, but must have been derived

from one common source. The majority of sinologists seems to be inclined

to regard it as of Turkish origin. This is the opinion of Remtisat, Klap-

roth, Wylie Mayers, and Chavannes, whereas Schlegel and de Saussure have

maintained its Chinese origin. Hirth advises us to be careful in asserting

the non-Chinese origin, i The Chinese critics are also divided in their

opinions, some look upon the Turks as the inventors, others claim the cycle

for the Chinese.

Originally Remusat and Klajrroth were induced to assume a Turkish

origin by their incomplete knowledge of the Chinese texts proving the

exiistence of the cycle. They believed that it was first mentioned in the

Tdng-shu chap, 217c, p. 7v., where it is said that the Kirghis (a Turkish

tribe) were in the habit of numbering their years by means of the twelve

animals. Consequently the Kirghis were credited with the invention of

this cycle which the Chinese would have learned from them. But Schuyler ^

informs us that it was introduced to the Kirghis from China by the Mongols,

a statement for which he must have had some foundation, probably some

native tradition. In that case the Kirghis themselves would decline the

honour of having been the teachers of the Chinese.

Both Schlegel and de Saussure vindicate the twelve animals for China

on grounds taken from old Chinese astronomy. Schlegel contends that six

of the twelve animals are the well known Six Domestic Animals 'y^'^'

the horse, the ox, the goat, the pig, the dog, the cock, and the other six

have astronomical functions. The arguments of de Saussure are not always

easy to grasp, since they suppose a certain amount of astronomical know-

ledge which most people do not posses. He attempts to show the various

astronomical, symbolical, and religious associations attached to the twelve

animals by the ancient Chinese.*

Before entering more fully into the question we must point out a

fundamental difference between the Chinese and the other nations. The latter

all use the cycle of the twelve animals when numbering years, whereas

the Chinese merely employ it for divination, denoting years by their duo-

denary cycle mentioned above. Now there are three possibilities: either

this duodenary cycle and the cycle of animals are independent of one

another, or the Chinese derived the cycle of animals from the Turks, or

the Turks got it directly or indirectly from China.

Both cycles exactly coincide: any year bearing the first cyclical

sign tsfi is by the Turks invariably connected with the rat, and every

1 F. Hirth, Nachworte zur Inschrift des Tonjukuk 1899, p. 121 ( W". Radloff,

Die alttiirkischen Inschriftm der Mongoln).

2 Schuyler, Turkestan Vol. I p. 333.

3 (t. Schlegel, Uranographie Chinoise, Leiden 1875 Vol. I p. 558 seq.

* L. de Saussure, Les origines de Vastronomie chinoise E. Le cycle des douse

animaux (T'oung-pao, Serie 2, XI 1910 p. 583 seq.).
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Turkish dog year has in China the cyclical sign hsu . It is highly

improbable that two independent cycles should fall together, so that every

new cycle begins with the same year. Such a thing is not impossible, it

is true, but very improbable the improbability would be 1 to 12. There-

fore we are compelled to admit an inner connection of the two cycles.

Now the Chinese duodenary cycle of the Twelve Branches reaches

back to the dawn of Chinese civilisation, for we find it referred to in the

most ancient literature. For the designation of years it was already used

under the Ghou dynasty. We have literary evidence showing that as far

back as the 7th century b.c. the Chinese marked their years according to

the position of the planet Jupiter passing through twelve constellations in

the course of twelve years, the time in which this planet completes one

revolution round the sun. Each year was designated by the duodenary

sign denoting that part of the horizon in which the planet stayed during

the year. Originally not the duodenary signs themselves but twelve other

synonymous names or the Twelve Divisions of the Ecliptic ^g*

were used for this purpose, i But already in the Erh-ya of the 5th century

B.C. the position of Jupiter, the year-star is marked by the duodenary

cycle. ^ The Erh-ya being a dictionary explaining expressions of the Classics

and ancient authors, its method of denoting the cycle of Jupiter must have

been known prior to the 5th century, say in the 6th or the 7th. At this

early time the Turks did not yet exist, not even their predecessors the

Hsiung-nu; the application of the duodenary cycle to years, therefore,

cannot have been derived from them. Besides it requires much more

astronomical knowledge than the Turks, who have not produced a culture

of their own, ever possessed. In Chinese history the Turks do not appear

before the 6th century a.d. The cycle of the Twelve Animals is only a

corollary of the duodenary cycle involving no small amount of astronomi-

cal observations. Since the Chinese did not learn it from the Turks,

these must have received it from the Chinese.

•The Babylonians already knew the cycle of Jupiter, and used it as

early as the 3rd century b.c.^ The Hindoos also made use of it in their

chronology, but there is no evidence to shoAv that this was done before

the 4th century a.d.*

All chronological cycles have a beginning. They usually commence

from some memorable event in the history of the people employing it.

1 See Chavannesj Mem. Hist" Vol. Ill, p. 654 seq.

2 , chap. 9 p. 11 seq.

3 F. K. Ginzei, Handbuch der Mathematischen und Technischen Chronologie,

Leipzig 190(3 Vol. I p. 324 Note 1.

4 Loc, cit, p. 369. I do not understand what Ginzei means by saying that

the cycle of Jupiter was used by the Chinese for astrology only, whereas in India

the calendar was based on it (p. 493). From the " Bamboo Anuals" onward it is

the basis of Chinese chronology, all years being denoted by the sexagesimal cycle,

a combination of the duodenary and the denary.
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Ulugh Beg in his treatise on the well known chronological epochs speaks

of those of the Arabs, the Greeks, the Persians, the Seljuks, the Chinese

and Uigurs. 1 The Arabs date their epoch from the Begira, the flight of

Muhammed, the Greeks from the death of Alexander^ the Persians from the

reign of Yezdejerd^ the Seljuks from the sultan Melikshdh Arsfan Sdjuq, the

Chinese says Ulugh Beg from the creation of the world, in reality

from the year 2637 b.c. when the sexagesimal cycle is said to have been

invented by Ta Nao the minister of Huang Ti. Only in regard to the

cycle of the Twelve Animals of the Uigurs Ulugh Beg states that "with

the afore-mentioned duodenary cycle the Turks deal in a shorter way.

But the length of their epoch is unknown to me." 2 This cannot mean

anything else than that Ulugh Beg was in the dark as to the coininence-

inent of the cycle, for else he would have known its length. Ulugh Beg

was himself a Turkish prince and a f^reat scholar. If anybody among

his contryinen had been informed about this fact, he would have known

it. But the Turks were not cognizant of the beginning of their own cycle

or its principle. From this we infer that the cycle was not of Turkish

invention, but, imported from alroad. The Turks adopted it without

knowing why it was applied to the years and the twelve double hours

of the day. It never quite lost its foreign character.

The Chinese have always been very slow in borrowing from other

nations especially from those less civilised. Prima facie it I's much more

likely that the Turks borrowed the cycle of the Twelve Animals from the

Chinese than vice versa. Moreover, the combination of a number of animals

with cyclical signs is quite in accordance with the Chinese way of thinking.

They have symbolised the Four Quadrants or Four Palaces ^g* into

which they divide the vault of heaven, by four animals: the green dragon,

the black tortoise, the scarlet bird, and the white tiger, and among tlip

numerous categories joined to the Fife Elements we found the Five Sa-

crificial Animals ^ :—the ox, the goat, the pig, the dog, the cock (cf.

p, 440), one less than the Six Animals mentioned above, which comprise

the horse. The Twelve Animals of tlie cycle either may have only a sym-

bolical and allegorical meaning, surh as are usual in divination, or they

may have been another old Zodiac of which no traces are left in literature.

This view has been held l)y several scholars who saw in these animals

old designations of the signs of the ecliptic. Ideler objects that then it

would be incomprehensible how from these signs a cycle of years could

have been evolved.* By no means, the cycle of Jupiter explains it most

1 Epochae celebriores Astronomis, Histonci-% Chronologis, Chataiorvm, Syro-

Graecort/m, Arabum, Persarum^ Chora-wiiorum usitatae ex iraditione TJlug Beigi re-

censuit J. GraviuSj London 1650.

2 jUu 1 ^ jl" J -vu-U jLaii-l Jj^Ao ^1^0 JJ^ J J J

' > jl"*. Uluffh Beg p. 50.

3 He wrote about 1444 a.d. in Transoxiania.

4 L. Ideler, Tiber die Zeitrechnunff der Ckinesm Berlin 1839, p. 80.
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satisfactorily. Under this supposition the ancient Chinese would have been

in possession of four cycles serving to denote the hours of the day by

the course of the sun, to mark the months by the course of the moon,

and to designate the years by the course of Jupiter. The sun passes through

each sign of these cycles in two hours, the moon in a month, and Ju-

piter in a year. One cycle is that of the Twelve Divisions of the Ecliptic

Hi especially in vogue during the Chm dynasty, the second that

of Shp-(i'Jco ^ mostly used in the Han time, the third the duoden-

ary cycle now universally used, and the fourth the cycle of the Twelve

Animals perhaps the oldest of all. There may be small differences between

these cycles, in so far as they were referred to the heavenly equator, the

ecliptic, or the horizon, but this requires further investigations by some

one well versed in astronomy.

With regard to the Turkish list of the Twelve Animals we have to

make the following remarks

:

The Chinese Tiger is replaced by the Panther or the Cheetah, the

hunting leopard = pars or bars. Now, if the Chinese had borrowed

the list from the Turks, there is no reason why they should have changed

the panther into the tiger, both animals beins equally well known to them.

Contrariwi.se, the tiger is very little known in Central Asia where the

Turks were originally settled, though occasionally a tiger is found even

there. But its home is the warmer south, India and the southern China.

Consequently it would be but natural that the Turks should have replaced

the tiger by the panther or cheetah better known to them, and in that

case the cycle of the Twelve Animals would be of Chinese origin. Even

with the panther the ancient Turks must not have been thoroughly acquainted,

for their word pars seems to be borrowed from the Persian and l)e the

same as the Greek na^hoQ and the English pard.

Vdmbery calls attention to the i'act that for all the ideas referring to

the higher North and its attributes, such as winter, cold, wind, snow-shoes,

elk the Turks have genuine words, whereas for animals coming from the

south like the goat, the panther^ and others they use Persian words. By

etymology he finds the regions near the sources and the upper courses of

the Angara, the Jenissei, Ob, and Irtish to be the primitive seats of the

Turks .1

Again, in the list of the Twelve Animals we have the Monkey in

Turkish bidin or picin. There are no monkeys on the table-lauds of Central

Asia and, if the cycle were of Turkish invention, they would most likely

not have chosen an animal alien to their own country. Being a southern

animal, the monkey, likewise, was given a Persian name, for according to

Klaproth pidin would be the Persian pujinah —J,
H. Vdmbery^ Das Turkenvolky Leipzig 1885 p. 47 seq.

Cf. Chavannes p. 53, Note 6.
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Chavannes meets these ol)jectiou8 against the Turkish origin of the

cycle by the supposition that it was invented by Turkish tribes in Gandhdra

and Cashmere^ referring to the Indoscyihian king Kcmishka of the first cen-

tury of our era (p. 122). But, as we have seen, the cycle must liave been

known to the Chinese before this time already. Moreover, it is very

doubtful whether the Indoscythians really were Turks. The language of

their descendants, the Tochari, recently discovered and deciphered rather

points to an Aryan people,* Chavannes seems to think of the Qakas as

well, who are said to have conquered the south in the "Jnd century b,c.

They may have been Turks, although this is not beyond doubt, ^ but if

Chavannes supposes that the cycle of animals was known to the Turks

more than 8 centuries before its first mention in the inscriptions of the

Orkhon, we may make the same conjecture for the Chinese, going back

8 centuries from Wang CIiuny\$ time, our earliest authority on the cycle

in China. That would bring us back to the 8th century b.c, a time for

which the Qakas are out of the question.

But the animal which in my opinion turns the balance to the Chinese

side is the Dragon* The ancient Turks neither had the idea of this fabulous

animal so intimately interwoven with Chinese mythology nor a name for

it, and therefore simply adopted the Chinese name. All authorities are

agreed to see in lui or lu the Chinese king The Turks of Con-

stantinople like the Persians replace the dragon by the crocodile nehmg

^ , and other Turkish dialects, by fish baligh . The Chinese dragon

is a saurian somewhat resembling a crocodile, living in the water, but

also able to fly and to ride on the clouds. The fact that the Turks borrowed

from the Chinese the notion as well as the name of the dragon, an animal

which plays no role in their life except in the cycle, this fact makes it

highly probable that the Turks took the word from the Chinese while

adopting the whole cycle of animals.

Ulugh Beg in his chronological work describes 5 different systems,

one of them is that of the Chinese and Uigurs. The latter were, as is well

known, the most civilised of the Eastern Turks. This Chinese-Uigur

chronology is completely Chinese, the cycle of the Twelve Animals forms

part of it, consequently the Uigurs must have borrowed it from the Chinese,

as they adopted the whole chronological system.

1 E. Sieg and W, Siegling^ Tockarisch, die Sprache der Indoskythen {Sitzungs-

berichte der Kgl Preufi. Akad, der Wissenschaften Vol. XXXIX 1908 p. 915 seq.).

2 0, Franke^ Beiti^dge zxir Kenntnis der Tiirkvolker und Skythen Zentraiasiens

{Abh, der Kgl Preufi, A/cad. der Wissenschaften 1 904) p. 46 seq.

3 Chavannes p. 53, Note 6 and K, Foy, A zerhajganische Stvdien (Mitt, des

Sem.f, orient Sprachen, H. Abt. 1905) p. 234, Note 4.

The i in lui or liii is a remnant of the nasal ny. The Mongols also call the

dragon luu (loo), cf. Foy loc, cit.

Hirth'a view that lui would be Chinese lei (thunder) p. 1 19 seems to me

untenable.
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As a peculiarity of the Chinese and Uigur astronomers Ulugh Beg

mentions that they count their civil day from midnight to midnight, i whereas

the Arabs, Persians, and Europeans calculate differently. Moreover, the

Chinese and Uigur astronomers divide their civil day into twelve parts

each of which they call chagh , and to each chagh they give a special

name according to a series; Then follow side by side the duodenary

cycle and the cycle of the Twelve Animals.

Chagh originally means a time, a period, in this special sense a double-

hom' exactly corresponding to the Chinese shih •

The astronomers again divide each chagh into eight parts which they

call Jeeh,

This, oi course, is the Chinese ko
|J

, a quarter of an hour.

The wise men of China and Turkestan have established a cycle con-

sisting of twelve signs for the days and the years like the parts of day

and night, and have given it the names before mentioned * L those of

the duodenary cycle and the cycle of the Twelve animals. Consequently

these cycles were not only used for the notation of the double hours, but

for that of the days and the years as well, and also for the months as

Alhiruni informs us. In addition, Ulugh Beg proceeds, the Chinese have

a cycle of ten combined with the former to a cycle of sixty, but the Turks

merely use the duodenary cycle.

This shows that the cycle of the Twelve animals was a true chrono-

logical series exactly fulfilling the functions of the Chinese duodenary cycle.

If we had no other evidence, the adoption of the Chinese names

for double-hour and quarter of an hour, to which must be added the

expression "intercalary" shun jun e g. mah shun

"intercalary month" and sal shun Jj-^ "intercalary year," would

prove that the Turks owe their chronology to the Chinese, and in this

chronology just the cycle takes a prominent place.

From a study of the Turkish inscriptions Eirth (p. 126) comes to

the conclusion that the calendar of the ancient Turks coincides with the

Chinese and consequently, we continue, must be derived from it.

How the Turks received the Chinese calendar we learn from the

Sui-shu the official history of the Sui dynasty, when the Turks

1 ^^ ^ ^ >^ ^ j\ JJ^^J jU:>tl* J p. 4.

3 Ao^^ljdl J Xji^pi Ijt/W- J p. 8.

0jJ^ J ^^t^l' jL%4j 1JJJj^ ^L*j\ ^^ p. 42.

5 Alhiruni, The chronology of ancient nations, translated by E, Sachau, p. 88.
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became first better known to the Chinese. Uuder the i-eign of the founder

of this dynasty Kao Tsu the intercourse with the Turks inust have been

very lively, for during his first years they are very fre<|uently mentioned,

several times during the same year:

581 A.D. in the 8th month the Turkish kayan A Po sent an envoy

and tribute. In the 9th month the Turkish kayan Sha-po-lio did the same.'

582 A.D. in the 4th month the great general Han Seny Shou defeated

the Turks on the Chi-ton mountain, and the minister Li Ch'ujty vanquished

them on the Ho-pei mountain. In the 5th mouth the Turks passed through

the Great Wall. In the 6th month the minister Li Cftuny defeated the

Turks at Ma-yi^ in Shansi.

583 A.D. in the 2nd month the Turks committed robberies at the

frontier. In the 4th month the Prince of W^?, Shuang vanquished the Turks

at Po-tou. Ill the same month the Turks sent an envoy and appeared at

court. In the 5th month again the generalissimo Li Hnaiiy routed the

Turks at Mo-na tu-k)u and in the same inontli the coiniuander-in-chief

Tou Jung Ting defeated the Turks together with the Tn-yd-hun at Liang

-

chou in Kansu. In the 6th month the Turks sent envoys and sued I'ur peace's

584 A.D. in the 1st month a new calendar was published, ii the 2nd

month the Turkish Suni tribe, more than ten thousand people, male and

female, arrived and offered their submission, and the Turkish kayan A-shi-na

Tien with all his people did the same about the same time. In the 4tJi

month the envoys of the Turks, the Koreans, and the T'u-yii-him were

entertained at a banquet in the Ta-hsing hall.*

585 A.D. in the 5th month the great general Yuan Chi was sent as

envoy to the Turkish kagan A-po, n the 7th month Sha-pO'lio sent a

letter to the emperor in which he styled himself a minister, and in the

1 Sai-shu chap. 1, p. 15v. and 16r.

2 Eod. p. 17r. and v.

3 Eod. p. 19r. and v. ® O
O

4 P. 2lr. and v. O

n
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following month he sent his son Ku-han-chen t'e lo to court.' The text of

the letter of the kagan has been preserved. The emperor was highly

gratified by it. n his reply he said that although China entertained friendly

relations with the Turks, heretofore they were two States, now there being

I sovereign and a minister they were united into one. How he appreciated

the new friendship appears from the fact that he had it announced in the

temple to Heaven and promulgated throughout the empire. As a special

lioiionr to the kayan he resolved that in future edicts his name should not

be mentioned, as the personal name of the emperor is avoided in official

papers. The wife of the kagan, the koyatun^^ was a Chinese princess of

the house of the Northern Chov^ called Chien-chin kung-chu? She was

received by the emperor into his own family and given the imperial family

name of the Sv" Yang^^ and her title was changed into Ta-yi kung-chu.

The son of the kagan, JCu-han-cMn, was appuinted a duke of the empire

with the title Chu-kuo feng-an kuo-kungS' He was feasted in the inner

palace, presented to the empress, and granted rich presents in recognition

of his efforts for cementing* the friendship with China. The kagan, on his

side, sent the yearly tribute by his son. He asked to be allowed to hunt

upon Chinese territory in a certain district. Not only was this privilege

granted him, but the empei'or sent him wine and food for the hunt. On

one day the kagan killed eighteen stags with his own hand and presented

their tails and tongs as trophies to the emperor.' After all there was an

intimate friendship between the two nations for the time being. Under

these circumstances we are not surprised to read that in:

586 A.D, in the 1st inonth the calendar was communicated to the Turks,

The Tung-chien Jcang-mu chap. 36 p. 9 remarks that this was the first

instance of China issuing her calendar to foreign barbarians. From that

time the Chinese have always regarded the acceptance of their calendar

as a sign of submission.

The cycle of the Twelve Animals forms part of the official calendar.

iSo we find in the calendar for 1904 at the end the preceding 120 years,

' P-22V.

O

2

4

'^
"

7 Sui'shu chap. 84 p. 8v. seq.

8 Sui-shu chap. 1 p. 23r. ^g ^
M)
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all with their cyclical signs and corresponding animals, and the number

of years elapsed up to 1904. Every one may look up in this list the

year of his birth with all necessary particulars e. g. :

Kuang-hsii 30th year, chia-cKm^ fire, one year, dragon, male 6th

mansion, female 9th. i

Kuang-hsu 29th year, Jcwi-ma metal, two years, haro^ male 7th

mansion, female 8th, 5th intercalary irionth,^ &c.

suppose that the calendar of the Sui dynasty was similarly arranged

and that at all events the Twelve Animals "were mentioned, which for every

one are of great importance, being believed to inlluence his destiny. Then

in 586 A.D. the Turks would have received the cycle of the Twelve Animals

with the Chinese calendar.

It is possible that the ancestors of the Turks obtained a knowledge

of Chinese chronology at a much earlier date, for we learn from the Shi-chi

chap. 26 p. 3 V. that "after Yu and Li the house of Chou begin declining:

—ministers of tributary States controlled the government, the astronomers

did not record the seasons, and the sovereigns did not announce the first

day of the month. Therefore the descendants of the astronomers^ dispersed,

some in China, others among the I and Ti." ^ From these niathematiciaiis

or astronomers the northern barl)ariaus may Iiave learned something about

the Chinese calendar, in the 8th or 7th century b.c, and perhaps at that

time already they became acquainted with the cycle of animals which

subsequently became the basis of their own chronology.

That the other neighbours of the Chinese all derived the cycle of

animals from China can easily be shown by the way in which they adopted

the denary cycle of the Ten Steins

:

The Manchus use the cycle of animals instead of the duodenary cycle

like the Turks, and for the Ten Steins they make use of the Five Colours

in their correct sequence, doubling each colour : green, greenish red,

reddish yellow, yellowish white, whitish; and black, blackish. By the

combination of these two cycles they fonii the sexagenary cycle. So they

call the nth year the green dog and the 25th, the yellow mouse,

1 The Nine Mansions into which the compass is divided. Why
they are thus attributed to males and females, and what the intercalary month

means perhaps Chinese horoscopists can tell.

2

O

.
3 On this expression see Chavannes, M^m, Hist" Vol. Ill, p. 326,

Note 5, One commentator explains it as "those knowing the stars" another as

" experts in chronology."

*

>^
& L. IdeleTj Uber die Zeitrechnung der Chinesm, Berlin 1839, p. 83.
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The Mongols either use the Chinese Ten Stems as denary cycle,

having translated them phonetically, or the Five Chinese Elements, adding

either the word male or female the Chinese yin and yang of course or

the Five Colours with a male or a female suffix, i

The Tibetans do the same, but do not employ the Five Colours,

The Japanese have recourse to the two Chinese cycles written with

riiinese characters, but for the denary cycle they also may use the Five

Elements which by the division into male and female are brought to the

mimber of ten.^

Now, what historical evidence is there proving that the Chinese-

received the cycle of the Twelve Animals or other astronomical knowledge

from the Turks None. A Turkish inscription of the year 692 a.d. is the

first inonument dated by means of the cycle, whereas in Chinese literature

we find it universally known in the 1st century a.d. The ancient Turks

were uncivilised and could not av rite the culture which they afterwards

possessed they had acquired from their neighbours. Consequently they

have no ancient literature, and we cannot expect any information on the

origin of the soi-disant Turkish cycle from this side.

The only argument of E, Chavonnes in support of the Turkish origin

of the cycle which has some weight is that the cycle of animals has been

much more in vogue among the Turks and Mongols than among the Chinese,

being the base of chronology of the former. It must have been invented

by them, being much more inherent to their mind than to that of the

Chinese who never quite assimilated it, and therefore, says Chavannes,

must have borroved it from the Turks, De Saussure has well answered

this objection. 5 The Chinese duodenary cycle was too abstruse for those

people which, therefore, adopted it under its more popular form, the cycle

of the Twelve Animals, which after all is nothing else than a category-

corresponding to the twelve cyclical signs. With the twelve animals they

could connect some ideas, with the technical signs not. It is for the same

reason that the Manchus^ Mongols, and Tibetans replaced the denary cycle

by the Five Colours or the Five Elements divided into male and female,

yin and yang . It caunot he said that the Chinese have never assimilated

the twelve animals so as to ure them in chronology, because they did not

require them for that purpose, having three other cycles at their disposal.

They always used them and still use them iu divination, as they do most

of those categories attached to the Five Elements.

1 Eod. p. 85.

2 Eod. p. 88.

3 Eod. p. 89.

4 Chavannes p. 94.

5 De Sausmre p. 638.
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APPENDIX III.

On Some Implements Mentioned by Wang Ch'ung.

L Fans.

Wang Ch'ung speaks of fans in two places (Vol. II pp. 35 and 317),

calling them by the two different names which they have in Chinese :

shan and sha* The dictionary Fang-yen ascribed by many

to Yang Hsiuny of the 1st century b.c. states that the expression shan was

in use in the regions west from the Pass, which probably means Tung-Jcuan

where the three provinces Shansi^ Shens" and Honan meet, and the expression

sha, east of it.i

The Pen-tsao kang-tnu infers from the character that in ancient

times fans were made of feathers and that only later on people also

used paper and bamboo for their fabrication, whence the combination with

"bamboo" in the character . The first conclusion seems to be

wrong, for the primary signification of is not a fan, but the fold or

the leaf of a folding door, a " Thiir-fVi/^^/," " Vaile d,une porte." The

character is a logical aggregate ^ in which , not is the chief

meaning.^ The meaning fan is a derivate. It is something resembling the

fold of a door in so far as it may be moved to and fro, and thereby causes wind.

In Chinese literature, and in the modern language the word shan

is by far the commoner of the two.

The use of fans must have been common in China in the Chou dynasty,

for our literary evidence reaches to that period. We read in Kuan Tse

XIV, 9 r. about a prohibition of fans and straw hats. That would carry

us back to the 7th century b.c. Pao Pu Jsp of the 4th century b.c. says

that as long as the wind does not abate, fans are of no use, and that

while the sun does not appear, candles cannot be extinguished* Huai Nan

1

>
2 Cf. the explanation given by Wieper^ Legons etymologiquea p* 196:

. Cf. above p. 450.

4 O
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Tse XVIII, 16 r. compares certain people to those digging a well after a

fire and using a fan, while wearing a fur-coat, i Tung Chung Shu (2nd cent.

B.C.) in his CKun-cKiu fan4u states that the dragon attracts rain, and that

the fan expels heat.^

In poetry the fan has been sung of many a me, and the T^u-shu chi

cKeng and other encyclopedias contain quite a collection of such poems.

The oldest and the best perhaps is the famous one on a silk fan round

as the full moon by Pan Cliieh Fi/,^ aunt to the historian Pan JCu, who
himself wrote some fine verses on bamboo fans.*

The material fans were made of was feathers especially those of

pheasants, peacocks^ kingjishers^ swam, &c., bamboo splints, rush-leaves^ palm-

Ifaves^^ silk, paper, bark, and ivory. I doubt whether the first fans were

really made of feather's as some authors maintain. A priori it is more

likely that the leaves of the fan-palm were first used as fans, and that ar-

tificial fans came later.

Of the celebrated Chu Ko Liang it has been recorded that at a battle

he gave his signals with a fan of white feathers, and that his army advanced

or stopped accordingly.*^

Fans were often ornamented with precious things such as mother-of-

pearl. Chao Fei Yen^ the successful rival of the afore-mentioned Pan CKieh

Yu^ who was raised to the rank of an empress by the Han emperor CKeng

Ti, is said to have been in possession of fans of mother-of-pearl, of king-

fisher feathers, and of peacock feathers. ?

Sometimes the handle of a fan was made of jade or precious stones,

lu 477 A.D. the empress-dowager presented the vicious emperor Fei Ti or

Ts^ang Wu Wang of the Liu Sung dynasty, a mere boy, with a fan made
of feathers with a jade handle. The emperor was so much displeased

with this gift, because the feathers and the handle were not ornamented,

that he resolved to have the donor poisoned. He had already ordered

his chief physician to prepare the poison, when he was prevented by his

attendants fi'oin carrying out his wicked design's

J
2°

3 See my translation in " Bluethen Ckinesischer Dichtung," 1899 p. 11.-
5 Pfizmaier in his " DenkwHrdiffkeiten von chinesisckm Werkzeugen und Gerdten

"

(Journal of the Wiener Akademie der Wissenschaften 1872, Vol. 72 p. 247-322)

mistranslates this expression (Livistona) or by mallow. Mallows can-

not be used for fans.

o

7

8
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Silk and paper fans were often inscribed with poetry^ or some picture^

especially landscapes, was painted upon them. This custom prevails up to

the present day. Persons proficient in calligraphy are often requested by
their friends to write some lines on a fan. The Nan-shih relates a cha-

racteristic anecdote : CMng Hsin, the son of Prince Hung of Lin-chuan, did

not study as a bay. He used to carry a white round fan. The Prince

of Hsiang-tung wrote eight characters on the fan making fuu of its bearer,

who did not understand the meaning and used his fan as before.

The usual forms of fans were round like a disc, quadrangular, hexa-

gonal^ or shaped like a wing. The people of Wu are believed to have

been the first who cut off the wings of birds and used them as fans.

In some old sources the term ^^ "waist fan" occurs, e. g. in the

History of the Southern CfCi dynasty, ^ 479-501 a.d. This seems to mean
a fan hung up at the girdle. Pfizmaier calls it a "Lendenfacher," a rather

clumsy expression. This fan cannot be a folding fan as some commentator

suggested, for in the 5th centiiry folding fans were not yet known in China.

The common name for a folding fan is cM-shan or

che-tieh shan, a fan that may be folded together. Another name is

^^ sa-shan, a fan that may be opened. The old name is said to have

been BM cM"ou-shan a fan the heads of whose ribs may be joined

together. This variety of fan seems not to have been invented in China,

but to be of foreign origin. All authorities are unanimous in stating that

the Chinese first became acquainted with folding fans by a Korean embassy,

opinions differ only about the time? The Yv-huan chi-icen^

a reliable source of the 13th century, records that in the 9th month of the

6th year Hsuan-ho 1124, Korea sent two envoys Li Tse Te and Chin Fu

Che to the. Chinese court, who at a private audience brought with them

three boxes of pine-wood fans and two folding fans, A verse of the

famous Su Tung P^o^ 1036-1 101, and some other poems of the same epoch

prove that from the beginning of the Sung dynasty in 960 a.d. folding fans

were at least known in China.

Su Tung P^o says that "the Korean fans of white pine wood, when
spread out, cover more than a foot, and folded up, they only measure two

fingers." &

But though known, folding fans were not yet in vogue at this early

date, and it was not before the reign of the Ming emperor Yung Lo

g
3 See the

|J
chap. 33 p. 13 seq. under

4 :i
5 :^
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(1403-1405) that their use became common, and they soon supplanted the

stiff fans. Yung Lu, delighted with the handiiiess of the fans, brought by

the Koreans as tribute, ordered Chinese artisans to imitate thein. At first

it was not fashionable to use this new kind of fan, and only courtesans

liked to carry them, but after some time honest women also discarded the

round fan in favour of the more convenient folding fan.

It is mentioned that these folding fans are niauufactured by the Japanese

likewise, who make the ribs of black bamboo and bespatter the paper

with gold. The author of the^ Pmg-chuang hsu-lu tells us

that the foreign nussionary Mattro Bicci [^ %\\^ presented

him with four Japanese folcliiijn fans, measuring not more than a finger

when folded, very light, but strong and beautiful, and causing much wind.

In the first place the Chinese use their fans as we do for creating

a light draught to cool themselves, but they also employ them as shades,

holding them up towards the sun, and to protect themselves from wind

and dust. In China, not only women make use of fans, but even soldiers

and officers may be seen with them, and Europeans in China soon learn to

follow their example.

Fans are often given by friends as a present, notably those with

autographs or paintings by their own hand, a custom even followed by the

emperor who may honour some subject by the gift of a fan. Some in-

stances are given in the Yu-hai. ^ The Yiin-hmen tsa-chi ^ mentions the fact

that the people of Loyang would at the dragon-boat festival present each

other with fans supposed to avert sickness.

At certain times the use of certain kinds of fans was forbidden by

sumptuary laws, or at least subject to some regulations. We learn that the

Han very much appreciated quadrangular bamboo fans,* and that according

to their ordinances the emperoi* took a feather fan in summer, and a silk

fan in winter. The latter was probably merely decorative, whereas the

feather fan produces much wind. In the time of Han Wu TV, princes and

marquises were not allowed to use fans made of pheasant feathers, and

all below a duke had to use round fans/' In 402 a.d. the Chin emperor

An Ti forbade the use of silk fans and gambling.

There are some fan-like contrivances also called fans by the Chinese.

The Ckou-li already mentions great State fans or flabelli, and so does the

1

2

3 'i^ ^
*
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Liki. They were used in the 10th century b.c. and they may still he seen

to-day especially at funeral processions- The Chinese name of these

flabelli is sha, Cmvreur has a drawing under this character. In an-

cient times they were carried in one the carriages of the empress to

protect her from wind and dust, and at funeral processions. In the Han

time they were made of a wooden frame, three feet broad and 21/2 feet

high, and covered with a white stuff on which were embroidered clouds,

vapours, or hatchets. At the funeral of an emperor eight big fans were

used, for a great dignitary six, for a prefect four, and for a scholar two

{Tschcou Li par E. Biot Vol. II pp. 126, 232). The modern tlabelli are made

of feathers, of painted cloth, or of wood and provided with a long stick.

They are carried by the side of a coffin or a princely carriage, and after

the funeral stuck into the ground round the grave.

The punlcah^ in Chinese Feng-shan "Wind fan," of which

the Europeans living in China make an extensive use, is not much appre-

ciated by the Chinese, who seldom have it in their houses. But some kind

of a punkah seems to have been known in China at a very early date.

We learn from the Hsi-ching tsa-chi, a work of the 6th centiiry, that a clever

artisan of Chang-an connected seven fans shaped like big wheels, each

having a diameter of ten feet. When they were moved by a man, the

whole room became cool.i

Another instance is given of a fan used for evaporating water and

thus reducing the hot temperature. In the house of a certain Wang Yuan

Pao there was a very strong skin fan. When during the hot season some

guest was invited to dinner, this fan was placed in front of his seat and

sprinkled with fresh water. Forthwith a cool breeze came up. As soon

as the guest, vhile the wine was circulating-, looked refreshed, the fan

was removed. Tlie emperor sent some officer to fetch this fan and have

a look at it, but, though it pleased him very much, he did not keep it.

He said that this fan was made of dragon skin.^

This invention, now often used in our modern houses with radiators,

was not utilised by the Chinese either. It was one of those good ideals

they often had, hut which they failed to develop and take advantage of.

1 o

2
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//• Chopsticks.

The use of forks at meals is a sign of higher civilisation. Not only

savages, but also highly cultured people have been accustomed to take

their meals with their natural forks, their fingers. The ancient Greeks and

Romans had only spoons at their banquets, but no forks. These are first

mentioned by Peirus Damianus, who died in 072 a.d. He reports that a

Byzantine princess introduced this innovation in Venice. Vov many cen-

turies forks were regarded as an instrument of sinful effeminacy, and it

was not before the 17th and l8th centuries that their use became general

in Europe.

In China chopsticks have alw ays taken the place of forks. Both

are, so to say, artificial prolongations of the fingers, invented to keep the

latter clean forks are stiff, chopsticks moveable fingers. The early use

of chopsticks testifies to the old age of Chinese civilisation.

If we can believe a notice in the Shi-chi, chopsticks were already

known under tlie Yin dynasty, for their last emperor is said to have em-

ployed ivory chopsticks. {Shi-chi chap, 14 and 38 Chavannes MSm. Hist.

Vol. Ill, p. 16 Note 3 and Vol. IV, p. 216.) Wang CKuny relates the same

fact in two places, Vol. I, p. 354 and Vol. II, p. 117. Sse-Ma Chmg proposes

to explain the expression ^^^^ occurring in the Shi-chi by ivory cups,

which might perhaps agree better with the context, but chu cannot

mean a cup.* It is the usual sign for chopsticks, for which and

are also written.

For the Chou epoch the use of chopsticks is quite certain. Hsiin Tse

XV, 11 r. says that trees a liundred feet high seen from a mountain appear

like chopsticks. 2 The philosopher Hsiln Tse lived in the 4th century b.c.

Huai Nan Tse XI, 2 r. connects ivory chopsticks with mounds of dregs,

^

referring, as the commentator says, to the extravagance of the last emperor

of the Yin dynasty, Chou.

In the Han-shu chap. 40 p. 6r. Chang Liang arrived when the emperor

was at dinner. In order to demonstrate his ideas Chang Liang begged to

borrow the chopsticks of the emperor. Another passage of the same his-

torical work, Han-shu chap. 40 p. 29 r. narrates an adventure of general

Chou Ya Fn who died in 152 b.c. As a joke the emperor offered him a

big piece of meat to eat, but uncut, and without chopsticks. Chou Ya Fu

became uneasy, and asked for some chopsticks from the emperor's table.*

' f5
2 o f

3
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Cf. Giles, Biogr. Diet. No. 462.
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The Fei Yen wai-chuan ^ says of Chao Fei Yen that, when she was raised

to the rank of an empress, Pan Chtieh Yu congratulated her and presented her

with various objects. Amongst these was a pair of chopsticks made of

rhinoceros horn to avoid poison.^ The Chinese believe that this horn

indicates whether a dish is poisonous. The new empress was very capri-

cious. When she felt the slightest suffering, she did not eat or drink

alone, and the emperor was obliged to hold the spoon and the chopsticks

for her.

The Liki tells us wlien chopsticks may be used and when not: "Do
not use chopsticks in eating millet," * and "If the soup be made of vege-

tables, chopsticks should be used but not if there be no vegetables&
{Legge^ Sacred Books Vol. XXV I p. 80 and 82.) The meaning seems to be

that chopsticks are only to be used for solid food, Avhereas for soup and

liquid food the spoon is the proper implement.

From the characters used for chopsticks it seems that in ancient

times they were mostly made of bamboo. Subsequently coimnon wood was

employed as well as hone and ivory. Tutenague is also said to be a

suitable material, but gold and jade are regarded as unfit. These are the

chief materials of which chopsticks are still made.

IlL Burning Glasses and Moon Mirrors.

We read in the Chou-li that the officials in charge of light

received the brilliant light from the sun with the Fu-sui, and the clear

water from the moon with a mirroi*.® (Le Tscheou-li par E. Biol Vol. I
p. 381.) The commentators say tliat Fu-sui is equivalent to Yang-

sui or
'j^

a burning glass or a hurning mirror.

Wang CKung speaks of burning glasses in Vol. I, p. 378 and Vol. II,

p. 351 where he informs us that they were made by liquefying five stones

on the ping-wu day of the 5th moon. If this be true, the material must

have been a sort of glass, for otherwise it could not possess the qualities

of a burning glass. Just flint glass of which optical instruments are now
made consists of five stony and earthy substances : silica, lead oxide, potash,

lime, and clay. The Taoists in their alchemistical researches may have

discovered such a mixture.

1

2

3
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Other authors maintain that the Yang-mi as well as the Fang-chu were

both metal mirrors. The Pen^tsao-kang-mu describes the Yang-sui as follows

:

"It is a fire mirror made of cast copper. Its face is concave. Rubbing

it warm and holding it towards the sun, one obtains fire by bringing some

arteinisia. near it. This is what the Cliou-li says about the comptroller of

light receiving the brilliant light from the sun by his fire speculum/' i

According to the same authority the iCao-kung-chi states that both

mirrors are made of an alloy of copper and tin; Other writers describe

this alloy as "gold and tin" or "bronze and tin.'' The fire mirror

must he cast in the 5th month on a ping-wu day at noon, the moon mirror

in the eleventh month on a j^n-tsp day at midnight. These times, the

middle of summer and of winter are in harmony with the theory of the

l''ive Elements.

The secondary names of the two mirrors show that they are looked

upon as correlates and opposites, one connected with the Yang fluid or

firCj the other with the Yin fluid or water. The Yang-sui ' is also

railed, and the Yin-mi (moon-inirror) .
It is possible that the ancient Chinese also knew burning glasses to

to which Wang CKung refers, as well as burning mirrors. Huai Nan Tse III,

2 r. mentions both burning glasses (mirrors) and moon mirrors. "When
the burning glass sees the sun, it burns, and there is lire; and when the

Fang-chu sees the moon, there is moisture and water.,"

We learn from the Liki {Leyye^ Sacred Books Vol. XXVII, p. 449)

that in the Ckou period the use oi' the fiif mirror was quite common

among the people, for among other articles i son serving his parents should

hang on the left side of his girdle was the metal speculum for drawing fire

iron I the sun, and on the right, the horer for obtaining fire from wood.

The rominentator remarks that the son used his metal vspeculum to obtain

fire when there was sunshine, and his horer when the sky was covered.

The Fang-chu ^^ attracting water from the moon is differently

described by various authors quoted by the Pen-tsao-kang-mu under the

l»ea(l ' One writer holds that it is a big oyster ^^

' o ^ ra
B
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which, when rubbed and held up towards the moon, draws some drops

of water from it, resembling dew in the morning. Another regards it as

a stone, others as a mixture of five stones. We find also the explanation

that means a stone and a pearl ^j^. The PSn-tsao-kang-mu

rejects all these explanations contending that the Fang-chu was a mirror

like the burning speculum, and similarly manufactured. This view is supported

by the above quoted passage of the Chou-U which expressly speaks of a

mirror employed to obtain water from the moon. This very pure water

was perhaps used at sacrifices.

According to the Chinese theory the inooii is water, consequently

water can be drawn from it. As a matter of fact this is an illusion, and,

if the Chinese have discovered some drops upon their inoon-inirrors, they

were probably dew drops.

Burning rellectors were known to the Greeks. Euclid about 300 bc.

mentions them in his works, and Archimedes is believed to have burned

the Roman fleet at Syracuse in 214 b.c. with these reflectors, probably a

myth. Plutarchus in his life of Numa relates that the Vestals used to light

the sacred fire with a burning speculum. As the Chou-li dates from the

1 1th century b.c. it is not unlikely that the Chinese invented the burning

reflector independently and knew it long before the (Ireeks.
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INDEX OF SUBJECTS.

A.

Acupuncture ^^j-, 10, 346.

Altar of the land 100, 346.

Alternation of prosperity and de-

cay, 11.

Altru isui grows from opulence

strife, from indigence, 12, 140, 142.

Amber, takes up straws, 350,

352.

Amulets see Charms.

Ancestral worship, minister of

258.

Angling with wooden fish, 353.

Annoyances and vexations

There are three annoyances and

three vexations^ 37 seq.

Archaeologists , 18.

Archery ^ competition of, 355.

Arithin etician s ho-

noured by Duke Huan of CfCi, 256.

Astrologers regulated the

calendar and fi-ed the days, 319

astrologer of Lw 376.

Auguries see Omens, 315.

Auspicious grain ^>*^|^ a felici-

tous omen, 197, 206.

Aversions and dislikes differen

t

with different people, 382.

Avoidances things that must

be avoided, otherwise they entail

misfortune 376 seq., avoidances of

inauspicious days, 393 seq.

Ballis ta ^^ of five stones, 94,

Bamboo and silk

,

i. e. ta-

blets and scrolls used for writing,

102, 103, 223, 226, 230, 240, 302.

Beckoning to the departed to

return 333.

Big-b ellied persons j^ are

often deceitful, 41.

Bird , a constellation, 14.

Boletus see Purple Boletus.

Book of Prophecies ^j^^^,
ascribed to Confucius, 261.

Books of the various philoso-

phers one foot long,

238.

Brilliant Star 193 315 seq.

Brocades woven in Hsiang by

the people, 60, their manufacture

requires exceptional skill, 68.

Bureaucrats 107.

Burning glasses 132, 351,

412.

Burning of the Books by CKin

Shih Huang TV, 77 78, 80.

C.

Calendars for burials, 393, for

sacrifices, 396, for bathing, 398, for

building, 399 a great variety of

spirits mentioned in the calendars,

401.

Calumniation different

kinds of, 38—41, 50 51 44.
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Carts , creeping plants flying

about led to their construction, 27.

Cascade 325.

Cassia |t, used as medicine, 366.

Cat's-ey es J J
put into a coffin,

371.
,

Changes

=

Yiking, 239.

Character ' transformed by

good and evil practice, 65.

Charms used to paralyse

evil influences, 387.

Chi-mo , technical expression,

84.

Chopsticks of ivory ^^ , made

under Chou 117 not solid,

386.

Chu ng-ch'a ng a strange

bird, 103, 107.

Cinnabar a boy turned red

eating cinnabar, 203, 204.

Clay figures ami clay

ox <^ used at the beginning

of spring, 355.

Clepsydra, 84.

Cockfight 2.

Coins golden, 213.

Coincidences 1 seq.

Colours of dynasties, 312.

Comet ^ , to be averted by

prayer, 153 154 a comet proceeded

from CfCti, 169, 170, when a"whale

dies, a comet appears, 350.

Corporal punishments
|J,

abolished by Han WM TV, 81.

Correspondencies, A major,

wood, wind, and rain, 180 398, 416.

Corvees (for ) from the

twenty-third year, 83.

Crows weeding the grave of

Fii, 5, 246, a red crow an augury

of Wu Wang, 206.

Cunning and artful 43 seq.

Cutting and cn rv'ing
J

of bone, ivory, jade, and jewels,

71.

D.

Dead people ^^ cannot be re-

suscitated by sacrifices, are hidden

from our view, dissolved and be-

longing to another sphere, 370, the

service of the dead analogous to

that of the living, 396.

Death ^^ premature how caused,

6, regarded as the greatest evil, 13,

human life and death depend on

the length of the span, 162.

Denary cycle 410 seM

the corresponding spirits, 411.

Destinies may be connected

by chances and coincidences, 2.

Devil country, barbarous

hords in the north of China, 201.

Distillation of spirits for

sacrifices with fragrant grass, 167.

District cities
^
^, exceeding

ten thousand, 246.

Divination , 104, by diagrams

*1 eod" by tortoise shells, straws,

and diagrams, 176, 287, divination

for a State and an individual, 279,

diviners employed in case of sick-

ness, 372.

Divine splendour
Jfl ^)^ a felici-

tous sign, 196 197, a brilliant fluid

shining over Han Kao Tsu,

205, supernatural glamour, 206.

Dragons as portents, % clay

dragon put up at the rain sacrifice,

17, dragons found in the deepest

water, 97 a dragon appeared in

the suburbs of Chiang, 103, divine

dragon, 112, dragon-liver a delicacy,

117, a clay dragon could attract

rain, 132, two dragons in the court

of Hsia from whose saliva Pao Sse
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was born, 163, 164, a yellow dra-

gon carried the boat of Fii, 169

a dragon mounting a black cloud,

186, dragons in midsuininer rise on

clouds and rain, 1 87, they were

domesticated under Yao and Shun

eod" a yellow dragon appeared, 197,

a dragon appeared above Kao Tm)s

mother, 205, 275, Yao's mother

moved by a red dragon, "206, eight

dragons appeared under Miny TV,

207, 216 seq., the dragon is the

animal of the eastern region, 219,

Lao Tse like a dragon, 286, dragons

require clouds and rain to soar to

heaven, 225, the dragon has or-

naments on its scales, 229, a yellow

dragon appearing under Hsiao Wen
TVs reign, 291 yellow dragons

under Hsiao Hsiian TV, 307, the

dragon appears in the second month,

336, the clay dragon of Tung Chung

Shu 349 seq., clouds follow the

dragon, 349.

Dragon horse a horse 8 feet

high, 290.

Drums beaten in time of high

water, 339 seq.

Dummies , interred in Lu
117, 373, mud carts and straw

figures symbolise life, 355, dummies

to serve the corpses, 369.

Duodenary cycle 412 seq.

Earth -|- , the ruling element of the

Han dynasty, 215, 217 seq., 291
its colour is yellow, its position the

centre, 219, stronger than water,

340, 347.

Earth ^jjj , governs the growing of

things, 186 has many marks and

lines, 230, has an inundatiou, 265

injuring the body of Earth, 394,

the spirit of Earth disturbed by the

turning up of the soil, 400.

Earthquake j^^^, predicted from

the stars, 160 211.

East , is benevolent, 219.

Eastern well
^
^, a solar man-

sion Gemini^ 206, 275,

Eclipses
i
, every 42 months there

is an eclipse of the sun, and every

56 months, one of the moon, 14
at an eclipse of the sun drums are

beaten and animals immolated at

the altars of the land, 346.

Eight degrees of nobility

in the Han time, 83.

Eight Diagrams y\ ^K, composed

by Fu Hs" 78.

Eight Objects of Government

i^ food, commodities, sacri-

fices, works, instruction, jurisdic-

tion, entertainment of guests, war-

fare, 399.

Elementary books >J^^^^
106.

Elephants tilling the grave of

Shun, 5, 246.

Embroidery ^jj made in GJCi

from generation to generation, 60
extraordinary skill required for this

handicraft, 68, different kinds of

silk embroidery and the method of

embroidering, 71.

Emperor, ruler and king

different degrees of sagehood,

32.

Energy of men of talent, 86 seq.

Engineer 64.

Envy of people of exceptional

abilities, 40-42.

Erh Fu some strange being,

103 107.

"
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P.

Fa - y u eh ,
extraordinary

merit, 84.

Fans ^^ used in winter, 35, ^^
used in summer to cause wind, 317.

Fate , a spontaneous principle

holding sway over happiness and

misfortune, 1, works spontaneously,

6, preventing grain from growing,

6, fate and Heaven allowed Gm-

fucius ami Mencius to be slandered,

7, virtue has no inlluence upon fate,

9, 1 1 , fate regulating the length of

life is a very subtle essence, 25,

wealth and honour are fate, 129,

to avoid injury is chance and a pro-

pitious fate, 139, when a dynasty

perishes, or a man expires, their fate

is fulfilled, 162, heavenly fate, 207,

its quantity, eod" fate exha usted

and time out of gear, 361,

Favourites of emperors, Tiked

for their beauty, 34 j
, they

have a pleasant appearance, 129.

Female fluid supposed to

remove ulcers, 259.

F tortoise with three legs, 321.

Fire j/^, has its place in the south

the summer air corresponds to it

407, 418, fire is the solar fluid, 412,

fire injures metal, 416.

Five Canons (Classics) —
Yiking^ Shiking, Shuking Liki and

GKun-cKiu, 63, 76-78 80, 82, 88
89, 99 104, 120, 238, 276, 284, 324.

Five classes of literature jg^

: Classics and Arts, records,

essays, memorials, descriptions of

virtuous actions, 277.

Five Colours 5£^ black, red,

green, white, yellow, 1 33, corre-

sponding to the Five Elements, 417.

Five degrees of in ourning

: for parents, grand parents,

brothers and sisters, uncles and

aunts, distant relatives, 133.

Five Elements ^^, either affect

or overcome each other, 189; 339,

their iluids different, 340, tlieir ant-

agonism modified by their quantity,

343, 392 352, employed as amulets,

887 394, their correspondences,

398, 416, 417; 411, 413.

Five Emperors 5^*^: Huang Ti,

Ghuan Hsij, K'v^ Yao, and Shvrt, 126,

155, 192, 197, 206, 212, 223, 225,

252.

Fi ve G I'a in s ^J. = hemp, millet^

rice, wheat, and beans, 12, 14, 48,

136, 166, 230, 266, 316, 326, 365,

413.

Five M on archs : Ym Shun,

Yuy T'^ang^ Wen Wang^ and Wu Wany^

203, 207.

Five Planets 206, 323.

Five Punishments of the

emperor Yu: branding, cutting off

the nose, cutting off the feet, cas-

tration, and execution, 81, 276.

Five presidents of the board of

works 212.

Five relationships jj^, sove-

reign and subject, father and son,

elder brother and jounger, husband

and wife, friend and friend, 342.

Five Rulers Five Em-
perors: Huang TV, Ghuan Hsu, iCv,

Yao^ and Shvn 12.

Five Sacrifices
Jp^i

<> '^

house, the outer and inner doors,

the well, the hearth, and the inner

court, 416.

Five Sages Fao, Shvn, Yu^

Tang and Wen Warty^ 163.

Five Secretaries su per-

intending the 5 regions into which,
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under the Han^ a circuit or pre-

fecture was divided, 62.

Five Sounds ^^ , five notes of

the musical scale, 133, 410, experts

of the Five Sounds, 413, system of,

415, five sounds corresponding to

the five elements, 416 seq.

Five Tones the five musical

notes = Five Sounds, 410.

Five Virtues *^ : benevol-

ence, justice, propriety, knowledge,

and truth, 104, 183, 266.

Four branches of literature

^j-, composition, thought, classical,

and historical literature, 305.

Four kinds of savages ,
208, 360.

Four Sacred Mountains ^^
HSng-shan, Hua-shan, H^ny-shan (in

Shansi), and ai-shan 244,

Four Seas y^, the border lands

of China, 199 203, 244 263.

Four stars ^^ the sun, the

moon, the stars, the zodiacal signs,

319.

Fortune-telling 104, there

are methods for this science which is

not supernatural, 124, diviners, 275.

Fountain 325.

Fragrant grass an au-

spicious plant, 167.

Funerals, simplicity of
^^ 369

seq., time of funerals, 395.

6.

Ghosts ^^ are believed to appear

to dying persons and to kill them, 4,

ghosts and spirits speak to man

through the mouths of sorcerers,

126 cried at the invention of writ-

ing, 167, 184 ghosts and spirits

agreed with Shen Nung, 187, ghosts

of two womeD causing a storm, 251,

worshipped as though they were

men, 336, the MShists hold that men
after death become ghosts, possess

knowledge, assume a shape, and

injure people, 369, ghosts and spirits

call the sinners to account, 388,

ghosts are the essences of dead

men, 396, in reality there are no

ghosts, eod" the sway of ghosts and

spirits, 400.

Giants ^^ devour Pigmies, >J
360.

Gilt and silvered vessels ^^
102-

God the supreme being, 153,

Tang implored God, 182.

Gold and gems ^^ the choicest

omens, 215.

Grand Annalist ^ Sse-

Ma CKim the author of the Shi-chi

47, 48, 63 107, 123, 143, 145, 177,

•232, 279, 302, 304.

Great Diviner , 160.

Great Plan Hung-fan^

chapter of the ShuJcing, 29.

Great Wall l»uilt by Meng

Tien, 391.

Green Dragon ^^ the eastern

quadrant of Heaven, 404.

H.

Habit and its affects on arts and

handicraftswork, 60.

Happiness ][fg, not the result of

virtue, 11 happiness and misfortune

not depending on goodness or bad-

ness, 15, definition of happiness and

misfortune, 37, luck has its time

and cannot be prayed for {^^^

332, good and bad luck can be

ascertained, 362, good and bad luck

happen by chance, 368.
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Heart a constellation, 22, 152,

154 157-160, 211, the constel-

atioii Heart corresponds to Suny^

158, the Heart becomes visible in

summer is a heavenly sign of

dragons, 357. The heart is like a

ball or an egg, 107, those who have

a good heart speak good words,

and good words are accompanied

by good actions, 148, 154, a good

heart alone distinguishes between

right and wrong, md" the heart of

a Sage is bright, that of a Worthy

well-principled, 149.

Heaven , its ways difficult to

know, 7 Heaven and time, 1 1
success and discomfiture emanate

from Heaven, 14, Heaven responded

with rain to T ang inculpating him-

self during a drought, 16 sent a

thunder-storm, manifesting its anger,

18, 19, moved its terrors, to dis-

play the virtue of the duke of (Jkon,

21 Confucius would not impose

upon Heaven, 24, Heaven took

several years from Wen Wang^ ad-

ding them to Wm Wangs span, 24,

Heaven intimating its disapproval

by thunder and rain, 28, its prin-

ciple inaction, 28, destroying de-

praved persons by a thunderbolt,

29, Heaven does not reprimand, 29,

Heaven invested the Han, 77, even

Heaven may be induced to respond

by tricks, 132, Heaven hears what

men say, 152 seq., has a body like

Earth, and does not hear man, 155,

156, Heaven and man have the

same law, 1 57, Heaven raining

grain, an ill omen, 167 distance

between Heaven and man several

ten thousand Li, 171, a certain

sympathy between Heaven and man,

172, a storm expressive of Heaven's

anger, 173, to affect Heaven a per-

son should concentrate his mind,

173 Heaven not to be moved by

the human mind, 175 Heaven rain-

ing grain, 176, 184, 185 Heaven

could not help T'ang, Wen Wany^

and Confucius 177, Heaven rained

hoar-frost for Tsou Yen, 178, felt

no sympathy for Shen Sh^ng and

Wu Tse Hsi" 179, sent down rain

at the prayer of T'a7tg^ 182, Heaven

employed God and the spirits to

injure people, eod" Heaven confines

itself to emitting its lluid, 1 86,

Kuang Wu Ti received Heaven's de-

cree, 203, Heaven helped the Han
with thunder and rain, 204, Heaven's

coininand, 210, Heaven has celestial

signs, 230, Heaven rewards virtue,

252, Spirit of Heaven, eod" sends

down a drought, 265, its signs, 275,

279, Heaven indignant at Cfi hts de-

struction of literature, 275, Heaven "s

decree, 287 292, 293 its will difficult

to know, eod" Heaven has endowed

Confucius^ 292, Heaven filled with

the priinogenial fluid, 303, does not

pay heed to human actions, 328,

either a spirit or clouds and rain,

330, its ears and eyes far away,

331, Heaven's anger, 343, to under-

stand the mind of Heaven one starts

from human thoughts, eod" the fluid

of Heaven in disharmony, 348, the

principle of Heaven is spontaneity,

350, 368, Heaven not following the

excentricity of the year-star, 388,

does not eat men, 389, laws of

Heaven, 392, hard to know, 401,

the spirits of Heaven, 401.

Heaven and Earth
t^fc,

their fixed

periods rule over calamities, II, the

fluids of Heaven and Earth, 100,

sound affecting Heaven and Earth,

180, Heaven and Earth kiiew Con-

fucius to be faultless, 183 a sage
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displays virtue like Heaven and

Earth, 183, inundations and droughts

of Heaven and Earth, eod.. Heaven

and Earth produced the Plan and

the Scroll, 184, agreed with Shen

Nung 186, the effects of virtue said

to affect Heaven and Earth, 190,

tlie nature of Heaven and Earth

corresponds to the doings of birds

and beasts, 247, the nature of

Heaven and Earth remained the

same, 250, king Hsuan serving

Heaven and Earth, 264, Confucius

could not talk to them, 289, Heaven

and Earth honoured by the sovereign

like father and mother, 339, 345,

sacrifices to Heaven and Earth ne-

glected, 342, spirits of Heaven and

Earth, 387, nature of Heaven and

Earth, 392, Heaven and Earth do

not hurt mankind, 408.

Heavenly fluid. 14, pro-

duces thunder and rain, 28, it may

be influenced by ordinary people,

132 197.

'

Hero q uelling fire

83.

Hill sacrifice 196, 245.

Hook star 160, 211.

House ^ , constellation, 160,

211, 328.

Hunchbacks |^ are full of

envy, 41.

Hundred spirits, the va-

rious kinds of spirits, 1 87, 408,

hundred ghosts, 352.

Ice-houses 317.

Incest 253, 254.

Indicator a miraculous

plant, 315 seq.

Inner aj) p artment of the

wealthy, filled with boxes, 96.

Inscriptions on tripods

221, 223, oil stone l)y Li S." 225.

Insects eating gi'ain likened,

to officers, 341, 363 seq., produced

by the fluid of wind, 364, depend

on warm and damp weather, 367.

Interpreters ^p required by sa-

vage tribes, sometimes two, '208

209.

Intuitive knowledge *^
is impossible, 120, 291 seq.

J.

Jaundice 344.

Joined field s yste in 82.

Jurists or

62, 98, 81.

K.

Killing people to follow the de-

ceased into their graves ^^,
369.

Knives for erasing and pencils for

writing 61, 63 70.

L.

Ladle turning southward (ma-

gnetic needle?) Hj 320.

Land tax in the Han time, 82,

' 83.

Lear ii e d men "ell versed

ill literature, 296.

Learni ng its superiority,

67 seq.

Library, imperial, 273, 276.

Literati have no original ideas

and resemble simple artisans, 143,

despise the Han time, studying only

the Classics, 198 blind and dumb,
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222, literary men receive tlieir writ-

ings from Heaven, 277.

Literature, lii;lit 240.

Loads to ne
Ji, attracts needles,

350, horse-shoe iimgnet, 352.

Locusts measures taken

against them, 341 seq., 363, 364.

Lui;u 1) rious look the sign

of death, 13, 158, 159.

M.
Magician see Sorcerer.

Magpies | know the future,

126, 322.

Mainah ||| its prophecy, 3, 162,

313, 361.
'

Man , the noblest of all the pro-

ductions of Heaven and Earth owing

to his knowledge, 105, 112, a, tiny

creature that cannot affect Heaven,

156, the great man equals Heaven

and Earth in virtue, 183, man mea-

sures seven feet, eod" born from

man and not from earth, 259, is to

be judged by his signs, 275, cannot

affect Heaven, 328, man a naked

animal, 360, the first among the

three hundred naked animals, 365,

the six domestic animals produce

their young like man, 382 the

noblest of all creatures, 410.

Meat fan^, a wonderful plant,

315 seq.

Metal ^^ subdues wood, 392, con-

nected with the west, 418.

Meteorologists

275.

Meteors, 270.

Milfoil , a supei-natural plant,

becomes 700 years old, 108, knows
auguries, 114, used for divination,

314.

Mining and metallurgy, 72.

Subjects.

Miracles , produced by Heaven

for prince Tan of Yen, 176, are

bound to a certain species, 186, the

iiiiraciilous births of Fr>, Hsieh^

Tany and Hou Chi, 206, the dis-

covery of a vessel filled with gold

coins, 214, miracles of Chung Tse.

n(l Chany Liaug, 230, magical nui-

sic, when the ('lassies were dis-

covered in the house of Confucius^

272.

Monoceros , goat with one

horn butting the guilty, 321 seq.

Monthly plant ^j^ a wonder-

ful plant, 165, 315 seq.

Moon , when it fades sliells shrink

in the sea, 4, when it follows the

stars there is wind and rain, 174,

its splendour overshadowed on the

fifteenth, 228, it influences the tides,

251, approaching the Hyades and

the stars, causes wind and rain,

328, 341, completes a circumvolu-

tion in thirty days, 329, the essence

of all the Fm, 341 hare and toad

in the moon, 341, when the moon
is eclipsed, snails and corn-weevils

decrease on earth, eod" the moou

is water, 350, the "crescent"

on the eighth, the full moon ^^
"facing" of sun and moon, on the

fifteenth, the "dark moon" on

the thirtieth day of the month, 383,

390, moon causing misfortune by

consuming some land, 387 seq., the

first three days of the moon

390.

Moon iniror
^
^ attracts the

water of the moon, 341, 351.

Mountain and Sea Classic

ascribed to Yi 103.

Moxa used externally as medi-

cine, 346,
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Music , its magical force, 20,

136, 180, 181, plaintive music, 257,

gay music, 272.

Music Classic of Music, 239.

N.

Naked People
|
, savages, 199,

246.

Neng ]|^, turtle with three legs, 321.

Nine Continents , of which

China is one, 405.

Nine Gifts ^^ a chariot and

horses, robes of State, musical in-

struments, vermilion doors, the right

to use the central path, armed

attendants, bows and arrows, battle-

axes, sacrificial wines, 399.

Nine Provinces of ancient

China = China, 97 303, 328, 405.

Nine Savages 209-

Nine Statutes ^^ the Penal

Code of the Han dynasty, 81.

Nine Tribes of the time of

Fw, 215.

Nine Ti;i ])ods ^ of the Chou

dynasty, made of gold, 215.

Nine Virtues affability,

mildness, bluntness, aptness for

government, docility, straightfor-

wardness, easiness, vigour, valour,

44-46.

o.

Odes of the Slaking, 80 220, 239 295.

Omens ' of the imilherry and

paper-mulberiy, 22, 161 seq., lucky

and unlucky auguries, 119, 1 54,

63, 176, omens of universal peace

not always the saiut 193 194 seq.

206, auspicious omens of the Han
214, lucky onieiis follow an ex-

cellent man, 219, omens of the Han

time, 225, 226, 276, omens of Chou

Kung^ 287, large and small ones,

311, presages not the commands

of Heaven, 314, auguries formed

of a strange fluid, 315.

One thousand seven hundred and

ninety-three feudal States in the

Chou time, 263.

Original f 1 u i d resides only

in living organisms, 113, man en-

dowed with it, 303, a child filled

with it, 381, 384, it is the finest

essence between Heaven and Earth,

eod.

P.

Paintings ^^ of portraits on

walls, 102, pictures of their produce

made by distant countries, 215, por-

traits of Han officers under Hsuan

7V 223, popular legends the sub-

jects of paintings, 250, pictures of

Nu Wa, 347, paintings of tigers on

doors, 352, portraits of King Hsiu

CKu and his wife, 354, pictures of

bears and elks painted on targets,

356.

Palinisters 275.

Parrots f|^ can talk, 322.

Peach wood figure
|^|^ ,

warding off demons, 83, 352.

Penal Code of the Han period,

82, drafted by Hsiao Ho, 95.

Personators of the dead ,

68, 69.

Phenomenal changes ^^ are not

brought about by government, 13,

152 seq., strange phenomenon on

the sky, 158, phenomenal changes

in heaven spontaneously respond to

prognostics, 176, a drought is a

jihenonienon of heat, 184 locusts

not entering the territory of a wise

official, 1 90, calamitous changes

during the age of a sage, 227.
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Ph en omen a lists or ^^^^
^^ who explain calamities and

other extraordinary phenomena by

moral causes, 156, 158, their theory,

166, 179, 188, 327 331, 334, 35*7,

359, 366.

Plujenix , less light-winged

than swallows, 1 12, did not come

for Gonfuch" 192, in the time of

Yao and Shiw, 193, 307; 194 seq.,

at the hirth of Kuang Wu Ti, 206,

ill the times of Huang TV, Yao and

Shun, 206, of Wen TV, Wu Ti Hsuan

Ti, end" 217 the plumage of the

phoenix has five colours, 229, phoenix

and unicorn appear for a holy em-

pei'oi', 306, kind-hearted and sage

animals, eod" in the time of HsUan

Ti, 307 seq,, phoenix and unicorn,

315.

Physicists 350.

Physiognomies indicative of

the future, 5, of wealth and honour,

8, the physiognomies of sage rulers

must not be similar, 193.

Physiognomist 161.

Pictures see Paintings.

Pigmies
>J

devoured by Giants,

360; 263.

Plan of the Yellow River,
115, 184, 192—194, 230.

Political intriguing 52,

Poll tax ^^ from the seventh

year, 83.

Portent see Omen.

Posthumous titles 224 279-

Prayer that of T'ang, 182,

Confucivs on prayer, eod, ]83.

Prescience , not possessed

by sages, 281 seq.

Prescription (recipe) 134.

Privies 382.

Prodigy see Omen.

Prophecy books 116, 117.

Purity different degrees of, 32
may be polluted, 39, 42.

Purple boletus ^^ , a lucky

omen, 197, 206, 207^ 215, 216, 218.

R.

Rain , caused l)y the moou, 328

scq., it rains from the T^ai-shan^ 330,

rain like tears, eocL, when Heaven

is going to rain, ants come out, 368.

Rain sacrifice 17, 19, 327

seq., 349.

Rats ^^ their agitation indicates an

extraordinary calamity, 360.

Red^bird ^^^^ the felicitous omen

indicating the investiture of Wen
Wang^ 206, red crow, 311.

Rhino pithecus
^ ^
, knows the

past, 126 322,
J

359.

Rites jjig Liki, 239, 350, 415.

Ritual of the Han period, 82.

Rivers like veins and ar-

teries their flowing forwards and

backwards like human respiration,

250. •

s.

Sacrifice before the winter solstice

j
83 to the Gate, the Door,

the Well and the Hearth

83, to the Spirits of the

Land and Grain, ShM Nung, and

the Ung Star

83 to Hou Tu and Heaven and

Earth, 197, the sacrifices of the Con-

fucianists are merely symbolical,

369, 396 sacrificing is feeding the

ghosts, 396 sacrifices do not bring

happiness, 396.

S ages, not supernatural or

foreknowing, 1 14 seq., not easy to
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know, 148, three sages of the Chou

period, 197, the feelings of a sage

appear from his utterances, 229,

•274, sages write the classics and

worthies, the commeniaries to the

classics, 237 sages regarded as per-

fect, 332.

Salt ^ , moisture trickling down,

98, salt-wells in Hsi-chou^ eod" salt-

waggon, 108, salt-land, 208.

San-fu ^^ , some officers, 273.

Savages, *vith covered breasts, hang-

ing ears, Pigmies and Po-chwg, 263.

Scholars and Officials

their appreciation and their

superiority, 56 seq., 67 seq., both

have their shortcomings, 75 seq.,

87 scholars ousted by officials, 108

seq.

Scholars : ordinary
,

pro-

fessors literary , 231,

scholars able to explain one Classic

learned men, well versed

in literature
^
^ men of letters

^^ eminent scholars compos-

ing themselves * ^^, 296 seq.

Screen j^ partition between the

door and the window in the palace,

257.

Screeching owl
|

bird of

ill omen, 313, 361.

Scroll of the Lo 184, 193

230.

Shang-tsao honorary title

under the Han dynasty, 83.

Sickness expelled at the end of

the year 83 344.

Sight and hearing depending on

distance, 243, does not extend be-

yond ten Li, 265.

Silk, gauze, white and coloured

|g 65 tissues of lyw very

fine, 93 maniifacture of silk pon-

gees , 167, 168, silk ribbons

257, silk embroidery, 279,296

a red silk thread used in combating

inundations, 343, red silk denotes

heat, 345.

Si X Arts ^ ceremonial, mu-

sic, archery, charioteering, writing,

mathematics, 120, 121, 277.

Six Canons (Classics) the

Five Canons and the Classic of

Music, 87, 198, 239, 242.

Six Domestic Animals ^^^^
the horse, the ox, the goat, the pig,

the dog, the cork, 381, 382, 396.

Six Institutions of the Chou dy-

nasty -ffi :—administration, in-

struction, rites, police, jurisdiction,

public welfare, 79.

Six Reigns probably: Foo,

Shun^ Yil, Tang, Win Wang and Wu
Wang also called the Five Monarchs,

223.

Six States Yen^ Chao, Han,

WW, CKi and CKu, leagued against

CKin, 47, 52, 246, 329, 344, 345.

Sixty- four Diagrams

*| developed by Wen Wang^ 78.

d, its tluid 331.

Sorcerers /|^, employed in case

of misfortune to expel evil influen-

ces, 58, ghosts speak through their

mouths, 1 26, a mischievous ma-

gician, 209, wizards know good and

ill luck, 322, a sorcerer to be burned

to obtain rain, 329.

Specialists studying only one

Classic, 75, 78, 86, 98 one Classic

does not suffice, 99, 296, 297.

Spirits called down by sacri-

fices, 167, alighting on the iCun-

lun 186 persons that after death

come to life again are looked upon

as genii, 207, spirit of Heaven, 252,
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330, useless to immolate to spirits

in case of sickness, 332, spirits of

the land attacked, 341 spirits of

the land the chiefs of all Few, 346,

spirits speak to men by images,

352, their fluid like clouds and rain,

eod" spirit of the house, 377, a

spirit disposes of good and bad luck,

377, mischievous spirits, Pod" the

spirits of the year and the months,

pod" spirits of Heaven and Earth

must have equal minds, 387, are

treated like men, 389, the mouth

and stomach of a spirit must be

like those of man, 390, the Sages

do not speak of spirits, 401, no

spirits more powerful than Heaven

and Earth, 406, 408, chia, yi are

spirits of Heaven and Earth, 413.

Spirit Tower ^^^^ 168.

Spirit vessels buried with

the dead, 373.

Spiritual birds
jjj^j| an auspi-

cious portent, 196, 197,' 206, 274.

Spontaneity of fate, 1 6
7, and time, 7, the principle of

Heaven, 219, 350.

Spontaneous fluid

17, 207.

Spring and Autumn = Cltun-dCiu

270 328 340, 345 394.

Staff, of jade ^^5^, presented to

old people, 84, pigeon-staff

84.

Stars ^ s of the same essence as

the sun and the moon, 174, are the

productions of Heaven, 186.

Stoves used in summer, 35.

Styles and pencils , 72.

Success ^t§ depends upon time,

30, definition of luck = success, 36,

success of designs is invisible, 133,

earnestness of purpose does not se-

cure it, 136, 137.

Sun ten suns at the time of Too,

171, the sun is fire, eod" 174, a

fluid, 172, it came back at the com-

mand of Duke Hsiang of Lu, 173,

sun and moon bring about summer

and winter, 174, the sun proceeds

one degree every day, eod" a white

halo encircling the sun, 175, the

Sim reverting to the meridian, 176,

traverses several thousand Li in a

quarter of an hour, 227, the sove-

reign's virtue equalling sun and

moon, 278, the sun is fire, 350
412.

Supernatural powers
){i^^ do

not exist, 124, 125.

Surnames, personal names, and

styles 414 seq.

Sweet dew a lucky omen,

193, 196 197 206, 207, 216 218,

219, 307, 324.

Sword of honour |^ worn

on the right, blade for fighting

^^ worn on the left side, 84,

the sword of Jlan Kao Tsu was

three feet long, 203, swords either

pointed or sharp, 235.

Swordsmen 102.

Symbolical punishments ^J, of

the Han time, 81, 380.

Sympathy , peculiar sym-

pathy between Tseng Tse and his

mother, 189.

T.

Tablets, of two feet four inches

for the Classics, 198,

joined together for writing, 229,

covered with elegant compositions,

233, tablets joined together form

an essay, 300, tablets in the an-
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cestral temple, one foot two inches

long, 355.

T'ai-sui the opposite of

Jupiter^ which in moving one's re-

sidence must be avoided, 402 seq.

Tail constellation, 357.

Talents yj^, great and small talents

do not harmonise, 32, minor talents

may please and higher ones be de-

spised, 33, useless talents, 35, it

does not happen that men of talents

have no leisure for literary com-

positions, 234, not necessarily awk-

ward in business, 235, talents diffi-

cult to find, 273, from a man's style

one may infer his talent, 274, high

and low talents, 298, many brilliant

talents in the Han time, eod, the

Han fertile in literary talents, 304.

Tallow candles 'J^ 204.

Taoism 235.

Taoists 133, not Worthies,

141, made an artificial figure of the

deceased wife of Han Wu TV, 354.

Tattooing the body 209,

•246, 380.

Ten S tein s and Twelve Bran-

ches ^^—p, cyclical signs, 411,

412.

Ten Worthies 163.

Territory ^^, of the Fm and Chrm

dynasties measured 5,000 Li, that

of the Han 10,000 Li.

Testament 103.

Three Ch'in^, the three king-

doms: Yung Sai, and TV, into

which CfCin was divided, 47 (ef.

Note 5).

Three Emperors = Three
Rulers, 78,

Three hundred naked creatures

1^^ ^^, of which man is

the noblest, 105 365.

Three hundred penalties

of the Cfmi epoch, 82.

Three hundred rules of cere-

mony of the Chou dynasty jjj®

Three hundred and sixty of-

ficers of the Chou dynasty

79.

Three ministers & of Heaven,

Earth, and man, 342.

Three Rivers ^£ the Huang

-

ho Hum; and Lo. 405.

Three Rulers Yii^ T'any^

and Wen Wany, 76, 126, 155, 192,

197, 206, 212 223, 225, 252.

Three thousand minor para-
graphs (on punishments) of the

CJwv epoch 82.

Three thousand rules of de-

meanour of the Chou

81.

Thunder its effect upon a su-

perior man, 28 347, thunder is the

heavenly fluid, 406.

Thunder-goblet could at-

tract thunder, 350, 356.

Tides follow the phases of the moon,

251.

Tigers j|^ painted on door screens

to frighten away demons, 83, 352,

their skin coloured like the mole

iind the bull-frog, 230, sympathetic

lluid between wind and the tiger,

:]49, the devouring of men by tigers

a consequence of the misdeeds of

officials, 357 seq., tigers and wolves

are man devouring brutes, 389.

Time and fate must be sponta-

neous 7 time and destiny determine

whether a disease may be cured or

not, 10, time governs good and bad

luck, 14 only when there is the

proper time a sovereign employs
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able men, 31, the right time, 36,

134, the subsistence and decay of

a State depend on the duration of

its time, 182.

Tin ^^ how won and worked, 72.

Tortoise ^^ a divine creature

living 3,000 years, 108, less agile

than a frog, 112, knows the future,

114, is wise and carries characters

on its back, 230, used for divination,

314, tortoise and milfoil consulted,

333.

Tripod l^, of K'umj K ui had an

inscription, 221, king Wu of CK'in

died lifting n tripod, 243, tripods

of Y&, 351.

Tsan-iiiiao ' ,

"honorary title

under the Han dynasty, 83,

T'sang-kuaiig ^ , monster

with nine heads living in rivers, 322.

T'ung ^^ a period of 1539 years,

389, 408.

Twelve Branches ~
\ ^^ and

their corresponding animals, 398.

Twelve constellation s~|" ~^
\

412.

Twelve-month z= a year, 25.

Twelve-Sages Huang

Ti Ghuan Hsii^ Ti JCu, Yao^ Shun

Fii, T'ang, WM Wany^ Wu Wang^

Chou Kung^ Kao Yao^ Confucius^ 290,

306.

*

T wel vc Spirits of the ra rdiiml

Points,+ 406.

Twenty-eight solar mans ions

, the resting-places

of sun and moon, each one divided

into 10 degrees, 174.

u.

Unicorn J^||^ a felicitous pre-

sage, 112, 164, 165 193, 196 197,

206 286 306, a dead one, 308 ^

white one with one horn and five

feet, 312,

Universal peace ^^^^, 192-194,

195 seq., 221, 245, 268, 315.

Un propitious years and months,

7, sites, 7 387 seq., 393 seq.

V.

Varnish, black detestable,

382.

Vermilion grass an au-

spicious plant, 165, produced by

the harmonious fluid, 810.

V irtue , the greater a man's

virtue, the more brilliant is his

literary work, 229, virtue and letters

indispensable to worthies and sages,

230, the virtuous have the same

conduct, 242, virtue leads to hap-

piness, 377.

Vital energy exhausted,

244 vital force disperses

by death, 362, 373.

Voices of birds and 1) easts

Mf^ understood by Yang

Whig Chung, 123.

w.
Water fire 6 343,

416 its procreative power, 100
water and wood belong to the Five

Elements, 398 water less noble than

fire, eod, winter air is cold, corre-

sponds to water, has its position

in the, north, 407 416 418.

Water sickness 344.

Wealth appreciated more than

intelligence ^^ 96, wealth ami

honour are heavenly fate, 129.

Weird ditties of children

2 3 126, 162.

Western Sea
(J,

a circuit,

208.
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White fish lucky omen of

Wang, 311seq.

White pheasants Q lucky

augiiry, 197, 199, 302, a white and

a black one, 206 208.

Wind follows the tiger, 4, 349,

a big storm fettered by Yao^ 19
wind is air; said by some to be

the commanding voice of Heaven

and Earth, 173 an east wind causes

wine to flow over, 350.

Wine springs Qfl a lucky

omen, 193, 197, 307, 324, produced

by the harmonious fluid, 310.

Wizards see Sorcerers.

Worthies , one degree less than

Sages, 114, 289, their nature, 129

seq., their influence not sufficient

to bring about universal peace, 192,

have their imperfections, 332.

Writing ^^ foot-prints of birds

led to its invention, 27, invented

by Tsang HsieK 184.

Writing tablets of bamboo |^
72, of wood (boards) 73.

Y.

Yang tliiid, at its cynosure in

Slimmer and autumn, causes rain and

thunderstorms, 18, its warmth re-

(}uires months, 112, droughts corre-

sponds to it, 327, red corresponds

to Yang, 343, Yang having reached

its climax, tm'ns into Yin, and

vice versa 344, Yin being strong,

Yang is weak, 345 Yang principle

vanquished, 348, in the 5 th month

Yang reaches its acme, 385.

Year, fluids of;
^

^, harmonious

or otherwise, 337.

Year-star Jupiter, causes

misfortune byswallowing some land,

387 seq., a collision with it to be

avoided, 402 seq.

Yellow ^^ the colour of the Han

dynasty, 218.

Yi |g 20 ounces, 136.

Yi-chung-chien
f^^ ni aster

of the horse, 106.

Yin fluid, abounds in winter, 4
its cold requires months, 1 12, at-

tacked when it rains without ceas-

ing, 341, the altars of the land

correspond to YVw, 343, water is

Yin, Pod, it causes incessant rain,

345.

Yin and Yang |^^r at variance

cause calamitous changes, 16, when

in harmony, wind and rain set in

at the proper time, 48, their har-

mony accompanied by a time of

public peace, 133 192, their har-

mony resulting in the production

of grain, 167, violent wind and rain

sliow that there is a confusion of

the Yin and Yang, 182 the har-

monious blending of the Yin and

Yang, 193, Yin and Yang regulated

by man, 328, floods and droughts

are their fluids, 336 to harmonize

the Yin and Yang^ end" both thrown

into confusion by bad government,

339, their fluids, 343, preponderance

of Yin and impotence of Yang,

346, Yang is male, Yin female, 347,

Yin and Yang follow their species,

349, the Yin creatures appear in

winter, the Yang animals in summer,

357, all creatures born from the

Yin and the Yang^ 367, disharmony

of the Yin and Yang^ 367, the fluid

of the Yin and Yang reaches a limit

after one year, 408.

Y71 a 71 a period of 4,617 years,

389, 408.
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A.

Ai duke of Lu, 80, 376, 395.

Ai-lao
^

^, a people in Yunnan,

199, 209, 273.

AiTi Han cmpevov, 224,310.

Analects Lun-i/u, the

Utterances of Confucius, 267.

An nam , kingdom 209,

302.

Ao ^^ a strong man in the Sluing

epoch, 91.

c.

Chan a native of Ch\ 138.

Chan Ho, a native of the

CA'u State,1 22, 123, 124, 127.

Ch'an , private gentleman, 106.

Chang ^^^^ , terrace near Wei-nan,

118.

Chang Hsiang Ju high

officer of Han W4n TV, 145.

Chang Liang , partisan of

Han Kao Tsu 8, 123, 137, 215, 230.

Chang Meng Chang
prefect, 106.

Chang Pa a writer, 21, 272,

273.

Chang Shih Chih high

officer of Han W^n Ti, 63, 144, 403.

Chang T'ang ^^ official of the

Han time, 63, 145.

Chang Yi politician, 47, 48,

52 331.

Ch'ang , name of W^n Wang, 414.

Ch'ang gate of the capital

of W", 125.

Ch'ang- an capital under the

Han dynasty, 81, 205.

Ch'ang Chtt ;^ hermit of the

time of Confucius, 141, 146, 283.

Chang-lo a palace, 118

196.

C h'an g - p'i n g a city in Shansi,

175.

Ch'a ng-s h a j^, circuit in Htman,

313, 361.

Ch'ang-y en , place in Lw, 122.

Ch'ang -yi , place in Shantimg,

361, 368.

Ch a o State in Shansi, 6, 8 52,

93, 123, 135, 175 249, 291, 300.

Chao king of Ch'u, 346.

Chao
flg , kins of Wei, 293.

Chao king of CKin, 118.

Chao flg, duke of Lu, 3, 162, 313,

361.

Chao prince of Yen, 106, 301.

Chao To king of the

southern YUeh, 278.

C h a o W u officer of T'sai, 40.

Chao Wu ^ the "orphan of

Chao," 8.

Chao Yao an official, 291.

ChaoYii official of the Han

time, 63.

Ch'ao T'so ^^^^ ,
politician of the

2nd cent, b.c, 202, 238, 300.

Che ^ f
famous robber (should

be read Chih), 191, 367.
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Che , river in Chekiang, 116,

248, 249.

Chefoo , mountain in Shan-

tung, 116.

Ch'en State ^^ in southern Honan,

14, 31, 41, 139, 158, 176, 177, 306.

Ch'en Chia an officer of

Ch'i, 288.

Ch'en Chung Tse

a

hermit, 365.

Ch'en Chuo a boy in Lii-

chiang {^Anhui)^ 213.

Ch'en Hsi
$

a high officer of

the 2nd cent, b.c, 202.

Ch'en -liu, place in Honan,

42 66, 87, 185, 364.

C h'e n P'i n g , one of the Three

Heroes of the Han time, 151, 299.

Ch'en P'ing Chung *
writer, 225.

C h'i n T'ing ^^<^ a boy in Lii-

chiang (Anhui), 213.

Ch'en Tse Ch'in a des-

ciple of Confucius, 281, 282.

Ch'en Tse Yii Jg, a prefect,

66.

Ch^ng State in Honan, 14, 74,

158, 204, 291.

Cheng^% Lady, aunt of the

emperor Wang Manff, 6.

Cheng Hsiu queen of Ch'u,

40.

Ch'6ng king of Chou, 17, 18, 20,

21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 29, 79, 162,

197, 199, 201, 208, 211, 333, 340,

341.

Ch'eng king of Ch'u, 169.

Ch'e ng-chi , a place in Kansu,

217.

Ch'eng Chi Yo son of

Duke Huan of Lw, 230.

Ch'eng Kung , private official,

214,

Ch'eng Liang ^^ admirer of

Kuan Chung, 26.

Ch'eng. pu place, 169.

Ch'eng T'ang founder of

the Shang dynasty, 31, 165, 210,

224, 311.

Ch'en g Ti , Han emperor,

273, 274, 276, 310.

Chi Hou Chi, ancestor of the

Chou dynasty, 47, 138.

CJii jJS surname of the Chou dy-

nasty, 414.

Chi family in Lu, 24, 55, 162,

313, 345, 361.

Chi river in Shantung, 222.

r hi- chou, one of the Nine

Provinces of Fii, 246, 405.

Chi Ju favourite of Hui TV;

34.

Chi-mo ^§ city in Shantung, 1 30.

Chi Sun a nobleman in Lu,

7, 10, 23, 24.

Chi Tse prince of Wm, 240,

241, 242.

Chi Tse ^t-^i a noble under Chou

Hsin, 1, 31, 117.

Chi Tse Ch'eng an

officer of Wei, 230.

Chi-y ang palace, 310.

Chi Yen , statesman under

Han Wu TV, 110.

Ch'i State in Shantung, 23, 31,

34, 60, 93, 99, 117, 130, 131, 132,

138, 153, 154, 160, 198, 204, 253,

254, 255, 269, 282, 289, 313, 351,

361, 374, 384.

Ch'i circuit in Shantung, 81.

C h'i ancestor of the Chou dynasty,

31.

Ch'i a bridge, 215.

Ch'i Liang an officer of

C/ii\ 177, 178, 331.
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Ch'i-sse a river, 299.

Chia , king of Ye", 260.

Chia K'u e
i

scholar of the

1st cent. A.D., 107, 274.

Chia Yi a scholar under

Han W4n TV, 195, 218, 228, 313,

361.

Chiang , capital of Chin, 103.

Chiang ^fe = Wen Chiang, duchess

of Lu, 254.

Chiang-ch'eng, place in

Kianff.su 116.

Chiang- tu !^ , piace in Kiangsu,

114.

Ch'iang , Tibetan tribes in the

west of China, 208, 389.

Chiao-chiao
1 f

Pigmies, 263.

Ch'iao Chung a tribe, 208.

C h i e h native State south of

Kiaochou, 122, 123, 165.

Chieh Chieh Kuei, last em-

peror of the Hsia dynasty, 30, 76,

256.

Chieh and Chou 1, 9, 12,

29, 137, 156, 157, "l 72, 202, 205,

254.

Chieh-ko place, 116.

Chieh Ni , hermit of the time

of Confucius, 141, 146, 283.

Chieh-shih untain in

Chili, 5.

Chien , viscount of Chao, 8, 249,

250.

C h i e n - c \ih n g ^^ place in Shan-

tung, 232.

Ch'ien-t'ang city in Chehiang,

116, 248, 249.

Chih Sui, prime-minister in

Lu 376.

'

Chih Tu a general of the

2nd cent. b,c. 353.

Ch'ih-hsien China, 405.

Chin State in Shansi, 26, 119,

169, 170, 180-182, 187, 188. 230.

Chin-ch'eng city in Kansu,

208.

Chin Weng Shu ^)^ a

Hsiuny-nu prince, 354.

Ch'in , State in Shend, 23, 33

47, 52, 89, 93-95, 118, 132, 136,

175, 176, 205 225, 235, 237, 243,

261, 346, 347, 351, 392.

Ch'in dynasty, 249-206 b.c:

8, 20, 29, 63, 76-80, 96, 107, 114,

202, 203, 205, 206, 234, 238, 254,

260, 275-277, 300 391.

Ch'in epoch 79, 87.

Ch'in Hsi ^^, officer in CKin,

36.

'

Ch'in Shih Huang Ti

founder of the Ch'in dynasty, 19,

77, 115, 116, 118, 137, 196, 205,

225, 251, 260, 275, 276.

Ching duke of CKi, 153-160,

282.

"

Ching duke of Sung, 22, 152,

153, 174.

Ching duke of Chin, 188.

Ching, king of Ktiang-ling, 209.

Ching river in She'nsi, 29.

Ching-chou, ancient prov-

ince, 302, 405.

Ching K'o , would-be-assassin

of C/iin Shih Huang Ti, 136, 175,

260.

Ching Ti, Han emperor,

115, 276.

Ch'ing-ch'iu a wild region,

19.

Ch'ing-chou one of the

Nine Provinces of F«, 405.

Ch'ing F<^ng. high functionary

of CKu 99.

Chiu-ch^n an Annamese

tribe, 196.

'
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Chiu Fan :Jt officer in Chin,

169, 170.

Chiu-yi place, 116.

Ch'iu , name of Confucius, 414.

C h'i u )^ Jan Ch'iu . >Ji^ , disciple

of Confucius, 55, 345.

Cho

=

Cho Mao an

official of the 1st cent, a.d., 190,

191.

Cho-lu
i

place in CMi, 201.

Chou dynasty, 1122-249 b.c:

1, 2, 17 19, 23, 76-80, 100, 101,

107, 150, 151, 163, 164, 167, 193,

194, 197 199, 200, 201-205, 208-

211, 215, 221. 223, 224, 233, 264,

276-278, 304, 310-312, 322, 334,

335, 340, 341, 352, 395, 414.

Chou period, 35, 77, 78, 87
88, 93, 107, 166, 167, 208, 209,

246, 263, 278, 300.

Chou State, 14, 32, 221, 233,

269.

Chou people, 10, 265.

Chou last emperor of the Shang

dynasty, 23, 29, 31, 76, 117, 172,

173, 202-205, 208, 256, 268, 269,

312, 322, 412.

Chou Ch'ang high officer

of Chao, 291.

Chou Chang Sheng

a

scholar, 301-303.

Chou Fu , a native of Ch'uan-

ling, 216.

Chou Kung duke of Chou,

17-28, 55, 64, 117, 166, 197, 201,

208, 209, 219, 232, 233, 257, 287,

288, 296, 304, 333, 345, 391, 405.

Chou P'o high officer of Han
W^n TV, 145.

Chu j^, State in Shantung, 291.

Chu Fu Yen contempo-

rary of Tung Chung Shu, 304, 305.

Ch'u , State in Hupei and Hnnan,

1 14, 18 92, 93, 94, 99 169, 170
198, 202, 204, 209, 210,*256, 275
291, 302, 344, 346, 347, 349, 352,

361.

Ch'u- chiu personal name of

duke Chao of Sung, 414.

Ch'u U Tse
f

kinsman of

the royal house of Ch'in^ 118, 119.

Chu an Hsii
}

mythical emp-

eror, 347.

Ch'uan-hsiimg , fabulous

tribe with covered breasts, 263.

Chuang duke of Lu, 254, 270.

Chuang king of Ch'u, 204.

Chuang Tse Yi minister

of viscount Chien of Chao, 249, 250.

Ch'u n- ch'iu ^^, the " Spring

and Autumn" Chronicle oiConfucius,

29, 63, 80, 81, 88, 114, 135, 150,

151, 198, 254, 270, 272, 295, 297,

299, 303, 308, 330, 334, 338, 339-

341, 343-345, 349, 395, 401.

Ch'un- ch'iu epoch, 722-481

B.C.: 19, 20, 119, 209, 227, 254, 335.

C h'u n - c h'i u = Lii-shih-ch un-

cJCiu, work of Lu Pu Wei, 235.

Ch'un -ch'iu ^^^^ = Yu-shih-cKun-

ch'iu, 300.

Ch'un-ling ^^[^, place in Honan,

206.

Chun Shen prince of, 131.

Ch'un- Yii K'un ' ^J^:^, a native

of the CKi State, 290 291.

Chung Chun officer Han

Wu TV, 164, 165, 312.

Chung-li ^|^^ district in Ankui,

106.

Chung-shan place iu Hunan,

246,

Chung Tse ^ ,
daughter of

duke Wu of Sung, 230.

Chu "g , State in Shantung, 289, 290,
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Chu Po Yii disciple of

Confucius, 139.

C h'ii river in Kiangm, 250.

Ch'u-ch'eng ^|^ place in Shan-

tung, 102.

Ch'ii pffng CKa Yuan, 40,

Ch'ii Yuan j^, famous statesman

and poet who drowned himself, 1,

92, 248, 303.

( h'ii an-ling |^ district in

Hunan, 215 216.

Chiin Hsien father of Clien

Chun, 213, 214.

Confucius L ' at the death of

Yen Yuan and T^^e Lv, 2, on the

impeachment of Tse Jju 7, 10, did

not cry and sing on the same day,

19, his sickness, 24, on Kuan Chung,

26, 27, during a thunderstorm, 28,

wrote the CKun-cKiu^ 29, short of

provisions, 31, found guilty, 40, felt

sad, 41, on cunning, 55, composed

the Ch'un-cfCiu, 63, on filial piety

and brotherly love, 63, on the

appointment of Tse Kao, 74, wrote

the definitions of the Yiking, 78,

the Rites of Chou established be-

fore his time, 78, wrote the Gh'yn-

(Kiv, 80, 150, 151, revised the

Classics, 88, the strongest man in

the Ch(m epoch, 88, possessed of

wonderful strength, 89, found no

resting place, 92, could lift the bar
j

of a gate, 95, his school took up
j

the Five Canons, 98, his teachings

illustrated by the ancestral temple,

101, his love of study at the point

of death, 104, left a book of prophe-

cies, 104, ignored his descent, 115,

116, 117 his cognizance of CKin

Shih Huang Ti and Tung Chung Shu,

115, sighed because dummies were

buried in Lu, 117 taught by Hsiang

To, 120 125, on different classes

on men, 120, on the dynasty after

the Chou 121, on youth, 121 knew
the rhinopithecus^ 123, on study, 125,

Confucius and his equals are sages,

127, on learning, 128, on character,

130, his principles on the recog-

nising of worthies, 131, eudangered

in Cfi m and 7Va/, 139, his sorrow

for the world, 141, placed Tse Kung

below Yen Yuan, 144, disapproves

of Po TV, 146, on y>w Yuan^ Tse

Kung and Tse Lv, 146, knew how
to use his faculties, 1 47, on the

good people of the villages, 147,

referring to Shao GMng Mao, 149,

qualified to become an emperor,

150, was a sage, 150, did not become

an emperor, 151, in straits between

Ch'^rt and Ts'ai^ 176, 177, Qm/ucius

and prayer, 1 82, 1 83, on the

phoenix, 1 92, 1 93, on rendering-

people happy, 192, on a true em-

peror, 195 the profoundness of his

doctrine, 201, on the knowing and

the benevolent, 219, Confucius editor

of the Shuking, 220, on Yao^ 222,

illustrated three ways of amassing

merit, 228, wrote the CKun-cKiu^

232, 233, 270, the Classics and

the school of Cmtfudus, 238, Ckm-

fucius on Mount T^ai, 242, 243,

buried on the shore of the Sse 251,

252, his descendants should be

appointed. 252, he met with rebuffs,

252, an honest man like Crmfucius^

255, Confucius and tl i e appointment of

Tse Kao, 268, his house demolished,

272, Confucius on the difficulty of

finding talents, 273, on the writings

of Wen Wang^ 277 on tlie ancient

dynasties, 278 on lOmy-Shu VWw
•281, Confucius a sage, 282, his in-

formation how obtained, 282, wit-

nessing Yen Yuan stealthily eating,

282, surrounded in lCuang 282, 283,

thought that Yen Yuan had died,
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283 did not wish to see Yang Ihio,

283, passing by CKang Ghu and

Chieh Ni\ 283, burying his parents,

284, asked about the grand temple,

284, knew the Five Canons, 284,

was not prescient, 285, arranging

the Shiking, 286, produced the Ch^un-

ch'iu, revised theShikinffSind the SAw-

king, 286, Confucius and the unicorn,

286, he saw Lao Tse 286, on Min

Tse Ch'ien, 287, on Tse Knng's

commercial transactions, 288, he

noticed everything, 288, not yet a

sage, 292, his gradual development,

292, disclaimed to be a sage, 293,

how he would take office, 294,

not equalled by Yi Y7", Po TV,

and Liu Hsia Hui, 294, edited

the Odes and composed the CKun-

ch'iu, 295, wrote the Ch'un-cICiu,

297, 299, 342, on the writings of

W^n Wang^ 302, his straits in CK^n

and Ts^ai, 306 Confucius and the

dead unicorn, 308, Confucius a sage

without the royal dignity eod, borr:

towards the end of the Chou dynasty,

310, Confucius on the phoenix, 311,

Confucius foreseeing rain, 328, 331
Confucius and Ts4ng Hsi, 335 336
his opinion on the rain sacrifice,

338, Confucius on CAVw, 345 re-

sembled Tu Jo 354, Confucius and

the tiger trouble, 358 Confucius

against extravagance of funerals,

370-372, on spirit vessels, 373 on

the body received from the parents,

379, his intellect very acute, 395,

Confucius on building houses, 401
called CfCiu 414, Confucius on pass-

ing through the door, 416.

Confucianists 369, 370.

Confucius and Ti 39,

42, 60, 61, 102 142, 358.

Corvus , constellation, 323.

E.

Erh Shih Huang Ti

son of the emperor CKin Shih Huang

Ti 63 205.

Erh-y a dictionary of classical

expressions, 324—326.

F.

Fa name of Wu Wang^ 414.

F a - y e n work of Yang Tse

Yun, 233, 279.

Fan :^[^ kinsman of Duke Wen of

Chin, 27.

Fan Ch'ih disciple of Con-

fucius, 336.

Fan Li ^fgj , minister of Ydeh^

327.

Fan Li = fan K^uai^ partisan

of Han Kao Tsu 94.

Fan-ling, place, 118.

Fang j^, place in Shantung, 284.

Fang Yii Kung ^^ a native

of Chao, 291.

Feng region in Kiangsu, 8.

Feng )^ a courageous lady, 358.

Ferghana 302.

Fu j^ marquis of Yin Chiang, 210.

Fu Chai king of Wu, 1
30, 247 249.

Fu Hsi 5^ or ^^ most an-

cient mythical emperor, 78, 344,

407.

Fu Ning a woman, 215.

Fu Sheng scholar who

preserved the ShuTcing, 238, 276.

Fu Yi scholar. 107 274.

Fu Yii eh ^^ minister of Kao

Tsung, 2.
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H.

Hai-ling place in Kianysu,

247.

Han , dynasty 202 b.c.-220 a.d.:

8, 62, 63, 76—79 95 96, 101, 107,

115, 118, 145, 164, 192, 194, 195,

197-200, 201, 204, 205, 207-210,

214-218, 221-228, 238, 271, 272,

•276-278, 291, 297, 300, 302, 304,

338, 354.

Han people, 151, 206.

Han , epoch, 63, 77, 87 104,

151, 177, 197, 198, 202, 223, 224,

232, 258, 271, 273, 278, 304, 350.

Han territory of the Han dynasty

in Shmsi, 8, 94, 248, 275, 344.

Han liver, 146, 250.

Han State, territory in Shami,

93, 173, 259, 260.

Han An Kuo , counsellor

of Han Wu 7V 8.

Han Fei Tse Taoist

philosopher, 235, 237, 275, 276.

Han Hsin ^^* helpmate of Han

Kao Tsu, 8 94, 119, 141, 144.

Han Kao Tsu
jjl
, founder

of the Han dynasty, 8 175.

Han Tsao Hsin , father

of Han Fei Tse, 237.

Han Wen Ti Han em-

peror, 206,

Hangchou Bore, 251.

Heng t mountain in Shansi, 244.

Hesperus 323, 324.

Ho , astronomer of Yao, 319.

H o ^ officer in Sung, 27.

Ho
.

mountain in Honan, 244.

Ho Ch'ii Ping Han

general, 131.

Ho Lu king of Wu. 71.

Ho -nan^[ Honan/u, 364.

H (> - n e i , city in Honan 78,

79.

Hon [^ a place, 268.

Hon
|j

some person. 190.

Hou Chi Lord (>f Agriculture,

77, -206, 264, 365.

II o II Fe %'^->
a "Titer of the

Han time, 274.

Hou Tu Lord of tiie Soil,

196, 197.

Hsi
B

astronomer of Foo, 319.

Hsi duke of Lu, 122.

Hsi-cliou place with salt-

wells, 98.

Hsi Chung inventor of

chariots, 27, 28, 85, 347.

Hsi-Lu Chiin Yang
official, 53.

Hsi WangMu a tribe (' ),

•208, 209.

Hsia dynasty, 2205-1766 b.c:

1, 3, 21, 76-80, 137, 154, 163, 164,

187, 198, 199, 201, 209, 215, 218,

245, 258, 314, 350, 400, 414.

Hsia ^^

'

queen-dowager of

CAm, 118.

Hs ia-t'a i
,
place where CKeng

Tang was confined, 176, 177.

H s i a W u Chii physician

of GJCin Shih Htmny Ti, 136.

Hsia Yii ^^ famous for his

strength, 58, 91, 121.

Hsiang , brother of Shttn, 287.

Hsiang duke of Lu, 173, 174.

Hsiang , viscount of Chao, 187,

175.

" duke of CKi 254.Hsiang

Hsiang ^§ ancient name of Kuei-

U-fu (Honan), 60.

Hsiang
f
, river in Hunan, 216,

248, 251.
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H s i a n g |^

mountain in Hunan on

the Hsiang river, 251.

Hsiang T'o J§ g-^, teacher of Con-

fucius, 120, I2I, 124, 125.

Hsiang Yii rival of Han

Kao Tsu, 94/202, 205.

Hsiao , king of Liang. 301.

Hsiao duke of CKiiu 33, 92,

234.

Hsiao Ch'eng Ti Han

emperor 272, 274.

Hsiao Ching Ti Han

emperor, "202.

Hsiao Ho '[pj" ,
legislator under

Han Kao Tsu, 81, 82, 94, 95, 96,

133.

Hsiao H s ii a n Ti ^ Han

emperor, 196, 197, 217, 221,

307, 310.

Hsiao Ming Ti Han

emperor, 106, 197, 199, 206, 207,

209-211, 225, 273, 274, 276.

Hsiao Wen Ti Wew
Ti Han emperor, 81, 217, 270,

271, 291.

Hsiao Wen king of Ch'in,

118.

Hsiao Wu Ti Ti,

Han emperor, 99, 164, 217, 224,

•272-274, 312.

Hsieh , minister of Shun, 47,

138, 206.

Hsieh Lei miiiister of Han,

259.
,

Hsien duke of We«, 168.

Hsien Tse ^^ , official in Lu,

329, 330.

H s i e n - y a n g |^, city near Hsi-

an-fu, 205, 275.

llsie D Yuan personal naiDe

of Huany Ti 219.

Hsiii-feng- ^^ place in SMiisi,

197.

Hsin Huang Ti tiie

"New Emperor,, = Wang Many^

204.

L

Hsin Ling ^ |^ prince of, 131.

II s i 11 p'i n g a place in SAensi\

196.

Hsin Yu officer of king

P'inff of Chou, 119.

Hsiu Ch'u khan of the

Hsiung-nu^ 354.

Hsiung-nu "^Jt Turkish tribes,

199, 202, 209, 312, 353 415.

Hsii
f

State in Anhui, 241.

Hsu g, family related to the royal

house of CKu, 210.

Hsu Ch^iir name of a chapter

in a work of Tse WW, 160.

Hsii-chou
f
, one of the Nine

Provinces, 405.

Hsii Yu hermit. 32, 241.

Hsii Yueh a scholar, 237,

304, 305.

H s ii a n king of Chou, 10, 11

197, 1997221, 224, 249, 250, 264,

265, 334.

Hsii an king of Ch'i, 204.

H s ii a 11 'g* , duke of Lu, 363.

Hsiian Ti emperor of the

Han dynasty Hsiao Hsiian TV, 78,

79 197, 206, 217, 223, 224, 307.

Hu aboriginal tribes in the nortli,

201.

Hu H ai Erh Shih Huany

TV, 115.

Hu Pa ^J^^, famous hite-player,

181.

Hu a 3^ , sacred mountahi in Shensi^

303.

Hua Ch'eii ^^ minister in Suny,

27, 28.

Hua W u , officer in Sung,

27 28.
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Hua Yang ^^ , cousort of

king Hsiao Wen Wany of Ch'in, 118.

II 11 a i

'I

, king of Liang, 361.

H uai , king oi Ch'u, 1.

Huai , river in Honan, 222.

Huai-na n ^^"^ prince of, Taoist

author, 235, 236.

H 11 ail diike of Ch'i, 2ti, 92, 233,

253-256, 257, 259, 289.

Huan
g
, iiiari|uisate in Anhui, 213.

HuanChiinSha I) jjg , scholar

of the Han time, 151, 274, 296-298,

300, 350, 356.

Huau Tou minister of Yao,

54, 210.

HuangPa high officer, 221.

Huang Ti legendary em-

peror, 34, 96, 124, 125, 142, 201,

•206, 219, 224, 302.

Huang T's e K ung ^ ^ , a

minister of Han Hsuan Ti, 6.

Hui duke of Lm, 230.

Hui king of Liang, 290, 291.

Hui Ti, Han emperor, 276.

Hung-fan '^^, chapter of the

Shukiny, 174.

Hy-ades , when the niuon ap-

proaches them, it rains, 329, 331,

341.

I.

I , eastern barbarians, 26, 165,

167, 185, 263, 364.

1 Kuan , a secretary ofState, 8.

J.

Jan N in ^?|:i disciple of Con-

fucius, 293.

Japanese, 208.

J^n An, a governor, 301.

Ju-n an place in Honan, 270.

Jung western barbarians, 119,

199, 208, 209, 263.

Jupiter star, 14, 323, 324,

327, 387 seq., 402 seq.

K.

Kan-chiaug —
J--

, a famous sword,

93, 112, 235.

K an-ch'iian
,

palace near

Gh'any-an^ 354.

K'a u g king uf Chm, 79, 80
197, 199.

Ka 15 a city in Ch'i, 254.

Kao Chien Li , a native

of Yen and friend of Ching IC), 260.

Kao-lai-sse-chi-lu
| |

, a work on illustrious men, 48.

Kao Tse "^ , officer, 105.

Kao Tsu
jjj

Han Kao Tsu.

79, 81, 94, 95, 115 133

202 203, 205, 224, 236

, 304.

Kao Tsung Ting.

emperor of the Shang dynasty, 2

154, 161, 164-166, 172, 201, 211

311, 340.

Kao Yao . , minister of Shun,

31-33, 47, 81, 138, 320, 321, 322.

Ko L 11 , chief of the Chieh

State, 122, 123, 165.

Kou Chien king of Yiieh,

131, 132.

Ku Liang , commentator of

the CKun-ch'iu, 254, 334.

Ku Sou, father of Shun,

137, 287.

KuTse Yun

=

Ku Yung,

essayist, 88, 106, 297, 301.

Ku Yung = Z"" Tse Yun,

essayist, 300.

K'u = Ti K^u, mythical emperor,

1247125.
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K nan , territory in Hofian, 18,

201.

K II a n prince of, brother of Wm
Wang, 209, 210.

K II a II Chung, minister of

Duke Hua" of Ch'i, 26, 27, 92, 141,

233, 236, 255, 256, 259, 289, 290.

Kuan Kao ^ , minister of Chao,

142, 175.

Kuan Lung F*:' ng min-

ister to the last emperor of the

Hsia dynasty, 1, 256.

Kuan Sliu, brother of Ghou

Kung, 288.

Kuan Tse = Kuan Chung,

minister of Ch\ statesman and

writer, 150.

K uang-han , region in Sse-

chuan 123.

K uang-ling
|

, kiugdorii, 209,

210.
^

K u a n g - 1 i n g |
,
place in Kianysu^

250.
"

Kuang Wu Ti Han em-

peror, 195—197, 199 203-206, 208,

•225 270, 271, 276, 31U.

K uang , a State in Honan, 282,

283.

K*nang inusic-niaster, 20, 180

181, 243

K u e i - c h i circuit and city

in Chekiang, 5, 116, 132, 225, 226,

244, 245-247, 248, 249 260, 301,

303, 362.

Kuei Ku Tse ^^, philoso-

pher of the 4th cent, n.c., 51, 52,

331.

K uei-tsang , name of an

edition of the Yikiug, 78.

K(iei director of State music

under Shm 221, 257, 258.

K*ue i constellation of Ursa

major, 3.

K'u ei-ch*iu ^^ place in Shan-

tung, 255.

Kun j^ chief minister of Yao, 130,

211:"

K*un iCun-lun, moimtain in

Turkestan 141,

K'un-lun mountain in Tur-

kestan, 90, 164, 186, 187.

K*un- yang , city in Honari,

204.

Kung prince of Liz, 272.

K u n g Kung ^^, chief minister

of Yao, 130, 210, 347.

Kuug-Po Liao <^, relative

of the ducal house of I/w, 7, 10, 41.

Kung. Ming Chia

a

disciple of Kung-Shu Wen, 281.

Kung-Shu Wen , an

officer of the ^Yei State, 281.

K ung Sui ^^ ,
official, 361, 368.

Kung Sun = Kung Sun Rtmg

scholiast of the Shuking^ 232.

Kung-Sun C h'en^ , scholar

of the 2nd cent, b.c, 217, 291.

Kung-Sun Hung ^ coun-

cillor of Han Wu 7V, 361.

Kung-Sun Sliu f a Han

general, 166.

Kung Yang ^ , commentator

of the CKun-cKiu 254, 270, 334.

K u 11 «>• Yang Kao - Kung

Yang, 342, 343.

Kung Yeh = Kung Yeh Ch*ang

^ son-in-law of Confucius,

139.

K'ung Chia , emperor of the

Hsia dynasty, 258, 314.

K'ung K'ui 'f
, a noble of the

Wei State, 5th cent. b,c., 221.

Kuo Lu a scholar, 89.
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L.

Lau-ling [^ place in Shantung,

53.

Lang-yell, south coast of

Shantung, 116, 225, 226, 260.

Lao and (
' li'e n g ^^ , mountains

of the Shantung coast, 116, 261

.

Lao Tse founder of Taoism,

141, 142, 286, -287.

L (' n g - 1 a () , district in Honan,

216.

Li king of Chou, 2, 163, 208.

Li , consort of the Han emperor

Wu Ti, 354.

Li Chi Kung , prefect,

106.

Li Ch II ^1^^, a man of very keen

sight, 243.
'

Liki I Book of Kites, 69, 78,
|

79, 272, 336, 386, 395, 401.

Li Loii Chu, 243.

Li Sse prime minister of

(Min Shih Huang Ti, 225, 226, 237,

238, 276.

Li Tse Chang an official,

351.

Li Wen Po official, 361.

Li-yang city in Anhui, 14.

Liang-chou ^^ one of the

Nine Provinces, 405.

Liang the Wei State in Honan,

31, 237, 290, 301, 361.

Liang , mountain in SMnM, 187,

188.

Lia ng Ch'iao, a tribe, 208.

Liang Yuan J^ a tribe, 208.

Liao-tung , ancient State in

Manchuria, 209.

Lieh
|J

marquis of Han 259.

Lien-shan )^ name of an

edition of the Yikiny^ 78.

Lin Fang ^^ , a man of Lu, 24.

Lin -tse capital of Ch\ 269.

Ling , duke of Wei, 256.

Ling ,
king of Ch'u, 99, 291.

Ling star, 83, 336, 337.

Ling 1^, river, 248.

Ling -ling place in Honan,

207, 215-217.

Liu
jj ,

family name of the Han

dynasty, 236.

Liu , marquis of Chang Liang,

230.

Liu mother of Han Kao Tsu,

19.

Liu Hsia Hui Hui of

Liu-Hsia, famous for his purity of

mind, 242, 294.

Li uHsiang^lJ , celebrated author

of H<m time, 300.

Liu She iif^ K ling , cousin

to Kuany Wu TV, 205.

Liu Tse Ch^ng

=

Liu

Hsiang, famous author, 103, 107,

143, 232, 296, 297, 369, 370.

Liu Tse Chun
Hsin, son to Liu Hsianf/, 274, 350,

356.

Lo , affluent of the Yellow River,

184, 193, 230.

Lo Lo-yi, 405.

Loyang = Lo-yi, eastern

capital of the Chou dynasty, 391.

Lo-yi , capital of the Chou

dynasty on the Lo river in Honan,

64, 405.

Lu, State 'm Shantung, the country

of Confucius, 3 80, 114, 116—118

122, 145, 150, 162, 173, 198, 217,

•220, 221, 230, 232, 242, 243, 254,

270, 272, 286, 287, 291, 303, 304,

308-310, 313, 328, 329, 331, 334,

336, 342, 358, 359, 361, 363, 371,

373, 376, 394, 395, 414.
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Lucifer 323, 324.

Lu Chia writer, 232, 236,

243, 275, 276, 278, 297, 300, 304

305 369 370, 372.

Lu F u ^^3^, descendant of the

Yin dynasty, 210.

Lu-hun [I place in Kansu, 119,

Lu Lien = Lu Chung-Lien

a wandering philosopher of the (—'Hi

State, 300.

Lu-nu "^ ,
place in Chili, 361.

L II Pan ^^, famous mechanic of

Lu, 353.

Lun-heng the Disquisitions,

Wang CK^ung^s principal work, 75,

207 223, 225, 227, 280, 356.

Lun-y ii , the Analects of Con-

fucius, 272.

Lung minister of Shun, 257.

Lung Feng ^^^^ Kuan Lung

Feng^ minister to the last emperor

of the Hsia dynasty, 137.

Lii , clan of the empress Lu Hou,

236.

Lu-chiang j^'Jj^, place in An/mi,

213, 214.

Lii Hon ,
empress L;'" wife

of Han Kao Tsu, 205.

Lii Pu Wei ^^, author of

the 3rd cent, b.c, "235, 236, 300.

Lii 8 h a n g |jp^, surname of Tai

Kung, 112.

Lii Wang Tai Kung

counsellor of King Wm, 2.

M.

Man Fu "^ a neighbour of

Confucius, 284.

Man Yi savages in the south

and in the west, 360.

Mars 3, 22, 153-155, 157 to

J 60, 152, 174.

Mehists followers of Me TV,

369 370, 371, 374, 375.

Tse = Me Ti, philo-

sopher, 142, 262, 318, 353.

Mei-chu
,

place in Ankui,

116.

Mencius -jp, slandered by Tsang

T(scmg, 7, distressed, 31, found cul-

pable, 40, full of sorrow, 41, on

the good people of the villages, 147,

judged people by their eyes, 279,

on Knan Shu and Chnu Kung^ 288,

on the sagehood of the disciples

of Confucius^ 293, on the different

ways of taking office, 294.

Meng , ford in Huai-ching-fi"

H n, 172, 322.

Meng C h'a n g ,
prince of,

34, 131, 132, 178, 331 351.

Meng Kuan a prefect, 301.

Meng Pen , famous for his

strength, 20, 41, 58, 121, 358, 392.

MengT'ien i|
,
general of CKin,

builder of the Great Wall, 391.

Meng Yiieh ^[f|^ a strong man

of CKin. 89, 243.

Mi Me a man in Chin, 27.

Min mountains in Ssechuan^

23, 90.

Min Tse Ch^ien disciple

of Confucius. 287, 293,' 373.

Ming-kuang palace, 99.

Mil gl, duke of Lu, 329.

Mu ,
plain in Honan, 204,

208, 269.

Mu Mu
I[ ,

ugly wife of Huang

Tu 34 397.

N.

N a n - c h'a n g ]
^, now capital of

Kiangs" 141.

Nan Jung a relation of Con-

fucius^ 139.
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Nan-yang |^ , a place in Honan,

190.

Nieh Cheng, an officer in

the Han State, 259.

Ning Ch'i, privy councillor

of duke Huan of C/ii\ 256.

Niu Ai duke of Lu, changed

into a tiger, 359.

N ii Wa } sister of Fu Hsi,

344, 345, 347, 348.

o.

O , place in Shantung, 130.

Orion and its sword, 357.

Ou Yang Yang SMng,

scholiast of the Shuking, 232.

P.

Pa , ancient State in Ssechuan,

209.

Pa-ling, bridge, 403.

Pan Ku ^[g, historian, 107, 198,

223, 225, 228.

Pan Meng Chien = P"
Ku, 304.

Pan Shu P'i father to

Pan Ku, 279, 280, 304.

P'angShaoTii ascholai',

87.

Pao , princes of, 163.

Pao Chiao, a recluse of the

Chuu epoch, 365.

Pao Shu Ya friend of

Kuan Chung, 36.

Pao Sse ^(^ empress, 2, 163.

Pei Jen Wu Ts6

contemporary of Shun, 32.

P'ei , prefecture in Kiangsu^ 8.

Pen Ku ang ^[^-^ , official under

Kuang Wu 7V270, 271.

P eng
,

city in Kiangsu, 217.

P'^ ng-li , old name of the

Poyang lake, 141, 247.

P'e ng Y ii e
h ,

king of Liang,

'202 248.

Pi y^, king of Wu, 115.

Pi , city in Shantung, 74.

Pi Kan "^ , a kinsman of the

tyrant Chou Hsin, 1, 137, 228, 256,

371.

Pien Ch'io , celebrated phy-

sician, 10, 101, 134, 211, 372.

P'ing king of Chou, 208.

P'ing duke of Ch'in, 180-182.

P'ing duke of Lu, 7.

P'ing king of Ch'u, 137.

P'ing Ti Han emperor, 195

•205, 206, 208, 224.

P'ing ,
terrace, 116, 261.

P'ing- yua n , place in Shan-

tung, 116, 261.

P'ing Yuan, prince of, 131.

Pleiades, not visible when Mars

comes forth, 3, 175.

Po Ch'eng Tse Kao
vassal of Yan and Shun , 33, 53.

Po Ch'i f , knew how to endure

hardships, 178 179, 244.

P o - c h 11 n g ^^ , fabulous tribe,

263.

Po-hai, place in Shantung,

120.

Po Li Hsi an official of

CKin, 112.

Po Lo { famous horse trainer,

109.

Po Lu, prince of CAoo, 8.

Po Pi , minister in Wu, 30.

Po-shui, district in ShSnsi,

203.

Po Tsung, an officer of the

Chin, 187, 189.
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Po Ya famous lute-plaver,

40.

Po Yi, assistant of Tii, 33.

Po Yi baron Ft, the forester

of Shun, 186, 187.

Po Yi minister under the

emperor Shun, 257, 258.

Po Yi famous for his in-

tegrity, 32, 140, 141, 146, 203, 241
281, 294, 367.

Pu-chou mountain in the

Kun-luti^ 347.

s.

San-k iiei , name of a tower,

26.

San Miao, aboriginal tribes

or their chieftain, 211.

Sha-ch'iu, place in Chili,

114, 116, 261.

Shan-hai-king "Moun-
tain and Sea Classic," ancient geo-

graphical work, 103.

Shan- sh an
|1, a people south

of the Lobnor, 199, 209.

Shan-yin , river in ChpJcianQ^

249.

Shang dynasty, 1766 1122 n.r.:

1, 31, 154, 199, 204, 414.

Shang Chu g Tse M", dis-

ciple of Confucius, 104.

•Shang Ch (in son of Shun, 3.

Shang Fu

=

Shih Shang Fu,

323.

Shang-lin imperial park,

196.

Shang-shu ta-chuan

, work on the Shukiny, 342.

Shang Yang Wei Yang,

prince of Shang, 33, 92, 233, 236,

300.

Shang- yii river in Chekiang,

•249.

Shao P duke of, brother of Wu
Wang, 219, 221, 304.

Shao Ch^ng Mao scho-

lar in Lu, 149.

She duke of Ch, 349, 352.

Shen Feng a prefect, 216.

Sh" Hsi g, a native of C",
190.

Shen Kung editor of the

Shiking, 232.

Shen Nung god of agri-

culture, 83,
jfi 186, 365.

Shen Pao Hsii— a noble-

man of C,Ku 346, 347.

Shen Pu Hai minister

under Prince Chao of Han 93.

Shen Sheng prince of Chin,

179.

Sh^'Shu and Yii Lii

the door gods, 352.

Shen T'u Ti + drowned
himself in the Huang-ho^ 248.

Shi Chi g officer of Lu, 162.

•Sinking Book of Odes, 10,

79, 80, 153, 154, 209, 221, 223,

232, 244, 264-266, 280, 323, 324,

328, 329, 367.

S h i h - a n , district in Kuangsi,

216.

'

Shili Shang Fu g Lu
Shang, minister of war of Win
Wany, 322.

Shou-ling, place, 118.

Shou-shan , mountain in

Shansi, 314.

S h o u Wang official under

Han Wu TV, 135, 136.

S h o u - y a n g , mountain in

Sh4nsi, 203.

Shu kingdom in Sscchuan, 208,

209, 235, 279.

Shu Ch'i brother of Po Yi,

famous for his integrity, 203.
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Shaking 16-18,

27, 29, 54, 78, 80, 147, 165, 181,

198, 209, 220, 232, 239, 257, 263,

264, 266-268, 272, 311, 323, 328,

329.

Shu Sun Tung high

official of Han Kao Tsu, 79, 95, 144.

Sli 11 n , ancient emperor, 3. 5, 19,

32, 54, 116, 129, 137, 147, 184,

201, 203, 221, 244, 245-247, 251,

257, 287, 293, 307, 318 351.

Shun Yii Te official of

Han Wen Ti, 8 1

.

Shun Yu Tsang gover-

nor, 120.

Sse
^jj^ , family name of the Hsia

dynasty, 414.

Sse , river in Shantung, 251, 252.

Sse-Ma Ch'ien the

historian, 224, 297,^^ , 232.

Sse-Ma Hsiang-Ju

scholar and poet of the Han period,

145 224, 233, 234, 274.

S u Ch'iii 1^^, statesman of the

4th cent/B.c: 47 48, 52, 269, 331,

374.

Su Po A Lord Marshall

and fortune teller, 206.

Sn Wu. high officer, 106.

Sun C h'i M g -^^1^ , philosopher of

the 3rd cent, b.c, 107.

Suu Sh u A o , minister

of C", 299.

Sun Wu , celebrated general

and writer on the art of \vai% 6th

cent. B.C., 71.

Sung , State, the north-western

corner of Kiangsu Province, 14, 22,

•27, 115, 152, 154, 157, 158, 174,

198 257 258, 291, 414.

Sung W e II g Y i
~

- , officer

of Han Hsuan Ti, 217.

Sung Yii a poet of CKu, 302.

T.

T'ai j^ fief of the Chou in SMmi,

264.

T'a i Chi a Shmtg emperor,

•21.

T'a i - h s ii a n - c h i n g work

of Yang Tse Yun, 233, 297.

T'a i - h u a mountain in the

west, 244.

T'ai K u n g ~^^J^ helpmate of Vfm
Wany, 32, 117, 203.

T'ai Mou
,
emperor of the

Shang dynasty, 22, 340.

rai Po
Jji;

son of Tan fu, 209,

380.

T'ai-shan jjj Mount T ai sacred

mountain in Shantung, 19, 24, 69,

88, 125, 196, 235, "242, 243, 245,

296 330 = 303.

T'ai-sh an
]

^ circuit in Shan-

tung, 364.

T'ai-sui , the opposite of

Jupiter^ 402 seq.

T'ai-tsung |^ = T'ai-shan

,

sacred mountain in Shan tuny^ 244.

T'ai Wang g'*andfather of

Wen Wang, 23, 380.

Tan king of 7m, 99.

Tan ^ ,
prince of F-?/^, 176, 177,

317.

Tan Chu son of Yao, 3.

Tan-erh
j ]^ , fabulous tribe witli

hanging ears, 263.

Tan Fu grandfather of Wen

Wang, 140.

Tan-shiii, place in Honan,

201.

Tan- t(u
,

place in Kiangsu,

248,

T a n - y a n g , circuit in Kiangsu

and Ankui, 116, 36*2.

T'an g founder of the Shang

dynasty, 1, 2, 11-13, 16 17, 21
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32, 76 77, 133, 176, 177, 182-

184, 202, 203, 206, 291, 332, 334,

344.

T'ang Yao's territory, 138, 194,

203, 222, = Yao, 199 278.

Tang Lin

=

Tang Tse Kao,

memorialist, 300.

T*ang Lo, a poet of Ck'u,

302.

T'ang Shu Yu son of

Wu Wang, 230.

Tang Tse Kao

=

Tang

Lin, memorialist, 88, 106, 297, 301.

T'ao Chu , name assumed by

Fan Li, minister of Yiieh, 288.

T'a o - y a n g district in Kuangsi,

216.

Teng Hsi ^5^ sophist, 41.

Teng-ming one of the

Twelve Spirits of the cardinal

points, 406.

Teng T'ung, favourite of the

emperor Han WSn TV, 34.

Ti, northern barbarians, 26, 165,

167, 185 199 208, 209, 263, 296,

364.

Ti K'u mythical emperor,*]

125.
^

Ti Yi »^ , emperor of the Shang

dynasty, 29.

T'i Jung daughter of Shun

Yu Td, 81.

Tien , name of Ts4ng Hsi, 335,

336.

T'i en Ch'^ng Tse

a

noble of Ch\ 131.

Tien Chu | a scholar, 293.

T'i en Kuang , magistrate,

361.

Tien W6n son of Tim Yirtg

of Ch'i, 384.

T'ien Ying minister oiGh\
384.

Ting duke of Simy, 257, 258.

259.

Ting duke of Lu, 150.

Ting Po Yu elegant

writer, 106.

Tsai P'i^§, official in CA'm, who
slandered Ch'u Yuan, 1.

Tsai Yii -jp» , disciple of Con-

fucius, 294.

T'sai , territory in Honan, 18

31, 41,139 176, 177, 201, 306.

Tsai prince of, brother of Wu
Wb""09 210.

Tsai Me historian of the

Chin .State, 103.

Ts'ai Po Chieh a gover-

nor, 106.

Tsang Ts'ang ^|^^, favourite of

duke P'ing of Lu, 7, 41.

Tsang Wen Chung
scholar of Lu, 334.

Ts'ang Hsieh ^^ , inventor of

writing, 27, 28, 85^106, 167, 184,

185, 347, 364, 400.

Ts'ang-wu j^, place in Honan,

Ning-yuan district, 5, 244-247.

Tse , family name of the Shang

{Yin) dynasty, 414.

Tse , great officer of Sung, an-

cestor of Confucius, 115, 116,

Tse Ch'an ^p^^ , famous minister

of CMng, 74, 103, 158, 236, 291.

Tse Chang, disciple of Con-

fucius^ 293.

Tse Chien, disciple of Con-

fucius^ 236.

TseCh'in

=

Ch'm Tse Gh'in,

282.

Tse Fan"^ general of Ch'u, 34.

Tse Fu Ching Po
great officer of lm 10.

Tse Hsia ~^ disciple of CW-

fu€ius 293.
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Tse HsU Tse Hsu, see

Wu yuan 1, 41.

Tse-hsii-fu poem of

Sse-Ma Hsiang-Ju^ 233.

Tse Kao Hp^ Kao Tse Kao
disciple of Confucius^ 74, 268.

Tse K u n g -jp , disciple of Con-

fucius, 33 101 121, 125, 130, 144,

146, 230, 281, 282, 288, 292, 293,

358, 414.

Tse Lan , official in Wu who

slandered Wu Tse Hsii, 1

.

Tse Lu disciple of Confucius^

2, 7, 10, 24, 74, 146, 182, 183, 248,

-268, 283, 328, 331.

Tse P'i , chief minister of

Cheng, 74.

Tse Shen jf^^j^, great officer of

Lu, 158.

Tse-ts'ai j^;^ , " The Timber of

the Tse Tree," chapter of the Sku-

king, 86.

Tse Wei
, astrologer in Sung,

152, 153-155, 157—160.

Tse Wei Shu-lu

work of Tse W«, 160.

Tse Wo
,

disciple of Con-

fucius, 121, 414.

Tse Ying , last infant em-

peror of the Ch'in dynasty, 205.

Tse Yu ^ .̂, disciple oi Confucius,

293.

Ts'e = Tse Ktmg, disciple of

Confucius, 121, 288, 414.

Tseng Hsi father of TsSng

Tse, 137, 335.

Tseng Tsan (8hen)

Ts4ng Tse, 39, 42, 137.

Tseng Tse , disciple of Con-

fucius, 23, 24, 87, 88, 121, 178-

179, 189 190, 229, 373, 379

Tso Ch'iu Ming author

of the Ts"-chuan 166, 254, 272, 335.

Tsu-chuan coniinentary

to the Ch'un-ch'iu, 272.

Tso II
i ,

place in Shantung, 284.

Tsou Po Ch'i author,

29, 205.

Tsu Yang oiticer of the

2nd cent, b.c, 267, 301.

Tso u Yen
i ^/ji

scholar of the

4th cent. B.C., 06, 107, 136, 178-

179, 180, 301, 888.

Tsu Chi I official of Kao

Tsuny, 161, 162, 169, 170.

Ts u Y i (probably a mistake

for ), olflcer of the emperor

Kao Tsung, 311.

Ts u Yi
jji
, ft minister of the

emperor Chmi, 268, 269.

Tsnng-k'uei (>i of the

Twelve Spirits of U"' cardinal

points, 406.

Tsung JShu lisi high

officer, 66.

T u , marquis of, killed by king

Hsuan of Chou, 249. 250, 369, 370,

375.

Tu Fu a poet of the Han

time, 198, 223.

Tu-ling
I
, place in Shensi,

118, 196.

Tu-so 1^ , fabulous mountain,

352.

Tung-ch'eng , a place, 106.

Tuug Chung Shou

a

magistrate, 106.

Tung Chung Shu , author

of the Han epoch, 17, 19, 63, 89,

103, 106, 107, 114-117, 132, 135,

273, 296, 302, 330, 336, 338. 342,

343, 345, 347-349, 356.

Tung-chiin circuit in north-

ern Honan, 135,

Tung Fang So . Taoist

magician, 104, 107, 110.
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Tuag-hai j^ , place in Kiangsu,

66, 272.

Tpng-Kuo Ya high

officer of the Chu State, 289, 290,

292.

Tung-lai place in Shantung,

106, 362.

T ling li , work oiChou Gh'ang

Sh, 302.

Tung-ining, a mountain,

258.

'r ling -til city, I)robably Lo-

yang, 53.

T'ung , palace, 21.

V.

Venus , eclipsed the Pleiades,

175, 323, 324.

w.
Wa n-sui palace, 197.

Wang Chi father of Wen
Wang, 23, 380.

Wang Chien, a general of

etcin, 260.

Wang Chung Tse scho-

lar of the 1st cent, a.d., 53.

Wang Kung Tse ^, scholar

of the time of Huan Chi'm Sfian, 297.

Wang Liang, famous cha-

rioteer, 31, 40 109.

Wang Mang the usurper,

6, 29, 89, 120, 203-205, 254, 278,

276, 324.

WangTse F n g official,

362.
'

Wei king of Ch'i, 130.

Wei State in Honan, 14, 40, 80,

93, 158 168, 175, 220, 221, 248,

256, 286, 291, 304.

Wei State in Shansi, 293.

W e i , river in Sh4nsi, 29.

Wei Ch'ing general, 131.

W e i - n a n city near Hsi-an-fu,

118.

V e i - 1 u capital of WW, 1 20.

Wei-yang , palace near

CKang-an, 118.

Wen duke of Lu, 150, 334.

Wen duke of Chin, 27, 169, 170.

Wen Chiang duchess of

Lu, 254.

AV^n Ti Han emperor, 81,

144, 195, 197, 215, 218, 219, 270,

403.

Wen Wang , king WSn,

founder of the Chou dynasty, 2, 23-

25, 35, 49, 76, 78 79, 104, 139,

153, 162 176, 177, 197, 199, 203,

206, 233, 266, 277, 296, 302, 306,

380, 395, 407, 414.

Wu , State in Kiangsu, 1, 92,

115, 125, 202, 209, 241-243, 246,

247-250, 346, 347, 380.

Wu

=

Wu Wang, 1, 2, 21, 23,

26, 172, 202.

Wii king of CKin, 89 243.

Wu Chi prince of Wei, 41.

Wii-ch'iu a place in Shansi,

135.

W '1 C h fi n K a o , a writer,

•245, 246.

Wu Chun Shang Wu
Ckiin Kao, an elegant writer, 302.

\' u - fu , a region in Shan-

tung, 283.

Wu Hsien a diviner, 372.

Wu Hsii >|)1^, name of viscount

Hsiang of Chao, 8.

Wu Huo ^^ a strong man of

the feudal age, 89.

Wu Keng ^^ , son of the last

emperor of the Yin dynasty, 210.
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Wu-ling 1^ , place in Shantung,

141.

Wu Ling Tse j^^jp , a scholar

of Ch\ 53.

Wu Ti Han emperoi', 106,

110, 135, 197, 206, 219, 272. 274,

312, 354, 355.

W u T s e H s ii =r Wu Yuan^

92 137, 179, 247-251.

Wu-t'ung , a place on tlie

Ldng river, 248.

Wu Wang , king of the Chou

dynasty, 18, 24-26, 32, 35, 79, 104,

172, 173, 197, 199, 202-206, 208,

•228, 269, 287 296, 31 1, 412 414.

Wu Yen fit wife of king Hsuan

of Ch\ 34.

Wu Yuan ^^, minister of Ww,

6th cent, b.c, 80.

Y.

Yang-Ch'eng Tse-Chang

, author of the YueJi-ching,

297, 298.

Yang-chou , ancient province,

388, 405.

Yang Chung scholar, 107,

274.

Yang-hou
, marquis of lAng-

yang, 172.

Yang Hu Yang Hm, 283.

Yang Huo, enemy of C&n^

fucvus^ 283.

Yangtse river, 23, 41, 90 116,

169, 248, 250, 303, 382.

Yang Tse

=

Yang Chu. the

philosopher, 262.

Yang Tse Shan a scho-

lar, 273.

Yang Tse Yiin Yang

Hsiung, philosopher, 86, 89, 145,

224, 232-234, 274, 279 280, 296-

298.

Y-ang W"g Chung
understood the voices of birds and

brutes, 123.

Yao ^fe , ancient emperor, 3, 11-

13, 19, 3U, 60, 63, 129, 133.

158, 164, 171, 172, 184, 187, 188,

201, 206, 211, 222, 224, 245, 246,

251, 263, 267, 268, 293, 307, 318,

319. 323, 332, 334, 344, 347.

Yao and Shun ^p . the model

emperors, 9, 19, 31, 134, 138, 147,

156, 187,* 192 193, 198, 199, 206,

209, 210, 211, 218, 226, 244, 257,

267, 277, 294. 318, 320.

Yao-tien , chapter of the

Shuking^ 244.

Yellow River , 41, 90, 146,

164, 184, 193. 230, 248, 303, 392.

Yen State in ChUi, 99, 106,

136, 175. 176, 178, 260, BOl. 317,

374.

Yen (for the spurious ), fa-

mily name of a Hsiung^u queen,

354.

Yen-chou
•^ , one of the Nine

Circuits of Yii, parts of Chili and

Shantung, 42, 405.

Yen Fu Tse ^J^, a poet of

the 2nd cent. b.c.. 302.

Yen H s i a D g misprint for

^J-j^
,

Chuang Hsiang, king of

Ch'in, 118.

Yen -ling ^£ |^ . place in Kiangsu,

240, 241.

Yen Hui ^§ disciple of Con-

fucius, 39, 42

Yen Sheng ^ i private officer,

216.

Yen-shih-ch'i u moun-

tain and cliffs on the river Hsiang.

21fi.

Yen-shou, palace, 197.
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Yen Tse

=

Ym Yiny, officer

of CA'i, 138, 153. 154, 160, 211,

287, 288.

Yen Weng Chung

a

famous bravo in Hrman. 259.

Yen Ying, officer of Cft'i,

236, 290.

Yen Yuan

=

Yen Hvi, dis-

ciple of Confucius, 2, 89. 98. 121.

125, 141, 144, 146, 201. 242-244.

282, 283, 293.

Yen Yueh. assassin of Hu

Hai 205.

Yi , minister of Yi'i, 103.

Y i , river in Shantung, 335.

Yi-ch'uan place in Honan.

119.

Y iking, 'anon of Changes.

78, 184, 229, 233, 266, 267, 274,

275, 349, 356.

Yi Li
iii^.

one of the Three

Rituals, 79.

Yi Shao Chiin

=

Li Shoo

Chun, Taoist magician, 104.

Yi Yin , minister of Tny
1, 21, 22, 31, 294.

Yin , dynasty SHang dynasty,

1, 25, 76-80. 87, 101, 110, 115,

116 137, 161, 163, 164, 170, 198,

199, 202-204, 210, 223, 277, 312,

340, 400.

Yin State, 221, 269, 288.

Yin |g, epoch, 93.

Yin duke of Lu, 395.

Yin , family, marquis Fu of Yin

Chiang, 210.

Yin Chiang
^5
. marqiiisate,

210.

Yin Fang precocious youth,

120, 121, 124, 125.

Yin Ho officer cA' Ch 74.

Ying king of Ch'u, 209.

Ying r|rt
,
palace in Ch'ti, 361

.

Ying-ch'nan , circuit in An-

huL 221.

Yo . prince of hu 414.

Yo-lang ancient State, 209.

Yu. emperor of the Chov dynasty,

•2, 163. 208.

Yu Chung Yu styled Tsp. Jvw,

disciple of Confxicim. "24.

Y u F u - f" g
a prefecture

in Sh4nsi 106.

Yu Jo, disciple oi' Con/ueim,

354.

Yu-li place where Wen

Wang was imprisoned. 41, 139,

176, 177. 205, 306.

Yu-m iao aboriginal tribes,

201.

Yuan , brother to the marquis

Fu of Yin Chiang, 210.

Yuan son of Tseng Tse, 229.

Yuan , general, 140.

Yuan Ti *^ Han emperor, 276.

Yung ^|| = Jnn Yung^ disciple of

Confucius. 55.

Y ung-ch'a ng circuit in Yvn-

nan, 215.

Yung-chou , ancient province

corresponding to ShSnsi and Kansu,

302, 405.

Yung Men Tse famous

for his weeping, 177, 178. 331.

Y i'l ' ancient emperor, 3, 5, 31

47, 60, 64, 76, 77, 81, 103, 116

164, 169, 184, 188, 203, 206, 209

244-247, 257, 291, 344, 351, 352

Yii , Shvn,s territory in Shansi

a, 138, 194, 215, 287 = Shun, 278.

Y ii

=

Tse Wb, disciple of Con-

fucius, 121, 414.
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Yu - ch i ,
place in Chekiang^

249.

Yii Ch'ing politician of the

3rd rent, h.c, 286, 300.

y ii-clioii, One of the Nine

rovinces 405.

Yu Jang would-be assassin

of tlir Viscount of Chan, 137, 142,

175.

Y II - kniig , the ' Tribute of

Yu,' chapter oi' the Shuking, 247.

Y i\ - 1 i n ^^, old State in Kuanysi^

209.
^

Y ii - 1 i n
^l^ij^ , prefecture in KvmigH^

106.

Y ii e h , State in CheMang^ 33,

102, 13 209, 246, 249, 312, 380.

Y i I e h ^^^^ , southern aborigines

in Kuanytnng and Annam^ 278.

Yiieli-ch'ang , a people in

Kvang-tung, 166, 199, (or 208.

Yiieh-sui ancient State in

Yunnan, 209.

Y ii n - 111 e n g ^* , phtce in Hupd^

116.
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ERRATA AND ADDENDA TO VOL. L

Page 111

• III,

- 4,

» 10,

" 11,

« 49

>' 59,

» 93,

100,

114,

115

128

175,

177,

182,

197,

206,

206,

206

line 13, for Pien-t'ung read Pien-tuny.

last line, for Chi-shou read CKi-shou.

line 9, for K^uei-cki^ the name of a circuit and a city, liere and

elsewhere throughout the book read Kuei-chL

ast line but one, tsung-shu change into tsung-shu.

line 3, for Shu-mu-tang wen read Shu-mu ta-wen.

line 1, page 54, line 15, and page 544, second column, line 20 for

line 9, Sse-wci change into Sse-hui,

first line of the last calumu "Perha/ps this nature appeared again

in Duke Huan" should be translated "Somebody made a reply to

Duke Huan"
Note 5 add "and borrowed from the Tao-te-king chap. XXXVllI/'

line 14, for ficticious read fictitious.

lines 17 and 23, and Note 1, and page 147, lines 20, 22, 24 for

Fan Sui read Fan Chu.

Note 4 at the end add "bringing up the number to

line 19 the words "where with his bote he shot fish and turtles in

the water. They formed a Jloatiny bridge," must be corrected as

follows: " where with his bow he beat the current^ when thefish and

turtles came and formed a Jloatiny bridge,"

Note 1, line 2, for Duke CKao (Tso-chuan) here and elsewhere

read Duke Ghao.

Note 1, line 2, for ^* old read .
Note 2, line 1, Tan Kuny change into Tan Kung.

line 15 for "To serve under Your Lordship was decidedly better than

under W«" read: "We shall certainly serve Wu as we did Your

Lordship"

line 17 for "fancied that he was vexed with his son Ww, for vexation

with one's oum son is a very common human grievance," read :

—

^'^fancied that he was grieved for his son Wu for nothing gives greater

pain to human feelings than the thought of the fate of one^s chiidrm,"

line 22, for "F{>wr Lordship died an untimely death. The things which

you did not bring to a close in CfCi are as vast as the Yellow River
^^'^

write "Fowr Lordship died an untimely death. I swear hy the Yellow

River to carry out your designs in C%'""
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Page 209, Note 1, for Kun Sun CKiao read Kumj Sun OKiao.

" 248, Note 4, for I, p. 382 read p. 202, expunging /.

>' 281, Note 1, line 3, for p. 194 write p. 112.

" 304 line 11, Ti Ku had a double tooth change into Ti K^u hadjoined teeth.

>' 309, line 11 from bottom et se(j., for / Kuan read / K^uan

" 379, Note 2 line 4, for Han-shih-voai-cKuan read Han-shih-wai-ckuan.

" 406, Note 6, X change into IX.

« 465, Note 2, for 7, p. 304 read p, 3, oinitting I.

» 498, line 2 from bottom, for: In the writinys of the Literati we find

the notice that hu Pa/i was as skilful as Me Tse, write : The writings

of the Literati give the following examples of the inventive spirit of

Lu Pan and Tse.

' 501, Note 4, for Tan Kung read T^an Kung.

>' 541, second column, line 11, omit Yen Tse.

" 542, second column, line 15 for 129 read 128.

>' 546, first column, line 4, for 516 read 517,

" 551, first column, line 19 from hoUoin, for Ch^eng Chung Tse read Ctien

Chung Tse.

» 556, first cohnnii, line 15, for ^fg^^|| write ^^|.

" 559, second column, line 3, for I Kuan read I K'ua?i.

» 561, first column, line 15 from l)ottom, for ^ - read ^ .
>' 572, first column, line 8 from bottom, expunge the Great Diviner of CKi,

»' 572, second column, line 16, for Hsia dynasty write Shang dynasty.

»' 572, second column, line 4 from bottom, for Yu Yo read Yu Jo,

" 572, last line, change into -
[Professor Giles (Adversaria Sinica No. 6. p. 168) objecu^ to my styling

Sse-Ma Cliien "Grand Annalist" instead of "Grand Astrologer." I believe

that he was archivist and astrologer at the same time. originally

means a secretary, a recorder and not an astrologer. Lao Tse is called in

Shi-chi chap. 58: ^J^^^ the secretary in charge of the

archives of Chov. According to Wang Cfinny Vol. II, p. 143 Sse Ma Ch^im

must have held a similar position, being in charge of the records
-^J

ZJ^

2]
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